
TO THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT 
ATTOURNEY 

 
 
Prisoners Defenders International Network Association, with address at Calle 
Príncipe de Vergara 109 - 2nd floor, 28002 Madrid, Spain, with Internet address: 
https://www.prisonersdefenders.org, email: info@prisonersdefenders.org and 
telephone (+ 34) 647564741, for the purposes of notifications, association 
registered in the Ministry of the Interior of Spain, with registration number 
O00000212e1900014301, of April 30, 2019, represented in this act by its President 
and founder, Mr. Javier Larrondo Calafat, citizen of Spain born in Madrid, Spain, 
with ID 07231399S. 
 
The organization that promotes human rights in Cuba, UNPACU, with address 
on Calle 9, number 10, between E and G, Reparto Mármol, Santiago de Cuba, 
Cuba, with Internet address https://www.unpacu.org, email info@unpacu.org 
and telephone (+34) 647564741, for the purposes of notifications these last three 
forms of contact (avoiding the postal address for communications as being it 
monitored and intervened by the State), represented in this act by its General 
Coordinator, Mr. José Daniel Ferrer García, citizen of Cuba, born in Palma 
Soriano, Cuba, with Identity number 70072927509 . 
 
Mr. José Daniel Ferrer García, human rights activist Prisoner of Conscience by 
Amnesty International, XIII Human Rights International Prize of the Hispanic-
Cuban Foundation and Democracy Award of the National Endowment for 
Democracy, citizen of Cuba, with Identity number 70072927509, with address in 
Calle Príncipe de Vergara 109 - 2nd floor, 28002 Madrid, Spain, email 
josedanielferrer290770@gmail.com and telephone: (+53) 58807751, for 
notification purposes. 
 
Mr. Javier Larrondo Calafat, of Spanish nationality, with N.I.F. nº 07231399S, 
with address at Calle Príncipe de Vergara 109 - 2nd floor, 28002 Madrid, Spain. 
With email jlarron@gmail.com and telephone (+34) 647564741, for notification 
purposes. 
 
Mr. Sebastián Rivero Silva, of Spanish nationality, with N.I.F., No. 53840320B 
and address at Calle Príncipe de Vergara 109 - 2nd floor, 28002 Madrid, Spain. 
With email sebastian.riverosilva@gmail.com and telephone: (+34) 648115369, for 
notification purposes. 
 

APPEAR IN COURT, 
 

in accordance with the provisions of articles 4, 42.1 and 53.1 of the Rome Statute 
of the International Criminal Court AND SUBMIT A COMPLAINT ON THE 
COMMISSION OF CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY OF SLAVERY 
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(ARTICLE 7.1.c), PERSECUTION (ARTICLE 7.1.h), AND OTHER 
INHUMANE ACTS OF A SIMILAR CHARACTER INTENTIONALLY 
CAUSING GREAT SUFFERING, OR SERIOUS INJURY TO BODY OR TO 
MENTAL OR PHYSICAL HEALTH (ARTICLE 7.1. k) for the facts mentioned 
below and perpetrated by the persons indicated in this writing. 
 
 
Denounced persons.- 
 
Mr. Raúl Modesto Castro Ruz, First Secretary of the Communist Party of the 
Republic of Cuba. 
 
Mr. Miguel Mario Díaz-Canel Bermúdez, President of the Council of Ministers 
of the Republic of Cuba. 
 
Mr. José Ángel Portal Miranda, Minister of Public Health of the Republic of 
Cuba. 
 
Mr. Rodrigo Malmierca Díaz, Minister of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment 
of the Republic of Cuba. 
 
Mr. Bruno Rodríguez Parrilla, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of 
Cuba. 
 
Ms. Margarita González Fernández, Minister of Labor and Social Security of the 
Republic of Cuba. 
 
 
Competence.- 
 
The International Criminal Court is competent given that crimes against 
humanity of Enslavement, Persecution and Other inhumane acts, as typified in 
article 7 of the Rome Statute are denounced: 
 

1. For the purpose of this Statute, "crime against humanity" means any of 
the following acts when committed as 
part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian 
population, with knowledge of the attack: 
…///… 
c) Enslavement; 
 …///… 
h) Persecution against any identifiable group or collectivity on political, 
racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as defined in paragraph 3, 
or other grounds that are universally recognized as impermissible under 
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international law, in connection with any act referred to in this paragraph 
or any crime within the jurisdiction of the Court; 
k) Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great 
suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health. 

 
Jurisdiction.- 
 
The International Criminal Court has jurisdiction because the crimes that are 
denounced are committed, by those responsible for the Cuban government and 
administration, in the territory of numerous states that are part of the Court, such 
as, for example, the cases of Brazil which is a state party since June 20, 2002, 
Botswana, since September 8, 2000, Guatemala from April 2, 2012, Honduras 
from July 1, 2002, Venezuela from June 7, 2000, and Bolivia since June 27, 2002. 
 
The principle of complementarity is not applicable.- 
 
As will be stated in the legal bases, the Cuban dictatorial regime will not 
exercise any judicial activity to demand criminal liability for the crimes that are 
the subject of denunciation. 
 
Summary of the facts.-  
 
The Cuban regime has subjected the people to an ironclad single-party 
dictatorship of “irrevocable” character, not even by people's mandate, as stated 
by its Constitution, 1 2 that deprives its citizens of their fundamental rights, 
including that of freedom in all its areas. By means of the implantation of a 
juridical order destined to sustain and justify the dictatorship, the people are 
subjected to living conditions, in which the repression before the slightest 
dissidence with the dictates of the authoritarian power terrifies and destroys the 
lives of the people. 
 
The control of the person is total, and the repressive measures before any reaction 
contrary to the interests of the regime are constant. 
 
These notes characterize the Cuban system. 
 
To frighten the people and have them totally subdued and controlled and, in this 
way, from the apparatuses of power, being able to maintain the dictatorial 

                                                 
 
1 Actual Constitución de Cuba: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DRQd_SzhqA-
mqJ6B9k1QqwSIU_ZQB9lK 
2 Legal analysis of the Cuban Constitution: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vKOh4FynRw7L15cQdJAPpgQLD2ifpUFk 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DRQd_SzhqA-mqJ6B9k1QqwSIU_ZQB9lK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DRQd_SzhqA-mqJ6B9k1QqwSIU_ZQB9lK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vKOh4FynRw7L15cQdJAPpgQLD2ifpUFk
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regime, multiple repressive measures are adopted and dictated against human 
rights. 
 
It is done in a generalized and systematic way from the apparatuses of power. It 
not only tortures, but also arrests and deprives its per from freedom in violation 
of fundamental norms of international law. Also from the apparatuses of power, 
in a generalized and systematic way, a constant persecution for political motives 
is carried out against any dissident group or person critical of the regime that 
aspires to the end of the dictatorship and repression. Deportation and 
assassination have been carried out, among other brutal acts, in the generalized 
context of a systematic attack against the population, as a way of sustaining the 
dictatorial regime. 
 
In a context of deprivation of the most minimal rights and subjecting people to 
conditions of slavery, carrying out persecutions against groups and collectives, 
also subjecting people to inhuman acts that intentionally cause inmense 
suffering, and at the same time seriously attacking physical integrity or the 
mental or physical health, from the apparatuses of the power of the Cuban 
regime, the civilian population is attacked in a generalized and systematic way. 
 
The crime against humanity (Article 7 of the Rome Statute) occurs in the case that 
is denounced because the requirements of the same are met, as will be stated in 
the legal bases sections. It meets the element of context, as there is a generalized 
and systematic attack against the civilian population; as well as the political 
element, as this attack comes from the apparatuses of the power of the regime 
and the administration; and the singular act, which in the case we denounce, is 
slavery (Article 7.1.c), persecution (Article 7.1.h), and other inhumane acts of a 
similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or serious injury to body 
or to mental or physical health (Article 7.1. k). 
 
Doctors and other Cuban qualified professionals work in remote countries of 
their island in the so-called "Internationalization Missions" for periods of 3 
years, missions that are regulated in their legislation with the definition of 
work of civilians on behalf of the State. The submission, control and 
repressive measures against these people, make us face real cases of slavery, in 
which the Cuban regime exercises attributes of property rights on all these 
people. In the face of acts leading to free themselves from such slavery, terrible 
actions are taken against the victims, actions that seek to frighten, threaten, 
terrorize, coerce and, finally, destroy their lives, with the public derision that 
such actions produce. And all this as part of a generalized attack against the 
civilian population from the apparatuses of power and administration, and 
with plenty of knowledge of that attack. All this is part of a regime that, as 
previously stated, subjects its citizens to brutal repression and deprivation of 
liberty and rights in order to maintain the dictatorship. 
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This document demonstrates with irrefutable documentary and testimonial 
evidence the following facts: 
 
1. The "internationalization missions" are composed by a contingent that 

fluctuates between 50,000 and 100,000 Cuban civilian workers anually from 
different fields (doctors, teachers, engineers, sailors, athletes, etc.) 

2. The "missions" occur in a total of countries that fluctuate between 65 and 100 
countries each year. 

3. Workers do not volunteer for such missions, but are forced and strongly 
coerced to go. 

4. The professionals are separated from their families and minor children for 
periods of 3 years without the possibility of their families visiting them, 
since they are prevented from leaving the island, and without the 
professionals being allowed to visit their families on the island, except 
exclusively in cases of death of their parents or their children, as reflected in 
their own Law explicitly. 

5. If the professional decides to leave the job and return to Cuba or, after 
completing the mission does not return to Cuba, a horrible persecution 
takes place that even the Criminal Code of Cuba considers, in article 135, 3 
as "abandonment of mission of civilian workers" and is punished with 
between 3 and 8 years in prison. The same penalty is considered if, having 
completed the 3 years of mission, for some reason decides not to return to 
Cuba. In the latter case, instead of initiating the legal Criminal Code 
proceeding, they are denied entry for 8 years, away from their family, a fact 
which is warned at all times to civilian workers during the mission. 
Therefore, tens of thousands of families are separated, families in Cuba with 
minor children, spouses/husbands, elderly people, siblings and other family 
members, without being allowed to enter the island during said 8 years, nor 
leave to their families, even when the relatives are in processes near to death 
in the island. 

6. Workers are not offered any contract in most of the testimonies and 
countries studied (110 testimonies and 10 countries) and, when they sign 
one, they are almost never given a copy. Of the countries studied, only in 
the “missions” of Brazil and Saudi Arabia did these workers have a work 
contract. In Brazil, these contracts were qualified as "slave labor" in 
numerous sentences, including several by federal judges. 

7. Professionals are denied their current valid passport, 4 and even the 
"mission" passport is confiscated upon arrival, letting the professionals 

                                                 
 
3 Cuba’s Criminal Code: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_kf0R8TsMlxtFIrEqAEDleeMfPNGCGTr 
4 The current passport is the standard following the ICAO regulation 9303, whose cover is the country and 
whose title is only "Passport". The "mission" Passport is a passport that, differing in the cover in an 
ostensible way with the regulations and practices of all countries, instead of saying, like all, "Passport", it 
says "Official Passport", which in the Customs draws so much attention that the usual thing is to have big 
problems when using it and, in numerous occasions, it is rejected. It is the Cuban official who accompanies 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_kf0R8TsMlxtFIrEqAEDleeMfPNGCGTr
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without legal identification. Likewise, they are prohibited having their 
legalized university degrees and experience history with them. 

8. Cuban workers perceive in some cases 10% and in other cases a maximum 
of 25% of the salary paid for their work by the host country. The rest is 
perceived by Cuba and, in some of the missions, Cuba distributes another 
5% with intermediaries that facilitate the transaction. We demonstrate this 
fact not only with the contracts obtained, but with the memoranda of 
collaboration between the countries and judgments of Federal Accounts 
Courts. 

9. Workers are forced to be confined, often crowded into common rooms, 
without permission to leave, and curfew at dusk. They are also not 
allowed to drive even if they have a valid driving license. 

10. By the Law of Cuba, which we expose in detail later and is explicit about it, 
in addition to, by contract, they cannot relate to natives or foreigners, nor 
are allowed to have personal o romantic relationships without the 
approval of the Heads of Mission. By contract and by law, they are not 
allowed to marry neither. 

11. The Chiefs of Mission, security personnel of Cuba, have the mission of 
monitoring all the professionals’ movements. The professionals are also 
obliged to monitor their colleagues. 

12. Most doctors, for example, are forced to change work statistics, falsify 
medical visits, and perform medical interventions on patients without 
ailments. 

13. Professionals are forced to execute political objectives. Physicians, for 
example, must census the population and their possible political tendencies, 
house by house, as well as deal with absolute preference to the patients who 
belong to the party in power of the country that hires the Cuban "mission". 

14. They are made to work hellish workloads, an average of 160% (64 hours 
weekly) of the maximum workload stipulated by the International Labor 
Organization. 

15. All workers confess that they are constantly threatened. 22% suffer or 
coexist with violence exercised by Cuban officials, and 41% confess that 
they have suffered sexual harassment or that their peers have suffered it. 

 
What is shown here, with all kinds of evidence, is that the so-called "Missions of 
Internationalization" are a crime against humanity of slavery, with all its breadth, 
also of trafficking in persons for economic purposes and, after this and when the 
professional wishes to be released, a crime against humanity of persecution that 
                                                 
 
Cuban professionals the one who solves this aspect with the justification of the Agreements between Cuba 
and the destination country. Cuba has adopted the phrase "Official Passport" and puts it on the cover 
precisely to make it difficult to use it without the presence of the Cuban officers who have in their 
possession the Collaboration Agreements that allow to justify entry into the country. A photo of both 
passports, the standard or "Corriente" (blue) and the "mission", so called "Oficial" but which is the opposite 
can be seen here: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IMGMwYI0oGPZn4al2hlfQZ68RgCsogtN 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IMGMwYI0oGPZn4al2hlfQZ68RgCsogtN
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affects hundreds of thousands of professionals of the highest qualification in 
Cuba who, together with hundreds of thousands of relatives, suffer exploitation 
and a violation of their most basic rights that must be studied and condemned 
energetically through a criminal court. 
 
In the present complaint we have taken 64 public testimonies of doctors on 
mission, who have publicly appeared in the media and other 46 private 
testimonies, whose identities should be protected because they are terrified of 
the consequences of their name being made public and the certain repression to 
their relatives on the island. To obtain the 46 testimonies it has been necessary to 
make the request to more than 10,000 doctors "deserters" from the beginning of 
the study of the case (1 year), being the most usual response that they had real 
panic, family in Cuba, and that they would support us when the case took the 
protection of the International Criminal Court, as they argued that they needed 
that security. 
 
NOTE: The present complaint was released originally in Spanish and translated 
then to English. If any doubt arises with the content or the meaning of a sentence, 
please refer to the Spanish version to double-check the resolution of the doubt. 
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I. REPORTED FACTS / BACKGROUND 
 
1.1. DOCUMENTATED DETAIL OF THE DENOUNCED FACTS 
 
1.1.1. Preliminary technical introduction 
 
The present section (REPORTED FACTS / BACKGROUND) is intended to 
describe, in a technical and objective manner, the situation experienced and lived 
by a group of hundreds of thousands of Cuban workers traveling abroad on 
behalf of the Government of Cuba for decades. 
 
In particular, we will focus on the conditions that have been experienced from 
July 2002 to the present date and the description of the situation of this massive 
group of professional in the so-called "Missions" of Internationalization, which 
have taken place, furthermore, in States Parties of the International Criminal 
Court. 
 
In order to understand the level of coercion to which the workers were subjected 
and to demonstrate, without any doubt, the situation of slavery, persecution and 
other inhumane acts of a similar character in which the professionals have been 
treated and exchanged for decades, a huge investigation has been necessary due 
to a series of factors: 
 
• That the whole situation has been materialized under the umbrella of 

numerous laws and decrees with the power of law that operate in Cuba and 
specifically for missions abroad, in a country where the legislation is 
tremendously complex, ambiguous and convoluted. Workers abroad were 
completely forced to be subject to Cuban legislation despite being working in 
States Party to the International Criminal Court. 

• That the Cuban legislation suffers from many changes due to a constant 
"makeup" of it by the Cuban regime in order to gain international credits, 
where clearly repressive laws are replaced by apparently less repressive 
modifications but interconnected with other new regulations or decrees that 
returned in making the whole set equal or more repressive than before the 
modifications. All these changes have required performing a detailed study 
of the legal scenario to come up objective demonstrations of the legislation 
that was being applied at all times and the situation of the causes and effects 
of the state of oppression of workers abroad. 

• That, in spite of having hundreds of testimonies guaranteeing they have lived 
a situation of complete slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a 
similar character working in States Parties to the Criminal Court, and are now 
persecuted, that truth can be doubly demonstrated by studying how the 
legislation of Cuba was, and still is now, made to support these situations of 
internal and external slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a 
similar character. We have worked, therefore, to reinforce the testimonies 
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with relevant documentary and legal proofs to demonstrate that crimes 
against humanity have been systematically committed from the executive and 
legislative point of view with the protection, permission and acquiescence of 
all the stakeholders of the Cuban State, commanded by the defendants. 

 
For all these reasons, the present document on many occasions deciphers and 
describes Cuban legislation. It is absolutely essential to understand: a) the 
environment of coercion, b) the laws and regulations that were being applied to 
workers abroad, and c) the perverse system that they entailed, as the definition 
and application of laws executed by the highest stakeholders of the Cuban State. 
 
All statements in the document are based on documentary evidence based on 
Cuban legislation, on objective data, and on multiple sources. All sources are 
referenced at the bottom of the page with two types of links. One is the link on 
the Internet, when the source is on the net, and the other is usually an alternative 
link whereby the contents that were on the source web page where saved "in the 
cloud" while this document was being processed. 
 
When the source is unique and official and does not depend on a website, the 
unique document itself, or a true scanned copy of it, has been linked. All links, 
and the way of obtaining the most relevant documents that have been obtained 
from online servers, official, "official" or any other relevant, have been brought 
before a Notary Public in the State Party of the Criminal Court to take notarial 
deed on its content in close dates prior to the date of complaint. 
 
So, if anyone wished to eliminate any link or proof, we would have notarized 
public documentary evidence in State Party of the Criminal Court that would 
prove, without doubt, servers had the content that was referenced in the links, 
with the resulting consequences depending on the author of the elimination. The 
notarial request certificates are available to the Criminal Court Prosecutor's 
Office in separate legalized copies. 
 
In section 1.1.10 of this document you will find all the information referring to 
the more than 46 testimonies of those directly affected who have been subjected 
to processes of slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a similar 
character. All of them have followed a uniform declaration methodology that has 
allowed to add the answers and so generate statistics for each type of slavery, 
persecution and other inhumane acts of a similar character sufferings that have 
been put into practice being able to filter by the dates or countries where they 
have been produced. 
 
The statistics based on the statements in this document are shown embedded in 
addition to the evidence (links and sources, documentary evidence and 
legislative evidence), as well as the reasoning, to corroborate what in each section 
is concluding, leading the reader along a path of evidence which ends by 
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describing the multiple facets of these human rights violations, which have 
ended in a complex system to enslave hundreds of thousands of people for 
dozens of years. 
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1.1.2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Cuban doctors are known in many countries for their extraordinary skills, 
vocation and hard work in extreme situations. This has been shown for years in 
various countries in Latin America, Asia and Africa. Outstanding, in recent 
years, have been their contributions to the Sierra Leone Ebola epidemic, the 
earthquake in Haiti or other countries with great needs such as Venezuela. 
 
Thousands of Cuban doctors have been for years, and through the so-called 
"Internationalist Missions", used as an essential tool of Cuban diplomacy to get 
closer to other countries and strengthen with them the international relations 
that the island used to have, and that were formerly mainly with countries that 
shared Cuba’s struggle in favor of the communist revolution and ruled by 
undemocratic regimes. 
 
The so-called "Missions" have touched the lives of hundreds of thousands of 
Cuban professionals in the last two decades alone and represent the highest 
annual income for the island's regime, three times higher than tourism, as 
demonstrated in section 1.1.3.1 Economic importance of these services for Cuba. 
 
These missions, regarding only medical professionals, continue today in at least 
67 countries, including 3 European nations, as we can see in section 1.1.3.1, and 
there are recent notorious examples such as the "Mais Médicos" program that 
the Cuban Government promoted together with Brazil, and that Cuba ended 
abruptly in December 2018 in response to the change of government in the 
country. 
 
The work of these doctors has been remarkable and has undoubtedly helped 
save thousands of lives. However, this tool of diplomacy, that supposed the 
solidarity of the Cuban Government, has been actually the cover for a source of 
income that subjected Cuban professionals to conditions of slavery, 
persecution, other inhumane acts of a similar character and human trafficking. 
 
Equally than in the case of doctors, teachers, engineers, artists and other 
professionals have similar working conditions in the so-called "Missions". The 
Cuban government claims that more than 800,000 professionals have worked in 
these missions in these conditions, as we will be demonstrating below. 
 
To prove our allegations, this complaint includes conclusive evidence, Cuban 
legislation itself, jurisprudence based on claims against the missions and / or 
involving the government of Cuba and which have been firmly resolved as 
"slave labor" or "slavery", and statements of 46 testimonies of Cuban 
professionals who have escaped from the missions and who, after being 
threatened, along with their families, by the Cuban government, have now 
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agreed to declare through an identity protection that we have scrupulously 
complied with, as well as 64 other public sources statements that have been 
obtained by the actors in this complaint. 
 
In particular, based on 46 private statements for this complaint by as many 
professionals who participated in missions in 10 different countries, such 
missions take place under the following conditions: 
 
1. The involvement of professionals in these missions, to begin with, is not 

voluntary, but obligatory, as indicated by 56,52% of the testimonies or, as 
indicated by another 39,13%, radically conditioned by two coercive aspects of 
first magnitude in Cuba , as shown in section 1.1.4: a) the fear of being 
"marked" negatively if they do not agree to go to the mission, which in Cuba 
has fatal consequences for a professional and his family, and b) the "debt of 
life "that has been inculcated and demanded, and that qualified professionals 
have with the State for having access to a higher education system subsidized 
by the State. Another 69,57% of the testimonies confess that they were 
influenced by seeing the missions as a way out of Cuba, since the Migration 
Law that affects professionals keeps them in the island without remedy. Even 
declaring 97,83% of them that the situation of economic misery in Cuba was 
another factor in favor of going, however, only 4,35% declare that the 
economic cause was really the one that made them enter the missions. 93,48%, 
moreover, indicate that they would have abandoned the mission and 
removed their family from Cuba if they could have done so and if, in 
addition, they did not suffer reprisals. 

2. These professionals are not offered a work contract as such and, if they are 
forced to sign one, they are not given a copy of it because it compromises their 
political, social, sentimental life, their movements, their communications or 
their relationship with their families, among many other aspects, therefore, 
clearly of a slave nature. 41,30% of the 46 testimonies indicated that no 
contract was made available to them. 28,26% had to sign a contract of which 
they were not given a copy. Of the rest, the contracts obtained by these 
professionals, belonging all to the “mission” in Brazil, were contracts have 
been, as we will see, qualified by several Brazilian federal judges in firm court 
rulings as "slave labor", which is why in most the countries there was no 
contract or they were not left with a copy of what they signed. "Slave labor" 
has been, as we shall see, a phrase chosen to describe these missions by a 
multitude of politicians from many different political parties of all tendencies 
in Brazil, a remarkable and special example since the contracts of Cuban 
doctors came to light, as Senator Jose Medeiros (Podemos), 5 Deputy Ronaldo 

                                                 
 
5 Senador José Medeiros - Maís Medicos es trabajo esclavo: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qSxa490Exv_o2wxI81b5cNtQ3ch0cmEN 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qSxa490Exv_o2wxI81b5cNtQ3ch0cmEN
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Caiado (GO), Senator Guaracy Silveira (DC-TO), 6 Deputy Luiz Henrique 
Mandetta (DEM-MS), 7 Deputy Eleusis Paiva (PSD), 8 Deputy and nowadays 
President Jair Bolsonaro (PSL), 9 and many others who have repeatedly 
accused that crimes against humanity and slavery were being committed 
against this group of doctors and that the "International Criminal Court" 
should be aware of this. 10 

3. These professionals do not know the final destination of their work 
location and, if indicated, it is systematically breached upon arrival at 
destination. 89,13% of testimonies denounce that this happened to them. 

4. These professionals receive political indoctrination before civil missions 
abroad. This serves to eliminate from them, and "mark", the critics with the 
prevailing doctrine, detect those whose goal is to "escape" from the country, 
as well as strongly indoctrinate the rest. 82,61% of the testimonies denounce 
that they were forced to attend a course of political indoctrination from the 
Communist Party before departing to their mission. 

5. While the passport empowered in Cuba to travel is the passport denominated 
in its law as "current" ("Corriente"), the professionals do not travel with a 
"current" passport that would allow them to travel around the world, and 
the passport that is given to them to enter the country of work, called 
Mission passport, or "official" ("Oficial") passport, is not such and only 
serves for the destination country, but is even removed upon arrival in the 
country of the "mission" by Cuban officials. 41,30% of the respondents 
denounce that, upon arrival at the destination, Cuban officials removed the 
passport called "mission" or "official" ("Oficial") and, most of these (30,43% of 
the total), were given a photocopy or an unofficial identification card that 
placed them in a position of being illegal immigration, only exempt if they 
stayed within the physical limits of their residence in the missions, since 

                                                 
 
3 Guaracy Silveira diz acreditar que cubanos estavam sob escravidão no Mais Médicos: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJK3Uv7u5jY (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_J3pY_QjphhEJLgXDy7HFf1IBRucTTdN 
6 Guaracy Silveira diz acreditar que cubanos estavam sob escravidão no Mais Médicos: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJK3Uv7u5jY (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_J3pY_QjphhEJLgXDy7HFf1IBRucTTdN 
7 Deputados da oposição dizem que médicos cubanos serão “escravos”: 
http://www.sinmedmg.org.br/visualizacao-de-noticias/ler/8441/deputados-da-oposicao-dizem-que-
medicos-cubanos-serao-escravos-ministro-rebate-criticas 
8 Deputado Eleusis Paiva critica vinda de médicos cubanos: 
http://www.radiology.com.br/materias/rad_materias.asp?flag=1&id_materia=1083 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yc3m7qdrXpvcs1LQgj6x-42Qq__qCLKe 
9 Deutsche Welle Brasil - "É trabalho escravo", diz Bolsonaro sobre o Mais Médicos: 
https://www.dw.com/pt-br/%C3%A9-trabalho-escravo-diz-bolsonaro-sobre-o-mais-m%C3%A9dicos/av-
46307238 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Xmjr3gN916PoWDputaEofM8U5g8czWr) 
10 Senator José Medeiros (Podemos, Brazil) - Mas Médicos debe ir a la Corte Penal Internacional: 
https://youtu.be/YKEDodUFPfM (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Oun1A_xIiIxsuBXKlwnWBRqenJNdjJOf) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJK3Uv7u5jY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_J3pY_QjphhEJLgXDy7HFf1IBRucTTdN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJK3Uv7u5jY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_J3pY_QjphhEJLgXDy7HFf1IBRucTTdN
http://www.sinmedmg.org.br/visualizacao-de-noticias/ler/8441/deputados-da-oposicao-dizem-que-medicos-cubanos-serao-escravos-ministro-rebate-criticas
http://www.sinmedmg.org.br/visualizacao-de-noticias/ler/8441/deputados-da-oposicao-dizem-que-medicos-cubanos-serao-escravos-ministro-rebate-criticas
http://www.radiology.com.br/materias/rad_materias.asp?flag=1&id_materia=1083
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yc3m7qdrXpvcs1LQgj6x-42Qq__qCLKe
https://www.dw.com/pt-br/%C3%A9-trabalho-escravo-diz-bolsonaro-sobre-o-mais-m%C3%A9dicos/av-46307238
https://www.dw.com/pt-br/%C3%A9-trabalho-escravo-diz-bolsonaro-sobre-o-mais-m%C3%A9dicos/av-46307238
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Xmjr3gN916PoWDputaEofM8U5g8czWr
https://youtu.be/YKEDodUFPfM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Oun1A_xIiIxsuBXKlwnWBRqenJNdjJOf
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Cuban officials did have the passports and documentation of the 
professionals. 

6. During the work mission they are closely watched at all times by officials 
of the Cuban political police. 91,30% of the testimonies denounced it in their 
declarations. 

7. They are not allowed to bring their academic and working experience 
accreditation documents to the missions, except in the destination countries 
that made it mandatory to have such. These academic and experience 
credentials would allow them, after “escaping” from the mission, to 
revalidate their qualifications and resume their professional life. Without 
such documents and without a valid passport they would be illegal 
immigrants without education. Thus, 76,09% of testimonies denounced that 
they did not have such documents in the mission, even when most of the 
testimonies refer to medical missions, where accreditation is a radically 
relevant aspect. Of the remaining, 21,74% report that they brought such 
documents with them in secret to avoid reprisals. In any case, the costs of 
legalizing academic information in Cuba amount to hundreds of dollars, 
when the average salary of doctors, as extracted from the testimonies, is $ 
33.24 per month. Those legalizing documents’ costs are due to the fact that 
they can only be used abroad and, thus, another barrier is installed by law for 
obtaining them. Furthermore, we will demonstrate in section 1.1.8.3, that the 
regime has explicitly ordered, at the end of 2017, as it was before 2014 by law, 
that no academic or professional accreditation document for civil workers on 
an external "mission" is to be legalized. 

8. The disciplinary set of rules for civilians in mission has always been, and 
the last law specifying that comes from March 29 2010, at the rank of Law in 
Cuba, as Ministerial Resolution 168 of the Ministry of Foreign Trade 
"Disciplinary Rules for Cuban civilian workers on active service abroad as 
collaborators," 11 which is of an obvious slavish  nature, where social, 
sentimental, and any kind of relation with the natives are forbidden, visits of 
family members to the working destination are not allowed, even 
professionals’ visits to the island are prohibited except exclusively in cases of 
parents', spouses’ or children’s death, restriction of movements in the 
destination country and numerous obligations that are degrading, such as 
having to obtain the approval of the Cuban authorities if at any time they 
wish to marry, approval that is never given. Bear in mind that this prohibition 
is not for religious reasons, because Cuba is an avowedly atheist country, but 
to avoid the professional’s migratory opportunities in third countries. 95.65% 
of the testimonies denounced that this regulation was either read to them or 
delivered or recalled to be complied with; and all of the contracts of these 
professionals in mission bring to writing what they have stated, and make 

                                                 
 
11 Resolution Nº 168 / 2010, Cuban Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investments: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iIeLPFiNRtR-5nQLT2_XMB7yzPBo7CDE 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iIeLPFiNRtR-5nQLT2_XMB7yzPBo7CDE
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reference to this mandatory Law. Prior to 2010, as we will present in section 
“1.1.8.4”, the Rules for the different missions were identical, based in other 
laws, such as Resolution No. 38 from the Ministry of Foreign investment and 
Economic Collaboration, 12 which is almost exactly the same as today’s 
Resolution No. 168, and were the basis for this current Law. Reading this 
Regulation with the rank of Law in Cuba is a clear proof that Cuban 
legislation itself reflects the slave nature of the missions in their legal 
provisions. 

9. These professionals cannot leave their overnight place after certain hours. 
This is reported by 63.04% of the testimonies. 

10. They were obliged to live and also spend every night, on a mandatory basis, 
in the assigned place. 73.91% of the testimonies denounced this. 65.22% were 
not allowed to choose their homes which were assigned to them, even when, 
according to 34.78% of the testimonies from those, they were the ones who 
paid the cost of housing, all of it aggravated when 52.17% of the testimonies 
denounced very poor conditions of health and habitability of homes, even 
compared with those of Cuba. 

11. They are not allowed by the rules to drive means of autonomous 
locomotion even if their driver's license is active and valid, so that their 
movements can be controlled. 80.43% of the testimonies suffered this 
personally. 

12. They are required to regularly attend political indoctrination meetings 
within the mission. This is reported by 91.30% of the testimonies. These 
meetings also served to coordinate the political objectives entrusted to these 
professionals, as we will demonstrate a few points later. 

13. They do not have personal privacy in their accommodations. This is 
reported by 52.17% of the testimonies. From overcrowded conditions to living 
in shared rooms, everything should favor the vigilance of these professionals 
and avoid intimacy. 

14. They are obliged by the rules to communicate through the technical means 
that the Cuban State provides, which are monitored. This is been reflected 
by 91.30% of the testimonies, and is established as an obligation in the 
Regulations. 

15. These professionals are obliged to monitor, report and publicly repudiate 
any coworker whose behaviors indicate that they want to escape from the 
mission. 91.30% of the testimonies denounced that they were encouraged to 
monitor each other and report any suspicion of possible abandonment of the 
mission. Whenever a coworker left his/her mission, 78.26% of the 
testimonies denounced that they were obliged to insult and publicly 
condemn him/her, in such group repudiation meetings called "acts of 
repudiation" (“actos de repudio”) in Cuba. 

                                                 
 
12 Resolution No. 38, dated June 27, 2005, of the Minister for Foreign Investment and Economic 
Cooperation: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uxy5WKIWOMcfq2N0RH7o6_XqRH2pWLVC 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uxy5WKIWOMcfq2N0RH7o6_XqRH2pWLVC
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16. Family members, minor children and spouses included, cannot leave Cuba 
to visit them or, if they are allowed to do so, they must comply with very 
restrictive conditions, and these professionals could not travel to Cuba more 
than once a year, on vacation exclusively, and many were forbidden to even 
have granted this option. This is key, since family separation and reprisals 
against the family ensure a high degree of control of such professionals in the 
country of destination. 52.17% of the testimonies denounce that their relatives 
could not leave the island by default, under any reason. Another 52.17% 
indicates that their relatives could only do so in a very limited way, with 
restrictive conditions and only by an special authorization that would save 
the prohibition. In addition, 82.61% report that they could not go on vacation 
with their family to the place where they could go and would chose, having 
to necessarily go to Cuba to take their vacations, or rarely get permission, for 
some of their relatives, to visit them briefly in the country of destination, as 
indicated above. 19.57% of them even claim that they were not even allowed 
to travel once a year to Cuba. The rest were allowed to travel to Cuba only 
once a year. 

17. These professionals are used to change the health care statistics of the 
country of destination. Although the data varies depending on the country 
of mission, according to the intentions and/or surveillance of the host 
country, 56.52% of the respondent doctors reported that they were forced to 
falsely increase their working statistics, creating non-existent visits, patients 
and pathologies and, in 65% of these cases, they were forced to throw away 
unused medical material that would have covered these false visits, so that 
the results of inspections in the country of destination, either by PAHO, WHO 
or the host country, were consistent with the indicated statistics. In the case 
of Brazil, Cuban PAHO officers were fully involved in the falsification of the 
statistics. 

18. All these professionals are afraid that they or their family will suffer 
reprisals if they violate any of the above guidelines, as this is reported by 
93.48% of the respondents. 

19. All these professionals, 100%, are informed that they will not be able to 
return to Cuba in 8 years if they abandon the mission. On top of this, Article 
135 of Cuba’s Penal Code assigns penalties of 8 years for any professional 
who abandons the mission or who, having finished it, does not return to 
Cuba. 60.87% also reported that they are aware that their families would also 
be banned from leaving Cuba if they abandon the mission. 

20. Professionals for missions are chosen for their strong family ties in Cuba, 
for this factor to allows coercion under family related threats. Thus, even 
among our respondents, all "deserters" -as the government of the island 
publicly calls them-, and accordingly a group with less possibility of having 
family ties, however, 52,17% had minor children in Cuba at the time of the 
mission. 

21. The weekly working days are 48 hours per week and an additional pack of 
16 hours on call, which makes a total of 64 hours per week. These figures 
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speak for themselves of the labor exploitation suffered by these professionals, 
who work many of them on Saturdays and Sundays. It is noteworthy that the 
maximum weekly limit of hours of work established by the International 
Labor Organization is set at 40 hours, so the workload in these missions is 
160% of the maximum recommended by that organization. 

22. These professionals are obliged to carry out political actions in the country 
of destination in favor of the party in power in the country that contracts 
them. Thus, in Venezuela, the doctors had orders to proselytize in favor of 
Chavez or Maduro weeks before the electoral process, and they were given 
lists of families in their neighborhood who were pro-Chávez, anti-Chávez or 
whose political preference was unknown. In some cases those were called lists 
of the "healthy", the "sick" and those "at risk" (where the "healthy" were the 
pro-Chávez families, the "sick" were the anti-Chávez families, and those "at 
risk" were the families with unknown political orientation); and they were 
supposed to give free medicines to the "healthy" and "at risk", clearly 
indicating that if Chávez or Maduro was not elected, medical attention and 
free medicines would be suppressed by the opposition. Practices like these 
were declared by 71.74% of the testimonies, even in countries like Brazil, 
where the political activities in favor of the party of Dilma Rousseff sought 
similar objectives. 

23. All these professionals live with frequent threats, violence or sexual 
harassment. This is reported by 93.48% of the testimonies. Even 21.74% live 
with physical violence, and 41.30% have witnessed or suffered sexual 
harassment by Cuban officials or with their acquiescence. 

24. As we will see throughout the evidence, as a result of all this, these 
professionals receive from 10% to 25% of the salary that local authorities 
pay their Cuban counterparts for their work hours as professionals. In some 
countries, when salaries are paid in hand to them, such as doctors in Saudi 
Arabia, the Cuban government forces these professionals to reimburse a 
company Comercializadora de Servicios Medicos Cubanos, S.A. (Outsourced 
Cuban Medical Services)  from more than 75% of the salary they received 
from the Saudi government, a practice that is not known to Saudi political 
authorities and that has caused doctors to be accused of money laundering 
for having extracted large amounts of money from that country to Cuba 
constantly every month. The liquid wages received by these professionals 
were not only a tiny part of the emoluments that the island government 
charged for their work, but they were also below the poverty line for many of 
the countries of destination, even if they collected several hundred dollars 
that were a much higher amount than what they were paid in Cuba. In the 
country of destination, having to take care of many expenses as housing 
(34.78% reported that at the destination they paid housing off their salary, 
even if it was not chosen by them), appliances, telecommunications, food, 
travel, basic products and services, leisure, etc., and also wanting to send to 
Cuba the maximum amount they could, the net stipends collected were 
insufficient for even a dignified life. 
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25. Of this 10% -25% that remains from what was charged for their work, the 
Cuban government also freezes from their salary average monthly amounts 
of $ 172.88, as stated in average by 39.13% of the testimonies which had this 
“frozen” very long-term salary. These amounts are accumulated, deposited 
in Cuba in a government account, and can only be collected by these 
professionals -according to the declarations and contracts attached to this 
complaint- after they complete their full missions and return to Cuba. The 
average duration of each mission is, again according to the 46 statements, of 
around 3 years (32.1 months on average for professionals who “deserted” 
their missions). On their return, these professionals denounced that they are 
not given these amounts in full and, in many cases, they are not paid at all. 
Leaving a mission unfinished or not returning to Cuba, according to the 
clauses of the contracts, entails losing all the money accumulated for periods 
of up to 3 years. 

26. In addition, these professionals are obliged to pay from their reduced 
salaries monthly quotas for Cuban political organizations, such as the 
Communist Party of Cuba, the Union of Young Communists, the Federation 
of Cuban Women and so on. This is stated by 58.70% of the testimonies, who 
were obliged to pay these fees off their depleted salaries. 

 
On the other hand, in this document we expose and shed light onto a Cuban 
legislation that articulates, empowers and consecrates an enslaving state inside 
and outside its borders. The Criminal Code of Cuba is the first bulwark for that 
practice. It contains articles, such as Article 135, that punishes civilians working 
abroad for 8 years in prison if, after completing their mission, they do not 
return to Cuba. Not returning to Cuba, as we will demonstrate with a multitude 
of governmental speeches, is considered an act of desertion, of treason, and not 
of free will and exercise of the most basic human rights that must be respected. 
From the Criminal Code of Cuba we will also extract those articles that subject 
the people and their qualified professionals to a movement control that violates 
the most basic human rights, such as articles 216 and 217 of the Criminal Code 
of Cuba, as well as others that reinforce and sustain a State whose citizens, 
despite such subjugation, have served the whole world in the pursuit of 
common well-being, while they were being used by their regime to obtain 
benefits with their submission for the "debt of life" that they presumably 
contracted for having a subsidized higher education, something that occurring 
in other countries such as Spain does not suppose a "debt of life" that should be 
paid up with prison in case of wanting to freely choose where or how you want 
to live. 
 
Ministerial Resolution 168 of the Ministry of Foreign Trade "Disciplinary 
Regulation for Cuban civilian workers on active service abroad as 
collaborators" speaks for itself about its articulation of enslaving practices that 
prevail in Cuba. Dozens of articles in this Law are unforgivable for human 
beings who undertake work for which they must be remunerated in the right 
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mount. They represent a universal example of how to turn a professional set of 
rules into a tool of slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a similar 
character, including -among dozens of barbarities- such aberrant obligations as 
the following, which are only a small example of the "rules" of control and 
authoritarianism exercised over the highest professionals a country has 
(doctors, engineers, architects, teachers, artists or athletes): 
 
• It is obligatory "to inform the immediate higher chief of any love relationships with 

nationals or foreigners, residing or not in the country where they collaborate; and if 
applicable, in advance of any agreement on any intention to marry in the country 
where they provide the services.”  

• It is forbidden to "participate in any public event of a political or social nature 
without due authorization;"  

• It is forbidden to "maintain relations of friendship or ties of any other kind, with 
Cuban citizens residing or not in the country of mission, or nationals of the country 
of mission, or foreigners, who assume positions hostile or contrary to the Cuban 
Revolution; " 

• It is forbidden "to maintain friendly relations or ties of any other kind with Cuban 
citizens, residing or not in the country of mission, who have abandoned their mission 
or took advantage of it to leave the Cuban territory permanently;"  

• It is forbidden "to maintain friendly relations or ties of any other kind with Cuban 
citizens, residing or not in the country of mission and who promote a way of life 
contrary to the principles that should characterize a Cuban collaborator abroad;"  

• It is forbidden "to negotiate with nationals or foreigners invitations to relatives or 
third parties to visit the country of mission;" 

 
And a long list of basic restrictions such as the freedom of movement outside 
working hours, inability to travel to Cuba for any reasons except the death of a 
father, mother or brother, but not in any other case... 
 
All this, perpetrated against the highest professionals and the highest 
intellectual assets of a nation. 
 
A thorough study of the Cuban legislation, with numerous laws and 
stipulations that will be exposed and analyzed, describes a state of control of all 
freedoms of man, before and after participating in the so-called "Internationalist 
Missions", and the examples presented are only some of those that can be 
studied in this claim. The Law of Cuba, per se, can be condemned as enslaving, 
especially for professionals in “internationalist missions” and their families on 
the island. 
 
As to  the evidence available, this document ratifies all the statements made by 
the testimonies with real contracts of Cuban doctors and professionals in 
various countries, all very similar, where professionals are radically restricted 
from being in the company of their relatives, or they are required to report 
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relationships with third persons, whether social or sentimental, and must 
obtain approval for these; or having prohibited their ability to move in the 
territory of the host country, in the home itself with restricted hours and 
"curfew" at a certain time, even on weekends and non-school days, among 
many other aberrations of a radically enslaving nature. 
 
We also expose to public official collaboration memoranda that we have 
managed to obtain and that reveal the agreements that Cuba signs with the host 
countries, where the host country is required, explicitly, that Cuban workers 
cannot obtain other means of subsistence in that territory, which makes them 
hostages to their work in the “missions”; or where it is specified that mission 
workers will receive 10% and others 25% of the emoluments that the host 
country pays for their work hours. Even in the countries where the host country 
pays directly to the Cuban worker, they must reimburse the State of Cuba, 
without knowledge of the host country, 75% or 90% of what is paid to them for 
their work. This has caused, in some country, that the local authorities have 
accused Cuban professionals of money laundering or illegal money movements 
for having to transfer thousands of dollars every month to the government of 
Cuba, while they finally retained only a few hundred dollars, that placed them 
below the poverty line in the host country. 
 
This lawsuit contains videos of threats recorded by the professionals 
themselves. In one of them, for example, the political officer of the mission 
(Chief of Mission) tells a mother of two minor children, after having completed 
her mission in the destination country, "if you settle down here, you know that you 
are not going to enter (Cuba) again for 8 years, for 8 years. And you have a family in 
Cuba… And if, unfortunately - I wish it did not happen - something happened to one of 
your family, you will not be able to enter the country. Be it fair, or unfair. But it is a 
very big sacrifice, because you are leaving your family, which is the most important 
thing a human being has...", in the tone of an advice, of "a friendly counselor" that 
warns of the danger of not returning to Cuba at the precise moment in which 
she finished her mission, while threatening her with the most precious thing a 
human being has, her minor children. 
 
Our documentary work exposes a situation that hurts any kind of human 
sensitivity and describes one of the most vivid cases of slavery, persecution and 
other inhumane acts of a similar character that hundreds of thousands suffer in 
the XXI century. 
 
To complete our case, we introduce numerous judicial rulings containing 
sentences for trafficking in persons and "slave labor" by federal judges in 
countries of the Americas and even Courts of Accounts of the host country 
whose primary objective was only to analyze the use of economic amounts, but 
that ended up exposing the aberrations to which these professionals were 
exposed, without further need for our reiteration. 
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All the evidence obtained corroborates from many angles, and for many 
countries signatories of the Rome Statute, what has been denounced initially by 
the testimonies. 
 
The document also examines the situation of Cubans regarding their forced 
"seclusion" on their own island through all kinds of laws, especially for family 
members of the professionals, something which strengthens the nature of 
hostages of their families while professionals are in "missions” and the 
necessary submission to participate in them and pass through all the human 
aberrations described above. 
 
We also highlight in this document how professionals have many sections in 
the different laws that, explicitly and by calling them "qualified professionals", 
govern their mandatory permanence in Cuba without the possibility of leaving, 
where they are discriminated against for tourism, leaving the island, changing 
their workplace or leaving their profession freely at any time. Even moving to 
another province is a crime in Cuba for these families. Also exposed are laws 
that do not allow in any way that professionals can change jobs, profession or, 
of course, emigrate. Professionals are, in Cuba, the mechanism of exploitation 
that gives the regime its highest income and, under a strict system of 
exploitation of enslaving capitalism, the regulations and praxis of the 
government are developed in all professional and geographical areas, in 
particular in those under the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court; 
that is, in those executed in the signatory countries of the Rome Statute. 
 
A very common practice that has been denounced by all the testimonies in this 
complaint, is the daily and constant mandate to alter the work statistics. This 
obeys to two causes: 
 
a) Cuba gets more customer loyalty if instead of teaching 1,000 children to read 

and write, it says that it alphabetizes 2,000, or instead of treating 1,000 patients 
medically, it says that it gave medical services to a 2,000. 

b) The host country obtains that these statistics go directly to the Pan American 
Health Organization, controlled by Cuba in many aspects, and completely in 
Brazil, for example, and therefore to the United Nations. Thus, the contracting 
country obtains altered statistics, with its full acquiescence, which falsify the 
real ones but which become official in the United Nations. This service of 
"consultancy of national data misrepresentation" has been the great ally of 
Cuba in relations with highly corrupt governments and/or countries, and 
that they entrust the Cuban regime what they would not want to take the risk 
of doing. Because of this, Cuba's diplomatic relations are so strong and 
outsourcing contracts for these services have been renewed and have been 
growing for decades. 
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In the preliminary talks, or focus group, to study what kind of violations we were 
facing, we were reiterated by many of the interviewed professionals that they 
were asked to perform this misrepresentation of the performance data in 
different ways according to the country, profession and dates. 
 
Some of them were asked to discard consumable materials and medicines "as if 
they had been spent by patients and on visits", in order to later introduce false 
statistics and that "everything fit". 
 
In effect, if a pair of new gloves had to be spent for each patient, and 25 real 
consultations had been made, what was systematically done was to discard the 
other 25 pairs of gloves every day, without having been used on patients, to then 
be able to indicate that 50 patients had been treated that day, instead of 25. 
 
When the consultations required medicines for each patient, the medicine boxes 
went to the garbage with the same readiness. Not a few Cuban doctors are 
traumatized by this, as was imposed to them, since, in their country, Cuba, the 
shortage of medicines was absolute, while they were discarding medicines 
without being used. 
 
The alteration of the statistics, also denounce the testimonies, takes place in Cuba 
on a massive scale. For example, many of the doctors agree on a practice carried 
out by the government of the island. When a child dies, even days or months 
after the birth, Cuba does not include it in infant mortality, but reports it as 
"abortion". It does the same by altering the causes of death in children. Hospitals 
have a target of infant mortality and all infant deaths that happen above the 
"mandatory" percentage, are falsified in the reports and death allocation, in a 
systematic way. 
 
With this, Cuba gets the United Nations to indicate, in its Universal Periodic 
Review (A / HRC / WG.6 / 30 / CUB / 2) texts like this one: 13 
 
“45. The Secretary-General of the United Nations praised the Cuban health-care 
system, rooted in primary health care, which yielded outstanding results — 
lower infant mortality…” 
 
But, at the same time, you can read two paragraphs later, the following: 
 
“47. The Committee was concerned at the high rate of abortion…” 
 

                                                 
 
13 Universal Periodic Review of Cuba 2018: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JMDAPTZw3DAsQ1H0AFFct7vpdbUwARiY 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JMDAPTZw3DAsQ1H0AFFct7vpdbUwARiY
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The same can be observed with respect to primary care data. Almost all the 
doctors who have testified for this complaint, and many others who out of fear 
have not done so, indicate that in Cuba they were forced to have a number of 
visits per day in their daily reports, "whether they had them or not". There are 
doctors who are initially opposed to this measure of falsifying the number of 
patients treated, but not many persevere in this position, since that means the 
degradation or even the possibility of losing the profession in Cuba. Moreover, 
this is done with such indiscrimination and measure, that there are populations 
in which they serve more inhabitants than they have, which happened in 
populations of different countries in foreign missions as well. 
 
Thus, Cuba presents in its health care report of 2018, 14 that had 99 million 
medical visits, that is, 8.7 medical visits per inhabitant, on average, per year. This 
figure as average is unparalleled and is not feasible, since it would be indicative 
of a pandemic that all the inhabitants visit the doctor every 42 days, all the 
inhabitants of a whole nation, all the year. 
 
To get an idea of numbers that are real and others that are not in terms of medical 
visits per year, we can take the WHO data and we can see that, for one of the 
groups at higher risk and more medical visits and follow-up requires, pregnant 
women, the statistics of "100% of them at least have 4 visits a year" are not even 
fulfilled by any democratic country in the world, even with really advanced 
health systems and models. 15 
 
And it happens that, 8.7 visits per patient per year, on average, does not occur in 
Cuba. In fact, rural populations not only do not have enough, minimum medical 
attention, but also many inhabitants have to think about it 4 times before taking 
a means of transport that costs them a significant part for the average monthly 
salary of Cuba, which is slightly higher at $ 20, that's when, as usual, they do not 
lack all cash. When the average is so high, 8.7 visits, the risk groups of the 
population (pregnant women, chronically ill, malnourished, injured and many 
other groups composed of hundreds of thousands of people) should have, on 
average, more than 10 or 15 visits per year, perhaps more, to compensate what 
should be usual for the majority of the population (from 14 to 45 years), which 
evidently does not visit the doctor every 42 days systematically. 
 

                                                 
 
14 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba: 
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-26/salud-publica-equilibrar-los-esfuerzos-del-estado-con-la-
satisfaccion-del-pueblo-26-12-2018-22-12-20 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mZ_jhV5sR8-WJVJezDXAfp7v40wC3zwZ) 
15 Report of the World Health Organization 2000-2010 “WORLD HEALTH STATISTICS”: 
https://www.who.int/gho/publications/world_health_statistics/EN_WHS2011_Full.pdf (enlace 
alternativo: https://drive.google.com/open?id=11qHy-OcCEf3rbbDCRcn0uCOUMR_XmIh0) 

http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-26/salud-publica-equilibrar-los-esfuerzos-del-estado-con-la-satisfaccion-del-pueblo-26-12-2018-22-12-20
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-26/salud-publica-equilibrar-los-esfuerzos-del-estado-con-la-satisfaccion-del-pueblo-26-12-2018-22-12-20
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mZ_jhV5sR8-WJVJezDXAfp7v40wC3zwZ
https://www.who.int/gho/publications/world_health_statistics/EN_WHS2011_Full.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11qHy-OcCEf3rbbDCRcn0uCOUMR_XmIh0
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The statistics presented by Cuba contradict all logic and do not overcome the 
slightest scientific and technical contrast. Once again the 46 testimonies of this 
denunciation are consistent with the reality contrasted with official data and 
comparisons to affirm that in Cuba health statistics are altered, through the 
slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a similar character of those who 
have to provide the primary data, doctors, both outside of the island as inside. 
 
To summarize the collection of all this practice, which had a thousand variants 
for each profession (doctors, professors, quality engineers or resources, etc.) and 
in each country and time of "mission", we designed a question formula in the 
declaration forms that could contain all the variants: "I was forced to falsely increase 
the work statistics" and "For this I was urged to discard unused material". It is now the 
responsibility of the United Nations and all the countries of this organization 
to find out which countries and to what extent have been altering their 
statistics thanks to the regime of Cuba and its qualified professionals in state 
of slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a similar character. 
 
Far from being an ideological issue, since it is slavery, persecution and other 
inhumane acts of a similar character without any other qualification, hundreds 
of journalistic articles of the most prestigious media outlets describing the 
exposed situation are also included. 
 
In fact, the deepest and some of the best newspaper articles in recent times 
describing this system of slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a 
similar character are precisely originated in newspapers that in their countries 
of origin are associated with the ideological left, such as El País, in Spain, or the 
New York Times in the United States, or others like Folha de S. Paulo which 
have had a frontal battle with the Right of Jair Bolsonaro in Brazil, 16 a country 
where the scandal of the “missions” and their slavery, persecution and other 
inhumane acts of a similar character system jumped up to the media years 
before the electoral campaign of 2018 with great notoriety, 17 as well as in media 
in many other countries. 
 
El País, for example, the largest daily in Spain, with a marked ideological 
tendency of the democratic left, described the medical missions in an article on 
March 24, 2019, entitled “Mais Médicos - Tráfico de personas, trabajo forzoso y 
explotación en las misiones cubanas”, (“More Doctors - Trafficking in Persons , 
forced labor and exploitation in Cuban missions”), written by Héctor E. 

                                                 
 
16 “Bolsonaro emprende una guerra contra los medios, en línea con Trump” - Diario El País: 
https://elpais.com/internacional/2018/10/31/actualidad/1541019811_884142.html 
17 Folha de Sao Paulo, 22 nov 2018 - Veja os telegramas nos quais Cuba e governo Dilma negociaram o 
Mais Médicos: https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/11/veja-os-telegramas-nos-quais-cuba-e-
governo-dilma-negociaram-o-mais-medicos.shtml (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fyAvOOVpDGCh-eFGEC1hL6LElxFd6rVB) 

https://elpais.com/internacional/2018/10/31/actualidad/1541019811_884142.html
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/11/veja-os-telegramas-nos-quais-cuba-e-governo-dilma-negociaram-o-mais-medicos.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/11/veja-os-telegramas-nos-quais-cuba-e-governo-dilma-negociaram-o-mais-medicos.shtml
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fyAvOOVpDGCh-eFGEC1hL6LElxFd6rVB
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Schamis, a professor at Georgetown University and a columnist for the 
newspaper for many years, based on the lawsuit of a group of "deserting" 
doctors against those responsible for the medical mission of Cuba in Brazil, a 
sue that is also attached to this writing and that serves to see the complete 
correspondence with what has been described so far: 18  
 
"... PAHO signed a commercial contract with a "Sociedad Mercantil Comercializadora 
de Servicios Medicos Cubanos ", CSMC. This is for the purpose of implementing a 
cooperation program - "Mais Médicos", in Portuguese - between the Ministry of Public 
Health of Cuba and PAHO for the provision of medical care in Brazil by Cuban 
professionals. 
 
The Brazilian authorities made payments for these services to PAHO, which in turn 
channeled them to Cuba, either to CSMC or to the Ministry of Health itself. The 
complaint states that PAHO charged a 5% commission ($ 75 million) as intermediary 
and administrator of the program between 2013 and 2018, which would be illegal, 
paying Cuban professionals around 10% of the total as salary, a part in hand and 
another deposited in accounts in Cuba. 
 
At the same time, the program incurred the crime of discrimination for paying less than 
the usual compensation in Brazil for the same work; that is, promoting the exploitation 
of said personnel. The remaining 85% of the contract was turned over to the Cuban 
government, 1,275 million dollars. 
 
These are the well-known Cuban missions, foreign policy instruments and currency 
capture at the same time. Brazil is just one case, missions take place in many latitudes. 
It is estimated that, with them, the government of Havana makes 8,000 million dollars 
every year. 
 
In addition to possible corrupt practices, the lawsuit also describes the repressive system 
that supports the alleged solidarity. Staff is recruited through threats and political 
pressures. Refusing to be part of these tasks abroad is considered a lack of revolutionary 
commitment, with the usual consequences. Those who join the program are not 
informed of their destination, the duration of the program, or the compensation they 
will receive. 
 
They cannot be accompanied by all the members of their family. They are not given their 
passport and, once there, they must perform political functions if they are required, 
propaganda and intelligence in general. Failure to do so presents risks for them and 
their families in Cuba. And of course agents of State Security are a regular part of the 
programs; they spy on one side and the other ...” 
 

                                                 
 
18 El País, 24/03/2019, “Mais Médicos - Tráfico de personas, trabajo forzoso y explotación en las 
misiones cubanas”: https://elpais.com/internacional/2019/03/24/actualidad/1553386100_348365.html 

https://elpais.com/internacional/2019/03/24/actualidad/1553386100_348365.html
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On the other hand, the New York Times also echoed this situation through 
statements by many doctors interviewed and from whom the daily obtained the 
information to write an important article by journalist Nicholas Casey entitled 
"Nicolás Maduro used Cuban doctors and health services to put pressure on voters 
"("'It Is Unspeakable': How Maduro Used Cuban Doctors to Coerce Venezuela 
Voters’"). 19  
 
The reading of this claim cannot leave the judicial world and any defender of 
human rights impassive. Praising the results of Cuba's missions abroad, 
inevitably leads to assert that all these achievements were accomplished by 
Cuban professionals of the highest qualification who have lived and still live 
a state of slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a similar character 
over which the world has a debt that we can hardly repair, except by 
condemning the enslavers, the rich rulers of Cuba's regime, and extolling and 
repairing the rights of hundreds of thousands of Cuban professionals who 
have had their most basic rights and freedoms severed to slavery, persecution 
and other inhumane acts of a similar character for dozens of years, and 
particularly without any doubt from 2002 to date, a period that must be 
repaired by the existence of the International Criminal Court.  
 
  

                                                 
 
19 New York Times, 17/03/2019. Nicholas Casey - "'It Is Unspeakable': How Maduro Used Cuban Doctors 
to Coerce Venezuela Voters’": https://www.nytimes.com/es/2019/03/17/maduro-voto-medicinas-cuba/ 

https://www.nytimes.com/es/2019/03/17/maduro-voto-medicinas-cuba/
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1.1.3. Cuban services abroad: "Internationalist Missions" 
 
The professional services abroad, which the government calls "Internationalist 
Missions", are carried out by Cuban professionals hired and supervised by State-
owned Cuban companies. 
 
The number of workers/professionals permanently involved has been growing 
year after year since the end of the 90s. In 2015, the Government of Cuba 
indicated that the total number of workers abroad, only in the health sector, was 
50,000 professionals. 20 21 With respect to health professionals, the Government of 
Cuba has kept communicating in 2018 this figure of 50,000 workers in "missions" 
in 67 countries. 
 
Regarding the number of professional workers who historically have 
participated in the “missions”, official notes recently offered the figure that, only 
in the health sector, the Government of Cuba has worked for 154 nations with a 
workforce of 600,000 professionals from different specialties and auxiliary 
services of the health sector. 22 
 
Regarding the total number of civil sectors, according to the Government of 
Cuba, every year “64,362 Cuban collaborators from different sectors offer their 
services in 91 countries ... 80% are concentrated in Latin America, and 75% belong to 
the health sector, while in the 55 years of the Revolution, 836,142 Cuban civilians have 
provided collaboration in 167 nations”, as communicated officially in 2014, from 
which there were "45,952 Cuban health collaborators” annually ("48,270 as health 

                                                 
 
20 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba (2015): 
http://www.granma.cu/salud/2015-03-26/hasta-67-paises-llega-la-colaboracion-medica-cubana 
(alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1w192qptJXWgrsvSo9Aa-KXbjztCNGXov) 
21 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba (2018): 
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-08-26/la-colaboracion-medica-cubana-se-amplia-en-oceania-26-08-
2018-20-08-56 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IzrlyNdRM0W9Aju8o7lrgIYnYzo3PIJ6) 
22 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba: 
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-11-18/bruno-rodriguez-parrilla-el-injusto-orden-economico-y-politico-
internacional-impide-construir-sociedades-prosperas-inclusivas-y-sostenibles-18-11-2018-11-11-17 
(alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HWTxqnVE7b_Wb0JcygJ0yEEcxox8XnKE) 

http://www.granma.cu/salud/2015-03-26/hasta-67-paises-llega-la-colaboracion-medica-cubana
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1w192qptJXWgrsvSo9Aa-KXbjztCNGXov
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-08-26/la-colaboracion-medica-cubana-se-amplia-en-oceania-26-08-2018-20-08-56
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-08-26/la-colaboracion-medica-cubana-se-amplia-en-oceania-26-08-2018-20-08-56
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IzrlyNdRM0W9Aju8o7lrgIYnYzo3PIJ6
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-11-18/bruno-rodriguez-parrilla-el-injusto-orden-economico-y-politico-internacional-impide-construir-sociedades-prosperas-inclusivas-y-sostenibles-18-11-2018-11-11-17
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-11-18/bruno-rodriguez-parrilla-el-injusto-orden-economico-y-politico-internacional-impide-construir-sociedades-prosperas-inclusivas-y-sostenibles-18-11-2018-11-11-17
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HWTxqnVE7b_Wb0JcygJ0yEEcxox8XnKE
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personnel", according to government sources in 2014) that would be in Latin 
America, and another “more than 4,000” would be in African “missions”. 23 24 25 
 
All the figures given by the government are reasonably consistent with each 
other. 
 
The figures of external analysts are also convergent with these. In 2011, according 
to Robert Huish, Professor of International Development at the Dalhousie 
University of Nova Scotia (Canada), there were 38,000 Cuban health workers in 
66 countries from different regions, a figure that seems to differ downwards, but 
is similar in magnitude to those provided by the government of Cuba later, 
having into account that the number of Cuban doctors in "missions" was 
"growing" in 2011,  according to Huish himself. 26 
 
Cuba exports these services in accordance with bilateral "cooperation" 
agreements. In particular, for example, in Venezuela, Cuba declares that it has 
22,000 professionals in collaboration "missions" nowadays, according to official 
statements by the Cuban Ambassador to Venezuela Rogelio Polanco. 27 
 
Although the Government of Cuba usually describes these services as 
"Internationalist Missions", Cuba charges profitably for these services (as it must 
be logical) through different State-owned organizations, ocassionally with the 
participation of several intermediaries that should, by definition, offer non-profit 
purposes, such as the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), belonging to 
the World Health Organization (WHO), with important profitable emoluments 
received based solely on the work of Cuban professionals in different sectors that 
have been variable in different countries, and whose amounts perceived by the 
government of the island are adjusted to the salaries of these professionals in the 
countries of destination. As we will see through documentary evidence later 

                                                 
 
23 Central Communication Agency of Workers of Cuba, 3/7/2014: 
http://www.trabajadores.cu/20140703/mas-de-64-000-colaboradores-cubanos-en-91-paises/ (alternative 
link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d78RJscYOdVtKmL8-Zl_X_aUsDZ8Mqye) 
24 Cubadebate - Cuba: A propósito de Cuba y la colaboración internacional: 
http://www.cubadebate.cu/opinion/2014/09/11/a-proposito-de-cuba-y-la-colaboracion-internacional-
i/#.XC-n31XVvcs (alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1waGORMwA5_BKBW8y-
cFDW7h3a94Be2Nj) 
25 Central Communication Agency of Workers of Cuba - Intervention of President Raúl Castro at the 
extraordinary Summit of ALBA-TCP about ebola: http://www.trabajadores.cu/20141020/intervencion-
del-presidente-raul-castro-en-la-cumbre-extraordinaria-del-alba-tcp-sobre-el-ebola/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16XTrorP6xBPP8IsBScBzpuEiMUtYjk--) 
26 “La exportación cubana más polémica: los médicos” - BBC: 
https://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias/2013/05/130514_medicos_cubanos_brasil_lp (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16-zH7DBHhuOtD6ZkSxldmq6PNKoQNEmA) 
27 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba: 
http://www.granma.cu/mundo/2018-12-24/mas-de-22-000-cubanos-participaran-en-referendo-
constitucional-desde-venezuela-24-12-2018-20-12-23 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Kt-1oqqVHrT4CdC7x1CUOVwpbGLz90Hg) 

http://www.trabajadores.cu/20140703/mas-de-64-000-colaboradores-cubanos-en-91-paises/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d78RJscYOdVtKmL8-Zl_X_aUsDZ8Mqye
http://www.cubadebate.cu/opinion/2014/09/11/a-proposito-de-cuba-y-la-colaboracion-internacional-i/#.XC-n31XVvcs
http://www.cubadebate.cu/opinion/2014/09/11/a-proposito-de-cuba-y-la-colaboracion-internacional-i/#.XC-n31XVvcs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1waGORMwA5_BKBW8y-cFDW7h3a94Be2Nj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1waGORMwA5_BKBW8y-cFDW7h3a94Be2Nj
http://www.trabajadores.cu/20141020/intervencion-del-presidente-raul-castro-en-la-cumbre-extraordinaria-del-alba-tcp-sobre-el-ebola/
http://www.trabajadores.cu/20141020/intervencion-del-presidente-raul-castro-en-la-cumbre-extraordinaria-del-alba-tcp-sobre-el-ebola/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16XTrorP6xBPP8IsBScBzpuEiMUtYjk--
https://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias/2013/05/130514_medicos_cubanos_brasil_lp
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16-zH7DBHhuOtD6ZkSxldmq6PNKoQNEmA
http://www.granma.cu/mundo/2018-12-24/mas-de-22-000-cubanos-participaran-en-referendo-constitucional-desde-venezuela-24-12-2018-20-12-23
http://www.granma.cu/mundo/2018-12-24/mas-de-22-000-cubanos-participaran-en-referendo-constitucional-desde-venezuela-24-12-2018-20-12-23
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Kt-1oqqVHrT4CdC7x1CUOVwpbGLz90Hg
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while, in Brazil, Cuba directly collected more than $ 4,200 for each medical 
worker and gave him $ 400, approximately a 10%, in Saudi Arabia, to show a 
different procedure case, the wages were $ 5,500 for each doctor, received in this 
case by the professionals, from which Cuba forced them to transfer to the Cuban 
state $ 4,300 every month, an 81%. 
 
The margin for Cuba often exceeds 90% of the total wages and, from all the 
countries analysed, we have not known cases in which it is below a 70% margin 
from clearly defined professional wages. The service, therefore, is a mere 
commercial transaction of services for profit in which the difference between 
what Cuba bills and what the Cuban professional gets represents the net profit. 
 
To summarize the Missions of the Cuban government abroad, we will extract 
some lines from a well-known newspaper located on the European ideological 
left, El País, from an article in its international section on March 24, 2019. In this 
Spanish newspaper, the journalist Héctor Schamis writes about the hiring of 
Cuban doctors in Brazil: 28 
 
“… 
The Brazilian authorities made payments for these services to PAHO, which in turn 
channeled them to Cuba, either to the CSMC or to the Ministry of Health itself. The 
complaint states that PAHO charged a 5% commission ($ 75 million) as intermediary 
and administrator of the program between 2013 and 2018, which would be illegal, paying 
Cuban professionals around 10% of the total as salary, a part in hand and another 
deposited in accounts in Cuba. 
 
At the same time, the program incurred the crime of discrimination for paying less than 
the usual compensation in Brazil for the same work, that is, promoting the exploitation 
of said personnel. The remaining 85% of the contract was turned over to the Cuban 
government, 1,275 million dollars. 
 
These are the well-known Cuban missions, foreign policy and currency capture 
instruments at the same time. Brazil is just one case; missions take place in many 
latitudes. It is estimated that, with them, the government of Havana makes 8,000 million 
dollars every year. 
…” 
 
1.1.3.1. Economic importance of these services for Cuba 
 

                                                 
 
28 El País, España, 24 de marzo de 2019 - “Mais Médicos - Tráfico de personas, trabajo forzoso y 
explotación en las misiones cubanas”: 
https://elpais.com/internacional/2019/03/24/actualidad/1553386100_348365.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TQYCoucDXi9pHzpGryMmkDm-mmZeHP0s) 

https://elpais.com/internacional/2019/03/24/actualidad/1553386100_348365.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TQYCoucDXi9pHzpGryMmkDm-mmZeHP0s
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The export of services abroad is the most important economic item in the balance 
of payments of the island. It triples tourism, as evidenced by data and public 
studies, and almost doubles the income from monetary remittances that enter the 
country that relatives abroad send to those within the island. 29 
 
1.1.3.1.1. Income for Cuba 
 
Cuba's official media, through its former Economy Minister José Luis Rodríguez, 
issued a statement in which they reported that the average income of Cuba for 
these services was 11,543 million dollars, almost 4 times higher than income For 
tourism: “The export market of qualified labor force has remained in recent years as the 
basis of the highest foreign currency income of the country, providing an estimated 
11,543 million dollars as an annual average between 2011 and 2015”. 30 
 
Experts in the field, and also the authors of this complaint, have analysed the 
figures from various points of view and sources, and the figure could be 
somewhat lower, on the dates to which the former Minister refers, since it 
included the services of tourism on the amount. This can be deducted, for 
example, from the study carried out by the Vice Chancellor of the University of 
Havana, an official professional of the regime, in which she refers to the figure of 
the former Rodríguez Minister, but clarifies it in the following way: “Services 
represent 75% of total exports, highlighting, in addition to tourism, 
telecommunications and qualified professional services”. 31 From this we 
understand that deducting tourism from the global figures of external services is 
highly accurate and consistent with the experts of the technical apparatus in the 
country itself. 
 
In the report officially submitted to the Special Rapporteur of the United Nations 
for the Human Rights of victims of trafficking in persons, especially women and 
children, Maria Grazia Giammarinaro, conducted by CubaArchive 
(www.cubaarchive.org) and Human Rights Foundation 
(www.HumanRightsFoundation.org), on April 14, 2017, called "Cuba's Human 
Trafficking Business: A Huge State-Run Enterprise," and its updated version of 

                                                 
 
29 Havana Consulting Group - “Remesas a Cuba se diversifican y calientan los canales de pago”: 
http://www.thehavanaconsultinggroup.com/es-es/Articles/Article/63 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kZLMwk8AQwxZF0926jXChD3QEKWW4Dhx) 
30 La economía cubana 2016-2017. Valoración preliminar (IV): 
http://www.cubadebate.cu/opinion/2017/02/22/la-economia-cubana-2016-2017-valoracion-preliminar-
iv/#.XC-1WFXVvcs (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1isVX48FDIgPWduvxHj6tUz__YEo-DT4i) 
31 “Cuba en la agenda económica del milenio: crecimiento, equilibrio e inserción internacional” - Vilma 
Hidalgo de los Santos - Vice Chancellor: 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324418363_CUBA_EN_LA_AGENDA_ECONOMICA_DEL_
MILENIO_CRECIMIENTO_EQUILIBRIO_E_INSERCION_INTERNACIONAL (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QILEx1kn-1fow9SCcIFbbYYbi9618zFv) 

http://www.cubaarchive.org/
http://www.humanrightsfoundation.org/
http://www.thehavanaconsultinggroup.com/es-es/Articles/Article/63
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kZLMwk8AQwxZF0926jXChD3QEKWW4Dhx
http://www.cubadebate.cu/opinion/2017/02/22/la-economia-cubana-2016-2017-valoracion-preliminar-iv/#.XC-1WFXVvcs
http://www.cubadebate.cu/opinion/2017/02/22/la-economia-cubana-2016-2017-valoracion-preliminar-iv/#.XC-1WFXVvcs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1isVX48FDIgPWduvxHj6tUz__YEo-DT4i
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324418363_CUBA_EN_LA_AGENDA_ECONOMICA_DEL_MILENIO_CRECIMIENTO_EQUILIBRIO_E_INSERCION_INTERNACIONAL
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324418363_CUBA_EN_LA_AGENDA_ECONOMICA_DEL_MILENIO_CRECIMIENTO_EQUILIBRIO_E_INSERCION_INTERNACIONAL
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QILEx1kn-1fow9SCcIFbbYYbi9618zFv
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2018, it is stated that the income from Cuba's external balance of payments is 
mainly nurtured from these "missions" of services abroad 32 33 
 
This reputable report, which in any case is contrasted with another third source 
of international nature (the World Trade Organization), points out in its latest 
version, with data contrasted until 2016 (the date on which Cuba stopped 
reporting income in several of the key items for calculation), that “These export 
services are Cuba's largest source of income and foreign currency. The latest official 
statistics indicate that in 2016 Cuba, in addition to tourism, earned $ 8 billion dollars. 
Although this figure reflects a decline of more than $ 2 billion of the level reached from 
2012 to 2014, exceed the income of any other sector and almost three times the income 
from tourism.” 

 
Cuba: Export Services, in millions of Cuban pesos equivalent to USD (1:1). 

(Year / Export Services / Turism / Export Services minus turism) 
Source: CubaArchive, Human Rights Foundation, Official Statistical Cuba’s Yearbook 

and National Bureau of Statistics of Cuba 

                                                 
 
32 Report 2017, CubaArchive & Human Rights Foundation - “Cuba’s Human Trafficking Business: A 
Huge State-Run Enterprise”: http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-
State-Run-Enterprise.pdf (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MGoooe7_f71fyZ5BXzzuYZCFs-pd7GKi) 
33 Report CubaArchive “La exportación de trabajadores: trata de mano de obra por el Estado cubano”: 
http://cubaarchive.org/files/FACT-SHEET-Trafficking-SPAN.pdf (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wHmLPftF0PGcq32coWbeIAa8qKO1caKF) 

http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-State-Run-Enterprise.pdf
http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-State-Run-Enterprise.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MGoooe7_f71fyZ5BXzzuYZCFs-pd7GKi
http://cubaarchive.org/files/FACT-SHEET-Trafficking-SPAN.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wHmLPftF0PGcq32coWbeIAa8qKO1caKF
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The authors of this complaint, contrasting this report with the data from the 
World Trade Organization, focussing on the total audited export services abroad, 
deducting all the items that, as tourism, are not associated with professional 
labour work wages, we doublechecked the figures of the previous report are 
correct, since the trends are identical and the numerical differences between the 
two sources are constant and less than 3%, possibly due to items that the sources 
WTO and Cuba count differently. From the WTO we can obtain figures up to 
2017, increasing the aforementioned report by one year: 34 
 
 

Year 
Export Services (excludes tourism and 

others) 
2005 $ 4,752.65 
2006 $ 5,074.27 
2007 $ 6,447.17 
2008 $ 6,994.08 
2009 $ 6,392.84 
2010 $ 8,359,09 
2011 $ 8,866.70 
2012 $ 10,434.10 
2013 $ 10,682.40 
2014 $ 10,295.70 
2015 $ 8,768.,20 
2016 $ 8,194.90 
2017 $ 7,959.70 

Exportation of services from Cuba to the world, detracting tourism and others. Javier Larrondo. 
Source: World Trade Organization. 

 
According to the report of CubaArchive and Human Rights Foundation, based 
on data obtained from Cuban government sources, in Cuba there are at least 85 
state companies that sell these export services, sponsored by the Center for the 
Promotion of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment of Cuba - CEPEC (now 
called ProCuba), an entity attached to the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign 
Investment of Cuba. 35 
 
Among the more than 85 companies, one of the most relevant in terms of medical 
services is the company "Comercializadora de Servicios Medicos Cubanos, S.A", 
                                                 
 
34 Data source and WTO consultation: 
https://www.wto.org/spanish/res_s/statis_s/statis_bis_s.htm?solution=WTO&path=/Dashboards/MAPS&f
ile=Map.wcdf&bookmarkState=%7b%22impl%22:%22client%22,%22params%22:%7b%22langParam%
22:%22en%22%7d%7d (alternative link Excel: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1W159lSuXYXEa5h0rvL_QYGp74XL0CmpO) 
35 ProCuba: http://www.procuba.cu/es/cuba_exporta (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pSiLtsjQSQ7yJGBsHHm8SlRwBYFmvpba) 

https://www.wto.org/spanish/res_s/statis_s/statis_bis_s.htm?solution=WTO&path=/Dashboards/MAPS&file=Map.wcdf&bookmarkState=%7b%22impl%22:%22client%22,%22params%22:%7b%22langParam%22:%22en%22%7d%7d
https://www.wto.org/spanish/res_s/statis_s/statis_bis_s.htm?solution=WTO&path=/Dashboards/MAPS&file=Map.wcdf&bookmarkState=%7b%22impl%22:%22client%22,%22params%22:%7b%22langParam%22:%22en%22%7d%7d
https://www.wto.org/spanish/res_s/statis_s/statis_bis_s.htm?solution=WTO&path=/Dashboards/MAPS&file=Map.wcdf&bookmarkState=%7b%22impl%22:%22client%22,%22params%22:%7b%22langParam%22:%22en%22%7d%7d
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1W159lSuXYXEa5h0rvL_QYGp74XL0CmpO
http://www.procuba.cu/es/cuba_exporta
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pSiLtsjQSQ7yJGBsHHm8SlRwBYFmvpba
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designated by the Pan American Health Organization as the main provider of the 
P.A.H.O. Project "Cuban Medical Services for the World", company which, as 
indicated on P.A.H.O.’s website, belongs to the Ministry of Public Health of Cuba 
(MINSAP). 36 37 This can also be deduced from the fact that, for example, the 
contract between Botswana and Cuba was owned by the Ministry of Health of 
Cuba but signed by an official of the company Comercializadora de Servicios 
Medicos Cubanos, SA, or as in the contracts with the Doctors in Brazil, for 
example, the bearer was Comercializadora de Servicios Medicos Cubanos, SA, 
but the signatory did so by “mandate of the Ministry of Health of Cuba”, as we see 
in all copies of the contract with all doctors, like this one: 38  
 

 
 
Or this one: 39 
 

 
 
On the other hand, the Constitutions of Cuba until 2019, in addition, prohibited 
all forms of private property, so that every Cuban entity indicated, by definition, 
was and is owned by the State. 
 

                                                 
 
36 CSMC, SA – Who we are: http://www.smcsalud.cu/smc/es/qsomos (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gUBr5rN4FWW2M6DVtyMuVPnIxPAfgFtL) 
37 Pan American Health Organization – Project “Servicios Médicos Cubanos para el Mundo”: 
https://www.paho.org/cub/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=683:servicios-medicos-
cubanos-para-el-mundo-2&Itemid=556 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LtovJ1GBNHtCltGs7eaaafMgxnbpPQAu) 
38 Clause obtained from the CSMC contract with a Cuban doctor: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ljdOKY4aQS6obBcqjRulN8VSkr1zKAAq 
39 Clause obtained from another CSMC contract with a Cuban doctor: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NuLVF46NjsyU7AYk5dY43Zke-7SaejjT 

http://www.smcsalud.cu/smc/es/qsomos
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gUBr5rN4FWW2M6DVtyMuVPnIxPAfgFtL
https://www.paho.org/cub/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=683:servicios-medicos-cubanos-para-el-mundo-2&Itemid=556
https://www.paho.org/cub/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=683:servicios-medicos-cubanos-para-el-mundo-2&Itemid=556
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LtovJ1GBNHtCltGs7eaaafMgxnbpPQAu
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ljdOKY4aQS6obBcqjRulN8VSkr1zKAAq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NuLVF46NjsyU7AYk5dY43Zke-7SaejjT
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Some of the other companies that have participated in these exports of Cuban 
workers abroad have been defined, for example, in Resolution No. 43, dated 
August 19, 2005, of the Minister for Foreign Investment and Economic 
Cooperation of Cuba, 40 in its fourth ruling, or “Resuelvo”: “Unidad Central de 
Colaboración Médica (UCCM), Mercadu S.A., Antex S.A., Cubadeportes S.A., 
Intercambio Científico Educacio-Nal (Ice), Empresa De Contratación De Asistencia 
Técnica (Cubatecnica), Agencia D´Arte, Tecnosime, Tecnoazucar, Quality Couriers, 
Uneca Y Ballet Nacional De Cuba”. All of them belong in their entirety to the State 
of Cuba and are dependent on different government ministries as well. 
 
We also find other sources of companies in the directory of exporting companies 
of services of the Center for the Promotion of Foreign Trade and Foreign 
Investment in Cuba, which indicated in 2016 the following list: 41 Acinox 
Ingenieria, Aerocaribbean S.A., Aerovaradero S.A., Albet Ingenieria Y Sistemas 
S.A., Antex, Aries Transportes S.A.- Terminales De Cruceros, Asticar (Astilleros 
Del Caribe), Azutecnia, Bioenergía Caribe S.A., Bufete Internacional, Canec 
(Consultoría Económica Canec S.A.), Caribbean Drydock Company S.A., Catec 
(Empresa Exportadora de Productos y Servicios de la Ciencia y la Tecnología del 
Sector Agrario), Ccoa S.A. (Compañía Contratista de Obras para la Aviacion 
S.A.), Ccoi "Frank País" (Complejo Científico Ortopédico Internacional "Frank 
Pais"), Cedai (Empresa de Automatización Integral), Censa (Centro Nacional De 
Sanidad Agropecuaria), Centro De Ingenieria Y Manejo Ambiental de Bahías y 
Costas (Cimab), Centis (Centro de Isotopos), Citmatel (Tecnologías de la 
Información y Servicios Teleméticos Avanzados), Claim (Consultores Legales y 
Agentes de Inversiones y Marcas S.A.), Comar S.A. (Consultores Marítimos, 
S.A.), Comercial Take Off S.A., Compañia Turística Habaguanex S.A., Conabi 
(Consultores y Abogados Internacionales), Conas S.A., Consultoría Jurídica 
Internacional S.A., Coratur, Corporación Copextel S.A., Cubadeportes, Cubana 
de Aviación S.A., Cubapack, Cubatecnica (Empresa de Contratación de 
Asistencia Técnica), Cubatel, Desoft S.A., Disaic (Casa Consultora Disaic), Ecos 
S.A. (Empresa Comercializadora de Soluciones S.A.), Egrem (Empresa de 
Grabaciones y Ediciones Musicales), Empresa Consignataria Mambisa, Empresa 
de Correos de Cuba, Empresa de Navegación Caribe, Empresa Mixta Copal, 
Empresa Mixta Unevol S.A., Esac (Empresa de Servicios de Aseguramiento a la 
Calidad), Esicuba (Seguros Internacionales de Cuba), Espac S.A. (Empresa de 
Seguridad y Protección de la Aviacion Civil), Etecsa (Empresa de 
Telecomunicaciones de Cuba), Expedimar S.A., Fondo Cubano de Bienes 
Culturales, Galería Habana, Geominera S.A., Gkt (Gran Kaiman Teleco S.A.), 

                                                 
 
40 Resolution No. 38, dated June 27, 2005, of the Minister for Foreign Investment and Economic 
Cooperation: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uxy5WKIWOMcfq2N0RH7o6_XqRH2pWLVC 
41 List of companies exporting services from Cuba - CEPEC (now it’s ProCuba), which was active in 
2016 at http://www.cepec.cu/es/perfil-informaci-empresas, but which was no longer active, however, the 
universal service of ArchivoWeb (https://web.archive.org/) does reflect the content that was present: see 
https://web.archive.org/web/20160822091407/http://www.cepec.cu/es/perfil-informaci-empresas 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uxy5WKIWOMcfq2N0RH7o6_XqRH2pWLVC
http://www.cepec.cu/es/perfil-informaci-empresas
https://web.archive.org/
https://web.archive.org/web/20160822091407/http:/www.cepec.cu/es/perfil-informaci-empresas
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Havanatur S.A. (Grupo Internacional de Turoperadores y Agencias de Viajes), 
Ibeca S.A. (Mantenimiento de Aviones), Intermar S.A. (Agencia Internacional de 
Inspección, Ajuste de Averías y Otros Servicios Conexos), Inversiones Gamma 
S.A., Labiofam S.A., Lex S.A. (Bufete Especializado Lex S.A)., Mcv Comercial 
S.A., Melfi Marine Corporation S.A., Museo Nacional De Bellas Artes, Neuronic 
S.A., Porconsul (Consultoria Jurídica de los Puertos), Practicos De Cuba, Preger 
(Unidad de Preparación Gerencial), Producciones Abdala S.A., Promociones 
Artisticas y Literarias, Artex S.A., Radiocuba (Empresa de Radiocomunicación y 
Difusión de Cuba), Registro Cubano de Buques, Representaciones Culturales 
(Recsa S.A.), Representaciones Platino S.A., Rtv Comercial, Seisa (Servicios de 
Seguridad Integral, S.A.), Selecmar, Smc (Comercializadora de Servicios Médicos 
Cubanos), Siecsa (Servicios de Ingeniería Eléctrica Cubana S.A.), S.I.S. 
Cubacontrol S.A., Softel (Empresa Productora de Software para la Técnica 
Electrónica), Tecnoind, Tecnosime (Empresa Comercializadora de Servicios 
Técnicos y Tecnológicos), Tisa (Tecnosuma Internacional S.A.), Uneca S.A (Unión 
de Empresas Constructora Caribe), Up Antillana de Salvamento, Vacunas Finlay 
S.A., Zona Especializada de Logística y Comercio Â€“ Zelcom, S.A. 
 
According to the proliferation of Cuba's service export activities to foreign 
countries, the companies described in 2005 and 2016 have been expanding and 
varying year after year to at least more than 85 current state-owned companies 
that pointed to said official information obtained in the aforementioned previous 
report. 
 
1.1.3.1.2. Number of workers affected 
 
Cuba has just declared that only in the medical segment has more than 21,700 
health professionals and assistants in Venezuela. 42 In particular, in the global 
medical sector, Cuba publicly declares, as we have seen, that it has more than 
50,000 professionals in more than 67 countries. 43 Think of a constant annual 
number of 65,000 professionals in these services throughout the world, as 
detailed in the report officially submitted to the United Nations Special 
Rapporteur for Human Rights of victims of trafficking in persons, especially 
women and children, Maria Grazia Giammarinaro, conducted by CubaArchive 
(www.cubaarchive.org) and Human Rights Foundation 
(www.HumanRightsFoundation.org), on April 14, 2017, 44 and as detailed in the 

                                                 
 
42 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba: 
http://www.granma.cu/mundo/2018-11-11/refuerza-cuba-con-500-especialistas-su-abrazo-medico-a-
venezuela-11-11-2018-18-11-24 (alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Dm5-
V_jp83wlZIpIgYntKA16TfmAwXVA) 
43 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba: 
http://www.granma.cu/salud/2015-03-26/hasta-67-paises-llega-la-colaboracion-medica-cubana 
(alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1w192qptJXWgrsvSo9Aa-KXbjztCNGXov) 
44 Report 2017, CubaArchive & Human Rights Foundation - “Cuba’s Human Trafficking Business: 

http://www.cubaarchive.org/
http://www.humanrightsfoundation.org/
http://www.granma.cu/mundo/2018-11-11/refuerza-cuba-con-500-especialistas-su-abrazo-medico-a-venezuela-11-11-2018-18-11-24
http://www.granma.cu/mundo/2018-11-11/refuerza-cuba-con-500-especialistas-su-abrazo-medico-a-venezuela-11-11-2018-18-11-24
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Dm5-V_jp83wlZIpIgYntKA16TfmAwXVA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Dm5-V_jp83wlZIpIgYntKA16TfmAwXVA
http://www.granma.cu/salud/2015-03-26/hasta-67-paises-llega-la-colaboracion-medica-cubana
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1w192qptJXWgrsvSo9Aa-KXbjztCNGXov
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Government of Cuba's own communications, 45 seems an adequate figure when 
looking at the weight of publicity that the government gives to health services 
compared to others and the percentage (75%) that they indicate in their official 
statements belong to the medical sector compared to others. However, given the 
huge income, the total number of workers involved could be higher if we stick to 
the per capita yield obtained by dividing the total income of Cuba in these 
services previously calculated by both sources and the number of workers. 
 
If we keep the figure of the aforementioned report, which comes from 
government sources and is consistent with the different official reports of the 
government of Cuba that are presented in this referenced report, from the 65,000 
Cuban professionals in annual missions abroad, therefore, 50,000 are 
professionals in the health sector, as we have seen. This can serve as a guide to 
deduce the proportions of other items between the health sector and the rest. 
 
Another more relevant figure is that offered by the Government of Cuba through 
Bruno Rodríguez Parrilla, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Cuba, at the 26th Ibero-
American Summit, in La Antigua, Guatemala, on November 16, 2018, when he 
indicated that a overwhelming number of Cubans participate or have 
participated in such missions: more than 600,000 professionals only in the 
health sector in 164 nations. If we extrapolate the figure to the total of the sectors, 
guiding us from the proportion of those that are active in the health sector 
compared to the total (figure already presented in this report from official sources 
in 2014 and mentioned in the official government sources of the island,46 75%), 
We could be talking about a number of professionals that can be estimated at 
800,000 qualified Cuban professionals, around 7% of Cuba’s total population, 
even lower than the number provided by the Cuban regime itself (7.3% of the 
population). However, given that the exports of these services have grown a lot 
in recent years and especially in terms of the relative weight of the health sector, 
which since 1999 has grown exponentially and has taken an increasing 
percentage of the total, as we have seen , it is possible that the figure is much 
higher than the indicated. Therefore, between 7.3% and 10% of the Cuban 
population, possibly, have historically been in the workers' regime in 
"missions" of collaboration abroad for the Government of Cuba. We can be 
talking, then, of an approximate number professionals involved of up to 10% of 
the current Cuban population (which has officially 11,400,000 inhabitants) over 

                                                 
 
“A Huge State-Run Enterprise”: http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-
Huge-State-Run-Enterprise.pdf (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MGoooe7_f71fyZ5BXzzuYZCFs-pd7GKi) 
45 Central Communication Agency of Workers of Cuba, 3/7/2014: 
http://www.trabajadores.cu/20140703/mas-de-64-000-colaboradores-cubanos-en-91-paises/ (alternative 
link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d78RJscYOdVtKmL8-Zl_X_aUsDZ8Mqye) 
46 Central Communication Agency of Workers of Cuba, 3/7/2014: 
http://www.trabajadores.cu/20140703/mas-de-64-000-colaboradores-cubanos-en-91-paises/ (alternative 
link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d78RJscYOdVtKmL8-Zl_X_aUsDZ8Mqye) 

http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-State-Run-Enterprise.pdf
http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-State-Run-Enterprise.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MGoooe7_f71fyZ5BXzzuYZCFs-pd7GKi
http://www.trabajadores.cu/20140703/mas-de-64-000-colaboradores-cubanos-en-91-paises/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d78RJscYOdVtKmL8-Zl_X_aUsDZ8Mqye
http://www.trabajadores.cu/20140703/mas-de-64-000-colaboradores-cubanos-en-91-paises/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d78RJscYOdVtKmL8-Zl_X_aUsDZ8Mqye
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dozens of years, in particular and with greater intensity from 2002 until today, 
which is the period when Cuban medical missions have had their boom. 
 
Only this dissertation aims to demonstrate that the involvement in Cuba of these 
missions is massive, and that they have affected hundreds of thousands of 
qualified professionals. 
 
In terms of qualified professionals, Facebook, alone, has more than 340,000 
"Cuban expatriates who live in all countries except Cuba, above 18, and with a 
higher degree", who also have Facebook active. This has been done under notary 
so the audience can be trusted, together with the fact that Facebook is a third 
party that cannot be controlled by the actors in this claim. The segmentation can 
be repeated by anyone who creates an advertising account and performs such 
segmentation in this social network, and this can be shown with the result of the 
annex that is referenced here: 47 

                                                 
 
47 Result of the Facebook Ads segmentation with "expatriates from Cuba in any country in the world, 
except Cuba, and with certainty of college education": https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m375H-
7LSppOdtlJCbQh8jSlmaHTR7NP 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m375H-7LSppOdtlJCbQh8jSlmaHTR7NP
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m375H-7LSppOdtlJCbQh8jSlmaHTR7NP
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1.1.3.1.3. Countries with which Cuba has these “missions” 
 
Although Cuba declares, as we have seen, that more than 160 countries have 
received their missions, the source of the Ministry of Public Health indicates the 
countries with which Cuba has active medical missions,48 that are added to the 
ones that in the Statistical Yearbook of Health of 2017 Cuba made public,49 to 
which Chile and Peru must be included, 50 being present with health "missions" 

                                                 
 
48 Countries with Cuban medical "missions": http://www.sld.cu/sitios/bmn/temas.php?idv=12630 
(alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sCcCcKWX9RemsnfM2Khskzn9XenZALo1) 
49 Statistical Yearbook of Health -  Cuba 2017: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Twm99jHugCW50hQNL_PGCTDC1F2eNddQ 
50 Statement by the Ministry of Public Health of Cuba: 
http://www.cubadebate.cu/noticias/2018/11/14/declaracion-del-minsap-cuba-no-continuara-participando-
en-el-programa-mas-medicos/#.XC-yX1XVvcs (alternative links: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1shUSYO_MRyOPbkqcb0NOz94dxfTy3l5J / 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19JqLgEqE2vGbEK0CAYNZla27G6f85M7N) 

http://www.sld.cu/sitios/bmn/temas.php?idv=12630
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sCcCcKWX9RemsnfM2Khskzn9XenZALo1
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Twm99jHugCW50hQNL_PGCTDC1F2eNddQ
http://www.cubadebate.cu/noticias/2018/11/14/declaracion-del-minsap-cuba-no-continuara-participando-en-el-programa-mas-medicos/#.XC-yX1XVvcs
http://www.cubadebate.cu/noticias/2018/11/14/declaracion-del-minsap-cuba-no-continuara-participando-en-el-programa-mas-medicos/#.XC-yX1XVvcs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1shUSYO_MRyOPbkqcb0NOz94dxfTy3l5J
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19JqLgEqE2vGbEK0CAYNZla27G6f85M7N
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in a total of between 65 and 75 countries, as we have seen in many of the official 
references already referenced. 
 
1.1.3.1.4. States Parties to the ICC that have hosted the "missions" of Cuba in 

their territory 
 
Of the aforementioned countries in which there are active missions in the last 3 
years, only from the health sector, and following the official information 
referenced, the list of them that are States Party to the International Criminal 
Court is a total of at least 52 States Parties to the Rome Statute, among which are 
3 countries of the European Union (Italy, Portugal and Switzerland), although 
among the declarants we have an athlete on an internationalist mission in Spain 
as well: 
 
State Party of the ICC Ratification 
Antigua and Barbuda 18 June 2001 
Argentina 08 February 2001 
Barbados 10 December 2002 
Belize 05 April 2000 
Bolivia 27 June 2002 
Botswana 08 September 2000 
Brazil 20 June 2002 
Burkina Faso 16 April 2004 
Cabo Verde 10 October 2011 
Chad 01 January 2007 
Chile 29 June 2009 
Colombia 05 August 2002 
Congo 03 May 2004 
Costa Rica 07 June 2001 
Democratic Republic of the Congo 11 April 2002 
Djibouti 05 November 2002 
Dominica 12 February 2001 
Dominican Republic 12 May 2005 
Ecuador 05 February 2002 
El Salvador 03 March 2016 
Gabon 20 September 2000 
Gambia 28 June 2002 
Ghana 20 December 1999 
Grenada 19 May 2011 
Guatemala 02 April 2012 
Guinea 14 July 2003 
Guyana 24 September 2004 
Honduras 01 July 2002 
Italy 26 July 1999 
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Kenya 15 March 2005 
Lesotho 06 September 2000 
Mali 16 August 2000 
Malta 29 November 2002 
Mauritius 05 March 2002 
Mexico 28 October 2005 
Namibia 25 June 2002 
Niger 11 April 2002 
Nigeria 27 September 2001 
Panama 21 March 2002 
Paraguay 14 May 2001 
Peru 10 November 2001 
Portugal 05 February 2002 
Saint Kitts and Nevis 22 August 2006 
Saint Lucia 18 August 2010 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 03 December 2002 
Seychelles 10 August 2010 
Sierra Leone 15 September 2000 
South Africa 27 November 2000 
Spain 24 October 2000 
Suriname 15 July 2008 
Switzerland 12 October 2001 
Timor-Leste 06 September 2002 
Trinidad and Tobago 06 April 1999 
Uganda 14 June 2002 
United Republic of Tanzania 20 August 2002 
Uruguay 28 June 2002 
Venezuela 07 June 2000 
Zambia 13 November 2002 

 
In the case of other types of "missions" and Cuban workers sent in this situation, 
but from sectors other than health, we must assume that there is a broader list of 
signatories of the Rome Statute that have these alleged "missions" of Cuba. 
 
1.1.3.2. Income for Cuban professionals 
 
Regarding the economic aspect, it is highly relevant that Cuban professionals, 
however, perceive a fraction of the figures collected by the Government of Cuba, 
which allows an enormous return to its coffers and a minimum performance, just 
for survival, for the workers who work on its behalf in third countries. 
 
1.1.3.2.1. Compensation based on judicial data 
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1.1.3.2.1.1. Case of Dr. Ramona Matos Rodríguez 
 
In the case of Ramona Matos Rodríguez, who later occupies a whole section in 
this document, a political battle ensued in Brazil that culminated in two 
judgments of the Federal Court of Accounts of Brazil, as we will see. 
 
From these documents, the remuneration of Cuban doctors is extracted as 
explained by the auditors of the Court of Accounts of Brazil in their reports 
(original table): 51 52 
 
Tabela 1 – Destinação dos valores no Programa Mais Médicos 

Linha Descrição Reais Dólar % do 
Total 

(a) Valor pago pelo governo brasileiro 10.000,00 4.276,25 100% 

(b) Valor depositado em Cuba em nome do 
profissional participante do programa 1.403,10 600,00 14,03% 

(c) Valor entregue diretamente ao profissional 
participante do programa no Brasil 935,40 400,00 9,35% 

(d) 

Valor pago à OPAS a título de taxa de 
administração (5%, conforme Subcláusula 
Única da Cláusula Terceira do 3º Termo de 
Ajuste ao 80º Termo de Cooperação) 

500,00 213,81 5,00% 

(e) 
Valores pagos pelo governo brasileiro cuja 
destinação é desconhecida (e) = (a) - (b) - (c) 
- (d) 

7.161,50 3.062,44 71,62% 

 
 
The direct fixed remuneration of Cuban doctors, deducted from this table, was 
9.35% of the amount paid by the government of Brazil for them, 400 USD, 
compared to 4276.25 USD paid by the Brazilian government. Of this amount, 
the Cuban government also detracted another 10 dollars average a month as a 
"monthly fee" from the Communist Party of Cuba (PCC), according to the 
statements of 46 witnesses present in the current complaint who have declared 
so. 
 

                                                 
 
51 Plenary Session of March 8, 2017 Federal Court of Accounts nº 027.492/2013-3 - Complete official 
document: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QusJj0C8Eu20J6WEkNOalQe8zLjwliEC (alternative link: 
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-
465747254) 
52 Plenary session 25 June 2018 Court of Accounts No. 003.771 / 2014-8 - Official full document: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SxSBcMDoQvmUQE0ggHqJa8OTy2EBQIG1 (alternative link: 
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-
608710029) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QusJj0C8Eu20J6WEkNOalQe8zLjwliEC
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-465747254
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-465747254
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SxSBcMDoQvmUQE0ggHqJa8OTy2EBQIG1
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-608710029
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-608710029
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The Pan American Health Organization charged 5% for each doctor, $ 213.81. 
 
Of the 600 dollars indicated in the table of the Court of Accounts that were 
"deposited in Cuba", 550 were "frozen" in current accounts of the Government of 
Cuba and 50 were delivered to the family of the worker in Cuba, which was also 
reflected the Federal Court of Accounts: 53 54 
 

 
 
All the indicated items, with official and contrasted sources, indicate that Cuban 
professionals received: 
 
a) 400 dollars directly 
b) 50 dollars for his/her family in Cuba 
c) Less the fee of 10 dollars paid each month to the PCC for each worker 
 
That results in a total of 440 net dollars per month, that is, a remuneration per 
professional of a 10.28% of the total paid by the Government of Brazil for their 
work. 
 
It is noteworthy that Cuba always argued in the contracts that it paid 1000 USD 
a month to its professionals. However, the actual fixed monthly figure paid was 
much lower, since the concept that was retained and delivered only at the end of 
the "mission" periods, 550 dollars according to the Federal Court of Accounts, it 
can not be considered a variable concept, given that it does not accrue for results 
in periods of 1 year or less, but for several years, and with conditions outside 
their job, as expressed in the clause of the contracts between Cuba and its workers 
in Brazil, made explicit by the Federal Court of Accounts of Brazil in the 
aforementioned judgments: 

                                                 
 
53 Plenary Session of March 8, 2017 Federal Court of Accounts nº 027.492/2013-3 - Complete official 
document: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QusJj0C8Eu20J6WEkNOalQe8zLjwliEC (alternative link: 
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-
465747254) 
54 Plenary session 25 June 2018 Court of Accounts No. 003.771 / 2014-8 - Official full document: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SxSBcMDoQvmUQE0ggHqJa8OTy2EBQIG1 (alternative link: 
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-
608710029) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QusJj0C8Eu20J6WEkNOalQe8zLjwliEC
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-465747254
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-465747254
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SxSBcMDoQvmUQE0ggHqJa8OTy2EBQIG1
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-608710029
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-608710029
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“CSMC, ante el abandono de la misión; negativa de regreso al territorio nacional cubano 
y/o cualquier otra grave indisciplina por parte del PROFESIONAL DE LA SALUD 
CUBANO, observará la legislación vigente em la República de Cuba para establecer las 
reclamaciones y demandas judiciales que correspondan con el objetivo de saldar las deudas 
y obligaciones pendientes del PROFESIONAL DE LA SALUD CUBANO y hará 
cumplir lo previsto en el INSTRUMENTO JURIDICO y la legislación brasileña, en 
cuanto a la prohibición al PROFESIONAL DE LA SALUD CUBANO del ejercicio de 
la profesión en territorio brasileño amparado en el permiso de trabajo y registro médico 
adquirido en razón del INSTRUMENTO JURÍDICO suscrito.” 
 
(“CSMC, before the abandonment of the mission; refusal to return to the Cuban national 
territory and / or any other serious indiscipline on the part of the CUBAN HEALTH 
PROFESSIONAL, will observe the legislation in force in the Republic of Cuba to 
establish the corresponding claims and lawsuits with the objective of paying the debts and 
obligations pending of the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL and will enforce the 
provisions of the LEGAL INSTRUMENT and the Brazilian legislation, regarding the 
prohibition to the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL of the exercise of the profession 
in Brazilian territory granted by the work permit and acquired medical record by reason 
of the LEGAL INSTRUMENT subscribed.”) 
 
Therefore, following the international labor laws and regulations, it is more 
appropriate to indicate that it is an "extraordinary" bonus, not salable to the 
salary because it does not depend on the work performance, but on the return to 
Cuba of the worker after finishing the work in Brazil, taking into account that the 
average duration of the missions is 32.1 months, taking the average of the 
statements of the 46 declarations that are presented in this complaint. 
 
The amount paid by Brazil for each worker assigned to the Program under the 
same conditions as that of Cuban professionals, of USD 4276.25 per month, was 
derived in the Court of Accounts, considering that the monthly unit value of the 
scholarship for the doctors of the Program had defined the amount of 10,000 reais 
according to "article 22, § 1, of Interministerial Order 1.369 / 2013 and the calculation 
report of the Work Plan of the 3rd Adjustment Term", taking into account the 
exchange rates on the different dates of payment, information that was presented 
by the Ministry of Health of Brazil to the Court of Accounts. 
 
These huge differences, when Cuban doctors were in their workplace with 
doctors of other nationalities who perceived these amounts in full, 4.276,25USD, 
without third party retentions, resulted in some defections and subsequent 
demands in Brazil from Cubans that, and this is vital, being supported by the 
Brazilian public opinion and lawyers who lent themselves to help them 
(without the case jumping into the media these professionals could not fight their 
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rights), they did not accept neither the abuses nor the comparative situation with 
professionals from other countries.55 56 
 
1.1.3.2.2. Salaries based on witnesses in the present complaint 
 
Our study in this concrete epigraph, based on 46 statements of Cuban qualified 
professionals who have worked in different countries, is the largest statistical 
study that exists about the so called “Missions”, and states that professionals 
perceived their income in 4 salary amounts of which one of them, very important 
quantitatively, was not even perceived on many occasions. 
 
Indeed, for the presentation of this complaint we have collected testimonies from 
many doctors, those who received the highest salary from all health 
professionals, as it is logical, from different parts of the world in these “missions”. 
The reality is that they show alarming figures.  
 
As a result of the study, we can list the concepts by which workers in "missions" 
receive income from the Government of Cuba, which are four: 
 
a) Monthly salary in the destination country in the local currency, or stipend, 

used basically for their local expenses. The average of the 46 declarations of 
outcomes the figure of 473.33 USD per month for this concept. This concept 
was always present. 

b) Monthly salary to the workers’ relatives in Cuba, in Cuban convertible pesos 
(CUC). The average of the 46 declarations gives the figure of 37.92 USD per 
month for this concept, when it appeared. It was present only in a 39.13% of 
all cases. 

c) Monthly salary in Cuba in Cuban convertible pesos (CUC), withheld until the 
"mission" is completed. The average of the 46 statements gives the figure of 
172.88 USD per month for this concept, when it was present. It was present in 
39.13% of the cases. 

d) Monthly salary in Cuban national pesos (CUP) paid additionally in Cuba, and 
corresponding to their previous salary in his Work Center of origin in Cuba, 
when it was maintained during the "internationalist mission", that is, 
according to the 46 testimonies, in a 82.61% of cases. The average of the 46 
statements gives the figure of USD 33.24 per month for this concept, when it 
was present. 

                                                 
 
55 Diario Globo.com (Brasil) - “Mais Médicos: cubanos entram na Justiça por salário integral e direito de 
ficar no país” - 11/10/2017: https://g1.globo.com/bemestar/noticia/mais-medicos-cubanos-entram-na-
justica-por-salario-integral-e-direito-de-ficar-no-pais.ghtml (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12froTyNq-EvNtIMBxPrs8v-GJeDmIPGp) 
56 Diario do Povo (Brasil) – “"Salário integral para os médicos cubanos" – 12/11/2014: 
https://www.gazetadopovo.com.br/opiniao/editoriais/salario-integral-para-os-medicos-cubanos-
eg3seisg6u597fwxrtmk7z9se/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19bcGKRJO1_OJKRiyMTP4LdU_FD_0melG) 

https://g1.globo.com/bemestar/noticia/mais-medicos-cubanos-entram-na-justica-por-salario-integral-e-direito-de-ficar-no-pais.ghtml
https://g1.globo.com/bemestar/noticia/mais-medicos-cubanos-entram-na-justica-por-salario-integral-e-direito-de-ficar-no-pais.ghtml
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12froTyNq-EvNtIMBxPrs8v-GJeDmIPGp
https://www.gazetadopovo.com.br/opiniao/editoriais/salario-integral-para-os-medicos-cubanos-eg3seisg6u597fwxrtmk7z9se/
https://www.gazetadopovo.com.br/opiniao/editoriais/salario-integral-para-os-medicos-cubanos-eg3seisg6u597fwxrtmk7z9se/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19bcGKRJO1_OJKRiyMTP4LdU_FD_0melG
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The concept c), that is, that which was retained and delivered only at the end of 
the complete "mission’s” period, is one of the quantitative results of the study. It 
is a very important concept, as you can see, and represents approximately 
122.41% of the sum of the other three quantities, not in average but when it was 
present (for 39,13% of the testimonies). A variable concept could only be 
considered if it were accrued within one year, but since it is not accrued by results 
in periods of 1 year or less, but for several years, more specifically of 
approximately 3 years, it is more appropriate to indicate that it is an 
"extraordinary" retribution, or extraordinary “bonus”, not consolidated as a 
salary. 
 
This extremely high "bonus" was, by contract, subject to a servile behaviour, 
following regulations that we will examine later in detail, and forced the return 
to Cuba after finishing the "mission". As indicated by all the contracts between 
the Government of Cuba (CSMC, SA) and workers, from all countries examined, 
like in the case of Brazil: 57 
 
“… 
II. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES 
… 
2.2 OF THE CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL: 
g) Comply, with respect to their actions, with the provisions of Resolution No. 168 
"Disciplinary Regulations for Cuban Civil Workers Serving Abroad as 
Collaborators", 58 dated March 29, 2010, issued by the Minister Foreign Trade and 
Foreign Investment of the Republic of Cuba, whose knowledge will receive in preparation 
prior to its departure abroad. 
… 
III. OTHER CONDITIONS 
… 
3.5 CSMC, before the abandonment of the mission; refusal to return to the Cuban 
national territory and / or any other serious indiscipline on the part of the CUBAN 
HEALTH PROFESSIONAL, will observe the legislation in force in the Republic of Cuba 
to establish the corresponding claims and lawsuits with the objective of resolving the 
debts and obligations pending with the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL and 
will enforce the provisions of the LEGAL INSTRUMENT and the Brazilian legislation, 
regarding the prohibition to the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL of the exercise 
of the profession in Brazilian territory protected by the work permit and medical 
record acquired by reason of the LEGAL INSTRUMENT subscribed. 
…” 

                                                 
 
57 Cuban doctors contract in Brazil: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ljdOKY4aQS6obBcqjRulN8VSkr1zKAAq 
58 Resolución Nº 168 de 2010 del Ministerio de Comercio Exterior e Inversión Extranjera de Cuba: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iIeLPFiNRtR-5nQLT2_XMB7yzPBo7CDE 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ljdOKY4aQS6obBcqjRulN8VSkr1zKAAq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iIeLPFiNRtR-5nQLT2_XMB7yzPBo7CDE
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The "legal instrument" that points the contract is explained in the expository part 
of it, and is the "Agreement of Technical Cooperation between the Ministry of Public 
Health of the Republic of Cuba and the Pan American Health Organization / World 
Health Organization, for the Extension of Access of the Brazilian Population to Basic 
Health Care", or contract between Cuba and the Pan American Health 
Organization. That is, he is saying that Brazil and PAHO have signed that the 
Cuban worker will not be able to work in Brazil unless they do so through this 
contract, blocking the worker's options to leave the mission. 
 
According to the study based on the set of testimonies for this complaint signed 
by professionals who have been in "missions", the sum of all three concepts that 
received is an average of 512.44 USD per month, a liquid monthly fixed amount 
that, extrapolated to Brazil, one of the most favourable cases for the declarants, 
outcomes an average perceived in these missions through the testimonies of 12%, 
on average, the amount received by Cuba on the basis of the sale of their work, 
taking into account the sources of the Brazilian Government that through the 
Federal Court of Accounts of Brazil, which established in 4276.25 USD the salary 
that Brazil paid for all foreign doctors, including Cubans. 
 
With this amount of income, Cuban professionals had to face their personal local 
expenses plus the expenses of their family in Cuba. But even so, given the poverty 
prevailing in Cuba, where doctors perceived an average salary within the island, 
as shown by the study, of 37.92 dollars per month, it was higher than the net 
income that they obtained if they did not go to the missions. 
 
It must be taken into account that, in the case of Brazil, the average salary was 
USD 400.00 before mid-2014, and this is corroborated by the income statements 
of our testimonies, as well as by the Federal Court of Accounts of Brazil. 
Afterwards, it rose to the amount of 842.92 USD, also corroborated by the 
declarations of income taken for this denunciation, but only after mid-2014 it was 
spread in the media in Brazil, and was investigated, the agreement between Cuba 
and PAHO by the Federal Court of Accounts of Brazil, and also after numerous 
doctors began, with the support of official bodies and the opposition, a massive 
"desertion" that the Cuban government had to stop making liquid to doctors the 
"extraordinary bonus" amount they were retaining. 
 
If a Cuban doctor in Brazil, where the average salary of a local doctor is around 
3000USD, 59 he/she actually perceived 400USD (until mid-2014) or 842.92 USD 
(since mid-2014), having to pay for housing 76,47% of the doctors, according to 
our testimonies, with an average cost in Brazil of between 200 and 300 USD for a 
1-room apartment, out of town, food, appliances, long distance 
                                                 
 
59 Costs of living in Brazil: https://preciosmundi.com/brasil/precio-vivienda-salarios 

https://preciosmundi.com/brasil/precio-vivienda-salarios
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telecommunications, etc, they had left tiny amounts to live and afford everything 
that, by necessity, they had to acquire both for housing and for their life in a 
foreign country where they arrive with nothing but the clothes they bring from 
Cuba. Buying a mere iron, or any piece of furniture, a computer, any other good 
or service, was a transcendent decision in their lives in that country. 
 
At the same time, Cuban doctors saw their colleagues of other nationalities in the 
same medical program called "Mais Médicos" get a full salary of US $ 4,276.25 a 
month, as stated in the sentence of the Federal Court of Accounts of Brazil that 
we have previously referenced (Plenary of March 8, 2017 Court of Accounts No. 
027.492 / 2013-3). 
 
In any case, going to the internationalist mission, however, is one of the ways to 
survive the misery and scarcity for Cuban professionals in Cuba, with salaries of 
USD 33.24 on average, according to our 46 testimonies. Still, only 4.35% of them 
were volunteers without other coercive considerations. All, however, also 
declare that one factor for the decision to participate in the missions was "the 
situation of extreme poverty that exists in Cuba and the low salary that I 
perceived as a professional". Other factors reported to attend these missions and 
that denote a personal dependence when making the decision to go were: 
 
• I did not volunteer: 56,52% 
• I volunteered, but pressed for coercive reasons: 39,13% 
• I felt partially or totally obliged to fear being negatively marked in my work 

and / or personal environment: 50% 
• I had been taught that I was in debt to the State for having received the free 

education: 45,65% 
• The situation of extreme poverty that exists in Cuba and the low salary that 

he received as a professional: 97,83% 
• The impossibility of obtaining viable alternatives to the situation of 

precarious employment in Cuba: 73,91% 
• The Migration Law that prevented me and my family from emigration: 

69,57% 
 
With respect to the rest of the concepts of income that appear in the study, 172,88 
USD monthly, -concept of section "c)" - was retained every month by the 
government of Cuba until the professional finished the "mission", normally three 
years later (the average of the 46 testimonies obtained is 32.1 months), thus 
consolidating in addition to other concepts its fidelity to the "mission", joined 
together with the factors indicated above, including poverty, right from the first 
day, their dependence on the aforementioned "missions". 
 
1.1.3.2.3. Remuneration according to Brazil-Cuba official cable negotiations 

made public 
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The negotiations of the Government of Brazil with Cuba that took place before 
the entry into force of the Cuba-Brazil agreement were made public with meeting 
minutes sent in an official cable by the Embassy of Brazil in Cuba to the 
government of Dilma Rousseff. 60 61 
 
In them, it can be read how the Brazilian party wanted to pay for each doctor the 
amount of 4,000USD, of which 3,000USD would be for the government of Cuba, 
a fact that was transparently treated and everyone knew, and 1,000USD would 
be for doctors. 
 
However, Cuba requested 6,000USD per doctor, of which 5,000USD would be for 
the Cuban government and 1,000USD for the doctors. In the same cable, it was 
stated that the Brazilians would in any case pay for the expenses caused by the 
stay (accommodation and food) of the doctors, although this was not well 
accomplished, probably by Cuba, since 76.47% of the declaring doctors had to 
pay their housing as indicated by our testimonies. 
 

                                                 
 
60 Diario de Cuba: “Cables diplomáticos: así se creó Más Médicos” - 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1543048243_43183.html  
61 Folha de Sao Paulo, 22 nov 2018 - “Veja os telegramas nos quais Cuba e governo Dilma negociaram o 
Mais Médicos”: https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/11/veja-os-telegramas-nos-quais-cuba-e-
governo-dilma-negociaram-o-mais-medicos.shtml (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fyAvOOVpDGCh-eFGEC1hL6LElxFd6rVB) 

http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1543048243_43183.html
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/11/veja-os-telegramas-nos-quais-cuba-e-governo-dilma-negociaram-o-mais-medicos.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/11/veja-os-telegramas-nos-quais-cuba-e-governo-dilma-negociaram-o-mais-medicos.shtml
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fyAvOOVpDGCh-eFGEC1hL6LElxFd6rVB
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At this point, we must deduce that the Cuban government, whether it is charging 
4,000 or 6,000 dollars, would pay its doctors 1,000 dollars, in the manner in which 
we have demonstrated before: 400 dollars in real fixed liquid salary, 50 dollars 
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for the family in Cuba, and another 550 dollars that the Cuban government 
retained in its coffers to only release it if, at the end of the mission, 3 years later, 
the professional can claim it, generating an immense professional debt that adds 
even more global hierarchical dependence to other cravings, threats, and 
sanctions provided if the Cuban professional did not comply with a total 
servility, a fact we will progressively be shelling in this document. 
 
All the data presented in each of the headings to detail the real salary of Cuban 
professionals in "missions" are congruent with each other, have probative 
capacity, and admit no doubt that these are the figures that the Cuban 
government provides to remunerate the traffic of its professionals throughout 
the world. 
 
The diplomatic cables of the Brazilian embassy in Havana related to the 
beginning of the negotiations of the Más Médicos program in Brazil clarify 
several points, among them: 62 
 
• That the Más Médicos program was a Cuban and not a Brazilian idea 
• That the intervener of the Cuban part was Comercializadora de Servicios 

Médcios Cubanos on behalf Cuba’s government 
• That the negotiations were conducted in a confidential manner to avoid the 

reaction of the Brazilian medical community 
• That the Cuban doctors were hired workers and not "scholars" 
• That the Cuban government was left with more than 70% of the doctors' 

salary and that the Brazilian Government agreed with this from the beginning 
• That the Cuban side demanded from the Brazilian, through a clause in the 

"bilateral" agreement, that the doctors of the Island could not practice 
medicine outside of the agreement, thus preventing the Cubans from 
abandoning the scheme and staying in Brazil on behalf of own, as they did 
about 400 Cuban doctors in a previous agreement in 1996 

• That the Cuban government refused the Cuban doctors to have subordination 
to Brazilians, and that also refused to have Cubans undergo medical 
examinations, to avoid the doctors have their official titles with them. 

• That the Brazilian government of Dilma Rousseff even proposed the return, 
with part of the salary of the doctors, of the debt contracted by Cuba with 
Brazil for the expansion of the port of Mariel 

• That the governments of Cuba and Brazil used the Pan American Health 
Organization (PAHO) as an intermediary of the agreement between both 
countries to avoid political and legal difficulties such as the control of the 
Brazilian Congress 

                                                 
 
62 Diario de Cuba: “Cables diplomáticos: así se creó Más Médicos” - 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1543048243_43183.html  

http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1543048243_43183.html
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• That the PAHO offices in Brazil and Cuba were in charge of executing the 
agreement to evade the organization's headquarters in Washington, with the 
aim of circumventing possible measures related to the US embargo on Cuba 

• That the Pan American Health Organization joined the triangulation scheme 
"ready to make any necessary adjustments" (“dispuesta a hacer los ajustes que fueran 
precisos”) 

 
1.1.3.2.4. Remuneration based on contracts in Brazil until 2014 and since March 

2014 
 
As we have seen, the contract of the Cuban doctors exposed by the Federal Court 
of Accounts of Brazil stipulated a net salary of the professionals of 400 dollars per 
month, a figure that, in the Federal Court of Audit sentence, as we have seen, was 
equivalent to 935.40 Brazilian reais, while another figure of 600 dollars (1403.10 
Brazilian reais) would be retained in Cuba until the return to Cuba, 3 years later, 
of the professional. The total was 2,338.50 Brazilian reals (approximately 1000 
dollars).63 
 
After a year of program, the fight of Ramona Matos, the first doctor who 
"deserted" from the Brazilian mission and made it public, and her defense by 
several opposition deputies, all of this together with the precariousness that 
Cuban workers had living in Brazil with a net salary of 400 dollars (935.40 
Brazilian reais), meant that at the end of 2014 too many doctors would be 
encouraged to report their case. 
 
Before this raised the numbers of "deserters" who were joining the Ramona 
initiative, and the program was being investigated by the Court of Auditors and 
public opinion in Brazil, Cuba made the determination to create an annex in 
which it would raise the doctors salary up to 2,976.26 reais a month without this 
time they retained 60% in Cuba of that amount, of the more than 10,482.93 reais 
that the government of Cuba received, 64 or, for the doctors who joined after 
March 2014, another contract that contained the indicated payment and was very 
similar to the previous one, 65 or, later on, we obtained copies of other subsequent 
contracts with some insignificant differences. 66 
 
That is, the payment was from 10,28% up to 28.39% of the amount that Cuba 
charged for them, only to stop desertion when the scandal was made public in 
                                                 
 
63 Cuban doctors contract in Mais Médicos: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ljdOKY4aQS6obBcqjRulN8VSkr1zKAAq 
64 Subsequent annex in 2014 of the contract of the Cuban doctors of Mais Médicos: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ioeYpPctdjM5LB3fsKJCd9R2w6edepZd 
65 Contract of doctors who joined after March 2014: https://drive.google.com/open?id=12U-
jWEjnzufbOB0zTMSzdGHnsG_x2Ma0 
66 Contract of doctors in 2017: https://drive.google.com/open?id=12U-
jWEjnzufbOB0zTMSzdGHnsG_x2Ma0 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ljdOKY4aQS6obBcqjRulN8VSkr1zKAAq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ioeYpPctdjM5LB3fsKJCd9R2w6edepZd
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12U-jWEjnzufbOB0zTMSzdGHnsG_x2Ma0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12U-jWEjnzufbOB0zTMSzdGHnsG_x2Ma0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12U-jWEjnzufbOB0zTMSzdGHnsG_x2Ma0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12U-jWEjnzufbOB0zTMSzdGHnsG_x2Ma0
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all media in Brazil and the demotivation spread through all Cuban doctors, that 
at that time were being supported by the opposition to Dilma Rousseff. 
 
Let’s recall that the rest of the doctors from other countries of the Mais Médicos 
program charged in full the 10,482.93 reais that the Brazilian government paid 
for them, a 100% without anyone retaining any amount whatsoever. 
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1.1.4. Leave the island: a need for a Cuban, a threat to the State 
 
For the understanding of the present complaint, it is imperative to understand in 
detail, not to assume or deduce, the restrictions on the departure of Cuba from 
the group of workers object of this complaint and their relatives. After reading 
and studying this section, it will be possible to understand some of the conditions 
and actions related to the crimes against humanity committed by the 
Government of Cuba in States Parties to the International Criminal Court that are 
the subject of the present writing. 
 
The problem of Cuba, as we will see paragraph by paragraph, is not illegal entry, 
as is usual in most countries, but the exit of talent and the population in search 
of the most basic needs, fleeing from political repression and for the desire for 
family reunification. What has been illegalized in Cuba with greater legal 
impetus is the departure from the country even though Cubans have had for 
decades the privilege of policies that allowed them to reside in the US and Spain 
simply for the mere fact of being Cubans. 67 68 The political and conscience 
repression and misery, therefore, spur this desire for emigration, which has 
materialized in statistical data of intentionality to leave of a great part of the 
population that the Government of Cuba manages and knows perfectly for 
decades. 
 
But for the rest of the world the only serious and statistically reliable survey that 
has been done in Cuba by international independent professionals was carried 
out in 2015 and was made at the beginning of the good relations of openness 
between Cuba and the United States, although not without a high dose of daring, 
because it was carried out from Cuba by Cuban personnel hired and at the same 
time formed specifically for the survey, without officially communicating a word 
to the Government of Cuba, which would not have allowed it. The survey was 
conducted by the international consultancy specializing in this work, Bendixen 
& Amandi International (B & A),69 and the Sociological Research Center of 
Mexico, 70 which was responsible for recruiting and training the interviewers, 
who did must be Cubans to give full confidence in the confidentiality of what 
was presented to the interviewed. The survey was sponsored and published by 
The Washington Post and Univisión, 71 and was supervised at the highest level 
in terms of methodology and rigor. The interviewers, trained on the island by the 

                                                 
 
67 Wikipedia - “Pies secos, pies mojados”: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wet_feet,_dry_feet_policy 
(alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e2Dyv7RJ_CxO865pH2B2SID4X2RB5lcZ) 
68 Wikipedia - Cuban immigration to the United States: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuban_immigration_to_the_United_States (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cN5VUGiEYz69HpeszeYQQoDYbE65fweY) 
69 https://bendixenandamandi.com/clients-2/ 
70 http://cismexico.com/nosotros/ 
71 Cuba Survey: http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/index.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZPQ3gCkEA10jQEDm7prkZyp1nJBCMfpQ) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wet_feet,_dry_feet_policy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e2Dyv7RJ_CxO865pH2B2SID4X2RB5lcZ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuban_immigration_to_the_United_States
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cN5VUGiEYz69HpeszeYQQoDYbE65fweY
https://bendixenandamandi.com/clients-2/
http://cismexico.com/nosotros/
http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/index.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZPQ3gCkEA10jQEDm7prkZyp1nJBCMfpQ
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Center for Sociological Research of Mexico, did not know each other and there 
were those who, after being recruited, refused to conduct the surveys and had to 
be replaced with others until all the recruiters were well recruited and trained. 
With a margin of error of 2.8% and a confidence level of 95%, the output that was 
released was already known by the Government of Cuba decades before, as it is 
obvious. 
 
Among many other results, there were several that allow us to understand why 
the Government of Cuba exercises such terrible exit restrictions on Cuban 
professionals, in addition to the exploitation to which they are subjected: 
 
• Thinking about your family, what would you like to achieve in the next five years? 

64% said that "traveling abroad" (the highest response among all), and among 
adults between 18 and 49 years, this percentage grew to 70%. 72 

• Would you like to move to another country? 55% of adult Cubans said yes (and 
between them more than half, preferably to the United States), while for 
adults between 18 and 49 years of age the affirmative answer was 63% (and 
among these 54% to the United States).73 

• Do you have family in another country? 33% indicated that yes, and of these 56% 
in the United States and 9% in Spain. 74 At this point, I would like to point out 
that even the last official survey on the island published by the National 
Bureau of Statistics and Information of Cuba stated that the number of people 
who have family members outside the island is a 38%.75 

• Do you receive money from a family member or friend who lives in another country? 
34% indicated “yes”.76 This data is consistent with the population figures that 
have family abroad. Bear in mind that with an average salary of just over 20 
dollars a month inside Cuba, helping someone on the island with a salary 
from abroad is not a big economical effort and a more than obvious need, in 
addition that the help many times comes from friendly or supportive people, 
not necessarily family members. 

                                                 
 
72 Question: what would you like to achieve in the next five years?: 
http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/pensando-en-su-familia-que-es-lo-que-
le-gustaria-lograr-en-los-proximos-5-an~os/index.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a12IA3kPlC9B_r4pxQDOZY7SAPAqFlc8) 
73 Question: Would you like to move to another country?: 
http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/le-gustaria-irse-a-vivir-a-otro-
pais/index.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1plW4BbUhrURJJutBm9wC6QWpHYM8MNW_) 
74 Question:¿Do you have family in another country?: http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-
cuba/pregunta/tiene-familia-en-otro-pais/index.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k0Ty4m0xXjzWwORkTmc-3Bq1sAG-pwwG) 
75 Encuesta Nacional Migración. Oficina Nacional de Estadística e Información 2016: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZEPFdppvMJ72UebQbrfAxfRG-xGS62VK 
76 Question:¿Do you receive money from a family member or friend who lives in another country?: 
http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/recibe-usted-dinero-de-un-familiar-o-
conocido-que-vive-en-otro-pais/index.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yGqL1Anr9lK6ivZSvv7ygPFP5Gdxlbnl) 

http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/pensando-en-su-familia-que-es-lo-que-le-gustaria-lograr-en-los-proximos-5-an%7Eos/index.html
http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/pensando-en-su-familia-que-es-lo-que-le-gustaria-lograr-en-los-proximos-5-an%7Eos/index.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a12IA3kPlC9B_r4pxQDOZY7SAPAqFlc8
http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/le-gustaria-irse-a-vivir-a-otro-pais/index.html
http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/le-gustaria-irse-a-vivir-a-otro-pais/index.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1plW4BbUhrURJJutBm9wC6QWpHYM8MNW_
http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/tiene-familia-en-otro-pais/index.html
http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/tiene-familia-en-otro-pais/index.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k0Ty4m0xXjzWwORkTmc-3Bq1sAG-pwwG
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZEPFdppvMJ72UebQbrfAxfRG-xGS62VK
http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/recibe-usted-dinero-de-un-familiar-o-conocido-que-vive-en-otro-pais/index.html
http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/recibe-usted-dinero-de-un-familiar-o-conocido-que-vive-en-otro-pais/index.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yGqL1Anr9lK6ivZSvv7ygPFP5Gdxlbnl
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These results are well known by the Government of Cuba many decades before 
the survey was conducted, and therefore the way to deal with the issue can be 
two: improvements in rights, market opening and motivation, or repression in 
the purest Soviet style. 
 
On the other hand, the income that contributes to Cuba's gross domestic product 
due to remittances sent by family members to the island is also so large that the 
issue of family separation for Cuba is of vital importance, since Remittances, 
which are also net income in foreign currency, represent more gross income than 
tourism, 77 the latter being one of the main sources of income in the country. 
Family reunification outside Cuba is for the Government of Cuba, therefore, a 
vital, not incidental, impairment to the income of its State. 
 
1.1.4.1. Administrative legal mechanisms that prevent the exit 
 
Let's see now how the Government of Cuba faces this issue, this generalized 
desire to leave the island, with its own laws in hand. 
 
Before 2012, Cuban migration laws more explicitly restricted all exit of the 
inhabitants of the island.,78 except for those who obtained "the exit permit" from 
the Cuban authorities. 
 
Before dozens of years of criticism and the need to improve international 
relations to promote international trade, especially for the "missions" of services 
abroad due to the relevance in their balance of payments, in 2012 this policy was 
slightly softened for some citizens, while other laws were created to toughen the 
legislation for other citizens, the most valuable, as is the case of qualified 
professionals, technicians, officials of medium and high rank, artists and athletes. 
All this we will see with its own laws in subsequent paragraphs. 
 
The exit from the country continues to be criminally prosecuted with very serious 
penalties if it is not taken by the channels that the current migration law 
contemplates, and that have nothing to do with the criminal record or the 
obtaining of the VISA of destination, which in itself is a flagrant violation of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. This law that is designed to look like it 
offers more possibilities for emigration than before, but certainly not for qualified 
professionals: 

                                                 
 
77 Havana Consulting Group - Remesas a Cuba se diversifican y calientan los canales de pago: 
http://www.thehavanaconsultinggroup.com/es-es/Articles/Article/63 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kZLMwk8AQwxZF0926jXChD3QEKWW4Dhx) 
78 Law No. 1312 "Migration Law", before 2012: 
https://www.gacetaoficial.gob.cu/html/leymigracion.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y99kSpyGgrSP3mKYWzjGd3zRoJhFUY1Q) 

http://www.thehavanaconsultinggroup.com/es-es/Articles/Article/63
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kZLMwk8AQwxZF0926jXChD3QEKWW4Dhx
https://www.gacetaoficial.gob.cu/html/leymigracion.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y99kSpyGgrSP3mKYWzjGd3zRoJhFUY1Q
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a) The government created, as we have mentioned, other laws and decrees 

to prohibit the exit to all people interesting for their productivity (qualified 
professionals) or for their artistic, political and/or emblematic relevance. 

b) Some segments of the population that do not have income to travel abroad 
or receive important remittances (relatives' money) on the island were 
released to a certain degree. Remittances from family members outside 
Cuba, by the way, is the second largest source of income and foreign 
exchange of the Government of Cuba, as we have seen. 

 
At the same time, illegal databases of State control were created to regulate the 
inhabitants, that are: 
 

a) Relatives of emigrants who receive important remittances 
b) Relatives of personnel working abroad as part of the "missions" 
c) Qualified professionals 
d) Other people of interest, such as opposition dissidents, artists, leaders and 

other segments of the population. 
e) “Interest C”: this database consists of people in Cuba who are suspected 

of being planning to leave the island and are at risk of "flight", in addition 
to many other cases, as relatives of senior officials. It is a list handled by 
the political police at the highest and most confidential level, and the ones 
framed in it can never leave nor are they given any answer as to why it 
happens. 

 
For these four groups, these emigration/immigration databases are applied for 
the cases that the new Migration Law, already amended (Law N. 1312 "Migration 
Law"), 79 which requires to have a homologated passport (“Pasaporte Corriente”) 
to emigrate or to do tourism, it contemplates in article 23, epigraphs d), e), h) and 
i) the following: 
 
“Cuban citizens residing in the national territory cannot obtain a homologated passport 
[“Pasaporte Corriente”] while they are included in any of the following cases: (...) d) 
When reasons of Defense and National Security so advise; ... e) Have obligations with 
the Cuban State or civil liability, provided that they have been expressly provided by 
the corresponding authorities; (...) h) When, for other reasons of public interest, the 
authorized authorities determine it; (...) i) Does not meet the requirements of the 
Migration Law, its Regulations and the complementary provisions related to the 
application, issuance and issuance of passports.” 
 

                                                 
 
79 Law No. 1312 updated after 2012 - "Migration Law" and Decree No. 26 "Regulation of the Migration 
Law": https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tuXpRcky0M2LoZ-xs1hUgIIg_kXkciC- 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tuXpRcky0M2LoZ-xs1hUgIIg_kXkciC-
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The ambiguity that this same paragraph presents already includes the previously 
exposed groups. 
 
For qualified workers, on the other hand, who are likely to work in the 
aforementioned "missions" and who are also the productive force of the country, 
the Migration Law is applied in its article 23 in a more transparent manner, 
without the need for illegal databases, since sections e) and f) indicate: 
 
“Cuban citizens residing in the national territory cannot obtain a Pasaporte Corriente 
while they are included in any of the following cases: (...) e) Have obligations with the 
Cuban State or civil liability, provided they have been expressly provided by the 
corresponding authorities. f) Lack of the authorization established, under the rules aimed 
at preserving the qualified workforce for the economic, social and scientific-
technical development of the country, as well as for the security and protection of 
official information.” 
 
In Cuba, the entire productive mass of the country, with the exception of a few 
hundred thousand self-employed professionals, works for the State with a 
binding contract, so that section e) applies, with that wording, to almost the entire 
mass productive of the country. For qualified professionals, as we see, it is even 
more evident. 
 
The result is still similar to the one before 2012, before the changes in the 
aforementioned Law, but by using other control mechanisms than the historical 
ones, which were internationally criticized and well known, it has given the 
regime a political breathing space and allowed a propaganda that has permeated 
international media, necessary to validate export agreements, among others, of 
its workers in international "missions" abroad, the main source of foreign 
exchange and balance of payments income. 
 
The Cuban who wishes to travel abroad, therefore, must do so under a current 
Migration Law (Law N. 1312 "Migration Law" amended from 2012 to the present) 
that, 80 in its article 1, as we have mentioned, it indicates that "Cuban citizens, to 
leave or enter the national territory, must possess a passport of the Republic of Cuba 
issued in their name", and later, in article 23, where it is indicated who can obtain 
the current passport, explains the enormous and ambiguous restrictions pointed 
out in previous paragraphs. 
 
The massive intention of illegal exit emigration is well known and is spurred by 
despair. So much so, that thousands of people have died at sea between Cuba 
and Florida trying to reach the United States in rudimentary rafts made with 

                                                 
 
80 Law No. 1312 updated after 2012 - "Migration Law" and Decree No. 26 "Regulation of the Migration 
Law": https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tuXpRcky0M2LoZ-xs1hUgIIg_kXkciC- 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tuXpRcky0M2LoZ-xs1hUgIIg_kXkciC-
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tires, the so-called "rafters" (“balseros”), to give an example of among the most 
notorious.81 Today rafters keep arriving every month to the coasts of third 
countries.82 In addition to despair, partly because of poverty and partly because 
of the repression of conscience, we must add the family is usually abroad. 
 
As reflected in the survey cited above, a large percentage of Cubans on the island, 
33%,83 they have a direct family (parents, siblings or grandparents) and people 
abroad who are very close to their family, and therefore present cases of authentic 
vital need to travel. 
 
This figure fits with that the number of emigrants accumulated since the 
beginning of the Castro era is very high, despite the current restrictions and those 
that have prevailed before 2012, since it is estimated that there are between 3 and 
5 million Cubans between emigrants and descendants of emigrants abroad since 
1959, more than 30% of the population of the island, which has approximately 
11.4 million inhabitants. 
 
According to the data of the International Organization for Migration (UN), net 
emigration counted as born in Cuba but who have lived outside Cuba since 1959 
to this day has been 2 million people.84 However, the International Organization 
for Migration does not account for the data of illegal immigrants, which are very 
high in the Cuban case, as we have seen, and it does not contemplate the 
development of such families outside the island, so thinking in 3 to 5 Millions of 
relatives outside the island and that the survey reflects an approximate fact to 
reality, offers an approach to the collective drama. There are sources that even 
indicate, with official figures of immigration in the United States, that only in the 
last 20 years could have emigrated between 1 and 1.5 million people from Cuba 
abroad., 85 compared to only 600,000 indicated by the UN with its criteria based 
only on the Cuban reports. The magnitudes, as we see, are relevant for a country 
of 11.4 million inhabitants, whether we take the official data of legalized (IOM, 2 

                                                 
 
81 Diario ABC (Spain) - El «éxodo silencioso» de los balseros cubanos a las costas de Florida: 
https://www.abc.es/internacional/20141106/abci-exodo-silencioso-estados-unidos-201411051746.html 
(alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NTNuY96rD8nWSCi5hbTYmZZ2a6rmxdv_) 
82 4/1/2018 - Más de 20 cubanos desembarcan en los Cayos de Florida - Cibercuba: 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2019-01-04-u1-e20037-s27061-20-cubanos-desembarcan-cayos-
florida-estaban-mar-31-diciembre (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Pmxa17xi3_xRBQiSvYwA1-yrzrQq-mCv) 
83 Survey Cuba: http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/tiene-familia-en-otro-
pais/index.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZPQ3gCkEA10jQEDm7prkZyp1nJBCMfpQ) 
84 Interactive net emigration database of the International Organization for Migration (UN): 
https://population.un.org/wpp/DataQuery/ (alternative link, Cuba’s data: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qxHdP-KII6pVM1tdJ-xoXPXjJrPF9pVY) 
85 The New Herald - “El éxodo inacabable ¿Cuántos cubanos han emigrado en los últimos 20 años?”: 
https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/cuba-es/article99869227.html (alternative 
link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Gpd3FBncQCPGOIVsdIvt4KN8DWYJfVpU) 

https://www.abc.es/internacional/20141106/abci-exodo-silencioso-estados-unidos-201411051746.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NTNuY96rD8nWSCi5hbTYmZZ2a6rmxdv_
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2019-01-04-u1-e20037-s27061-20-cubanos-desembarcan-cayos-florida-estaban-mar-31-diciembre
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2019-01-04-u1-e20037-s27061-20-cubanos-desembarcan-cayos-florida-estaban-mar-31-diciembre
http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/tiene-familia-en-otro-pais/index.html
http://huelladigital.univisionnoticias.com/encuesta-cuba/pregunta/tiene-familia-en-otro-pais/index.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZPQ3gCkEA10jQEDm7prkZyp1nJBCMfpQ
https://population.un.org/wpp/DataQuery/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qxHdP-KII6pVM1tdJ-xoXPXjJrPF9pVY
https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/cuba-es/article99869227.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Gpd3FBncQCPGOIVsdIvt4KN8DWYJfVpU
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Million) or the estimates that are based on the immigration data that the US 
periodically publishes and that we can extrapolate it to the rest of the world in 
the proportions that IOM establishes for the legalized Cuban alliens. We are 
talking about Cuba having more than 20% of its native population outside the 
island. 
 
Without pretending to outcome with this writing the exact data, because it is not 
the focus of it, what we can affirm without a doubt after what has been exposed 
is that the external family factor is an essential factor in the relationship of the 
Cuban and his desire to leave of the island. 
 
Therefore, these three factors in emigration, poverty, repression and external 
family, are three very important factors that spur, in a remarkable way, the need 
for exit that the surveys then reflect, as we have seen. 
 
1.1.4.2. Mechanisms in legislation that punish or restrict the exit 
 
1.1.4.2.1. General population 
 
In Cuba, where migratory control is much simpler than in the "missions" of 
collaboration, Cubans who try to leave the island are imprisoned by the Cuban 
authorities and accused of illegally leaving the country through hard laws, 
difficult to understand if we do not attend to the interests that we have pointed, 
as "retaining" the productive mass on the island, and that this can be read as 
follows in Cuba's Criminal Code: 86 
 
“… 
 
ARTICLE 216. 1. Anyone who, without complying with legal formalities, leaves or 
carries out acts intended to leave the national territory, incurs a sanction of deprivation 
of liberty of one to three years or a fine of three hundred to one thousand quotas. 2. If, in 
order to carry out the act referred to in the previous section, violence or intimidation is 
used on people or force in things, the sanction is one of deprivation of liberty for three to 
eight years. 3. The offenses set forth in the preceding paragraphs are sanctioned 
independently of those committed for their execution or on the occasion thereof. 
 
ARTICLE 217. 1. Anyone who organizes, promotes or incites the illegal departure of 
persons from the national territory incurs a sanction of deprivation of liberty for two to 
five years. 2. Anyone who provides material assistance, offers information or facilitates 
in any way the illegal departure of persons from the national territory, incurs a penalty 
of deprivation of liberty from one to three years or a fine of three hundred to one thousand 
quotas. 
 
                                                 
 
86 Cuba’s Criminal Code: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_kf0R8TsMlxtFIrEqAEDleeMfPNGCGTr 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_kf0R8TsMlxtFIrEqAEDleeMfPNGCGTr
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…” 
 
The definitions themselves include any act in favor of the departure of a Cuban 
native. The exit restrictions, in order to be consistent with the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, must be applied only for reasons that result from 
not obtaining entry visas in other countries, or from the economic impossibility 
of contracting the means or tickets, but it is internationally accepted that it is 
illegal to restrict the exit to natives who do not have pending criminal cases in 
the country, who do not handle information of high security and confidentiality 
that compromises the country, and other considerations that do not apply to the 
common population. In Cuba all these principles of Human Rights are violated 
by Law and by praxis. 
 
1.1.4.2.2. Skilled or qualified workers 
 
The Cuban professional of value, who always enters into the characteristics of 
the restrictions of Article 23, sections e) and f) of Law N. 1312 "Migration Law", 
when he/she wishes to travel abroad to settle in a land with greater opportunities 
has an absolute restriction therefore for this, since the focus of the State is, as 
dictated by the aforementioned Law (and many others) to dictate rules to 
"'preserve' the qualified workforce for economic, social and scientific-technical 
development of the country". It is perfectly understood that preserving is 
synonymous, for the Government of Cuba, to "force the permanence", and not 
"incentivize", but later with other regulations it will still be clearer. 
 
Indeed, if this were not enough, it is made even more explicit in various parts of 
the legislation. Decree-Law No. 306 of October 11, 2012 expands and defines that 
"graduates, technicians, officials of medium and high rank and athletes" must 
wait at least 3 to 5 years to know whether or not they are authorized to 
emigrate.87 Subsequently, the answer is always a negative, of course, except in a 
few exceptions. Later we will see how all the Human Rights organizations 
worldwide accuse precisely this to Cuba based on the allegations that this 
happens in a systematic way, consistently with its legislation. 
 
This applies in practice to all the most productive mass in the country, and the 
one that is detected to receive important remittances of foreign money from their 
families, as both are two of the most important sources of income in the country.  
 
The rest of the citizens, in addition, are unfortunately so poor that they barely 
have cash to recharge a mobile phone monthly, if they have one, so freeing them 
for turism does not generate problems or exits, but it does a great deal on media 
propaganda, with which the regime plays to indicate that now it "allows the exit". 

                                                 
 
87 Decree-Law No. 306: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qCJlzfL_cagWS9M8Hi5YU2FLMX4JKyjI 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qCJlzfL_cagWS9M8Hi5YU2FLMX4JKyjI
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If already the restrictions of leaving the country systematically violate the most 
basic human rights associated with international legislation in terms of freedom 
of movement, in addition, Cuban professionals, with that real personal need to 
visit relatives of blood , however, they are treated in this respect according to 
Decree-Law No. 306, not as persons, case by case according to their personal and 
family needs, but because of their usefulness as professionals for the country's 
income. This is clearly expressed in Decree-Law No. 306 of October 11, 2012: "The 
organs, agencies, national entities, authorized top management organizations and boards 
of the Administration, control and evaluate annually the behavior of the migratory flow 
and the fluctuation of cadres and workers who require authorization to travel abroad due 
to particular issues, as well as its impact on the development of the sector, branch or 
activity and on the stability of human resources". The Law does not contemplate 
regulation according to family reasons or vital needs. It only defines the subjects 
and their evaluation to allow the exit as "cadres and workers" and "their impact on 
the development of the sector, branch or activity and on the stability of human resources". 
This Law is the confirmation that the efforts to control the emigration of the 
Cuban regime are faced in the purest Soviet style, and not by prioritizing the 
personal perspective and the needs of individuals. 
 
Given the possibility of a talent "drain", therefore, the alternative of the 
Government of Cuba is not the search for motivation in the professionals, but  the 
violation of their right to travel is exercised already within the island, 
independently of the particular case of each one, and attending to the productive 
needs of the country as a whole, without the laws of migration of Cuba attending 
or mentioning any family, cases of extreme need for death or illness of a blood 
relative, people close, and many other basic needs of the human being. 
 
As if the emigration figures were not enough, the Government of Cuba is also 
aware that a large percentage of Cubans want to leave the island, and the 
importance of preserving qualified professionals as well as foreign currency 
inflows on behalf of remittances from relatives sent from outside the island, and 
prevents by all mechanisms, even when they violate the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights and international legislation, the exit, or "flight" or "desertion", of 
people, as well as talent, in a coercive and restrictive way instead of doing it 
through motivational mechanisms and free choice. 
 
All this that surrounds the situation of Cuba, evidently, cannot be attributed to 
anyone other than the manager of a productive economy and a society of rights, 
or the absence of them. It is vital to understand this to comprehend that the 
"missions", trips abroad of the most qualified professionals, are the greatest 
opportunity but also the greatest threat to the government, due to the difficulties 
of generating emigration control outside of the country itself, and for that reason 
what happens and what surrounds the "missions" administrative, legislative, 
police and judicially is so inhuman and aberrant. 
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Applying a Soviet methodology, when hundreds of thousands of workers are 
temporarily exported outside of Cuba, the control of migration implies even 
more measures, measures that are taken even before their incorporation into the 
"mission". In this section we will explain the circumstances that lead qualified 
workers, based on their testimonies before the International Criminal Court and 
through demonstration with the law and objective repressive situation in Cuba, 
to voluntarily enroll or, more appropriately, highly coerced and subjected to 
inferiority or with impairment of their independence to said missions. 
 
In the uniform declaration form for this process, carried out by 46 professionals, 
the answers to the reasons for their recruitment in the missions in which there 
were causes of this type were the following: 
 
• I did not volunteer: 56,52% 
• I volunteered, but pressed for coercive reasons: 39,13% 
• I felt partially or totally obliged to fear being negatively marked in my work 

and / or personal environment: 50% 
• I had been taught that I was in debt to the State for having received the free 

education: 45,65% 
• The situation of extreme poverty that exists in Cuba and the low salary that I 

received as a professional: 97,83% 
• The impossibility of obtaining viable alternatives to the situation of 

precarious employment in Cuba: 73,91% 
• The Migration Law that prevented me from leaving or family emigration: 

69,57% 
 
In addition to these reasons, in the field of free text, professionals indicated 
phrases such as the following: 
 
• “It was the escape route, to culminate more than 02 (two) years of Compulsory Social 

Service in areas of difficult access where I worked without the minimum conditions 
or resources more than 50km from my home and without the possibility of 
transportation or lodging in the Medical Office to which I was assigned due to the 
structural and functional precariousness of the building. I should complement unpaid 
Medical Guards every 4-5 days in areas of difficult access without the least conditions 
and without transportation without the right to claim under penalty of losing the 
right to the Internationalist Mission.” 

• “I wanted to eat beef, bread, ice cream and cheese and could go to prison for exercising 
illegal works to survive” 

• “Sport was the way I found to not attend the political classes that were held in the 
afternoon at school but, to no avail, they did the same in sports” 

• “It affected the real situation by the fact that health professionals and their relatives 
under their care are those who live in the worst conditions in Cuba; the lack of future 
both personally and of our children; the miserable conditions in which we live and our 
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close relatives, where it is humiliating that any criminal in the country lives in better 
conditions than a university professional consecrated in his daily tasks.” 

 
Only 2 of the 46 professionals whose statements are presented in this case, only 
indicates, as causes, those that were also offered in the testimony form and that 
would reflect the free choice and the absence of a situation of inferiority, 
defencelessness or direct coercion at the time of going to the "missions". 
 
Obviously, the answers demonstrate the strong coercive environment for 
participating in the "missions". 
 
We will now focus attention on the professionals and more in detail on the 
restrictions and alternatives they have in Cuba. 
 
1.1.4.2.2.1. Deserters and traitors 
 
By their number, technicians, doctors, qualified professionals, officials, 
journalists, artists, and other qualified professionals, are the most limited group 
of the island in terms of travel possibilities. All the Migration Laws, and even the 
penal code, mention them explicitly from the beginning of the Castro regime. 
They even have a different kind of passport to the rest of the population. It is red, 
and identifies that they are skilled labor, with which special measures are taken 
as regards the repression of their free circulation and that of their families. 
 
From very early on, Fidel Castro considered that the escape of these 
professionals, the "flight", "purchase" and "looting" of brains, as he himself 
repeatedly indicated in his speeches to the nation 88 89, in the purest style of the 
Soviet era, it had to be solved as the Soviets taught it could be done, and not like 
the Swiss, Germans, Swedes, French, English and so many nations in the 
advanced Western world: by motivating their professionalism and freedom to 
his expression of conscience. 
 

                                                 
 
88 Speech by Fidel Castro - closing of the Cultural Congress of Havana, for all of Cuba, on January 12, 
1968: “Y es lógico que los trabajadores intelectuales del mundo se sientan de una manera o de otra víctimas 
de ese despojo … con esa política de comprar cerebros, de saquear técnicos, esa política encaminada a 
monopolizar la ciencia, encaminada a reclutar los científicos de todo el mundo … ese saqueo de las 
inteligencias, ese saqueo de los técnicos.”: 
http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1968/esp/f120168e.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IzmEwxcz_H_YS9g5fxkMySbRvRIMkjfm) 
89 Speech by Fidel Castro, to the entire nation, in the central act of the 30th anniversary of his entrance to 
Havana, on January 8, 1989: “Este es un momento decisivo en la historia de América Latina y del Caribe”. 
… “Son tiempos verdaderamente nuevos y no soportan más, no resisten más”: … “no resisten más las 
fugas de capitales, las fugas de cerebros”: 
http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1989/esp/f080189e.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15jxgihR-nAD1yCX9a25i-ciXZT-Y9xop) 

http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1968/esp/f120168e.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IzmEwxcz_H_YS9g5fxkMySbRvRIMkjfm
http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1989/esp/f080189e.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15jxgihR-nAD1yCX9a25i-ciXZT-Y9xop
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With Cuba in a spiral where personal motivation and freedom of expression were 
increasingly restricted, the Soviet option was strengthened in such a way that 
today the repressive apparatus for the flight of talent violates the most basic 
principles of freedom of man and causes the greatest imaginable desire to leave 
the island in a very high number of skilled workers, who should in the usual 
logic those with the best level of life and least desire to leave. 
 
Qualified professionals in Cuba are monitored. By the laws, by their leaders, by 
the Communist Party, by the whole society. If they disagree they are "traitors", if 
they leave they are "deserters", if they do not return they are "worms". Those are 
the terms that Fidel coined for them in his speeches. 90 In a nation that in its new 
Constitution, 91 approved by the National Assembly to be proposed in a 
referendum, is declared, in its most relevant article Fidelista ("The Communist 
Party of Cuba, unique, Marti, fidelista, Marxist and Leninist, organized vanguard of the 
Cuban nation, based on its democratic character and the permanent link with the people, 
is the superior political force leader of society and the State"), the terms coined by Fidel 
Castro are the usual language and belong to the inculcated collective culture of 
that society. 
 
Even the media have adopted the same terms inside, but even outside of Cuba. 
It is surprising to see news in advanced countries that, when it comes to Cuba 
and not other countries, the incumbents are not shocked to describe emigration 
as "desertion". When talking about Cuba, the language of Fidel Castro has 
permeated the world society. 
 
Cuba calls "deserters" and "traitors to the homeland" all qualified professionals 
who decide to stop living in Cuba. Since the exit is forbidden, they must do so by 
"escaping" from the authorities, which creates, on top of that, a feeling of guilt in 
addition to the ones imposed in the society. 
 
As we have seen, Fidel Castro coined those terms for Cubans who, by virtue of 
the most elementary freedom of thought, conscience and work, left their 
residence on the island. From very early in Cuba to those who leave the residence 
on the island, without obtaining the "permission" of the Government, they are 
called deserters, and thus referred to sportsmen, journalists and professionals of 
value Fidel Castro when he branded them as "deserters" in his speeches. People 

                                                 
 
90 Speech by Fidel Castro, January 2, 1962, Plaza de la Revolución: “Hemos vencido, y seguiremos 
venciendo, porque no es empresa de parásitos, sino obra de luchadores, de trabajadores, la obra de todo 
lo que vale en nuestra patria, de lo mejor y lo más noble de nuestra patria; de nuestra patria, cada día 
más limpia de gusanos (APLAUSOS), cada día más limpia de parásitos, cada día más limpia de 
explotadores, cada día más limpia de traidores”. 
http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1962/esp/f020162e.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TZKj3RG1VjBkH3M--AduZbBX7eY8LMQv) 
91 New Constitution of Cuba approved by Cuba’s National Assembly: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DRQd_SzhqA-mqJ6B9k1QqwSIU_ZQB9lK 

http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1962/esp/f020162e.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TZKj3RG1VjBkH3M--AduZbBX7eY8LMQv
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DRQd_SzhqA-mqJ6B9k1QqwSIU_ZQB9lK
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and professionals admired and of great value in Cuba, became deserters if they 
decided to make their lives out of the networks of the regime. 92 
 
The journalist Fernando Ravsberg, Uruguayan correspondent of BBC -UK- and 
the Public Journal -Spain- living in Cuba, not at all suspicious of being right-
wingy at all but the opposite, already indicated it this way in the year 2010 in an 
article published in the BBC: 93 “I live in a Cuban neighborhood, it seemed like a quiet 
place, but I've noticed that I'm surrounded by 'deserters'. The man who worked at 
Cubana de Aviación, the doctor in love, our dentist, that boxing champion and half 
volleyball team. For having, I even have a neighbor who, for five years, was not allow him 
to visit the country, his crime was 'deserting' on a trip to Spain. She was not a military 
officer, a civil servant, not even an athlete or doctor, she was only part of a group of 
domino players. I was curious and I looked for the definition of 'deserter' in several 
dictionaries and all agree that he is a 'soldier who leaves his post without permission'. 
Undoubtedly, Cuba is interpreted differently because none of these neighbors was 
military. But Cuban immigration rules go far beyond punishing the 'guilty'. In 2007, a 
young man requested permission to leave to the almighty Migration Directorate and they 
denied him outright, claiming that his father is a 'deserter'. The madness was total, 18 
years ago they did not live together and 10 they did not see each other, moreover, he did 
not even know that his father had left the country. Finally, the family confirmed that his 
father stayed abroad when repairing a ship. The immigration authorities were sharp, as 
punishment for what the father did, they did not grant permission to leave the son for five 
years. I myself spoke with an officer and explained that such a measure does not seem to 
be too fair or too legal.” 
 
In fact, the word deserter and traitor in Cuba does not apply only to the army or 
to the officials who betray the country in matters of national security and others 
of various kinds, but has equal gravity. In Cuba, any professional, athlete, 
musician, artist who decides to stay abroad is a "deserter" and a "traitor to the 
homeland". 
 
Fidel Castro himself was the one who, from the very beginning, labeled them that 
way, even sending official official cables with the phrase "The deserter had to 
keep the bronze", when a Cuban athlete used to winning gold, and who he was 
in the United States and nationalized American, when participating in the X Pan 
American Games of 1987 he won the bronze medal. Fidel Castro said in such 
speech before the whole nation: 94 “It was a great satisfaction for all the people to 

                                                 
 
92 Government of Cuba - Speech by Fidel Castro calling “deserters” to valuable professionals who leave 
their residence in Cuba: http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1993/esp/f021293e.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hT0SelA-9vqCAtao7LUv4RWkP26L_9IB) 
93 BBC World – “Los desertores”: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/mundo/cartas_desde_cuba/2010/02/los_desertores.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZxSZuNuuFnHNBMuZC3HRKy_kJIPd1PnJ) 
94 Speech by Fidel Castro Ruz, in the act of acknowledgment to the Cuban delegation that participated in 
the X Pan-American games, on September 16, 1987: 

http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1993/esp/f021293e.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hT0SelA-9vqCAtao7LUv4RWkP26L_9IB
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/mundo/cartas_desde_cuba/2010/02/los_desertores.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZxSZuNuuFnHNBMuZC3HRKy_kJIPd1PnJ
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receive the telegram saying: "The deserter had to keep the bronze." When I received 
it, I sent a cable to there, and I confess that I almost felt sorry afterwards when I read the 
statements that that individual had done; like an open book, an unforgettable lesson 
expressing his error, his repentance for what he had done, abandoning his homeland 
to end up in the bosom of the imperialists. I almost felt sorry afterwards, because 
when I sent the telegram I did not know what I had said; for a bit of human 
generosity, if anything, I could remove some very strong qualification, but the telegram 
was already sent and, in addition, it was deserved; "..." He has now become a 
symbol of bitterness, dishonor and tragedy that awaits the traitors.” 
 
That "deserter" that Fidel Castro cruelly mocked was Roberto Urrutia, who was 
a multiple world record holder, Pan-American champion in the Mexico Games 
1975 and in San Juan 1979. He was selected the Most Outstanding Athlete of Cuba 
in 1978. He had given Cuba his greatest glories in boxing, but he was forced to 
stop living in Cuba, and he would have continued competing for his flag if they 
had left him. But when one leaves Cuba, he becomes a "traitor", a "deserter". 
Urrutia was the first "deserter" and "traitor" among the most outstanding 
sportsmen of Cuba. Then the pitcher René Arocha did it. Since then, hundreds of 
Cuban athletes have defected. Many of them with difficult ages to restart their 
careers and succeed in the demanding sport of the United States. Some have 
triumphed, others have not. But all have had something in common: to live in 
freedom, to be remunerated according to the market price, and to move freely 
around the world, except to Cuba, since most have not been able to set foot on 
their land. In baseball they have "deserted" and have managed to play in the big 
leagues, in addition to René Arocha, shortstop Rey Ordóñez, Liván Hernández, 
José Ariel Contreras, Rolando Arrojo, Orlando "El Duque" Hernández, Osvaldo 
Fernández, Ariel Prieto, Alex Sánchez , Vladimir Núñez, Danny Báez, Michael 
Tejera and the 23-year-old who just made his debut with the Seattle Mariners, 
Yuniesky Betancourt. Kendry Morales, another promising young man of 22, 
signed with the Los Angeles Angels and could make his debut with the 
Californian team at any time. Of these players, three of them have participated 
in All-Star Games: Rolando Arrojo, Liván Hernández and Danny Báez. In 
gymnastics, Ana Portuondo (Anna Harris) performed the feat that after being a 
champion in the Central American Games, she joined the United States team for 
the 2004 Athens Olympic Games and won two medals, one gold for each team 
and another for individual silver. In fencing, the world champion and Olympic 
medalist Elvis Gregory Gil, who lives in France. In tennis, the national champion 
Mario Tamayo. In volleyball 12 players have done so in the last only from 2011 
to 2014. On December 29, 2001, six international athletes "deserted" in the friendly 
tournament in Belgium and fled to Italy. They were Leonel Marshall, Ihosvany 
Hernández, Ramón Gato, Angel Dennis, Jorge Luis Hernández and Yasser 
Romero. On January 4, 2004, he applied for political asylum in Puerto Rico 
                                                 
 
http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1987/esp/f160987e.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-x5AvTWHCqMoHIChDG18sXQKUzvnDKHI) 

http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1987/esp/f160987e.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-x5AvTWHCqMoHIChDG18sXQKUzvnDKHI
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Yosleider Cala, after finishing the pre-Olympic Norceca played in the city of 
Caguas. That same year Javier Brito and Maikel Salas did it. The last one was 
Javier González in 2005, in Italy. In other sports athletes have also defected, 
including the young footballer Yoelki Pérez who participated in the Gold Cup 
tournament played in the United States. 
Of the artists and writers who went to Spain or the United States, in 1961, Fidel 
called them -in front of all Cuba- "deserters", "fugitives":95 “And you, writers and 
artists, have had the privilege of being eyewitnesses to this revolution. When a revolution 
is such an important event in human history, it is well worth living a revolution even if 
only to witness it. That is also a privilege, that those who are not able to understand these 
things, those who allow themselves to grow up, those who let themselves be confused, 
those who let themselves be dazed by the lie, because they renounce to it. What to say of 
those who have renounced to it, and what to think of them, but with regret, who leave this 
country in full revolutionary effervescence to go to submerge in the bowels of the 
imperialist monster, where no expression of the spirit can have life? And they have 
abandoned the Revolution to go there. They have preferred to be fugitives and 
deserters from their homeland to be even spectators.” 
 
It is so serious to "desert" in Cuba, to leave the job and to live in another country, 
that the Penal Code establishes one of the most serious prison sentences for those 
who try it: up to 8 years in prison (Criminal Code, articles 135 and 216).96 
 
The problem that drives them to leave is not the athletes, doctors, artists and 
professionals in general, the problem is evident in how professionals are treated 
both in Cuba and abroad. Something serious fails, the most serious for the human 
being, so that all these glories, which are personalities in their country of origin, 
leave the same and assume not to be able to set foot on the island, leaving behind 
family, friends and a lifetime, and assume to be condemned to a life of ostracism 
and insult by the authorities of their country. 
 
Regarding professionals, not only athletes and artists but in all professional 
branches, and its name as "deserters" and traitors, officially, there are as we see 
numerous examples, countless of all the estates of the State and its media, but the 
most significant thing is that the ideologist of that State said it repeatedly in all 
forums, coining the word "traitor" and "deserter" to anyone of value who decided 
to live in another country. At the closing of the VIII National Forum of Science 
and Technology, in the Palace of Conventions, Cuba, on December 17, 1993, Fidel 
Castro made a speech for the entire nation,97 where he said the following 

                                                 
 
95 Speech by Fidel Castro, as a conclusion of the meetings with the Cuban intellectuals in the national 
library on June 30, 1961: http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1961/esp/f300661e.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Wh3rl1CbzrSLLB5ltz1QJNYQwHVarVJ2) 
96 Cuba’s Criminal Code: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_kf0R8TsMlxtFIrEqAEDleeMfPNGCGTr 
97 Speech by Fidel Castro at the closing of the VIII National Forum of Science and Technology, at the 
Palacio de las Convenciones, Cuba, on December 17, 1993: 

http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1961/esp/f300661e.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Wh3rl1CbzrSLLB5ltz1QJNYQwHVarVJ2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_kf0R8TsMlxtFIrEqAEDleeMfPNGCGTr
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professionals and technicians who left the country: "and, although in times as 
difficult as these are those who falter, who leave the ship of the country and have bitter 
examples of deserters and traitors, I would dare to say that only one of the many who 
have expressed themselves here is worth more than all the deserters and traitors 
together (applause).” 
 
If this was done by Fidel Castro, from very early on, who marked all the 
legislative character of Cuba, with artists, Cuban elite athletes and technical-
scientific professionals, whose biggest crime was going to live in another country 
and requesting dual citizenship because the Government of Cuba prevented 
competing with the flag of Cuba, or earn a decent salary for a professional of its 
worth who would not live in poverty, what does not the Government of Cuba do 
with any other professional, anonymous, that leaves the island? Fernando 
Ravsberg, as we have read and a manifestly left-wing journalist, in his 
magnificent article wrote the reality in Cuba: in every block, in every building, in 
every neighborhood there are many "deserters". The word "desertor," he said, is 
defined in Spanish in the military sphere, but in Cuba they use it for other 
purposes. "Madness is total," he wrote. 
 
Therefore, one of the well-known Facebook groups of professionals who have 
stopped living in Cuba, and who can not return to it since they made that bitter 
decision, is called "We Are Not Deserters". 
 
This situation is systematic and has been happening for decades. 
 
The group that has suffered the most this language has logically been exile, on 
the one hand, but especially the professionals who have emigrated. In socially 
coercive terms, denying their incorporation into a collaborative "mission" is a 
transgression for many of them. 50% of workers who have made a declaration to 
the International Criminal Court have indicated that "I felt partially or totally 
obliged to fear being negatively marked in my work and/or personal environment", and 
45.65% that "they had instilled in me that I was in debt to the State for having received 
free education", when every citizen knows that the expenses of the States are paid 
by the productive capacity of the citizens, so it is the State that is in debt to them, 
and the investment made in Education is not a donation, but the investment with 
the greatest return that exists for a State. 
 
This, however, is the state of coercion and distortion of the reality that Cubans 
culturally live that is well reflected by Amnesty International in its latest thematic 
report on Cuba entitled " Cuba: Your Mind is in Prison ".98 In this report, Amnesty 
                                                 
 
http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1993/esp/f171293e.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Jl0ztEUJcdjJga_55Zz7MeHziwmS9T0s) 
98 Report Amnesty International  - “Cuba: Your Mind is in Prison”: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cspiXyirWcPoScfCOn3YFBxrv7SUfc49 

http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1993/esp/f171293e.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Jl0ztEUJcdjJga_55Zz7MeHziwmS9T0s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cspiXyirWcPoScfCOn3YFBxrv7SUfc49
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International used, in addition to its expertise of years, interviews with 64 
workers from multiple professions (security agents, university professors, chefs, 
engineers, veterinarians, social workers, athletes ...) who had left the country and 
were refugees in Nuevo Laredo, on the border between Mexico and the United 
States, and Tapachula, on the border between Guatemala and Mexico. 
 
In its letter, Amnesty International indicates that " despite recent changes to Cuba’s 
migration laws (...) Cubans who seek to leave the country are stigmatized and 
discriminated by the state – labelled as “deserters”, “traitors” and “counter-
revolutionaries” – detained and excluded from access to state-employment in the same 
way as others who peacefully exercise their right to freedom expression ", and where it 
dedicates a whole section called "Silence - A Condition of Employment". 
 
The Government of Cuba uses this cultural coercion, discriminatory, 
permanently. Its laws also reflect all this repression, which has especially hard 
dyes when it comes to qualified professionals or those who in some way or 
another (all but the self-employed, or self-employed) work and have 
responsibilities to the State or its network of businesses owned 100% by it. 
 
1.1.4.2.2.2. Discriminatory laws 
 
We will go on to enumerate and describe some laws and restrictions that apply 
to professionals who wish to emigrate and the control to which, therefore, they 
are submitted by the State before leaving "mission": 
 
• Article 135 of the Criminal Code of Cuba, 99 establishes prison sentences of 

up to 8 years for leaving the work in the "mission" abroad or, even having 
completed the "mission", not wanting to return to Cuba: 

 
“FIFTH SECTION 
 
Abandonment of Functions 
 
ARTICLE 135. 1. The official or employee in charge of fulfilling a mission in a foreign 
country that abandons it, or, when it is fulfilled, or is required at any time to return, 
refuses, expressly or tacitly, to do so, incurs sanctions of deprivation of liberty for three 
to eight years. 
 
2. In the same sanction the official or employee incurs that, in occasion of the fulfillment 
of a mission abroad and against the express order of the Government, he moves to another 
country.” 
 

                                                 
 
99 Cuba’s Criminal Code: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_kf0R8TsMlxtFIrEqAEDleeMfPNGCGTr 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_kf0R8TsMlxtFIrEqAEDleeMfPNGCGTr
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• Decree No. 26, Migration Law Regulation, 100 establishes: 
 

o That the qualified professional has a mission passport, or "official" or 
"marine", valid only for the departure of the country to the specific 
mission and return, and that is different from that required to emigrate 
or make a tourist outing, the passport "Corriente" (Article 2). 

o In case of traveling with a relative, he must also carry the "official" 
passport (Article 7). 

o To leave Cuba you must have a Passport "Corriente" (Article 25). 
o The sailors - of any activity - have permanently seized the passport by 

law and it is made explicit that they are only handed over if they are 
allowed to disembark and they are required by the local authorities of 
the country (Article 33). 

o To enter Cuba you must have your passport "Corriente" (Article 44), 
so that if you have it impounded at the time of desertion, you cannot 
return. 

o To enter the territory of Cuba even when nationalized as a foreigner, 
there must be done with a Cuban passport and as a Cuban (Article 46). 

 
• Law No. 1312 "Migration Law": 101 
 

o As in Decree No. 26, Regulation of the Migration Law, it is reiterated 
that "mission" and marine professionals will have mission passports 
called "official" and "maritime" passports respectively and will not 
have a passport "Corriente". , which is what allows the exit by tourism 
or permanently. 

o In addition, very important restrictions are implemented to obtain the 
passport "Corriente".In addition, professionals and sailors apply these 
explicit restrictions within the island that make it impossible for them 
to emigrate: 

 
“ARTICLE 23. Cuban citizens residing in the national territory cannot obtain a passport 
"Corriente" while they are included in any of the following cases: (...) e) Have obligations 
with the Cuban State or civil liability, provided that they have been expressly provided 
by the corresponding authorities. f) Lack of the authorization established, by virtue of the 
norms aimed at preserving the qualified work force for the economic, social and scientific-
technical development of the country, as well as for the security and protection of official 
information. (...) h) When for other reasons of public interest determined by the 
authorized authorities. i) Do not meet the requirements of the Migration Law, its 

                                                 
 
100 Decree 26, "Regulation of the Migration Law": 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tuXpRcky0M2LoZ-xs1hUgIIg_kXkciC- 
101 Law No. 1312 "Migration Law": https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tuXpRcky0M2LoZ-
xs1hUgIIg_kXkciC- 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tuXpRcky0M2LoZ-xs1hUgIIg_kXkciC-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tuXpRcky0M2LoZ-xs1hUgIIg_kXkciC-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tuXpRcky0M2LoZ-xs1hUgIIg_kXkciC-
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Regulations and the complementary provisions related to the application, issuance and 
granting of passports.” 
 
“ARTICLE 24.1. For the purposes of entry into the national territory, any person who 
falls within any of the following assumptions is inadmissible: (...) c) Organize, encourage, 
perform or participate in hostile actions against the political, economic and social 
foundations of the State Cuban. (...) e) Being prohibited from entering the country, 
because it is declared undesirable or expelled. f) Failure to comply with the regulations of 
the Migration Law, its Regulations and the complementary provisions for entry into the 
country. 2. The migration authority may make available to the competent authorities, the 
persons included in Section 1 of this article, when the act is prosecutable in the national 
territory in accordance with the Law and international treaties to which Cuba is a party.” 
 
“ARTICLE 25.- Any person who is in the national territory, cannot leave the country 
while it is included in any of the following assumptions: (...) e) Have obligations with the 
Cuban State or civil liability, provided they have been arranged expressly by the 
corresponding authorities. f) Lack of the authorization established, by virtue of the norms 
aimed at preserving the qualified work force for the economic, social and scientific-
technical development of the country, as well as for the security and protection of official 
information. (...) h) When for other reasons of public interest determined by the 
authorized authorities. i) Does not meet the requirements of the Migration Law, its 
Regulations and the complementary provisions to leave the country.” 
 
• Ministerial Resolutions 143/2003 and 144/2003 of the Ministry of Public 

Health for the health sector:102 In the case of wanting to apply to leave the 
country to emigrate, they apply to qualified workers some provisions that are 
different than for the rest of the population, and that make it impossible to 
obtain a positive response, as we will see later in detail. Each Ministry has its 
own regulations. 

 
These are just some examples, but the regulations and legislation applicable to 
skilled workers in the country itself and in "mission", as explicitly mentioned in 
the legislation stating "under the rules aimed at preserving the skilled workforce 
for the economic, social and scientific-technical development of the country ", are 
the hardest that the civil population has and are at the level of those of an army, 
more than those of an intellectual or civil labor force. When traveling on 
"mission" they are not treated as civilians, but as officers. Even the passport that 
is given to them is not the civil one - Current Passport/“Pasaporte Corriente” - 
but the "Official". 
 
1.1.4.2.3. Relatives of skilled workers 
 
                                                 
 
102 Ministerial Resolutions 143/2003 and 144/2003 of the Ministry of Public Health: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pfHKZegLnyHEGUAwis5GytymJFGQRllj 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pfHKZegLnyHEGUAwis5GytymJFGQRllj
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The first thing that professionals know, whether recruited or to a much lesser 
extent, as we have seen, volunteers, is that they must assume that they will have 
to give up traveling with their families and not see them for long periods of time 
for years. As part of the policy of exploitation from the managers in these 
companies selling the services of professionals, and given the power they hold in 
a state that is dictatorial, in order to avoid their "desertion" workers cannot travel 
with their families abroad as would any professional who is sent abroad by any 
company from any country in the world. 
 
The majority of the 46 testimonies in this complaint state that: 
 
• They could not travel with their family to the destination (100% of the 

testimonies) 
 
In addition, the testimonies detail the aforementioned limitations: 
 
• "My relatives could not leave Cuba because of government restrictions while 

I worked in the foreign country" (52,17% the testimonies) 
• "My relatives could only visit me in the country where I worked with time 

and restricted conditions, and prior authorization" (52,17% of the testimonies) 
• "They allowed me to travel to Cuba N times a year, always with restrictions 

not derived from the work itself", where the average of testimonies is 0.83 
times per year per person, less than one visit per year, since 19,57% could not 
even travel to Cuba once a year. 

• "I was afraid that I and / or my family would suffer reprisals if I violated any 
of the guidelines indicated in this statement" (93,48% of the testimonies) 

• "If I had been free to leave the post without reprisals, being able to take my 
family out of Cuba, I would have liked to do it" (93,48% of the testimonies) 

• "I could not leave the post because my family or I would suffer reprisals" 
(76,09%of the testimonies) 

• "I knew that when I left the position I could not return to Cuba in 8 years" 
(100% of the testimonies) 

• "I knew that when I left my job, my family would be banned from leaving the 
country" (60,87% of the testimonies) 

 
Indeed, families must stay in Cuba to "ensure" that the professional must 
complete the mission and return. Otherwise, the "risk" that many of these 
professionals did not return could arise because of the well-known and 
widespread desire to emigrate, as well as given the work and life conditions to 
which they are subjected and that we will see in detail in the present complaint. 
 
The families of the workers, therefore, become "hostages" of the Government 
of Cuba to ensure the fidelity of the worker during the mission and to ensure 
his return. 
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For this, the Government of Cuba has several arbitrary mechanisms in the 
legislation that allow, by any of them, preventing the departure from Cuba of 
any of its citizens, as we have demonstrated with its own law, and even more so 
to the most direct family of the workers in "mission", as: 
 
• Law N. 1312 "Migration Law" 103 and its Regulation (Decree No. 26): 
 
“Law N. 1312 - Article 1. Cuban citizens, in order to leave or enter the national 
territory, must possess a passport of the Republic of Cuba issued in their name.” 
 
“Decree No. 26 - Article 8.1. Passport Corriente is issued to Cuban citizens 
residing in the national territory who need to travel abroad for private matters, 
to those authorized to reside abroad and to emigrants.” 
 
The Passport, as we see, is issued for travel and "for particular matters". It is not 
issued as a right without explanation. Therefore, families who want to go abroad 
during the mission of their relative have two options: do it with an Official 
passport, not “Corriente” -therefore limited-, and authorization from the 
managers to travel to the mission destination to meet with their spouse, husband, 
son or mother, something we already know is vetoed and restricted as reflected 
in the testimonies of those affected, or do so with a passport “Corriente” trying 
to leave with "tourism reasons" to another country other than where the spouse, 
husband, son or mother works. 
 
The first option is granted, with exceptions, in a controlled manner: a) if the 
couple has children, they should not travel, his or her parents should stay, b) 
there are reports about each citizen and their "affection" to the dictatorship that 
allows to know the "risk" of “desertion”, c) if you travel it is done with clear 
warnings and threats, etc. A whole set of levers of control. 
 
48% do not even get approval, as our witnesses declared. The rest are given 
approval with mechanisms that the State estimates will be enough so that they 
can not think of leaving the country: the children, the parents, the academic titles, 
the type of passport they are given ... Everything is perversely designed  not to 
have "leaves" in the "mission". 
 
The second option is clearly complex. In immigration they will ask for the plane 
ticket, that the country must be one "credible" for tourism but... From which 
country can a Cuban  obtain a visa to travel for tourism without help from the 
outside, without a letter of invitation? To the United states? That's another 

                                                 
 
103 Law No. 1312 updated after 2012 - "Migration Law" and Decree No. 26 "Regulation of the Migration 
Law": https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tuXpRcky0M2LoZ-xs1hUgIIg_kXkciC- 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tuXpRcky0M2LoZ-xs1hUgIIg_kXkciC-
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problem with the authorities. And who pays for the ticket? And if you can not 
travel with your children, they are going to be left, or your mother or father, in 
Cuba? As we see, the system controls everything, and lets out only those who 
have "guarantees" that he/she will return. 
 
In case of arguing to go on tourism, the law has other procedures to deny the 
request. For this purpose, article 23 of Law No. 1312 applies immediately: 
 
“Law N. 1312 - Article 23. Cuban citizens residing in the national territory cannot obtain 
a passport Corriente while they are included in any of the following cases: (...) f) Lack of 
the authorization established, under the rules directed to preserve the qualified work force 
for the economic, social and scientific-technical development of the country, as well as for 
the security and protection of official information. (...) h) When for other reasons of public 
interest, it is determined by the authorized authorities.” 
 
This Article 23, therefore, is only one of several mechanisms to impede having a 
passport for the relatives of workers in "mission". Article 25 also acts in favor of 
restrictions in these cases, as it applies: 
 
 “Law N. 1312 - ARTICLE 25.- Any person who is in the national territory, can not leave 
the country while it is included in any of the following assumptions: 
... 
 
e) Have obligations with the Cuban State or civil liability, provided they have been 
expressly provided by the corresponding authorities. 
... 
 
f) Lack of the authorization established, by virtue of the norms aimed at preserving the 
qualified work force for the economic, social and scientific-technical development of the 
country, as well as for the security and protection of official information. 
... 
 
h) When for other reasons of public interest determined by the authorized authorities. 
 
i) Does not meet the requirements of the Migration Law, its Regulations and the 
complementary provisions to leave the country.” 
 
This article 25, as is obvious, also allows the restriction to travel for relatives of 
the professional in "mission". 
 
Regarding the use of Law No. 1312, the Government of Cuba has been 
denounced for this arbitrary denial and regulation in the delivery of current valid 
passports and execution of exit bans by numerous human rights organizations, 
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such as the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights (CIDH), 104 Human 
Rights Watch, 105 and Amnisty International, 106 among others, with very explicit 
complaints that we have been reflected in their linked papers. 
 
But it goes beyond. Even with the current passport and in order, Cuba reserves 
the right, without having to explain, to restrain any traveler. Deepening this 
reality based on the experience of many thousands of people, the opposition to 
the regime, for example, has been denouncing that from 2012 to date the majority 
of activists of the recognized civil society who have tried to travel, except in the 
period immediately before and after Barak Obama's visit to the island, have been 
banned in the same airport when the passport Corriente with all the appropriate 
visas was in force. On one recent occasion, one of these activists managed to 
capture on video the whole sequence of the prohibition and the recognition that, 
despite the fact that he had a valid passport, active and in order, it jumped in 
immigration an impediment when consulting his identification in the 
immigration databases. Neither the airport authorities themselves could, as it 
should be the case, indicate the reason for the exit ban. It’s on video, but cases 
like it are denounced in hundreds. 107 108 109 110 

                                                 
 
104 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) - Annual Report 2017, CHAPTER IV.B - 
Cuba, Page 670 (MSword), item 50: “Decree Law No. 302 of 2012, amending Law No. 1312, provides as 
grounds for denying a passport or departure from the country reasons of “defense and national 
security”; “[l]acking the established authorization, under rules aimed at preserving the labor force 
qualified for the country’s economic, social, and scientific-technical development, as well as for the 
security and protection of official information”; and “[w]hen for other reasons of public interest the 
authorities with such power so determine.”95 In its Annual Reports the Commission has insisted that the 
general meaning of certain terms confers broad discretion on the Cuban authorities to allow or disallow 
the exit of Cuban nationals” (https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YQZ2SKszhoFjPJZIeSdjaOLfkv4iSyup) 
105 Human Rights Watch, World Report 2018, Cuba: “the reforms gave the government broad 
discretionary powers to restrict the right to travel on the grounds of “defense and national security” or 
“other reasons of public interest.”” (https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2018/country-chapters/cuba) 
106 Amnesty International - Report AMR 25/7299/2017 CUBA “YOUR MIND IS IN PRISON”, Pag. 25, 
footer, literal: “…In 2012, Decree Law No. 302 published in the Official Gazette modified Law No. 1312 
– the Law on Migration of 20 September 1976. While Cubans previously required an exit visa to leave the 
country, now only a passport and valid visa are required. However, Article 23 of the Decree Law still 
limits exit in certain circumstances, for example, for certain professionals …“ 
(https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cspiXyirWcPoScfCOn3YFBxrv7SUfc49) 
107 Diario ABC (España) - El régimen cubano incumple sus propias leyes y prohíbe la salida de opositores 
del país: https://www.abc.es/internacional/abci-regimen-cubano-incumple-propias-leyes-y-prohibe-salida-
opositores-pais-201811201716_noticia.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hu1OgEZOEu6iWyP2G3NGuyQzNSJPm9rF) 
108 Diario de Cuba - Las autoridades prohíben salir del país a tres activistas cubanos, y uno graba su 
'regulación': http://www.diariodecuba.com/derechos-humanos/1542740213_43114.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LAC8zIO6GDP7GVMSGF5pZfeSgc1oCskW) 
109 Diario Cubanet (desde 1994) - Miembro de UNPACU graba momento en que autoridades cubanas le 
impiden salir del país: https://www.cubanet.org/noticias/miembro-unpacu-graba-momento-impiden-salir-
del-pais/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18nD4k6A4vvX6Y7rkroD6IZWQeATSFfDt) 
110 Cibercuba - Opositor cubano graba cuando funcionarios de inmigración le prohíben viajar: 
https://www.cibercuba.com/videos/noticias/2018-11-23-u157374-e157374-s27061-opositor-cubano-

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YQZ2SKszhoFjPJZIeSdjaOLfkv4iSyup
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2018/country-chapters/cuba
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cspiXyirWcPoScfCOn3YFBxrv7SUfc49
https://www.abc.es/internacional/abci-regimen-cubano-incumple-propias-leyes-y-prohibe-salida-opositores-pais-201811201716_noticia.html
https://www.abc.es/internacional/abci-regimen-cubano-incumple-propias-leyes-y-prohibe-salida-opositores-pais-201811201716_noticia.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hu1OgEZOEu6iWyP2G3NGuyQzNSJPm9rF
http://www.diariodecuba.com/derechos-humanos/1542740213_43114.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LAC8zIO6GDP7GVMSGF5pZfeSgc1oCskW
https://www.cubanet.org/noticias/miembro-unpacu-graba-momento-impiden-salir-del-pais/
https://www.cubanet.org/noticias/miembro-unpacu-graba-momento-impiden-salir-del-pais/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18nD4k6A4vvX6Y7rkroD6IZWQeATSFfDt
https://www.cibercuba.com/videos/noticias/2018-11-23-u157374-e157374-s27061-opositor-cubano-graba-cuando-funcionarios
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The case is aggravated when the spouse of the skilled worker, as is very usual, is 
also a skilled worker. At that time logically, in addition to the restrictions that 
apply to having the spouse/husband on "mission", are added those that clearly 
apply to “preserve the skilled labor force for the economic, social and scientific-technical 
development of the country” (Law N. 1312 - Article 25). 
 
The databases of citizens with the exit ban, or "regulated", collect opponents and 
human rights activists but, above all and for the number of them, public servants 
and qualified professionals of Cuba and their families, especially when the first 
ones have traveled abroad as part of a "mission". 
 
Cuba has numerous laws and legal provisions whose objective is to prevent, in 
one way or another, that qualified professionals can emigrate with their families, 
thus violating all internationally accepted rights for the free transit of human 
beings, and turning family members into hostages . 
 
1.1.4.3. Legal mechanisms that prevent or punish the entry of Cubans 
 
The Cuban government uses as mechanisms of control of entry to the country 
similar legislative and administrative tools for the exit, highlighting among the 
first the aforementioned Decree No. 26, Regulation of the Migration Law, which 
contains numerous articles that allow it: 
“… 
 
CHAPTER II - TICKETS TO THE NATIONAL TERRITORY 
 
SECTION I - Generalities 
 
ARTICLE 43.- To enter the national territory of Cuba, every person must comply with 
the requirements established by the Migration Law and by these Regulations. 
 
ARTICLE 44.- To enter the national territory, Cuban citizens must have a valid Cuban 
passport, issued in their name or equivalent document. In the case of emigrants, they 
must present their passport duly authorized. 
…” 
 
Possessing a current and "authorized" Cuban passport, as we will see, is an 
extraordinary task, often impossible, for a Cuban abroad when a series of 
singularities converge in his case such as not having returned to Cuba after a 
"mission", or other reasons that the Cuban government wishes to control. One 
case we find in Cuban citizens who are nationalized foreigners: 
                                                 
 
graba-cuando-funcionarios (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gRaC2cQTqfUBOBQL8li70XjXmwZch2e2) 

https://www.cibercuba.com/videos/noticias/2018-11-23-u157374-e157374-s27061-opositor-cubano-graba-cuando-funcionarios
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gRaC2cQTqfUBOBQL8li70XjXmwZch2e2
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“… 
ARTICLE 46.- Those who, having possessed Cuban citizenship, request entry to the 
national territory as a foreign passport holder, must present at the time of requesting the 
corresponding visa and, in that place where the entry immigration is practiced, the 
documentary evidence that the loss of his Cuban citizenship has been ordered by the 
competent authority. Without this requirement, you will not be issued a visa nor will you 
be admitted to Cuba as a foreigner. 
 
…” 
 
Another case that entails special complication is having the freedom to stay on 
the island: 
 
“… 
SECTION II 
 
ARTICLE 47.1.- The emigrated Cuban citizens can stay up to 90 days in their visits to 
Cuba. 2.- Cuban citizens residing abroad can stay up to 180 days in their visits to Cuba. 
3.- In both cases, the migration authority may extend the term when appropriate. 
ARTICLE 48.1.- The emigrated Cuban citizens who intend to establish their residence in 
the national territory must request it before the diplomatic or consular representations, 
or before the office of procedure of the Ministry of the Interior that corresponds, when 
they are in Cuba. 2.- The Ministry of the Interior establishes the procedures for the 
processing of the requests referred to in the previous section. 
…” 
 
All this, in the case that you have an active passport, not regulated, as it is written 
in article 44 of Decree No. 26, Regulation of the Migration Law, a fact in which 
other circumstances converge. 
 
But the entry restrictions to the national territory, as can be seen in Law No.1312, 
Migration Law, are defined in a highly arbitrary way and allow restricting the 
entrance without limits to the authorities, without the cause being known or 
justifiable: 
 
“… 
ARTICLE 24.1.- For the purposes of entry into the national territory, any person who is 
included in any of the following cases is inadmissible: a) Having a history of terrorist 
activities, human trafficking, drug trafficking, money laundering, arms trafficking or 
others that can be pursued internationally. b) Being linked to acts against humanity, 
human dignity, collective health or persecutable under international treaties to which 
Cuba is a party. c) Organize, stimulate, carry out or participate in hostile actions against 
the political, economic and social foundations of the Cuban State. d) When reasons of 
Defense and National Security so advise. e) Being prohibited from entering the country, 
because it is declared undesirable or expelled. f) Failure to comply with the regulations of 
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the Migration Law, its Regulations and the complementary provisions for entry into the 
country. 
 
2.- The migratory authority can place at the disposal of the competent authorities, the 
persons included in Section 1 of this article, when the act is prosecutable in the national 
territory in accordance with the Law and the international treaties of which Cuba is a 
party. . 
 
3.- The migratory authority can authorize the entrance to the country of the persons 
included in paragraphs e) and f) of Section 1 of this article, when humanitarian reasons 
or of state interest so advise. 
…” 
 
Recall that a professional who leaves the "mission" commits a crime punishable 
by 8 years in prison. That is enough cause not to enter ever again, as it happens 
in many cases, even after 8 years being vetted to enter. 
 
In the Penal Code of Cuba, we also observe sentences of 1 to 3 years in prison for 
irregular entry for Cuban citizens: 
 
“… 
ARTICLE 215. 1. Anyone who, without complying with legal formalities or immigration 
regulations, enters the national territory, incurs a sanction of deprivation of liberty from 
one to three years or a fine of three hundred to one thousand quotas. 
…” 
 
1.1.4.4. Leave the post and emigrate 
 
1.1.4.4.1. Is it possible to avoid crime, or infraction, in leaving the position and 

emigrate? 
 
Is there a reasonable, plausible mechanism to avoid this and to be able to request 
the withdrawal from work and stay abroad without suffering all these 
consequences? 
 
Qualified Cuban professionals, and even mid-level, are tied to their work with 
the State to the point of never being able to resolve their employment relationship 
with it. As we will see reading the Cuban legislation, they do not have any right 
of Law in this regard. Especially critical is this issue with those who work abroad 
and provide high net income to the Cuban government. 
 
In the field of health, there are numerous regulations that have been changing 
over the years to prevent a health professional from leaving the workplace, or 
changing it for another. The bureaucracy is much more complete and more 
serious if they wish to emigrate (which they have explicitly restricted by the 
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Migration Law itself and its regulations), especially those who are working 
abroad for the Government of Cuba, even though they work through a 
commercial company such as CSMC, SA, since it is an entity dependent on the 
Ministry of Public Health of Cuba and is considered by Law as a State agency. 
 
Ministerial Resolution 54/99, 111 , of the Ministry of Public Health, dictated terms 
of years of notice to be able to even aspire to process an application to leave the 
job for a health professional in Cuba, with a complex tangle of procedures for 
this. However, it already contemplated in its words and spirit a very high, almost 
total possibility, that this request would be denied after long years of waiting if 
the professional did not have the approval of his superiors, or even with it. 
 
This ministerial resolution was replaced by Ministerial Resolution 33/2001, 112 
which obliged in its provision SIXTH that the request, being a request to leave 
the post for activities called "unrelated", as it is the case of emigrating, should be 
"endorsed by an Agency of the Central State Administration, Organism, National Entity 
or Economic Association". This made it unfeasible to leave a job for those who 
wanted to emigrate, because nobody would endorse such a request to a 
"necessary" professional. But, in any case, the Law presented a methodical series 
of notice and processing periods, very broad, which nonetheless contained an 
indication that spurred executivity in the processing of applications. If a 
professional fulfilled the pre-warning of months or years, and was methodical, 
and the administration did not respond, at least the Law contemplated that the 
employment relationship was extinguished. 
 
he procedure worsened even more radically with the Ministerial Resolutions 
143/2003 and 144/2003, 113 currently in force, which repealed the 33/2001 and 
suspended "the procedures of prior notice and other claims", eliminating the previous 
delays but also the processing commitments by the administration, and made the 
process more political and arbitrary, determining that "the requests of these 
technicians must be supported by the communication of the maximum heads of the 
requesting entities" and that they "determine casuistically, the term or conditions in 
which the request can be attended, taking into account the particularities , characteristics 
and concurrent elements", that is, without referring to any regulations to apply a 
resolution or advance notice period, given that the consideration only refers to 
the start of the processing of the petition, not to the possible deadlines and 
resolution procedure. 
 

                                                 
 
111 Ministerial Resolution 54/99: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C_mL4nksJxm010ftukAGDSDwC2_sDzw3 
112 Ministerial Resolution 33/2001: https://drive.google.com/open?id=152uBhj5f4NI5KOL2D-
epuYMQodrVARIN 
113 Ministerial Resolutions 143/2003 and 144/2003: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pfHKZegLnyHEGUAwis5GytymJFGQRllj 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C_mL4nksJxm010ftukAGDSDwC2_sDzw3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=152uBhj5f4NI5KOL2D-epuYMQodrVARIN
https://drive.google.com/open?id=152uBhj5f4NI5KOL2D-epuYMQodrVARIN
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pfHKZegLnyHEGUAwis5GytymJFGQRllj
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In the event that the proposal is not signed by the head of the Agency where the 
health worker works, Resolution 143 already clearly indicates that "who resolves" 
the request could clearly deny it. This is indicated even with the endorsement of 
their superiors. It is sufficient to determine to whom the Resolution refers when 
it indicates "who resolves". In the SECOND device of said resolution indicates 
the "Vice-Minister" when the worker depends on a national subordination unit, 
and since in Cuba everything is subordinate to the State, he is the Vice Minister 
of the Ministry of Public Health, for all cases of professionals from, for example, 
health, who define who can be free of their employment contract and who 
cannot. 
 
Involving a Vice-Minister to free any health worker, even a nurse, from his work 
indicates the importance for the Government of Cuba of preventing “desertions” 
and controlling the labour changes of its workers. 
 
In Cuba, the skilled worker assumes that it is impossible to disengage from 
employment as a health professional, much less to emigrate, and even less 
when they are already working on jobs abroad under bodies dependent on the 
State, the so-called "missions". 
 
Besides that the laws of Cuba are elaborated to facilitate the retention of the 
relatives in the island while the worker works in a foreign country, and that the 
Law prevents him to get away from work to emigrate with his family without 
committing an "illegality" of the the greater magnitude of its penal code, we have 
the own corroboration of the professionals, of the witnesses in this case, that are 
not more than a limited sample of the hundreds of thousands of professionals 
who have lived this situation, and that in a number of thousands they have been 
forced to "abandon" the "missions" because of an evident lack of rights to 
extinguish their contracts and their slave bond with the State. 
 
In addition to all this, we must say something that all Cubans know and that, 
those who handle data of thousands of citizens because they are Associations that 
deal with them, know well. A group on Facebook of emigrated doctors, a group 
that congregates many of them, for example, is called We Are Not Deserters - 
Cubans for Family Unity, which groups in a social network more than 8000 
emigrated Cuban doctors who have not been able to return to Cuba, nor to their 
families the Government of Cuba has allowed them to leave the island. This 
group of facebook has received in 2018 a special mention in Diario de Cuba, one 
of the most prestigious newspaper about Cuba made from the Exile, which has 
named them with other dozens of people, groups or initiatives "People of the 
Year 2018 "114 Well, this group knows well what happens when a professional 

                                                 
 
114 "People of the Year 2018" Award - Diario de Cuba: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XB17U9w7Mxysk_Ngubm1pCdeACjlwpzt 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XB17U9w7Mxysk_Ngubm1pCdeACjlwpzt
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requests the procedure through the official channel to leave their job and 
emigrate. On its website, it is summarized as follows: 115 
 
“On October 16, 2012, Cuba published Decree-Law No. 302 that incorporated three 
articles to Law No. 1312 'Migration Law', Articles 23, 24 and 25, to regulate the entry 
and exit of Cuban professionals, especially , but not exclusively, of the health sector. It 
should be noted that by then it was a common practice to punish physicians for up to ten 
years of retention in the national territory before their formal request to leave the country, 
either for temporary or permanent departure, of a personal or professional nature. These 
restrictions were not as humiliating as those introduced in the early 60's by means of 
which every doctor had to perform community tasks, such as cleaning public areas, if they 
wanted to obtain permission to leave the country. It did not matter that the doctor was 
no longer active or linked to any institution, even if he had previously quit his job, he had 
to wait up to 10 years to be able to leave.” 
 
This practice of the Government that proscribes and makes it even more difficult 
to leave, to those who formally request it, has not yet prescribed. They are already 
60 years in which ostracism is practiced for those who "abandon the ship". The 
professional who wants to leave, therefore, is afraid to make any move because 
there are many cases around him that have suffered the consequences of their 
transparency vis-à-vis the State. 
 
The Cuban professional who wants to get rid of that work, since as we have 
shown it is not possible to do it in a procedural and orthodox way, first he has to 
take on the problem of committing a legal infraction of the most serious ones that 
can be committed in Cuba, even though they are in territories where the legal 
framework of the Rome Statute and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
prevail, and therefore these must prevail over the non-local foreign legislation 
that violate them. Their families are also "retained" in Cuba to ensure the 
submission and servitude of the Cuban professional working abroad. But these 
are only two of the factors that condition the most absolute servitude that can be 
thought for a worker who, by enlisting in a "mission", ceases to be a lackey 
servant of his master in the "missions of internationalization" labor in Cuba. The 
range of coercive and repressive actions is still much broader, as we will see in 
the following paragraphs and sections. 
 
When the "missions" of civilian workers began decades ago, they were not so 
numerous, nor did they suppose the enormous revenues that nowadays 
represent for Cuba. Initially, professionals were recruited who were committed 
to the Communist Party of Cuba and whose danger of abandoning the mission 

                                                 
 
115 We Are Not Deserters - Cuba, the Law and the abandonment of labor functions: 
https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/cuba-la-ley-y-el-abandono-de-funciones-laborales (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12A6Erva8WsE2C2Pj46XqC7n7ClYOrzwW) 

https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/cuba-la-ley-y-el-abandono-de-funciones-laborales
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12A6Erva8WsE2C2Pj46XqC7n7ClYOrzwW
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was less. Ministerial Resolutions 54/99 and 33/2001, previously described, for 
example, already implemented when the number of professionals in "missions" 
were increasing, even though they fixed a period of notice for the Cuban 
professional of months and years, but also an almost certainty of refusal if the 
highest maxima did not agree with the sick leave, but if the administration did 
not respond, at least the Law contemplated, in the Resolution 33/2001, that the 
professional was "liberated". This was even completely repealed with Ministerial 
Resolution 143/2003 and 144/2003, where, if there is no response from the 
administration, the professional has no right to receive it. 
 
When the demand and sale of these services has been growing, the number of 
professionals in demand has grown exponentially, and the regulations that the 
Government of Cuba has been implementing since 1999 have meant a journey in 
increasingly forced and irreversible conditions for the professionals, who have 
been assuming the measures partly because of their precarious situation and in 
another good part because of the obligatory nature. The disaffection of the 
professionals involved today has multiplied and in the following paragraphs we 
will see how the Government of Cuba has generated a range of procedures to 
create absolute servitude in missions, and in this way obtain the maximum 
number of professionals , complete missions, increase profitability for the 
government and lose a minimum number of workers. 
 
1.1.4.4.1.1. "Law" of 8 years 
 
Can the Cuban professional "mission", or even before it, unilaterally abandon the 
employment relationship and the link with Cuba without violating the Criminal 
Law? To answer this question, it is enough to highlight again the article 135 of 
the Penal Code of Cuba in force: 
 
“FIFTH SECTION 
 
Abandonment of Duties 
 
ARTICLE 135. 1. The official or employee in charge of fulfilling a mission in a foreign 
country that abandons it, or, when it is fulfilled, or is required at any time to return, 
refuses, expressly or tacitly, to do so, incurs sanctions of deprivation of liberty for three 
to eight years. 
 
2. In the same sanction the official or employee incurs that, in occasion of the fulfillment 
of a mission abroad and against the express order of the Government, it is transferred to 
another country.” 
 
The answer is obvious. It is one of the most serious crimes that a Cuban citizen 
can commit, punishable by up to 8 years in prison. But even after having fulfilled 
the "mission" if he does not return to Cuba, the crime is the same. 
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Professionals who do not return to Cuba unilaterally, even though they have 
completed their "mission", are forbidden to return in 8 years. This issue is 
especially known to physicians in the health system. 
 
How is this restriction justified? 
 
In the first place, Cuba could apply for this the prescription of a crime against 
Article 135 of the Criminal Code of Cuba, and have established that in order to 
return and that the crime is extinct, eight years must pass. Upon the entry of the 
professional with a crime committed not prescribed, he should be judged for the 
crime committed and serve time in prison. 
 
But it does not happen like that. The only thing that hundreds of professionals 
have verified for years is that, simply, their data are included in a database of 
entry regulations, and if they have left their mission or not returned to Cuba, they 
are not allowed to enter the country, not even to see their family 
 
In the official page JurisCuba, linked to the regime, 116 source of information of 
Cuban legislation, and page "oficialista" that frequently exposes in its page its 
communications with the Cuban officials of different ministries, indicates the 
following: 
 
“-Wait 8 years to travel to Cuba. 
 
Those who abandoned a mission and currently practice their specialty in the country 
where they reside, and are interested in visiting Cuba, have to wait eight years to do so;” 
 
This is applied through immigration databases, which are fed by each Ministry. 
The Ministry of the Interior admits its professionals in abandonment and the 
opponents, as we have seen. The Ministry of Health incorporates into this 
database doctors who have "abandoned" "mission" or who have not returned 
after it. Each Ministry in Cuba thus enlarges lists that contain hundreds of 
thousands of people throughout Cuba. The result is a family and personal 
tragedy with unimaginable consequences. Human tragedies that spread 
throughout the population of the island, and that the Cuban assumes with a 
single goal: to get their relatives off the island. For this, the professionals must 
have an impeccable, disciplined behavior, year after year, until they wait for the 
opportune moment where they can obtain an exit permit, either as professionals 
or as tourists. Some, after many years, find in the past time the courage to face 

                                                 
 
116 JurisCuba - Travel abroad and return to Cuba. "Release of doctors": http://juriscuba.com/viajar-
extrantrejo-liberacion-medicos/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MjIARLlZ1D6iadf3e-fbYG_dSKIHBLbJ) 

http://juriscuba.com/viajar-extrantrejo-liberacion-medicos/
http://juriscuba.com/viajar-extrantrejo-liberacion-medicos/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MjIARLlZ1D6iadf3e-fbYG_dSKIHBLbJ
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the entrance to the island and visit them. Others, a large part, never go back to 
reunite with their families, and spend their lives sending money to the island so 
that the lives of their relatives are not miserable. 
 
The Official Organ of the Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba, a party 
that is defined in the Constitution, both before 2019 and thereafter, as "the leading 
political force of society and the State", indicates in its publication "Ten questions 
and answers on the latest immigration measures ", on January 8, 2018, lo 
siguiente: 117 
 
“…Now, in another sovereign measure, the eight years of waiting to enter the country of 
Cuban citizens who left illegally, are eliminated. The measure benefits all those who used 
this route from 2010 until the date of entry into force ... In the case of those who abandoned 
medical missions, sports delegations or diplomatic or official functions, are not included 
in these provisions…” 
 
Therefore, this formalizes the prohibition of re-entry of 8 years to the country in 
force until January 1, 2018, and communicates a measure of "grace" regarding 
those who left the country illegally, but clearly excepting those who did it 
abandoning medical missions, sports or “official missions”, which include all the 
missions of all professional sectors, since they travel with a passport called 
"Oficial", but in reality it is not, as the official passport in Cuba , the one accepted 
by other countries, is what the Cuban Law denominates "Corriente" passport. 
 
Although today the "law of 8 years" has not been publicly made public as this is 
a provision affected by Decree-Law no. 199 on the Security and Protection of 
Official Information and the previous Law of State Secrecy, 118 however, aspects 
such as the waiting of 8 years to return to the country are communicated by the 
State, as in that case, and are well known by all workers in "mission". 
 

                                                 
 
117 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba - “Diez 
preguntas y respuestas sobre las últimas medidas migratorias”: http://www.granma.cu/mundo/2018-01-
08/diez-preguntas-y-respuestas-sobre-las-ultimas-medidas-migratorias-08-01-2018-22-01-42 (alternative 
link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pPCM2UBsibs8SEVm9Pq8ZJvoG9ppQdNc) 
118 Decree-Law No. 199: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KnV_q7A4ls4epSU_GJRRlvJWrJT5p0oJ  

http://www.granma.cu/mundo/2018-01-08/diez-preguntas-y-respuestas-sobre-las-ultimas-medidas-migratorias-08-01-2018-22-01-42
http://www.granma.cu/mundo/2018-01-08/diez-preguntas-y-respuestas-sobre-las-ultimas-medidas-migratorias-08-01-2018-22-01-42
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pPCM2UBsibs8SEVm9Pq8ZJvoG9ppQdNc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KnV_q7A4ls4epSU_GJRRlvJWrJT5p0oJ
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Media in different parts of the world have echoed this tragedy of 8 years. 119 120 
121 122 123 124 125 126 127 The New York Times wrote in 2017: “Late last year, judges [en 
Brasil] issued temporary injunctions in some cases, granting Cuban doctors the right to 
remain as independent contractors, earning full wages. One federal judge in the 
capital denounced the Cuban contracts as a “form of slave labor” [una forma de 
trabajo esclavo] that could not be tolerated. But the federal judge who handled Dr. 
Grana’s case ruled against her, finding that allowing Cuban doctors to walk away from 
their contracts posed ‘undue risks in the political and diplomatic spheres.’ Soon after the 
first injunctions were issued, Cuban supervisors in Brazil summoned doctors who had 
filed suits and fired them on the spot, several doctors said. Each was given the chance 
to get on a plane to Cuba within 24 hours — or face exile for eight years.”128 
 
The legal mechanisms to prevent entry to the island for 8 years are not only found 
in the Criminal Code, in the "abandonment of functions" that we have already 
seen is punishable by up to 8 years in prison. 
 
                                                 
 
119 Telemundo 51 - Cuba se retira de programa "Más médicos" en Brasil: 
https://www.telemundo51.com/noticias/local/Cuba-se-retira-de-programa-Mas-medicos-500730682.html 
(alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_jFn4XFVKjnbZyO_nfptJnEDL7AMSxYw) 
120 1News - Médica que moveu ação contra acordo do Mais Médicos é demitida e fica exilada por 8 anos: 
https://www.1news.com.br/noticia/528593/noticias/medica-que-moveu-acao-contra-acordo-do-mais-
medicos-e-demitida-e-fica-exilada-por-8-anos-19112018 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IHR6-rDZPwxaRAk_hqKEY723bsxaX9iW) 
121 Los rostros de varios médicos cubanos en Brasil que no podrán ver a sus hijos en 8 años - Cibercuba: 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-varios-medicos-cubanos-
brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos (alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FEzi2xgXUBIGk-
83rGQII1WvtODgTjUj) 
122 Cubanet - “Se consideran desertores y tendrán que esperar 8 años para su entrada al país”: 
https://www.cubanet.org/destacados/medicos-cuba-brasil-cubanos-facebook/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r_DQmKGI70fM92evI7oFmaHZtLA7GNG_) 
123 Radio TV Martí: Médicos cubanos se movilizan por el derecho de entrar a Cuba: 
https://www.radiotelevisionmarti.com/a/m%C3%A9dicos-cubanos-se-movilizan-por-el-derecho-de-
entrar-a-cuba-/175673.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1feRYhN_pECPLgP3tVrhTIT9EccfbDCX5) 
124 Médica cubana não pode voltar ao país de origem e luta para continuar no 'Mais Médicos': 
https://g1.globo.com/mg/sul-de-minas/noticia/2018/11/26/medica-cubana-nao-pode-voltar-ao-pais-de-
origem-e-luta-para-continuar-no-mais-medicos.ghtml (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uYlnLUgcD-ny2EtRkKeffe7fI-zJihOV) 
125 Cuba obliga a sus médicos en Ecuador a tuitear propaganda a favor de las misiones: 
https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/cuba-es/article220075650.html 
(alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Uc70A25nWvAfJ73wFIMFA6DTcHFWCdaR) 
126 Médicos cubanos protestaron en Miami y demandaron al régimen de la Isla: 
https://www.infobae.com/america/america-latina/2018/08/20/medicos-cubanos-protestaron-en-miami-y-
demandaron-al-regimen-de-la-isla/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yzQAYgI_HpiSKOENWtFw2FoJgGRnQtMx) 
127 Impedidos de retornar ao seu país, cubanos desertores: 
https://brasil.elpais.com/brasil/2018/11/20/politica/1542741165_148018.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZvQSKFyUN2Z7dIQpj3jGiPKxYYmHVp7A) 
128 Cuban Doctors Revolt: https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/29/world/americas/brazil-cuban-doctors-
revolt.html (alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=12YC-
xytTWJ35AaBPc_IhrsC8WXz_Uurh) 

https://www.telemundo51.com/noticias/local/Cuba-se-retira-de-programa-Mas-medicos-500730682.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_jFn4XFVKjnbZyO_nfptJnEDL7AMSxYw
https://www.1news.com.br/noticia/528593/noticias/medica-que-moveu-acao-contra-acordo-do-mais-medicos-e-demitida-e-fica-exilada-por-8-anos-19112018
https://www.1news.com.br/noticia/528593/noticias/medica-que-moveu-acao-contra-acordo-do-mais-medicos-e-demitida-e-fica-exilada-por-8-anos-19112018
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IHR6-rDZPwxaRAk_hqKEY723bsxaX9iW
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FEzi2xgXUBIGk-83rGQII1WvtODgTjUj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FEzi2xgXUBIGk-83rGQII1WvtODgTjUj
https://www.cubanet.org/destacados/medicos-cuba-brasil-cubanos-facebook/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r_DQmKGI70fM92evI7oFmaHZtLA7GNG_
https://www.radiotelevisionmarti.com/a/m%C3%A9dicos-cubanos-se-movilizan-por-el-derecho-de-entrar-a-cuba-/175673.html
https://www.radiotelevisionmarti.com/a/m%C3%A9dicos-cubanos-se-movilizan-por-el-derecho-de-entrar-a-cuba-/175673.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1feRYhN_pECPLgP3tVrhTIT9EccfbDCX5
https://g1.globo.com/mg/sul-de-minas/noticia/2018/11/26/medica-cubana-nao-pode-voltar-ao-pais-de-origem-e-luta-para-continuar-no-mais-medicos.ghtml
https://g1.globo.com/mg/sul-de-minas/noticia/2018/11/26/medica-cubana-nao-pode-voltar-ao-pais-de-origem-e-luta-para-continuar-no-mais-medicos.ghtml
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uYlnLUgcD-ny2EtRkKeffe7fI-zJihOV
https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/cuba-es/article220075650.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Uc70A25nWvAfJ73wFIMFA6DTcHFWCdaR
https://www.infobae.com/america/america-latina/2018/08/20/medicos-cubanos-protestaron-en-miami-y-demandaron-al-regimen-de-la-isla/
https://www.infobae.com/america/america-latina/2018/08/20/medicos-cubanos-protestaron-en-miami-y-demandaron-al-regimen-de-la-isla/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yzQAYgI_HpiSKOENWtFw2FoJgGRnQtMx
https://brasil.elpais.com/brasil/2018/11/20/politica/1542741165_148018.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZvQSKFyUN2Z7dIQpj3jGiPKxYYmHVp7A
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/29/world/americas/brazil-cuban-doctors-revolt.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/29/world/americas/brazil-cuban-doctors-revolt.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12YC-xytTWJ35AaBPc_IhrsC8WXz_Uurh
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12YC-xytTWJ35AaBPc_IhrsC8WXz_Uurh
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The government of Cuba, so as not to have to execute prison sentences for 
abandoning functions in the medical sector, whose consequences would be 
swelling the list of political prisoners, uses instruments such as the Migration 
Law and several of its articles to prevent that doctors who do not finish "mission", 
and return to Cuba, do not enter again. 
 
The cultural acceptance implanted by Fidel Castro for 50 years that those who 
leave the island are "traitors" and "deserters" covers "morally" the measure of not 
letting them in, and the Cuban assumes it not without a certain burden, even of 
guilt and shame. 
 
In Law No. 1312 "Migration Law"129 it can be read: 
 
“… 
 
ARTICLE 24.1.- For the purposes of entry into the national territory, any person who 
falls within any of the following assumptions is inadmissible: 
 
... 
 
c) Organize, stimulate, carry out or participate in hostile actions against the political, 
economic and social foundations of the Cuban State. 
 
... 
 
e) Being prohibited from entering the country, because is declared undesirable or expelled. 
 
f) Failure to comply with the regulations of the Migration Law, its Regulations and the 
complementary provisions for entry into the country. 
 
2.- The migratory authority can place at the disposal of the competent authorities, the 
persons included in Section 1 of this article, when the act is prosecutable in the national 
territory in accordance with the Law and the international treaties of which Cuba is a 
party. . 
 
…” 
 
Workers are therefore subject to Article 24.1.c) and e) and also f) in that their 
passport no longer meets the requirements to enter. The punishment is so serious 
for the Cubans who suffer it, that the rest learn from it and that way it is not 
necessary to exert pressure with a prison sentence of 8 years. 

                                                 
 
129 Former Law No. 1312 "Migration Law, 1976: 
https://www.gacetaoficial.gob.cu/html/leymigracion.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1K1ijrSplbWwJBbniWp9RF9JqYZF45Pqy) 

https://www.gacetaoficial.gob.cu/html/leymigracion.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1K1ijrSplbWwJBbniWp9RF9JqYZF45Pqy
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In the officialist site Juriscuba, the mechanism that gives rise to the entry 
restriction in immigration is indicated: 130 
 
“After consulting specialists from the Directorate of Identification, Immigration and 
Foreigners (DIIE), they explain that they only execute the request of the Ministry of 
Public Health (MINSAP), not to allow travel to those people included in the lists sent to 
them by said body, and that the DIIE introduces in its automated databases for 
consultation at the border.” 
 
Given the foregoing, it is the Ministry of Public Health (MINSAP), as the 
organizing body, which, according to its criteria, considers which people are 
"within the health system" or not, adds them to the "list" and communicates it to 
the DIIE so that it exercises with that list the actions of retention in customs. 
 
On the other hand, of the study carried out based on the statements of 46 
professionals who have been gathered as witnesses for this complaint, 100% of 
them knew about this reprisal, and 63.16% of them are suffering in their own 
lives, even when for many of them, 15.79%, have passed more than 8 years and 
that the average time they have spent outside, the 46 respondents, is 4.7 years, 
and around this the witnesses declarants have signed: 
 
• "I knew that when I left the position I would not be able to return to Cuba in 8 years 

and that my family would be banned from leaving": 100% of the respondents 
• "If I had been free to leave the post without reprisals, being able to take my family out 

of Cuba, I would have liked to do so": 93.48% of the respondents 
• "I knew that I could not leave the" mission "without my family or I having suffered 

reprisals": 76.09% of the respondents 
• "I know I will not be able to return in 8 years": 68.18% of the testimonies who have 

been in mission for up to 2 years. 
• "I have tried and I have been prevented from entering": 8 of the 46 testimonies. 
 
Not only are punished those who leave mission or do not return to Cuba after 
finishing it, as in the case of Dayaimy González Valón, a witness who suffered 
the threat not only of not seeing her younger daughters, but had to hear the threat 
that, if something happened to them, she could never enter Cuba, a case that we 
will expose in detail later. Family members are "punished" too, the minimum 
with the ban on leaving. So not only the family cannot leave while the 
professional is on "mission". When professional abandon, they will not be able to 

                                                 
 
130 JurisCuba - Travel abroad and return to Cuba. "Release of doctors": http://juriscuba.com/viajar-
extrantrejo-liberacion-medicos/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MjIARLlZ1D6iadf3e-fbYG_dSKIHBLbJ) 

http://juriscuba.com/viajar-extrantrejo-liberacion-medicos/
http://juriscuba.com/viajar-extrantrejo-liberacion-medicos/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MjIARLlZ1D6iadf3e-fbYG_dSKIHBLbJ
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see them again in Cuba for at least 8 years while their family will be punished 
twice to impede them leaving the island for years. 
 
As we have seen, if a Cuban citizen leaves the country he is considered a 
"deserter", a "traitor", and is systematically denied entry to the island. Indeed, we 
find this, for example, in the 2005 report of Human Rights Watch: 131 “…The 
emotional toll on family members is immeasurable … Cuba routinely denies exit visas to 
several categories of applicants, including health care professionals … Cuba also 
frequently refuses to allow citizens engaged in authorized travel to bring their children 
with them overseas … it denies visas to the relatives of people who have left the country 
without permission or refused to return at the end of an authorized trip.  It further 
punishes these “deserters” by denying them permission to return to Cuba”. Or, in the 
Human Rights Watch report of 2009 “New Castro, same Cuba", 132 where it states: 
“The Cuban government forbids the country's citizens from leaving or returning to Cuba 
without first obtaining official permission. Unauthorized travel can result in criminal 
prosecution”. We also find this complaint in many other Human Rights Watch 
reports, such as the 2011 Annual Report, 133 where it clearly indicates: “Travel 
Restrictions and Family Separation: The Cuban government forbids the country's 
citizens from leaving or returning to Cuba without first obtaining official permission, 
which is often denied.” 
 
Nowadays, we have been in Cuba for more than 16 years in which 
internationalization missions have become the main source of income of their 
trade balance, thousands of professionals of that time have become many 
hundreds of thousands according to the government itself. Recruitment is 
widespread, not controlling as much as before the political affiliation of the 
professionals who are recruited for the missions, which has made desertions and 
denouncements grow. Even so, only a small fraction of the professionals are able 
to make the leap that implies having to leave their family, sometimes for life. 
 
Only a few thousand Cuban professionals, among the more than 400,000 
professionals -just in the health sector- who have provided services to more than 
164 countries, 134 figures these last two which are official of the Government of 

                                                 
 
131 Human Rights Watch – Families Torn Apart – Section II: Cuba’s Restrictions on Travel: 
https://www.hrw.org/reports/2005/cuba1005/2.htm#_Toc116941328 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pb3GGA0T-YF54E3ygia-rFy3pMqC4MMQ) 
132 Human Rights Watch 2009 – “New Castro, same Cuba”: https://www.hrw.org/report/2009/11/18/new-
castro-same-cuba/political-prisoners-post-fidel-era 
133 Report 2011 Human Rights Watch – Cuba: https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2011/country-
chapters/cuba (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vzFp5BzDyk7dI_T33aIaoVoRFh89dspH) 
134 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba: 
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-una-historia-digna-heroica-
gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q66PugUPgH-Uoz0sCh-Ak8x9c3QJRjHG) 

https://www.hrw.org/reports/2005/cuba1005/2.htm#_Toc116941328
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pb3GGA0T-YF54E3ygia-rFy3pMqC4MMQ
https://www.hrw.org/report/2009/11/18/new-castro-same-cuba/political-prisoners-post-fidel-era
https://www.hrw.org/report/2009/11/18/new-castro-same-cuba/political-prisoners-post-fidel-era
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2011/country-chapters/cuba
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2011/country-chapters/cuba
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vzFp5BzDyk7dI_T33aIaoVoRFh89dspH
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-una-historia-digna-heroica-gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-una-historia-digna-heroica-gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q66PugUPgH-Uoz0sCh-Ak8x9c3QJRjHG
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Cuba, before the situation of absolute misery of their family members on the 
island, and against all odds for the terrible consequences this entailed, however, 
they have decided to abandon the "mission" and stay in the country of 
destination. The situation is so precarious on the island that with this step they 
seek to send money to their families, with salaries then fully collected by them, 
so that their lives are more dignified, and have a future perhaps more promising 
and more hopeful than the present that they lived, even at the cost of not seeing 
them at least in 8 years. 
 
After tens of years in this situation, they now fight against these restrictions in a 
more syndicated way than before. In this sense, a Facebook group of emigrated 
doctors, called We Are Not Deserters - Cubans for Family Unity, groups, for 
example, more than 8,000 Cuban emigrated professionals who have not been able 
to return to Cuba, nor their families the Government of Cuba has allowed the 
exit. Its mere existence indicates the problem that its members face when Cuba 
denies entry to Cuba for 8 years to any professional who does not wish to 
continue working in the "internationalist mission" and stay legally in the country 
of destination. In several of his articles and reports, from which we extracted 
some paragraphs, one can see the enormous tragedy and the defenselessness that 
this supposes for the professionals: 
 
• Excerpt from the article "Banishment and family in times of revolution”135: 

“The testimonies are overwhelming. Those of then and those of now. Children in Cuba 
in the care of their septuagenarian grandparents; teenagers who do not pass of grade; 
young people with suicide attempts, mired in depression. The government and its fans 
blame the parents. They blame them for seeking a better future for their children and 
their loved ones. How many mothers have to die without being able to see their 
children? How many families have to be destroyed so that the almighty government 
of Havana is as humble as it wants its people to be?” 

• Excerpt from article "The embrace that the Revolution denies us”136: "How 
many children, parents, siblings, grandparents, uncles, cousins have not been in 
Cuba punished as well? Who does not know at least one of these so-called 'traitors', 
'deserters'? We are hundreds of thousands of Cubans directly or indirectly affected 
by an unconstitutional and inhumane measure that year after year deals a mortal 
blow to the unity of the Cuban family!" 

                                                 
 
135 We Are Not Deserters - Cubans for Family Unity, article "Banishment and family in times of 
revolution": https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/destierro-y-familia-en-tiempos-de-
revoluci%C3%B3n?blogcategory=Ley+de+Migraci%C3%B3n (alternative link: ) 
136 We Are Not Deserters - Cubans for Family Unity, article "The embrace that the Revolution denies us": 
https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/el-abrazo-que-la-revoluci%C3%B3n-nos-niega (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vnov76koP_ZDod7j1_WziW48ZV2mVT-l) 

https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/destierro-y-familia-en-tiempos-de-revoluci%C3%B3n?blogcategory=Ley+de+Migraci%C3%B3n
https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/destierro-y-familia-en-tiempos-de-revoluci%C3%B3n?blogcategory=Ley+de+Migraci%C3%B3n
https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/el-abrazo-que-la-revoluci%C3%B3n-nos-niega
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vnov76koP_ZDod7j1_WziW48ZV2mVT-l
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• Excerpt from the article "NoSomosDesertores, why are they attacking 
us?”137: “We have received the visit in our official page of several commentators, 
whose arguments fall in the supposed "treason to the mother country" when leaving 
a labor contract and 'gratuitous education' that we have received in Cuba” … "They 
have also attacked us on twitter using the same arguments and calling us 
'mercenaries', when they themselves know that we are not an organization with 
political ends, and nobody has to pay us to defend our rights and those of the Cuban 
family, especially when the revolution has abandoned them. "..." They attack us 
because we denounce with evidence, because they fear of the truth and because 
discredit is the norm that governs a party and a government that resort to public 
humiliation and punishment as measures of coercion. NoSomosDesertores does not 
speak badly of Cuba, nor of the Cuban government. We only demonstrate the 
atrocities that unfortunately have become a state policy against their qualified 
workforce. The mere fact that we exist as an organization constitutes an irrefutable 
evidence of injustice. "..." Even if they insist on ignoring it, while the high spheres of 
power on the island insist on family separation and the exile of their citizens, they 
will be able to speak neither of national unity in Cuba, nor of humanism in the Cuban 
revolution. " 

 
  

                                                 
 
137 We Are Not Deserters - Cubans for Family Unity, article "NoSomosDesertores Why are they attacking 
us?": https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/nosomosdesertores-%C2%BFpor-qu%C3%A9-nos-atacan 
(alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1do8T5YGVQHy8_IN5Nplxj85tkl-2ZHms) 

https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/nosomosdesertores-%C2%BFpor-qu%C3%A9-nos-atacan
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1do8T5YGVQHy8_IN5Nplxj85tkl-2ZHms
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1.1.5. "Mais Médicos": the scandal in Brazil 
 
Brazil implemented the "Mais Médicos" program in the midst of great difficulties 
and criticism, as we have detailed above. Despite the opposition, it was finally 
implemented. Cuba boasted most of the doctors in the program, and from a very 
early age the atmosphere of widespread criticism and, for Cuban doctors, sharing 
the land with doctors from other countries that were not being exploited in the 
same program, raised numerous cases of complaint. 
 
Although its statements and clauses are referenced in different judgments and 
orders throughout this document, we expose the doctors' contract with the 
Government of Cuba and all its clauses, where there are numerous details of the 
greatest interest to understand the regime to which the workers they were 
subdued. 138 With the first public dissensions of Cuban doctors, these contracts 
were made public and corroborated by various courts in Brazil. 
 
The most significant clauses and what is derived from them are: 
 
“INDIVIDUAL CONTRACT FOR THE PROVISION OF PROFESSIONAL AND 
TECHNICAL SERVICES ABROAD 
 
ON THE ONE PART: The Cuban merchant company Comercializadora de Servicios 
Medicos Cubanos, SA, in its abbreviated form CSMC, SA, constituted by means of Public 
Deed No. 366 of October 11, 2011 at the Special Notary's Office of the Ministry of Justice, 
with legal domicile in Calle 44 No. 502, Corner 5th. Avenue, Beach, City of Havana, 
Cuba, hereinafter referred to as CSMC for all legal purposes of the Contract, who 
subscribes it by mandate of the Ministry of Public Health of the Republic of Cuba, and 
represented in this Act by Dr. Rodolfo Alvarez Villanueva in his capacity as Business 
Specialist”. 
 
It follows that the contract of Comercializadora de Servicios Medicos Cubanos, 
S.A. (CSMC) is signed by "mandate of the Ministry of Public Health of the Republic of 
Cuba", when it is a contract of a commercial entity, which links said entity with 
said Ministry once again as will be proven by other means in the present report. 
 
“II. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES 
 
2.1 FROM CSMC: 
 
a) To guarantee compliance, as far as its obligations are concerned, with the 
TECHNICAL COOPERATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MINISTRY OF 
                                                 
 
138 Contract between Cuban health workers and the Government of Cuba in the Mais Médicos Program of 
Brazil: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ljdOKY4aQS6obBcqjRulN8VSkr1zKAAq 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ljdOKY4aQS6obBcqjRulN8VSkr1zKAAq
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PUBLIC HEALTH OF THE REPUBLIC OF CUBA AND THE PAN AMERICAN 
HEALTH ORGANIZATION / WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, FOR THE 
EXTENSION OF ACCESS FROM THE BRAZILIAN POPULATION TO BASIC 
HEALTH CARE, hereinafter referred to as the LEGAL INSTRUMENT, informing and 
demanding the rights and obligations derived from it for the CUBAN HEALTH 
PROFESSIONAL.” 
 
This clause links the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) as an 
intermediary, as will be seen by many other proofs in this document, of the 
contract with the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Cuba, for the services it 
provided in the Mais Médicos Program paid by the Government of Brazil to 
PAHO, and this in turn to the Ministry of Public Health of Cuba, which in turn 
operated through SMSC. 
 
“g) To facilitate to the PROFESSIONAL OF CUBAN HEALTH the opening of a bank 
account in Cuba in the name of a cardholder designated by him, where he will be credited 
monthly with Fifty / 00 (50.00) CUC, which are deducted from the stipend of the CUBAN 
PROFESSIONAL OF HEALTH and will be operated by debit card.” 
 
Since this income was made, as the clause states, with a credit card in a bank 
account in Cuba, usually the beneficiary was a relative of the doctor in Cuba. In 
any case, it is money that can only be enjoyed on the island of Cuba through a 
local bank. 
 
“j) Pay monthly to the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL for stipend an amount 
equivalent to one thousand / 00 US dollars (1 000.00 USD), as follows: you will be 
deposited in a savings account in Cuba that will enable the PROFESSIONAL OF THE 
CUBAN HEALTH, provided by CSMC, Six Hundred / DO CUC (600.00 CUC) to 
change 1 USE = 1 CUC (Five hundred fifty / DO CUC (550.00 CUC) if you designated 
a cardholder) and you will be paid in Brazilian territory, in Brazilian reais, the equivalent 
to Four hundred / 00 US dollars (400.00 USE), through the bank account enabled for 
that purpose.” 
 
In this clause the payment of 400 dollars to the professional is fixed directly. 400 
dollars of the 4276.25 dollars that the Brazilian government, as was seen in section 
1.1.3.2, 9.5% of the total paid by Brazil for each doctor. They also set 50 dollars in 
case of having a cardholder, that is, 1.16% of the total paid by Brazil for each 
doctor. 139 Usually the card holder could be the professional himself or a family 
member in Cuba, according to his / her criteria. If there is no designated 
cardholder, the professional would only charge, therefore, the 400 dollars 
mentioned, 9.5%. 
 
                                                 
 
139 Definition of "tarjetahabiente" Royal Academy of the Spanish Language: "Person holding a credit 
card" 
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“k) To deposit in the bank account of the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL in the 
Federative Republic of Brazil, for one time, in the first twenty-one (21) days of his arrival 
in said country, a bonus for the initial expenses of his installation, in Brazilian reals, 
whose amount will be in relation to the place of their location.” 
 
This clause was in relation to paying a series of logical and unavoidable expenses, 
only once, for the installation of the professional in the country, for arbitrary 
amounts that the government itself decided in each case depending on the 
location. 
 
“m) Guarantee that the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL during his stay in 
Brazilian territory under this Contract, continues to receive in Cuba all the labor and 
social security benefits that correspond to him according to Cuban legislation.” 
 
The Cuban professionals, or their families, continued to receive in Cuba the 
doctor's salary they had on the island, which has the lowest average salary of the 
entire planet.,140 which was in 2017 833 CUP, or $ 31.43. 141 The monthly average 
indicated by the respondent workers in the present lawsuit is 36.26 dollars per 
month. 
 
“2.2 OF THE CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL: 
 
... 
 
d) To personally comply with the daily workday, with the work schedule, the guards and 
with the rest, that correspond to him, established in the institutions of the Federative 
Republic of Brazil where he will receive training and where he will provide his services, 
in accordance with the LEGAL INSTRUMENT subscribed.” 
 
By means of this clause, an arbitrary schedule is established which, de facto and 
for all the professional witnesses in this complaint, averaged 8.61 hours a day, 
5.57 days a week, taking into account that the doctors, most of the testimonies, 
have additional 16-hour weekly guard. Let us remember here that the maximum 
weekly limit of hours of work established by the International Labor 
Organization is set at 40 hours, so the workload in missions is 160% of the 
maximum recommended by that organization. 
 
“f) Enjoy thirty (30) days of paid holidays in Cuba, after working eleven (11) months 
under this Contract, with the necessary coordination with the Directorate of the Cuban 
                                                 
 
140 See the world ranking of average monthly salary available for 2014 in: 
https://www.nationmaster.com/country-info/stats/Cost-of-living/Average-monthly-disposable-
salary/After-tax#2014 
141 Average salary in figures, Cuba 2017, August 2018 edition, National Office of Statistics and 
Information (ONEI), Republic of Cuba: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aH743ZYYrW3Us4SG__wW3cIlGQ2xKqY5 

https://www.nationmaster.com/country-info/stats/Cost-of-living/Average-monthly-disposable-salary/After-tax#2014
https://www.nationmaster.com/country-info/stats/Cost-of-living/Average-monthly-disposable-salary/After-tax#2014
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aH743ZYYrW3Us4SG__wW3cIlGQ2xKqY5
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Medical Mission in Brazil and with the Medical Collaboration Unit of MINSAP in Cuba, 
as appropriate, to determine the vacation period and for national and international 
transportation.” 
 
By means of this clause the Cuban professional had to take his/her vacations in 
Cuba, obligatorily, and they had a duration of 30 days after having completed 11 
months of work. 82,61% of the respondent workers in the present complaint 
indicate that "I could not go on vacations to the place that I could and wanted 
with my family." 
 
“g) Comply, with respect to their actions, with the provisions of Resolution No. 168 
"Disciplinary Regulations for Cuban Civil Workers Serving Abroad as Collaborators", 
dated March 29, 2010, issued by the Minister of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment 
of the Republic of Cuba, whose knowledge will be received in preparation prior to its exit 
abroad.” 
 
Through this clause the Cuban worker was subject to Cuban legislation in his 
Resolution No. 168 "Disciplinary Regulation for Cuban civil workers who 
provide services abroad as collaborators", which is a resolution that will be 
analyzed in detail in section 1.1.8.4 and that, as will be seen, it violates the most 
basic principles and human rights. 
 
“j) Comply with the Cuban legislation for contracting marriage with a foreign natural 
person, not being exempted from compliance with the obligations derived from the 
aforementioned LEGAL INSTRUMENT and from this Contract, unless otherwise 
determined by prior authorization, in writing, of the highest Directorate of the Cuban 
Medical Mission in Brazil.” 
 
By this clause the Cuban professional was subject to Cuban legislation in case of 
wanting to marry a foreign natural person, and submitted, as we have seen 
before, to Resolution No. 168, which as we will see in section 1.1.8.4, was explicit 
that, in order to get married, the professional should request permission from the 
Cuban authorities, and even report the relationship well in advance. The 
marriage of a Cuban with a foreigner gave him options to legally apply for 
residency in that country and leave the mission. Preventing marriages, therefore, 
is a primary objective during collaborative "missions" to avoid "desertions." 
 
“q) To inform the Directorate of the Cuban Medical Brigade in the Federative Republic 
of Brazil, in advance, of their intention to receive a visit from a relative or friend in the 
locality where they provide their services under this Contract; in the event of the visit, 
this will be entirely at your charge and must take all measures so that there is no effect 
on the fulfillment of their duties and obligations in correspondence with the LEGAL 
INSTRUMENT signed and this Contract.” 
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Through this clause, together with Resolution No. 168, which as we will see in 
section 1.1.8.4, which is very explicit about the same matter, the government of 
Cuba totally or partially restricted, at its discretion, the visits that the professional 
could receive in the foreign country. 
 
“r) Keep strict confidentiality on any non-public information received in such condition 
or to which you have access by any means. in compliance with the work that will be done 
or performed under this Contract, in Cuba and in Brazil. This confidentiality is from the 
signing of this Contract and up to one year after its termination for any reason.” 
 
Through this confidentiality clause, not only should confidentiality be 
maintained during the "mission", but until a year later, without this appearing in 
any way paid, as it should be in the case of extending once the employment 
contract is concluded. 
 
“III. OTHER PACTOS 
 
... 
 
3.5 CSMC, before the abandonment of the mission; refusal to return to the Cuban 
national territory and / or any other serious indiscipline on the part of the 
PROFESSIONAL OF THE CUBAN HEALTH, will observe the legislation in force in 
the Republic of Cuba to establish the corresponding claims and lawsuits with the objective 
of paying the debts and obligations pending of the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL 
and will enforce the provisions of the LEGAL INSTRUMENT and the Brazilian 
legislation, regarding the prohibition to the PROFESSIONAL OF CUBAN HEALTH of 
the exercise of the profession in Brazilian territory protected by the work permit and 
acquired medical record by reason of the LEGAL INSTRUMENT subscribed.” 
 
Through this clause, the worker was subject to having to return to Cuba, losing 
the money that had been "deposited in a savings account in Cuba that will enable the 
CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL, facilitated by CSMC," as well as having the 
civil and criminal liabilities derived from not returning to Cuba after a mission 
that are contemplated in the Cuban Law, such as Article 135 of the Criminal Code 
of Cuba, already explained, which contemplates penalties of 3 to 8 years in prison 
for it. 
 
1.1.5.1. Physicians watched, threatened, terrified 
 
Dr. Dayaimy González Valón, originally from El Salvador, in the province of 
Guantanamo, Cuba, a doctor by profession, with two daughters, started 
"mission" in Brazil in October 2016. After two years of mission, the Government 
of Cuba decided unilaterally withdraw all your doctors from this country. 
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Dayaimy González Valón, after the political crisis in the Brazilian mission and 
the abandonment of Cuba, had to return to the island, but decided to stay, 
spurred by the opportunity to maintain his work as a doctor and residency in 
this country, as well like the mission of being able to send hundreds of dollars a 
month to give their family the opportunity to live in a more dignified way than 
the one they live on the island, full of precariousness, even in spite of the 
separation. His case was very special. It jumped to the media in the middle of the 
political crisis between Brazil and Cuba. In a recording broadcast throughout the 
network, the Head of Mission of Cuba and at the time Responsible for the Pan 
American Health Organization, Leoncio Fuentes Correa, threatened Dayaimy: if 
she stayed in Cuba, "she would never see her two daughters again". The 
recording is attached to this complaint on YouTube and in alternative video 
format. 142 In this recording you can clearly hear the Chief Physician of "Mission" 
and Head of the Pan American Health Organization, Leoncio Fuentes Correa, 
saying: 
 
"Are you going to stay here? Think about it, I only suggest that. And in the end 
if you settle here you know that you will not enter more, you will not for 8 years, 
for 8 years. And you have family in Cuba. You have your family. And if, 
unfortunately - I wish it did not happen - something happened to one of your 
family, you will not be able to enter the country. Being fair, or being unfair. But 
it is a very big sacrifice, because you are leaving the family, which is the most 
important thing that a human being has. You have the evaluation and I, if the 
day of the flight you do not ride in flight, I report you as a job abandonment and 
you, already, when I do the card, you, in 8 years you can not go. That's clear!" 
 
Leoncio Fuentes Correa is one of the 36 "international consultants" (members, in 
fact, of the political police of Cuba) hired by the Pan American Health 
Organization (PAHO) for the biennium 2018-2019 to control the Más Médicos 
program. All, without exception, are Cuban officials with alleged positions in 
health institutions in Cuba that have functioned as "mission coordinators".143 
 
According to the local media Istoé, 144 Cuban is also the maximum representative 
of the regional entity in Brazil of PAHO, Joaquín Molina, who, before joining 
PAHO, in 1991, held senior positions in the Ministry of Health of Cuba. 
 

                                                 
 
142 Cuban Chief of Mission, member of PAHO threatens Cuban doctor that he will not see his daughters 
again: https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-09-u1-e186450-s27061-difunden-llamada-
amenazante-funcionario-cubano-doctora-decidio (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XMdDnOKuhLcRVSmhD72qa5vrVQh6RmIp) 
143 'International Consultants' of PAHO for "Mais Médicos" were all Cubans with charges: 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1544284232_43443.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1x_xglJuJmagVD7mKANaw4khwGZQGRSng) 
144 As atrocidades do Mais Médicos: https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15r3jfebne_vupmB_IqExgXl0XaZtYzv3) 

https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-09-u1-e186450-s27061-difunden-llamada-amenazante-funcionario-cubano-doctora-decidio
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-09-u1-e186450-s27061-difunden-llamada-amenazante-funcionario-cubano-doctora-decidio
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XMdDnOKuhLcRVSmhD72qa5vrVQh6RmIp
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1544284232_43443.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1x_xglJuJmagVD7mKANaw4khwGZQGRSng
https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15r3jfebne_vupmB_IqExgXl0XaZtYzv3
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Treated as "international consultants", Cuban officials, along with dozens of 
"Heads of Mission" that were passed by doctors and were not, they formed a 
surveillance network mounted by the regime to exercise full control over the 
professionals sent, treated by those Cuban agents almost like slaves since they 
landed on Brazilian soil. 
 
The emails and communications recorded by the newspaper Istoé in its 
publication "As atrocidades do Mais Médicos", 145 demonstrate some of the 
atrocities suffered by Cuban doctors, who asked permission to go see their 
partners in their leisure time. The subtitle of the publication is explicit: 
“Testimonies, audios and exchanges of messages to which ISTOÉ had access reveal that 
Cuban doctors lived almost as slaves in Brazil. Guarded by agents sent by Havana, they 
could not leave one municipality to another without authorization even during breaks, 
were sexually harassed and even extorted. Now, the one who does not want to return to 
the island is threatened”. 
 
Dayaimy González Valón, with two daughters aged 17 and 8, said that this had 
been "the most difficult decision in the world". Dayaimy's statements are 
heartbreaking and are also entirely recorded on video. 146 
 
Another of the inspectors of the Pan American Health Organization who 
exercised control over Cuban doctors was Vivian Isabel Chávez Pérez. Vivian 
Isabel Chávez Pérez arrived in Brazil in August 2013 and was presented as 
coordinator of the Opas. In this role, she watched over the compatriots and 
exercises an extraordinary power of conviction over them. She was head of a 
health mission in Nicaragua in 2009, and held an important position in the 
government of the province of Cienfuegos, in Cuba, in 2011, something only 
allowed to citizens of extreme confidence of the Communist Party. 
 
The prestigious magazine "Veja" made an extensive report in an article by 
Leonardo Coutinho titled "A capataz dos médicos cubanos", of its edition 2631 of 
February 19, 2014: 147 
 
“The foreman of Cuban doctors 
 

                                                 
 
145 As atrocidades do Mais Médicos: https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15r3jfebne_vupmB_IqExgXl0XaZtYzv3) 
146 Testimony of a Cuban doctor in Brazil: "I preferred to be free and it was the hardest decision in the 
world": https://www.cibercuba.com/videos/noticias/2018-12-01-u1-e20037-s27061-testimonio-doctora-
cubana-brasil-preferi-ser-libre-fue (enlace texto alternativo: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GXjuOxatIYaq4L68ZplXq9yzjO8S_6Cj, enlace de vídeo alternativo: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XMdDnOKuhLcRVSmhD72qa5vrVQh6RmIp) 
147 Revista Veja Edicaoi 2361, 19-de-fevereiro 2014: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t (alternative link: 
https://es.scribd.com/document/211867692/Revista-Veja-Edicaoi-2361-19-de-fevereiro-2014) 

https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15r3jfebne_vupmB_IqExgXl0XaZtYzv3
https://www.cibercuba.com/videos/noticias/2018-12-01-u1-e20037-s27061-testimonio-doctora-cubana-brasil-preferi-ser-libre-fue
https://www.cibercuba.com/videos/noticias/2018-12-01-u1-e20037-s27061-testimonio-doctora-cubana-brasil-preferi-ser-libre-fue
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GXjuOxatIYaq4L68ZplXq9yzjO8S_6Cj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XMdDnOKuhLcRVSmhD72qa5vrVQh6RmIp
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t
https://es.scribd.com/document/211867692/Revista-Veja-Edicaoi-2361-19-de-fevereiro-2014
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Vivian Isabel Chávez Pérez is now presenting herself as Doctor of Medical Doctors, now 
as PAHO agent. Its true function is to control the steps of the compatriots” 
 
From the article, and thanks to the investigation and interviews presented by the 
journalist, among the Cuban women sighted by Vivian, are the doctors Yamila 
Valdes Gonzales and Yamile Mari Nin, who worked in health posts in the rural 
area of Jaraguá del Sur, Santa Catherine. In December 2013, the Ministry of 
Health was warned by the City Council that both wanted to give up the program 
and return to Cuba, because they could not live with the less than 1000 Brazilian 
real that they perceived. Vivian spoke with both of them and went on to 
communicate every day, by telephone and by e-mail. The two returned to work 
the next day and never complained again. Ademar Possamai, Secretary of Health 
of Jaraguá del Sur, Brazil, commented to the press: "They were determined to return 
to Cuba, and now they seem terrified. I can not imagine what that woman told them". 148 
149 150 151 
 
In the same article, Julio César Alfonso, director of "Solidaridad Sin Fronteras", 
an NGO that among its programs has given over the years assistance to more 
than 4,000 doctors who fled Cuba, said that "as foremen, the heads of Cuban missions 
have a network of informants and the power to suggest punishment to doctors when they 
return to their country ". 
 
As the magazine indicates and we will explain later, regarding the different 
passports that Cuba issues: "To make it even more difficult for doctors to escape, the 
Cuban government handed them a passport that only applies to Brazil. This document, 
red-capped ["Oficial" passport], is not accepted by other countries, because Cuba already 
issues a conventional version, in blue [passport "Corriente"]. Last week, the Brazilian 
government joined the efforts of the Caribbean dictatorship to annul the freedom of 
Cubans. New sanctions have been issued for foreigners who leave the program, including 
the payment of fines and compensation of the diets and airfare. "That's illegal, because 
the investment in hiring an official runs at the employer's account and risk," says Labour 
lawyer Fábio Chong in Sao Paulo. He added: "These punishments are another artifice to 

                                                 
 
148 Revista Veja Edicaoi 2361, 19-de-fevereiro 2014: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t (alternative link: 
https://es.scribd.com/document/211867692/Revista-Veja-Edicaoi-2361-19-de-fevereiro-2014) 
149 O Programa Mais Médicos: http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/o-
programa-mais-medicos/76877/ (alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qA_NLvEOUf-
CXzXakZ7FIggMKZVEGwhr) 
150 Médicas do Mais Médicos decidem continuar em Jaraguá do Sul dois dias após pedirem para ir 
embora: http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-do-mais-medicos-
decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html (alternative 
link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vapw2D08qySEAvVipUZqOFJYNmg_bIQ7) 
151 Possamai confirma pedido de demissão de médicas cubanas: 
https://www.diariodajaragua.com.br/geral/revista-veja-cita-descontentamento-de-medicas-cubas-que-
trabalham-em-jaragua-do-sul-atraves-do-mais-medicos/157773/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GwDqXzPh7LXh6q4Nd8ORJzJSlnIjIEOX) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t
https://es.scribd.com/document/211867692/Revista-Veja-Edicaoi-2361-19-de-fevereiro-2014
http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/o-programa-mais-medicos/76877/
http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/o-programa-mais-medicos/76877/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qA_NLvEOUf-CXzXakZ7FIggMKZVEGwhr
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qA_NLvEOUf-CXzXakZ7FIggMKZVEGwhr
http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-do-mais-medicos-decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html
http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-do-mais-medicos-decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vapw2D08qySEAvVipUZqOFJYNmg_bIQ7
https://www.diariodajaragua.com.br/geral/revista-veja-cita-descontentamento-de-medicas-cubas-que-trabalham-em-jaragua-do-sul-atraves-do-mais-medicos/157773/
https://www.diariodajaragua.com.br/geral/revista-veja-cita-descontentamento-de-medicas-cubas-que-trabalham-em-jaragua-do-sul-atraves-do-mais-medicos/157773/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GwDqXzPh7LXh6q4Nd8ORJzJSlnIjIEOX
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compel doctors to work in conditions analogous to slavery." (Veja magazine, see, Feb. 
19, 2014, pp. 60-61).152 
 
There are in Brazil another 836 cases recognized by the government of Cuba, 153 
such as Dayaimy Gonzalez Walon, who made the decision to "desert", but the 
vast majority are like that of Yamila Valdes Gonzales and Yamile Mari Nin who, 
after the threats, understandably cannot leave the link with the Cuban 
government. 836 cases that do not denounce the pressures they have been 
subjected to for fear of reprisal with their families. As we have seen before, 
76.09%of the witnesses reporting in this complaint have indicated that "I knew I 
could not leave the 'mission' without my family or I suffering reprisals." 
 
1.1.5.2. "Mais Médicos" in the Brazilian electoral campaign and politics 
 
Contrary to what was promised in his election campaign, in which he indicated 
that he would stop the "Mais Médicos" program of Cubans because it was 
designed to finance Cuba and the conditions in which Cuban doctors were in 
Brazil were not dignified and were "slave labor", since among other things could 
not see their families or money was not for them, after the elections did not stop 
the program. From his election he promised that, to exercise as a doctor in Brazil, 
they would have to validate the title of medicine and for that he was going to 
create the figure of " State Doctor". 154 
 
Jair Bolsonaro, after winning the election, indicated that the Mais Médicos with 
Cuba program could continue, but with 3 conditions: 
 
1) That doctors validated their titles 
2) That they collected the entire salary that supposedly was destined to them 

and other countries did pay entirely in the program "Mais Médicos", and 
3) That Cuban doctors had to be allowed to meet their families 
 
All media in Brazil echoed this. The answer did not wait. According to the Cuban 
Government, these conditions were unacceptable and "threatening", and Cuba 
decided to rescind the contract and take the 8,471 health workers present in 
Brazil. 
 

                                                 
 
152 Revista Veja Edicaoi 2361, 19-de-fevereiro 2014: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t (alternative link: 
https://es.scribd.com/document/211867692/Revista-Veja-Edicaoi-2361-19-de-fevereiro-2014) 
153 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba - 
Statements by Díaz-Canel: http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-
una-historia-digna-heroica-gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q66PugUPgH-Uoz0sCh-Ak8x9c3QJRjHG) 
154 Interview with Jair Bolsonaro in June 2018: https://youtu.be/hXHLXg8PTbE (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QL8F7nHji3MpU7QwyAcZoBu77_pnEA1Q) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t
https://es.scribd.com/document/211867692/Revista-Veja-Edicaoi-2361-19-de-fevereiro-2014
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-una-historia-digna-heroica-gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-una-historia-digna-heroica-gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q66PugUPgH-Uoz0sCh-Ak8x9c3QJRjHG
https://youtu.be/hXHLXg8PTbE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QL8F7nHji3MpU7QwyAcZoBu77_pnEA1Q
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Jair Bolsonaro, after the decision of withdrawal by Cuba, again accused of crime 
of slavery on the collective of Cuban doctors, 155 156 157 158 and reiterated his 
intention to continue the program of doctors only if they could freely reunite with 
their relatives, collect the integrity of the salary paid by their government for 
them and validate their titles. In addition, he assured Cuban doctors that if they 
wanted to stay voluntarily they would keep the salary they paid to Cuba and his 
job. 
 
"- Under the current conditions would not sign with Cuba, that is slave labor," said 
Bolsonaro. 159 
 
Cuba did not accept these conditions. 160 The result is that it is the first time in the 
history of a mission in which, in 2 weeks, the Government of Cuba had 10% 
desertions in a "mission". Miguel Díaz-Canel himself, president of Cuba, publicly 
stated that of the 8,471 workers had only returned 7,635. They had not returned 
836, 161 who accepted the offer of Bolsonaro. To this number must be added those 
who deserted previously, and those indicated by the Cuban government were 
already in the country as "deserters" prior to the establishment of the Mais 
Médicos program, that is to say, 400 deserters that Cuba mentions in the 
negotiations with Brazil , whose memoranda were made public by newspapers 

                                                 
 
155 Deutsche Welle Brasil - "É trabalho escravo", diz Bolsonaro sobre o Mais Médicos: 
https://www.dw.com/pt-br/%C3%A9-trabalho-escravo-diz-bolsonaro-sobre-o-mais-m%C3%A9dicos/av-
46307238 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Xmjr3gN916PoWDputaEofM8U5g8czWr) 
156 Bolsonaro agrees that Cuban doctors stay ... with full salary and with their families: 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-03-u1-e43231-s27061-bolsonaro-accede-medicos-cubanos-
queden-salario-integro-junto (alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gxOrKmIYHw-
J1tSAoqAoTX8dXSDmX57E) 
157 Twitter Jair Bolsonaro on Mais Medicos: 
https://twitter.com/jairbolsonaro/status/1062736657416364032 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r_AMCUFECbhHhXgriQrquXUWsnWwCJZh) 
158 Bolsonaro rejects the 'slavery' of Cuban doctors and the dictatorship withdraws them from Brazil: 
https://www.libremercado.com/2018-11-16/bolsonaro-rechaza-la-esclavitud-de-los-medicos-cubanos-y-
la-dictadura-los-retira-de-brasil-1276628359/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11v3L3ZQBNn2-oIOnGdMlkmCmSYtcSvYI) 
159 Deutsche Welle Brasil - "É trabalho escravo", diz Bolsonaro sobre o Mais Médicos: 
https://www.dw.com/pt-br/%C3%A9-trabalho-escravo-diz-bolsonaro-sobre-o-mais-m%C3%A9dicos/av-
46307238 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Xmjr3gN916PoWDputaEofM8U5g8czWr) 
160 Cuba cancels its medical program in Brazil after the "threatening" allusions of Bolsonaro: 
https://www.europapress.es/internacional/noticia-cuba-cancela-programa-medicos-brasil-alusiones-
amenazantes-bolsonaro-20181114160651.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1F1kGp2vGavjzS0O-pivzsBSApFJfmi7Q) 
161 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba - 
Statements by Díaz-Canel: http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-
una-historia-digna-heroica-gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q66PugUPgH-Uoz0sCh-Ak8x9c3QJRjHG) 

https://www.dw.com/pt-br/%C3%A9-trabalho-escravo-diz-bolsonaro-sobre-o-mais-m%C3%A9dicos/av-46307238
https://www.dw.com/pt-br/%C3%A9-trabalho-escravo-diz-bolsonaro-sobre-o-mais-m%C3%A9dicos/av-46307238
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Xmjr3gN916PoWDputaEofM8U5g8czWr
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-03-u1-e43231-s27061-bolsonaro-accede-medicos-cubanos-queden-salario-integro-junto
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-03-u1-e43231-s27061-bolsonaro-accede-medicos-cubanos-queden-salario-integro-junto
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gxOrKmIYHw-J1tSAoqAoTX8dXSDmX57E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gxOrKmIYHw-J1tSAoqAoTX8dXSDmX57E
https://twitter.com/jairbolsonaro/status/1062736657416364032
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r_AMCUFECbhHhXgriQrquXUWsnWwCJZh
https://www.libremercado.com/2018-11-16/bolsonaro-rechaza-la-esclavitud-de-los-medicos-cubanos-y-la-dictadura-los-retira-de-brasil-1276628359/
https://www.libremercado.com/2018-11-16/bolsonaro-rechaza-la-esclavitud-de-los-medicos-cubanos-y-la-dictadura-los-retira-de-brasil-1276628359/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11v3L3ZQBNn2-oIOnGdMlkmCmSYtcSvYI
https://www.dw.com/pt-br/%C3%A9-trabalho-escravo-diz-bolsonaro-sobre-o-mais-m%C3%A9dicos/av-46307238
https://www.dw.com/pt-br/%C3%A9-trabalho-escravo-diz-bolsonaro-sobre-o-mais-m%C3%A9dicos/av-46307238
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Xmjr3gN916PoWDputaEofM8U5g8czWr
https://www.europapress.es/internacional/noticia-cuba-cancela-programa-medicos-brasil-alusiones-amenazantes-bolsonaro-20181114160651.html
https://www.europapress.es/internacional/noticia-cuba-cancela-programa-medicos-brasil-alusiones-amenazantes-bolsonaro-20181114160651.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1F1kGp2vGavjzS0O-pivzsBSApFJfmi7Q
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-una-historia-digna-heroica-gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-una-historia-digna-heroica-gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q66PugUPgH-Uoz0sCh-Ak8x9c3QJRjHG
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around the world.162 163 It is estimated that more than 2000 doctors have been 
"deserted" in Brazil. 
 
After learning that Cuba would take the doctors, Bolsonaro said he would hold 
the position with the full salary and residence for those who stayed. Dayaimy 
was one of the doctors who accepted the proposal. 
 
Another countless Brazilian politicians from Jair Bolsonaro's party and others, 
such as Senator Jose Medeiros (Podemos), 164 Congressman Ronaldo Caiado 
(GO), Senator Guaracy Silveira (DC-TO), 165 Deputy Luiz Henrique Mandetta 
(DEM-MS), 166 Deputy Eleusis Paiva, 167 Another countless Brazilian politicians 
from Jair Bolsonaro's party and others, such as Senator Jose Medeiros (Podemos), 
Congressman Ronaldo Caiado (GO), Senator Guaracy Silveira (DC-TO), Deputy 
Luiz Henrique Mandetta DEM-MS), Deputy Eleusis Paiva, before and during the 
crisis of the end of 2018, some from years ago when it was learned that they 
would receive less than 30% of the wage paid by Brazil to Cuba (30% of the other 
a large part was held by Cuba) had already explicitly stated on several occasions 
that crimes against humanity and slavery were being committed against this 
group of doctors and that the "International Criminal Court" should be aware of 
this because it was a slave labor.. 
 
In the case of the deputy of the Party of Social Democracy of Brazil, Antonio 
Imbassahy, made and presented a formal accusation to the Brazilian Attorney 
General about a possible prevarication of the Brazilian Secretary of State for 
Human Rights, Maria Do Rosário Nunes. 168 In it he detailed with great precision 

                                                 
 
162 Diario de Cuba: Diplomatic cables:  This is how Mais Médicos was created - 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1543048243_43183.html  
163 Folha de Sao Paulo, 22 nov 2018 - Veja os telegramas nos quais Cuba e governo Dilma negociaram o 
Mais Médicos: https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/11/veja-os-telegramas-nos-quais-cuba-e-
governo-dilma-negociaram-o-mais-medicos.shtml (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fyAvOOVpDGCh-eFGEC1hL6LElxFd6rVB) 
164 Senador José Medeiros - Maís Medicos es trabajo esclavo: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qSxa490Exv_o2wxI81b5cNtQ3ch0cmEN 
165 Guaracy Silveira diz acreditar que cubanos estavam sob escravidão no Mais Médicos: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJK3Uv7u5jY (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_J3pY_QjphhEJLgXDy7HFf1IBRucTTdN) 
166 Deputados da oposição dizem que médicos cubanos serão “escravos”: 
http://www.sinmedmg.org.br/visualizacao-de-noticias/ler/8441/deputados-da-oposicao-dizem-que-
medicos-cubanos-serao-escravos-ministro-rebate-criticas (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qOQHpkLzEp8lELWjPWgNZx5YTCaG306f) 
167 Deputado Eleusis Paiva critica vinda de médicos cubanos: 
http://www.radiology.com.br/materias/rad_materias.asp?flag=1&id_materia=1083 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yc3m7qdrXpvcs1LQgj6x-42Qq__qCLKe) 
168 Prosecution before the Attorney General for the Mais Médicos program: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z0Mmbx0xD7Y5dXlao3TDFQz3AUPXFdCV 

http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1543048243_43183.html
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/11/veja-os-telegramas-nos-quais-cuba-e-governo-dilma-negociaram-o-mais-medicos.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/11/veja-os-telegramas-nos-quais-cuba-e-governo-dilma-negociaram-o-mais-medicos.shtml
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fyAvOOVpDGCh-eFGEC1hL6LElxFd6rVB
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qSxa490Exv_o2wxI81b5cNtQ3ch0cmEN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJK3Uv7u5jY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_J3pY_QjphhEJLgXDy7HFf1IBRucTTdN
http://www.sinmedmg.org.br/visualizacao-de-noticias/ler/8441/deputados-da-oposicao-dizem-que-medicos-cubanos-serao-escravos-ministro-rebate-criticas
http://www.sinmedmg.org.br/visualizacao-de-noticias/ler/8441/deputados-da-oposicao-dizem-que-medicos-cubanos-serao-escravos-ministro-rebate-criticas
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qOQHpkLzEp8lELWjPWgNZx5YTCaG306f
http://www.radiology.com.br/materias/rad_materias.asp?flag=1&id_materia=1083
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yc3m7qdrXpvcs1LQgj6x-42Qq__qCLKe
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z0Mmbx0xD7Y5dXlao3TDFQz3AUPXFdCV
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everything that up to date, February 20, 2014, was public. The complete 
document can be accessed here: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z0Mmbx0xD7Y5dXlao3TDFQz3AUPXFd
CV. 
 
Cuban doctors began to have more and more support from the same moment 
that the case of Ramona Matos Rodriguez, in 2013, jumped to the public light. 
 
1.1.5.3. Ramona Matos Rodríguez, the first of a large list 
 
The case that came to light and uncovered the contracts that the Cuban workers 
had with the contracting medical company, Comercializadora de Servicios 
Médicos Cubanos SA, was that of Ramona Matos Rodríguez. In this contract you 
could read things that alarmed public opinion: that "you could only take 
vacations if you were in Cuba", "were obliged to inform the Cuban authorities if 
they wanted to receive visits from friends or relatives, and get approval," was 
"prohibited the possibility of marriage with foreigners," and established "the 
fixed monthly salary at $ 400," plus "another $ 600 that was retained," out of a 
total of more than $ 4,000 received by the Cuban government for their work, 
among other things. 169 
 
From her odyssey to achieve desertion, wrote Edson Bueno Pereira Leal in 2014: 
170 “His escape was planned for months. She feared being discovered and denounced by 
colleagues Magdalys Campo Pupo and Marlene Ramírez Gómez. He had the help of 
businessman Rivelino Vieira who bought the plane ticket from Marabá to Brasilia and 
took it from Pacajá to Marabá in his truck. As soon as they realized the escape, the two 
Cuban women went to Rivelino Vieira's shop to ask for explanations, claiming that the 
Federal Police and the Cuban consulate were investigating the case”. 
 
In her declarations Ramona Matos indicated that "In Cuba I did not have internet 
and here it has a lot of information. Then I learned that we were deceived". She 
discovered that he was being deceived by the Cuban government and that she 
was being subjected to a work of slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts 
of a similar character to collect, against her will, money for the Cuban 
dictatorship. "her words show that the real compensation was not informed to the 
doctors by the Cuban government", as argued the author of the article of February 

                                                 
 
169 Mais Médicos: por contrato, cubana só podia passar férias na ilha: 
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/mais-medicos-por-contrato-cubana-so-podia-passar-ferias-na-ilha-
11517724 (alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kX44uMXNAJ-
fYlWWN_uD66gkS3ogadQf) 
170 Brazilian economy - first ten days of February 2014 - Articles - Administradores.com: 
http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/economia-brasileira-primeira-dezena-
de-fevereiro-de-2014/75543/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fNOgMLjTROdapRkWPDEFCV5XQpcTAXAw) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z0Mmbx0xD7Y5dXlao3TDFQz3AUPXFdCV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z0Mmbx0xD7Y5dXlao3TDFQz3AUPXFdCV
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/mais-medicos-por-contrato-cubana-so-podia-passar-ferias-na-ilha-11517724
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/mais-medicos-por-contrato-cubana-so-podia-passar-ferias-na-ilha-11517724
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kX44uMXNAJ-fYlWWN_uD66gkS3ogadQf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kX44uMXNAJ-fYlWWN_uD66gkS3ogadQf
http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/economia-brasileira-primeira-dezena-de-fevereiro-de-2014/75543/
http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/economia-brasileira-primeira-dezena-de-fevereiro-de-2014/75543/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fNOgMLjTROdapRkWPDEFCV5XQpcTAXAw
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11, 2014 from which we have taken the statements, and later confirmed Ramona 
and all professionals in mission. 
 
Edson Bueno Pereira Leal continued: "The president of the Federal Council of 
Physicians, Roberto d'Avila, congratulated the doctor 'for giving up the program'. She 
had the courage to flee from that plot, that miserly job. Argentine doctors [members of 
Mais Médicos] earn 10 thousand reais and she earned 900. She also warned of the risk 
that the doctor was running because the Brazilian government is not reliable: 'The AGU 
said last year that there would be no asylum for doctors [exchange ones]. She's going to 
be deported and she's going to suffer severe penalties". The doctor, knowing this, went to 
the US Embassy and presented her papers. Since 2006, the United States has offered a 
specific visa for physicians - given to Cubans who are studying or working on a mission 
in a third country and who have "no ineligibility that would prevent admission" in the 
United States. About 4,000 professionals obtained this document in 2013, the majority 
that was in Venezuela. What she had to do was leave Brazil, because if she stayed here, 
she ran the risk of being deported to Cuba, where she would surely be imprisoned for her 
rebellion. (FSP, 6.2.2014, p. C-1) " 
 
Ramona then stated that "We Cubans speak little, but we think a lot ... I think many 
Cubans are waiting to see what this story ends, what will happen to me ... Cubans who 
went to Venezuela, Zimbabwe, to Angola and decided to do the same as me, now they are 
calm, except that the relatives who remained in Cuba suffered, reinforced their vigilance 
and began to lead a life more controlled by the Cuban government.My daughter, who is 
a doctor, is in formation , is a resident, can now lose his job and even be persecuted".171 
 
Ramón Matos Rodríguez, who faced the situation of abuse, took public statement 
Sebastião Vieira Caixeta, Labor Prosecutor of the Brazilian Ministry of Labor, 
who warned that "Mais Médicos" could have serious irregularities. 172 Vieira, 
after taking a statement to Ramona Matos Rodríguez, also stated that "There is a 
distortion and non-compliance with labor laws". 173 Moreover, he stated that he would 

                                                 
 
171 Revista Veja Edicaoi 2361, 19-de-fevereiro 2014: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t (alternative link: 
https://es.scribd.com/document/211867692/Revista-Veja-Edicaoi-2361-19-de-fevereiro-2014) 
172 The Public Ministry of Labor reports irregularities in the Mais Médicos program: 
https://jurisway.jusbrasil.com.br/noticias/125340007/ministerio-publico-do-trabalho-aponta-
irregularidades-no-mais-medicos 
173 Cubana confirma denúncias no Mais Médicos: 
https://mpt.jusbrasil.com.br/noticias/113046167/cubana-confirma-denuncias-no-mais-medicos 
(alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=15WDcBGKxTxktAEe7Vt6yyuCkJpQ99BRj) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t
https://es.scribd.com/document/211867692/Revista-Veja-Edicaoi-2361-19-de-fevereiro-2014
https://jurisway.jusbrasil.com.br/noticias/125340007/ministerio-publico-do-trabalho-aponta-irregularidades-no-mais-medicos
https://jurisway.jusbrasil.com.br/noticias/125340007/ministerio-publico-do-trabalho-aponta-irregularidades-no-mais-medicos
https://mpt.jusbrasil.com.br/noticias/113046167/cubana-confirma-denuncias-no-mais-medicos
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15WDcBGKxTxktAEe7Vt6yyuCkJpQ99BRj
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defend the rights of Cuban doctors, stating: "We will demand that Cuban doctors 
receive the amounts paid to other doctors, including the backward ones" 174 175 176. 
 
Also prominent members of the trade union organizations of doctors of the 
country like Jose Maria Pontes, president of the Union of Doctors of Ceará 
(Simec), declared, in 2013, that "We are not going to accept that slave labor". 177 
 
The Brazilian journalist Alexandre Garcia, 178 ya en 2013 indicaba en un trabajo 
periodístico mucha de la legislación aplicable en Brasil sobre el trabajo esclavo y 
la trata de personas e indicaba que esto es lo que hace Cuba con sus médicos: 
“Cuba está traficando personas con fines económicos": 179 
 
"The Cuban slave does not receive his salary. He is referred to a country government. It's 
as if this country had sold oranges. Cigars. Rum. Or any commodities. The only thing 
that the worker receives is a cost allowance to only survive in the country, because, in a 
condition analogous to slavery, this Cuban doctor will receive housing and food from the 
municipal prefectures. It will work, basically, for bed, food and without any labor right. 
 
Another crime of which the PT Government is a mentor, is an idealizer, a supporter, a 
financier, is to agree with the practices of coercion exercised by Cuba when it sells its 
slave doctors. The passport is retained by the Cuban Embassy in Brazil. The family is in 
Cuba, without being able to leave the country. The Cuban slave can not change his job, 
because if he does, his family suffers persecution. There is a threat. There is abuse of 
authority. There is abuse of economic power. There is document retention to prevent free 
movement. There is an injury to the Treasury. Fraud. And, therefore, being money 
originating from crimes, illegal remittance of foreign exchange from the Government of 
the PT to the Dictatorship of Cuba." 
 

                                                 
 
174 Folha de S. Paulo: https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2014/02/1408592-ministerio-publico-do-
trabalho-vai-defender-salario-integral-a-cubanos.shtml (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18jWQPU8CT02srK20Vd1kG2HB0XV5aHYM) 
175 Diário Do Nordeste: Cubana acionará Mais Médicos: 
http://diariodonordeste.verdesmares.com.br/editorias/pais/cubana-acionara-mais-medicos-
1.807547?page=5 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IGN5_tsowYP9O4lQRyR7H8C7P849_zVv) 
176 Ministério Público do Trabalho vai defender salário integral a cubanos: 
https://www.hojeemdia.com.br/primeiro-plano/brasil/minist%C3%A9rio-p%C3%BAblico-do-trabalho-
vai-defender-sal%C3%A1rio-integral-a-cubanos-1.239675 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uc-RAbi-e-MlES0a-zHVooRGkDnT5OpY) 
177 President of Simec affirms that the boos were not for Cuban doctors: 
https://noticias.uol.com.br/saude/ultimas-noticias/redacao/2013/08/27/presidente-do-simec-afirma-que-
vaias-nao-eram-para-medicos-cubanos.htm (alternative link: ) 
178 Wikipedia: https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexandre_Garcia (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16oKNHzJqkxUGOCJKMA-INPvBVTSGPgme) 
179 "Cuba is trafficking in persons with economic purposes," says Alexandre García: 
https://andif.com.br/index.php?tipo=noticia&cod=785#.XCz9sVXVvcs (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ic4Sexsyk7WgskasXoX8ypBvzNsCr9_r) 

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2014/02/1408592-ministerio-publico-do-trabalho-vai-defender-salario-integral-a-cubanos.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2014/02/1408592-ministerio-publico-do-trabalho-vai-defender-salario-integral-a-cubanos.shtml
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18jWQPU8CT02srK20Vd1kG2HB0XV5aHYM
http://diariodonordeste.verdesmares.com.br/editorias/pais/cubana-acionara-mais-medicos-1.807547?page=5
http://diariodonordeste.verdesmares.com.br/editorias/pais/cubana-acionara-mais-medicos-1.807547?page=5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IGN5_tsowYP9O4lQRyR7H8C7P849_zVv
https://www.hojeemdia.com.br/primeiro-plano/brasil/minist%C3%A9rio-p%C3%BAblico-do-trabalho-vai-defender-sal%C3%A1rio-integral-a-cubanos-1.239675
https://www.hojeemdia.com.br/primeiro-plano/brasil/minist%C3%A9rio-p%C3%BAblico-do-trabalho-vai-defender-sal%C3%A1rio-integral-a-cubanos-1.239675
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uc-RAbi-e-MlES0a-zHVooRGkDnT5OpY
https://noticias.uol.com.br/saude/ultimas-noticias/redacao/2013/08/27/presidente-do-simec-afirma-que-vaias-nao-eram-para-medicos-cubanos.htm
https://noticias.uol.com.br/saude/ultimas-noticias/redacao/2013/08/27/presidente-do-simec-afirma-que-vaias-nao-eram-para-medicos-cubanos.htm
https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexandre_Garcia
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16oKNHzJqkxUGOCJKMA-INPvBVTSGPgme
https://andif.com.br/index.php?tipo=noticia&cod=785#.XCz9sVXVvcs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ic4Sexsyk7WgskasXoX8ypBvzNsCr9_r
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Alexandre, in addition to the Constitution, which has several articles that argue 
that the differential treatment is against it, added an explicit, irrefutable violation 
to consider Cuban doctors and their treatment of trafficking in persons: 
 
"Decree No. 5.948 of October 26, 2006, which deals with the National Policy to Combat 
Trafficking in Persons, which has fundamental definitions on the subject: 
 
Article 2. § 4 The intermediation, promotion or facilitation of the recruitment, 
transportation, transfer, accommodation or reception of persons for the purpose of 
exploitation also constitutes trafficking in persons. 
 
Article 2. § 5. Internal trafficking in persons is carried out within the same Member State 
of the Federation, or from one Member State to another within the national territory. 
 
Art. § 6 The international traffic of persons is that carried out between different States. 
 
Article 2 § 7 The consent given by the victim is irrelevant to the configuration of 
trafficking in persons." 
 
In another article by the renowned Ives Gandra da Silva Martins, which caused 
a great impact in 2014, a Brazilian jurist and constitutional expert, professor 
emeritus of Mackenzie University, Army Command and General Staff School, 
and the War College, said that there was studied the contract that was made with 
the Cuban doctors and was constitutive of a labor slavery and only based on its 
clauses: 180 
 
"In the face of clause 2.1" n ", the Cuban professional must keep strict confidentiality" 
on non-public information that is given to him ". By clause 2.2 "and", he must abstain 
from "providing services and performing other activities other than those for which he 
was appointed," unless authorized by the "maximum direction of the Cuban mission in 
Brazil." On the other hand, it may not, under any circumstances, receive remuneration 
other than that in the contract for services or activities. 
 
There is mention of linking the Cuban professional to a disciplinary regulation (resolution 
nº 168) of Cuban workers abroad, "whose knowledge" will only have when "prior 
preparation of their departure abroad." In letter 2.2 "j", it is stated that marriage with a 
non-Cuban will be subject to Cuban legislation, unless there is "prior written 
authorization" of said Cuban maximum direction. 
 
                                                 
 
180 Ives Gandra da Silva Martins - O neoescravagismo cubano: 
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/opiniao/2014/02/1413133-ives-gandra-da-silva-martins-o-
neoescravagismo-cubano.shtml  (enlaces alternativos: 
https://folhapolitica.jusbrasil.com.br/noticias/113494846/cubanos-do-mais-medicos-estao-em-situacao-
de-escravidao-diz-ives-gandra-da-silva-martins y 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ys5yAhUhC3XHuAhGTBqnPY9qzKQFnSDi) 

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/opiniao/2014/02/1413133-ives-gandra-da-silva-martins-o-neoescravagismo-cubano.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/opiniao/2014/02/1413133-ives-gandra-da-silva-martins-o-neoescravagismo-cubano.shtml
https://folhapolitica.jusbrasil.com.br/noticias/113494846/cubanos-do-mais-medicos-estao-em-situacao-de-escravidao-diz-ives-gandra-da-silva-martins
https://folhapolitica.jusbrasil.com.br/noticias/113494846/cubanos-do-mais-medicos-estao-em-situacao-de-escravidao-diz-ives-gandra-da-silva-martins
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ys5yAhUhC3XHuAhGTBqnPY9qzKQFnSDi
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By letter 2.2 "q", you can only receive visits from friends or relatives in Brazil, by means 
of "prior communication to the Direction of the Cuban Medical Brigade" here based. By 
letter "r", they must keep "strict confidentiality" about any information they receive in 
Cuba or in Brazil until "one year after the end" of their activities in our country. 
 
Lastly, in order to avoid further delays, by clause 3.5, the professional will be punished if 
he / she leaves work, according to "the current legislation in the Republic of Cuba". 
 
The reading of the contract clearly shows that it enshrines labor slavery, not 
admitted in Brazil. Wounds the following articles of the Brazilian Constitution: 1st 
subsections III (dignity of the human person) and IV (social values of work); item IV of 
art. 3º (eliminate any type of discrimination); the art. 4th indent II (prevalence of human 
rights); the art. (Right to privacy and honor), item XIII (freedom of exercise of any work), 
item XV (free movement in national territory), subsection XI (right to privacy and 
honor), subsection XIII XLI (punishment of any discrimination against fundamental 
rights and freedoms), art. 7th subsection XXXIV (equality of rights between workers with 
employment or single bond) and many others that it is not here to state, lack of space. " 
 
1.1.5.4. The political environment contrary to "Mais Médicos" grew 
 
Gradually from the beginning the most renowned intellectuals and jurists, but 
increasingly in the whole country began to criticize the program "Mais Médicos" 
with respect to Cuba, and to brand it as slavery because only Cubans had those 
conditions of slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a similar character 
among doctors from other countries of the same program "Mais Médicos". The 
doctors of other nationalities had a different treatment from their governments, 
normal, and charged full salary, brought their families without restrictions and 
had the normal liberties that are assumed to doctors, in addition to having 
validated their university degrees in the administration. Other media echoed that 
Cuban doctors were being used to indoctrinate the native population towards 
the political options of the government of Dilma Rousseff. 181 182 183 
 
The news of the "rebellion" of Cuban doctors in Brazil after receiving the explicit 
support of what is now the country's president, Jair Bolsonaro, transcended to 
the New York Times  in an article titled «La rebelión de los médicos cubanos en 
Brasil: ‘Te cansas de ser esclavo’»: "In a rare act of collective challenge, lots of Cuban 
doctors who work abroad to send money to their families and their country have filed 

                                                 
 
181 Cuban doctors trained to indoctrinate patients and support party: https://crusoe.com.br/diario/medicos-
cubanos-eram-treinados-para-doutrinar-pacientes-e-apoiar-partido/ 
182 Por que é preciso vigiar os poderosos. O tempo todo: https://www.oantagonista.com/copy/por-que-e-
preciso-vigiar-os-poderosos-o-tempo-
todo/?utm_source=oa&utm_medium=site&utm_campaign=oa_site_post_mais_medicos_031218_fr2  
(alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cEqE6-qeN7lkNf3JDPR_ZOb8AHSFCcLV) 
183 Médicos cubanos eram treinados para doutrinar pacientes e apoiar partido: 
https://crusoe.com.br/diario/medicos-cubanos-eram-treinados-para-doutrinar-pacientes-e-apoiar-partido/ 

https://crusoe.com.br/diario/medicos-cubanos-eram-treinados-para-doutrinar-pacientes-e-apoiar-partido/
https://crusoe.com.br/diario/medicos-cubanos-eram-treinados-para-doutrinar-pacientes-e-apoiar-partido/
https://www.oantagonista.com/copy/por-que-e-preciso-vigiar-os-poderosos-o-tempo-todo/?utm_source=oa&utm_medium=site&utm_campaign=oa_site_post_mais_medicos_031218_fr2
https://www.oantagonista.com/copy/por-que-e-preciso-vigiar-os-poderosos-o-tempo-todo/?utm_source=oa&utm_medium=site&utm_campaign=oa_site_post_mais_medicos_031218_fr2
https://www.oantagonista.com/copy/por-que-e-preciso-vigiar-os-poderosos-o-tempo-todo/?utm_source=oa&utm_medium=site&utm_campaign=oa_site_post_mais_medicos_031218_fr2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cEqE6-qeN7lkNf3JDPR_ZOb8AHSFCcLV
https://crusoe.com.br/diario/medicos-cubanos-eram-treinados-para-doutrinar-pacientes-e-apoiar-partido/
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demands to separate themselves from the Cuban government, demand release from what 
a judge defined as a "form of slave labor" could be read in The New York Times. 184 
 
When the 836 Cuban doctors stayed in Brazil, some began to talk. The word 
slavery was already in the mouth of all those who analyzed the matter in depth. 
185 
 
1.1.5.5. Final "desertion" balance and uncovering the number of "Chiefs of 

Mission" 
 
The number of professionals that Cuba had in Brazil, according to statements 
made by the Government of Cuba when it closed in 2018, was 8,471 Cuban 
professionals. 186 The Government of Brazil, according to its Ministry of Health, 
however, estimated the number of professionals in 8,332 Cuban professionals in 
November 2018. 187 It is understood that the figures of both nations may differ 
slightly according to the partial accounting of each, but the true cause of the 
difference in figures is even more disturbing. As we have said, 836 professionals 
stayed in Brazil. To this number must be added those who previously defected, 
and those that the Cuban government indicated were already in the country as 
"deserters" prior to the establishment of the Mais Médicos program, that is, 400 
deserting doctors that Cuba mentions in the previous negotiations with Brazil, 
whose memoranda were made public by newspapers around the world.188 189 It 
is estimated that more than 2000 doctors have been found "deserted" in Brazil. 
 
To explain the differences of final figures in the counting of both countries, it is 
important to note the figure of the Chiefs of Mission, who, as we have read, were 
                                                 
 
184 Cuban Doctors Revolt: ‘You Get Tired of Being a Slave’: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/29/world/americas/brazil-cuban-doctors-
revolt.html?searchResultPosition=5 (alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FFjWmjvg-
ZhdTnVuSSpk8-gwXSpbUQbJ) 
185 The dark side of Cuban medical missions around the world: 
https://www.eltiempo.com/mundo/latinoamerica/denuncias-contra-las-misiones-medicas-cubanas-por-
esclavitud-308262 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1stnwqzJnQKrYPyFxo7Si4vSsSq7VJgSj)  
186 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba: 
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-una-historia-digna-heroica-
gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q66PugUPgH-Uoz0sCh-Ak8x9c3QJRjHG) 
187 BBC - “Mais médicos: se cubanos forem embora, quando chegarão os próximos?, diz médico de Cuba 
que chegou ao Brasil nos anos 1990”: https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/brasil-46216685 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UT1pyNV95Aw_Z-3LstDN3B8RFVIO6i7q) 
188 Diario de Cuba: Diplomatic cables: this is how Mais Médicos was created - 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1543048243_43183.html  
189 Folha de Sao Paulo, 22 nov 2018 - Veja os telegramas nos quais Cuba e governo Dilma negociaram o 
Mais Médicos: https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/11/veja-os-telegramas-nos-quais-cuba-e-
governo-dilma-negociaram-o-mais-medicos.shtml (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fyAvOOVpDGCh-eFGEC1hL6LElxFd6rVB) 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/29/world/americas/brazil-cuban-doctors-revolt.html?searchResultPosition=5
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/29/world/americas/brazil-cuban-doctors-revolt.html?searchResultPosition=5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FFjWmjvg-ZhdTnVuSSpk8-gwXSpbUQbJ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FFjWmjvg-ZhdTnVuSSpk8-gwXSpbUQbJ
https://www.eltiempo.com/mundo/latinoamerica/denuncias-contra-las-misiones-medicas-cubanas-por-esclavitud-308262
https://www.eltiempo.com/mundo/latinoamerica/denuncias-contra-las-misiones-medicas-cubanas-por-esclavitud-308262
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1stnwqzJnQKrYPyFxo7Si4vSsSq7VJgSj
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-una-historia-digna-heroica-gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-una-historia-digna-heroica-gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q66PugUPgH-Uoz0sCh-Ak8x9c3QJRjHG
https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/brasil-46216685
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UT1pyNV95Aw_Z-3LstDN3B8RFVIO6i7q
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1543048243_43183.html
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/11/veja-os-telegramas-nos-quais-cuba-e-governo-dilma-negociaram-o-mais-medicos.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/11/veja-os-telegramas-nos-quais-cuba-e-governo-dilma-negociaram-o-mais-medicos.shtml
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fyAvOOVpDGCh-eFGEC1hL6LElxFd6rVB
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introduced to the country as doctors who were agents of the security of the 
Cuban State. 
 
Cuba sent agents of the State Security to control the professionals, who were 
camouflaged as "doctors". The investigation of media such as Istoé and others, 190 
cables between the Brazilian Embassy and the federal capital, as well as 
recordings of senior officials of the Ministry of Health, proved that these 
professionals altered the figure of real doctors upward to hide the need to carry 
staff of the Cuban State Security that otherwise would not have been easily 
justified in a medical "mission". 
 
As expressed by the Veja Magazine, 191 where the recordings were analyzed, as 
well as in many other Brazilian media:  
 
“… 
 
The audios of the recorded meeting included: 
 
a) How to disguise the preference for the Cuban government? 
 
Solution: simulate an opening for doctors from other countries. 
 
b) How to disguise the inclusion in the program of the agents of the regime, who would 
supervise the medical slaves to prevent desertions? 
 
Solution: inflating the number of slaves. 
 
c) How much money that should correspond to the slaves would go to the dictatorship? 
 
Solution: 60% for the government of Cuba and 40% for doctors, as stipulated by Marco 
Aurélio Garcia, International Advisor to President Dilma Rousseff (it would end up 
being more than 75%). 
 
…” 
 
The recordings can be heard on the linked reference. 192 
 

                                                 
 
190 As atrocidades do Mais Médicos: https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15r3jfebne_vupmB_IqExgXl0XaZtYzv3) 
191 https://veja.abril.com.br/blog/felipe-moura-brasil/bomba-do-8220-mais-medicos-8221-gravacao-
mostra-como-governo-do-pt-mascarou-objetivo-de-financiar-cuba/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m3muVWXD4u3q7MJQ1GsX5fCP66XL58sO) 
192 Recordings and report on the recordings of Jornal da Band: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_QtLZSsF2E (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dWmUezqza6bP7GkPqscjy0LguJ597Ldq) 

https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15r3jfebne_vupmB_IqExgXl0XaZtYzv3
https://veja.abril.com.br/blog/felipe-moura-brasil/bomba-do-8220-mais-medicos-8221-gravacao-mostra-como-governo-do-pt-mascarou-objetivo-de-financiar-cuba/
https://veja.abril.com.br/blog/felipe-moura-brasil/bomba-do-8220-mais-medicos-8221-gravacao-mostra-como-governo-do-pt-mascarou-objetivo-de-financiar-cuba/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m3muVWXD4u3q7MJQ1GsX5fCP66XL58sO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_QtLZSsF2E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dWmUezqza6bP7GkPqscjy0LguJ597Ldq
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The figure given by Brazil, therefore, would be the real net figure of health 
professionals, compared to the Cuban figure, which would add both (8,332 
health professionals and 139 State Security agents, or "Chiefs of Mission"). 
Likewise, other agents of the Cuban State Security, additional, hierarchically 
superior, were sent as senior officials of the Pan American Health Organization 
as "consultants," who had threatening conversations with horrible doctors, such 
as the uncovered with the case of Daiyamí González Valón. 193  

                                                 
 
193 Cuban Chief of Mission threatens Cuban doctor that she will not see her daughters again: 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-09-u1-e186450-s27061-difunden-llamada-amenazante-
funcionario-cubano-doctora-decidio (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XMdDnOKuhLcRVSmhD72qa5vrVQh6RmIp) 

https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-09-u1-e186450-s27061-difunden-llamada-amenazante-funcionario-cubano-doctora-decidio
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-09-u1-e186450-s27061-difunden-llamada-amenazante-funcionario-cubano-doctora-decidio
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XMdDnOKuhLcRVSmhD72qa5vrVQh6RmIp
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1.1.6. Cuban medical "Mission" in Botswana 
 
Fidel Castro began in 2003 the medical collaboration 
with Botswana under the principles of the Integral 
Health Program (PIS) of Cuba. Previously, the first 
health workers had begun their work in 1989 at the 
two main reference hospitals in Gaborone and 
Francistown. 
 
On August 30, 2012, the bilateral Cuba-Botswana 
agreement was signed and signed in Gabon by Mr. 
Ismael Castillo García, representing the Ministry of Public Health of Cuba, and 
the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Botswana, of which the photo on the 
right belongs.194 
 
The Memorandum was signed by the Botswana government, the Minister of 
Health of the Republic of Botswana, Dr. Reverend John Seakgosing, while on the 
Cuban side it was signed by Dr. Ismael Castillo, president of the 
Comercializadora de Servicios Médicos Cubanos, SA. 
 
In 2012, the "mission" had 69 health professionals and collaborators in total, 
which cost the government of Botswana at a rate of 3,000 euros a month, 
according to the agreement signed in August and of which this claim has an 
original copy.195 
 
In the speech "2012 State of the Nation Address" dated November 5, 2012,196 the 
Botswana government itself indicated that figure, as well as communicating that 
it would increase up to 102 Cuban health professionals: 
 
“This year I am happy to announce that the number of such Cuban specialists has 
increased from 69 to 102.” 
 
                                                 
 
194 Governmental Communiqués of the Government of Cuba gathered on the agreement, obtained from 
the cache of Google and WebArchive: http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:-
wlDMY93QNwJ:anterior.cubaminrex.cu/Actualidad/2012/Septiembre/firmancuba.html+&cd=1&hl=es&
ct=clnk&gl=es (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IvKz9OLCFc0sXZ0ffxLpI5vQABXbVJjG), 
https://web.archive.org/web/20170224070936/http://www.minrex.gob.cu/es/bilaterales/africa-
subsahariana/botswana?page=9 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vSaIC4FJ3VWkttkxR9BU0NIBF264xRok) 
195 Full copy of the cooperation agreement between Cuba and Botswana: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BykeosyKG0nGcG1saktjUlNpd2k3dXRjaUF4Mm5SZTRMWFpV 
196 Discurso “2012 State of the Nation Address” del Gobierno de Botswana: 
http://www.gov.bw/en/News/2012-State-of-the-Nation-Address/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=126OB0Aotg8witxnExS7Yqh4TLVP0tBQY) 

http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:-wlDMY93QNwJ:anterior.cubaminrex.cu/Actualidad/2012/Septiembre/firmancuba.html+&cd=1&hl=es&ct=clnk&gl=es
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:-wlDMY93QNwJ:anterior.cubaminrex.cu/Actualidad/2012/Septiembre/firmancuba.html+&cd=1&hl=es&ct=clnk&gl=es
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:-wlDMY93QNwJ:anterior.cubaminrex.cu/Actualidad/2012/Septiembre/firmancuba.html+&cd=1&hl=es&ct=clnk&gl=es
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IvKz9OLCFc0sXZ0ffxLpI5vQABXbVJjG
https://web.archive.org/web/20170224070936/http:/www.minrex.gob.cu/es/bilaterales/africa-subsahariana/botswana?page=9
https://web.archive.org/web/20170224070936/http:/www.minrex.gob.cu/es/bilaterales/africa-subsahariana/botswana?page=9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vSaIC4FJ3VWkttkxR9BU0NIBF264xRok
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BykeosyKG0nGcG1saktjUlNpd2k3dXRjaUF4Mm5SZTRMWFpV
http://www.gov.bw/en/News/2012-State-of-the-Nation-Address/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=126OB0Aotg8witxnExS7Yqh4TLVP0tBQY
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However, the Cuban doctors, as it is extracted from a copy of the original in 
Botswana, a copy that has been extracted from the Hospital Hospital 
Letsholathebe II Memorial and with registration on day 4/22/2013 that has the 
original letterhead of the Chief Medical Officer and who has the official seals of 
said Hospital, to which we have access, had emoluments of: 
 

 
 
In addition to this, Cuban doctors had to pay an additional 50 dollars a month 
for the Communist Party of Cuba, as declared by testimonies in this claim. 
 
That is, Cuban professionals obtained a net of $ 750 that was delivered to them 
in local currency and therefore did not rise, given the change from dollar to euro 
on the date of signing the contract, more than 20% of what the The Cuban 
government charged for each of them. 
 
By agreement, the Government of Botswana, in addition, charged the expenses 
of lodging, insurance and transport of Cuban doctors both to and from Cuba, so 
that the margin of the Government of Cuba was 2,400 euros completely clean for 
each one of them. The original amount of the transaction, signed on August 30, 
was 2,385,600 euros, at a rate of 198,800 euros per month. The clean net margin 
of the Cuban government was, therefore, 1,908,480 euros per year, 80%. 
 
The "mission" in Botswana continues today.197 
 
The workers in Botswana, as testified by the witnesses in this complaint, suffered 
and suffer the following circumstances tabulated in their statements, apart from 
other particulars of each case: 
 

                                                 
 
197 Official communiqués from the Government of Cuba indicating that the "mission" is still active in 
Botswana: http://misiones.minrex.gob.cu/es/articulo/articulo-de-la-embajadora-de-cuba-en-botswana-
publicado-en-el-diario-de-daily-news, Comunicado prensa latina 8/10/2018: https://www.prensa-
latina.cu/index.php?o=rn&id=217324&SEO=cooperacion-medica-cubana-en-botswana-reflejo-de-
exitosas-relaciones,  

http://misiones.minrex.gob.cu/es/articulo/articulo-de-la-embajadora-de-cuba-en-botswana-publicado-en-el-diario-de-daily-news
http://misiones.minrex.gob.cu/es/articulo/articulo-de-la-embajadora-de-cuba-en-botswana-publicado-en-el-diario-de-daily-news
https://www.prensa-latina.cu/index.php?o=rn&id=217324&SEO=cooperacion-medica-cubana-en-botswana-reflejo-de-exitosas-relaciones
https://www.prensa-latina.cu/index.php?o=rn&id=217324&SEO=cooperacion-medica-cubana-en-botswana-reflejo-de-exitosas-relaciones
https://www.prensa-latina.cu/index.php?o=rn&id=217324&SEO=cooperacion-medica-cubana-en-botswana-reflejo-de-exitosas-relaciones
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• They did not have a copy of the work contracts 
• They did not have overtime payment, sick leave insurance, etc. 
• Many of them did not know the final destination 
• Their passport was withdrawn once in the country 
• They were watched by Cuban officials, part of the 71 troops sent 
• They were prevented from having access to their diplomas of studies and 

legalized experience 
• They were given or read a regulation that obliged them in aspects of a 

personal and political nature, in addition to being obliged to comply, like all 
workers in "missions", of Ministerial Resolution 168 "Disciplinary Regulation 
for Cuban civil workers who provide services abroad as collaborators ", dated 
March 29, 2010. 

• They should not have friendly or sentimental relationships with natives that 
were not reported and approved 

• They could not stay outside the assigned place without approval 
• They could not drive cars without prior authorization, even if they had a 

driver's license 
• They were subject to movement restrictions within the same country 
• They could not leave their home after a certain time without permission, even 

after work or days off 
• They were required to attend meetings of a political nature 
• The place of residence was imposed on them and they had poor living 

conditions, without privacy 
• They were encouraged to monitor their partners in their professional and 

private behavior 
• They had to report any suspicious situation that a partner might want to 

abandon their performance 
• If someone in their environment left the position, they were urged to perform 

an act of repudiation (or act of revolutionary reaffirmation) 
• Their relatives could not leave Cuba or visit them, due to government 

restrictions 
• Their vacations, once a year, could only be taken on the "mission" or in Cuba, 

they could not go anywhere else 
• They knew and had been warned that when leaving the position they could 

not return to Cuba in 8 years 
• They were forced to pay 50 dollars a month for the Communist Party of Cuba 
• They suffered or saw partners suffer threats, as well as sexual harassment by 

Cuban officials 
• Having abandoned the mission, they have assumed that they can not return 

to Cuba in 8 years. 
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1.1.7. Medical mission in Saudi Arabia 
 
Although Saudi Arabia is not part of the International Criminal Court, this 
section serves to demonstrate with evidential documentation and testimonials 
that the systematic work of the government of Cuba with its missions is similar 
in all countries of the world. 
 
In Saudi Arabia, the conditions are different from Brazil or Venezuela. The Saudi 
government does not allow payments to Cuba, so this means that they are paid 
directly to Cuban doctors. 
 
What the Saudi government does not know is that, after paying the Cuban 
doctors through a contract with them in which Cuba does not intervene, the 
doctors, on the other hand, have a contract with the government of Cuba that 
forces them to send to the company Comercializadora de Servicios Médicos 
Cubanos, SA most of their salary as doctors in Saudi Arabia. 
 
In particular, and regardless of the salary that Saudi Arabia pays for the doctor 
(amounts ranging between 5,000 and 5,500 dollars per month for a general 
practitioner), Cuban doctors should only retain 1,200 dollars, an amount that for 
the Saudi Arabia's level of living and inflation means that it is below the level of 
income that the oil-producing country considers to be in a situation of poverty. 
 
To demonstrate the facts, we attach the contract of the Cuban doctors in Saudi 
Arabia where this condition is explicit and that, as in the contracts of other 
countries, such as Brazil, it also includes a whole series of slavery, persecution 
and other inhumane acts of a similar character’s perks. Thus, among the 
obligations of the Cuban professional, we find the following: 198 
 
“… 
 
d) Transfer to CSMC, S.A. the monetary value agreed upon in the terms established in 
Clause III PAYMENT FOR THE CONTRACTED SERVICES, corresponding to the 
medical services rendered under this Contract; 
 
... 
 
h) To comply, as far as its action is concerned, with the provisions of Resolution No. 168 
"Disciplinary Regulations for Cuban civil workers who provide services abroad as 

                                                 
 
198 Contract of Cuban doctors of the Cuban medical mission in Saudi Arabia: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cIPN2PWgeY4G6qmjwXDXb5T2VtVESl3l 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cIPN2PWgeY4G6qmjwXDXb5T2VtVESl3l
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collaborators", dated March 29, 2010, issued by the Ministry Foreign Trade and Foreign 
Investment; 
 
... 
 
k) Observe the Cuban legislation on family matters, during the period of validity of this 
Contract when contracting a marriage with a foreign person, and therefore not being 
exempted from complying with the obligations contracted, unless otherwise determined 
by authorization prior, in writing, of an authority authorized for that purpose by CSMC, 
SA; 
 
... 
 
i) Observe the regulations for family visits to employees during the fulfillment of their 
mission, not for periods longer than 3 months, without affecting the work of the 
collaborator or at the expense of the accommodation established for the same in the 
country; 
 
…” 
 
As we have seen throughout this document, Resolution No. 168 "Disciplinary 
Regulations for Cuban civil workers who provide services abroad as 
collaborators", dated March 29, 2010, is a Ministerial Resolution with the rank of 
Law, which defines slave rules and obligations for the behavior of collaborators. 
 
Regarding the amounts charged, it is disturbing that CSMC, S.A. it demands by 
contract to send to Cuba a large part of the income that the Saudi government 
pays for the services of the doctor, through these clauses, leaving unfulfilled the 
salary that the Saudis pay Cuban doctors, because it varies according to the 
specialty, but always setting the same amount they must retain, indicating that 
the rest must send it to the Cuban authorities of the CSMC, SA: 
 
“… 
 
III PAYMENT FOR THE CONTRACTED SERVICES. 
 
3.1. THE PROFESSIONAL OF THE CUBAN HEALTH will receive, for the rendered 
medical services, the payment of 4518 Saudi Rials (SAR) monthly, that is the equivalent 
to 1000 dollars of stipend and 200 dollars of maintenance, that add a total of 1200 dollars 
to a rate exchange rate set at 3,765 (1USD = 3,765 SAR) which will be made by the 
foreign entity where it works. 
 
3.2. THE CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL will receive a monthly total amount of 
payment for the services rendered, which will be borne by the Saudi part, equivalent to 
_____________ SAR, from which he must deduct (subtract) 4518 SAR destined to 
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stipend and maintenance; must transfer ____________ SAR to the Bank Account of the 
CSMC, S.A. that is indicated. 
 
…” 
 
In addition to fixing by contract, the authorities of the CSMC, S.A. send 
instructions to Cuban collaborators in which they fix the transfers they must 
make to obtain most of the income received by doctors. Thus, we see in an email 
sent on Saturday, December 30, 2017 to the Cuban medical collaborators by Dr. 
Luis Hernández Hernández, Head of the Cuban medical mission in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia, in which he urges to carry out the transfers periodically by 
amount, in the case of the doctors of that group, of 5000 euros per month (6000 
dollars per month on that date), when the amount that the doctors destined to 
retain were only 1200 dollars per month.199 
 
All the facts presented here have been made public by several Cuban doctors in 
Saudi Arabia, who denounced the abuses in the world press. 200 201 202 
 
This case and documentation, beyond that Saudi Arabia is not a signatory of the 
Rome Statute, shows that the method of action of the Cuban government is 
widespread and that even when the host country only agreed to pay Cuban 
doctors directly, the absolute control of their ownership, exercised by the Cuban 
authorities, allowed them to obtain a minimum of 80% of the professionals' 
income for their work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                 
 
199 Email sent by Luis Hernández Hernández to all mission doctors in Saudi Arabia indicating how much 
they had to transfer to Cuba: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DvtiEClpxANwgcjr-sS5nXCN2rxRsH6f 
200 Between robbery and helplessness: the Cuban medical mission in Saudi Arabia - Diario de Cuba: 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1553852875_45426.html 
201 As slaves! Cuban doctor in Saudi Arabia denounces harassment and persecution of the Cuban 
government: https://cubanosporelmundo.com/2019/03/19/esclavos-doctora-cubana-arabia-saudita-
denuncia-acoso-persecucion-gobierno-cubano/ 
202 Video interview of denunciation of the facts by Dr. Bárbara Morgado, Cuban doctor in mission of 
collaboration, from Saudi Arabia: https://youtu.be/2SnR_YDaMsI 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DvtiEClpxANwgcjr-sS5nXCN2rxRsH6f
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1553852875_45426.html
https://cubanosporelmundo.com/2019/03/19/esclavos-doctora-cubana-arabia-saudita-denuncia-acoso-persecucion-gobierno-cubano/
https://cubanosporelmundo.com/2019/03/19/esclavos-doctora-cubana-arabia-saudita-denuncia-acoso-persecucion-gobierno-cubano/
https://youtu.be/2SnR_YDaMsI
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1.1.8. How the "Internationalist Missions" operate 
 
As we have described, the "Internationalist Missions" represent the highest 
income of the State in the trade balance, almost 3 times what tourism means, and 
many more than the production of each of the products and materials that it 
exports. However, having to displace for it the most skilled labor in the country, 
which has a high percentage of intentionality to live abroad because precisely 
with their qualification could leave the state of misery that the country lives in 
addition to the State of repression, the State runs an obvious risk of losing its best 
and most productive resources. 
 
In the following sections we will study more mechanisms that the Island 
Government uses so that its workers can not leave the country and be subject to 
a regime that is described as the most structured and institutionalized case of 
collective slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a similar character that 
exists in the western world. It has also been produced in States Parties to the 
International Criminal Court without these facts having been duly analyzed, 
reproved and denounced by the whole international community until the case of 
Brazil was made public and numerous authorities were aware of the nature of 
the crimes against humanity that are committed in these "missions". 
 
1.1.8.1. Recruitment and preparation for the trip 
 
Recruitment occurs in different ways. When the Government closes an 
agreement with a foreign State, it calculates the professionals it will need from 
each province and locality based on the available ones, or even the students of 
those subjects, and indicates to the persons in charge of each Ministry involved 
in each province that they entrust their subordinates in the regions recruit the 
necessary resources, train them, and even falsely "title" them. Not few 
"graduated" professionals in the missions today are mere students of their 
subject. Brazil has put serious doubts in recent months to the alleged 
qualifications of professionals. 
 
The places that are obtained and convened by the Cuban State can not be vacant, 
so in some provinces with a certain surplus of certain professionals the "coercive" 
voluntariness can be a more important factor, while in others the obligatory 
nature becomes the tool indispensable for recruitment. 
 
Nowadays, given the number of workers in "mission" there is the case that these 
may require professional specialties for which there is already a shortage in the 
island, and therefore it is common for professionals to be told that "they should 
accept" the responsibility to go to the vacant "mission". Not accepting a task like 
this is a symptom of "disaffection" towards the system, which professionals know 
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may cost them a very high social and labour price on the island, so in many cases 
they are forced and/or, by means of fear, self-conditioned to go "volunteers". 
 
From the study made on the basis of the set of statements of those affected for 
this complaint based on 46 formal testimonies signed by professionals who have 
been in "missions", it can be deduced that only two professional was freely 
volunteer. Many others indicate that they volunteered, but coerced. 
 
Of those who indicated that they voluntarily presented themselves, only 4.35% 
were only voluntarily due to causes of poverty or need other than coercion. 
Meanwhile, 56.52% indicate that they were NOT volunteers and 39.13% indicate 
that they volunteered, but due to coercive causes. 
 
The most usual coercive causes subscribed by the declarants were the following: 
 
• "I did not volunteer": 56.52% 
• "I volunteered, but pressed for coercive / coercive causes": 39.13% 
• "I felt partially or totally obliged to fear being negatively marked in my work and / or 

personal environment": 50% 
• "They had instilled in me that I was in debt to the State for having received the free 

education": 45,65% 
• "The situation of extreme poverty that exists in Cuba and the low salary that I received 

as a professional": 97,83% 
• "The impossibility of obtaining viable alternatives to the situation of precarious work 

in Cuba": 73,91% 
• "The Immigration Law that prevented me from leaving and family emigration": 

69,57% 
 
1.1.8.1.1. Ideological preparation 
 
The first thing that is given to the "recruits" is a course of the Communist Party 
of Cuba on politics and other matters to channel their "affections". This course 
also serves instructors to discriminate against potential "disaffected persons". 
They are also given some training sessions on the country in which they will 
work, their geography, currency, internal politics, culture, etc. A 82,61% of the 
testimonies in this cause, that participated in missions, have declared that they 
were taught an ideological course of the Communist Party of these 
characteristics. 
 
These courses, in the case of doctors are taught in Havana, in the Central Medical 
Cooperation Unit (UCCM), in the same complex where the company CSMC, S.A. 
is. 
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The political courses, moreover, served different purposes. As the professionals 
who worked in countries such as Venezuela, as in the case of the testimony of 
CRD, a health professional who left the "mission" and is established in a Latin 
American country, the Venezuelan government asked Cuba to use the health 
professionals to generate votes in the different elections in that country in the 
electoral districts. 
 
The same was denounced by a series of doctors to the New York Times, which 
reflected it in an article entitled «'It Is Unspeakable': How Maduro Used Cuban 
Doctors to Coerce Venezuela Voters» («Nicolás Maduro usó a médicos cubanos 
y a los servicios de salud para presionar a los votantes»).203 
 
The Cuban professionals, in this way, were sent by their Heads of Mission the 
weeks before the elections to attract voters. With the electoral census in hand, 
they had previously indicated the houses in which there were clear voters in 
favour of Chavez or Maduro (whom they called in internal jargon, the "healthy"), 
those who were contrary to Chávez or Maduro (what they called "sick") And 
those that were doubtful (whose denomination was patients "at risk "). 
 
In the homes of the "healthy" distributed medicines and vitamins and 
strengthened their relationship indicating that these medicines and vitamins 
were thanks to the mandate of Chavez or Maduro. 
 
In the houses of the "risk" they came to tell them that they were given some 
medicines but that if Chávez/Maduro was not elected they had already indicated 
that this would end. 
 
The doctors did not pay attention to the "sick" neighbors, to concentrate the focus 
of attention on the "healthy" and the "at risk". 
 
On other occasions Cuban doctors were required to give political talks to groups 
of citizens of the destination country about the benefits of socialism, or the evils 
of capitalism. All these political activities carried out by qualified Cuban 
professionals were not optional, but obligatory. The forced surveillance between 
colleagues made them have to do it. In particular, 89.13% of the testimonies of 
the complaint have stated that they were oriented and/or instigated to monitor 
their colleagues, in professional and private behavior, and 71.74% have declared 
that they should comply with the agenda and/or work of a political nature, 
and/or in favor of political options among the native population. 

                                                 
 
203 New York Times - Nicholas Casey - «‘It Is Unspeakable’: How Maduro Used Cuban Doctors to Coerce 
Venezuela Voters» («Nicolás Maduro usó a médicos cubanos y a los servicios de salud para presionar a los 
votantes»): Eng (https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/17/world/americas/venezuela-cuban-doctors.html) / 
Spa (https://www.nytimes.com/es/2019/03/17/maduro-voto-medicinas-cuba/) 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/17/world/americas/venezuela-cuban-doctors.html
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2019/03/17/maduro-voto-medicinas-cuba/
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In addition to this activity, thanks to mixing with the population, they issued 
reports with the political reactions of each family, on each neighborhood, to help 
the Venezuelan government classify voters as "healthy", "sick" or "at risk". 
 
For this reason in the report officially submitted to the Special Rapporteur of the 
United Nations for Human Rights of victims of trafficking in persons especially 
women and children, Maria Grazia Giammarinaro, conducted by CubaArchive 
(www.cubaarchive.org) and Human Rights Foundation 
(www.HumanRightsFoundation.org), on April 14, 2017, 204 and its updated 
version of 2018, 205 is exposed referring to the "missions" that: "This business also 
reinforces the political and economic ties with the recipient nations, which: 1.) promotes 
assistance, loans, favorable investments and markets for Cuban exports; and 2.) serves to 
buy loyalties and political influence in international organizations and worldwide." 
 
Although some of the professionals are told where they are going to work, when 
they reach their destination, they are indiscriminately changed by the so-called 
Heads of Mission or responsible officials of the groups. 89.13% of the testimonies 
for this report have declared that they did not know the final destination (city, 
hospital, etc.) or was unfulfilled upon arrival in the country of destination. 
 
In some cases they are made to sign a contract, but this is not given in advance 
and in no case are they given a copy of it. Only 39.13% of the workers who have 
testified for this report had a copy of their employment contract, which places 
them in a situation of obligation, but without rights, since the copy of it is only 
held by the Ministry of Health from Cuba. 69.57% also declare that they did not 
even sign one, or that they did not give them the employment contract. 95.65% 
of the testimonies indicate that they were not offered benefits clauses for work 
hazard, payment of overtime, sick leave insurance, and similar conditions. 
However, the circumstances in which many of them worked in Venezuela, for 
example, were extremely dangerous and at high risk of epidemiology. 
 
95.65% of the testimonies in the present report indicate that they already knew 
and assumed during the recruitment and preparation for the mission that they 
could not take their families with them, because it is the generalized practice.  
 

                                                 
 
204 Report 2017, CubaArchive & Human Rights Foundation - “Cuba’s Human Trafficking Business: 

“A Huge State-Run Enterprise”: http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-
State-Run-Enterprise.pdf (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MGoooe7_f71fyZ5BXzzuYZCFs-pd7GKi) 
205 Report CubaArchive “The export of workers: labor trafficking by the Cuban State”: 
http://cubaarchive.org/files/FACT-SHEET-Trafficking-SPAN.pdf (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wHmLPftF0PGcq32coWbeIAa8qKO1caKF) 

http://www.cubaarchive.org/
http://www.humanrightsfoundation.org/
http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-State-Run-Enterprise.pdf
http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-State-Run-Enterprise.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MGoooe7_f71fyZ5BXzzuYZCFs-pd7GKi
http://cubaarchive.org/files/FACT-SHEET-Trafficking-SPAN.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wHmLPftF0PGcq32coWbeIAa8qKO1caKF
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These are the statistics of this related items prior to the mission present in the 
testimonies of those affected: 
 
• “I was not presented a labour contract to sign that stipulated salary, conditions, 

rights, work schedules, etc.”: 41.30% 
• “Yes, they presented me a contract and I got a copy of it”: 39.13% 
• “They did not offer me clauses of extra benefits for work hazard, overtime payment, 

sick leave insurance, etc.”: 95,65% 
•  “My relatives could only visit me in the country where I worked with time and 

restricted conditions, and with prior authorization”: 52.17% 
• “My relatives could not visit me, in any way”: 28.94% 
• “I did not know the final destination (city, hospital, etc.) or did not comply when 

arriving in the country of destination”: 89.13% 
• “He had to attend a course of the Communist Party to reinforce the "revolutionary" 

principles”: 82.61% 
 
1.1.8.1.2. The work contract in the "missions" 
 
Contracts in the medical sector are usually signed by the Comercializadora de 
Servicios Medicos Cubanos, S.A. In other sectors of activity, the companies 
involved are other of the more than 85 listed in section 1.1.3.1. 
 
The contracts differ by sector and by destination country, but all have a series of 
common characteristics: 
 
1. They are signed by officials on behalf of the Ministry on which the activity 

depends, on behalf of the trading State company with which the "mission" is 
carried out. In the case of doctors, as we have verified, or are signed by the 
Ministry of Health on behalf of the state company, or are directly owned by 
the Ministry of Health. 

2. They have, with very few exceptions a fixed part in the country of destination, 
another for the family usually in Cuba, and another that is frozen in Cuba 
during the years of “mission”. Payments in Cuba for the family (not the frozen 
one) are given the option to use them in Cuba through debit card. 

3. The frozen part is always subject to a clause that imposes the condition not 
only of ending the "mission", but also returning to Cuba. Otherwise, 
everything accumulated is lost. The missions last, as we have seen, an average 
of 3 years. 

4. The fixed part is just the necessary to live in the country of destination, and 
offers no possibility of having an extra to spend on plane tickets or any other 
transport to see the family, and that feature would be vital if allowed, which 
is not the case. In fact, it is usually just enough to live and to buy some small 
things for the family in Cuba. When a professional is detected that is saving, 
that is, does not produce expenses, it is well known by the professionals that 
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this supposes the conclusion on the part of the Chiefs of Mission and officials 
of the State and the Cuban State Security that this person may be preparing 
the "desertion". 

5. The part of the family is usually what the professional was already gaining in 
Cuba before, when working in the island. 

6. There are conditions in all contracts that tie the professional to not marry, 
have relationships, and other circumstances that may encourage the 
"abandonment" of the mission. Cuba has agreements, as seen in the various 
judgments below, in which it forces the host country to limit the ability of 
Cuban natives to marry or work in that country, since they can only do so if 
they do so it through the agreement with the Cuban Government. 

7. All contracts in all sectors indicate subrogation to Cuban law, even in the 
territory of States Parties to the Criminal Court, and Disciplinary Regulation 
Resolution No. 168, 206 which, as we will see in detail in a later section, defines 
both the discipline, the social and civil relations are not allowed, the 
restriction of mobility is complete, and other issues of the purest personal and 
conscience areas, as well as the disciplinary consequences of not fulfilling it, 
ranging from repatriation and loss of accumulated amount, to reprisals in 
one's own country of "mission" of public matters and economic sanctions, 
threats and other type of coercive actions, as it can be read in the Law itself. 
The Regulation of Resolution No. 168 that in Cuba is applied and is a norm of 
Law that supposes the most scandalous transgression of all labor rights, 
conscience, mobility and, in general, basic human rights, which may have any 
contract for being called a relationship of servility and absolute control of all 
facets of a human being. 

8. All contracts, in addition to assuming income from 10% to 25% of what the 
government bills for professionals, also retain a certain amount of money 
monthly to professionals with pretexts that are sometimes manifestly false. 
For example, in the case of Mais Médicos in Brazil they were made to pay the 
annual registration in the Regional Council of Physicians in Brazil, when in 
fact they were not registered, and precisely they were not registered because 
expressly in the agreement with Brazil they wanted to operate in that country 
without being validated as doctors, because that was a factor that could make 
their "desertion" simpler. 

9. In all the missions, most of the professionals must pay from their salary the 
quotas to the Communist Party or, as the Cuban regime calls them, the "Mass 
Organizations". The amounts that the respondents of the present complaint 
paid monthly for them was $ 10 per month on average, having to pay, 
according to their own testimony, 58,70% of the 46 respondents, so it is very 
widespread practice in the "missions" of collaboration. 

 

                                                 
 
206 Resolution No. 168 of 2010 of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment of Cuba: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iIeLPFiNRtR-5nQLT2_XMB7yzPBo7CDE 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iIeLPFiNRtR-5nQLT2_XMB7yzPBo7CDE
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As an example, in this section we can see the standard contract signed by one of 
the doctors of Mais Médicos and that has the heading of the person who has 
signed these contracts of medical services abroad for years, D. Rodolfo Alvarez 
Villanueva, a high official of the Ministry of Public Health. The contract of this 
"mission" of Mais Médicos can be downloaded and consulted in the annex 
indicated here: 207 208, as well as the standard contract for Arabia Saudi, for 
example as is one that have some differences, can be download in the annex 
indicated here: 209, being all of them very similar. The transcription of Brazil’s 
Mission contract is as follows: 
 
“… 
 
INDIVIDUAL CONTRACT FOR THE PROVISION OF PROFESSIONAL AND 
TECHNICAL SERVICES ABROAD 
 
ON THE ONE PART: The Cuban merchant company Comercializadora de Servicios 
Médicos Cubanos, SA, in its abbreviated form CSMC, SA, constituted by means of Public 
Deed No. 366 of October 11, 2011 at the Special Notary's Office of the Ministry of Justice, 
with legal domicile in Calle 44 No. 502, Corner 5th. Avenue, Beach, City of Havana, 
Cuba, hereinafter referred to as CSMC for all legal purposes of the Contract, who 
subscribes it by mandate of the Ministry of Public Health of the Republic of Cuba, and 
represented in this Act by Dr. Rodolfo Alvarez Villanueva in his capacity as Business 
Specialist. 
 
FROM ANOTHER PART: (name and surname of the professional or technician); citizen 
with a permanent identity number with a recognized address in the profession named 
hereinafter as a PROFESSIONAL OF CUBAN HEALTH for all purposes of this 
Agreement. 
 
BOTH PARTIES, recognizing reciprocally the personality and the legal representation 
with which they appear in this Act, agree to sign this Contract for the Provision of 
Professional and Technical Services Abroad, under the following terms and conditions: 
 
CLAUSES 
 
l. OBJECT 
 

                                                 
 
207 Doctor’s standard contract of the Cuban "mission" for More Doctors in Brazil (example 1): 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ljdOKY4aQS6obBcqjRulN8VSkr1zKAAq 
208 Doctor’s standard contract of the Cuban "mission" for More Doctors in Brazil (example 2): 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NuLVF46NjsyU7AYk5dY43Zke-7SaejjT 
209 Doctor’s contract of the Cuban "mission" for Saudi Arabia: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cIPN2PWgeY4G6qmjwXDXb5T2VtVESl3l 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ljdOKY4aQS6obBcqjRulN8VSkr1zKAAq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NuLVF46NjsyU7AYk5dY43Zke-7SaejjT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cIPN2PWgeY4G6qmjwXDXb5T2VtVESl3l
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Through this Contract, CSMC establishes the working relationship with the CUBAN 
HEALTH PROFESSIONAL, by virtue of the services it will provide in the territory of 
the Federative Republic of Brazil, under the terms and conditions agreed by this Contract. 
 
11. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES 
 
2.1 FROM CSMC: 
 
a) To guarantee compliance, as far as its obligations are concerned, with the 
TECHNICAL COOPERATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MINISTRY OF 
PUBLIC HEALTH OF THE REPUBLIC OF CUBA AND THE PAN AMERICAN 
HEALTH ORGANIZATION / WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, FOR THE 
EXTENSION OF ACCESS FROM THE BRAZILIAN POPULATION TO BASIC 
HEALTH CARE, hereinafter referred to as the LEGAL INSTRUMENT, informing and 
demanding the rights and obligations derived from it for the CUBAN HEALTH 
PROFESSIONAL. 
 
b) To inform the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL of his rights, duties and 
obligations, acquired by virtue of the aforementioned LEGAL INSTRUMENT. 
 
c) To inform the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL of the main characteristics, 
customs and traditions of the country in which he will provide services in accordance 
with the LEGAL INSTRUMENT. 
 
d) To inform the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL of the information necessary for 
the fulfillment of the collaboration, in matters of customs in the territories of Cuba and 
Brazil. 
 
e) Transport the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL to and from the Federative 
Republic of Brazil when applicable by virtue of the LEGAL INSTRUMENT, including 
upon termination of his mission for any reason, and guarantee national transportation 
for such purposes. 
 
f) To facilitate to the PROFESSIONAL OF CUBAN HEALTH the opening of bank 
accounts in Cuba and the Federative Republic of Brazil, to make the corresponding 
deposits for stipend; of bonus for the initial expenses of its installation and payment of 
the annual registration in the Regional Council of Physicians in Brazil. You will be given 
debit cards for the operation of these accounts. 
 
g) To facilitate to the PROFESSIONAL OF CUBAN HEALTH the opening of a bank 
account in Cuba in the name of a cardholder designated by him, where he will be credited 
monthly with Fifty / 00 (50.00) CUC, which are deducted from the stipend of the CUBAN 
PROFESSIONAL OF HEALTH and will be operated by debit card. 
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h) To assume the expense, only once, for the purchase of the debit cards in Cuba and the 
Federative Republic of Brazil for the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL and in Cuba 
for the cardholder in case it is designated. 
 
i) To assume financial expenses for the accreditation of funds by CSMC in the bank 
accounts of the CUBAN PROFESSIONAL OF HEALTH authorized in relation to this 
Contract and in the account of the cardholder in Cuba. 
 
j) Pay monthly to the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL for stipend a sum equivalent 
to one thousand US dollars (US $ 1,000.00), as follows: he will be deposited in a savings 
account in Cuba that will enable the PROFESSIONAL OF THE CUBAN HEALTH, 
provided by CSMC, Six hundred / 0 CUC (600.00 CUC) to change 1 USE = 1 CUC 
(Five hundred fifty / CUC (550.00 CUC) if you designated a cardholder) and you will be 
paid in Brazilian territory, in Brazilian reais, equivalent to Four hundred / 00 US dollars 
(400.00 USD), through the bank account authorized for that purpose. 
 
k) To deposit in the bank account of the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL in the 
Federative Republic of Brazil, for one time, in the first twenty-one (21) days of his arrival 
in said country, a bonus for the initial expenses of his installation, in Brazilian reals, 
whose amount will be in relation to the place of their location. 
 
l) Deposit annually in the Brazilian bank account of the PROFESSIONAL OF THE 
CUBAN HEALTH an amount, in Brazilian reais, to pay his annual registration in the 
corresponding Regional Council of Physicians in Brazil. 
 
For the registration of the first year the necessary amount is included in the bonus for the 
initial expenses of its installation. 
 
m) Guarantee that the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL during his stay in 
Brazilian territory under this Contract, continues to receive in Cuba all the labor and 
social security benefits that correspond to him according to Cuban legislation. 
 
n) Warn the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL through the acting personnel, when 
appropriate, about the strict confidentiality that should be kept about non-public 
information that is given to him in such condition or to which he has access by any means, 
in compliance with the work that you will perform or perform under this Contract, in 
Cuba and in Brazil, during the term of this Agreement and up to one year after its 
termination for any reason. 
 
o) Evaluate, through the Directorate of the Cuban Medical Mission in the Federative 
Republic of Brazil, the work performed by the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL, 
taking into account the criteria of the Ministry of Health of the municipality where he 
works. 
 
2.2 OF THE CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL: 
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a) Recognize by the present Contract that possesses the necessary qualification, capacity 
and experience that allows him to develop with quality and professional ethics the services 
agreed upon in the LEGAL INSTRUMENT and in this Contract. 
 
b) Comply with the duties, tasks and obligations contracted under the LEGAL 
INSTRUMENT that will be communicated to you before your departure from Cuba; in 
the 21 days of training that will be received upon arrival in the Federative Republic of 
Brazil and by the Directorate of the Cuban Medical Mission in Brazil. 
 
c) Respect and comply with the legislation in force in the Federative Republic of Brazil 
where it will provide its services, as well as its customs and traditions; also must observe 
the moral standards, professional ethics and formal education, regulations, codes, 
protocols of action, rules of coexistence established and other provisions in force in the 
institution where he will work, keeping due respect to his superiors and other colleagues 
and assuming your responsibility in case of breaking the aforementioned stipulations. 
 
d) To personally comply with the daily workday, with the work schedule, the guards and 
with the rest, that correspond to him, established in the institutions of the Federative 
Republic of Brazil where he will receive training and where he will provide his services, 
in accordance with the LEGAL INSTRUMENT subscribed. 
 
e) Refrain from rendering services and performing other activities in an institution 
different from the one in which it was located, nor services and activities that do not 
correspond to it by virtue of the LEGAL INSTRUMENT signed and this Contract, 
unless otherwise determined by prior authorization, in writing, from the highest 
Directorate of the Cuban Medical Mission in Brazil. In no situation the CUBAN 
HEALTH PROFESSIONAL may receive for the provision of services or performance of 
any activity remuneration other than that which he receives under this Contract. 
 
f) Enjoy thirty (30) days of paid holidays in Cuba, after working eleven (11) months under 
this Contract, with the necessary coordination with the Directorate of the Cuban Medical 
Mission in Brazil and with the Medical Collaboration Unit of MINSAP in Cuba, as 
appropriate, to determine the vacation period and for national and international 
transportation. 
 
g) Comply, with respect to their actions, with the provisions of Resolution No. 168 
"Disciplinary Regulations for Cuban Civil Workers Serving Abroad as Collaborators", 
dated March 29, 2010, issued by the Minister Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment of 
the Republic of Cuba, whose knowledge will receive in preparation prior to its departure 
abroad. 
 
h) Provide the documentation requested, necessary to carry out the corresponding 
procedures in the country where it will provide its services, in accordance with the 
LEGAL INSTRUMENT signed. 
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i) Keep the Passport and the Personal Cadastre (CPF) delivered by the Brazilian 
authorities in their possession, being their responsibility to update them as appropriate, 
as well as the loss, loss or deterioration of these. In case of loss or serious deterioration of 
these documents you must inform the Directorate of the Cuban Medical Mission in Brazil 
as soon as possible to process your replacement as established, the costs of which will be 
borne by the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL the costs they imply, what will be 
required in a timely manner. 
 
j) Comply with the Cuban legislation for contracting marriage with a foreign natural 
person, not being exempted from compliance with the obligations derived from the 
aforementioned LEGAL INSTRUMENT and from this Contract, unless otherwise 
determined by prior authorization, in writing, of the highest Directorate of the Cuban 
Medical Mission in Brazil. 
 
k) To recognize that the representatives designated by the Ministry of Public Health of 
the Republic of Cuba in the Directorate of the Cuban Medical Mission in the territory of 
Brazil are vested with the sufficient faculties to act on their behalf and representation 
before the Brazilian authorities and the PAHO / WHO, in accordance with the LEGAL 
INSTRUMENT signed. 
 
l) Open a bank account in Cuba and in the Federative Republic of Brazil, in the 
corresponding bank as indicated by CSMC and have a debit card to extract your balance. 
In case of modification of these, you must inform CSMC immediately through the 
Directorate of the Cuban Medical Mission in Brazil. 
 
m) In Cuba, if you wish, you can designate a cardholder who will open a bank account 
provided by CSMC, which will have a debit card to operate it. If you wish to change the 
cardholder, you will carry out this procedure directly with the bank, at your own expense. 
 
n) Assume all the risks in relation to the debit cards that are delivered to you and the 
cardholder, running before the corresponding bank with the procedures and expenses 
resulting from the loss or deterioration of these, which you will inform CSMC through of 
the Directorate of the Cuban Medical Mission in Brazil. 
 
o) Carry out with diligence the procedures of annual registration in the Regional Council 
of Physicians in the Federative Republic of Brazil. 
 
p) Communicate as quickly as possible to the Directorate of the Cuban Medical Brigade 
in the Federative Republic of Brazil any situation that may arise that affects your health, 
personal safety or compliance with their duties under this Contract. 
 
q) To inform the Directorate of the Cuban Medical Brigade in the Federative Republic of 
Brazil, in advance, of your intention to receive a visit from a relative or friend in the 
locality where you provide your services under this Contract; in the event of the visit, 
this will be entirely at your charge and must take all measures so that there is no effect 
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on the fulfilment of your duties and obligations in correspondence with the LEGAL 
INSTRUMENT signed and this Contract. 
 
r) Keep strict confidentiality on any non-public information received in such condition 
or to which you have access by any means, in compliance with the work that will be done 
or performed under this Contract, in Cuba and in Brazil. Said confidentiality is from the 
signing of this Contract and up to one year after its termination for any reason. 
 
s) Express your agreement with these terms and conditions, as well as acknowledge 
having received the information necessary for the fulfilment of your mission, as agreed in 
this Contract, by signing it. 
 
III. OTHER PACTS 
 
3.1 If the death of the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL occurs during the term of 
this Contract, the Directorate of the Cuban Medical Mission in Brazil will take all 
measures and all the corresponding procedures will be carried out for the repatriation. 
The Banks where the savings accounts of the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL are 
authorized in relation to this Contract will be communicated as soon as possible, so that 
the Bank may proceed according to the banking regulations and current legislation. 
 
3.2 This Contract shall enter into force upon signature by the Parties and shall be in force 
for the term to be rendered by the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL under the 
subscribed LEGAL INSTRUMENT, which shall be three (3) years, counted from his 
arrival at the Federative Republic of Brazil. 
 
3.3 This Contract may only be modified in writing, and must be duly signed by the 
Parties, in accordance with these binding provisions and the law. 
 
3.4 Both Parties may terminate this Agreement during its validity for duly justified 
reasons, after an overall analysis, which shall be communicated in writing with effect 
from the arrival in Cuba of the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL. This will be done 
without prejudice to the fulfilment of the pending obligations. 
 
3.5 CSMC, before the abandonment of the mission; refusal to return to the Cuban 
national territory and / or any other serious indiscipline on the part of the 
PROFESSIONAL OF THE CUBAN HEALTH, will observe the legislation in force in 
the Republic of Cuba to establish the corresponding claims and lawsuits with the objective 
of paying the debts and obligations pending of the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL 
and will enforce the provisions of the LEGAL INSTRUMENT and the Brazilian 
legislation, regarding the prohibition to the PROFESSIONAL OF CUBAN HEALTH of 
the exercise of the profession in Brazilian territory protected by the work permit and 
acquired medical record by reason of the LEGAL INSTRUMENT subscribed. 
 
IV. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
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4.1 The Parties will resolve amicably the discrepancies that arise in the execution and / 
or interpretation of this Contract. Once this route has been exhausted without reaching 
a reasonable understanding, the provisions of Resolution No. 168 "Disciplinary 
Regulations for Cuban Civil Workers Serving Abroad as Collaborators" will apply, dated 
March 29, 201 Or, issued by the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment of 
the Republic of Cuba and / or Cuban labor and civil legislation, as appropriate. 
 
Given, in Havana to the days of the month of 20. 
 

Name and surnames and signature of the 
Name and surnames and signature of the 
 

PROFESSIONAL OF THE CUBAN HEALTH 
official designated by CSMC 
 
... " 
 
1.1.8.2. Upon arrival in the country and during “mission”: academic 

degrees retention 
 
One of the most regrettable events that happens to professionals in missions is 
that, to avoid their "flight" or "desertion", their passports are withdrawn after 
arriving in the country of destination. This embargo, for seafarers, is stipulated 
in the Law of Cuba itself in Article 33 of Decree No. 26 "Regulation of the 
Migration Law" already referenced: 
 
"Decree No. 26" Regulation of the Migration Law " 
 
ARTICLE 33.- Officials appointed by the Minister of Transport or the Minister of the 
Food Industry, shall deliver to the captains of the maritime ships that make international 
voyages, with 72 hours prior to their departure, the passports of Marino of the members 
of their respective crews, for the purposes of dispatch. The captains will keep these 
passports in their custody during the trip, and will deliver them to the crew members 
only during their stay in foreign ports, or if their return to Cuba is carried out as a 
passenger in another maritime or air ship. Upon the return to Cuba of the maritime ship, 
and once the immigration clearance has been made, the Captain shall deliver the Marine 
passports of the crew members to the official designated for their custody by the Minister 
of Transport or the Minister of the Food Industry. The aforementioned officials may 
deliver the Passport of Marino directly to its owner, when he must travel abroad as a 
passenger, to enroll as a crew member in a Cuban maritime ship. " 
 
On the other hand, none of the professionals on mission travels with the 
approved passport agreed with other countries to travel. That passport is called 
a "current" (“Corriente”, or common) passport and is the one that is really valid 
for traveling. It is blue. 
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The professionals in mission travel with a red passport, which the authorities call 
"official", or "mission" (“Oficial”), but which only serves to enter the country 
granted by the mission agreement with that country, and is not approved by the 
destination countries to enter as a tourist or travel normally. Even so, to a large 
number of professionals in missions, the authorities, as the networks of forced 
prostitution practise, withdraw their passports and they are kept by the Cuban 
political police that accompanies the missions, the so-called "Chiefs of Mission". 
 
The testimonies of this complaint show this violation: 
 
• Traveling with red passport, not standard, or “Corriente”: 100% 
• After cossing the customs, already in the country of destination, a Cuban 

official took and kept my passport: 41,30% 
• Instead of the passport they gave me another alternative documentation 

(photocopy, country identity or other): 30,43% 
 
It is a terrible practice that the professionals assume as part of a submission and 
state of total servitude, caused as a consequence of the aforementioned during 
the exposition of the facts throughout this denunciation. Delivering the passport, 
however, gets them even more into the servile dependence at the hands of those 
who, after exposing the facts, we can call their "owners". 
 
The technique of retaining passports is well known by traffickers in different 
parts of the world. This is the case of pimps who deal with women destined for 
forced prostitution. When they know that they have no passport, they have an 
even greater dependence on their captors, something that adds dependence to 
other circumstances. 
 
These cases are similar to those of professionals in Cuban "missions", since a 
whole set of circumstances of coercion is enclosing the professional to create a 
total servitude under the mandate of Cuban officials and their assistants in the 
country of destination. 
 
In addition to the passport, when a doctor "deserts", Cuba sends to all the 
countries, for those who believe that said doctor is going to transit, a detention 
order at the border, to be deported. This has been experienced by not a few 
"defector" professionals. In this complaint, in addition, one of the 50 protected 
testimonies indicates that he/she was arrested at the border of Greece, was asked 
if he/she was a doctor, and the customs officials drew a list of Cuban deserters 
doctors to see if he/she was in it. After checking that he/she was i fact in it, a 
police officer told the immigration officials in Greece to ignore and let the doctor 
pass. He/She was in the transit to escape, with a few dollars left, and deportation 
would have been a total crash of his/her life, ending his/her days in jail. 
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Likewise, we have testimonies that have suffered the consequences that France, 
in order to grant a tourist visa to a Cuban citizen, first asks the Government of 
Cuba if it should or should not do so, in an attitude that, knowing the European 
country what the regime of Cuba is like, It does not seem the most appropriate 
measure. The visas with France are giving enormous problems to the Cuban 
professionals abroad because of this, because Cuba has a record of who can or 
cannot leave the island depending on whether they are qualified professionals or 
not, or based in other circumstances. 
 
1.1.8.3. Upon arrival in the country and during “mission”: retention of 

academic titles 
 
Another recriminable and incredible fact is that professionals must not leave 
Cuba with their titles or have them in their possession in the country of 
destination, and if they request them during the mission or after leaving, they 
are denied. It is regulated by Cuba’s Law. 
 
This fact was regulated for health sector professionals in the Ministerial 
Resolution 1 of January 8, 2010 of the Ministry of Public Health,210 for which 
being on missions or linked to work on behalf of the State (not "liberated") 
professionals could not have access to the legalization of their qualifications and 
work experience. 
 
In this regard, the testimonies of this cause show this reality: 
 
• "I did not have with me my legalised degree or diploma of studies": 76.09% 
• "Yes, I had my degree or diploma, but I took it and kept it secret to avoid retaliation": 

19.57% 
• "They impede me to have it": 47.83% 
 
This is doubly surprising since they are workers, many of them graduates, who 
exercise the most critical and delicate tasks, such as doctors, engineers and others, 
professions that in the countries of destination must be regulated and validated 
in order to exercise them. 
 
The government of Dilma Rousseff, to take the case, ignored this issue declaring 
the payments to doctors as "training bag", when in fact exercised as doctors, to 
bypass the Brazilian regulations in this regard. And this also caused Cuba to send 
not a few "doctors", who treated patients, but who were actually medical 
students. 
 
                                                 
 
210 Ministerial Resolution No. 1 of January 8, 2010 Ministry of Health: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PvpEk1S_KxmXwd2XYPIwSEyJOjBApXeU 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PvpEk1S_KxmXwd2XYPIwSEyJOjBApXeU
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In this regard, the opposition of Dilma Rousseff always maintained that doctors 
could not be kept practicing in their country, Brazil, as long as there was not a 
validation process that allowed knowing that Cuban doctors were really doctors. 
The controversy was confirmed when Jair Bolsonaro won the elections in Brazil, 
and Jair Bolsonaro transmitted three public aspects that had to be corrected in 
order to continue with the "Mais Médicos" program with Cuba: 211 212 213 214 
 
• That there be a process to validate Cuban doctors for practicing the profession 

in Brazil 
• That they were given the full salary that corresponded 
• That they be allowed to take their families to Brazil 
 
According to the Government of Cuba, these conditions were unacceptable and 
"threatening", 215 and decided to rescind the contract taking the 8,471 health 
workers present in Brazil, of which more than 800 accepted the proposal of the 
Government of Jair Bolsonaro and stayed in the country, becoming “deserters”. 
216 
 
When the workers, while on the "mission", try to request their title (issue a copy 
for them) they get a denial. Prior to 2014 this was regulated in the Ministry of 
Public Health, for example, by Ministerial Resolution 1/2010, which indicated: 
217 
 

                                                 
 
211 Deutsche Welle Brasil - "É trabalho escravo", diz Bolsonaro sobre o Mais Médicos: 
https://www.dw.com/pt-br/%C3%A9-trabalho-escravo-diz-bolsonaro-sobre-o-mais-m%C3%A9dicos/av-
46307238 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Xmjr3gN916PoWDputaEofM8U5g8czWr) 
212 Bolsonaro agrees that Cuban doctors stay ... with the full salary and with their families: 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-03-u1-e43231-s27061-bolsonaro-accede-medicos-cubanos-
queden-salario-integro-junto (alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gxOrKmIYHw-
J1tSAoqAoTX8dXSDmX57E) 
213 Twitter Jair Bolsonaro on Mais Médicos: 
https://twitter.com/jairbolsonaro/status/1062736657416364032 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r_AMCUFECbhHhXgriQrquXUWsnWwCJZh) 
214 Bolsonaro rejects the 'slavery' of Cuban doctors and the dictatorship withdraws them from Brazil: 
https://www.libremercado.com/2018-11-16/bolsonaro-rechaza-la-esclavitud-de-los-medicos-cubanos-y-
la-dictadura-los-retira-de-brasil-1276628359/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11v3L3ZQBNn2-oIOnGdMlkmCmSYtcSvYI) 
215 El Observador (AFP y EFE): Cuba retira a sus médicos de Brasil por “condiciones inaceptables” que 
puso Bolsonaro: https://www.elobservador.com.uy/nota/cuba-retira-a-sus-medicos-de-brasil-por-
condiciones-inaceptables-que-puso-bolsonaro-2018111416317 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UCo6M4u4qN4zQfAKbbkS_tev4ES9IlJJ) 
216 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba - 
Declaraciones de Díaz-Canel: http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-
una-historia-digna-heroica-gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q66PugUPgH-Uoz0sCh-Ak8x9c3QJRjHG) 
217 Ministerial Resolution No. 1 of January 8, 2010 Ministry of Health: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PvpEk1S_KxmXwd2XYPIwSEyJOjBApXeU 

https://www.dw.com/pt-br/%C3%A9-trabalho-escravo-diz-bolsonaro-sobre-o-mais-m%C3%A9dicos/av-46307238
https://www.dw.com/pt-br/%C3%A9-trabalho-escravo-diz-bolsonaro-sobre-o-mais-m%C3%A9dicos/av-46307238
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Xmjr3gN916PoWDputaEofM8U5g8czWr
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-03-u1-e43231-s27061-bolsonaro-accede-medicos-cubanos-queden-salario-integro-junto
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-03-u1-e43231-s27061-bolsonaro-accede-medicos-cubanos-queden-salario-integro-junto
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gxOrKmIYHw-J1tSAoqAoTX8dXSDmX57E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gxOrKmIYHw-J1tSAoqAoTX8dXSDmX57E
https://twitter.com/jairbolsonaro/status/1062736657416364032
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r_AMCUFECbhHhXgriQrquXUWsnWwCJZh
https://www.libremercado.com/2018-11-16/bolsonaro-rechaza-la-esclavitud-de-los-medicos-cubanos-y-la-dictadura-los-retira-de-brasil-1276628359/
https://www.libremercado.com/2018-11-16/bolsonaro-rechaza-la-esclavitud-de-los-medicos-cubanos-y-la-dictadura-los-retira-de-brasil-1276628359/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11v3L3ZQBNn2-oIOnGdMlkmCmSYtcSvYI
https://www.elobservador.com.uy/nota/cuba-retira-a-sus-medicos-de-brasil-por-condiciones-inaceptables-que-puso-bolsonaro-2018111416317
https://www.elobservador.com.uy/nota/cuba-retira-a-sus-medicos-de-brasil-por-condiciones-inaceptables-que-puso-bolsonaro-2018111416317
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UCo6M4u4qN4zQfAKbbkS_tev4ES9IlJJ
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-una-historia-digna-heroica-gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-21/los-medicos-cubanos-han-escrito-una-historia-digna-heroica-gloriosa-e-internacionalista-21-12-2018-23-12-10
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q66PugUPgH-Uoz0sCh-Ak8x9c3QJRjHG
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PvpEk1S_KxmXwd2XYPIwSEyJOjBApXeU
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“FIRST: Authorize the obtaining and legalization of teaching documents, 
working time, non-disqualification in the exercise of the profession and others 
issued by the Ministry of Public Health to take effect abroad, for professionals 
and health technicians, which are requested through the International Legal 
Consultancies, Specialized Law Firms or other institutions authorized by the 
Ministry of Justice, when these people have the labor release to emigrate, of 
definite or indefinite type, issued by the Minister of Public Health, so they can 
perform these procedures before making effective their exit from the country.” 
 
The word "liberation" employed insistently by the Government of Cuba in its 
legislation is highly descriptive of what the professionals who work for the 
Government of Cuba inside and outside the island suffer from. 
 
By means of Ministerial Resolution 1/2010 it is clear that these professionals 
could not obtain their qualifications unless they were "liberated", that is to say, 
not active in the labor system of their profession, precisely the opposite that 
happens in the rest of the countries of the world, where to work in the profession 
in which a degree is required, it must always be accessible and be presented by 
the professional wherever it may be required. 
 
In 2014, the situation changed through Agreement 7538 Council of Ministers of 
March 4, 2014, 218 and, for health professionals, Ministerial Resolution 276-2014 
of the Ministry of Public Health,219 that apparently did not set restrictions to this 
legalization, but it was temporarily. 
 
Since October 18, 2017, the Ministry of Public Health gave orders to all agencies 
responsible for legalizing documents so that they would not legalized them "for 
health professionals and technicians who are in compliance with a collaborative mission 
or in international events, anywhere in the world, and to those who have been granted 
permission to travel abroad" thus returning to the situation prior to March 2014. 
 
It should be noted that, although the Ministry of Public Health's orders to the 
responsible entities have been made without publication in the Official Bulletin 
or public legal provision, it was made as an internal executive provision, given 
that Cuban legislation provides the Ministries plenty powers to change 
regulations that, like this one, affect the activities of the National Organization of 
Collective Law Firms (hereinafter, the ONBC) and governmental entities with the 
functions of legalizing this type of documents. 
 

                                                 
 
218 Agreement 7538 Council of Ministers of March 4, 2014: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11gS3mmuoVr3GUMSvYjzz-frRwZPjuZso 
219 Ministerial Resolution 276/2014 of the Ministry of Public Health: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15TW6gLl6C1kkkHd-Jlm0NIPsOpEw9q0Z 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=11gS3mmuoVr3GUMSvYjzz-frRwZPjuZso
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15TW6gLl6C1kkkHd-Jlm0NIPsOpEw9q0Z
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1.1.8.3.1. How an internal executive provision imposes to a provision of Law in 
Cuba 

 
As we have said, the prohibition to legalize academic documents has been 
intermittent in Cuba, at the legislative level. For many years, most of them, it has 
been forbidden to emigrate if the owner was not "liberated", as was the case, for 
example, with Ministerial Decree 1/2010 for health professionals, as we have 
indicated. Agreement 7538 Council of Ministers of March 4, 2014 gave way, 
however, to a period from 2014 to 2017 in which the legalization of these 
documents was "a little more" accessible. However, given that this Agreement 
indicates the need to contract legalization through the so-called Collective Law 
Offices (a State organization), the control of the State has always been complete. 
 
In October of 2017 it became official that these firms could not process 
legalizations for professionals "not released", that is, when they are on missions 
or linked to a job in the interior of the country. 
 
A Public Law is not necessary to change the provisions of Agreement 7538 
Council of Ministers of March 4, 2014. As we have indicated, the legalization of 
documents is carried out by professionals necessarily through signing of a 
contract with the aforementioned Collective Law Offices, as it was said in 
Agreement No. 7538: 
 
“THIRD: Individuals, resident in the national territory or abroad, or their 
representatives, in order to obtain teaching documents that have effect abroad, sign a 
Legal Services Contract with any of the civil service companies authorized to carry out 
these services, or with the collective units and offices of the National Organization of 
Collective Law Firms; hereinafter 'authorized legal services entities'. The requests made 
by the Cuban consular offices abroad are processed through the International Legal 
Consultancy S.A.” 
 
These Law Firms are one more body of the Ministry of Justice and, in addition, 
they depend on the different ministries in each area, as we will demonstrate in 
the next section, so there are two ways to contravene previous orders: 
 
a) Any provision located under Decree-Law no. 199 on the Security and 

Protection of Official Information, may issue non-public provisions that 
contravene Ministerial Resolutions made public in advance. 

b) b) The executive capacity over the Collective Law Firms and other companies 
that serve the same purpose is matrix, being owned by the Ministry of Public 
Health, for example, the regulation at all times of the conditions in which said 
law firms give or not service, perform or no contracts, and with what 
limitations, in the sectoral scope of said Ministry. 
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In this case we know that it was an executive order of the Ministry of Public 
Health what caused the veto of the legalization of academic documents in 2017. 
 
In the first place, in the Cuban State there is no society that does not depend 
administratively on it, since private property is not allowed by the Constitution 
itself, 220 and much more in terms of entities that control the means of production. 
And this is the case with the Collective Law Offices, structured hierarchically by 
the National Organization of Collective Law Firms (ONBC). 
 
This dependency of the Collective Law Offices from the Ministry of Justice and 
other Ministries, can also be demonstrated by numerous means, both the 
declaration of the Collective Law Offices themselves and the Cuban Law, 
cumbersome, tangential, even opaque, but finally decipherable: 
 
- Indeed, this is indicated by the ONBC website itself: 221 
 
“The Council of Ministers of the Revolutionary Government issued on April 25, 1966, 
Law No. 1189, by which the registration of lawyers in the Registry of the Ministry of 
Justice was ordered as a requirement for professional practice, eliminating the control of 
the tuition until that date held by the Colleges. This measure, together with the creation 
of Collective Law Firms as units for the provision of legal services, was the first step in 
the elimination of the legal profession as a private practice in the country. Over time, the 
Collective Law Office became a dependency of the Ministry of Justice, what affiliated this 
form of exercising the profession to what is known internationally as State Advocacy.” 
 
The Law of June 8, 1984, Decree-Law No. 81 "On the practice of Law and the 
ONBC", 222 later to Law No. 1189, indicates in article 2 that "the exercise of the legal 
profession is free". 
 
Affirmanti incumbit probatio but, like many of the laws promoted by the 
Government of Cuba after 1959, after progressively controlling the Government 
each and every one of the State institutions, civilians, public and private property 
and all the exercises of the public function, including the judicial power, said 
article, argumentum ad logicam, far from articulating said presumed freedom, it 
enters into a flagrant contradiction in the same Decree-Law, and this article must 
therefore be presumed ineffective, when in Article 3 it is shown that, as a 

                                                 
 
220 Constitution of Cuba until 2019 (https://drive.google.com/open?id=1euEn-
en61tOwx0RJengP7OyxAjBIVh9e) y desde 2019 
(https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MSsexePCQF7nQ9iFAcOXyLAQfeCVa81o). 
221 Extract from the official website of the Organización Nacional de Bufetes Colectivos de Cuba: 
http://www.onbc.cu/historia (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18M4u4pmKjoQDh2rrNOy5Z-Ql2Vuegx_K) 
222 Law of June 8, 1984, Decree Law No. 81 and Ministerial Resolution No. 142 of the Ministry of 
Justice, or Regulation: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_9cn4_Q6hS-YF1WsPhcACYgqUOa5Xap6 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1euEn-en61tOwx0RJengP7OyxAjBIVh9e
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1euEn-en61tOwx0RJengP7OyxAjBIVh9e
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MSsexePCQF7nQ9iFAcOXyLAQfeCVa81o
http://www.onbc.cu/historia
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18M4u4pmKjoQDh2rrNOy5Z-Ql2Vuegx_K
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_9cn4_Q6hS-YF1WsPhcACYgqUOa5Xap6
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requirement to practice law, the lawyer must not only have his title validated and 
valid, but also, 
 
“…is required to be admitted to the practice of law by the National Organization of 
Collective Law Firms” 
 
It is noteworthy that the Collective Law Offices have a certainly broad 
subordination of the Bodies of the Central State Administration, submission 
reinforced by the Agreement for Administrative Control, number 2817, of the 
Executive Committee of the Council of Ministers, of November 25, 1994, that 
establishes the duties, attributions and common functions of the Organisms of 
the Central Administration of the State, corresponding to the leaders of these 
and, according to the disposition in numeral 4 of the Third section, to dictate the 
 
"regulations, resolutions and other provisions of mandatory compliance for the body 
system; and, where appropriate, for the other agencies, the local bodies of popular 
power, state entities, the cooperative, mixed, private sector and the population." 
 
The Decree-Law No. 81, 223 indicates the necessary "admission" in the Collective 
Law Offices, but does not mention, neither the Law nor the Regulation, the 
requirements or the mechanism for it, therefore the lawyers of rights do not have 
to face the non-admission. It merely indicates: 
 
“ARTICLE 17.- The lawyers that aspire to enter the National Organization of Collective 
Law Offices, must present their request before the corresponding Provincial Director. 
 
The Provincial Director will raise the request, together with his duly substantiated 
opinion, to the National Board of Directors within the following ten calendar days. The 
National Board of Directors will resolve the request within the thirty calendar days 
following the receipt of the request.” 
 
Article 2 of the Law of June 8, 1984, Decree-Law No. 81 "On the practice of Law 
and ONBC" is ineffective, therefore, in clear contradiction with the subsequent 
article, which disables it because the cited "admission", an indispensable 
requirement for the practice of law, is not regulated in any way, being exercised 
arbitrarily by the political power. 
 
1.1.8.3.1.1. Direct dependency to the Ministry of Justice 
 
Further, the ONBC's dependency on the Ministry of Justice is deduced from the 
fact that the National Board of the ONBC, as indicated in Decree-Law No. 81 
Articles 20 and 11, reports: 
                                                 
 
223 Law of June 8, 1984, Decree Law No. 81 and Ministerial Resolution No. 142 of the Ministry of 
Justice, or Regulation: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_9cn4_Q6hS-YF1WsPhcACYgqUOa5Xap6 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_9cn4_Q6hS-YF1WsPhcACYgqUOa5Xap6
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• "periodically, to the Ministry of Justice on the development of its activities 

and of the disciplinary measures that it applies to Provincial Directors and of 
Units of Law Firms, and the member attorneys, as well as the registrations 
and dismissals that take place in the Organization" and "to submit for the 
consideration of the Ministry of Justice, the fee for the collection of legal 
services provided by the Organization " 

• "periodically, to the Ministry of Justice on the development of its activities" 
 
And, finally, it is conclusive that, in Law No. 81 itself, special provisions is set: 
 
“FIRST: It corresponds to the Ministry of Justice to exercise high inspection, supervision 
and control of the activity of the National Organization of Collective Law Firms 
and its members. It is also the responsibility of the Ministry of Justice to dictate the 
Regulation of this Decree Law, as well as any other provision or regulation necessary 
for its application.” 
 
SECOND: It corresponds to the provincial bodies of the People's Power, through the 
provincial directorates of Justice, to inspect the units of collective law offices 
located in their respective territories, and participate, at the request of the Ministry of 
Justice, in the inspections that it carries out." 
 
It is the Ministry of Justice who therefore defines the remuneration of lawyers 
and their services and to whom the activities, disciplinary measures and the 
additions and deletions of the members are reported, and who has absolute 
control over the activity of the ONBC and its members. 
 
Since, in addition, the members (lawyers) win their salary from public funds 
from the Ministry of Justice and the State, the members are, de facto and in all 
their possible dimensions, employees of the Ministry of Justice. 
 
1.1.8.3.1.2. Matrix hierarchy 
 
But the ONBC also has a hierarchical submission to other Ministries, so that the 
hierarchical organization of definition and control is direct from the Minister of 
Justice, being the hierarchy at the functional level matrix, and each Ministry has 
in its power to dictate the actions of the ONBC in what concerns its scope. 
 
An example, among dozens, is Ministerial Resolution 1/2010 of the Ministry of 
Public Health, 224  where the services of obtaining and legalizing documents of 
the ONBC are regulated, in which it is indicated in the "WHEREAS" second: 

                                                 
 
224 Ministerial Resolution No. 1 of January 8, 2010 Ministry of Health: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PvpEk1S_KxmXwd2XYPIwSEyJOjBApXeU 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PvpEk1S_KxmXwd2XYPIwSEyJOjBApXeU
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 “The Agreement for administrative control, number 2817, of the Executive 
Committee of the Council of Ministers, of November 25, 1994, adopted in accordance 
with the Sixth and Seventh Final Provisions of Decree-Law No. 147 'On the 
Reorganization of the Organisms of The Central State Administration of April 21, 1994, 
establishes the duties, attributions and common functions of the Organisms of 
the Central State Administration, corresponding to their heads [Ministers and 
Vice-Ministers], in accordance with the provisions of the numeral 4, paragraph Three, 
'Dictate, within the limits of its powers and competence, regulations, 
resolutions and other provisions of mandatory compliance for the system of the 
body; and, where appropriate, for the other agencies, the local bodies of popular power, 
state entities, the cooperative, mixed, private sector and the population” 
 
The Ministry of Public Health is competent to dictate Ministerial Resolution 
1/2010 that regulates the services of the ONBC, therefore, thanks to the 
Agreement for administrative control, number 2817, of the Executive Committee 
of the Council of Ministers, of November 25, 1994, which grants said capacity 
through its third section, paragraph four. 
 
In a large part of the ministerial resolutions of the different ministries of the 
Republic of Cuba, when it comes to issuing norms for the ONBC or other State 
agencies, when they depend hierarchically on another Ministry, as in this case 
the ONBC, mention is made of to that matrix capacity of power granted by 
Decree-Law 2817 of the Executive Committee of the Council of Ministers, of 
November 25, 1994, as can be read in numerous ministerial resolutions of each 
Ministry in its "WHEREAS". 
 
The control of this body, for all the arguments in the preceding paragraphs, is 
directly state, dependent on the State through the Ministry of Justice in terms of 
management and by each Ministry in the scope of what affects them, and 
therefore the Article 2 of said Decree-Law No. 81 ("the exercise of the legal 
profession is free") is without effect thanks to multiple sections of the same Law 
and others of the State, and it is concluded that an order of any Ministry, except 
that between in collision with others of another Ministry, it is an executive order 
for the ONBC, and that this organization is an Organization directly intervened 
by the State. Its members and their admission, as well as their control (Law No. 
81, special provisions), is clear without any doubt, they depend directly on the 
Minister of Justice. 
 
1.1.8.3.1.3. Direct orders that derogate legal provisions 
 
When the Agreement for administrative control, number 2817, of the Executive 
Committee of the Council of Ministers indicates the executive orders that a 
Ministry can dictate in order to control in what matters to "organisms; and where 
appropriate, for the other agencies, the local bodies of popular power, state entities, the 
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cooperative, mixed, private sector and the population.", indicates the following: 
"Regulations", "Resolutions", "Other provisions of mandatory fulfilment". Although 
Decree 62 on norms for publication in the Official Gazette indicates the rules for 
the publication and entry into force of any provision, its second special provision, 
which refers to Decree-Law no. 199 on the Security and Protection of Official 
Information, 225 which repealed the previous State Secrecy Law, confers broad, 
unlimited powers for the non-publication of provisions by each State Ministry 
and, therefore, create non-public executive orders, orders that, if they are referred 
to a broad list of matters that can be considered classified, each organization 
executes them without any transparency. This mechanism is one that allows 
acting “de facto” and under a cord in any area, also in those that affect the ONBC. 
 
Therefore, the matrix power of the Ministries goes beyond even the mere 
regulation and executive orders with the rank of Public Law of the various 
Ministries over the ONBC and the exercise, therefore, of the legal profession. Any 
other provision (and it is understood that a direct order from the Ministry is 
sufficient, provided that the Minister of the order is within the scope of its 
ministerial powers) is sufficient for the body, in this case the ONBC, to act 
accordingly and under mandate. 
 
From all the previous arguments it is deducted that: 
 
1) An internal disposition from the Ministry of Justice, or from the Ministry of 

Public Health, or any Ministry, can apply immediately to the practice of the 
Law and to the Collective Law Firms. 

2) The Ministries can, using the Sole Final Provision of the Agreement of the 
Council of Ministers 7538 of March 4, 2014, 226 dictate internal rules for any 
sphere of action of the Collective Law Firms and the Legal Profession, 
including those that contravene the current Law. 

 
1.1.8.3.1.4. Prohibition of delivery of academic legalizations 
 
In this way, the order of the Ministry of Health was executed on October 18, 2017, 
which we know only by an email from the ONBC leader that was leaked, 227 and 
that gave an immediate mandate, contrary to Ministerial Resolution 276-2014 of 
the Ministry of Public Health, 228 not to provide legalized documents of degree 
                                                 
 
225 Decree-Law No. 199: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KnV_q7A4ls4epSU_GJRRlvJWrJT5p0oJ  
226 Sole final provision of the Agreement of the Council of Ministers 7538 of March 4, 2014: "The 
agencies of the Central State Administration and the legal services entities referred to herein, establish 
the necessary internal provisions for the purpose of better compliance with the provisions of this 
standard. ": https://drive.google.com/open?id=11gS3mmuoVr3GUMSvYjzz-frRwZPjuZso 
227 Email scanned: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ami6KtZlPWkp16PVIvUBNzCUxb-_7P_P 
228 Ministerial Resolution 276-2014 of the Ministry of Public Health: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15TW6gLl6C1kkkHd-Jlm0NIPsOpEw9q0Z 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KnV_q7A4ls4epSU_GJRRlvJWrJT5p0oJ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11gS3mmuoVr3GUMSvYjzz-frRwZPjuZso
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ami6KtZlPWkp16PVIvUBNzCUxb-_7P_P
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15TW6gLl6C1kkkHd-Jlm0NIPsOpEw9q0Z
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or experience to any Cuban professional who was in the so-called 
"internationalist" work missions, thus depriving them of their degree and 
avoiding their possible "desertion". 
 
Any interest of any Ministry may involve a direct order to the ONBC to act and 
control its members or candidates through the capacity of admission, the 
dismissal of the legal profession, the salary and the position of work. The control 
is total and matrix. 
 
No lawyer can escape the reality that they are officials of the Ministry of Justice 
in all facets that a professional can be controlled, and furthermore by all 
Ministries. 
 
The ONBC is clearly, and as we have shown, an official body of the Ministry of 
Justice that serves all Ministries in a matrix structure. Little would matter, then, 
how the election of the governing body of the ONBC takes place, though in this 
there is also arbitrariness in Law No. 81 itself and Ministerial Resolution No. 142 
of the Ministry of Justice. 
 
1.1.8.3.2. The order of titles and work experience embargo 
 
The Collective Law Offices are receiving from year to year, therefore, different 
guidelines from different Ministries to prevent the legalization of the 
qualifications of professionals in "external" mission. We have had access to one 
of the orders by an email sent to all the Collective Law Offices by the National 
Coordinator of the Specialized Services Law Firms (B.E.S.) in Cuba, Luis César 
Rodríguez, on October 18, 2017 at 12:29 p.m. 
 
In an email, 229 of subject "URGENT - INDICATION OF THE COORDINATOR 
OF THE BES", sent directly by Luis César Rodríguez, he indicated: 
 
“TO BUFFET DIRECTORS: 
 
The Ministry of Public Health once again prohibited the LEGALIZATIONS OF 
ACADEMIC DOCUMENTS and ALL TYPES of health professionals and technicians 
who are IN COMPLIANCE WITH ANY MISSION OF COLLABORATION or in 
INTERNATIONAL EVENTS ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD and to those who 
HAVE BEEN GRANTED PERMISSION FOR TEMPORARY TRIP TO THE 
OUTSIDE. 
 

                                                 
 
229 Email scanned: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ami6KtZlPWkp16PVIvUBNzCUxb-_7P_P 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ami6KtZlPWkp16PVIvUBNzCUxb-_7P_P
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The issuance of the documents prepared by the National Human Resources Directorate 
of MINSAP (certifications: habilitation, compliance with social service, years of work and 
work experience) was also prohibited. 
 
BY THE IMPORTANCE OF THE THEME THEY SHOULD IMMEDIATELY 
INFORM ALL THE HEADS OF TEAMS, LAWYERS AND TECHNICIANS OF THE 
BUFETES, TO PREVENT CONTRACTING THOSE MATTERS 
 
Best regards. 
 
M.Sc Luis César Rodríguez 
BES Coordinator” 
 
The Circular Letter also indicates the prohibition of the issuance of documents 
by the division of Human Resources of the Ministry of Public Health (MINSAP), 
to said persons, of certifications related to: qualification, completion of the Social 
Service, years worked and work experience. 
 
In other words, the government seized the issuance of the degrees and 
certification of student grades, as well as the files and information for the 
graduates, as already made Ministerial Resolution No. 1 of January 8, 2010 
Ministry of Health, 230 which was in force until 2014, and the previous laws, 
which established that in order to obtain titles and other documents of work life, 
training and others related to studies and the profession previously the 
professionals had to be "liberated": “FIRST: Authorize the obtaining and legalization 
of teaching documents, working time, non-disqualification in the exercise of the 
profession and others issued by the Ministry of Public Health to take effect abroad, 
professionals and health technicians, who they are requested through the International 
Legal Consultancies, Specialized Law Firms or other institutions authorized by the 
Ministry of Justice, when these people have the labor liberation to emigrate, of 
definite and indefinite type, issued by the Minister of Public Health, so they can 
perform these procedures before making effective your exit from the country.”. 
 
And, as we have seen in previous sections of this claim, there is no mechanism of 
"liberation", except as Ministerial Resolutions 143/2003 and 144/2003 make 
explicit: 231  the decision of the corresponding Vice-Minister of the Ministry, for a 
professional who wishes to emigrate abroad. 
 

                                                 
 
230 Ministerial Resolution No. 1 of January 8, 2010 Ministry of Health: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PvpEk1S_KxmXwd2XYPIwSEyJOjBApXeU 
231 Ministerial Resolutions 143/2003 and 144/2003: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pfHKZegLnyHEGUAwis5GytymJFGQRllj 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PvpEk1S_KxmXwd2XYPIwSEyJOjBApXeU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pfHKZegLnyHEGUAwis5GytymJFGQRllj
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Logically this has been picked up by international media where, for the target 
audience, the news was important,232 the facebook group "We Are Not Deserters" 
which brings together 8,000 professionals who have emigrated on "mission", 233 
medicine blogs, 234 and law firms Juridical dependents of the Government of 
Cuba. 235 The government of Cuba, Mr. Luis César Rodríguez, and the ONBC, 
with their silence since 2017 regarding the email, have given validation to it. 
Indeed, in fact, it is executed as established by said email as proven also by the 
testimonies of the health graduates who have declared for the current complaint. 
 
The facebook group "Somos Somos Desertores" published on August 1 a 
compendium of the situation to which the professionals in "mission" are 
subjected, and some applicable Cuban legislation, 236 very aptly. In its final part, 
it concluded: 
 
“… 
In short, the Cuban professional: 
(…) 
 

• If he could do so or if he abandons an employment contract and decides to settle 
abroad, his qualifications will be denied and he will not be able to prove 
his professional training or his work trajectory which would prevent him 
from practicing his profession outside his country. 

• He cannot return to visit his country or be with his family and, 
• if all this were not enough, he is sentenced to three to eight years in prison if he 

decides to return before eight years of punishment (whose written letter is not 
formalized on public domain). 

…” 
 
The measure of seizure of the degrees and professional history is executed de 
facto by the government of Cuba, by an internal order, without explicit legal 
                                                 
 
232 Media links to the news: Cibercuba -2018- (https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-22-u192519-
e192519-s27061-cuba-prohibe-bufetes-legalizar-documentos-medicos-queden, alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IVoZ-KBzluuVpCLVvJyNYsJ_IxAMGsuC), américatevé – 
17/11/2017: https://www.americateve.com/los-medicos-cuba-no-podran-legalizar-sus-titulos-mandato-
del-regimen-n972790 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=176UqsZvIoYnFzcsTLiFKoygPJ9oDxoMn) 
233 Link of the news in the union "We are not deserters” (2018): https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/el-
otro-embargo-minsap-mais-m%C3%A9dicos-y-las-titulaciones (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16ZhQSDC1nnXXNfEgaglWfTWWyo7rgeEM) 
234 Link to the news (2017): http://medicinacubana.blogspot.com/2017/11/de-nuevo-se-prohibe-la-
legalizacion-de.html (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hgVqFEQQDvfL1QRbdGlh9es3lJG_rt-L) 
235 CubaLegalInfo: http://cubalegalinfo.com/documentos-docentes-medicos (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dyKn6Jd-RQ-7UC2MasyMu-fcDR3wgpWW) 
236 Cuba, the Law and the abandonment of labor functions: https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/cuba-la-
ley-y-el-abandono-de-funciones-laborales (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12A6Erva8WsE2C2Pj46XqC7n7ClYOrzwW) 

https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-22-u192519-e192519-s27061-cuba-prohibe-bufetes-legalizar-documentos-medicos-queden
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-22-u192519-e192519-s27061-cuba-prohibe-bufetes-legalizar-documentos-medicos-queden
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IVoZ-KBzluuVpCLVvJyNYsJ_IxAMGsuC
https://www.americateve.com/los-medicos-cuba-no-podran-legalizar-sus-titulos-mandato-del-regimen-n972790
https://www.americateve.com/los-medicos-cuba-no-podran-legalizar-sus-titulos-mandato-del-regimen-n972790
https://drive.google.com/open?id=176UqsZvIoYnFzcsTLiFKoygPJ9oDxoMn
https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/el-otro-embargo-minsap-mais-m%C3%A9dicos-y-las-titulaciones
https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/el-otro-embargo-minsap-mais-m%C3%A9dicos-y-las-titulaciones
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16ZhQSDC1nnXXNfEgaglWfTWWyo7rgeEM
http://medicinacubana.blogspot.com/2017/11/de-nuevo-se-prohibe-la-legalizacion-de.html
http://medicinacubana.blogspot.com/2017/11/de-nuevo-se-prohibe-la-legalizacion-de.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hgVqFEQQDvfL1QRbdGlh9es3lJG_rt-L
http://cubalegalinfo.com/documentos-docentes-medicos
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dyKn6Jd-RQ-7UC2MasyMu-fcDR3wgpWW
https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/cuba-la-ley-y-el-abandono-de-funciones-laborales
https://nosomosdesertores.com/blog/f/cuba-la-ley-y-el-abandono-de-funciones-laborales
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12A6Erva8WsE2C2Pj46XqC7n7ClYOrzwW
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provision that indicates it, although, as we have shown, it is not necessary to do 
it because of the hierarchical dependence from the ONBC to the Ministry of 
Justice, and functional with respect to the rest of the Ministries. 
 
A part of this problem, doctors "deserters" who have been denied the legalization 
of their titles claim that the Government (the Bufetes) charge for services in 
advance amounts of around $ 400, and then return the titles without legalizing 
but still keep the money. 237 Likewise, CubaLegalInfo indicates it on its website, 
238 The same indicates the CubaLegalInfo website, 239 where it explains that the 
Ministry of Public Health will only issue academic or labour documents to 
certain groups of health workers: 
 
“As far as it was known, the academic and labor documents will be issued and / or certified 
by the MINSAP in correspondence with the occupational, contractual or migratory 
status of the health professional as it appears registered in the internal controls of that 
organization and other institutional databases . 
 
The possible classification categories of health professionals, whether or not to issue 
academic or employment documents, would be (may be defined with other qualifiers): 
 
• Present in the country and active within the National Health System of Cuba (SNS): 

YES 
• Present in the country and active in the SNS, with request for a temporary visit 

abroad for specific matters: NO 
• Present in the country and active in the SNS, with request for release from the health 

sector: NO 
• Present in the country not active in the SNS, pending approval of the application for 

official release of the health sector: NO 
• Present in the country not active in the SNS, officially released from the health sector: 

YES 
• Assets within the SNS authorized for temporary visits abroad for specific matters: 

NO 
• Active in the SNS in compliance with medical missions, collaboration or on 

official visits: NO 
• Officially released from the SNS with residence abroad (Residence Permit Abroad, or 

PRE) or emigrants: YES 

                                                 
 
237 “The move of Cuba with doctors who want to legalize papers: the denial costs money”: 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-23-u192519-e192519-s27061-jugada-cuba-medicos-
solicitan-legalizacion-papeles-les (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1imlqRHyhU9GCp6pJEK3JWNeVUcZQNGnT) 
238 CubaLegalInfo: http://cubalegalinfo.com/documentos-docentes-medicos (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dyKn6Jd-RQ-7UC2MasyMu-fcDR3wgpWW) 
239 CubaLegalInfo: http://cubalegalinfo.com/documentos-docentes-medicos (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dyKn6Jd-RQ-7UC2MasyMu-fcDR3wgpWW) 

https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-23-u192519-e192519-s27061-jugada-cuba-medicos-solicitan-legalizacion-papeles-les
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-23-u192519-e192519-s27061-jugada-cuba-medicos-solicitan-legalizacion-papeles-les
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1imlqRHyhU9GCp6pJEK3JWNeVUcZQNGnT
http://cubalegalinfo.com/documentos-docentes-medicos
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dyKn6Jd-RQ-7UC2MasyMu-fcDR3wgpWW
http://cubalegalinfo.com/documentos-docentes-medicos
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dyKn6Jd-RQ-7UC2MasyMu-fcDR3wgpWW
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• Not released from the SNS who traveled abroad on specific or official matters and did 
not return to the country in the foreseen time, or have not joined their work: NO 

• Those considered defectors of medical missions, collaborations or official visits: NO 
• Any other case at the MINSAP discretionary assessment: NO 
 
From the indications issued, it is deduced that, the MINSAP will ONLY EXPEDITE 
and CERTIFY the academic and labor documents requested by the professionals of the 
health sector included in sections: 1, 5 and 8. 
 
The rest of the health professionals or their representatives who request the entities of 
authorized legal services to obtain, certify and legalize documents to have effects abroad, 
will be warned by their staff of the impossibility of providing the full service if not were 
included in categories 1, 5 and 8, under penalty of losing, the customer, the payment for 
the official rate, while the processing entity would carry out its efforts regardless of the 
refusal of MINSAP to issue and / or certify the academic and labor documents.” 
 
An example of a victim of this procedure, who has reported her case in the media 
and who has collected the newspaper CiberCuba is Rosa (pseudonym), where 
the process is given in detail, and photos of the returned papers are shown, and 
how the tragedy is lived and expressed, and the high costs involved240. 
 
1.1.8.3.3. Purpose of the seizure of the academic titles 
 
The retention of the academic title, and prevent professionals to have them, has 
obvious aims. In case of wanting to leave the mission and prosper in any 
alternative country, they will never have access to demonstrate that they are 
doctors, engineers, lawyers, and this will be another highly limitation factor, of 
the first degree, that will prevent them from being able to leave the "mission". 
 
Soon after arriving, in case they were not there when they were in Cuba, they are 
already in the hands of the mission official to an indescribable degree. They do 
not have a passport, they do not have family members, they do not have their 
qualifications, and they will be subject to rules of conduct that violate the most 
basic basic human rights, as we will see below. 
 
1.1.8.4. Within the “mission”: behavior and discipline regulations 
 
After all that has been described above, the professionals are already prepared to 
assume rules of behavior that govern the missions and that are difficult to believe 
if they were not regulated by the Cuban Law, publicly, through Resolution No. 

                                                 
 
240 “The move of Cuba with doctors who want to legalize papers: the denial costs money”: 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-23-u192519-e192519-s27061-jugada-cuba-medicos-
solicitan-legalizacion-papeles-les (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1imlqRHyhU9GCp6pJEK3JWNeVUcZQNGnT) 

https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-23-u192519-e192519-s27061-jugada-cuba-medicos-solicitan-legalizacion-papeles-les
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-23-u192519-e192519-s27061-jugada-cuba-medicos-solicitan-legalizacion-papeles-les
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1imlqRHyhU9GCp6pJEK3JWNeVUcZQNGnT
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168 of 2010 of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment of Cuba. 241 
This regulation that controls some fundamental aspects of the behavior that is 
required to be obeyed by Cuban workers in "mission" of all sectors. Previously 
to this resolution there were other almost identical regulations, also with the rank 
of Law and public, such as Resolution No. 38, dated June 27, 2005, of the Minister 
for Foreign Investment and Economic Cooperation. 242 
 
Both regulations, as well as the rest that apply to the behavior regulations in 
the "missions", clearly indicate that they are regulations for civilian workers 
("Disciplinary Regulation for Cuban civil workers"), so there is no possible 
excuse for the slave treatment that these regulations establish. 
 
Beginning with the Regulation No. 38 of June 27, 2005, of the Minister for Foreign 
Investment and Economic Collaboration, it is worth highlighting some points 
that are highly representative of the degree of submission and control that has 
always been exercised over the Cuban professionals: 
 
“CHAPTER III- OF THE DUTIES OF THE WORKERS: 
… 
 
h) Return to Cuba at the end of his mission, on the date and through the means of 
transportation indicated by the entity that sent him."[Note: one of the main focuses 
is to avoid emigration, therefore, if he/she did not return to Cuba he/she lost the 
rights on the retained salary, 37% of the total, in addition to other damages even 
more serious that we will see later. The Criminal Code of Cuba, in its article 135, 
as we have seen, imposes prison sentences of up to 8 years for workers who do 
not return to Cuba after working abroad on behalf of the State]. 
 
"k) Inform the immediate superior chief, sufficiently in advance of his/her agreement, 
about the intention to marry in the country where he/she provides the services." 
[Note: it is surprising that in the Official Gazette of the Government, where all 
the laws are published , include a law with this section that invades the most 
absolute privacy in people, and that does so knowing that they are abroad, often 
in States Party to the Criminal Court, where the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights and the laws accepted internationally in this regard should prevail]. 
 
"CHAPTER IV - THE RIGHTS OF WORKERS: 
... 
 

                                                 
 
241 Resolution No. 168 of 2010 of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment of Cuba: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iIeLPFiNRtR-5nQLT2_XMB7yzPBo7CDE 
242 Resolution No. 38, dated June 27, 2005, of the Minister for Foreign Investment and Economic 
Cooperation: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uxy5WKIWOMcfq2N0RH7o6_XqRH2pWLVC 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iIeLPFiNRtR-5nQLT2_XMB7yzPBo7CDE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uxy5WKIWOMcfq2N0RH7o6_XqRH2pWLVC
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f) Receive and send correspondence, through the channels established for this 
purpose, as well as periodically receive the press that is destined for collaboration. 
"[Note: although it is included among the rights, indicating that their right to 
receive and send correspondence must be exercised carried out through 
established channels, it means de facto a duty instead of a right, since it specifies 
the channel is must be done through. 91.30% of the testimonies in this complaint 
declare that the electronic means of use they feared could be monitored] 
 
"J) Travel to another city within the country with the authorization of the immediate 
superior." [Note: again another right that implies a duty, since it obliges that you 
can only travel within the country with the authorization of the immediate 
superior. 89.13% of the testimonies in the present complaint state that "they were 
subject to movement restrictions within the same country where they worked"]. 
 
"l) Accept, with the approval of the Head of the Economic Office or of the officer in charge 
of the Collaboration, invitations from teaching, labor or personalities entities of the 
country in which he/she provides his/her services, taken on the occasion of some 
meritorious individual or collective recognition, as well as those of the population aimed 
at fostering a true exchange that tends to deepen the friendship among the peoples. 
"[Note: again the Cuban professional, as a "right", had to ask permission to accept 
personal exchange invitations of any kind, including friendly type of the 
population of the destination country. 84.78% of the testimonies in this complaint 
indicate that "they should not have friendship or sentimental relationships with natives 
that were not reported and approved"] 
 
"n) To be authorized by the Head of the Economic Office or by the official in charge of the 
Collaboration, to travel to Cuba for anticipated vacations in case of serious illness or death 
of the father, mother, children and spouse, or by convenience of the service he/she 
provides."[Note: again, he/she only had the right to have such very serious 
personal reasons to travel to Cuba. That is, if the professional had a grandfather 
who had died, he/she could not travel to Cuba without his immediate superior's 
permission. Analogous with any other reason that may occur of a serious 
personal nature. In countries with rights, they are called days of personal matters, 
and it's not a matter of discussion the reasons why the professional has to be 
absent to visit his family or make personal arrangements, because it is also 
impossible to predict them and belong to his/her intimacy. Here, the only 
justifiable causes for the Government of Cuba to go to Cuba were serious illnesses 
and deaths of father, mother, children and spouse, not grandparents, blood 
relatives, or other hundreds of serious causes that the human being may have] 
 
"CHAPTER V - OFFENSES OF DISCIPLINE 
 
ARTICLE 13.- The following are considered infractions of the discipline of the 
collaborators with regard to their behavior in the activities that they develop: 
… 
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c) Failure to appear unjustifiably as soon as possible, before the Cuban or foreign persons 
or authorities of the country hosting the mission that have authorized a trip to provinces 
or locations other than that of their workplace or residence, as well as unnecessarily 
extending their presence outside the place where he/she works or resides, once the reasons 
that motivated him/her to travel have been completed, without having been authorized to 
do so. "[It is evident that the worker could not travel to other localities or 
provinces of the destination country, which needed a permit special. 89.13% of 
the testimonies in the present complaint state that "they were subject to movement 
restrictions within the same country where they worked"]. 
 
"g) Participate in public events of a political or social nature without due authorization." 
[Note: Here not only if you set the worker's freedom of political conscience, but 
also social freedom, something outrageous. 95.65% of the testimonies in this 
complaint indicate that "I was given or read a regulation that obliged me in aspects of 
a personal and political nature" and 84.78% that "I should not have friendly or 
sentimental relationships with natives that were not reported and approved"] 
 
"ARTICLE 15.- The following are considered infractions of the discipline regarding the 
worker's relations with the population of the country where he provides his services, the 
following: 
… 
 
c) Get from authorities, or natives, or foreign personnel loans or delivery of money, 
products or other resources for their use and personal benefit. "[Note: it bans the 
freedom of the individual to receive a product for personal use that is given by a 
third party, regardless of whether or not this is produced as a product of mere 
friendship and without any professional exchange. Cuban workers could not 
normally relate or accept any gift from friends they might would eventually have 
in the country.] 
 
"ARTICLE 16.- The following are considered infractions of the discipline related to the 
prestige and social behavior of workers: 
... 
 
e) To maintain relations with citizens or residents of the country where the behavior is 
not in accordance with our principles and social values. "[Note: The Cuban worker 
could not have a friendship with someone who thought differently, eliminating 
the principle of privacy that should be govern personal relationships] 
 
"f) To maintain relations of friendship or ties of another kind with Cuban citizens, 
residents or not in the country, where collaboration is provided, who have abandoned the 
fulfillment of the mission or have taken advantage of it to achieve their objective of leaving 
the territory Cuban in a definitive way and become promoters of a way of life contrary to 
the principles that should characterize a Cuban collaborator abroad." [If a co-worker 
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left the mission, he had to be repudiated. In fact, even 78.26% of the testimonies 
in this complaint states that "If someone in my environment left the position, they 
urged me to perform an act of repudiation (act of revolutionary reaffirmation)"]. 
 
"m) Not to inform the superiors of the gifts received from the natives or foreign 
personnel." [Note: if a friend not professionally tied to the worker had a detail 
with him/her for his/her birthday, Santa Claus, or another reason of a personal 
nature and completely disconnected from work, was not allowed to accept it 
without authorization] 
 
"n) Manage with natives or foreigners invitations to relatives or third parties to visit the 
country where they are." [Note: a Cuban worker had to be prevented from getting 
a native to invite their relatives or friends so that they could obtain a visa of 
departure to the country where he worked. This supposed the potential loss of 
power over the worker and the "hostages" that the Government of Cuba kept on 
the island to submit it] 
 
"CHAPTER VI - DISCIPLINARY MEASURES” 
 
[Note: none of the disciplinary measures listed in Regulation No. 38 of 2005 
indicate what causes were applied, listing a simple enumeration, without 
indicating a clear enforcement rule, except for some of the infringement 
headings, which they were, in practice, for arbitrary application] 
 
"b) Fine between 5% and 20% of the salary in national currency that the employee 
receives for a term of up to 6 months, depending on the seriousness of the indiscipline 
committed." [Note: when a worker in a job commits a violation of some type, a 
measure of this type, that is, withdraw money, only occurs in the event that the 
company has an economic loss equivalent in their assets caused directly by the 
worker. In other cases, a worker can be suspended from employment and salary. 
Here there is no talk of suspension of work, but to detract money from his salary 
without mentioning any cause or mechanism or cause of application]. 
 
Although Resolution No. 43 of 2005 of the Ministry of Foreign Investment and 
Economic Cooperation of Cuba set out in its TWELFTH article that the 
relationship should be established through a contract, 243 41.30% of the 
professionals reporting in this complaint indicate that they were not presented a 
contract, while the remaining 39.13% indicate that they were never given a copy 
of the contract they were forced to sign, which is de facto a submission to a broad 
series of duties but a lack of rights, not having even a copy of the signed in the 
hands of the signer. 

                                                 
 
243Resolution No. 43 of 2005 of the Ministry of Foreign Investment and Economic Cooperation of Cuba: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uxy5WKIWOMcfq2N0RH7o6_XqRH2pWLVC 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uxy5WKIWOMcfq2N0RH7o6_XqRH2pWLVC
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From the regulation Resolution No. 168 of 2010 of the Ministry of Foreign Trade 
and Foreign Investment, 244 dated March 29, 2010, currently in force and which 
repealed the previous regulation (Resolution No. 38 of 2005) and that, as 
indicated in its provisions of the header, was created for the "confrontation with 
the indiscipline on the occasion of compliance by professionals of their respective 
Internationalist Missions abroad", that is, to reinforce the rigidity and disciplinary 
measures of the previous one, it is worth highlighting some extremes that are 
highly significant of the degree of submission and control that is currently 
exercised over Cuban professionals, even more than those set in the Regulation 
Resolution No. 38 of 2005: 
 
“CHAPTER II - OF THE DUTIES OF THE COLLABORATORS 
… 
 
b) have a political, labor and social ethical behavior in accordance with the principles that 
govern our society;" [Note: note the indication about "political" behavior. This 
word was introduced new with regard to Regulation No. 38 of 2005] 
 
"j) return to Cuba at the conclusion of its mission, on the date and through the means of 
transportation indicated by the entity that sent them;" [As in the previous regulation, 
one of the requirements to collect the full salary at the end of the "mission" is to 
return to Cuba; otherwise these rights are lost, in addition to others that are even 
more serious and that we will see later] 
 
"n) inform the immediate superior superior of his love relationships with nationals or 
foreigners, residents or not in the country where he cooperates, and, if appropriate, 
sufficiently in advance of his agreement, on the intention to marry in the country where 
they provide services. 
 
“CHAPTER III - THE RIGHTS OF COLLABORATORS 
…. 
 
"f) receive and send correspondence through the channels established for this purpose, as 
well as periodically receive the press that is destined for collaboration;" [Note: although 
it is included among the rights, indicating that their right to receive and send 
correspondence it exists as a right when it is carried out through established 
channels, it means de facto a duty instead of a right. 91,30% of the testimonies for 
this complaint state that the electronic means of use feared could be monitored] 
 
"k) accept, with the prior approval of their superiors, invitations from educational, labor 
or personalities of the country in which they provide their services, carried out on the 
                                                 
 
244 Resolution No. 168 of 2010 of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment of Cuba: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iIeLPFiNRtR-5nQLT2_XMB7yzPBo7CDE 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iIeLPFiNRtR-5nQLT2_XMB7yzPBo7CDE
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occasion of some meritorious individual or collective recognition, as well as those of the 
population;" [Note: Again, the Cuban professional as a "right" had to ask 
permission to accept personal exchange invitations of any kind, not only with 
entities but, as indicated, with the population of the destination country. 84,78% 
of the testimonies in this complaint indicate that "they should not have friendship 
or sentimental relationships with natives that were not reported and approved"] 
 
"l) travel to Cuba for anticipated vacations, with the prior authorization of their superiors 
or, as the case may be, in agreement with the foreign counterpart, in case of serious illness 
or death of the father, mother, children, brothers or spouse." [Note : again I only had 
the right to have such very serious personal reasons to travel to Cuba. That is, if 
the professional had a grandfather who had died, he could not travel to Cuba 
without his immediate superior's permission. Analogous with any other reason 
that may occur to the reader of a serious personal nature. In countries with rights 
they are called "days of personal matters", and nobody enters into the reasons 
why the professional has to be absent to visit his family or make personal 
arrangements, because it is also impossible to predict them and belong to 
intimacy. Here, the only justifiable causes for the Government of Cuba to go to 
Cuba were serious illnesses and deaths of “father, mother, children, brothers or 
spouse”, not even to grandparents, grandsons, cousins, any blood relatives, or 
other hundreds of serious causes that the human being and his relatives may 
suffer] 
 
“CHAPTER IV - OFFENSES OF DISCIPLINE 
 
ARTICLE 5.- Infractions of the discipline of the collaborators regarding their behavior in 
the activities they develop are considered as follows: ...  
 
f) not inform the leaders of collectives or brigades of any fact that they know constitutes 
indiscipline or inappropriate behaviour that harms their prestige, or that of another 
collaborator or mission, or that endangers their physical integrity or health, or of other 
collaborators;"[Note: therefore, it is instigated by law to inform, beyond the 
constitutive of indiscipline, of "inappropriate" behavior of other collaborators. In 
fact, in practice, more than 89.13% of the testimonies in this complaint indicate 
that "I was guided or instigated to monitor my colleagues, in professional and 
private behavior". What a collaborator should do if he knew a colleague wanted 
to marry someone but didn’t inform the superiors about it? Inform the Chief or 
offense the discipline] 
 
"i) participate in public events of a political or social nature without proper 
authorization;" [Note: it is incredible to think that going to a social event, when it 
belongs to the most basic right to privacy, were prohibited except due 
authorization of superiors. The definition of a social act is so broad that there was 
room for all kinds of meeting capacity control. In fact, 84,78%of the testimonies 
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in this complaint indicate that "I should not have friendship or sentimental 
relationships with natives that were not reported and approved"]. 
 
"l) leave the country where he is providing his services without having received 
instructions and prior authorizations in this regard;" [Note: the surprising thing 
about this infraction is that there is no mention of leaving the job or missing work. 
The problem is to "leave the country", even if the job is done and he/she returns 
without missing any duty. 89.13% of the testimonies in this report have indicated 
that "I was subject to movement restrictions within the same country where I 
worked"]. 
 
"m) not to present himself/herself unjustifiably, as soon as possible, before the persons or 
authorities of Cuba, or of the country hosting the mission, who have authorized a trip to 
provinces or towns other than that of their workplace or residence, as well as 
unnecessarily extend their presence outside the place where they work or reside, once the 
reasons that motivated the trip have ended, without having been authorized for it; " 
[Note: in this infraction it is clearly indicated that they could not move between 
towns or provinces except authorization, and the important restrictions of 
movement that Cuban workers had, in line with the restriction indicated in the 
previous paragraph]. 
 
"ARTICLE 7.- Infractions of the discipline regarding the relations of the collaborator 
with the population of the country where he provides his services are considered as 
follows: ..." 
 
"c) get from authorities, or native, or foreign personnel the loan or delivery of money, or 
products, or other resources for their use and personal benefit;" [Note: the amplitude 
and ambiguity of this infraction made it impossible for them to receive anything, 
even personal, they might receive even outside the environment of the 
workplace.] 
 
“ARTICLE 8.- The following are considered infractions of the discipline related to the 
prestige and social behavior of the collaborators: ... 
 
g) maintain relations with nationals or foreigners, residents of the country where they 
are found whose conduct is not in accordance with the principles and values of Cuban 
society;" [Note: in this case, it does not indicate sexual or sentimental 
relationships, but merely relations of all kinds, which include friendship. By 
defining the principles and values of those with whom they were related, they 
come into direct conflict with the rights to freedom of thought and conscience, 
and to privacy. 84.78% of the testimonies in this complaint indicate that "I should 
not have friendship or sentimental relationships with natives that were not 
reported and approved"]. 
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"h) to maintain relations of friendship or ties of another kind, with Cuban citizens 
resident or not in the country where the collaboration is provided, or nationals of the 
country where the collaboration is provided, or foreigners, who assume positions hostile 
or contrary to the Cuban Revolution" [Note: as in the previous paragraph, does not 
indicate in this case relationships of a sexual or sentimental nature, but mere 
relationships of all kinds, including friendship. By defining the principles and 
values of those with whom they were related, they come into direct conflict with 
the rights to freedom of thought and conscience, and to privacy. 84.78% of the 
testimonies in this complaint indicate that "I should not have friendship or 
sentimental relationships with natives that were not reported and approved"]. 
 
"i) to maintain relations of friendship or ties of another kind with Cuban citizens, resident 
or not in the country where the collaboration is provided, who have abandoned the 
fulfillment of the mission or took advantage of it to leave the Cuban territory in a 
definitive manner ;" [Note: in this case, it limits relations with ex-partners of work 
if they had abandoned the "mission". 84.78% of the testimonies in this complaint 
indicate that "I should not have friendship or sentimental relationships with 
natives that were not reported and approved"]. 
 
"j) to maintain relations of friendship or ties of another kind with Cuban citizens, 
residents or not in the country where the collaboration is provided and who become 
promoters of a way of life contrary to the principles that should characterize a Cuban 
collaborator in the outside;" [Note: the emphasis on any possibility of the worker's 
contact with outsiders is such that they no longer find the words to say, in short, 
that the worker could not talk to anyone without permission neither in their 
working time nor in his free time]. 
 
"p) not inform superiors of the gifts received from nationals or foreigners;" [Note: if they 
were gifts obtained from business associates, providers... in their work, could be 
understood, but with respect to the gifts that a worker receives in his time and 
life personal, basic principles and rights of the human being are violated] 
 
"q) to negotiate with nationals or foreigners invitations to relatives or third parties to 
visit the country where they are;" [Note: if a foreigner facilitated the invitation to 
the relatives of a worker, this violated the possibility of having them as "hostages" 
in Cuba, and for this cause they forbade it, of course invading the most basic 
rights of the human beings] 
 
"r) driving means of transport without a driver's license and without being authorized 
to do so;" [Note: it could be enough with the directive that he/she should not 
violate the laws of the country, but this directive express the means of transport 
because they are means the collaborator could use to leave the mission and obtain 
independence. By indicating "and without being authorized to do so" it clearly 
indicates that even if they had a driver's license, they could not drive without 
being authorized, since the authorization is unthinkable in case of not having a 
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license, of course. And the real facts support this fact, as 80.43% of the testimonies 
in this report indicate that "I could not drive cars without being previously 
authorized, even when I had my driving license"] 
 
"t) not inform the mission's head, sufficiently in advance, about the intention to marry 
in the country where it provides services;" [Note: here the most basic principles of 
the right to privacy are violated, and the right to form a family of the human 
being. If a worker reported this, the chances of being removed from the country 
before the wedding were full, unless he expressed his desire to live with his 
partner in Cuba and this desire was credible and accredited] 
 
"u) use their status as a collaborator to manage on their behalf statements or signatures 
of people from the community, for their personal benefit in a disciplinary or similar 
process, conferring on the facts about which such statements or signatures are of a 
different importance." [Note: here it is to express that in the defense of a 
disciplinary process the worker could not present witnesses, violating the 
defense principles that they should have in order not to be defenseless before the 
arbitrariness of their direct or superior managers] 
 
"CHAPTER V - DISCIPLINARY MEASURES 
... 
 
b) A fine between five percent (5%) and twenty percent (20%) of the salary in national 
currency received by the employee for a term of up to one (1) year, depending on the 
seriousness of the indiscipline committed;" [Note: the measure is hardened with 
respect to Resolution 38 of 2005 from six months to one year. When a worker in 
a job commits an offense of some kind, a measure of this type, that is, withdraw 
money, only occurs in the case that the company has an economic loss equivalent 
in their assets caused directly by the worker. In other cases, a worker can be 
suspended from employment and salary. Here there is no suspension of work 
(they are slaves and their profit is needed), but detracting money from his salary, 
without mentioning any cause or mechanism or cause of application]. 
 
"ARTICLE 11.- The disciplinary measures established in subparagraphs a), b), c), d), e) 
and f) of the preceding Article are effective as of the business day following the 
notification, regardless of whether it is shown disagreement against them. [Note that in 
the contracts seen before it was said that regulation 168 would be shown upon 
arrival... days after the signing of the contract! So, they cannot oppose the 
contract if they do not agree to regulation 168] 
 
ARTICLE 12.- The disciplinary measures of Revocation of the Mission and Expulsion of 
the Mission, will be effective once an eventual appeal for its case has been resolved, except 
that exceptional circumstances advise its immediate execution. [Note: again use of 
"exceptional cause" to lead arbitrary managing the rules] 
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ARTICLE 13.- The disciplinary measure of Public Admonishment consists in the 
criticism received by the offender of the discipline before his group of collaborators or 
before the officials of the State Mission, and consequently the preparation of an 
Memorandum where the collaborator will establish the express commitment of not incur 
in new indiscipline." [Note: it is basically described as the public humiliation that 
punishes both the offender and coerces his colleagues about the consequences of 
an infraction] 
 
In addition to this official legislation, the missions had regulations with relevant 
differences that were distributed among collaborators or made public. Two of 
them, one of the missions in Bolivia in 2006, 245 and another one in Venezuela in 
2016, 246 have been in reach in the present complaint. 
 
Regarding the Regulation of Bolivia of 2006, in addition to what is contained in 
Resolution No. 38 of 2005, the following duties of the "collaborators" draw 
attention, which are noteworthy for their content or wording: 
 

 
 

 
                                                 
 
245 Disciplinary Regulation for the "mission" of medical collaboration of Bolivia in 2006: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1J9p5gX3IoM0CShnlSomnFfdGTbIY9XXz 
246 Part of the Internal Disciplinary Regulation delivered in hand in the "mission" of medical collaboration 
in Venezuela in 2016: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1l1eVfjJaKs0xvS5TilQMEvxGU0Nyk-6Q 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1J9p5gX3IoM0CShnlSomnFfdGTbIY9XXz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1l1eVfjJaKs0xvS5TilQMEvxGU0Nyk-6Q
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As for the "rights" in this regulation, one figure is incredible: 
 

 
 
By not indicating "without previous authorization of the worker or collaborator" 
it is evident that a state of illness or conflict situation that could worry or 
transcend in Cuba, the Chiefs of Mission wanted to control that the information 
that was transferred to relatives and third persons was controlled by them. The 
right to communication, privacy, and the most basic rights are violated with this 
directive of absolute control up to the state of life and illness of the Cuban worker. 
 
With respect to the Regulation delivered internally in missions in Venezuela, of 
which we have a copy of the duties of the collaborator, 247 we point out as 
extraordinary adding to Resolutions No. 38 of 2005 and 168 of 2010, the following 
sections: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With regard to these monthly payments to the economic fund of the State 
Coordination, with this wording they made the collaborators believe that, with 
these funds, they were paying for the resources that the State put at their disposal 
for the coordination and management of the missions, when today we know how 
what the worker perceived was not even 15% of the cost that the host states paid 
for them. 
 
The Venezuelan bolivar in 2016 remained approximately at the exchange rate of 
1000 bolivars per dollar. The cost of these items for each worker was $ 50 at the 
beginning, with the monthly cost around $ 10, which coincides exactly with the 
average of the testimonies. Among the testimonies in this complaint, the average 
cost for the monthly payment to the Communist Party of Cuba was 10 dollars on 
average per month, taking the change according to the indicated date of the 
mission, the amount and the currency indicated in the testimonies. 
                                                 
 
247 Part of the Internal Disciplinary Regulation delivered in hand in the "mission" of medical collaboration 
in Venezuela in 2016: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1l1eVfjJaKs0xvS5TilQMEvxGU0Nyk-6Q 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1l1eVfjJaKs0xvS5TilQMEvxGU0Nyk-6Q
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1.1.8.5. FALSIFYING EFFICIENCY AND WORK DATA 
 
A very common practice that has been denounced by all the testimonies in this 
complaint, is the daily and constant mandate to alter the work statistics. This 
obeys to two causes: 
 
c) Cuba gets more customer loyalty if instead of teaching 1,000 children to read 

and write, it says that it alphabetizes 2,000, or instead of treating 1,000 patients 
medically, it says that it gave medical services to a 2,000. 

d) The host country obtains that these statistics go directly to the Pan American 
Health Organization, controlled by Cuba in many aspects, and completely in 
Brazil, for example, and therefore to the United Nations. Thus, the contracting 
country obtains altered statistics, with its full acquiescence, which falsify the 
real ones but which become official in the United Nations. This service of 
"consultancy of national data misrepresentation" has been the great ally of 
Cuba in relations with highly corrupt governments and/or countries, and 
that they entrust the Cuban regime what they would not want to take the risk 
of doing. Because of this, Cuba's diplomatic relations are so strong and 
outsourcing contracts for these services have been renewed and have been 
growing for decades. 

 
In the preliminary talks, or focus group, to study what kind of violations we were 
facing, we were reiterated by many of the interviewed professionals that they 
were asked to perform this misrepresentation of the performance data in 
different ways according to the country, profession and dates. 
 
Some of them were asked to discard consumable materials and medicines "as if 
they had been spent by patients and on visits", in order to later introduce false 
statistics and that "everything fit". 
 
In effect, if a pair of new gloves had to be spent for each patient, and 25 real 
consultations had been made, what was systematically done was to discard the 
other 25 pairs of gloves every day, without having been used on patients, to then 
be able to indicate that 50 patients had been treated that day, instead of 25. 
 
When the consultations required medicines for each patient, the medicine boxes 
went to the garbage with the same readiness. Not a few Cuban doctors are 
traumatized by this, as was imposed to them, since, in their country, Cuba, the 
shortage of medicines was absolute, while they were discarding medicines 
without being used. 
 
The alteration of the statistics, also denounce the testimonies, takes place in Cuba 
on a massive scale. For example, many of the doctors agree on a practice carried 
out by the government of the island. When a child dies, even days or months 
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after the birth, Cuba does not include it in infant mortality, but reports it as 
"abortion". It does the same by altering the causes of death in children. Hospitals 
have a target of infant mortality and all infant deaths that happen above the 
"mandatory" percentage, are falsified in the reports and death allocation, in a 
systematic way. 
 
With this, Cuba gets the United Nations to indicate, in its Universal Periodic 
Review (A / HRC / WG.6 / 30 / CUB / 2) texts like this one: 248 
 
“45. The Secretary-General of the United Nations praised the Cuban health-care 
system, rooted in primary health care, which yielded outstanding results — 
lower infant mortality…” 
 
But, at the same time, you can read two paragraphs later, the following: 
 
“47. The Committee was concerned at the high rate of abortion…” 
 
The same can be observed with respect to primary care data. Almost all the 
doctors who have testified for this complaint, and many others who out of fear 
have not done so, indicate that in Cuba they were forced to have a number of 
visits per day in their daily reports, "whether they had them or not". There are 
doctors who are initially opposed to this measure of falsifying the number of 
patients treated, but not many persevere in this position, since that means the 
degradation or even the possibility of losing the profession in Cuba. Moreover, 
this is done with such indiscrimination and measure, that there are populations 
in which they serve more inhabitants than they have, which happened in 
populations of different countries in foreign missions as well. 
 
Thus, Cuba presents in its health care report of 2018, 249 that had 99 million 
medical visits, that is, 8.7 medical visits per inhabitant, on average, per year. This 
figure as average is unparalleled and is not feasible, since it would be indicative 
of a pandemic that all the inhabitants visit the doctor every 42 days, all the 
inhabitants of a whole nation, all the year. 
 
To get an idea of numbers that are real and others that are not in terms of medical 
visits per year, we can take the WHO data and we can see that, for one of the 
groups at higher risk and more medical visits and follow-up requires, pregnant 

                                                 
 
248 Universal Periodic Review of Cuba 2018: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JMDAPTZw3DAsQ1H0AFFct7vpdbUwARiY 
249 GRANMA, Official Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba: 
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-26/salud-publica-equilibrar-los-esfuerzos-del-estado-con-la-
satisfaccion-del-pueblo-26-12-2018-22-12-20 (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mZ_jhV5sR8-WJVJezDXAfp7v40wC3zwZ) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JMDAPTZw3DAsQ1H0AFFct7vpdbUwARiY
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-26/salud-publica-equilibrar-los-esfuerzos-del-estado-con-la-satisfaccion-del-pueblo-26-12-2018-22-12-20
http://www.granma.cu/cuba/2018-12-26/salud-publica-equilibrar-los-esfuerzos-del-estado-con-la-satisfaccion-del-pueblo-26-12-2018-22-12-20
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mZ_jhV5sR8-WJVJezDXAfp7v40wC3zwZ
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women, the statistics of "100% of them at least have 4 visits a year" are not even 
fulfilled by any democratic country in the world, even with really advanced 
health systems and models. 250 
 
And it happens that, 8.7 visits per patient per year, on average, does not occur in 
Cuba. In fact, rural populations not only do not have enough, minimum medical 
attention, but also many inhabitants have to think about it 4 times before taking 
a means of transport that costs them a significant part for the average monthly 
salary of Cuba, which is slightly higher at $ 20, that's when, as usual, they do not 
lack all cash. When the average is so high, 8.7 visits, the risk groups of the 
population (pregnant women, chronically ill, malnourished, injured and many 
other groups composed of hundreds of thousands of people) should have, on 
average, more than 10 or 15 visits per year, perhaps more, to compensate what 
should be usual for the majority of the population (from 14 to 45 years), which 
evidently does not visit the doctor every 42 days systematically. 
 
The statistics presented by Cuba contradict all logic and do not overcome the 
slightest scientific and technical contrast. Once again the 46 testimonies of this 
denunciation are consistent with the reality contrasted with official data and 
comparisons to affirm that in Cuba health statistics are altered, through the 
slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a similar character of those who 
have to provide the primary data, doctors, both outside of the island as inside. 
 
To summarize the collection of all this practice, which had a thousand variants 
for each profession (doctors, professors, quality engineers or resources, etc.) and 
in each country and time of "mission", we designed a question formula in the 
declaration forms that could contain all the variants: "I was forced to falsely increase 
the work statistics" and "For this I was urged to discard unused material". It is now the 
responsibility of the United Nations and all the countries of this organization 
to find out which countries and to what extent have been altering their 
statistics thanks to the regime of Cuba and its qualified professionals in state 
of slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a similar character. 
 
The professionals who checked the box, were already declaring something 
serious enough for any profession so that the details were then not so relevant 
for this complaint, so when taking this data it is understood that it includes 
everything from medicines, materials, instruments to consumables, and also 
cases in which this waste would not be necessary. The fundamental thing, in any 
case, was to find to how many professionals the Government of Cuba has made 
them transgress all their ethics, because it demonstrated not only the moral 

                                                 
 
250 Report of the World Health Organization 2000-2010 “WORLD HEALTH STATISTICS”: 
https://www.who.int/gho/publications/world_health_statistics/EN_WHS2011_Full.pdf (enlace 
alternativo: https://drive.google.com/open?id=11qHy-OcCEf3rbbDCRcn0uCOUMR_XmIh0) 

https://www.who.int/gho/publications/world_health_statistics/EN_WHS2011_Full.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11qHy-OcCEf3rbbDCRcn0uCOUMR_XmIh0
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character of the "missions", but the degree of submission to which they were 
subjected, so that this was made in a generalized and systematic way while the 
professionals did not make the appropriate demands that stopped the matter, 
impeded as they were being in slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of 
a similar character. 
 
The results we found in these practices were the following: 
 

• "I was forced to falsely increase job statistics": 56.52% of professionals said that 
this happened to them. 

• "For this, I was urged to discard unused material": (36.96%, 65.38% of the 
above) 

 
The actual figures of this practice, however, are much higher. This is because to 
declare this practice is, for Cuban professionals, to declare that they have 
committed one of the most serious crimes for their profession. 

 
1.1.8.6. Other abuses that have been reported and were daily 
 
The more than 46 testimonies of professionals of the "missions" of collaboration, 
in States Parties of the International Criminal Court, highlight another series of 
abuses under the situation of submission and subservience to which the Cuban 
professionals were taken due to the above explained. 
 
Among them, we can prove based on the testimonies: 
 

• Permanent monitoring in the professional and personal field of the 
workers 

• The obligation to monitor colleagues in their professional life and, above 
all, personal life 

• The total lack of labor protection with respect to minimum conditions for 
such works 

• Unbelievable high workloads 
• Induction and obligatory nature for documental and professional 

falsification 
• Restriction of movements 
• Unhealthy housing 
• Total absence of freedom to see family members in time and place 
• Retaliation, threats 
• Physical violence 
• Sexual abuse 
• Use of professionals for political purposes 
• Obligation to directly finance the Communist Party 
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1.1.8.6.1. Surveillance of professionals 
 
Cuban doctors were being watched over by Cuban officials, and also by their 
colleagues. This is stated by 91.30% and 89.13%, respectively, of the 46 
testimonies in this complaint: 
 
• "I was monitored by Cuban officials or their collaborators": 91.30% of testimonies 
• "I was oriented or instigated to watch over colleagues, in professional and private 

behavior": 89.13% of the testimonies 
• "I had to report any suspicious situation that a colleague might wanted to abandon 

the mission": 91.30% of the testimonies 
 
Moreover, when a professional left the mission, his comrades had the obligation 
to meet in front of the other comrades and each one speak ill of the "deserter" and 
his action of "deserting": 
 
• "If someone in my surroundings left the post, I was urged to perform an act of 

repudiation (or act of revolutionary reaffirmation)": 78.26% of the testimonies 
 
In this way, no one trusted anyone, and the sense of vigilance was complete. 
 
It is known as the Cuban government inside the island makes wiretaps, 
intervenes sms or emails and navigation of web pages of those people in 
surveillance for political reasons or control. The doctors had an obligation (we 
saw before how it is expressed in Ministerial Resolution No. 168) to communicate 
through the tools that were provided to them for communication. In this regard, 
the testimonies indicate: 
 
• "My communications by email, through the media that they provided me, could be 

monitored": 91.30% of the testimonies 
 
 
1.1.8.6.2. Lack of labor protection 
 
Los trabajadores cubanos en misión no tienen derechos mínimos que son de 
obligado cumplimiento. Nuestros testimonios arrojan estas cifras: 
 
• "I was not presented with a work contract to sign that stipulate salary, conditions, 

rights, working hours, etc": 41.30% of the testimonies 
• "I was not offered clauses of extra benefits for work hazards, overtime pay, sickness 

insurance, etc.": 95.65% of testimonials 
• "On vacation I did not get 100% of my income": 36.96% of testimonials 
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• "I could not go on vacation to the place I could and would like with my family": 
82.61% of the testimonies 

 
 
1.1.8.6.3. Unbelievable high workloads 
 
The workload has always been something commented on by the workers who 
have left the missions. It is only now that, thanks to the statistics of 46 testimonies, 
we can find the average hours of work that are carried out in the "missions" by 
means of their answer to the question "I had to work regularly ___ hours a day, ___ 
days per week ": 
 
Average hours per day: 8,61 hours. 
 
Average days worked per week: 5,57 days / week average. 
 
To this workload must be added mandatory "guards" in some professions, such 
as doctors, which were 16 hours a week. 
 
This is a 160% higher than the recommendation of ILO for weekly maximum 
work load. 
 
1.1.8.6.4. Induction and obligation of documentary and professional falsification 
 
A very common practice that has been denounced by all the testimonies in this 
complaint, is the daily and constant mandate to alter the work statistics. This 
obeys to two causes: 
 
e) Cuba gets more customer loyalty if instead of teaching 1,000 children to read 

and write, it says that it alphabetizes 2,000, or instead of treating 1,000 patients 
medically, it says that it gave medical services to a 2,000. 

f) The host country obtains that these statistics go directly to the Pan American 
Health Organization, controlled by Cuba in many aspects, and completely in 
Brazil, for example, and therefore to the United Nations. Thus, the contracting 
country obtains altered statistics, with its full acquiescence, which falsify the 
real ones but which become official in the United Nations. This service of 
"consultancy of national data misrepresentation" has been the great ally of 
Cuba in relations with highly corrupt governments and/or countries, and 
that they entrust the Cuban regime what they would not want to take the risk 
of doing. Because of this, Cuba's diplomatic relations are so strong and 
outsourcing contracts for these services have been renewed and have been 
growing for decades. 

 
In the preliminary talks, or focus group, to study what kind of violations we were 
facing, we were reiterated by many of the interviewed professionals that they 
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were asked to perform this misrepresentation of the performance data in 
different ways according to the country, profession and dates. 
 
Some of them were asked to discard consumable materials and medicines "as if 
they had been spent by patients and on visits", in order to later introduce false 
statistics and that "everything fit". 
 
In effect, if a pair of new gloves had to be spent for each patient, and 25 real 
consultations had been made, what was systematically done was to discard the 
other 25 pairs of gloves every day, without having been used on patients, to then 
be able to indicate that 50 patients had been treated that day, instead of 25. 
 
When the consultations required medicines for each patient, the medicine boxes 
went to the garbage with the same readiness. Not a few Cuban doctors are 
traumatized by this, as was imposed to them, since, in their country, Cuba, the 
shortage of medicines was absolute, while they were discarding medicines 
without being used. 
 
The alteration of the statistics, also denounce the testimonies, takes place in Cuba 
on a massive scale. For example, many of the doctors agree on a practice carried 
out by the government of the island. When a child dies, even days or months 
after the birth, Cuba does not include it in infant mortality, but reports it as 
"abortion". It does the same by altering the causes of death in children. Hospitals 
have a target of infant mortality and all infant deaths that happen above the 
"mandatory" percentage, are falsified in the reports and death allocation, in a 
systematic way. 
 
With this, Cuba gets the United Nations to indicate, in its Universal Periodic 
Review (A / HRC / WG.6 / 30 / CUB / 2) texts like this one: 251 
 
“45. The Secretary-General of the United Nations praised the Cuban health-care 
system, rooted in primary health care, which yielded outstanding results — 
lower infant mortality…” 
 
But, at the same time, you can read two paragraphs later, the following: 
 
“47. The Committee was concerned at the high rate of abortion…” 
 
To summarize the collection of all this practice, which had a thousand variants 
for each profession (doctors, professors, quality engineers or resources, etc.) and 
in each country and time of "mission", we designed a question formula in the 

                                                 
 
251 Universal Periodic Review of Cuba 2018: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JMDAPTZw3DAsQ1H0AFFct7vpdbUwARiY 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JMDAPTZw3DAsQ1H0AFFct7vpdbUwARiY
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declaration forms that could contain all the variants: "I was forced to falsely increase 
the work statistics" and "For this I was urged to discard unused material". It is now the 
responsibility of the United Nations and all the countries of this organization 
to find out which countries and to what extent have been altering their 
statistics thanks to the regime of Cuba and its qualified professionals in state 
of slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a similar character. 
 
Professionals say that there are two mechanisms to falsify the statistics of patients 
treated and thus overcome quality controls, that the government receives extras 
for performance, and increase the level of propagandism of "missions": 
 
• “I was forced to falsely increase the work statistics”: 56.52% of the testimonies. 
• “For it, I was urged to discard unused material”: 65.38% of the above. 
 
This section, with its causes and consequences, has been extensively discussed in 
an earlier section. 
 
1.1.8.6.5. Restriction of movements 
 
For the control of the professionals it is vital that they do not have freedom of 
movement. Outside the scope of work or residence it was much more complex to 
control and monitor physicians, so movements were strictly prohibited and only 
occurred on exceptional occasions with great supervision. There is a great deal 
of evidence and testimonies on this. Reputed newspapers in Brazil brought to 
light a series of evidentiary documents that indicated the control to which the 
doctors were subjected, for example, to visit a boyfriend they had to request 
permission with great humility, as if like small children they would be: 252 
 
 

                                                 
 
252 As atrocidades do Mais Médicos: https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15r3jfebne_vupmB_IqExgXl0XaZtYzv3) 

https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15r3jfebne_vupmB_IqExgXl0XaZtYzv3
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As regards freedom of movement, the witnesses who have declared for the 
present application, indicate: 
 
• “I could not stay overnight without approval”: 73.91% of testimonials 
• “I could not drive cars without being previously authorized, even if I had a driving 

license”: 80.43% of the testimonies 
• “I was subject to restrictions of movement within the same country where I worked”: 

89.13% of the testimonies 
• “I could not leave my house from certain hours without permission, even after work 

or in days off”: 63.04% of the testimonies 
 
Even in their vacations they were not allowed to go to the places that they chose 
freely, having to have the vacations in the "mission" or in Cuba: 
 
• “I could not go on vacation to the place I could and would like with my family”: 

82.61% of the testimonies 
• “I was allowed to travel to Cuba N times a year, always with restrictions not derived 

from the work itself”: the average among all the testimonies is 0.83 times a year, 
since it was 1 a year for those who could, but many respondents were denied 
to travel to Cuba on vacation (19,57% from them). 

 
1.1.8.6.6. Poor housing, often unhealthy 
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In Brazil, as highlighted by the cables of negotiation with Cuba, housing and food 
was paid by Brazil. In other missions there may be variations in this sense, 
although it is logical for the host country to pay them, and more so when comfort 
and quality are not the concerns of the country that sells labor, Cuba, and 
therefore, it would be enough to provide housing with the lowest possible 
expenditure, in overcrowded conditions in many cases. The testimonies in this 
complaint have highlighted in this respect: 
 
• "The place of residence was imposed": 65.22% of the testimonies 
• "My home had poor living conditions": 52.17% of the testimonies 
• "In the assigned dwelling it lacked privacy partially or totally": 52.17% of the 

testimonies 
 
1.1.8.6.7. Freedom to see family members 
 
Cuban workers lived a permanent restriction of physical contact with their 
families. On the one hand, it was not usual for them to leave Cuba, except in 
certain cases. On the other hand, the restriction to travel for the worker was strict 
throughout the year. In addition to the restriction, with the meager wages they 
earned, moreover, it was virtually impossible for them to afford the tickets to 
travel to Cuba. 
 
The majority of the 46 testimonies in this complaint state that: 
 
• They could not travel with their family to the destination (100% of the 

testimonies) 
  
In addition, the testimonies detail the aforementioned limitations: 
 
• "My relatives could not leave Cuba because of government restrictions while 

I worked in the foreign country" (52.17% of the testimonies) 
• "My relatives could only visit me in the country where I worked with time 

and restricted conditions, and prior authorization" (52.17% of the testimonies) 
• "They allowed me to travel to Cuba N times a year, always with restrictions 

not derived from the work itself", where the average of testimonies is 0.83 
times per year per person, less than one visit per year, since 19.57% could not 
even travel to Cuba once a year. 

• "I was afraid that I and / or my family would suffer reprisals if I violated any 
of the guidelines indicated in this statement" (93.48% of the testimonies) 

• "If I had been free to leave the post without reprisals, being able to take my 
family out of Cuba, I would have liked to do it" (93.48% of the testimonies) 

• "I could not leave the post because my family or I would suffer reprisals" 
(76.09% of the testimonies) 
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• "I knew that when I left the position I could not return to Cuba in 8 years" 
(100% of the testimonies) 

• "I knew that when I left my job, my family would be banned from leaving the 
country" (60.87% of the testimonies) 

 
Indeed, families must stay in Cuba to "ensure" that the professional must 
complete the mission and return. Otherwise, the "risk" that many of these 
professionals did not return could arise because of the well-known and 
widespread desire to emigrate, as well as given the work and life conditions to 
which they are subjected and that we will see in detail in the present complaint. 
 
1.1.8.6.8. Represalias, amenazas 
 
We have already learned of the terrible threats that Leoncio Fuentes Correa told 
Dayaimy González Valón when she announced that she was not returning to 
Cuba and was staying in Brazil. In dozens of the documents that have been 
annexed to this demand, the testimonies of this same thing are observed. The 
threat, constant, veiled or explicit, is the control tool in the "missions". The case 
of Yamila Valdes Gonzales and Yamile Mari Nin, which was made public by an 
exceptional witness, Ademar Possamai, Secretary of Health of Jaraguá del Sur, 
Brazil, is the stereotype of how the threat against their family, their freedom or 
what they are subject to protect, it's very effective. Ademar Possamai told the 
press: "They were determined to return to Cuba, and now they seem terrified, I 
cannot imagine what that woman told them." 253 254 255 256. 
 
Regarding this matter, the testimonies in this complaint have indicated: 
 
• "I suffered or saw partners suffer threats": 93.48% of the testimonies 
• "I suffered or saw physical violence on the part of the officials or with their 

permissiveness": 21.74% of the testimonies 
 
1.1.8.6.9. Physical violence 

                                                 
 
253 Revista Veja Edicaoi 2361, 19-de-fevereiro 2014: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t (alternative link: 
https://es.scribd.com/document/211867692/Revista-Veja-Edicaoi-2361-19-de-fevereiro-2014) 
254 O Programa Mais Médicos: http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/o-
programa-mais-medicos/76877/ (alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qA_NLvEOUf-
CXzXakZ7FIggMKZVEGwhr) 
255 Médicas do Mais Médicos decidem continuar em Jaraguá do Sul dois dias após pedirem para ir 
embora: http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-do-mais-medicos-
decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html (alternative 
link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vapw2D08qySEAvVipUZqOFJYNmg_bIQ7) 
256 Possamai confirma pedido de demissão de médicas cubanas: 
https://www.diariodajaragua.com.br/geral/revista-veja-cita-descontentamento-de-medicas-cubas-que-
trabalham-em-jaragua-do-sul-atraves-do-mais-medicos/157773/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GwDqXzPh7LXh6q4Nd8ORJzJSlnIjIEOX) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t
https://es.scribd.com/document/211867692/Revista-Veja-Edicaoi-2361-19-de-fevereiro-2014
http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/o-programa-mais-medicos/76877/
http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/o-programa-mais-medicos/76877/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qA_NLvEOUf-CXzXakZ7FIggMKZVEGwhr
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qA_NLvEOUf-CXzXakZ7FIggMKZVEGwhr
http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-do-mais-medicos-decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html
http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-do-mais-medicos-decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vapw2D08qySEAvVipUZqOFJYNmg_bIQ7
https://www.diariodajaragua.com.br/geral/revista-veja-cita-descontentamento-de-medicas-cubas-que-trabalham-em-jaragua-do-sul-atraves-do-mais-medicos/157773/
https://www.diariodajaragua.com.br/geral/revista-veja-cita-descontentamento-de-medicas-cubas-que-trabalham-em-jaragua-do-sul-atraves-do-mais-medicos/157773/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GwDqXzPh7LXh6q4Nd8ORJzJSlnIjIEOX
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In "missions," many doctors and professionals report that physical violence was 
routinely inflicted on them. We wanted to reflect how physical violence was 
present in these "missions": 
 
• "I suffered or saw physical violence on the part of the officials or with their 

permissiveness": 21.74% of the testimonies 
 
1.1.8.6.10. Sexual agressions 
 
Also, in a state of such high submission, and with the power that officials could 
exercise over the workers, many widespread cases of sexual abuse are detected. 
In the article of the magazine Istoé "As atrocities of Mais Médicos",257 this is 
referenced: 
 

 
 
"... Cuban doctors heard by ISTOÉ who decided to break with the regime and stay in 
Brazil denounced other situations of authoritarianism, neglect, abuse of power and even 
sexual harassment by the Cuban coordinators. "He made me suffer a lot, offended me, 
humiliated me, called me undisciplined and threatened to analyze my case and disconnect 
me," reports a doctor who has been a victim of sexual harassment from his state superior 
over a long period. "I started recording the conversations," she says. The coordinator, she 
said, 'offered to pay for the ticket' to the state capital, more than 380 km from the area 
where the doctor worked, to 'relax a little at the hotel with him'. Distressed by the 
situation, the doctor decided to tell a colleague in another municipality, who confessed to 
having received the same appeals and cares of the coordinator ... " 
 
With respect to this matter, the workers reporting in this complaint have 
indicated: 
 
• "I suffered or saw colleagues suffer sexual harassment by officials or with their 

permissiveness": 41.30% of the testimonies 
 
                                                 
 
257 As atrocidades do Mais Médicos: https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15r3jfebne_vupmB_IqExgXl0XaZtYzv3) 

https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15r3jfebne_vupmB_IqExgXl0XaZtYzv3
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1.1.8.6.11. Use of professionals for political purposes 
 
Another of the uses that are given to professionals in the destination countries is 
the indoctrination of the population. Thus, professionals who worked in 
Venezuela at different times, such as Dr. CRD, denounced that at the time of 
elections were given a list of houses that had to visit every day, with a note next 
to them: "sick"/"healthy"/"At risk". The internal code the "sick" were declared 
“antiChavistas”, the "healthy" were the recognized “Chavistas”, and the "at risk" 
were those on whom the vote was not known. 
 
The rest of the year doctors were supposed to talk to population and families, 
home by home, to make a “political census” for President Chavez and Maduro, 
at the same time they should get more families to join the “Bolivarian 
Revolution”. This was done by masking the visits as medical visits. 
 
The mission of the Cuban doctors in electoral period was to visit the houses of 
the list and to make a differential treatment: 
 
• The "sick" would not be visited because it was not "useful" to do so. 
• The "healthy" ones would be given vitamins and some medicine and they 

would be indicated how important it was, so that they had doctors, that they 
continued to support the party of Chavez and Maduro 

• The "at risk" would be given vitamins, and given a talk on how, if the 
opposition won, it was already known that they were going to remove the 
Cuban doctors and were going to lose medical attention in their village. 

 
Cuban doctors were also trained in origin, before leaving for the destination, with 
an ideological course to ensure that they would know how to argue the 
population about politics and socialism, and regularly had them hold 
reinforcement meetings to consolidate that training and commitment. Thus, the 
workers reporting this complaint have indicated: 
 

• [Before the "mission" trip in Cuba] "I had to attend a course of the Communist 
Party to reinforce the 'revolutionary' principles": 82.61% of the testimonies 

• [During the "mission"] "I was obliged to attend meetings of a political nature": 
91.30% of testimonies 

• "It had to fulfill agenda and / or work of a political nature and / or in favor of 
political options among the native population": 71.74% of the testimonies 

 
1.1.8.6.12. Obligation to directly finance the Communist Party 
 
In addition to receiving doctors 10%-25% of the total salary that the Cuban 
government charged for their work, having only 400 dollars a month to live in 
the "mission", of that money they had every month to contribute a part to the 
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Communist Party. The average monthly amount that the 46 respondents have 
indicated is $ 10 per month, with this affirmation being stated by 58.70% of them, 
so that the collection of the fee was generalized in all the "missions" 
internationalist of Cuba. 
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1.1.9. ACTS OF PERSECUTION 
 
Qualified professionals permanently have, even before going on "Mission" of 
Internationalization, a vital situation of constant persecution, as it is derived from 
all the previous sections. The same abuses that we have shown occur in other 
countries, already within the missions, they occur, with an imperturbable 
continuity, throughout their professional life, also within Cuba. 
 
They are monitored equal or more closely than in the "missions", and any 
manifestation contrary to the prevailing doctrine supposes the increase of the 
immediate persecution and repression. Inside Cuba, all the testimonies 
guarantee that the facts are given in equal or worse measure, although at least 
they have a home and a family with which to return after work, something that 
is denied them in a restrictive and repressive way in the " missions ", causing 
irreparable damage to both parents and children of these families. 
 
Specifically, the persecution of doctors and professionals by the Government of 
Cuba begins to acquire the characteristics of a crime against humanity from the 
very beginning of the recruitment for the Missions. Doctors and professionals 
who decide not to enroll despite having been required to do so, suffer a public 
and institutional signaling by which they are considered "traitors". In this way, a 
calvary begins by which they will be denied the public services that correspond 
to them as citizens, their children will be expelled from the school and / or 
universities, forcing them to perform low-skilled jobs since youth. In addition, 
they will be strictly monitored by the State Security Forces, risking arbitrary 
detentions, prison sentences, insults and even beatings by the agents, whose 
main mission is to make professionals accept what is established by the 
Communist Party of Cuba 
 
The persecution of this group continues and is aggravated when not only are 
they forced to go to these missions, but, in the very preparation of the trip, in 
which they ideologically indoctrinate them, once again, they monitor their 
reactions to put in the focus of persecution in those who show some disaffection 
with the so-called "revolution". 
 
Monitored, frightened, they have no alternative but to submit to such systematic 
persecution in which the regime should not know that they, too, can be critical of 
a system that does not provide welfare, but quite the opposite. Only a very high 
degree of persecution, coercive measures and crimes against humanity can result 
in submission, inside and outside the island, to reach the level that this occurs in 
missions. 
 
The persecutory system occurs with the highest intensity, in a terrifying way, 
during the Missions in the countries of reception. The so-called Chiefs of Mission, 
far from being doctors and professionals with extensive experience in their field, 
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are members of the Security Forces of the State of Cuba trained to prevent the 
escape of doctors and professionals, and will be a key part of the persecution 
system exercised by the Government of Cuba against Doctors and professionals. 
 
As we have seen, doctors and professionals are besieged, permanently 
monitored, without privacy and confined in the work zones without the 
possibility of moving freely. It is enough to read Regulation No. 168, already 
referenced many times, to understand that the persecution is such, that it is very 
well reflected in it. 
 
Physicians and professionals will be required to request permission to physically 
move from the Mission's location or meet with local people, or attend a social 
event of any kind. The driving of motor vehicles, romantic relationships and 
marriage with locals is also prohibited. 
 
On the other hand, periodic meetings are compulsorily established so that 
professionals are forced to insult and publicly repudiate, and in a group, those 
professionals who fled the Mission, thus creating a generalized paranoia in which 
the professionals themselves are, in order to get around the persecution against 
them, persecute their own colleagues, denouncing any suspicious behavior 
before the Head of Mission so that, ultimately, he decides the return of the 
professional to Cuba due to the risk of flight, with all the Implications for the 
safety of the professional that this entails. 
 
However, the persecution becomes violent, so frontally aggressive that the 
professional feels his own life in danger, when he shows the slightest dissension 
or desire to abandon the mission. It is then that the persecution is accentuated to 
the most extreme degrees that can be imagined. 
 
The regime does not hesitate to declare an "abandonment of mission", punished 
with 8 years in prison in Cuba, and instantly prevent a father from seeing his 
minor children for 8 years, by means of a forced expatriation, without caring that 
obviously this destroys the life of all the human beings involved. 
 
There are tens of thousands of professionals in this situation, and many more 
families that are separated in Cuba for this same reason. 
 
The persecutory level also affects the same process of flight, as it is denied the 
issuance of current passports to qualified professionals and their families, in 
order to prevent their flight from the host country for the first ones, and to leave 
the island for family reunification for the second ones. 
 
Another obvious persecutory element exercised by the Government of Cuba 
towards qualified professionals is none other than that referring to marriage, and 
that is, if a professional flees from the Mission and decides to marry a local 
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person, he/she must obtain it judicially, against their own host country 
government and / or Cuba, as he/she is contravening the clauses of the contract 
signed with the Government of Cuba. Thus, the Government of Cuba has the 
habit to appear in the proceedings to prevent by all means that the escaped 
professional freely marries. 
 
The persecution continues, and it does not stop there. Not only do they prevent 
the professional from returning to Cuba. By all means it is about preventing him 
/ her from prospering outside of it. Thus, the embassies and consulates deny 
them access to their current passports, making them suffer for years a transit of 
illegal situation at migratory level of lethal consequences. 
 
Thus, they are also denied access to their academic degrees, as we have shown. 
There are thousands of doctors, for example, who in other countries work as 
assistants or other professions because of the impossibility of being able to 
validate their careers without being able to prove it with their academic degrees, 
opting for having to work in more accessible activities. 
 
This means destroying the life of a human being: deprived of family, their minor 
children and spouse, unable to travel and by necessity forced to be an illegal 
migrant who does not have access to practice his/her profession due to the lack 
of his/her title. 
 
The family, on the other hand, deprived of its parent, without the income that 
he/she contributed with, and waiting every day for him/her to get some job with 
which to send some economic remittances to the island with which to support 
themselves, while they consume large sums of money with international 
telephone costs that exceed the dollar for every minute spoken, or resign and 
barely communicate. In Cuba, Internet is of poor quality and hardly allows 
communications in real time. In addition, the cost of 1 hour of connection in the 
island costs 1 dollar in its most economical version, and only accessible in certain 
plazas of the largest cities, while the average global salary of Cuba is slightly 
higher than 20 dollars per month (we remind you here that the doctors' salary is 
$ 33.24 per month). 
 
A tragedy of dimensions difficult to imagine that has tens of thousands of victims 
in a permanent suffering, and perpetuated by the regime for being "deserters". 
 
The critical moment of suffering and the irreversibility of consequences occurs 
instantly. When the professional decides not to return to Cuba, he is immediately 
considered a "deserter" and is given all the harshness of the Penal Code, the 
Regulation, and all the mechanisms that the system sets in motion so that others 
can learn the consequences of such an act of rebellion. 
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The family on the island, in days, is visited by State security agents and, in the 
presence of the minors, indicate that their father has been declared a "deserter", 
for treason, and that he will not be able to return in 8 years, at the same time that 
threaten the family to the "deserter" not appear before the media, because the 
consequences could be worse for those who are inside the island, and so, "wait 
patiently" the 8 years to pass by. 
 
If we have collected 46 testimonies for this complaint, it was only with the 
absolute guarantee that, the day the Criminal Court requests their personal 
information, it will be done by means of a letter that grants absolute witness 
protection, confidentiality of the Court and a exquisite and guaranteed treatment 
in that sense. The terror is immense. A system that takes actions like the ones 
mentioned, all of them warn us: what will it not do with our family, the education 
of our children, the work of my spouse or the safety of my family, if they knew 
that we are participating in a complaint in a International Criminal Court, United 
Nations or any mechanism for the defense of human rights? 
 
Terror and resignation, pain, crying, anger, impotence. This is how the reporting 
victims manifest themselves. In the elaboration of this denunciation we have 
suffered, those acting, and felt in the flesh, everything that in a very technical 
way we have had to shed, aberration after aberration, witnessing in the first row 
a terrorist crime against humanity perfectly perpetrated with total international 
impunity. 
 
Far from hiding from these actions, the government uses them to impose its 
terrifying state of absolute repression and ensure that the rest do not make the 
mistake of risking their freedom before the omnipotent State. Thus, the speeches 
of the highest leaders, as we have been able to read in this denunciation, one after 
another are full of threatening verbal aggressions against athletes, even those 
who have been national heroes, professionals, doctors, writers, intellectuals, 
musicians, etc. The state is in absolute war against anyone who has "deserted", 
who is considered a traitor and therefore must pay the consequences and serve 
as derision to the rest. 
 
And it does not happen to a small group of people. We have shown here how 
many millions have emigrated from Cuba, a country with 11 million inhabitants. 
Well, in terms of qualified professionals, Facebook has more than 650,000 
"Cuban expatriates who live in all countries except Cuba, above 18, and with a 
higher degree", who also have Facebook active. This can be repeated by anyone 
who creates an advertising account and performs such segmentation in this social 
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network, and this can be shown with the result of the annex that is referenced 
here: 258 
 

 
  
 
The tragedy of the persecution, as we have argued, terrifies and destroys the lives 
of Cuban professionals who decide to "desert" to achieve a life in freedom and to 
support their families who live in the most absolute misery on the island. These 
and their families within the island are persecuted, threatened, coerced, and their 
lives destroyed for a crime against humanity of slavery, persecution and other 
inhumane acts that must be analyzed, judged, and condemned. 
  

                                                 
 
258 Result of the Facebook Ads segmentation with "expatriates from Cuba in any country in the world, 
except Cuba, and with certainty of college education": 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11kN_IQAMvNh4DGo02Xb-m-_2BCeBFvXd 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=11kN_IQAMvNh4DGo02Xb-m-_2BCeBFvXd
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1.1.10. Declarations of the victims 
 
1.1.10.1. Witnesses in the complaint 
 
For the present complaint, in addition to basing ourselves on Cuba's own 
legislation and notoriously public facts, we have chosen to bring testimony from 
hundreds of professionals who have suffered, and continue to suffer, the crimes 
against humanity that have been committed.  
 
The main problem when gathering the testimonies is to find the victims and unite 
them in the cause that concerns us. Then we find the enormous difficulty that 
they are people who are currently under the yoke of the regime, their families 
being for most of them inside Cuba. 
 
Likewise, we found a huge difficulty in several operational aspects: 
 

• These professionals are scattered all over the world and it is not feasible 
to physically coordinate the process  

• Cubans have a long delay in the use of technologies due to the lack of them 
and Internet access in Cuba, so a simple procedure had to be found that 
would allow, at the same time, to be fast, effective and profound in the 
declarations 

 
1.1.10.1.1. Methodology, casuistry and respondents 
 
 
To collect the testimonies, a substantial number of previous interviews with the 
victims have been carried out. The objective was to collect the most common 
violations of their rights and try to generate "items" that could describe what the 
majority could have suffered. 
 
1.1.10.1.1.1. Universe of victims / respondents under identity protection 
 
The taking of statements is taking place in different waves. The universe of each 
wave is the following: 
 
• Results of the First Wave universe: 
 

o 46 statements on missions in 10 different countries. 
o 54% men, 46% women. 
o With minor children in Cuba: 52,17% while in the missions. 

 
• Results of the Second Wave universe: (in progress) 
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1.1.10.1.1.2. The statements format, the political background 
 
The first thing we detected was that the practices of the Government of Cuba 
were not homogeneous, neither by country, nor by dates in the same country. 
There was a period, for example, in which the professionals in mission in 
Venezuela denounced that in the elections their "Mission" Heads made them visit 
the houses to campaign for the Chávez party. Others received instructions to 
speak well of the government in Venezuela while treating patients or 
implementing courses and talks on socialist and "revolutionary" political 
activism. The majority counted the opinions of the population and their superiors 
made maps of Chavistas and anti-Chavistas by city, neighborhood and house. 
 
We have detected, however, that other professionals told us that when they 
arrived in Venezuela they knew that this was done but that in their group they 
did not do it. In their case, they only mentioned that they carried out other 
practices in which the focus was to obtain the maximum money from the 
authorities by making false statistics of the performance of the missions, or as a 
method for the host country to artificially modify the health statistics for 
PAHO or WHO. In this aspect, which was quite general in all periods, however, 
we detected that they were asked differently according to the place, their 
specialty and the dates. Some of them were asked to discard materials and 
medicines "as if they had been consumed by patients and on visits", in order to 
later introduce false statistics and that the inspections could match. Given that 
the Venezuelan authorities, for example, had control over consumables and 
medicines, if at each gynecological consultation a pair of new gloves had to be 
worn for each patient, and 25 real consultations had been carried out, what was 
systematically done was to discard each day another 25 pairs of gloves, without 
having been used in patients, to then be able to indicate that 50 patients had been 
treated that day, instead of 25. When the consultations required medicines for 
each patient, the medicine boxes went to the trash with the same ease. Misleading 
the local official or health organizations was a directive to artificially increase the 
statistics and income of the missions, thus fulfilling the political objectives of the 
signatory states. 
 
Cuba thus became an ally to change the official statistics of a country in the 
medical field and in other technical and professional fields, such as literacy and 
other areas. In that way, Cuba would acquire strong diplomatic ties with the host 
countries, which are very difficult to break. 
 
As we can see, the complexity of the testimonies could make it eternal to gather 
the data and decipher them. Therefore we tried to generate epigraphs that could 
be subscribed by those who made them. After months of work in this area of 
preliminary meetings, we finally managed to compartmentalize the casuistry in 
phrases that could reflect what is most relevant to this complaint and at the same 
time understand many of the grave cases that were taking place. 
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Another need was to generate a declaration format that was simple, quick to 
complete, in which the subjectivity or choice of words did not prevail, but rather 
pushed each professional to be objective when it came to expressing their 
individual experiences. Access in Cuba to new technologies, computers and 
other material is not as common as in developed countries. This confronted us, 
given the distance that separated us from the testimonies, to having to adapt to a 
way of proceeding that had to have great signage, great simplicity, and 
technological versatility. From the beginning we projected that each statement 
had only one page. When there are several pages a professional could skip part 
of it, they could arrive in different correspondence, or parts of the declaration 
would be lost. If the declaration had a single page, all the logistical problems 
were simplified. 
 
We also had to understand whom we were asking to testify. They are 
professionals who in the vast majority of cases have their children, wives, 
husbands, parents in Cuba and who remain subject, despite living in free 
countries, to the coercion that their loved ones may suffer the reprisal if their 
testimonies could be made public. Let's also think that Cubans are not credulous. 
They cannot be because the government itself betrays, lies, uses and manipulates 
them. How could they trust UNPACU or Cuban Prisoners Defenders to give us 
a document that could make life impossible for their family if it reached the 
hands of the Cuban government? The challenge was great, because only a few 
were willing to do it publicly, to take the risk, and not many could trust any 
organization, even though UNPACU has a very validated reputation among 
them all. 
 
How could we get the maximum number of testimonies by generating 
confidence about their anonymity when it is contrary to the concept of a 
respondent who accuses a third party? We came up with an idea in UNPACU to 
be able to do it. The declaration form had two parts, linked univocally and 
irrefutably, but in two different sheets of paper. The first one, containing the most 
delicate information, would be the statement as we have expressed previously. 
The other paper would contain the personal data. Between both papers there 
were irrefutable correlation mechanisms that could not be altered in any way, 
using coding technology and other mechanisms. The professional would send 
each page by different means to two different organizations. The first page, the 
declaration, signed by the professional, would not contain any personal data, and 
therefore even if it was leaked to the regime, it could not use it, because it could 
not identify, among almost 1 million people, the signature of each one. The other 
document, with the personal data, would contain an innocuous text, that if it 
reached the authorities it would not mean anything negative, it could even be 
seen positively.  
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Thus, with this mechanism, we managed to get the vast majority of those 
consulted to declare all the details of their horrific experience, because they 
would feel protected beyond subjectively, objectively. 
 
We distributed the tasks to gather testimonies in very different organizations. In 
the UNPACU and in the International Criminal Lawyers Association we would 
receive the declarations with all the judicial content for the cause, in the different 
organizations involved they would keep the other document containing the 
signature of the professional and all their personal data. 
 
With this and other details, we were prepared to make and tabulate the 
statements, and the result of all that work, as for the declaration forms the 
appears below in the next page: 
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1.1.10.1.2. Global Results 
 

STATISTICAL RESULTS OF TESTIMONIES (from 46 protected witnesses) 

Time since abandonment 4,8 years 
Average duration of the missions (remember that they are 95% abandonments of mission) 32,1 months 
BEFORE THE MISSIONS 

I volunteered, but for coercive reasons 39,13% 
I joined as a volunteer freely only for economic reasons 4,35% 
I did not volunteer 56,52% 
I joined forced or for coercive reasons 95,65% 
I felt partially or totally obliged to fear being negatively marked in my work and/or personal 
environment 50,00% 
The situation of extreme poverty in Cuba and the low salary that he perceived as a professional 
had an influence 97,83% 
The impossibility of obtaining viable alternatives to the situation of precarious work in Cuba 
had an influence 73,91% 

The Law of Migration influenced me, preventing me from leaving and family emigration 69,57% 
I was also looking for a professional improvement for contributing to raise my profession 54,35% 
It influenced me that I had been taught that I was in debt to the State for having received a free 
education 45,65% 

IN THE PREPARATION 
I was not presented with a labor contract to sign that stipulated salary, conditions, rights, work 
schedules, etc. 41,30% 

Yes, they presented me a contract and I got a copy of it (occurred mainly in Brazil) 39,13% 
I signed a contract, but they did not give me a copy 28,26% 
They did not offer me clauses of extra benefits for work hazard, overtime payment, sick leave 
insurance, etc. 95,65% 
I did not know the final destination (city, hospital, etc.) or was changed unilaterally when 
arriving in the country of destination 89,13% 

They could visit me without limitations in the preparations 4,35% 
I had to attend a course of the Communist Party to reinforce the "revolutionary" principles 82,61% 
IN THE MISSIONS 
After passing the customs, already in the country of destination, a Cuban official withdrew and 
kept my passport 41,30% 
Instead of the passport they gave me another alternative documentation (photocopy, identity of 
the country or other) 30,43% 

I was watched by Cuban officials or their collaborators 91,30% 
I did not have my studies diploma and legalized experience abroad 76,09% 
They put me impediments to have the legalized experienced 47,83% 
Yes, I had my studies diploma and legalized experience with me 21,74% 
I took my legalized diplomas and kept them in secret to avoid retaliation 19,57% 
I was given or read a regulation that obliged me in aspects of a personal and political nature 95,65% 
I should not have friendly neither sentimental relationships with natives that were not reported 
and approved 84,78% 

I could not stay outside the assigned location without approval 73,91% 
I could not drive cars without prior authorization, even if I had a driving license 80,43% 
I was subject to movement restrictions within the same country where I worked 89,13% 
I could not leave my home after a certain time without permission, even after work or days off 63,04% 
I was obliged to attend meetings of a political nature 91,30% 
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The place of residence was imposed on me 65,22% 
I paid the house 34,78% 
My home had poor living conditions 52,17% 
The assigned dwelling lacked of partial or total privacy 52,17% 
My communications by email, through the means of communication that they provided me, I 
feared could be monitored 91,30% 

I was guided or instigated to monitor the partners in their professional and private behavior 89,13% 
I should report any suspicious situation that a partner might want to abandon the mission 91,30% 
If someone in my environment left the position, they urged me to perform an act of repudiation 
(or act of revolutionary reaffirmation) 78,26% 
My relatives could not leave Cuba because of government restrictions while I was working in 
the foreign country 52,17% 
My relatives could only visit me in the country where I worked with time and restricted 
conditions, and prior authorization 52,17% 

I could not go on vacation to the place that I could and I wanted with my family 82,61% 
On vacation I did not perceive 100% of my income 36,96% 
They allowed me to travel to Cuba N times a year, always with restrictions not derived from 
the work itself *(where N is the input) 

0,83 /year 
(holidays) 

I was not allowed to travel to Cuba 19,57% 
I was forced to falsely increase job statistics 56,52% 
For forcing statistics, I was urged to throw away unused material 36,96% 
I was afraid that I or my family would suffer retaliation if I violated any of the guidelines 
indicated by me in this form 93,48% 

I knew that when I left the post I could not return to Cuba in 8 years 100,00% 
I knew that when I left my job my family would be banned from leaving 60,87% 
If I had been free to leave the position without reprisals, being able to take my family out of 
Cuba, I would have liked to 93,48% 

I could not leave the post because my family or I would suffer reprisals 76,09% 
I had children under 18 in Cuba 52,17% 

I had to work normally N hours a day 8,61 hrs/day 
average 

I had to work regularly N days a week 
5,57 

days/week 
average 

I was obligated to pay a monthly fee for P.C.C./U.J.C./other 58,70% 
Average payment in dollars for the P.C.C./U.J.C./other 10 USD 
It had to fulfill agenda and / or works of political nature and / or in favor of political options 
between the native population 71,74% 

I suffered or saw colleagues suffer threats 93,48% 
I suffered or saw physical violence coming from the officials or with their permissiveness 21,74% 
I suffered or saw partners suffer sexual harassment by officials or their permissiveness 41,30% 
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

Salary A net for me in the country of work (in dollars) 473,33 USD 
Salary B CUC / dollars per month for my family, who receives them in Cuba 37,92 USD 
Salary C CUC / dollars per month in deposit / frozen (in Cuba) 172,88 USD 
Filers with this frozen remunerated item 39,13% 
Salary D CUP to the month of my work center in Cuba (previous salary) 33,24 USD 
AFTER THE MISSION 

I finished mission, but I did not return 32,61% 
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I abandon the mission 32,61% 
I have now a child under the age of 18 in Cuba 28,26% 
I cannot go back in 8 years to Cuba (40% have over 8 years since they left) 60,87% 

I have already tried to get in Cuba and they have impede me from entering 8 
testimonies 

 
 
1.1.10.1.2.1. Complete Data Base of Statements by victims under protetion 
 
The entire Data Base of the statements can be downloaded at: 
 
• First Wave: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JprYjJTEiNwNlWmHI4fARLTGu2H5f
3GA 

• Second Wave:  
 
 
1.1.10.2. Public Testimonies 
 
In recent years, especially in Brazil, a country especially proud of having 
abolished slavery, which accompanied them for centuries, and in which many 
political parties criticized the government for hiring Cuban physicians under 
such conditions, the media contained more and more reports of particular cases. 
Each of the cases is a personal and family tragedy, and here we present many of 
them that, without being mostly present as respondents in this complaint, it is 
remarkable that the court should have access to these cases published by all kinds 
of reputed media international press to understand the systematic, global, 
massive dimension of the tragedy and the crimes against humanity that have 
been committed. 
 
1.1.10.2.1. Eva María Arzuaga Duanys 
 
Dr. Eva María told the press how in the Brazilian mission she was being watched 
by agents sent by Havana, she could not leave from one municipality to another 
without authorization even in her time off, they were sexually harassed and even 
extorted. 
 
https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/ 
 
1.1.10.2.2. Dayaimy González Valón 
 
Dr. Dayaimy decided not to return to Cuba after finishing her mission (it was 
terminated by the decision of the Cuban government) and she informed the head 
of Mission, who threatened that she would not return to Cuba and that if 
something happened to her little children, she could not do anything. The doctor 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JprYjJTEiNwNlWmHI4fARLTGu2H5f3GA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JprYjJTEiNwNlWmHI4fARLTGu2H5f3GA
https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/
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recorded the entire conversation, in addition to a character known in Brazil by 
Cuban doctors whose voice is identified with Leoncio Fuentes Correa, a 
supposed doctor who acted under the orders of the political police as head of 
Mission.  
 
After making this recording, in another video the doctor collapses and begins to 
mourn the terrible suffering that, seeing the threats fulfilled and become reality, 
she would have to endure. 
 
Links to the case: 
 
• Threats to Dr. Dayaimy González not to stay in Brazil: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XMdDnOKuhLcRVSmhD72qa5vrVQh
6RmIp 

• Doctor Dayaimy González breaks her chains for a better future for her 
daughter: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1doYtNhqiOPgar9Mbh2fsdEOnShZIm
nz2 

• Article covering it all: https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-09-u1-
e186450-s27061-difunden-llamada-amenazante-funcionario-cubano-doctora-decidio 
(enlace alternativo: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XMdDnOKuhLcRVSmhD72qa5vrVQh6RmIp) 

 
1.1.10.2.3. Dr. Vania Ponce 
 
Her statements in the press describe how she made the decision not to return to 
Cuba after the mission and how she will not be able to return to the island in 8 
years, and escape the slavery suffered to, from the outside, and even suffering 
from persecution, give her daughter and her family a better life , despite 
assuming not being able to re-enter the island for 8 years and being away from 
her family. 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-
varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos 
 
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100019699002862 
 
https://www.facebook.com/nosomosdesertores/posts/655748314819318 
 
1.1.10.2.4. Dr. Katy Rodríguez B 
 
She revealed to the press a case similar to the one presented by Dr. Vania Ponce. 
 
https://www.facebook.com/katykarell 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XMdDnOKuhLcRVSmhD72qa5vrVQh6RmIp
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XMdDnOKuhLcRVSmhD72qa5vrVQh6RmIp
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1doYtNhqiOPgar9Mbh2fsdEOnShZImnz2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1doYtNhqiOPgar9Mbh2fsdEOnShZImnz2
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-09-u1-e186450-s27061-difunden-llamada-amenazante-funcionario-cubano-doctora-decidio
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-09-u1-e186450-s27061-difunden-llamada-amenazante-funcionario-cubano-doctora-decidio
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XMdDnOKuhLcRVSmhD72qa5vrVQh6RmIp
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100019699002862
https://www.facebook.com/nosomosdesertores/posts/655748314819318
https://www.facebook.com/katykarell
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https://www.facebook.com/nosomosdesertores/posts/655783994815750 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-
varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos 
 
1.1.10.2.5. Dr. Mara Ochoa González Rodríguez 
 
She revealed to the press a case similar to the one presented by Dr. Vania Ponce. 
 
https://www.facebook.com/mara.gonzalezrodriguez.98 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-
varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos 
 
https://www.facebook.com/nosomosdesertores/posts/655761991484617 
 
1.1.10.2.6. Dr. Maria Bu 
 
She revealed to the press a case similar to the one presented by Dr. Vania Ponce. 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-
varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos 
 
https://www.facebook.com/nosomosdesertores/posts/655447634849386 
 
https://www.facebook.com/maria.bu.5895 
 
1.1.10.2.7. Dr. Yuledis Legrá Legrá 
 
This doctor published a letter with this text, which expressed the "10 steps of 
Cubans on their way to freedom": 
 
“… 
 
 1-You are in Cuba, you believe in communism, you only see Cuban TV, it's not your 
fault, you've simply been indoctrinated to think that way.  
 
2- You start to see things that are wrong. You blame the officials below, you think those 
situations are not known at the top level.  
 
3- There are so many problems that you begin to wonder: will it really be that these things 
are not known to the main leaders? The problems are so evident that it is impossible for 
them not to be informed.  
 

https://www.facebook.com/nosomosdesertores/posts/655783994815750
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos
https://www.facebook.com/mara.gonzalezrodriguez.98
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos
https://www.facebook.com/nosomosdesertores/posts/655761991484617
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-22-u1-e186450-s27061-rostros-varios-medicos-cubanos-brasil-no-podran-ver-sus-hijos
https://www.facebook.com/nosomosdesertores/posts/655447634849386
https://www.facebook.com/maria.bu.5895
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4- You start to get away from everything that has to do with politics. If you were a Prty 
or Youth member, you try to get rid of all that. You make deaf ears, you do not want to 
listen. Your mind is a bastard, it does not want to accept that you were wrong all the time 
and that you believed in impossible fallacies and the integrity of the "leaders". 
 
5- Everything around you seems strange, you start to make small criticisms but without 
getting out of the way for fear of reprisals, you are already known as the "constant 
protester".  
 
6- By not seeing solutions to the questions you pose, you start to get more radical; the 
same manifesting as not manifesting yourself, but you do not believe much in the system 
anymore. You start looking for ways to get out of that.  
 
7- You take a trip abroad. You are not yet well decided, but you know that your future is 
not in Cuba; even so, if they speak ill of the Cuban government and relate it to your 
country, you are offended (those are two different things).  
 
8- You decide, or leave Cuba because now everything bothers you, or stay in the country 
you visited. You do not want to enter politics (everything is politics, that's why you 
emigrated although you do not even know it yet), until you witness a personal situation 
of government abuse or bureaucracy with your personal or family transactions, being in 
Cuba or abroad.  
 
9- You are resigned; you just want to focus on your family and how to solve your problem: 
to get your family out, to send money etc ... everything back there seems to have been a 
horror story.  
 
10- You look for contact with your people abroad, you realize that you are still a strange 
in other people's lands. You focus on common goals to improve your conditions and your 
countrymen; It is here that you realize that you will not get anywhere and that the story 
you passed was left behind. Thus begins a new life where you and your people are the 
protagonists of your own future and success.  
 
PD: General guide. It is not that, necessarily, all have gone through the same steps or in 
the same order. And you, what step are you at? 
 
Author: Yuledis Legrá Legrá (YULO) 
Brazil, 23 December 2018, Christmas Eve 
 
…” 
 
https://www.facebook.com/yulo820324 
 
1.1.10.2.8. Dr. Fideu Fonse 
 

https://www.facebook.com/yulo820324
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This Cuban doctor who participated in the Brazilian mission and who did not 
return to Cuba, from Facebook and without hiding his identity, below the same 
previous article in which  declares Yuledis Legrá Legrá, also indicates that the 
same thing happened to him as his partner Yuledis. 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-23-u1-e199352-s27061-medico-
cubano-brasil-desglosa-10-pasos-cubano-su-camino 
 
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100014585461312 
 
1.1.10.2.9. Dr. Liset Aguilera Muguercia 
 
The doctor told the media that she did not return to Cuba when her government 
terminated the mission, and that she did it thanks that Brazil offered to continue 
the work for the Cuban doctors who decided to continue working in the Mais 
Medicos Program. He requested political asylum in Brazil and told the 
newspaper that now she would have to assume that she could not return to Cuba 
and pay the price of freedom. 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-27-u157374-e157374-s27061-
cinco-medicas-cubanas-piden-asilo-politico-quedarse 
 
https://cubatrendings.com/2018/11/27/cubanas-que-trabajaban-en-la-
ciudad-de-nova-odessa-piden-asilo/ 
 
https://g1.globo.com/sp/piracicaba-regiao/noticia/2018/11/26/cinco-
medicas-cubanas-que-atuavam-em-nova-odessa-pedem-asilo-politico-para-
ficar-no-brasil.ghtml 
 
http://portal.tododia.uol.com.br/_conteudo/2017/08/cidades/144788-n-
odessa-recebe-7-novas-medicas.php 
 
1.1.10.2.10. Dr. Adrián Estrada Barber 
 
This young doctor told the press that they were being exploited and that they 
were "slaves" of a "dictatorship". Also that he cannot return to Cuba in eight 
years, a kind of punishment for having resigned from the mission in 2016 and 
having started working on his own. For such reasons he was classified as a 
"deserter". "I have had my freedom completely limited," he told the newspaper. 
He had to undergo a judicial process to get rid of the condition of his contract 
with Cuba of not being able to marry unless he had permission from the Cuban 
authorities, and finally he managed to marry a Brazilian woman of whom he was 
deeply in love. 
 

https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-23-u1-e199352-s27061-medico-cubano-brasil-desglosa-10-pasos-cubano-su-camino
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-23-u1-e199352-s27061-medico-cubano-brasil-desglosa-10-pasos-cubano-su-camino
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100014585461312
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-27-u157374-e157374-s27061-cinco-medicas-cubanas-piden-asilo-politico-quedarse
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-27-u157374-e157374-s27061-cinco-medicas-cubanas-piden-asilo-politico-quedarse
https://cubatrendings.com/2018/11/27/cubanas-que-trabajaban-en-la-ciudad-de-nova-odessa-piden-asilo/
https://cubatrendings.com/2018/11/27/cubanas-que-trabajaban-en-la-ciudad-de-nova-odessa-piden-asilo/
https://g1.globo.com/sp/piracicaba-regiao/noticia/2018/11/26/cinco-medicas-cubanas-que-atuavam-em-nova-odessa-pedem-asilo-politico-para-ficar-no-brasil.ghtml
https://g1.globo.com/sp/piracicaba-regiao/noticia/2018/11/26/cinco-medicas-cubanas-que-atuavam-em-nova-odessa-pedem-asilo-politico-para-ficar-no-brasil.ghtml
https://g1.globo.com/sp/piracicaba-regiao/noticia/2018/11/26/cinco-medicas-cubanas-que-atuavam-em-nova-odessa-pedem-asilo-politico-para-ficar-no-brasil.ghtml
http://portal.tododia.uol.com.br/_conteudo/2017/08/cidades/144788-n-odessa-recebe-7-novas-medicas.php
http://portal.tododia.uol.com.br/_conteudo/2017/08/cidades/144788-n-odessa-recebe-7-novas-medicas.php
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https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-22-u1-e186450-s27061-medico-
cubano-brasil-asegura-estaban-explotando-muchos-van 
 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1542883434_43149.html 
 
https://www.cubanet.org/noticias/medico-cubano-en-brasil-muchos-se-van-
a-quedar-nos-estaban-explotando/ 
 
https://fotografia.folha.uol.com.br/galerias/nova/1617770834558883-medico-
cubano-adrian-estrada-barber 
 
https://veja.abril.com.br/brasil/o-amor-nos-tempos-do-mais-medicos/ 
 
https://www.facebook.com/adrian.estrada.94043626 
 
1.1.10.2.11. Dr. Adrián Sánchez Brea 
 
This doctor said: "I will not return to Cuba even if I have to pick up trash or sweep 
the street," and added he cannot believe in Cuban leaders anymore. 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-23-u157374-e157374-s27061-
medico-cubano-brasil-no-vuelvo-cuba-ni-tenga-recoger 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-27-u157374-e157374-s27061-
cinco-medicas-cubanas-piden-asilo-politico-quedarse 
 
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/medico-diz-que-nao-volta-para-cuba-fico-no-
brasil-nem-que-tenha-que-recolher-lixo-ou-varrer-rua-23252698 
 
1.1.10.2.12. Dr. Bárbara Morgado 
 
Dr. Bárbara Morgado suffered harassment, persecution, defamation and her life 
was put in danger by the heads of mission in Saudi Arabia because she decided 
not to return to Cuba and expose the enslavingconditions in the media. 
 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1553852875_45426.html 
 
https://cubanosporelmundo.com/2019/03/19/esclavos-doctora-cubana-
arabia-saudita-denuncia-acoso-persecucion-gobierno-cubano/ 
 
https://youtu.be/2SnR_YDaMsI?t=77 
 
1.1.10.2.13. Dr. Raymond Garcia Hernandez 
 

https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-22-u1-e186450-s27061-medico-cubano-brasil-asegura-estaban-explotando-muchos-van
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-22-u1-e186450-s27061-medico-cubano-brasil-asegura-estaban-explotando-muchos-van
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1542883434_43149.html
https://www.cubanet.org/noticias/medico-cubano-en-brasil-muchos-se-van-a-quedar-nos-estaban-explotando/
https://www.cubanet.org/noticias/medico-cubano-en-brasil-muchos-se-van-a-quedar-nos-estaban-explotando/
https://fotografia.folha.uol.com.br/galerias/nova/1617770834558883-medico-cubano-adrian-estrada-barber
https://fotografia.folha.uol.com.br/galerias/nova/1617770834558883-medico-cubano-adrian-estrada-barber
https://veja.abril.com.br/brasil/o-amor-nos-tempos-do-mais-medicos/
https://www.facebook.com/adrian.estrada.94043626
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-23-u157374-e157374-s27061-medico-cubano-brasil-no-vuelvo-cuba-ni-tenga-recoger
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-23-u157374-e157374-s27061-medico-cubano-brasil-no-vuelvo-cuba-ni-tenga-recoger
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-27-u157374-e157374-s27061-cinco-medicas-cubanas-piden-asilo-politico-quedarse
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-27-u157374-e157374-s27061-cinco-medicas-cubanas-piden-asilo-politico-quedarse
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/medico-diz-que-nao-volta-para-cuba-fico-no-brasil-nem-que-tenha-que-recolher-lixo-ou-varrer-rua-23252698
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/medico-diz-que-nao-volta-para-cuba-fico-no-brasil-nem-que-tenha-que-recolher-lixo-ou-varrer-rua-23252698
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1553852875_45426.html
https://cubanosporelmundo.com/2019/03/19/esclavos-doctora-cubana-arabia-saudita-denuncia-acoso-persecucion-gobierno-cubano/
https://cubanosporelmundo.com/2019/03/19/esclavos-doctora-cubana-arabia-saudita-denuncia-acoso-persecucion-gobierno-cubano/
https://youtu.be/2SnR_YDaMsI?t=77
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This doctor indicated that he did not return after the mission to Cuba, that he 
"deserted". He was also the source of the Associated Press and the newspaper La 
Voz indicating that "they received 30% of the salary, while the remaining part 
went to the coffers of the Government". 
 
https://www.lavoz.com.ar/mundo/medicos-cubanos-desertan-y-deciden-
quedarse-en-brasil-pesar-de-bolsonaro 
 
https://www.voanoticias.com/a/medicos-cubanos-desertan-y-deciden-
quedarse-en-brasil/4674013.html 
 
1.1.10.2.14. Dr. Alioski Ramírez Reyes 
 
In the same article in which Dr. Raymond García declared, this doctor indicated: 
"They threatened me, they told me that I had to return and that when I arrived I would 
be suspended and I would not be able to practice medicine. As a trained professional, I 
did not want to return to cut sugar cane. They simplified things for me. I decided to stay. 
"  
 
"A large group of Cubans decided to stay in Brazil, we decided to leave the exploitation 
to which the people were subjected, then the Cuban government went into despair and, 
together with the Brazilian government, they took measures," he told the portal. 
O’Globo 
 
 
https://www.lavoz.com.ar/mundo/medicos-cubanos-desertan-y-deciden-
quedarse-en-brasil-pesar-de-bolsonaro 
 
https://www.radiotelevisionmarti.com/a/154899.html 
 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1507805869_34579.html 
 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1510754176_35336.html 
 
1.1.10.2.15. Dr. Alberto Sosa Pons 
 
Alberto Sosa Pons, who served a mission in Namibia before traveling to Brazil in 
2013, describes the chronology of Cuban doctors' salaries to date. "When the first 
doctors arrived in Brazil, from a total of 10,000 equivalent reais, then about 4,132 
dollars, they only paid us 2,420 reais. 900 reais, then equivalent to 400 dollars, 
were paid in Brazil and 600 CUC were put in Cuba in a frozen bank account. This 
amounted to nearly $ 1,000, while the rest, 7,580 reais ($ 3,132) were retained by 
the Cuban government, "he said publicly. " 
 

https://www.lavoz.com.ar/mundo/medicos-cubanos-desertan-y-deciden-quedarse-en-brasil-pesar-de-bolsonaro
https://www.lavoz.com.ar/mundo/medicos-cubanos-desertan-y-deciden-quedarse-en-brasil-pesar-de-bolsonaro
https://www.voanoticias.com/a/medicos-cubanos-desertan-y-deciden-quedarse-en-brasil/4674013.html
https://www.voanoticias.com/a/medicos-cubanos-desertan-y-deciden-quedarse-en-brasil/4674013.html
https://www.lavoz.com.ar/mundo/medicos-cubanos-desertan-y-deciden-quedarse-en-brasil-pesar-de-bolsonaro
https://www.lavoz.com.ar/mundo/medicos-cubanos-desertan-y-deciden-quedarse-en-brasil-pesar-de-bolsonaro
https://www.radiotelevisionmarti.com/a/154899.html
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1507805869_34579.html
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1510754176_35336.html
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That form of payment lasted until March 2014, when Dr. Ramona Matos left the Mais 
Médicos program and denounced the policy of the Cuban authorities. Then the 
government went on to pay us our salary entirely in Brazil, this time set at 2,976 reais. 
Brazil also pays an 'installation sum' to cover the initial costs of housing and furniture 
purchase, which varies from 10,000 to 30,000 reais, depending on where the doctor works. 
All this money, with the exception of 3,500 reais that were allocated indistinctly, Cuba 
stole us," he denounced.  
 
"I went to serve in Palhano, a very poor community in Ceará, where I was supposed to 
get an installation bag of 16,000 reais and only received 3,500. But the doctors who went 
to the Amazonia had to receive 30,000 and they also received 3,500. In mid 2014, due to 
the Brazilian economic crisis and the devaluation of the reais against the dollar, those 
2,976 reais began to amount to only 700 dollars. In January 2015, the Government of 
Dilma (Rousseff) increased the general salary of physicians from 10,000 to 10,513 reais; 
in 2016 it was increased to 10,570 reais and in 2017 it was increased again to 11,520 
(currently 3,600 dollars). All these increases are stolen by the Cuban government, since 
for doctors it keeps 2,976 reais as wages," he added. 
 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1510754176_35336.html 
 
1.1.10.2.16. Dr. Ramona Matos Rodríguez 
 
Dr. Ramona Matos was the first public voice known in the media that publicly 
rebelled against exploitation in Brazil. Her case has been covered in this 
complaint, even though we do not have her testimony specifically for it. She 
stands firm in all her affirmations, which were demonstrated one after the other, 
and her character and integrity have led her to receive the support of many. 
 
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/mais-medicos-por-contrato-cubana-so-podia-
passar-ferias-na-ilha-11517724 
 
https://www.abc.es/internacional/20140206/abci-cubana-medico-asilo-
201402051754.html 
 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1391597752_7004.html 
 
https://veja.abril.com.br/brasil/medica-cubana-cobra-r-36-mil-do-governo-
brasileiro/ 
 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1510754176_35336.html 
 
https://www.jornalopcao.com.br/colunas-e-blogs/contraponto/brasil-
transferiu-ditadura-de-cuba-cerca-de-4-bilhoes-de-reais-retirados-dos-medicos-
cubanos-107316/ 
 

http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1510754176_35336.html
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/mais-medicos-por-contrato-cubana-so-podia-passar-ferias-na-ilha-11517724
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/mais-medicos-por-contrato-cubana-so-podia-passar-ferias-na-ilha-11517724
https://www.abc.es/internacional/20140206/abci-cubana-medico-asilo-201402051754.html
https://www.abc.es/internacional/20140206/abci-cubana-medico-asilo-201402051754.html
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1391597752_7004.html
https://veja.abril.com.br/brasil/medica-cubana-cobra-r-36-mil-do-governo-brasileiro/
https://veja.abril.com.br/brasil/medica-cubana-cobra-r-36-mil-do-governo-brasileiro/
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1510754176_35336.html
https://www.jornalopcao.com.br/colunas-e-blogs/contraponto/brasil-transferiu-ditadura-de-cuba-cerca-de-4-bilhoes-de-reais-retirados-dos-medicos-cubanos-107316/
https://www.jornalopcao.com.br/colunas-e-blogs/contraponto/brasil-transferiu-ditadura-de-cuba-cerca-de-4-bilhoes-de-reais-retirados-dos-medicos-cubanos-107316/
https://www.jornalopcao.com.br/colunas-e-blogs/contraponto/brasil-transferiu-ditadura-de-cuba-cerca-de-4-bilhoes-de-reais-retirados-dos-medicos-cubanos-107316/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdBaAyHpSFE (enlace alternativo: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OIu9NT8qU7lLTVdmCWIDaZng9Nq6vZ
_q) 
 
https://www.efe.com/efe/america/sociedad/medicos-cubanos-presentan-
demanda-en-ee-uu-contra-ops-por-programa-brasil/20000013-3829831 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-30-u1-e186450-s27061-cuatro-
medicos-cubanos-demandan-ops-facilitar-red-trafico 
 
https://www.eldiario.es/politica/Medicos-presentan-EEUU-OPS-
Brasil_0_841316953.html 
 
https://www.courthousenews.com/health-organization-accussed-of-
trafficking-doctors-to-brazil/ 
 
1.1.10.2.17. Dr. Miguel Guerrero Fernández 
 
His statements to the press were clear: "I did not know it as the 'collateral', but when 
you arrived at the mission, before telling you what your job would be, they detailed the 
regulation," referring to Ministerial Resolution No. 168 of the Ministry Foreign 
Trade of Cuba, a enslaving regulation whose copy was delivered to doctors to 
comply.  
 
"A serious violation was being out of the house after 6:00 pm If you were not for any 
reason, traffic complications, a Venezuelan who invited you to eat, or a queue to buy food, 
the people who lived with you had to call the coordinator and report you," he says.  
 
"At the beginning, the Cuban authorities were hiding in the prevailing violence, because 
it is true that the country is very violent. But then what was incomprehensible was that 
you were called to move to a CDI that was not yours, in a municipality that you did not 
know and on public transport, which was very dangerous. All that outside of the hours 
to be on the street, and you had to go because it was an order. Then you noticed that when 
it was a necessity for them, the regulation could be violated and you life was not worth 
much; but when a Venezuelan invited you to share a holiday you could not do it.  We 
went through situations that the family cannot even imagine. " 
 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1510754176_35336.html 
 
https://www.infobae.com/america/america-latina/2017/12/23/la-oscura-y-
cruel-verdad-detras-de-las-misiones-humanitarias-de-medicos-cubanos-en-
venezuela/ 
 
https://www.epochtimes.com.br/missoes-humanitarias-medicos-cubanos-
venezuela-uma-grande-mentira-video/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdBaAyHpSFE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OIu9NT8qU7lLTVdmCWIDaZng9Nq6vZ_q
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OIu9NT8qU7lLTVdmCWIDaZng9Nq6vZ_q
https://www.efe.com/efe/america/sociedad/medicos-cubanos-presentan-demanda-en-ee-uu-contra-ops-por-programa-brasil/20000013-3829831
https://www.efe.com/efe/america/sociedad/medicos-cubanos-presentan-demanda-en-ee-uu-contra-ops-por-programa-brasil/20000013-3829831
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-30-u1-e186450-s27061-cuatro-medicos-cubanos-demandan-ops-facilitar-red-trafico
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-30-u1-e186450-s27061-cuatro-medicos-cubanos-demandan-ops-facilitar-red-trafico
https://www.eldiario.es/politica/Medicos-presentan-EEUU-OPS-Brasil_0_841316953.html
https://www.eldiario.es/politica/Medicos-presentan-EEUU-OPS-Brasil_0_841316953.html
https://www.courthousenews.com/health-organization-accussed-of-trafficking-doctors-to-brazil/
https://www.courthousenews.com/health-organization-accussed-of-trafficking-doctors-to-brazil/
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1510754176_35336.html
https://www.infobae.com/america/america-latina/2017/12/23/la-oscura-y-cruel-verdad-detras-de-las-misiones-humanitarias-de-medicos-cubanos-en-venezuela/
https://www.infobae.com/america/america-latina/2017/12/23/la-oscura-y-cruel-verdad-detras-de-las-misiones-humanitarias-de-medicos-cubanos-en-venezuela/
https://www.infobae.com/america/america-latina/2017/12/23/la-oscura-y-cruel-verdad-detras-de-las-misiones-humanitarias-de-medicos-cubanos-en-venezuela/
https://www.epochtimes.com.br/missoes-humanitarias-medicos-cubanos-venezuela-uma-grande-mentira-video/
https://www.epochtimes.com.br/missoes-humanitarias-medicos-cubanos-venezuela-uma-grande-mentira-video/
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1.1.10.2.18. José Armando Corzo Gómez 
 
Dr. Corzo managed to escape the mission. "I was afraid that it would not work, 
that I would not be able to leave Brazil," he said. He revealed that he enlisted in 
the mission, like many of the respondents, as a "bridge" to leave Cuba. 
 
https://www.elmundo.es/america/2014/02/14/52fe0ed522601d2d678b457c.h
tml 
 
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2014/02/1412052-cubano-que-
deixou-mais-medicos-diz-brasil-foi-uma-escala-aos-eua.shtml 
 
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/cubana-que-abandonou-mais-medicos-tem-
registro-profissional-cancelado-11580877 
 
http://www.tijolaco.net/blog/cubano-diz-a-folha-que-o-brasil-foi-so-uma-
escala-para-o-eua/ 
 
https://www.diariodocentrodomundo.com.br/essencial/cubano-que-deixou-
mais-medicos-diz-que-brasil-foi-uma-escala-aos-eua/ 
 
https://www.em.com.br/app/noticia/politica/2014/02/13/interna_politica,4
97872/programa-mais-medicos-vira-rota-de-fuga-de-cubanos.shtml  
 
1.1.10.2.19. Julio Antonio Mella Cobas 
 
He is the son of the Vice-Minister of Health Marcia Cobas. He made the decision 
not to return to Cuba after the mission, but as stated in the article about him, he 
has not suffered any reprisals for belonging his mother to the regime apparatus. 
In his case he could have his medical degree outside the country and be able to 
revalidate it to start a medical office in Brazil, unlike his colleagues who, as we 
know from statements, testimonies and evidence, are not allowed to take their 
academic title legalized to the mission.  
 
This case is exposed to indicate that the enslaving exploitation does not apply to 
the members of the cabal of power of the regime. 
 
https://youtu.be/mBpYW891njQ?t=170 
 
https://cubatrendings.com/2018/11/17/pruebas-hijo-de-la-viceministra-de-
salud/ 
 
https://www.jusbrasil.com.br/diarios/155872801/dosp-cidade-05-08-2017-pg-
54?ref=next_button 

https://www.elmundo.es/america/2014/02/14/52fe0ed522601d2d678b457c.html
https://www.elmundo.es/america/2014/02/14/52fe0ed522601d2d678b457c.html
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2014/02/1412052-cubano-que-deixou-mais-medicos-diz-brasil-foi-uma-escala-aos-eua.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2014/02/1412052-cubano-que-deixou-mais-medicos-diz-brasil-foi-uma-escala-aos-eua.shtml
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/cubana-que-abandonou-mais-medicos-tem-registro-profissional-cancelado-11580877
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/cubana-que-abandonou-mais-medicos-tem-registro-profissional-cancelado-11580877
http://www.tijolaco.net/blog/cubano-diz-a-folha-que-o-brasil-foi-so-uma-escala-para-o-eua/
http://www.tijolaco.net/blog/cubano-diz-a-folha-que-o-brasil-foi-so-uma-escala-para-o-eua/
https://www.diariodocentrodomundo.com.br/essencial/cubano-que-deixou-mais-medicos-diz-que-brasil-foi-uma-escala-aos-eua/
https://www.diariodocentrodomundo.com.br/essencial/cubano-que-deixou-mais-medicos-diz-que-brasil-foi-uma-escala-aos-eua/
https://www.em.com.br/app/noticia/politica/2014/02/13/interna_politica,497872/programa-mais-medicos-vira-rota-de-fuga-de-cubanos.shtml
https://www.em.com.br/app/noticia/politica/2014/02/13/interna_politica,497872/programa-mais-medicos-vira-rota-de-fuga-de-cubanos.shtml
https://youtu.be/mBpYW891njQ?t=170
https://cubatrendings.com/2018/11/17/pruebas-hijo-de-la-viceministra-de-salud/
https://cubatrendings.com/2018/11/17/pruebas-hijo-de-la-viceministra-de-salud/
https://www.jusbrasil.com.br/diarios/155872801/dosp-cidade-05-08-2017-pg-54?ref=next_button
https://www.jusbrasil.com.br/diarios/155872801/dosp-cidade-05-08-2017-pg-54?ref=next_button
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1.1.10.2.20. Fidel Cruz Hernandez 
 
He has confronted, after "deserting", the Cuban regime openly, denouncing 
exploitation with all the components that have been demonstrated in this 
denunciation. 
 
https://www.efe.com/efe/america/sociedad/medicos-cubanos-presentan-
demanda-en-ee-uu-contra-ops-por-programa-brasil/20000013-3829831 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-30-u1-e186450-s27061-cuatro-
medicos-cubanos-demandan-ops-facilitar-red-trafico 
 
https://www.eldiario.es/politica/Medicos-presentan-EEUU-OPS-
Brasil_0_841316953.html 
 
https://www.courthousenews.com/health-organization-accussed-of-
trafficking-doctors-to-brazil/ 
 
1.1.10.2.21. Russela Margarita Rivero Sarabia 
 
She has confronted, after "deserting", the Cuban regime openly, denouncing 
exploitation with all the components that have been demonstrated in this 
denunciation. 
 
https://www.efe.com/efe/america/sociedad/medicos-cubanos-presentan-
demanda-en-ee-uu-contra-ops-por-programa-brasil/20000013-3829831 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-30-u1-e186450-s27061-cuatro-
medicos-cubanos-demandan-ops-facilitar-red-trafico 
 
https://www.eldiario.es/politica/Medicos-presentan-EEUU-OPS-
Brasil_0_841316953.html 
 
https://www.courthousenews.com/health-organization-accussed-of-
trafficking-doctors-to-brazil/ 
 
1.1.10.2.22. Tatiana Carballo Gomez 
 
She has confronted, after "deserting", the Cuban regime openly, denouncing 
exploitation with all the components that have been demonstrated in this 
denunciation. 
 
https://www.elcomercio.com/actualidad/medicos-cuba-demanda-ops-
brasil.html 

https://www.efe.com/efe/america/sociedad/medicos-cubanos-presentan-demanda-en-ee-uu-contra-ops-por-programa-brasil/20000013-3829831
https://www.efe.com/efe/america/sociedad/medicos-cubanos-presentan-demanda-en-ee-uu-contra-ops-por-programa-brasil/20000013-3829831
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-30-u1-e186450-s27061-cuatro-medicos-cubanos-demandan-ops-facilitar-red-trafico
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-30-u1-e186450-s27061-cuatro-medicos-cubanos-demandan-ops-facilitar-red-trafico
https://www.eldiario.es/politica/Medicos-presentan-EEUU-OPS-Brasil_0_841316953.html
https://www.eldiario.es/politica/Medicos-presentan-EEUU-OPS-Brasil_0_841316953.html
https://www.courthousenews.com/health-organization-accussed-of-trafficking-doctors-to-brazil/
https://www.courthousenews.com/health-organization-accussed-of-trafficking-doctors-to-brazil/
https://www.efe.com/efe/america/sociedad/medicos-cubanos-presentan-demanda-en-ee-uu-contra-ops-por-programa-brasil/20000013-3829831
https://www.efe.com/efe/america/sociedad/medicos-cubanos-presentan-demanda-en-ee-uu-contra-ops-por-programa-brasil/20000013-3829831
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-30-u1-e186450-s27061-cuatro-medicos-cubanos-demandan-ops-facilitar-red-trafico
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-30-u1-e186450-s27061-cuatro-medicos-cubanos-demandan-ops-facilitar-red-trafico
https://www.eldiario.es/politica/Medicos-presentan-EEUU-OPS-Brasil_0_841316953.html
https://www.eldiario.es/politica/Medicos-presentan-EEUU-OPS-Brasil_0_841316953.html
https://www.courthousenews.com/health-organization-accussed-of-trafficking-doctors-to-brazil/
https://www.courthousenews.com/health-organization-accussed-of-trafficking-doctors-to-brazil/
https://www.elcomercio.com/actualidad/medicos-cuba-demanda-ops-brasil.html
https://www.elcomercio.com/actualidad/medicos-cuba-demanda-ops-brasil.html
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https://www.efe.com/efe/america/sociedad/medicos-cubanos-presentan-
demanda-en-ee-uu-contra-ops-por-programa-brasil/20000013-3829831 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-30-u1-e186450-s27061-cuatro-
medicos-cubanos-demandan-ops-facilitar-red-trafico 
 
https://www.eldiario.es/politica/Medicos-presentan-EEUU-OPS-
Brasil_0_841316953.html 
 
https://www.courthousenews.com/health-organization-accussed-of-
trafficking-doctors-to-brazil/ 
 
1.1.10.2.23. Maireilys Álvarez Rodríguez 
 
In an article to the New York Times he described in detail the injustices to which 
Cuban doctors were subjected. The article was titled: "The rebellion of Cuban 
doctors in Brazil: 'You get tired of being a slave'". 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2017/09/30/medicos-cubanos-empleo-brasil-
contratos/ 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2017-09-29-u73624-e73624-te-cansas-ser-
esclavo-al-menos-150-medicos-cubanos-brasil-quieren 
 
1.1.10.2.24. Anis Deli Grana de Carvalho 
 
In an article to the New York Times she described in detail the injustices to which 
Cuban doctors were subjected. The article was titled: "The rebellion of Cuban 
doctors in Brazil: 'You get tired of being a slave'". 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2017/09/30/medicos-cubanos-empleo-brasil-
contratos/ 
 
1.1.10.2.25. Arnulfo Castanet Batista 
 
In an article to the New York Times he described in detail the injustices to which 
Cuban doctors were subjected. The article was titled: "The rebellion of Cuban 
doctors in Brazil: 'You get tired of being a slave'". 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2017/09/30/medicos-cubanos-empleo-brasil-
contratos/ 
 
1.1.10.2.26. Anaisa Romero Saname 
 

https://www.efe.com/efe/america/sociedad/medicos-cubanos-presentan-demanda-en-ee-uu-contra-ops-por-programa-brasil/20000013-3829831
https://www.efe.com/efe/america/sociedad/medicos-cubanos-presentan-demanda-en-ee-uu-contra-ops-por-programa-brasil/20000013-3829831
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-30-u1-e186450-s27061-cuatro-medicos-cubanos-demandan-ops-facilitar-red-trafico
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-30-u1-e186450-s27061-cuatro-medicos-cubanos-demandan-ops-facilitar-red-trafico
https://www.eldiario.es/politica/Medicos-presentan-EEUU-OPS-Brasil_0_841316953.html
https://www.eldiario.es/politica/Medicos-presentan-EEUU-OPS-Brasil_0_841316953.html
https://www.courthousenews.com/health-organization-accussed-of-trafficking-doctors-to-brazil/
https://www.courthousenews.com/health-organization-accussed-of-trafficking-doctors-to-brazil/
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2017/09/30/medicos-cubanos-empleo-brasil-contratos/
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2017/09/30/medicos-cubanos-empleo-brasil-contratos/
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2017-09-29-u73624-e73624-te-cansas-ser-esclavo-al-menos-150-medicos-cubanos-brasil-quieren
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2017-09-29-u73624-e73624-te-cansas-ser-esclavo-al-menos-150-medicos-cubanos-brasil-quieren
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2017/09/30/medicos-cubanos-empleo-brasil-contratos/
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2017/09/30/medicos-cubanos-empleo-brasil-contratos/
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2017/09/30/medicos-cubanos-empleo-brasil-contratos/
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2017/09/30/medicos-cubanos-empleo-brasil-contratos/
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As the contracts between Brazil, PAHO and Cuba detail, Brazil (the government 
of Dilma Rousseff) had to prevent at all costs that doctors could work in Brazil if 
they abandoned the sponsorship of Cuba and therefore did not submit to slavery, 
though has to live with persecution nowadays. This has been well documented 
in this denunciation, as well as the fact that this initiative to "cut" the possibilities 
of working independently arose in the Cuba-Brazil negotiations that were 
exposed by the cables of the Brazilian Embassy reporting the negotiations, and 
that have been detailed in this complaint.  
 
Thus, this doctor passed a calvary that made her pay dearly for "deserting". 
 
https://www.direitonet.com.br/noticias/exibir/19364/Negada-liminar-para-
renovacao-de-vinculo-de-cubanos-com-o-Programa-Mais-Medicos 
 
1.1.10.2.27. Yanelis Miranda Herrera 
 
As the contracts between Brazil, PAHO and Cuba detail, Brazil (the government 
of Dilma Rousseff) had to prevent at all costs that doctors could work in Brazil if 
they abandoned the sponsorship of Cuba and therefore did not submit to slavery, 
though has to live with persecution nowadays. This has been well documented 
in this denunciation, as well as the fact that this initiative to "cut" the possibilities 
of working independently arose in the Cuba-Brazil negotiations that were 
exposed by the cables of the Brazilian Embassy reporting the negotiations, and 
that have been detailed in this complaint.  
 
Thus, this doctor passed a calvary that made her pay dearly for "deserting". 
 
https://www.direitonet.com.br/noticias/exibir/19364/Negada-liminar-para-
renovacao-de-vinculo-de-cubanos-com-o-Programa-Mais-Medicos 
 
1.1.10.2.28. Yaili Jiménez Gutierrez 
 
As the contracts between Brazil, PAHO and Cuba detail, Brazil (the government 
of Dilma Rousseff) had to prevent at all costs that doctors could work in Brazil if 
they abandoned the sponsorship of Cuba and therefore did not submit to slavery, 
though has to live with persecution nowadays. This has been well documented 
in this denunciation, as well as the fact that this initiative to "cut" the possibilities 
of working independently arose in the Cuba-Brazil negotiations that were 
exposed by the cables of the Brazilian Embassy reporting the negotiations, and 
that have been detailed in this complaint.  
 
Thus, this doctor passed a calvary that made her pay dearly for "deserting". 
 

https://www.direitonet.com.br/noticias/exibir/19364/Negada-liminar-para-renovacao-de-vinculo-de-cubanos-com-o-Programa-Mais-Medicos
https://www.direitonet.com.br/noticias/exibir/19364/Negada-liminar-para-renovacao-de-vinculo-de-cubanos-com-o-Programa-Mais-Medicos
https://www.direitonet.com.br/noticias/exibir/19364/Negada-liminar-para-renovacao-de-vinculo-de-cubanos-com-o-Programa-Mais-Medicos
https://www.direitonet.com.br/noticias/exibir/19364/Negada-liminar-para-renovacao-de-vinculo-de-cubanos-com-o-Programa-Mais-Medicos
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In an article to the New York Times he described in detail the injustices to which 
Cuban doctors were subjected. The article was titled: "The rebellion of Cuban 
doctors in Brazil: 'You get tired of being a slave'".  
 
"When you leave Cuba for the first time, you discover many things that until then 
were blindfolded," Yaili Jiménez Gutiérrez told the newspaper. "There comes a 
time when you get tired of being a slave," he said. 
 
https://www.jornalopcao.com.br/colunas-e-blogs/contraponto/brasil-
transferiu-ditadura-de-cuba-cerca-de-4-bilhoes-de-reais-retirados-dos-medicos-
cubanos-107316/ 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2017/09/30/medicos-cubanos-empleo-brasil-
contratos/ 
 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2017-09-29-u73624-e73624-te-cansas-ser-
esclavo-al-menos-150-medicos-cubanos-brasil-quieren 
 
1.1.10.2.29. Beatriz Milagros Dotres Rodríguez 
 
As the contracts between Brazil, PAHO and Cuba detail, Brazil (the government 
of Dilma Rousseff) had to prevent at all costs that doctors could work in Brazil if 
they abandoned the sponsorship of Cuba and therefore did not submit to slavery 
to which they were subjected to, though has to live with persecution nowadays. 
This has been well documented in this denunciation, as well as the fact that this 
initiative to "cut" the possibilities of working independently arose in the Cuba-
Brazil negotiations that were exposed by the cables of the Brazilian Embassy 
reporting the negotiations, and that have been detailed in this complaint.  
 
So, this doctor also went through an ordeal that made her pay dearly for 
"deserting". 
 
https://www.direitonet.com.br/noticias/exibir/19364/Negada-liminar-para-
renovacao-de-vinculo-de-cubanos-com-o-Programa-Mais-Medicos 
 
1.1.10.2.30. Arnoldo Arsenio Arias González 
 
As the contracts between Brazil, PAHO and Cuba detail, Brazil (the government 
of Dilma Rousseff) had to prevent at all costs that doctors could work in Brazil if 
they abandoned the sponsorship of Cuba and therefore did not submit to slavery 
to which they were subjected to, though has to live with persecution nowadays. 
This has been well documented in this denunciation, as well as the fact that this 
initiative to "cut" the possibilities of working independently arose in the Cuba-
Brazil negotiations that were exposed by the cables of the Brazilian Embassy 
reporting the negotiations, and that have been detailed in this complaint.  

https://www.jornalopcao.com.br/colunas-e-blogs/contraponto/brasil-transferiu-ditadura-de-cuba-cerca-de-4-bilhoes-de-reais-retirados-dos-medicos-cubanos-107316/
https://www.jornalopcao.com.br/colunas-e-blogs/contraponto/brasil-transferiu-ditadura-de-cuba-cerca-de-4-bilhoes-de-reais-retirados-dos-medicos-cubanos-107316/
https://www.jornalopcao.com.br/colunas-e-blogs/contraponto/brasil-transferiu-ditadura-de-cuba-cerca-de-4-bilhoes-de-reais-retirados-dos-medicos-cubanos-107316/
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2017/09/30/medicos-cubanos-empleo-brasil-contratos/
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2017/09/30/medicos-cubanos-empleo-brasil-contratos/
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2017-09-29-u73624-e73624-te-cansas-ser-esclavo-al-menos-150-medicos-cubanos-brasil-quieren
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2017-09-29-u73624-e73624-te-cansas-ser-esclavo-al-menos-150-medicos-cubanos-brasil-quieren
https://www.direitonet.com.br/noticias/exibir/19364/Negada-liminar-para-renovacao-de-vinculo-de-cubanos-com-o-Programa-Mais-Medicos
https://www.direitonet.com.br/noticias/exibir/19364/Negada-liminar-para-renovacao-de-vinculo-de-cubanos-com-o-Programa-Mais-Medicos
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So, this doctor also went through an ordeal that made him pay dearly for 
"deserting". 
 
https://www.direitonet.com.br/noticias/exibir/19364/Negada-liminar-para-
renovacao-de-vinculo-de-cubanos-com-o-Programa-Mais-Medicos 
 
1.1.10.2.31. Dianelys San Roman Parrado 
 
Thus, also with this doctor the Cuban authorities wanted to make her pay dearly 
for "deserting". 
 
https://vejasp.abril.com.br/cidades/cubana-deixa-o-programa-mais-medicos-
em-sao-paulo-e-foge-para-miami/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZYaeTdZktGTUZzcPA7YEmA8CjVKnCi
Xw) 
 
1.1.10.2.32. Yamila Felicia Valdes Gonzalez 
 
Dr. Valdés is one of those who have suffered repression and coercion and, 
regardless of whether they cannot confess it now, third persons who witnessed 
their case, have detailed it. Her manager, Vivian Chavez, put her under pressure, 
as indicated publicly by the Secretary of Health of Jaraguá del Sur, a public office 
in Brazil.  
 
With the salary so small they received, they barely had money to survive and 
asked to return to Cuba and leave the mission (which is a criminal offense 
punishable by 8 years in prison in Cuba, by article 135 of the Criminal Code of 
Cuba). They had to give up, but their case was denounced by this Brazilian 
official.  
 
We extract some paragraphs of the article:  
 
"Vivian Isabel Chávez Pérez arrived in Brazil in August 2013 and was presented as 
coordinator of the Opas. In that role, she watches over fellow Cubans and exercised an 
extraordinary power of conviction over them. She was head of a health mission in 
Nicaragua in 2009, and held an important position in the government of the province of 
Cienfuegos, in Cuba, in 2011, something only allowed to citizens extremely trusted by 
the Communist Party.  
 
Among the Cuban women supervised by Vivian are doctors Yamila Valdes Gonzales and 
Yamile Mari Nin, who worked in health posts in the rural area of Jaraguá do Sul, in Santa 
Catarina. In December, the Ministry of Health was notified by the municipality that the 
two wanted to give up the program and return to Cuba, because they could not live with 
the misery of less than R $ 1,000. Vivian spoke with both of them and went on to 

https://www.direitonet.com.br/noticias/exibir/19364/Negada-liminar-para-renovacao-de-vinculo-de-cubanos-com-o-Programa-Mais-Medicos
https://www.direitonet.com.br/noticias/exibir/19364/Negada-liminar-para-renovacao-de-vinculo-de-cubanos-com-o-Programa-Mais-Medicos
https://vejasp.abril.com.br/cidades/cubana-deixa-o-programa-mais-medicos-em-sao-paulo-e-foge-para-miami/
https://vejasp.abril.com.br/cidades/cubana-deixa-o-programa-mais-medicos-em-sao-paulo-e-foge-para-miami/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZYaeTdZktGTUZzcPA7YEmA8CjVKnCiXw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZYaeTdZktGTUZzcPA7YEmA8CjVKnCiXw
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communicate every day, by phone and by e-mail. The two returned to work the next day 
and never complained again. Ademar Possamai, Health Secretary of Jaraguá del Sur, 
comments: "They were determined to return to Cuba, and now they seem terrified, I 
cannot imagine what that woman told them.  
 
A Cuban Julio Alfonso, director of an NGO based in Miami, which provides assistance 
to more than 4,000 doctors who fled the Castro brothers' dictatorship, knows what was 
said: "As foremen, the heads of the Cuban missions have a network of informants and 
with the power to suggest punishments to doctors when they return to their country.” 
 
http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/o-
programa-mais-medicos/76877/ 
 
http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-
do-mais-medicos-decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-
pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t 
 
1.1.10.2.33. Yamile Mari Nin 
 
Dr. Nin is one of those who have suffered repression and coercion and, regardless 
of whether they cannot confess it now, third persons who witnessed their case, 
have detailed it. Her manager, Vivian Chavez, put her under pressure, as 
indicated publicly by the Secretary of Health of Jaraguá del Sur, a public office in 
Brazil.  
 
With the salary so small they received, they barely had money to survive and 
asked to return to Cuba and leave the mission (which is a criminal offense 
punishable by 8 years in prison in Cuba, by article 135 of the Criminal Code of 
Cuba) . They had to give up, but their case was denounced by this Brazilian 
official.  
 
We extract some paragraphs of the article:  
 
"Vivian Isabel Chávez Pérez arrived in Brazil in August 2013 and was presented as 
coordinator of the Opas. In that role, she watches over fellow Cubans and exercised an 
extraordinary power of conviction over them. She was head of a health mission in 
Nicaragua in 2009, and held an important position in the government of the province of 
Cienfuegos, in Cuba, in 2011, something only allowed to citizens extremely trusted by 
the Communist Party.  
 
Among the Cuban women supervised by Vivian are doctors Yamila Valdes Gonzales and 
Yamile Mari Nin, who worked in health posts in the rural area of Jaraguá do Sul, in Santa 
Catarina. In December, the Ministry of Health was notified by the municipality that the 

http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/o-programa-mais-medicos/76877/
http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/o-programa-mais-medicos/76877/
http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-do-mais-medicos-decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html
http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-do-mais-medicos-decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html
http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-do-mais-medicos-decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t
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two wanted to give up the program and return to Cuba, because they could not live with 
the misery of less than R $ 1,000. Vivian spoke with both of them and went on to 
communicate every day, by phone and by e-mail. The two returned to work the next day 
and never complained again. Ademar Possamai, Health Secretary of Jaraguá del Sur, 
comments: "They were determined to return to Cuba, and now they seem terrified, I 
cannot imagine what that woman told them.  
 
A Cuban Julio Alfonso, director of an NGO based in Miami, which provides assistance 
to more than 4,000 doctors who fled the Castro brothers' dictatorship, knows what was 
said: "As foremen, the heads of the Cuban missions have a network of informants and 
with the power to suggest punishments to doctors when they return to their country.” 
 
 
http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/o-
programa-mais-medicos/76877/ 
 
http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-
do-mais-medicos-decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-
pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t 
 
1.1.10.2.34. Ortelio Jaime Guerra 
 
This doctor was one of the pioneers in "deserting" the mission of Brazil, like 
Ramona Matos, and possibly driven by her gallantry.  
 
The headline of Diario de Cuba says it all: "Cuban doctor Ortelio Jaime Guerra escaped 
from Brazil and traveled to the US."  
 
The words of Minister Arthur Chioro of Brazil, in statements to ABC, also say it 
all: "That number is" insignificant "compared to the universe of 7,400 doctors who 
arrived in the country. Of these, two are deserters, three are missing and the rest returned 
to Cuba for personal or health reasons, informed Chioro. Evidently the defectors were 
Ramona Matos and this good doctor. 
 
 
https://www.abc.es/internacional/20140212/abci-nuevas-deserciones-
medicos-cubanos-201402122000.html 
 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1392053660_7088.html 
 
https://epoca.globo.com/tempo/noticia/2014/02/cubano-e-segundo-
abandonar-o-bmais-medicosb-em-uma-semana.html 
 

http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/o-programa-mais-medicos/76877/
http://www.administradores.com.br/artigos/economia-e-financas/o-programa-mais-medicos/76877/
http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-do-mais-medicos-decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html
http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-do-mais-medicos-decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html
http://anoticia.clicrbs.com.br/sc/geral/an-jaragua/noticia/2014/02/medicas-do-mais-medicos-decidem-continuar-em-jaragua-do-sul-dois-dias-apos-pedirem-para-ir-embora-4423175.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lwvaYyDhB28drUvh_cMQB_8YJLJP935t
https://www.abc.es/internacional/20140212/abci-nuevas-deserciones-medicos-cubanos-201402122000.html
https://www.abc.es/internacional/20140212/abci-nuevas-deserciones-medicos-cubanos-201402122000.html
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1392053660_7088.html
https://epoca.globo.com/tempo/noticia/2014/02/cubano-e-segundo-abandonar-o-bmais-medicosb-em-uma-semana.html
https://epoca.globo.com/tempo/noticia/2014/02/cubano-e-segundo-abandonar-o-bmais-medicosb-em-uma-semana.html
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https://veja.abril.com.br/brasil/cubano-que-abandonou-mais-medicos-posta-
foto-em-miami/ 
 
https://www.radiotelevisionmarti.com/a/doctor-cubano-anadona-mision-
medica-brasil/31909.html 
 
1.1.10.2.35. Anidys Carrandi Vergara 
 
Anidys Carrandi Vergara got married in Itamonte, in the south of Minas 
(remember that they cannot get married without the authorization of the 
government of according to their contract, as stated in this denunciation,), and 
was considered a "deserter", being prevented from return to Cuba for 8 years.  
 
The media reports that they received less than 30% of the salary that the Brazilian 
government paid for their work, and began a struggle to claim their rights that 
had been curtailed by the Brazil-PAHO-Cuba agreement made under the 
presidency of Dilma Rousseff. 
 
https://g1.globo.com/mg/sul-de-minas/noticia/2018/11/26/medica-cubana-
nao-pode-voltar-ao-pais-de-origem-e-luta-para-continuar-no-mais-
medicos.ghtml 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-anidys-carrandi-vergara-81344594 
 
1.1.10.2.36. Luis Enrique Marzo Herrera 
 
In the article http://www.cremepe.org.br/2014/02/20/medicos-desertores-
desligados/ , entitled "Medical Desertores Desligados" it is explained how in effect 
the government of Brazil, following the guidelines of Cuba, gave them a 
"provisional" license to practice medicine as long as they were bound by the 
contract with Cuba.  
 
Of the 89 physicians of Mais Médicos who left their work, only the 4 Cubans lost 
their possibility of practicing medicine in Brazil:  
 
"In the official newspaper of the Union, only the names of the four Cubans turned off 
were published in the Official Gazette of the Union, so that the cancellation of the 
provisional professional registration issued by the Ministry of Health became official, they 
can no longer practice medicine in the country." 
 
 
https://www.facebook.com/jornaldiariodepernambuco/posts/o-programa-
mais-m%C3%A9dicos-teve-uma-deser%C3%A7%C3%A3o-em-pernambuco-o-
m%C3%A9dico-cubano-luis-enr/10152211350839621/ 
 

https://veja.abril.com.br/brasil/cubano-que-abandonou-mais-medicos-posta-foto-em-miami/
https://veja.abril.com.br/brasil/cubano-que-abandonou-mais-medicos-posta-foto-em-miami/
https://www.radiotelevisionmarti.com/a/doctor-cubano-anadona-mision-medica-brasil/31909.html
https://www.radiotelevisionmarti.com/a/doctor-cubano-anadona-mision-medica-brasil/31909.html
https://g1.globo.com/mg/sul-de-minas/noticia/2018/11/26/medica-cubana-nao-pode-voltar-ao-pais-de-origem-e-luta-para-continuar-no-mais-medicos.ghtml
https://g1.globo.com/mg/sul-de-minas/noticia/2018/11/26/medica-cubana-nao-pode-voltar-ao-pais-de-origem-e-luta-para-continuar-no-mais-medicos.ghtml
https://g1.globo.com/mg/sul-de-minas/noticia/2018/11/26/medica-cubana-nao-pode-voltar-ao-pais-de-origem-e-luta-para-continuar-no-mais-medicos.ghtml
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-anidys-carrandi-vergara-81344594
http://www.cremepe.org.br/2014/02/20/medicos-desertores-desligados/
http://www.cremepe.org.br/2014/02/20/medicos-desertores-desligados/
https://www.facebook.com/jornaldiariodepernambuco/posts/o-programa-mais-m%C3%A9dicos-teve-uma-deser%C3%A7%C3%A3o-em-pernambuco-o-m%C3%A9dico-cubano-luis-enr/10152211350839621/
https://www.facebook.com/jornaldiariodepernambuco/posts/o-programa-mais-m%C3%A9dicos-teve-uma-deser%C3%A7%C3%A3o-em-pernambuco-o-m%C3%A9dico-cubano-luis-enr/10152211350839621/
https://www.facebook.com/jornaldiariodepernambuco/posts/o-programa-mais-m%C3%A9dicos-teve-uma-deser%C3%A7%C3%A3o-em-pernambuco-o-m%C3%A9dico-cubano-luis-enr/10152211350839621/
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1.1.10.2.37. Tayré Montiel Dubé 
 
Diario de Cuba described the odyssey of this Cuban nurse in mission after 
abandoning it, and it is further proof of how the legal and documentary ostracism 
these doctors are subjected to is a hell if they decide to "defect": " 
 
... " 
 
Montiel Dubé abandoned the Cuban government's program in Venezuela in 2014." In 
2014 the parole was still valid, but as in my brigade they suspected that I was going to 
desert, because I have family in the US, they took away my red passport. I had to go to 
the Consulate, for the blue passport, but I went to the US Embassy and they did not give 
it to me."  
 
He remained in Venezuela for almost two years working in the clinic of a Cuban doctor, 
but due to the crisis in the country he decided to cross into Colombia.  
 
She was detained by the Venezuelan border authority and imprisoned for two weeks with 
common criminals in Caracas, until she was granted a safe conduct to Brazil, where 
between 2016 and 2017 she was only able to work during weekends.  
 
While she remained in that country, she only had a refuge protocol that allows her to be 
in the country, but without legal rights.  
 
So she continued her journey to Peru, where he lives today. "Here the situation is the 
same, but still I can help my family, which is the most important thing."  
 
Montiel Dubé left her two children in Cuba, whom she has not seen in four years. Her 
mother suffers from colon cancer and longs to see her again…”  
 
 
http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1547244300_44007.html 
 
1.1.10.2.38. Surizaday Fernandez Izaguirre 
 
When Dr. Surizaday decided to leave the mission in Brazil, she spent a hell to get 
work, given that the system that the Cuban government articulates is designed 
so that they cannot do it after leaving a mission, as we have seen. In the video, 
the doctor expresses as "slavery”, persecution and other inhumane acts of a 
similar character the situation of Cuban doctors on mission. 
 
How could they work as doctors in Brazil, without revalidation, thanks to the 
Brazil-PAHO-Cuba agreement, and when they want to do it on their own they 
must revalidate? The reason for this discrimination is the requirement to Brazil 

http://www.diariodecuba.com/cuba/1547244300_44007.html
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in the negotiations, as we have shown by the official documents, that Cuban 
doctors could not have work options in Brazil.  
 
Cuban doctors unemployed after defecting from "Mas Médicos" -   
 
https://www.americateve.com/videos/medicos-cubanos-desempleados-
desertar-mas-medicos-313325 
 
1.1.10.2.39. Raúl Manuel Durán Verdecia 
 
When Dr. Durán decided to leave his mission in Brazil, he spent a hell to get 
work, since the system that the Cuban government articulates is designed so that 
they cannot do it after leaving a mission, as we have seen. In the video, the doctor 
tells his odyssey and how "he decided to free himself because the situation was 
unbearable, even at the cost of not seeing his family and his 6-year-old daughter again."  
 
 
How could they work as doctors in Brazil, without revalidation, thanks to the 
Brazil-PAHO-Cuba agreement, and when they want to do it on their own they 
must revalidate? The reason for this discrimination is the requirement to Brazil 
in the negotiations, as we have shown by the official documents, that Cuban 
doctors could not have work options in Brazil 
 
https://www.americateve.com/videos/medicos-cubanos-desempleados-
desertar-mas-medicos-313325 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Raúl Manuel at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=125(alternative 
source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4) 
 
His statement in the New York Times article sheds light on other details of the 
Cuban mission in Venezuela: 
 
“…Because the opposition had every chance of winning, we were given the task of going 
out to buy votes," explained Raul Manuel, a Cuban doctor who is now in Brazil. 
"Buy votes in what sense? Go home to home with medication…” 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2019/03/17/maduro-voto-medicinas-cuba/ 
 
1.1.10.2.40. Daimí Mederos 
 

https://www.americateve.com/videos/medicos-cubanos-desempleados-desertar-mas-medicos-313325?fbclid=IwAR2edAB5YyS1rxYuRzBbTaNGIwjUkf_09eB5LbClWdUfpUv5VO67Btyg6bo
https://www.americateve.com/videos/medicos-cubanos-desempleados-desertar-mas-medicos-313325?fbclid=IwAR2edAB5YyS1rxYuRzBbTaNGIwjUkf_09eB5LbClWdUfpUv5VO67Btyg6bo
https://www.americateve.com/videos/medicos-cubanos-desempleados-desertar-mas-medicos-313325?fbclid=IwAR2edAB5YyS1rxYuRzBbTaNGIwjUkf_09eB5LbClWdUfpUv5VO67Btyg6bo
https://www.americateve.com/videos/medicos-cubanos-desempleados-desertar-mas-medicos-313325?fbclid=IwAR2edAB5YyS1rxYuRzBbTaNGIwjUkf_09eB5LbClWdUfpUv5VO67Btyg6bo
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=125
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2019/03/17/maduro-voto-medicinas-cuba/
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The case of Dr. Mederos is a clear example of how the families of "deserters" 
suffer the consequences of not wanting to continue with slave labor in the Cuban 
missions. The article below details:  
 
"A little of the story of the young Cuban doctor, Daimí Mederos, has come to light since 
she, at 29 years old, decided to leave her son in his native Sagua la Grande (Villa Clara) 
to stay and work in Brazil, after the end of Cuba's participation in the Más Médicos 
program.  
 
"My mom told me that at school the teachers do not take care to point the finger at my 
son, as if he had a contagious disease. They mark him as the son of the doctor who did not 
return," she told 14ymedio, revealing how their relatives suffer the consequences in Cuba.  
 
She wanted to "stay in the state of Sao Paulo and, although she fears that some consider 
her a bad mother, she says she has made the decision to "desert" for her child, who has 
now become the son of a" traitor ", said the portal. " 
 
 
https://noticias.cubitanow.com/familiares-de-medicos-desertores-revelan-
como-sufren-las-consecuencias-en-cuba/ 
 
https://www.14ymedio.com/nacional/familias-medicos-desertores-pasan-
Cuba_0_2564743506.html 
 
1.1.10.2.41. Leugim Espinosa 
 
 
This specialist also suffered the consequences of leaving the mission. As the 
newspaper 14ymedio indicates:  
 
“… 
 
 
"... Medical deserters cannot return to the island for eight years, but there are 
other, less known consequences. This is no secret for General Medicine Specialist 
Leugim Espinosa, who has been left without collecting his last month worked 
and has in Cuba his mother, already retired, and his 89-year-old grandmother.  
 
"With her retirement they cannot live, barely two hundred and fifty pesos are not enough 
for food." As soon as my flight departed and they found out that I had not left, they 
withdrew the money from my last month of work here in Brazil, which I had already 
worked. Besides, they appropriated the savings I kept in banks in Cuba," he laments. 
…” 
 

https://noticias.cubitanow.com/familiares-de-medicos-desertores-revelan-como-sufren-las-consecuencias-en-cuba/
https://noticias.cubitanow.com/familiares-de-medicos-desertores-revelan-como-sufren-las-consecuencias-en-cuba/
https://www.14ymedio.com/nacional/familias-medicos-desertores-pasan-Cuba_0_2564743506.html
https://www.14ymedio.com/nacional/familias-medicos-desertores-pasan-Cuba_0_2564743506.html
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https://noticias.cubitanow.com/familiares-de-medicos-desertores-revelan-
como-sufren-las-consecuencias-en-cuba/ 
 
https://www.14ymedio.com/nacional/familias-medicos-desertores-pasan-
Cuba_0_2564743506.html 
 
1.1.10.2.42. Alejandro Rodríguez Martínez 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Alejandro at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyxI2rXH9Qs 
(alternative source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4) 
 
1.1.10.2.43. Alain Michel Ramírez Cabrera 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Alain Michel at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=21 (alternative 
source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4) 
 
1.1.10.2.44. Irizandra Leyva Echevarría 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Irizandra at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=32 (alternative 
source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4)  
 
1.1.10.2.45. Lizandra Magnolia Carrarero Alarcón 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Lizandra Magnolia at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=40 
(alternative source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4)  
 
1.1.10.2.46. Magela Chinea Barreras 
 

https://noticias.cubitanow.com/familiares-de-medicos-desertores-revelan-como-sufren-las-consecuencias-en-cuba/
https://noticias.cubitanow.com/familiares-de-medicos-desertores-revelan-como-sufren-las-consecuencias-en-cuba/
https://www.14ymedio.com/nacional/familias-medicos-desertores-pasan-Cuba_0_2564743506.html
https://www.14ymedio.com/nacional/familias-medicos-desertores-pasan-Cuba_0_2564743506.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyxI2rXH9Qs&feature=youtu.be
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=21
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=32
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=40
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
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An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Magela at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=56 (alternative 
source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4)  
 
1.1.10.2.47. Dailin Rodríguez Silva 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Dailin at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=70 (alternative source 
of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4) 
 
1.1.10.2.48. Odalis Ricardo Casanova 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Odalis at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=85 (alternative source 
of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4)  
 
1.1.10.2.49. Karel Enrique Sánchez Fuentes 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Karel Enrique at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=97 (alternative 
source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4)  
 
1.1.10.2.50. Víctor Andrés Quintan Ibáñez 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Víctor Andrés at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=112 
(alternative source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4)  
 
 
1.1.10.2.51. Dra. Nora Salvias 

https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=56
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=70
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=85
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=97
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=112
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
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Her statements in the article referenced below are clear: 
 
"... Cubans who leave the country sent by the government for so-called" 
internationalist missions ", whether doctors, athletes or teachers, and decide to 
abandon labor contracts, are prohibited from returning during an eight-year 
period. "The punishment is arbitrary and seeks to punish in an exemplary manner those 
who dare to disobey, by denying our right to enter our own land and the right to live with 
our families,"  laments Dr. Nora Salvia, who left the Mission Barrio Adentro in 
Venezuela in 2014 ... " 
 
https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/ 
 
1.1.10.2.52. Surizaday Fernández Izaguirre 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Surizaday at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=138 (alternative 
source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4) 
 
1.1.10.2.53. Maria de los Angeles Plana Ramírez 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Maria de los Angeles at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=148 
(alternative source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4) 
 
1.1.10.2.54. Armando Gámez Lamorú 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Armando at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=157 (alternative 
source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4) 
 
1.1.10.2.55. Yaudelin Dovales Graveran 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 

https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=138
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=148
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=157
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
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Statement by Yaudelin at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=172 (alternative 
source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4)  
 
1.1.10.2.56. Arletys Leon Sanchez 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Arletys at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=180 (alternative 
source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4)  
 
1.1.10.2.57. Luis Fonseca 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
 
Statement by Luis at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=188 (alternative source 
of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4)  
 
1.1.10.2.58. Yulia Molina Hernández 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Yulia at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=197 (alternative source 
of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4)  
 
1.1.10.2.59. Julian Aliosky Cisnero Enamorado 
 
An entire statement by this doctor along with many others who suffered the 
missions. 
 
Statement by Julian Aliosky at: https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=208 
(alternative source of video at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4 
 
1.1.10.2.60. Noel Fonseca Gómez 
 
Excerpted from the article on reprisals to Cuban doctors who leave the mission 
and their families: " 

https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=172
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=180
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=188
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=197
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
https://youtu.be/JyxI2rXH9Qs?t=208
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13nIxc6_5C1PtKoeTNy5eg2qCycmoAHt4
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“… 
 
 Noel Fonseca and his wife Diusca Ortiz have been in the medical profession for 20 years 
and say that with all the money they have given to the Cuban government, they could 
pay several times for medical studies on the island.  
 
"The doctors have already given a lot of money to Cuba. In Angola, he had a contract for 
$ 4,000 a month and only received $ 600. In the three years that I worked for Brazil, the 
Cuban government earned more than $ 100,000 from me and even more in Venezuela," 
says Fonseca.  
 
The couple is also in a judicial process that allows them to enter Mais Medicos without 
the tutelage of Cuba. In September they did an exam to validate their titles in Brazil.  
 
"As we decided not to return to Camagüey, a representative of the Ministry of Health 
went to our house and told my elderly mother and my minor son that they would not see 
us in eight years," says Fonseca indignantly. Cuba also cut off access to Public Health 
email that allowed them to communicate with their families. 
 
…” 
 
https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/cuba-
es/article179680061.html 
 
http://www.observatoriocubano.com/rebelion-de-los-esclavos-de-bata-blanca-
2/ 
 
https://es.panampost.com/karina-martin/2017/11/08/cuba-medicos-en-
brasil/ 
 
1.1.10.2.61. Diusca Ortíz Vázquez 
 
Excerpted from the article on reprisals to Cuban doctors who leave the mission 
and their families: " 
 
“… 
 
 Noel Fonseca and his wife Diusca Ortiz have been in the medical profession for 20 years 
and say that with all the money they have given to the Cuban government, they could 
pay several times for medical studies on the island.  
 
"The doctors have already given a lot of money to Cuba. In Angola, he had a contract for 
$ 4,000 a month and only received $ 600. In the three years that I worked for Brazil, the 

https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/cuba-es/article179680061.html
https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/cuba-es/article179680061.html
http://www.observatoriocubano.com/rebelion-de-los-esclavos-de-bata-blanca-2/
http://www.observatoriocubano.com/rebelion-de-los-esclavos-de-bata-blanca-2/
https://es.panampost.com/karina-martin/2017/11/08/cuba-medicos-en-brasil/
https://es.panampost.com/karina-martin/2017/11/08/cuba-medicos-en-brasil/
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Cuban government earned more than $ 100,000 from me and even more in Venezuela," 
says Fonseca.  
 
The couple is also in a judicial process that allows them to enter Mais Medicos without 
the tutelage of Cuba. In September they did an exam to validate their titles in Brazil.  
 
"As we decided not to return to Camagüey, a representative of the Ministry of Health 
went to our house and told my elderly mother and my minor son that they would not see 
us in eight years," says Fonseca indignantly. Cuba also cut off access to Public Health 
email that allowed them to communicate with their families. 
 
…” 
 
https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/cuba-
es/article179680061.html 
 
http://www.observatoriocubano.com/rebelion-de-los-esclavos-de-bata-blanca-
2/ 
 
1.1.10.2.62. Rubén Hidalgo 
 
Excerpted from the article on reprisals to Cuban doctors who leave the mission 
and their families: 
  
“… 
 
"When Cuba finds out that you are doing the judicial process to get rid of the PAHO's 
guardianship, they immediately send a coordinator of the medical mission to your home. 
That person does not give you anything in writing, but he tells you that if in 24 hours 
you do not return to the island you cannot do it in eight years and immediately you 
become a deserter and a traitor," Hidalgo explains. 
 
…” 
 
https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/cuba-
es/article179680061.html 
 
http://www.observatoriocubano.com/rebelion-de-los-esclavos-de-bata-blanca-
2/ 
 
https://es.panampost.com/karina-martin/2017/11/08/cuba-medicos-en-
brasil/ 
 
1.1.10.2.63. Yasnier Arias 
 

https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/cuba-es/article179680061.html
https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/cuba-es/article179680061.html
http://www.observatoriocubano.com/rebelion-de-los-esclavos-de-bata-blanca-2/
http://www.observatoriocubano.com/rebelion-de-los-esclavos-de-bata-blanca-2/
https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/cuba-es/article179680061.html
https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/cuba-es/article179680061.html
http://www.observatoriocubano.com/rebelion-de-los-esclavos-de-bata-blanca-2/
http://www.observatoriocubano.com/rebelion-de-los-esclavos-de-bata-blanca-2/
https://es.panampost.com/karina-martin/2017/11/08/cuba-medicos-en-brasil/
https://es.panampost.com/karina-martin/2017/11/08/cuba-medicos-en-brasil/
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This doctor and others described in the New York Times article how doctors were 
used in Venezuela to get voters for Maduro:" 
“…A 65-year-old patient with heart failure came to the clinic and urgently needed 
oxygen, according to Arias. He remembered that the tanks were ready, in another room.  
 
But he says that his Cuban and Venezuelan superiors told him that oxygen should be 
used as a political weapon: not for the medical emergencies of the day, but to be distributed 
when the election was closer, as part of a national strategy to force patients to vote for the 
government.  
 
On May 20, 2018, election day, was close and the message was clear, remembered Arias: 
Maduro needed to win at all costs. 
 
"Yes, there was oxygen, but I was not allowed to use it," said Arias, who left the Cuban 
government's medical program late last year and now lives in Chile. "You had to leave it 
for the elections”…” 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2019/03/17/maduro-voto-medicinas-cuba/ 
 
https://verifikado.com/utilizo-maduro-el-sistema-de-salud-para-chantajear-a-
los-votantes/ 
 
1.1.10.2.64. Carlos Ramírez Durades 
 
The political work of Cuban doctors in Venezuela is clearly described in this 
article: 
 
“… Carlos Ramírez ... hated a specific part of his work: every weekend, he recalled, he and 
other medical workers were assigned to distribute medications and recruit voters for the 
PSUV. The visits were so routine that they had a name: "House to house". 
 
"You came with vitamins, especially, and some pills for blood pressure" and the like, said 
Ramírez, who defected and went to Ecuador after six years of work. "And next you began 
to get along, I asked them: 'Do you know where your polling station is? Are you going 
to vote? '" 
 
All sixteen members of the medical staff who were interviewed confirmed the house-to-
house visits that mixed politics and health. 
 
They were part of Barrio Adentro (Into the Neighborhoods), a program established by 
former President Hugo Chávez in 2003 to provide access to medical care in poor 
neighborhoods of Venezuela. The new constitution approved in 1999 recognized health 
services as a universal right. After turning the country to the service of the poor, Chavez 
turned to Cuba to get the medical staff. 
 

https://www.nytimes.com/es/2019/03/17/maduro-voto-medicinas-cuba/
https://verifikado.com/utilizo-maduro-el-sistema-de-salud-para-chantajear-a-los-votantes/
https://verifikado.com/utilizo-maduro-el-sistema-de-salud-para-chantajear-a-los-votantes/
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For the island, still shaken by the collapse of its former sponsor, the Soviet Union, it was 
a profitable transaction. Doctors are the most profitable export of Cuba, with medical 
missions in more than sixty countries that yield approximately 8 billion dollars in 
cash…” 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/es/2019/03/17/maduro-voto-medicinas-cuba/ 
 
https://noticias.cubitanow.com/denuncian-que-obligan-a-medicos-cubanos-
en-ecuador-a-twittear-para-tapar-caso-de-corrupcion-en-la-mision/ 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.nytimes.com/es/2019/03/17/maduro-voto-medicinas-cuba/
https://noticias.cubitanow.com/denuncian-que-obligan-a-medicos-cubanos-en-ecuador-a-twittear-para-tapar-caso-de-corrupcion-en-la-mision/
https://noticias.cubitanow.com/denuncian-que-obligan-a-medicos-cubanos-en-ecuador-a-twittear-para-tapar-caso-de-corrupcion-en-la-mision/
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1.1.11. Firm judgments and jurisprudence on these "missions" 
 
Throughout the territory of multiple countries, the cases of Cubans who have 
escaped, deserted or have been exiled from the "missions" are many. For this 
reason, there are a series of judicial proceedings that are underway or over which 
there have been final judgments that are directly applicable to this case. 
 
1.1.11.1. Licea and others vs. Curacao Dry Dock Company 259 
 
Since the early 1990s, hundreds of Cuban shipyards have worked for a joint 
venture between the Cuban government and Curacao Dry Dock Company 
(CDC), a private company whose largest shareholder is the government of the 
Netherlands Antilles, and one of the largest companies of the world in its 
specialty. Labor contracts show that Cuban workers were supposed to earn $ 
1,500 a month on a daily basis, but workers only received 400 pesos a month 
(approximately US $ 16), equivalent to three to four cents per hour for their work, 
16 hours a day. CDC paid its wages ($ 1,500 a month) directly to the Cuban 
government, discounting a debt it had with the company for repairing Cuban 
ships. Three of the Cuban workers on the premises escaped, they went to 
Colombia in 2005 and in 2006, and they were granted a Visa for "Significant 
Public Benefit Parole" to the US. The names of the "fugitives" are Alberto Justo 
Rodriguez Licea, Fernando Alonso Hernandez and Luis Alberto Casanova 
Toledo. 
 
In 2006, the three fugitives filed a complaint 260 in the Miami District Court in the 
US under the Foreign Claims Tort Law (ATCA), which establishes jurisdiction in 
US District Courts for any civil action of a foreigner , for a tort committed in 
violation of international law or a treaty of the laws of the United States. In the 
suit "Alberto Justo Rodriguez Licea and Others v. Curacao Drydock Co, Inc", the 
plaintiffs alleged that the Cuban government offered them as slave labor to pay 
their debts. 261 
 

                                                 
 
259 Epigraph based on the CubaArchive report “Curacao Dry Dock Company (CDC) case: a U.S. 
judgment on forced labor/“modern slavery” in favor of Cuban workers”, de 6 de enero de 2019. 
260 Rodriguez et al v. Curaçao Drydock Company’s claim: 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/217755591/Rodriguez-et-al-v-Curacao-Drydock-Company-Original-
complaint#download (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yzTRC8tC8yIo4LqwgTKXkepLpCFKhSoi) 
261 The Cuban government took revenge against the plaintiffs' families on the island by refusing their 
children access to day care and higher education, dismissing relatives from their work, and harassing 
their families. (Frances Robles, "Cuban workers allege they were virtual slaves in Curacao, The 
Miami Herald, July 17, 2008.) 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/217755591/Rodriguez-et-al-v-Curacao-Drydock-Company-Original-complaint#download
http://www.scribd.com/doc/217755591/Rodriguez-et-al-v-Curacao-Drydock-Company-Original-complaint#download
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yzTRC8tC8yIo4LqwgTKXkepLpCFKhSoi
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The complaint argued that CDC collaborated with the Cuban totalitarian state "... 
in violation of the law of nations, as well as of many other crimes". 262 They stated 
that they had been held in bonded condition, forced to work many hours 
(generally 15 days in a row), performing demanding and dangerous tasks in poor 
conditions, and even in dangerous conditions, while Cuban agents monitored 
their movements, withheld their passports, and were rarely allowed to leave the 
shipyard complex (only in groups and with a caretaker.) When they were out of 
service, they had to see the speeches recorded on video of Fidel Castro. 
 
CDC filed a motion to dismiss the case by forum non conveniens (not appropriate 
forum), 263 which the court denied in February 2008, 264 holding that it had 
jurisdiction under ATCA, and stating that allegations of forced labor and 
international trafficking of persons constituted violations of a universal nature 
and obligatory rules of international law. 265 On July 30, 2008, CDC's lawyers 
notified the court that they "had been dismissed by the company". Since then the 
company abandoned the procedure and was not re-communicated with the 
court. 
 
On 8 August 2008, the court issued a default judgment in favor of the claimants 
as to liability, given that the defendant had abandoned the proceedings. The 
judgment was restricted to the scope of damages. On October 31, 2008, the court 
awarded a total of $ 80 million in damages to plaintiffs, indicating that there were 
"overwhelming and incontrovertible evidence" of plaintiffs' claims. The sentence 
stated that this amount reflected the serious physical and psychological injuries 
of the plaintiffs, the serious misconduct of the defendant, the universality of the 
crime, the benefits obtained by the company due to the conduct and the possible 
dissuasive effect that the sentence itself could have in other companies. 266 267 
 
                                                 
 
262 Rodriguez et al v. Curaçao Drydock Company’s original claim: 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/217755591/Rodriguez-et-al-v-Curacao-Drydock-Company-Original-
complaint#download 
263 Forum non conveniens (foro no apropiado) “is a doctrine that an appropriate forum … may divest 
itself of jurisdiction if, for the convenience of the litigants and the witnesses, it appears that the action 
should proceed in another forum in which the action might also have been properly brought in the first 
place.” (Black’s Law Dictionary, 8th ed. 2004 https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/documents/us-
legal-doctrines) 
264 Denial of the motion to dismiss the defender's case: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WeMcMapj2SScgZq6twKNvuTEFfPJ4OyH  
265 Curaçao Drydock Company lawsuit (re forced labour): https://www.business-
humanrights.org/en/cura%C3%A7ao-drydock-company-lawsuit-re-forced-labour 
266 Guilty verdict issued in 2008: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lGvTaDJW7awDoS7HtkwLZ0IBQRjM5nJZ 
267 See https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/cura%C3%A7ao-drydock-company-lawsuit-re-forced-
labour for links to documents of the Miami Division of the Southern District of Florida of the US District 
Court: Licea, et al. v. Curaçao Drydock Company’s Final judgment on damages, 31 Oct 2008; Order 
striking defendant’s answer and entering default judgment, 8 Aug 2008; and 22 Feb 2008, Order denying 
defendant’s motion to dismiss. 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/217755591/Rodriguez-et-al-v-Curacao-Drydock-Company-Original-complaint#download
http://www.scribd.com/doc/217755591/Rodriguez-et-al-v-Curacao-Drydock-Company-Original-complaint#download
http://west.thomson.com/product/40231642/product.aspx?promcode=534310
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/documents/us-legal-doctrines
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/documents/us-legal-doctrines
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WeMcMapj2SScgZq6twKNvuTEFfPJ4OyH
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/cura%C3%A7ao-drydock-company-lawsuit-re-forced-labour
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/cura%C3%A7ao-drydock-company-lawsuit-re-forced-labour
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lGvTaDJW7awDoS7HtkwLZ0IBQRjM5nJZ
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/cura%C3%A7ao-drydock-company-lawsuit-re-forced-labour
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/cura%C3%A7ao-drydock-company-lawsuit-re-forced-labour
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Judge James King, US District Court Southern District, Florida Miami Division, 
agreed that CDC had conspired with the Cuban government to exploit workers 
in a manner analogous to modern slavery: 268 269 
 
“The Defendant in this case, one of the largest drydock companies m the Western 
Hemisphere, with tens of millions if not hundreds of millions of dollars in annual 
revenues, conspired with the Republic of Cuba to force Cuban citizens to travel to 
facilities the Defendant owns in Curaçao, to hold them in captivity there, and to force 
them to work repairing ships and oil platforms. The Defendant knew: that Cuba is a 
totalitarian state that abuses human rights; that Cuba has a long history of forced labor 
and routinely compels labor under threat of imprisonment in violation of international 
law; that any Cuban who resists performing work is subject to persecution; that Cuba 
imposes prosecutions or ‘therapy and reeducation’ at police discretion for the crime of 
‘potential dangerousness’, 270 on those who refuse to work for the socialist cause; that 
Cuba imprisons those who refuse to work at worksites10 in prisons that are particularly 
inhumane and dangerous ; that Cuba employs outrageous means to persecute those who 
resist the will of the state; that the Cuban state was particularly concerned with the 
laborers it was deploying to Cura9ao because they generated hard currency; that the 
punishment workers would receive if they refused to work in its forced labor program 
would be particularly harsh because the program generated foreign currency that allowed 
the state to survive economic sanctions on it; and that the laborers provided by Cuba were 
not free individuals.” 
 
“The Defendant hosted members of the Cuban state security apparatus on its premises to 
oversee the forced laborers, who watched and threatened the laborers to prevent them from 
escaping and to extract labor from them.” 
 
“Defendant's greed caused Plaintiffs to be tom from their families and placed them in an 
impossible dilemma: either suffer the fate of forced laborers in a foreign land in effect 
serving a hard-labor prison sentence with no end, or risk their lives to escape, which 
meant never seeing their loved ones again and triggering their loved one's persecution by 
the Cuban state.” 
 
“Plaintiffs continue to suffer both from being separated from their loved ones and 
knowing that the Defendant's co-conspirator is punishing their families.” 
 
“The families of all the Plaintiffs suffered and continue to suffer repression because 
Plaintiffs exposed the conspiracy between Cuba and Defendant.” 
 

                                                 
 
268 Robles, Frances. “Cuba accused of slavelike labor deal”, The Miami Herald, 28 October 2008. 
269 Robles, Frances. “Cuban trio win suit against Curacao firm”, The Miami Herald, 9 August 2008. 
270 “Las medidas de seguridad pueden decretarse para prevenir la comisión de delitos o con motivo de la 
comisión de éstos. En el primer caso se denominan medidas de seguridad predelictivas, y en el segundo, 
medidas de seguridad postdelictivas … de cuatro años [de prisión]”. Law 62, Penal Code, Cuba. Articles 
76.1 / 78-84: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_kf0R8TsMlxtFIrEqAEDleeMfPNGCGTr 

http://www.cubasindical.org/news/infopress/y06/10300603.htm
http://www.cubasindical.org/news/infopress/y08/08090801_e.htm
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_kf0R8TsMlxtFIrEqAEDleeMfPNGCGTr
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“The Plaintiffs also introduced documentary evidence supporting their histories. 
Photographs of the Defendant's facilities verified the large size of the operation. The 
Defendant's own web pages confirmed Manuel Bequer's management role. The photos 
Defendant and its agents used while hunting Plaintiffs were introduced. Finally, 
Plaintiffs introduced the agreement between the Defendant and a Cuban state entity that 
directly stated the debt Cuba owed, and related the fact that the debt would be paid with 
labor, the forced labor that Plaintiffs provided.” 
 
“Given the overwhelming and uncontroverted evidence in this matter, Plaintiffs certainly 
proved their claim to both compensatory and punitive damages. The only remaining issue 
is determining the amount of those damages.” 
 
The judge, therefore, granted the plaintiffs, in October 2008, compensation of $ 
50 million for compensation and $ 30 million for punitive damages (by 2014, and 
by statutory applicable interest, the sum got to 120 million, including legal 
interest). Asking the sum was very troublesome and required his lawyers to 
spend a considerable amount of energy and resources in pursuing CDC's seizure 
funds internationally. 
 
In July 2013, the plaintiffs initiated an enforcement proceeding on the 
compensatory element of the sentence in Singapore (ruling out the attachment of 
the punitive element, since punitive damages are not covered by Singapore law) 
and hoped that it would be achieved. 271 The defendant did not appear and a 
default judgment was issued against him. The execution proceeded, which the 
accused did not satisfy either. In September 2014, the claimants requested a 
seizure order in connection with a CDC debtor in Singapore (the KGJ company), 
which was granted, and KGJ appeared in October 2014. The seizure order became 
absolute in December 2014 and KGJ had to pay a sum of $ 82,618 to plaintiffs' 
lawyers. 
 

The defendant then sought to annul the Singapore Judgment and annul the 
claimants' claim on the following grounds: (1) the doctrine of forum non 
conveniens (arguing that the alleged acts occurred in Cuba, the defendant 
company was registered in Curaçao and the claimants are Cubans), and (2) that 
the United States' judgment should not be enforced because it was awarded on 
the basis of punitive damages. The Court's Registry Assistant concluded that 

                                                 
 
271 Confidential information obtained by the author and: Rodriguez et al v. Curaçao Drydock Company, 
op.cit.; Curacao Dry Dock Paralyzed, op.cit.; Colin Woodard, “Us Case Highlights Cuban 'Slaves' in 
Curaçao,” Willemstad, Netherlands Antilles, The Christian Science Monitor, November 18, 2008; F. 
Robles, op.cit. 
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none of the submissions merited the annulment of the Singapore Judgment. In a 
brief trial, the High Court agreed and maintained the execution. 272 273 274 275 276 277 

 

1.1.11.2. Arnulfo Castanet Batista and Maireilys Alvarez Rodriguez Vs. 
Brazil/PAHO/CSMC/Cuba 

 
Arnulfo Castanet Batista and Maireilys Alvarez Rodriguez, both Cuban doctors 
of the Mais Médicos program, demanded that they should not be subject to the 
wage restrictions imposed on them by the contract with CSMC, and that they 
should have the right to join the Mais Médicos Program with all attributions and 
benefits that the rest of the doctors of other nationalities, requesting the 
guardianship of the Court so that the contract with CSMC was invalidated. 278 
 
In its ruling, the Federal Judge Diana Maria Wanderlei da Silva, dictates: 
 
“to allow only other foreign doctors, of other nationalities, but not Cubans, to stay in the 
country through the renewal of the contract for another three years, flagrantly violates 
the constitutional principle of isonomy, especially since art. 5 of the Federal Constitution 
guarantees to Brazilians and foreigners residing in Brazil the inviolability of the right to 
life, liberty, equality and security. 
 
... 
 
The request for early protection is fare to determine the following: 
 
a) deny the contracts of the complainants with CSMC, guaranteeing them the 
permanence in the "Mais Medicos Program for Brazil", in the same conditions in which 
they were admitted, through the official website (HTTP: //memediamedicos.saude. 
gov.br); 

                                                 
 
272 Alien Tort Litigation Comes to Singapore: International Enforcement of Judgments Based on 
Corporate Human Rights Abuse, 3 June 2015, 
https://hsfnotes.com/publicinternationallaw/2015/06/03/alien-tort-litigation-comes-to-singapore-
international-enforcement-of-judgments-based-on-corporate-human-rights-abuse/ 
273 Alien tort litigation comes to Singapore: international enforcement of judgments based on corporate 
human rights abuse, 3 June, 2015: https://hsfnotes.com/publicinternationallaw/2015/06/03/alien-tort-
litigation-comes-to-singapore-international-enforcement-of-judgments-based-on-corporate-human-
rights-abuse/ 
274 Curaçao Drydock Company lawsuit (re forced labour) 
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/cura%C3%A7ao-drydock-company-lawsuit-re-forced-labour 
275 “Curacao Dry Dock Paralyzed – Country Seriously at Risk of Being Held Liable,” Willemstad, 
Curacao Chronicle, December 16, 2013. 
276 Robles, Frances, "Cuban workers allege they were virtual slaves in Curacao, The Miami Herald, July 
17, 2008. 
277 Woodard, Colin. “Us Case Highlights Cuban 'Slaves' in Curaçao,” Willemstad, Netherlands Antilles, 
The Christian Science Monitor, November 18, 2008. 
278 Sentence 7.2 Arnulfo Castanet Batista and Maireilys Alvarez Rodriguez vs. Brazil / PAHO / CSMC / 
Cuba: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1G5r9MkcFbx3XArV67TFvPvOnGg3ofTGd 

https://hsfnotes.com/publicinternationallaw/2015/06/03/alien-tort-litigation-comes-to-singapore-international-enforcement-of-judgments-based-on-corporate-human-rights-abuse/
https://hsfnotes.com/publicinternationallaw/2015/06/03/alien-tort-litigation-comes-to-singapore-international-enforcement-of-judgments-based-on-corporate-human-rights-abuse/
https://hsfnotes.com/publicinternationallaw/2015/06/03/alien-tort-litigation-comes-to-singapore-international-enforcement-of-judgments-based-on-corporate-human-rights-abuse/
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/cura%C3%A7ao-drydock-company-lawsuit-re-forced-labour
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1G5r9MkcFbx3XArV67TFvPvOnGg3ofTGd
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b) the payment of the integral remuneration and allow the authors to continue providing 
services in the same community, guaranteeing them the same value of the training 
scholarship paid to the other foreign doctors adherents of the program in the amount of R 
$ 10,482.93 ( ten thousand, four hundred and eighty-two reais and ninety-three cents), 
and additions that are pertinent. 
 
In the event that the decision is not complied with, I will impose daily fines, and I will 
determine the sending of copies of the main parts of the process to the Federal Public 
Ministry (MPF), for the handling of the Criminal Action for crime of disobedience.” 
 
It is thus evident not only the inequality of the working conditions of the Doctors 
of Cuba with respect to the rest of their counterparts of the Mais Médicos 
program, but that the Government of Cuba establishes a maxim for which, or the 
Physician accepts the regrettable ones labor conditions imposed, or directly 
cannot work and will be forced to return to Cuba stigmatized  as a traitor just for 
having had the courage to oppose the Government's will. 
 
In this way, and as will be confirmed in subsequent cases, the Government 
introduces clauses of mandatory permanence, violating the freedom of work and 
the right of free association of physicians, leaving clear, also, that the only interest 
of the Government of Cuba is to use Doctors as if they were financial instruments, 
with no other concern than to perpetuate their economic performance, at the 
expense of even the most elementary labour rights. 
 
1.1.11.3. José Ramón Ramírez Espinosa Vs. Brazil/PAHO/CSMC/Cuba 
 
José Ramón Ramírez Espinosa, a Cuban physician from the Mais Médicos 
program in Brazil, was not renewed in his duties because he had been excluded 
from the program unilaterally by the Government of Cuba, because he had 
married and wanted to remain in Brazil. It called on the Brazilian justice system 
"to remain, in short, in the Medical Program for Brazil, authorizing for this purpose the 
holding of any contractual instruments that are necessary for its maintenance in the 
program (contractual renewal) under the same working conditions as the other doctors 
adhering to the project, national and foreign, as well as receive the integral remuneration 
being able to continue attending to the same community because it is the locality where 
it has constituted his family, guaranteeing the same value of the called training 
scholarship paid to the other foreign doctors adherents to the program". 
 
Both the Government of Brazil and PAHO, CSMC and Cuba maintained a 
coordinated action against this initiative, which was answered by the Brazilian 
Government against, alleging: "preliminary immunity from PAHO's jurisdiction 
defending the constitutionality of contracts between the Union [State of Brazil], PAHO 
and the Government of Cuba and requesting the total inadmissibility of the request." 
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The course of the process brought the case to a Federal Judge. The judge, in a car 
in which he analyzes the contract he had signed with the company 
Comercializadora de Servicios Médicos Cubanos, SA (section 1.1.8.1.2 from this 
demand), placed special emphasis on the contract in its set and the possible 
contradictions against equality before the law that the plaintiff should receive. 
 
The judge put in value that the plaintiff had a series of rights acquired by being 
resident in Brazil, which was not in contradiction with the commitments of the 
State of Brazil with the PAHO and the Government of Cuba, commitments that 
that State had to fulfill 
 
The judge found that the plaintiff's contract with CSMC, SA was in direct conflict 
with primary and basic rights as a resident in Brazil, such as Article 5 of the 
Constitution ("All are equal before the law, without distinction of any kind, 
guaranteeing Brazilians and foreigners residing in the country the inviolability of the 
right to life, liberty, equality, security and property, in the following terms ... "), which 
in section XX indicates that "no one may be compelled to associate or remain 
associated". 
 
For all this and after the detailed analysis of the clauses of the contract, the 
Federal Judge sentenced: 279 
 
“In the event that the author, a foreigner entitled to stay in Brazil already recognized, is 
obliged to remain bound to the individual contract signed by him with the Sociedad 
Mercantil Comercializadora de Servicios Médicos SA it would be to extract completely 
from that relation its volitional character, which would equate it to a kind of slave 
labor, which, to all evidence, can not be admitted.” 
 
“In view of the foregoing, I consider the request to be in order to assure the author of the 
total isonomy in relation to the other foreigners participating in the program, in order to 
guarantee him the possibility of applying for the job extension and to have effectiveness 
in the program Mais Médicos in the same terms as the other participating foreigners, 
without any intermediation of PAHO, guaranteeing, in addition, the integral reception 
of the training bag directly in their bank account without need of any discount or 
transfer.” 
 
This courageous sentence was a great milestone for Cuban doctors, who to date 
not only had to assume the consequences of their "desertion" against Cuba, but 
also suffer the loss of their rights acquired even in Brazil, by the collusion of 
PAHO with the Government of Brazil and Cuba, which together, as we have 
seen, prepared the Mais Médicos program. 
                                                 
 
279 Judgment of process 71198-58.2016.4.0l.3400 of the SEÇÃO JUIDICIÁRIA DO DISTRITO 
FEDERAL - 9ª VARA FEDERAL: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hfRxEEQB-_3-
fRGtkuo5XjYKdM971Ww6 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hfRxEEQB-_3-fRGtkuo5XjYKdM971Ww6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hfRxEEQB-_3-fRGtkuo5XjYKdM971Ww6
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On the other hand, it highlights a fact of extreme importance in the complaint, 
and on which will work in subsequent chapters: forced associationism as a form 
of violation of the Fundamental Rights of Physicians. 
 
And it is that, the Government of Cuba, far from the philanthropic image it 
intends to give to the world by sending doctors abroad, does not under any 
circumstances allow doctors to abandon the framework program signed between 
Cuba and the host country. Thus, the doctor, if he wants to continue working as 
such and not be marked as a traitor to socialist principles, must necessarily 
remain associated with the aforementioned framework program. 
 
The concern of the Government of Cuba regarding the possible escape of doctors 
leads them not only to establish clauses of forced stay that prevent doctors from 
practicing outside the agreement, but they are even prohibited from marrying a 
local, all encouraged by the fear that the new spouse will help the Physician to 
escape from the mission and to establish himself freely in the country, a situation 
that, if generalized, would suppose an economic loss unacceptable to the 
Government of Cuba. 
 
1.1.11.4. Adrián Estrada Barber - Brazil 
 
Adrián Estrada Barber wanted to marry Letícia Santos Pedroso, but his contract 
with Comercializadora de Serviços Médicos Cubanos SA (CSMC, SA) had a 
clause 2.2, as it appears in the sentence of the Brazilian Judge Roberto Barros, that 
prevented it: "marriage of Cuban physicians with foreigners shall, as a rule, comply with 
Cuban law, and this rule may be excepted, if there is written authorization from the 
Cuban maximum authority in the Mais Médicos do Brasil Program. " 
 
The Brazilian and Cuban authorities, on the grounds that the contract obliged 
him to this clause 2.2. of the contract with CSMC, did not allow legal tender to 
their marriage. Thus began Adrian a long journey that would lead to a sentence 
that would generate jurisprudence on the subject. 
 
Fortunately for Adrian, the judge dismissed the impediments of the contract and 
"freed" Adrian to be able to marry Letícia Santos Pedroso, who is now his wife 
and with whom we could later see him in a press article talking about the 
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"mission" of Cuban collaboration in Brazil and its imposition of not being able to 
return to Cuba in 8 years for transgressing Cuban law. 280 281 
 
The final sentence came, after an arduous process, in the final ruling “Juízo de 
Direito da Comarca de Arapoti-PR”, ruling number 0001359-98.2015.8.16.0046. 
 
Adrián Estrada Barber's sentence is quoted in another similar subsequent trial as 
case law of the case of Yusley Moreno Tornes to adopt the same decision (TJ-AC 
- AGT: 10020213520178010000 AC 1002021-35.2017.8.01.0000, Relator: Roberto 
Barros, Data de Julgamento: 20/11/2018, Segunda Câmara Cível, Data de Publicação: 
20/11/2018). 282 
 
In this case, we can verify how the clauses that regulated the Marriage of the 
workers are not an exception, but that they are established in a generalized way 
for the working Doctors on behalf of the Government of Cuba abroad. 
 
In this sense, the judgments relating to this issue point out what is obvious, and 
that a clause that prohibits marriage to a worker is not only abusive, but is 
directly null and, consequently, inapplicable because it seeks to regulate an 
aspect of the private and personal life of the worker, who must suffer the 
humiliation of asking permission to marry the Communist Party of Cuba, exactly 
as if it were a feudal serf. 
 
The national jurisprudence is clear in this sense, no employer can regulate aspects 
of the private life of its workers, and the fact that this clause, null and void, was 
drafted by the Government of Cuba and later accepted by the Doctors indicated 
two things: The lack of respect for the Fundamental Rights that the Government 
of Cuba shows towards the Doctors and the lack of choice of these at the time of 
signing their contract, while they end up accepting humiliating and clearly illegal 
conditions as long as they are not marked as traitors to the Communist Party of 
Cuba, which would cause labour and even criminal problems in the country. 
 
Therefore, we can point to two elements as constant: The consent clearly vitiated 
by the doctors when accepting work in the Missions and the violation of the 
labour rights of doctors by the Government of Cuba, concerned only about 

                                                 
 
280 Cuban doctor in Brazil says they were "exploiting" and that "many are going to stay": 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-22-u1-e186450-s27061-medico-cubano-brasil-asegura-
estaban-explotando-muchos-van (alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OqItml5dn8QO-
uc3-Kj_VjpCC3_GqNP-) 
281 Cuban doctor wins in courts the right to marry in Brazil:http://cafefuerte.com/csociedad/24663-
medico-cubano-gana-en-tribunales-el-derecho-a-casarse-en-brasil/  (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ES3IBtBD6yigDriFpf9X4lROecB45Nga) 
 282 Case ruling 1002021-35.2017.8.01.0000 “Tribunal de Justiça - Segunda Câmara Cível” of the State of 
Acre, digitally signed by the Judge: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VScsuWocqlzKhU99GWeyUp8GMQ3MLySb  

https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-22-u1-e186450-s27061-medico-cubano-brasil-asegura-estaban-explotando-muchos-van
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-11-22-u1-e186450-s27061-medico-cubano-brasil-asegura-estaban-explotando-muchos-van
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OqItml5dn8QO-uc3-Kj_VjpCC3_GqNP-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OqItml5dn8QO-uc3-Kj_VjpCC3_GqNP-
http://cafefuerte.com/csociedad/24663-medico-cubano-gana-en-tribunales-el-derecho-a-casarse-en-brasil/
http://cafefuerte.com/csociedad/24663-medico-cubano-gana-en-tribunales-el-derecho-a-casarse-en-brasil/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ES3IBtBD6yigDriFpf9X4lROecB45Nga
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VScsuWocqlzKhU99GWeyUp8GMQ3MLySb
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entering the benefits taken from the doctors' salary and to establish coercive 
measures that prevent their flight from the Missions. 
 
And there is another effect here not hard to see. How much suffering had to pass 
through all these doctors to be able to overcome a judicial process of years to be 
able to even marry? How many of them are left aside in the way? We can show 
some examples of little suffered victories, but hundreds of thousands of them 
end up in losses, misery, destroyed lives and relations, families torn apart, and a 
large number of horrible consequences that no one in the world deserves as a 
product of such a terrible persecution. 
 
1.1.11.5. Yusley Moreno Tornes 
 
The marriage of Yusley Moreno Tornes was sentenced by the judgment of 
November 20, 2018, quoted above. In order to elucidate the case, the judge took 
the sentence of Adrián Estrada Barber and ruled in the same direction to approve 
the marriage, since the same clause of Adrián Estrada Barber was contained in 
the contract of Yusley Moreno Tornes. 283 
 
(TJ-AC - AGT: 10020213520178010000 AC 1002021-35.2017.8.01.0000, Relator: 
Roberto Barros, Data de Julgamento: 20/11/2018, Segunda Câmara Cível, Data de 
Publicação: 20/11/2018) 
 
MANDADO DE SEGURANÇA. HABILITAÇÃO DE CASAMENTO. CIDADÃO 
CUBANO. CIDADÃ BRASILEIRA. PROGRAMA MAIS MÉDICO. CONTRATO. 
CUNHO PATRIMONIAL QUE NÃO SE SOBREPÕE À NORMA DE ORDEM 
PÚBLICA. CÓDIGO CIVIL BRASILEIRO. REQUISITOS. CONCESSÃO DA 
SEGURANÇA. 1. A inexistência de óbice ao matrimônio requerido pelo Impetrante, 
encontra substrato, sobretudo quando se faz uma análise da Lei 12.871/2013, dispondo 
sua cláusula quarta, ao revés, que: "os médicos participantes no programa estão 
submetidos à legislação brasileira no que se refere às suas responsabilidades civis e 
penais." 2. A proibição que consta no contrato entre o Governo de Cuba e o Agravante 
não vincula qualquer relação entre aquele Governo e o Governo Brasileiro. Trata-se de 
relação de cunho patrimonial e não se sobrepõe a norma de ordem pública. A legislação 
civil brasileira dispõe sobre o processo de habilitação para o casamento em seus arts. 1.525 
a 1.532, e estando presentes os pressupostos, ausente qualquer impedimento legal. 3. 
Concessão da Segurança 
 
As in the previous case, the Brazilian judge establishes that the principles of 
equality before the law and personal liberty by which Brazilian national law is 

                                                 
 
283 Case ruling 1002021-35.2017.8.01.0000 “Tribunal de Justiça - Segunda Câmara Cível” of the State of 
Acre, digitally signed by the Judge: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VScsuWocqlzKhU99GWeyUp8GMQ3MLySb  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VScsuWocqlzKhU99GWeyUp8GMQ3MLySb
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governed prevail in any case on any clause that intends to establish the control 
of the Communist Party of Cuba over the marital relations of the Doctors. 
 
It is therefore necessary to confirm that the clauses established by the 
Government of Cuba are contrary to any national legislation that respects the 
fundamental rights of citizens, and are therefore null and void and indefensible 
before any court, but a terrible wall impossible to climb for professionals that see 
how the life they deserve turns into a nightmare of suffering and terrible 
emotional and personal consequences. 
 
1.1.11.6. Firm Federal Court rouling of Asdrubal Pérez Soto vs. Unión 

Federal Brasil 
 
The Judgment of July 10, 2017, issued by the Federal District Court No. 9 of Brazil, 
Process No. 63318-15. 2016.4.01.3400, 284 knows and resolves about the claim of 
one of the many Cuban doctors who, after "deserting" from the Mission in Brazil, 
intended, without success, to practice medicine in the same program he was 
entitled to on his own, without having to offer 90% of their salary to the 
Government from Cuba. 
 
Thus, Federal Judge Marcio Luiz Coelho de Freitas corroborates four facts that 
this representation considers fundamental: 
 
De início, cumpre notar que este juízo näo desconhece a necessidade de que o Estado 
Brasilero, no campo das relaçöes internacionais, cumpra os compromisos que asume 
perante outros estados e organizaçoes internacionais, de modo que, específicamente em 
relaçao ao programa “Mais Médicos”, os acordos bilaterais estaelecidos entre o Brasil, 
Cuba e OPA/OMS, deben ser considerados como vinculantes para o Estados brasileiro.  
 
Daí näo decorre, todavía, que seja  possível, na aplicaçäo das cláusulas previstas em tais 
acordos, desconsiderar-se os direitos fundamentais de que säo titulares os médicos 
cubanos que, por meio de tal acordó bilateral, tenhgam vindo trabalhar no Brasil. Com 
efeito, näo é demais lembrar que, nos exactos termos do art. 5º, Capit da CF/88 “todos säo 
iguais perante la lei, sem distinçäo de qualquer natureza, grantindo-se aos brasileiros e 
aos estrangeiros residentes no Paíus a inviolabidade do direito a la vida, à liberdade, á 
igualdade, á segurança e á propiedade […]”. 
 
E evidente, portantoque o autor, na condiçao de estrangeiro residente no país, e titular de 
direitos fundamentais em relaçao aos quais o estado brasileiro näo só assumiu o deber de 
respeitar, mas também de proteger e promover contra qualquer violaçao. 
 

                                                 
 
284 Firm Judgment of July 10, 2017, issued by the Federal District Court No. 9 of Brazil, Process No. 63318-
15. 2016.4.01.3400: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CC4QMqzjnJ9ndiQBnxf3wl-V8ex66QMZ 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CC4QMqzjnJ9ndiQBnxf3wl-V8ex66QMZ
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(ENG: At the outset, it should be noted that this judgment is not unaware of the need for 
the Brazilian State, in the field of international relations, to fulfill its commitments with 
other states and international organizations, so that, specifically in relation to the 
program "Mais Médicos" ', bilateral agreements between Brazil, Cuba and OPA / WHO 
should be considered as binding on the Brazilian States. 
 
It does not follow, however, that it is possible, in applying the clauses provided for in such 
agreements, to disregard the fundamental rights held by Cuban doctors who, through 
such bilateral agreement, have come to work in Brazil. In fact, it is not excessive to 
remember that, in the exact terms of art. 5, CF / 88, "all are equal before the law, without 
distinction of any kind, granting to Brazilians and foreigners residing in the Country the 
inviolability of the right to life, liberty, equality, security and to the property [...] “. 
 
It is evident, therefore, that the author, as a foreigner residing in the country, is the holder 
of fundamental rights in relation to which the Brazilian state not only assumed the duty 
to respect, but also to protect and promote against any violation.) 
 
In the first place, it is pointed out that the fact that Cuban doctors are prohibited, 
by contract, from quitting their job and choosing to work freely and 
independently in the same way as the rest of the non-Cuban doctors of the 
program " Mais Médicos “ flagrantly violates their fundamental rights. This 
situation places them in a plane of evident inequality before the law, while any 
other professional in the same program in Brazil can exercise his/her profession 
freely and independently. The contract's clause that obligates Cuban doctors 
prohibits this possibility, placing them in an extreme position of vulnerability to 
their employer, the Government of Cuba, as well as in a situation of professional 
inequality with respect to other physicians. 
 
But the sentence does not stop there. In addition to corroborating that the contract 
that Cuban physicians must sign is a violation of their fundamental rights, it 
establishes that, regardless of bilateral relations that Brazil could establish with 
any other country, in this case Cuba, the defense of fundamental rights must 
prevail over any Pact accepted by the Federative Republic of Brazil.  
 
The judge continues as follows:  
 
“uma vez sendo residente no país de forma regular, ele tem direito de desligar-se do 
programa regulado pelo acordó bilateral celebrado entre o Brasi., Cuba e a OPA/PMS, já 
que, nos termos do disposto no art. 5º XX da CF/88 “ninguém poderá ser compelido a 
asociar-se ou a permanecer associado”. 
 
Ora, afirma-se que o imperante, estrangeiro com direito á permanencia no Brasil já 
reconhecido, é obgrigado a permanecer vinculado ao contrato individual por ele firmado 
com a “Sociedade Mercsantil Cubana Comercializadora de Serviços Médicos S/A” è 
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extrair por completo de tal relaçao o caáter volitivo, o que a equipararía a uma espécoe de 
trabalho escravo, o que, á toda evidencia, näo pode ser admitido.” 
 
(ENG: Once being a country resident on a regular basis, he/she has the right of separating 
out of the regulated program agreed bilaterally between Brazil, Cuba and OPA / PMS, 
since, as exposed by art. 5º XX Federal Constitution/88 "no one can be compelled to 
associate-or to remain associated". 
 
Now, affirming that is prevailing that  a foreigner with rights to recognized residence in 
Brazil be obliged to remain bound to the individual contract signed with "Sociedade 
Mercsantil Cubana Comercializadora de Serviços Médicos S / A" and extract completely 
of such relationship its volitional nature, would equate to a form of slave work, what, to 
all evidence, cannot be admitted.) 
 
That is, the mandatory permanence clause under which Cuban doctors are 
obliged to work constitutes not only a violation of the principle of equality 
before the law, but it is also a form of forced associationism. Thus, freedom of 
association is stated positively, but also negatively. Just as a human being 
cannot be forbidden to be part of an association, neither can he be prohibited 
from leaving any association, which is exactly what is happening. 
 
In this way, it is confirmed that the Government of Cuba also violates the Right 
of Association by obliging doctors to continue in the Más Médicos program if 
they wish to continue exercising and, all of this, in order to avoid losing the 
profit that implies appropriating 90% of the salary of the doctor. 
 
In the same way, the Judge classifies the clause of forced permanence as 
"slave labor" and "not admissible" in a State of Law. That is why, finally, the 
Brazilian justice grants the Doctor in question the free exercise of medicine in 
Brazil outside the Cuban Government and in the same “Mais Médicos” 
Program, being able to keep all of his salary, without any appropriation by the 
Government of Cuba. 
 
It is therefore proven that the practices used by the Government of Cuba to 
force doctors to continue in the Mission instead of exercising their profession 
freely constitute a violation of the fundamental rights of physicians, specifically 
of the rights of equality before the Law. and free association. Being that the 
clause in question should be considered slave labor. 
 
1.1.11.7. Ramona Matos Rodríguez - Brazil 
 
Dr. Ramona Matos Rodríguez, who began her work on the "mission" in Brazil, a 
program called "Mais Médicos", in October 2013 in the municipality of Pacajá, in 
Pará, Brazil, denounced in 2014 her contract and situation in said "mission". 
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The first case that jumped to the public opinion on the exploitation of the Cuban 
doctors was the one of Ramona Matos Rodriguez. The conditions of work she 
described caused a strong impact on the media and the opposition saw in his case 
one more argument to paralyze the project. They had tried to paralyze the 
program in several ways and were prepared to do so through the Court of 
Auditors. 
 
Two judgments of the Court of Auditors took place through political processes 
and the internal battle between opposition parties and the government for or 
against Mais Médicos. Human rights, unfortunately, were not the focus of these 
processes. However, the information contained in Ramona Matos' contract and 
the fact that the Court of Auditors verified both the contract and all the data of 
the program and presented them publicly in its records did indeed constitute a 
public act from which numerous data could be obtained . 
 
Both cars are number 027492/2013-3 and number 003.771/2014-8. 285 286 
 
From them are extracted, as we have seen throughout this document, the contract 
and standard clauses of the Cuban workers, the entity that subscribes to the 
employer, and the clauses of remuneration, so that it can be established that the 
Cuban doctors received the 10.28% of the total paid by the Government of Brazil 
for the service of said professionals. 
 
1.1.11.7.1. Recordings of senior officials of the Brazilian Ministry of Health 
 
As already mentioned, in 2015 a series of recordings appeared in the public light 
that uncovered that those in charge of the Brazilian Ministry of Health had as 
mission to find mechanisms so that the true purpose of the program, to finance 
the Cuban government, was not easily discovered, and this began to be vox 
populi after diffusing the recordings in which the Ministry of Health of Brazil 
talked about the program and how to mask its purpose. 
 
Cuba sent agents of the State Security to control the professionals, who were 
camouflaged as "doctors". The investigation of media such as Istoé and others, 287 

                                                 
 
285 Plenary Session of March 8, 2017 Federal Court of Accounts nº 027.492/2013-3 - Complete official 
document: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QusJj0C8Eu20J6WEkNOalQe8zLjwliEC (alternative link: 
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-
465747254) 
286 Plenary session 25 June 2018 Court of Accounts No. 003.771 / 2014-8 - Official full document: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SxSBcMDoQvmUQE0ggHqJa8OTy2EBQIG1 (alternative link: 
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-
608710029) 
287 As atrocidades do Mais Médicos: https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15r3jfebne_vupmB_IqExgXl0XaZtYzv3) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QusJj0C8Eu20J6WEkNOalQe8zLjwliEC
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-465747254
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-465747254
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SxSBcMDoQvmUQE0ggHqJa8OTy2EBQIG1
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-608710029
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-608710029
https://istoe.com.br/as-atrocidades-do-mais-medicos/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15r3jfebne_vupmB_IqExgXl0XaZtYzv3
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cables between the Brazilian Embassy and the federal capital, as well as 
recordings of senior officials of the Ministry of Health, proved that these 
professionals altered the figure of real doctors upward to hide the need to carry 
staff of the Cuban State Security that otherwise would not have been easily 
justified in a medical "mission". 
 
As expressed by the Veja Magazine, 288 where the recordings were analyzed, as 
well as in many other Brazilian media:  
 
“… 
 
The audios of the recorded meeting included: 
 
a) How to disguise the preference for the Cuban government? 
 
Solution: simulate an opening for doctors from other countries. 
 
b) How to disguise the inclusion in the program of the agents of the regime, who would 
supervise the medical slaves to prevent desertions? 
 
Solution: inflating the number of slaves. 
 
c) How much money that should correspond to the slaves would go to the dictatorship? 
 
Solution: 60% for the government of Cuba and 40% for doctors, as stipulated by Marco 
Aurélio Garcia, International Advisor to President Dilma Rousseff (it would end up 
being more than 75%). 
 
…” 
 
The recordings can be heard on the linked reference. 289 
 
The figure given by Brazil, therefore, would be the real net figure of health 
professionals, compared to the Cuban figure, which would add both (8,332 
health professionals and 139 State Security agents, or "Chiefs of Mission"). 
Likewise, other agents of the Cuban State Security, additional, hierarchically 
superior, were sent as senior officials of the Pan American Health Organization 

                                                 
 
288 https://veja.abril.com.br/blog/felipe-moura-brasil/bomba-do-8220-mais-medicos-8221-gravacao-
mostra-como-governo-do-pt-mascarou-objetivo-de-financiar-cuba/ (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m3muVWXD4u3q7MJQ1GsX5fCP66XL58sO) 
289 Recordings and report on the recordings of Jornal da Band: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_QtLZSsF2E (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dWmUezqza6bP7GkPqscjy0LguJ597Ldq) 

https://veja.abril.com.br/blog/felipe-moura-brasil/bomba-do-8220-mais-medicos-8221-gravacao-mostra-como-governo-do-pt-mascarou-objetivo-de-financiar-cuba/
https://veja.abril.com.br/blog/felipe-moura-brasil/bomba-do-8220-mais-medicos-8221-gravacao-mostra-como-governo-do-pt-mascarou-objetivo-de-financiar-cuba/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m3muVWXD4u3q7MJQ1GsX5fCP66XL58sO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_QtLZSsF2E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dWmUezqza6bP7GkPqscjy0LguJ597Ldq
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as "consultants," who had threatening conversations with horrible doctors, such 
as the uncovered with the case of Daiyamí González Valón. 290 
 
1.1.11.7.2. The political process and its inquiries 
 
Several opposition political representatives in Brazil prepared a lawsuit in the 
Federal Court of Accounts of the country to paralyze, through mechanisms of 
purely procedural and economic legislation, the program " Mais Médicos". The 
lawsuit included the Ramona Matos Rodríguez contracts, and all kinds of 
economic details of the program. The politicians who submitted the lawsuit 
before the Federal Court of Accounts were federal deputies José Mendonça 
Bezerra Filho, Luiz Henrique Mandetta and Ronaldo Ramos Caiado. 
 
In the process, the auditors of the Court of Auditors made a series of inquiries, 
examined Ramona's contracts, verified their authenticity, as well as other 
relevant data from the entire program and the entities and contracts that took 
place between them, presenting them as evidence valid for the case. 
 
There were two processes in the case. The first one ended on 8 March 2017 and it 
was a process in which the Court of Auditors, in conclusion, adopted a series of 
measures to control public management by detecting numerous doubts and 
worrisome situations regarding money expenditure, and the mercantile relations 
in all the action of the Mais Médicos Program: 291 
 
“AGREE the Ministers of the Court of Auditors of the Union, meeting in plenary session, 
for the reasons set out by the Rapporteur, in: 
 
9.1. based on art. 70, sole paragraph, of the Federal Constitution and in art. 250, II, of the 
Internal Regulations of TCU, to determine to the Minister of Health that, within 90 
(ninety) days, to adopt, within the framework of the 80th Technical Cooperation 
Agreement (80th TC) signed with the Pan American Health Organization - PAHO / 
WHO and the respective Terms of Adjustment, with the due cooperation of the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, measures in order to: 9.1.1. to comply with the provisions of sub-item 
9.1.6 of Judgment No. 1,087 / 2007 - Plenary, with the wording conferred by item 9.3 of 
Judgment 2,899 / 2009 - Plenary, in order to adjust with PAHO the presentation of an 
analytical report of expenses incurred; 9.1.2. to comply with the provisions of sub-item 
9.1.7 of Judgment No. 1,087 / 2007 - Plenary, with the wording conferred by item 9.3 of 

                                                 
 
290 Cuban Chief of Mission threatens Cuban doctor that she will not see her daughters again: 
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-09-u1-e186450-s27061-difunden-llamada-amenazante-
funcionario-cubano-doctora-decidio (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XMdDnOKuhLcRVSmhD72qa5vrVQh6RmIp) 
291 Plenary Session of March 8, 2017 Federal Court of Accounts nº 027.492/2013-3 - Complete official 
document: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QusJj0C8Eu20J6WEkNOalQe8zLjwliEC (alternative link: 
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-
465747254) 

https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-09-u1-e186450-s27061-difunden-llamada-amenazante-funcionario-cubano-doctora-decidio
https://www.cibercuba.com/noticias/2018-12-09-u1-e186450-s27061-difunden-llamada-amenazante-funcionario-cubano-doctora-decidio
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XMdDnOKuhLcRVSmhD72qa5vrVQh6RmIp
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QusJj0C8Eu20J6WEkNOalQe8zLjwliEC
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-465747254
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-465747254
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Judgment 2,899 / 2009 - Plenary, in order to improve its internal control system for the 
80th TC, of obtain necessary information on the progress of PAHO's enforceable actions 
to evaluate the effectiveness, efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the administration and 
the application of the public resources allocated to the program; 9.1.3. stipulate the 
express provision that the independent audit referred to in Article VIII of the 
Complementary Adjustment promulgated by Decree No. 3.594 / 2000 investigates and 
evaluates the regularity of transfers made by PAHO to the Cuban Government, in 
particular with regard to resources transferred by title the payment of scholarships to 
Cuban doctors; 9.1.4. to request from PAHO the reports of the audits already carried out, 
in view of the commitment made by the Organization in Article VIII of the 
Complementary Agreement annexed to Decree No. 3.594 / 2000; 9.1.5. require PAHO 
to present the Partial Accounts Payments referring to the successive Terms of 
Adjustment to the 80th Technical Cooperation Agreement, pursuant to item 5.6 of the 
Organization's Manual of Standards and Guidelines for International Technical 
Cooperation, as well as the official financial reports that international body is committed 
under Article V of the Complementary Agreement; 9.1.6. require PAHO to detail the 
expenditures for which the amount transferred as management fee is intended to be paid; 
9.1.7. appropriate adjustments in the terms agreed with PAHO, so that expenses with 
international consultants and advisors are considered as part of the administration fee 
and should not be accounted for as direct costs, since the nature of the activities performed 
by these professionals does not fit as a finalist in the context of "expanding basic health 
care"; 9.1.8. at the end of the period set, inform the TCU of the actions taken and the 
results obtained in order to comply with the above determinations, forwarding to the 
Court of Auditors all pertinent documentation; 
 
9.2. based on art. 70, sole paragraph of the Federal Constitution, and in art. 250, II, of the 
Internal Regulations of the TCU, determine to the National Health Fund - FNS that: 
9.2.1. to assess, as soon as the partial accounts of the 3rd, 4th and 5th Terms of 
Adjustments to the 80th Term of Technical Cooperation signed by PAHO are made 
available to the Ministry of Health, based on arts. 2, IV; 4 and 8 of Decree No. 3,964 / 
2001 and item 5.6.1 of the Manual of Standards and Guidelines for International 
Technical Cooperation with the Pan American Health Organization; 9.2.2. evaluate the 
official financial reports that PAHO has committed to issue in Article V of the 
Supplementary Agreement; 9.2.3. in case there are remaining balances of these Terms, 
promote the respective reschedulings, deducting those values from the future Terms of 
Adjustment, as provided in Article V of the Supplementary Adjustment; 9.2.4. forward 
to the TCU a copy of the documents related to the determinations in subitems 9.2.1 to 
9.2.3 above; 9.2.5. as soon as appropriate adjustments are made between the Ministry of 
Health and PAHO on how to account for costs with international advisors and 
consultants, under the terms of the determination directed to that Ministry, deduct the 
amounts paid as salaries of these professionals from future payments to the 80th Term of 
Technical Cooperation signed with the Organization in view, adopting the indirect cost 
criterion for such expenses, so as to include them in the administration fee; 
 
9.3. based on art. 70, sole paragraph of the Federal Constitution, and in art. 250, III, of 
the Internal Regulations of TCU, to recommend to the Ministry of Health that, in the use 
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of its discretionary powers, it assesses: 9.3.1. the convenience and the opportunity to 
reduce in a quicker and more meaningful way the number of Cuban doctors who provide 
services to Brazil; 9.3.2. the effectiveness and economy of maintaining the current mixed 
model of teaching and work, given that Cuban doctors participate in a specialization 
course and, after three years of stay in Brazil, are returning to their country of origin; 
 
9.4. inform the Ministry of Health that: 9.4.1. the anticipation of the Pan American 
Health Organization to return unused balances, as provided for in Article V of the 
Supplementary Agreement, does not exempt this Ministry from conducting adequate 
financial budgeting of amounts paid in advance, including administrative fees, which 
must their amounts based on calculation memories and be consistent with the expected 
activities of the cooperating body; 9.4.2. the agent that authorizes the incorporation of 
direct costs into a technical cooperation project for the hiring of consultants and advisors 
without expressly demonstrating that the activities performed by them are classified as 
finalistic and that there is no conflict with the attributions of cooperating organizations 
or other professionals with regulated attributions, may be held liable for the practice of an 
uneconomical act, under the terms of art. 58, III, of Law 8,443 / 1992; 9.5. to determine 
to Secex Saúde that, in the subsequent phases of this monitoring, it verifies what were the 
concrete results of the independent audit mentioned in the subitem 9.1.3; 
 
9.6. to forward a copy of this Judgment, as well as of the Report and the Voting on which 
it was based, for the adoption of such measures as those bodies may deem appropriate: 
9.6.1. to the Civil House of the Presidency of the Republic; 9.6.2. to the Chamber of 
Deputies; 9.6.3. to the Federal Senate; 9.6.4. to the Ministry of Health; 9.6.5. to the 
Ministry of Education; 9.6.6. to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; 9.6.7. to the Ministry of 
Labor; 9.6.8. to the Attorney General's Office; 9.6.9. to the Attorney General's Office. 
 
9.7. determine the return of these records to Secex Saúde for the technical unit to continue 
this Follow-up.” 
 
In addition, the Court of Auditors stated in several paragraphs on the different 
treatment of Cuban doctors and Brazilians, the following: 
 
“… 
 
40. On the other hand, the technical unit pointed out the existence of the following 
indications of irregularities regarding the participation of the exchange doctors in the 
Project under discussion: 
 
a) the payment of the scholarship to the exchange doctors who come to work in Brazil, as 
a result of the 3rd Term of Adjustment to the 80th Term of Cooperation, will be carried 
out indirectly through PAHO / WHO and the Government of the Republic of Cuba, 
which will retain a portion informed of the value; 
 
b) such practice would be in disagreement with art. 5 of the Federal Constitution and the 
Code of Practice of International Recruitment of Health Professionals of the WHO, since 
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it establishes differentiated and unjustified treatment among physicians trained in 
Brazilian higher education institutions or with a diploma revalidated in the country and 
physicians coming from said exchange ; 
 
... " 
 
"... 
 
48. I would add that the distinguished reviewer considered that this differential treatment 
conferred on medical exchange students could confront the provisions of the caput of art. 
5th of the Federal Constitution, verbis: 
 
'Art. 5. Everyone is equal before the law, without distinction of any kind, guaranteeing 
to Brazilians and foreigners residing in the country the inviolability of the right to life, 
liberty, equality, security and property. 
 
... " 
 
He stated that he would find irregularities in the actions of the Pan American Health 
Organization (PAHO) to confirm the facts: 
 
"... 
 
43. The technical unit then explained which devices in the WHO Global Code of Practice 
were being violated. Paragraph 3.5 of this regulation states that: 'International 
recruitment of health personnel shall be conducted in accordance with the principles of 
transparency, fairness and the promotion of the sustainability of health systems in 
developing countries. In accordance with national legislation and applicable international 
legal instruments, Member States should promote and respect fair labor practices for all 
health personnel. All aspects of the work and treatment of immigrant health personnel 
should be treated without any unlawful distinction of any kind. ' 
 
44. Paragraph 4.4 states: 'Member States shall, to the extent possible by applicable law, 
ensure that recruiters and employers observe fair recruitment and contract practices in 
the employment of immigrant health personnel and that they are not subject to illegal or 
fraudulent conduct. Immigrant health personnel must be hired, promoted and 
remunerated based on objective criteria such as levels of qualification, years of experience 
and degree of responsibility To verify the signatures, go to www.tcu.gov.br/utenticity, 
informing the code 54132015. UNION COURT OF AUDITING TC 027.492 / 2013-3 
7 based on equal treatment with the country's health personnel. Recruiters and employers 
should provide immigrant health personnel with relevant and accurate information about 
all positions offered. ' 
 
45. Lastly, paragraph 4.5 of the Code states that: 'Member States shall ensure that, 
subject to applicable laws, including international legal instruments, migrant health 
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personnel shall have the same legal rights and responsibilities as health of the country 
with regard to all terms of employment and working conditions'. 
 
46. On the basis of these considerations, the technical unit concluded that it was necessary 
to investigate the occurrence of different treatment with regard to the payment of medical 
training to Cuban doctors and to assess whether any discrepancies in this treatment 
violate the guarantees expressed in the caput of art. 5 of the Federal Constitution and in 
the WHO Global Code of Practice for International Recruitment of Health Professionals. 
With this in mind, he considered it necessary to request documents referring to the terms 
of the agreement signed between PAHO and the Government of Cuba. 
 
…” 
 
In the following order, the Court of Auditors, a year later, supposes that after 
satisfying the government the informative requirements of the first order and the 
possible formal economic failures of its scope of action, not dealing with the case 
on human rights but on the accounts and formalities which were to be met, was 
to decide whether the Court of Accounts was taking a precautionary measure on 
the project's halt, a fact which the opposition requested from the government. 
 
In this phase the political battle was momentarily won by the government, which 
did not paralyze the project, but in the polls, and the report of the judges, more 
information is read, which left tables and enumerations of income that, in terms 
of what affect the current case, we reflect here because they had the endorsement 
of the reports of the court auditors. 
 
The data of remuneration of the Cuban doctors are presented, as well as the data 
of remuneration that paid for its services the Brazilian government. The data 
presented are complete and textual, and can be consulted in the brief of the 
auditors sent to the Judge in both cases. 292 293 
 
From this document, the remuneration of Cuban doctors is extracted, as 
explained by the auditors of the Court of Accounts of Brazil in their reports 
(textual table): 
 
Tabela 1 – Destinação dos valores no Programa Mais Médicos 

                                                 
 
292 Plenary Session of March 8, 2017 Federal Court of Accounts nº 027.492/2013-3 - Complete official 
document: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QusJj0C8Eu20J6WEkNOalQe8zLjwliEC (alternative link: 
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-
465747254) 
293 Plenary session 25 June 2018 Court of Accounts No. 003.771 / 2014-8 - Official full document: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SxSBcMDoQvmUQE0ggHqJa8OTy2EBQIG1 (alternative link: 
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-
608710029) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QusJj0C8Eu20J6WEkNOalQe8zLjwliEC
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-465747254
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/465747234/acompanhamento-acom-2749220133/inteiro-teor-465747254
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SxSBcMDoQvmUQE0ggHqJa8OTy2EBQIG1
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-608710029
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-608710029
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Linha Descrição Reais Dólar % do 
Total 

(a) Valor pago pelo governo brasileiro 10.000,00 4.276,25 100% 

(b) Valor depositado em Cuba em nome do 
profissional participante do programa 1.403,10 600,00 14,03% 

(c) Valor entregue diretamente ao profissional 
participante do programa no Brasil 935,40 400,00 9,35% 

(d) 

Valor pago à OPAS a título de taxa de 
administração (5%, conforme Subcláusula 
Única da Cláusula Terceira do 3º Termo de 
Ajuste ao 80º Termo de Cooperação) 

500,00 213,81 5,00% 

(e) 
Valores pagos pelo governo brasileiro cuja 
destinação é desconhecida (e) = (a) - (b) - (c) 
- (d) 

7.161,50 3.062,44 71,62% 

 
 
The direct fixed remuneration of Cuban doctors, deducted from this table, was 
9.35% of the amount paid by the government of Brazil for them, 400 USD, 
compared to 4,276.25 USD paid by the Brazilian government. Of this amount, the 
Cuban government also detracted another 10 dollars a month as a "monthly fee" 
from the Communist Party of Cuba (PCC), according to the testimonies of 50 
witnesses present in the current complaint who said so. 
 
The Pan American Health Organization charged 5% for each doctor, $ 213.81. 
 
Where it indicates “Valor depositado em Cuba em nome do profissional participante 
do programa” ("Value deposited in Cuba in the name of the participant 
professional in the program") must be taken into account that it was an 
affirmation of the Cuban government, that there was no way to verify occurred 
but that already indicates, in the own contract of Cuban doctors, that it is not 
deposited by the Cuban professional, but by the government of Cuba. The Cuban 
government received the money from the Pan American Health Organization 
(OPAS) and entered this part into a state account in Cuba, indicating that it was 
a part, 1403.10 reais, which would be given to the professional after a) completing 
the mission ( 3 years of work), and b) return to Cuba, both conditions, but the 
Cuban professional had no legal security whatsoever. For this, the contract 
validated by the auditors of the Federal Court of Accounts of Brazil indicated 
(text extracted by the auditor of the original contracts in the audit document of 
the aforementioned Court of Accounts): 
 
“CSMC, before the abandonment of the mission; refusal to return to the Cuban national 
territory and / or any other serious indiscipline on the part of the PROFESSIONAL OF 
THE CIJOANO HEALTH, will observe the legislation in force in the Republic of Cuba 
to establish the claims and lawsuits that correspond with the objective of paying the debts 
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and obligations pending of the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL and will enforce 
the provisions of the LEGAL INSTRUMENT and the Brazilian legislation, regarding 
the prohibition to the PROFESSIONAL OF CUBAN HEALTH of the exercise of the 
profession in Brazilian territory protected by the work permit and acquired medical record 
by reason of the LEGAL INSTRUMENT subscribed.” 
 
In this contract, which validated the Court of Accounts as official, it can be seen 
how the Government of Cuba (Comercializadora de Servicios Medicos Cubanos, 
SA, CSMC) made it explicit that it had signed an agreement with the PAHO to 
prevent the Brazilian legislation the exercise of the medical profession in 
Brazil by Cuban professionals brought to that country, and that CSMC 
indicated to them that they had such a prohibition, that if they violated, they 
reserved the right to establish claims and demands to the worker under the 
legislation of Cuba that were opportune. 
 
The official document of the Federal Court of Accounts of Brazil is accessible, 
through the official bulletins published by said court, at the following address: 
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-
377120148/inteiro-teor-608710029. 
 
From the auditor's brief, we can also extract parts of the contract from Cuban 
doctors in the "Mais Médicos" program that we have already shown with another 
copy previously in this report: 
 
“… 
 
II. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES 
 
(...) 
 
2.1 FROM CSMC: 
 
a) To guarantee compliance, as far as its obligations are concerned, with the 
TECHNICAL COOPERATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MINISTRY OF 
PUBLIC HEALTH OF THE REPUBLIC OF CUBA AND THE PAN AMERICAN 
HEALTH ORGANIZATION / WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, FOR THE 
EXTENSION OF ACCESS FROM THE BRAZILIAN POPULATION TO THE 
BASIC HEALTH ATTENTION, hereinafter referred to as the LEGAL INSTRUMENT, 
informing and demanding the rights and obligations derived from it for the CUBAN 
HEALTH PROFESSIONAL. 
 
(...) 
 
j) Pay monthly to the CUBAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL for stipend an amount 
equivalent to one thousand US dollars (1,000.00 USD), as follows: he will be deposited 

https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-608710029
https://tcu.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/608710028/representacao-repr-rp-377120148/inteiro-teor-608710029
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in a savings account in Cuba that will enable the PROFESSIONAL HEALTH CUBAN, 
provided by CSMC, Six hundred CUC (600.00 CUC) at change 1 USD = 1 CUC [Five 
hundred fifty CUC (550.00 CUC) if you designated a cardholder] and you will be paid in 
Brazilian territory, in Brazilian reais, the equivalent of Four hundred dollars (400.00 
USD), through the bank account authorized for that purpose, at a reference exchange rate 
of the Brazilian Real against the United States Dollar published by the Central Bank of 
Brazil, which will be set periodically as decided, which will be communicated opportunely 
at the beginning of each period "; 
 
…“ 
 
Sorprende que una sociedad, CSMS, le “facilite” una cuenta corriente a un 
médico cubano. CSMS no puede hacer eso, puesto que no es un banco. En 
realidad, la cuenta corriente es de la sociedad cubana, y el profesional sólo 
tendría acceso a ella mientras esta primera lo autorizara. Financieramente, el 
dinero entraba en las arcas del Gobierno de Cuba y era manejado para 
financiarse, no estaba depositado ni generaba intereses para el profesional 
cubano. 
 
El auditor revisor aclaró que en los 600 dólares que el CSMC pagaba a los 
médicos, 50 dólares los podía sacar cada mes la familia del profesional en Cuba, 
el resto permanecía retenido: 
 
“13. According to the aforementioned contract and the testimony given by the physician 
to the Labor Public Prosecutor's Office (item 56), CSMC would pay Mrs. Ramona a 
monthly fee of U $ 1,000.00 (US $ 1,000), of which U $ 400.00 will be converted in reais 
and paid directly to the doctor in Brazil, and US $ 600.00 deposited in Cuba, of which 
US $ 50.00 could be withdrawn by a family member and US $ 550.00 would be blocked 
until the doctor returns to that country.” 
 
This leaves fixed compensation at $ 400 + $ 50 a month = $ 450 / month (10.5% 
of the total paid by the Brazilian government). The remainder, 550 dollars / 
month, was frozen for 3 years (the period indicated for the mission in the writing 
itself). 
 
The review auditor also brought up some other data: 
 
“in May 2014, 11,156 (80.90%) of the 13,790 physicians participating in the Mais 
Médicos Project for Brazil were Cuban exchange doctors, as recorded in item 69 of the 
Report that based Judgment 331/2015-Plenary” 
 
Cuba had in May 2014, therefore, 11,156 health professionals working in Brazil 
on such "mission" under these conditions of remuneration. We will see in detail 
the rest of the conditions. 
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He also indicated that one of the clauses of the contract of Cuban doctors obliged 
the regulation of Cuban Law No. 168, which we shall see in detail below: 
 
“46. I would also like to point out that the agreement on the agenda establishes that any 
differences between physicians and CSMC SA will be resolved based on Resolution 168 
of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment of the Republic of Cuba, entitled 
"Disciplinary Regulations for Workers Cuban civilians who provide services abroad as 
collaborators ". The Cuban labor and civil legislation applicable to the case in question 
should also be observed.” 
 
In the process of the auditors that we are disaggregating, it is indicated that the 
head of the CSMC contract with Ramona Matos Rodríguez indicates a Cuban 
company with a Registry of Mercantile of Cuba, to render services in Brazil, 
reason why the legal validity was only for Cuban territory, since the doctor does 
not have any contract with any entity in Brazil: 
 

 
 
Also, and this is especially interesting to emphasize, CSMC's contract is signed 
by an official of the Ministry of Public Health, by mandate of the same ministry, 
so it is irrefutably derived that CSMC is an entity owned by the Ministry and, as 
we have indicated in previous sections with other sources, therefore 
institutionalizes everything that happened as realized by the Government of 
Cuba, and not by an independent society. 
 
Dr. Ramona Matos granted a Skype interview to the megaTV television news 
program presented by Oscar Haza that we included in the complaint, where she 
says that her house was registered by State Security agents when her case was 
made public and in which highlights how he fears for the safety of his daughter 
and granddaughter. 294 
 
 
 
  

                                                 
 
294 Ramona Matos the doctor who deserted in Brazil speaks exclusively  - MegaTV: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdBaAyHpSFE (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OIu9NT8qU7lLTVdmCWIDaZng9Nq6vZ_q) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdBaAyHpSFE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OIu9NT8qU7lLTVdmCWIDaZng9Nq6vZ_q
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1.1.12. Parliamentary initiatives condemning the slavery, persecution and 

other inhumane acts of a similar character of "missions" 
 
1.1.12.1. Congress of the Deputies of Spain 
 
The Congress of Spanish Deputies will shortly vote on a proposal in which it 
intends to condemn Cuba regarding "slavery" in its internationalization 
missions,295 and whose title is "Possible evidence of human trafficking and 
modern slavery in the" Internationalist Missions "outside of Cuba." 
 
The resolution proposes the following actions: 
 
“The Congress of Deputies urges the Government of Spain to: 
 
a) Demand from the Government of Cuba an immediate explanation of the facts 
denounced as constituting trafficking in persons and modern slavery, and that our 
Government publicly analyze said response before the Congress of Deputies. 
 
b) To request the Government of Cuba, in order to clarify the impediment of entry to 
exiled relatives of the island, given that many of them live and have rights in Spain as 
citizens and therefore must be defended by the Spanish State with National and 
international law, to issue an official public note in which repeal and / or deny any 
prerogative of impediment of entry into the country to Cuban professional personnel 
without criminal records who wish to enter Cuba, without restrictions or constraints 
such as forced re-entry into the medical profession in Cuba, and others, especially when 
dealing with professionals with family in Cuba, in the case of parents with children, 
primarily parents with minor children in the country (whose rights are protected by the 
Convention on Rights of the Child, which Cuba has signed and ratified and which 
requires that they have access to their parents), also when it affects mothers, and 
everything professional with family medical situations, imminent death, death, relevant 
personal needs and similar humanitarian circumstances, guaranteeing the absence of 
reprisals based on Cuban laws, including the regulations cited and / or the contracts of 
the aforementioned "Missions Internationalists ". 
 
c) Recommend to the Government of Cuba the modification of a Ministerial Resolution 
as a Law, Resolution No. 168 of 2010 of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign 
Investment of Cuba, which flagrantly violates the most basic trade union principles and 
all agreements internationally accepted regarding the worker's labor and union 
conditions, rights and agreements that have been the achievement of hundreds of years of 
workers' struggle throughout the world. 
 

                                                 
 
295 Proposition No of Law registered in the Congress of the Deputies in Spain and that will be put to vote: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_RXO8FcbmvIJ8nwnPL6sxKgkIC-JX1Xc 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_RXO8FcbmvIJ8nwnPL6sxKgkIC-JX1Xc
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d) Recommend to the Government of Cuba the modification of its article number 135 of 
its Criminal Code so that it can not apply to civilians and be restricted to military and 
intelligence services and / or with strategic information of the country at the level 
corresponding to said penalties. 
 
e) That he undertakes to study the case in depth and, if the facts or a significant part of 
them is confirmed, commits himself to studying that Cuban doctors in the world who are 
in this situation may be subjected to measures of political asylum and facilities for labor 
insertion in our country, in a clear gesture of humanity with the beloved people of Cuba 
with whom so many fraternal bonds unite us, allowing the entry into our country of an 
immigration that requires humanitarian support and is of the highest quality. 
 
f) To carry out a general condemnation of acts analogous to those described that may 
occur in any country in the world, without necessarily specifying Cuba, to establish in 
advance the position of Spain regarding trafficking in persons and the acts constituting 
modern-day slavery , regardless of the response of Cuba to the referenced events.” 
 
1.1.12.2. Congress of the United States 
 
The Senate of the United States has registered the initiative of a proposal for a 
resolution formulated by Republican and Democratic senators, entitled 
"Affirming that the Government of Cuba's foreign medical missions is human 
trafficking", 296 which condemns slavery and human trafficking by the 
Government of Cuba on its doctors in the Mais Médicos de Brasil program. 
 
The resolution concludes: 
 
“Resolved, That it is the sense of the Senate that:  
 
(1) the Government of Cuba subjected Cuban doctors and medical professional 
participating in the Mais Medicos program to state-sponsored human trafficking; 
 
(2) Cuban doctors participating in the Mais Médicos program should have been permitted 
to work under the same conditions as all other foreign doctors participating in the 
program; 
 
(3) the Government of Cuba should compensate Cuban doctors that participated in the 
Mais Médicos programs for the full amount of wages that were garnished by the 
Government of Cuba; 
 

                                                 
 
296 Motion for resolution of the United States Congress “Affirming that the Government of Cuba’s 
foreign medical missions constitute human trafficking”: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZqxSMTgNJdd2v296rdDF5yot7c6v640m 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZqxSMTgNJdd2v296rdDF5yot7c6v640m
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(4) foreign governments that sign agreements with the Government of Cuba or the for-
profit Cuban Medical Services Trading Corporation (CMS) or other companies affiliated 
with the Government of Cuba to procure the services of Cuban professionals directly 
assume risks related to participation in forced labor arrangements; 
 
(5) the Pan American Health Organization must immediately provide greater 
transparency about its participation in the Mais Médicos program and its agreement with 
the Government of Cuba and the for-profit Cuban Medical Services Trading Corporation 
(CMS); 
 
(6) the United States Department of State must downgrade Cuba to Tier 3 in its annual 
Trafficking in Persons (TIP) report, given new evidence on Cuba’s foreign medical 
missions and the Government of Cuba’s longstanding failure to criminalize most forms 
of forced labor; and 
 
(7) the Department of State must reestablish the Cuban Medical Professionals Parole 
(CMPP) program.” 
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1.1.13. Reports from organizations and NGOs on human rights that affect this 

complaint 
 
The facts of the present complaint are committed in states parties to the Rome 
Statute by a State that is not a party to it and that is recognized worldwide for the 
most fundamental violations of human rights by all public and private human 
rights organizations that work on the matter. 
 
The facts described in the complaint are not the result of punctual, but massive, 
repression. They are not the result of a conjunctural repression, but structural. 
 
In the next section we will see how the most reputable and serious public and 
private organizations in the field of Human Rights qualify the actions and 
policies of the Government of Cuba in the areas that affect the origin of the causes 
of crimes committed by Cuba in States Parties of the Criminal Court 
 
We have omitted, with all intents and purposes, what is happening regarding 
arbitrary detentions, torture, murders, and other groups of crimes against 
humanity that occur in Cuba. These are very abundant, endless, and these crimes 
are not being judged in this specific denunciation because Cuba is not part of the 
International Criminal Court, so there is no jurisdiction except by means of a 
complaint sent to the Security Council of the United Nations. For this reason we 
have restricted the reports to those acts violations of rights that, although 
committed on the island, are of the same nature as those committed in States 
Parties, slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts of a similar character along 
with forced labour, servitude and lack of labour and movement rights, which 
they show how Cuba's operations are transnational with respect to these crimes, 
being on the island as intense, if not worse, than those committed in States Parties 
to the Rome Statute. This allows a frame of reference for the justification of the 
institutionalization of the crime of slavery, persecution and other inhumane acts 
of a similar character that is committed and is intended to be judged by means of 
this denunciation. 
 
They are also referenced reports in which the situation in the "Missions of 
Internationalization" of Cuba is mentioned and analyzed, long before they knew, 
as now, all the details thanks to dozens of testimonies that have allowed us to 
know them. 
 
1.1.13.1. Some reports that address the work missions abroad of Cuba 
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• United Nations General Assembly, Human Rights Council, Thirty-eighth 
session, 18 June–6 July 2018: Report of the Special Rapporteur on trafficking 
in persons, especially women and children on her mission to Cuba. 297 

 
“3. Trafficking for labour exploitation 
… 
20. Moreover, Cuba provides skilled labour, especially in the areas of health, education 
and sport, to other countries. 
… 
21. While acknowledging the value of such programmes, the Special Rapporteur however 
learned of allegations where “although the workers voluntarily accept to be part of these 
programmes and to leave Cuba, once they arrive in their country of destination the 
voluntary nature of this agreement ends in so far as their freedom of movement is 
restricted, given that their passports or identity documents are withheld; they cannot 
choose their place of residence or refuse conditions of work, and they are only paid a very 
small portion of the wage agreed upon by the governments who are parties to the 
cooperation agreement”.11 The Special Rapporteur encourages the Government to be 
aware of human rights violations linked to the withholding of wages and to restrictions 
on freedom of movement, in order to prevent these unintended effects from 
materializing.” 
 
• Report “Cuba’s Human Trafficking Business: A Huge State-Run Enterprise”. 

298 The full report reflects the situation regarding trafficking in persons in 
Cuba and is submitted to the Special Rapporteur of the United Nations on 
Trafficking in Persons, María Grazia Giammarinaro, for The Human Rights 
Foundation and CubaArchive. Dated April 14, 2017. Everything in said 
report deals with the subject matter of this complaint and is a matter of 
complete relevance. 

 
• I.L.O. - Excerpted from the Direct Request (CEACR) - Adoption: 2017, 

Publication: 107th ILC meeting (2018) on the Migrant Workers Convention 
(Revised), 1949: 299 

“… 
 

                                                 
 
297 United Nations, 2018 Report of the Special Rapporteur on trafficking in persons, especially women 
and children on her mission to Cuba: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KW0Egk-
ccibeTH_zI4w8i20IECvSGpjc 
298 Report 2017, CubaArchive & Human Rights Foundation - “Cuba’s Human Trafficking Business: A 
Huge State-Run Enterprise”: http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-
State-Run-Enterprise.pdf (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MGoooe7_f71fyZ5BXzzuYZCFs-pd7GKi) 
299 O.I.T. - Direct request (CEACR) - Adoption: 2017, Publication: 107th ILC meeting (2018) on the 
Migration for Employment Convention (Revised), 1949: 
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_
CODE:3336516,en:NO 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KW0Egk-ccibeTH_zI4w8i20IECvSGpjc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KW0Egk-ccibeTH_zI4w8i20IECvSGpjc
http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-State-Run-Enterprise.pdf
http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-State-Run-Enterprise.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MGoooe7_f71fyZ5BXzzuYZCFs-pd7GKi
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_CODE:3336516,en:NO
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_CODE:3336516,en:NO
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Article 1 of the Convention. Information on national policies, laws and regulations. The 
Committee notes the Government’s indication that there are no flows of immigrants in 
Cuba. It also notes that, according to a National Office of Statistics and Information 
(ONEI) publication entitled “The Demographic Yearbook of Cuba, 2016”, 24,684 persons 
emigrated in 2015 (12,113 men and 12,571 women) and 17,251 persons emigrated in 
2016 (8,793 men and 8,458 women). The Government indicates that in 2016, within the 
framework of following up migration agreements, talks on migration were held with 
Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Canada, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Honduras, 
Panama, Switzerland and Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela. It adds that, in January 
2017, Cuba and the United States concluded a migration agreement. The Committee 
requests the Government to continue providing information on the application in practice 
of the provisions concerning migration, and particularly the impact on workers who have 
chosen to work abroad. The Committee also requests the Government to provide statistical 
information disaggregated by the destination, activity and gender of workers located 
abroad and temporary or permanent foreign workers in the country, including those who 
provide services in accordance with the arrangements set out in Act No. 118 of 29 March 
2014, the Foreign Investment Act. The Committee also requests the Government to 
provide copies of agreements concluded with other States relating to national workers 
who work abroad and foreign workers who reside and work in the country. 
 
Article 2. Adequate and free service. The Committee notes the information provided by 
the Government regarding consular offices abroad. The Committee recalls that, under 
Article 2 of the Convention, member States are under the obligation either to provide or 
fund the provision of free information or other assistance to migrant workers or to ensure 
the existence of such services, and to monitor them and, where necessary, intervene to 
supplement them (see Promoting a fair migration, General Survey, 2016, paragraph 228). 
The Committee requests the Government to indicate whether there is a free service to 
assist and provide accurate information to workers who decide to migrate for employment. 
If such a service exists, the Committee requests the Government to specify the types of 
service and information that it provides, including services specifically for women 
migrant workers. 
… 
 
Annexes I and II. Private employment agencies. The Committee notes the Government’s 
reiteration that there are no private employment agencies in reply to its previous request 
regarding the possible emergence of such agencies in the country and any plans to 
regulate their activities. 
 
…” 
 

• Cuba 2018 Human Rights Report: 300 
 

                                                 
 
300 Cuba 2018 Human Rights Report. Embassy of the United States in Cuba: 
https://cu.usembassy.gov/cuba-human-rights-report-2018/ 

https://cu.usembassy.gov/cuba-human-rights-report-2018/
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“… 
Family members of government employees who left international work missions without 
official permission at times faced government harassment or loss of employment, access 
to education, or other public benefits. Family members of human rights defenders, 
including their minor children, reportedly suffered reprisals related to the activities of 
their relatives. These reprisals included reduced salaries and termination of employment, 
denial of acceptance into university, expulsion from university, and other forms of 
harassment. 
…”  
 
1.1.13.2. Some reports that address workers' rights 
 
About Cuba, we extract some of the reports made by the most prestigious world 
organizations that affect the rights of workers, their association and their defense: 
 
• O.I.T. Report no. 332, November 2003 Case no. 2258 (Cuba) - Complaint date: 

15-APR-03 - Closed: 301 
 
“… 
A. The complainants’ allegations 
 
460. In its communication of 15 April 2003, the International Confederation of Free 
Trade Unions (ICFTU) states that the Cuban authorities only recognize one trade union 
central, the Central Organization of Cuban Trade Unions (CTC), which is under the 
strict control of the State and the Communist Party, which appoints its leaders. The 
Government prohibits independent trade unions. Collective bargaining does not exist. 
The right to strike is not authorized by law and practically does not exist. The 
Government has not fulfilled any of its promises to reform the Labour Code. In reality, 
there are a number of independent trade unions, which carry out their activities in a very 
hostile environment. Workers who try to join these trade unions are persecuted and can 
lose their jobs. 
… 
 
513. With regard to these allegations, the Committee is bound to take into account that 
in Cuba there is only one officially recognized trade union central that is mentioned in 
the legislation. On a number of previous occasions it has received complaints concerning 
the non-recognition of trade union organizations other than the officially recognized 
existing trade union structure, in particular, from the Confederation of Democratic 
Workers of Cuba (CTDC) (Case No. 1805) and from the Single Council of Cuban 
Workers (CUTC). (Case No. 1961), also mentioned in the present case. The Committee 
stresses that when national legislation designates a particular trade union or employers’ 

                                                 
 
301 Report no. 332, November 2003 Case no. 2258 (Cuba): 
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:50002:0::NO:50002:P50002_COMPLAINT_TEXT_ID:29
07753#C 

https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:50002:0::NO:50002:P50002_COMPLAINT_TEXT_ID:2907753#C
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:50002:0::NO:50002:P50002_COMPLAINT_TEXT_ID:2907753#C
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organization for recognition it violates the intent and provisions of Conventions Nos. 87 
and 98. 
 
514. In this respect, the Committee notes that in its last report adopted in 2002, the 
Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations referred 
to the need to remove from the Labour Code of 1985 the reference to “Confederation of 
Workers”. The Committee emphasizes that trade union pluralism must remain possible 
in all cases and that the law should not institutionalize a de facto monopoly; even in a 
situation where at some point all workers have preferred to unify the trade union 
movement, they should still remain free to choose to set up unions outside the established 
structures should they so wish. The Committee stresses that when national legislation 
designates a particular trade union or employers’ organization for recognition it violates 
the intent and provisions of Conventions Nos. 87 and 98. 
 
515. In these circumstances, the Committee emphasizes that in accordance with 
Convention No. 87, ratified by Cuba, workers should have the right to establish in full 
freedom the organizations that they consider necessary independently of whether they 
support or not the social and economic model of the Government, including the political 
model of the country, and that it is for these organizations to decide whether they shall 
receive funding for legitimate activities to promote and defend human rights and trade 
union rights. All trade union options that do not resort to violence should be able to exist 
and to express their views. Noting that the proposals for revision of the Labour Code are 
being studied, the Committee asks the Government to adopt without delay new provisions 
and measures to recognize fully in law and in practice the right of workers to establish 
the organizations that they consider necessary at all levels, and the right of these 
organizations freely to organize their activities. The Committee requests the Government 
to keep it informed in this respect. 
 
516. The Committee also notes the Government’s statement that the CUTC is an illusory 
and non-existent organization that does not group together workers but rather a small 
number of people who do not work, and that it maintains itself by funding received from 
abroad. According to the Government, the so-called “Single Council of Cuban Workers” 
(CUTC) and the other factions that call themselves “trade unions” do not protect the 
interests of Cuban workers and support unconditionally the economic, commercial and 
financial blockade imposed against the Cuban people. 
 
517. The Committee also notes that according to the Government the foreign 
representative of the non-existent “CUTC” is the president of what is known as the 
“Trade Union Federation of Electric, Gas and Water Plant of Cuba in Exile” who, before 
leaving the country, was directly involved in an explosives attack carried out in 1960 
against the Thermoelectric Power Station in Tallapiedra, Havana, and has taken part in 
a number of other terrorist activities against Cuban workers. 
 
518. In this respect, the Committee must recall that, according to the ILO, “the term 
‘organization’ means any organization of workers or of employers for furthering and 
defending the interests of workers or of employers”. As the Committee has already 
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indicated in its examination of Case No. 1961 [see 328th Report, paras. 40-43], the CUTC 
is affiliated to the Latin American Central of Workers (CLAT) and to the World 
Confederation of Labour (WCL), international trade union organizations, and it 
requested registration from the Ministry of Justice in 1995. The Committee requests the 
complainant organizations to send a copy of the statutes of each of the organizations 
mentioned in the complaint (CUTC, CONIC and CTDC), so that it might examine this 
aspect of the case in full knowledge of the facts. 
 
Non-existence of collective bargaining 
519. The Committee notes the Government’s statement that: (1) the allegation by the 
ICFTU that there are no collective labour agreements in Cuba is completely untrue. These 
are agreed on an individual basis in each of the labour centres of the country, in 
accordance with laws and regulations of the ILO, the practical application of which has 
been communicated in the framework of the reports on Convention No. 98; and (2) the 
Labour Code establishes the necessary guarantees for the full exercise of trade union 
activity in all labour centres of the country and for the broadest participation of workers 
and their representatives in the adoption of decisions that affect their widest interests. 
 
520. The Committee requests the Government to provide detailed information on the 
various collective agreements signed in recent years (the parties to the agreements, the 
subject matter of the agreements, the number of workers covered in the private sector and 
in the public sector). 
 
Non-recognition of the right to strike 
521. The Committee notes the Government’s statement that the right to strike is not 
prohibited in Cuban legislation; however, with the institutionalization of state power, in 
which workers have a decisive influence in the executive, legislative and judicial 
functions, the exercise of this right has been unnecessary. According to the Government, 
this has also been possible due to the effective development and implementation of a 
number of mechanisms for resolving labour disputes, in which trade union 
representatives have a broad capacity and mandate to speak and to vote. The Government 
emphasizes that, should Cuban workers decide to resort to strike action, nothing prevents 
them from exercising this right. 
 
522. In this respect, the Committee recalls that “it has always recognized the right to 
strike by workers and their organizations as a legitimate means of defending their 
economic and social interests [see Digest of decisions and principles of the Freedom of 
Association Committee, 4th edition, 1996, para. 474]. The Committee requests the 
Government to take measures to ensure the effective recognition of the right to strike and 
guarantee that no one will be discriminated against or suffer prejudice in their 
employment as a result of the peaceful exercise of the right to strike. The Committee 
requests the Government to keep it informed in this respect. 
Detention of trade union members; physical violence, trials 
and sentencing of trade union officials to long prison terms 
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523. The Committee notes with deep concern the allegations relating to the detention and 
the extremely harsh sentencing of trade union officials of CUTC, CONIC and CTDC. 
The Committee highlights, in particular, that the complainant organizations confirm that 
these people are trade union members. The allegations of the ICFTU, CLAT and WCL 
cover the following sentences: sentences of 15 to 26 years’ imprisonment for trade union 
members Pedro Pablo Alvarez Ramos (25 years, according to the Government), Carmelo 
Diaz Fernández (15 years, according to the Government), Miguel Galván (26 years, 
according to the Government), Héctor Raúl Valle Hernández (12 years, according to the 
Government), Oscar Espinosa Chepe (25 years, according to the Government) and 
Nelson Molinet Espino (20 years, according to the Government); according to the 
ICFTU, there is also a prosecution request for 25 years’ imprisonment for Iván 
Hernández Carillo (the Government states that he was sentenced to 25 years’ 
imprisonment), who, moreover, has been beaten. 
 
524. The Committee also notes the Government’s statements that none of the people 
mentioned by the ICFTU were trade union members, nor were they tried, deprived of 
their freedom or sentenced for being trade union members or for carrying out trade union 
activities in defence of workers; none of them carried out trade union activities at their 
labour centre and none of them had any labour links; none of these people had been elected 
“trade union official” in any centre of the country. The Government states that: (1) all of 
these people had a standard of living that was higher than the Cuban average and other 
incidental expenses without working with money that they received from abroad to carry 
out activities that were illegal and contrary to constitutional order; (2) none of the charges 
against them had any bearing on the right to association or any other area of activity 
falling under the purview of the ILO; (3) these people were tried and sentenced by courts 
for facts and conduct typified as crimes; (4) the searches of the homes of those who had 
been sentenced led to the confiscation of documents, money, materials and means that 
were used in conspiracy activities to subvert Cuban constitutional order; (5) all of the 
defendants recognized the charges against them, duly signing their declarations before 
the judicial body; the charges brought were duly tried in legal hearings. 
 
525. With regard to the reasons for the proceedings against those people mentioned in the 
complaints, the Committee notes the Government’s statement that they were tried and 
sentenced for activities classified as crimes by Cuban legislation, and that the hearings 
and sentencing of these people were carried out in legitimate exercise of the right of free 
determination of the country and in defence of its national security; all those sentenced 
are responsible for carrying out activities aimed at promoting and justifying military 
aggression and restricting the right to free determination of the Cuban people. According 
to the Government, the people mentioned were tried and sentenced under the protection 
of Criminal Procedure Law No. 5 of 1977 and article 91 of the Cuban Criminal Code, 
Law No. 62 of 1987. Article 91 lays down: 
Acts against the territorial independence or integrity of the State. Whoever executes an 
action in the interest of a foreign State with the purpose of harming the independence of 
the Cuban State or the integrity of its territory shall incur a sentence of ten to 20 years 
of denial of liberty or death. 
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526. The Committee notes the Government’s statement that those who were sentenced 
enjoyed all the guarantees of due process (which it listed) although it acknowledged that 
this was a summary hearing (on the authority of the President of the Supreme Court) and 
stated that this in no way limited the guarantees of due process. The Committee notes the 
Government’s statement that the detentions, search of houses and confiscation of 
resources and means were carried out within the law. The Committee notes the 
Government’s information on detentions and sentencing of specific people referred to as 
trade union members by the complainant organizations (allegations relating to 2003) or 
on the records of these people. According to the cases, they are accused in the 
Government’s reply of the following charges (mostly non-specific): funding by 
organizations that the Government qualifies as terrorist organizations, providing 
services to these organizations, subversive and conspiratorial activities, support for the 
blockade against Cuba, links with intelligence services in a foreign country (accepting 
money and instructions), fabrication of false information to support the blockade, 
obstructing foreign investment, acts against the territorial independence or integrity of 
the State, inciting public disorder, direct activities against constitutional order, links 
with foreign employees, the search for information relating to Cuban security, records of 
anti-social behaviour, trafficking and sale of dollars, illegal resale of products stolen from 
businesses in the country, receiving funding for recruitment of people to carry out 
subversive activities, activities against public order, being in the service of false 
information agencies, swindling various people to gain support for counter-revolutionary 
plans, receiving subversive material and funding for activities against the Government. 
 
527. However, the Committee notes that some of the charges or records indicated by the 
Government are too vague or are not necessarily criminal and can come under the 
definition of legitimate trade union activities, while the legislation cited by the 
Government envisages sentences that could include death. 
 
528. The Committee must remind the Government that detention and sentencing of trade 
union officials or members for reasons relating to activities to defend the interests of 
workers is a serious violation of public freedoms in general and trade union freedoms in 
particular. Taking into account the various cases presented to the Committee relating to 
harassment and detention of members of trade union organizations that are independent 
of the established structure, and also taking into account that the sentencing was handed 
down in summary hearings of very short duration, the Committee requests the 
Government to take steps to release immediately the people mentioned in the complaints. 
The Committee requests the Government to send copies of the criminal sentences handed 
down against these people and regrets that this has still not taken place in spite of the 
request to this effect made by the Office on 22 May 2003 in the framework of the procedure 
in force. 
 
529. Finally, the Committee notes that the Government denies utterly that Víctor Manuel 
Domínguez García, Director of the National Centre for Training, had been the subject of 
any proceedings against his freedom of movement. 
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Confiscation by the police in March 2003 of books from the CUTC trade union 
library, a computer, two fax machines, three typewriters and numerous 
documentation. 
530. The Committee regrets that the Government has made no reply to this allegation 
and urges it to send its observations without delay. 
 
Infiltration of State agents into the independent trade union movement. 
531. The Committee notes the allegations of the ICFTU, which state that Aleida de las 
Mercedes Godines, Secretary of CONIC, and Alicia Zamora Labrada, Director of the 
Trade Union Press Agency Lux Info Press, were two state security agents infiltrated into 
the independent trade union movement (the former for 13 years, according to information 
received from the ICFTU). The Committee notes that the ICFTU has attached a press 
clipping (Granma of 11 April 2003) that confirms these allegations. The Committee notes 
that the Government has made no reply to these allegations and urges it to send detailed 
observations in this respect without delay. 
 
ICFTU allegations for 2001 and 2002 (threats against trade union members, sentencing 
of a trade union member to two years in prison, violence against trade union members, 
detentions, searches of houses, and attempts by the police to prevent a trade union 
congress) 
 
532. The Committee notes with regret that the Government has not given specific replies 
to the following allegations: 
 
2001 
– On 26 January, Lázaro Estanislao Ramos, a delegate from the Pinar del Río branch of 
the Independent National Workers’ Confederation of Cuba (CONIC), was threatened in 
his home by a state security employee, Captain René Godoy. The official warned him that 
his confederation had no future in Pinar del Río and that penalties against opposition 
would worsen, culminating, if necessary, in the disappearance of the dissidents. 
– On 12 April, Lázaro García Farra, a trade union member of CONIC, who is currently 
in prison, was brutally assaulted by prison guards. 
– On 27 April, Georgis Pileta, another independent trade union member in prison was 
beaten by guards after he was sent to the punishment cells. 
– On 24 May, José Orlando Gonzáles Bridón, Secretary-General of the independent trade 
union Confederation of Democratic Workers of Cuba (CTDC) was sentenced to two years 
in prison for having “spread false information”. 
– On 9 July, Manuel Lantigua, a trade union member of the CUTC was beaten and stoned 
in the doorway of his home by members of the paramilitary group Rapid Response 
Brigades. 
– On 14 December, the homes of independent labour activists Cecilia Chávez and Jordanis 
Rivas were raided. Both were detained on a number of occasions by security forces and 
threatened with imprisonment if they continued their trade union activities. 
 
2002 
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– On 12 February, Luis Torres Cardosa, trade union member and representative of 
CONIC was arrested by three policemen at his home in the province of Guantánamo and 
taken to Unit No. 1 of the National Revolutionary Police (PNR), where he was 
interrogated. He was detained as a result of his opposition, along with others, to an official 
eviction notice of a dwelling. 
– On 6 September, CONIC held its second national meeting, amidst retaliation by the 
State. A massive operation was carried out by the political police to prevent the annual 
trade union assembly being held. The political police threatened trade union officials with 
possible charges of rebellion if there was any protest in the areas surrounding the premises 
where the assembly was being held. Moreover, they stopped all people trying to enter the 
building, asking for their identification and the reason why they were coming to that 
place. They also prohibited various trade union members from entering the building and 
violently expelled them from the surrounding areas. 
 
533. The Committee urges the Government to send detailed observations on these 
allegations without delay. 
 
534. The Committee urges the Government to accept a direct contacts mission. 
…” 
 
• Extracted from page 4 and 5, Amnesty International Report AMR 

25/002/2008: 302 
 
“… 
Lack of freedom of association  
All human rights, civil and professional associations and unions in Cuba outside the state 
apparatus and mass organizations controlled by the government are barred from gaining 
legal status. This often puts individuals belonging to such associations at risk of 
harassment, intimidation or criminal charges for the legitimate exercise of their rights to 
freedom of expression, association and assembly. According to Article 208 of Cuba’s 
Criminal Code, members of unofficial organizations can face sentences of one to three 
months of imprisonment, and three to nine months for directors of these organizations. 
… 
 
Freedom of expression, association and movement  
The severe restrictions on the rights to freedom of expression, association and movement 
affect thousands of people across Cuba. Those who attempt to express views, organize 
meetings or form organizations that contradict government policy and/or the aims of the 
state are likely to be subjected to punitive measures, such as imprisonment, loss of 
employment, harassment or intimidation. 
…” 
 

                                                 
 
302 Amnesty International report AMR 25/002/2008: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VFtCDj042_Aj1Mfk968mTeP0gAZP7cfo 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VFtCDj042_Aj1Mfk968mTeP0gAZP7cfo
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• Excerpted from page 3, Amnesty International report AMR 25/001/2006: 303 
 
“Freedom of expression, assembly and association 
 
… 
 
All human rights, civil and professional associations and unions that exist today in Cuba 
outside the officialdom of the state apparatus and mass organizations controlled by the 
government are barred from having legal status. This often puts at risk the individuals 
who belong to these associations of facing harassment, intimidation or criminal charges 
for activities which constitute the legitimate exercise of the fundamental freedoms of 
expression, association and assembly.” 
 
• Excerpted from page 4, Amnesty International report AMR 25/7846/2017: 304 
 
“Cuba also uses its control over employment to stifle criticism of the government and 
independent trade unions are de facto prohibited.” 
 
Excerpted from page 9: 
 
“In practice, it is impossible for independent human rights organizations, trade unions 
and other groups which are not authorized by the state to legally register, which means 
that they operate in a murky legal environment which leaves them at high risk of 
prosecution. Additionally, all defence lawyers must belong to the National Organization 
of Collective Law Offices, which according to several sources is closely controlled by the 
state. Applications by organizations of independent lawyers to legally register are 
consistently denied.” 
 
Excerpted from page 10: 
 
“WORKERS’ RIGHTS 
As the biggest employer in the country and regulator of the private sector, the Cuban 
state uses its control over employment as a way of stifling even the most subtle criticism 
of the government. Politically motivated and discriminatory dismissals are used against 
those who criticize the government’s economic or political model. Workers in the public 
sector pushed out of employment for freely expressing themselves are often further 
harassed after entering the emerging but highly regulated self-employment sector. 
The de facto prohibition on independent trade unions limits workers’ ability to 
independently organize and to appeal discriminatory and wrongful dismissals. The 

                                                 
 
303 Amnesty International report AMR 25/001/2006: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vLZ3LWc7rkWIb8m67qaGQj88W-myS10v 
304 Amnesty International report AMR 25/7846/2017: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1y7j8M-
WUC817YDoV0pyJmhmxXJTcQ83O 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vLZ3LWc7rkWIb8m67qaGQj88W-myS10v
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1y7j8M-WUC817YDoV0pyJmhmxXJTcQ83O
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1y7j8M-WUC817YDoV0pyJmhmxXJTcQ83O
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executive’s strong influence over the judiciary and lawyers further limit effective recourse 
through the courts”. 305 
 
Excerpted from page 12: 
 
“… 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL CALLS ON THE GOVERNMENT OF CUBA TO: 
 
WORKERS’ RIGHTS 
 
 End discriminatory dismissal of public sector workers as a way to silence criticism of 

the government; 
 Prohibit discrimination based on political or other opinion in hiring, promotion and 

termination of employees in the public and private sector; 
 Allow in practice the legal registration of independent trade unions and ensure that 

all workers can join a trade union of their choosing; 
 Establish a genuinely independent, impartial, transparent and effective appeal 

mechanism by which public sector employees can challenge dismissal from their jobs 
and access legal representation and assistance to ensure their right to an effective 
remedy. 

…” 
 
• Excerpted from page 141, Amnesty International report POL 10/6700/2018: 

306 
 
“… 
WORKERS’ RIGHTS 
The state continued to use its control – as the biggest employer in the country, and as a 
regulator of the private sector – as a way to stifle even the most subtle criticism of the 
government.6 Politically motivated and discriminatory dismissals continued to be used 
against those who criticized the government’s economic or political model. Workers 
pushed out of employment in the public sector for freely expressing themselves were often 
further harassed after entering the emerging but highly regulated selfemployment sector. 
 
The de facto prohibition on independent trade unions limited workers’ ability to 
independently organize and appeal against discriminatory dismissals. The executive’s 
strong influence over the judiciary and lawyers limited effective recourse through the 
courts. 
… 
 

                                                 
 
305 Amnistía Internacional, “Es una prisión mental”. Cuba: Mecanismos de control de la libre expresión y 
sus efectos intimidantes en la vida cotidiana (AMR 25/7299/2017). 
306 Amnesty International report POL 10/6700/2018: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bZnah_shOl54kkF-8hImu9oZ8byvsHEI 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bZnah_shOl54kkF-8hImu9oZ8byvsHEI
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• Excerpted from page 12, Amnesty International report AMR 25/7299/2017: 
307 

 
“Articles 208-209 of the Penal Code prohibit so-called illicit associations, meetings or 
demonstrations of groups not legally registered. In practice, it is impossible for 
independent human rights organizations, trade unions and other groups not authorized 
by the state to legally register, meaning they operate in a murky legal environment which 
leaves them at high risk of prosecution. Additionally, all defence lawyers must belong to 
the National Organization of Collective Law Offices which multiple sources say is closely 
controlled by the state. Applications by organizations of independent lawyers to legally 
register are consistently denied.” 
 
Excerpted from pages 18 to 22: 
 
Chapter "3. SILENCE–A CONDITION OF EMPLOYMENT" is entirely dedicated 
to describe a series of systematic actions of the Cuban Government that are 
repressive and coercive in the work environment and what is written in it entirely 
relevant to the considerations of this chapter of the present complaint, as an 
example are the following paragraphs: 
 
“… 
3.1 HARASSMENT AND WRONGFUL DISMISSALS IN THE STATE SECTOR 
… 
 
There have long been reports of discriminatory and politically motivated dismissals of 
Cuban professionals – including independent trade unionists, human rights defenders, 
journalists and academics – from state employment. The International Labour 
Organization (ILO) Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and 
Recommendations (ILO Committee of Experts/CEACR) has raised concerns about 
discrimination in access to employment, education and training based on political 
opinion for nearly three decades. In its 1989 observations it stated: “access to training 
and employment and the evaluation of workers for their selection, placement or the 
assessment of their occupational merits and weaknesses depends, among other factors, on 
their political attitude.”53 In subsequent observations throughout the 1990s and 2000s, 
the Committee repeatedly referenced allegations of discriminatory treatment and 
dismissals of university teachers, journalists54 and professors.55 This trend has 
continued over the past few years, with frequent reports of the discriminatory dismissals 
of students, academics, journalists, and independent trade unionists.56 During this 
research Amnesty International collected dozens of testimonies from Cubans from all 
walks of life that indeed demonstrate that the state uses its control – as the biggest 
employer in the country, and as regulator over the private sector – as a way to silence 
even the most subtle criticism. Those who engage in even delicate disapproval, or who are 

                                                 
 
307 Amnesty International report AMR 25/7299/2017: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cspiXyirWcPoScfCOn3YFBxrv7SUfc49 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cspiXyirWcPoScfCOn3YFBxrv7SUfc49
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involved in political activism, or who have tried to leave Cuba in so-called “illegal” exits 
by rafts, are frequently wrongfully dismissed from their employment in the public sector, 
or are harassed by the state until they feel they have no option but to leave their jobs. 
People also told Amnesty International that the fact that they had a criminal record – 
which was often linked to the exercise of their right to freedom of expression, as described 
in the previous section – made it almost impossible for them to find employment in the 
public sector. Evidence collected by Amnesty International suggests that authorities use 
their significant control over employment to censor criticism, whether subtle or overtly 
political. 
… 
 
Nearly everyone Amnesty International interviewed who had been dismissed from 
employment in the state sector for expressing an opinion or for their political activism, or 
had left because of the harassment they faced, said they were unable to secure further 
employment in the state sector. On repeated occasions, those interviewed told Amnesty 
International that when they approached potential state employers, they were simply told 
“you aren’t trustworthy”. The phrase – explicitly used to mean an individual is not 
politically trustworthy in terms of state ideology – was frequently the only explanation 
the worker was given by potential employers for not getting a job. A number of 
interviewees told Amnesty International that the government holds files on them from 
university through their whole working life in state sector employment. While the 
government has stated that an employee’s file does not contain information on political 
opinions, the ILO has frequently received complaints that such information is held and 
has asked the government to ensure that employment files are not used to discriminate 
against workers. 
… 
 
3.4 LIMITS ON INDEPENDENT TRADE UNIONS  
 
According to Article 13 of the recently revised Labour Code (Law 116, 2013), workers 
have the right to voluntarily associate and form trade unions. In practice, Cuba only 
permits one state-controlled confederation of trade unions, the CTC.74 According to the 
Washington Office on Latin America (WOLA), a US-based NGO, the Central de 
Trabajadores de Cuba (CTC) “has strong political ties, like many European unions, but 
in a society that has only one political party such ties also indicate a close alliance with 
the government.”75 Indeed, the current Secretary General of the CTC is also a member 
of the Communist Party and a congressman (diputado) calling into question his 
autonomy. According to the webpage of the International Trade Union Confederation, 
the leaders of the CTC are not elected by workers but appointed by the state and the 
Communist Party.76 Most people interviewed for this research said that the official trade 
union that supposedly represented them does not contest actions by government officials 
or the Communist Party and is therefore ineffective at representing their interests as 
workers. Many state-sector employees told Amnesty International that they felt 
pressured to belong to the CTC, but did not feel that the union advocated on their behalf. 
Self-employed workers are rarely affiliated with any trade union. Furthermore, according 
to WOLA, the CTC does not engage in collective bargaining over wages, hours, and terms 
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of employment. In 2017, the ILO Committee noted that revisions in the new Labour Code 
would allow for collective bargaining and requested that the government provide 
information on the number of collective agreements signed in the country, as the 
government reported it had signed over 7,000 agreements.77 Most interviewees told 
Amnesty International that the CTC does not engage in negotiations over salaries, an 
additional factor that contributed to their belief that salaries would not improve anytime 
soon. While the new Labour Code does not expressly prohibit strikes and the criminal law 
does not set out penalties for striking, in practice the right to strike is not recognized. In 
2017, the ILO Committee requested that the government “provide information on 
measures taken or envisaged to ensure that no one suffers discrimination or prejudice in 
their employment for having peacefully exercised the right to strike.” The Committee also 
requested information on the number and nature of strikes called since January 2016 and 
any administrative or judicial investigations initiated related to the strikes.78 
Independent trade unions also continue to experience harassment, intimidation and 
criminalization. Despite Cuba’s ratification of the relevant ILO Conventions,79 a host of 
complaints and cases have been brought to the ILO Committee on Freedom of Association. 
For decades, the Committee has repeatedly called on the authorities to refrain from 
interference with trade unions that limits the exercise of freedom of association, or the 
exercise of human rights related to trade unionism, or that deprives trade unionists 
engaged in legitimate activity of their liberty.80 In its 2016 report, the International 
Group for Social Corporate Responsibility in Cuba (El Grupo Internacional Para la 
Responsabilidad Social Corporativa en Cuba) and the Independent Trade Union 
Coalition of Cuba (Coalición Sindical Independiente de Cuba) reported the arbitrary 
dismissal of several trade unionists from their state employment.81 Iván Hernández 
Carrillo, the Secretary General of the Association of Independent Trade Unions of Cuba 
and a former prisoner of conscience, told Amnesty International in September 2017 that 
his organization, like many trade unions before it, had written to the appropriate 
authorities to legally register. At the time of writing, they were still awaiting a response. 
…”  
 
• Excerpted from the Human Rights Watch report 2019.308 
 
“… 
Labor Rights 
 
Despite updating its Labor Code in 2014, Cuba continues to violate conventions of the 
International Labour Organization that it ratified, specifically regarding freedom of 
association and collective bargaining. While the law technically allows the formation of 
independent unions, in practice Cuba only permits one confederation of state-controlled 
unions, the Workers’ Central Union of Cuba. 
…” 
 

                                                 
 
308 Human Rights Watch World Report 2019: https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2019/country-
chapters/cuba 

https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2019/country-chapters/cuba
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2019/country-chapters/cuba
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• Excerpted from page 50, Human Rights Watch report "A new Castro, the 
same Cuba", from 2009: 309 

 
“Cubans who tried to organize alternative labor groups outside of the state-run Workers’ 
Central of Cuba (CTC) also continue to serve lengthy prison sentences. They include 
Nelson Molinet Espino, who led the unofficial Cuban Confederation of Democratic 
Workers, sentenced to 20 years under article 91.[135] Prior to his arrest, Molinet had 
been constantly harassed for his trade union activities, and his 2003 sentence notes that 
he published articles about labor abuses in the international press.[136] Lester Gonzales 
Pentón, who was the Santa Clara delegate for the same labor confederation, was also 
sentenced to 20 years in prison.[137] Despite being the youngest of the 75 individuals 
arrested in March 2003, Pentón’s health severely worsened in prison.” 
 
Excerpted from pages 103 and 104: 
 
“… 
Denial of Employment and Financial Hardship 
The Cuban constitution gives the government the power to organize, manage, and control 
all economic activity, and to allocate workers according to the “requirements of the 
economy and society.”[319] The state directs virtually all sources of employment, 
membership in the lone official union—the Workers’ Central of Cuba (Central de 
Trabajadores de Cuba, or CTC)—and access to worker’s training programs.[320] 
 
Government officials routinely use this control to deny employment to those who do not 
share its ideological views. Dissenters across Cuba said it was difficult to get a job without 
joining the CTC, which some did not wish to join on principle as it is directly controlled 
by the government. Dissidents and non-dissidents also told Human Rights Watch that 
employers contacted “committees for the defense of the revolution” and police to check on 
potential employees’ political views and loyalty to the government before hiring them. 
 
Dissidents reported dozens of cases in which they had been fired because of their opinions 
or participation in unauthorized civil society groups. Eduardo Pacheco Ortíz—a former 
political prisoner who served two years on a “dangerousness” charge, and who monitors 
human rights in Matanzas—said that since his release in August 2008 he had been fired 
from one job after another. He said every time employers learn of his political views, he is 
fired.[321]  
 
Víctor Yunier Fernández Martínez—who had also been sentenced to “dangerousness” 
for belonging to an unauthoritzed political group in Havana, and was released in 
February 2009—said he had been fired from two jobs as an auto mechanic because he was 
seen as a “counterrevolutionary.”[322] Fernández said that when he was fired from the 
second job, his boss told him he had no choice: employing a member of the “opposition” 

                                                 
 
309 Human Rights Watch Report “New Castro, same Cuba”, from 2009: 
https://www.hrw.org/report/2009/11/18/new-castro-same-cuba/political-prisoners-post-fidel-era 

https://www.hrw.org/report/2009/11/18/new-castro-same-cuba/political-prisoners-post-fidel-era
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created problems for his business. In the time since, Fernández said, he had been turned 
away from several jobs, with bosses explicitly telling him they would not hire him for 
political reasons. 
 
Dissidents said that the denial of employment places a significant economic strain on 
their families. Fernández said that, without a job, he had to rely on the support of his 
extended family to eat. Gertrudis Ojeda Suave—a former political activist imprisoned for 
“dangerousness” and single mother of three children—said that being labeled a dissident 
keeps her from finding a job. When she applied for a job cleaning floors at a state hospital, 
she was told she was not trustworthy because of her political views. Without a regular 
source of income, she said, she regularly has to put her three children to bed without 
dinner.[323] 
 
As seen above, the government routinely uses unemployment as justification for 
sentencing dissidents under the social “dangerousness” provision—making the denial of 
work not only harmful to families, but dangerous as well.” 
 
• Excerpted from page 5 of the Human Rights Watch 2017 report. Cuba: 

Country Summary. 310 
 
“… 
 
Labor Rights 
 
Despite updating its Labor Code in 2014, Cuba continues to violate conventions of the 
International Labour Organization that it has ratified, specifically regarding freedom of 
association, collective bargaining, protection of wages, and prohibitions on forced labor. 
While the formation of independent unions is technically allowed by law, in practice Cuba 
only permits one confederation of state-controlled unions, the Workers’ Central Union of 
Cuba. 
 
…” 
 
• Excerpted from pages 204 and 205, report Human Rights Watch World Report 

2016: 311 
 
“… 
Labor Rights 
 
Despite updating its Labor Code in 2014, Cuba continues to violate conventions of the 
International Labour Organization that it has ratified, specifically regarding freedom of 
                                                 
 
310 Human Rights Watch report 2017. Cuba: https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2017/country-
chapters/cuba 
311 Human Rights Watch World Report 2016: https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2016/country-
chapters/cuba 

https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2017/country-chapters/cuba
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2017/country-chapters/cuba
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2016/country-chapters/cuba
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2016/country-chapters/cuba
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association, collective bargaining, protection of wages and wage payment, and 
prohibitions on forced labor. While the formation of independent unions is technically 
allowed by law, in practice Cuba only permits one confederation of state-controlled 
unions, the Workers’ Central Union of Cuba. 
.…”  
 
• Extracted from page 604, report IACHR Annual Report chapter 4b Cuba 2016: 

312 
 
“… 
According to the annual report published by Human Rights Watch, however, despite the 
updating of its Labor Code in 2014, Cuba continues to violate International Labour 
Organization conventions that, particularly as regards freedom of association, have 
upheld collective bargaining, wage protection and payment, and the ban on forced 
labor.191 / While, technically speaking, Cuban legislation authorizes the formation of 
independent trade unions, in practice Cuba allows only one confederation of trade unions 
controlled by the State, the Central de Trabajadores de Cuba. 
 
132. The IACHR has also received information indicating that it persist the prohibition 
of independent trade unions and that the conditions under which workers may be hired 
by joint ventures would not comply with ILO Conventions, which Cuba has ratified. In 
this regard, the Foundation for Human Rights in Cuba (FDHC), has indicated that "the 
'mixed companies' in Cuba do not select, hire or pay workers directly, this is done through 
another Sate company, which acts as an intermediary receiving payments from the 
foreign investor, and converting the payment in local currency so as to pay the worker 
an infinitely lower fraction in Cuban non-convertible pesos. According to the FDHC on 
the bases of this arrangement, the State enterprise confiscates about 80 to 96% of the 
foreign investor pays for the worker and in the selection and hiring of the worker, 
intermediary state enterprises (such as ACOREX) use criteria which are discriminatory 
under political grounds 
 
…”  
 
• Extracted from page 613, report IACHR Annual Report chapter 4 Cuba 2015: 

313 
 
“… 
113. As for the labor rights situation in Cuba, information received by the IACHR 
indicates that Cuban workers have no right to strike and collective bargaining, while 
independent unions are illegal. This situation has been examined by the International 
Labour Organization (ILO ), through its different organs, in particular through the 
                                                 
 
312 IACHR Annual Report chapter 4b Cuba 2016: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VYQAu5JkGDZTOcQJAbMG6lK-yR-K3k3o 
313 IACHR Annual Report chapter 4 Cuba 2015: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NKOzLFqIqEzWua_lJVhLzhY5MFCUH_iU 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VYQAu5JkGDZTOcQJAbMG6lK-yR-K3k3o
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NKOzLFqIqEzWua_lJVhLzhY5MFCUH_iU
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Freedom of Association cases, which has recommended, among other things, “to adopt 
new provisions and measures fully to recognize in legislation and in practice the right of 
workers to establish the organizations they deem appropriate at all levels (in particular, 
organizations independent from the current trade union structure), and also the right of 
these organizations freely to organize their activities".206 According to a communication 
from the Independent Trade Union Coalition of Cuba (CSIC: Coalición Sindical 
Independiente de Cuba) to the Commission of Experts on the Application of Conventions 
and Recommendations (CEACR), lack of independent unions continue, and the State 
maintains a conduct that repeatedly ignores the recommendations made by the 
international labor rights organizations. 
…”  
 
• Extracted from page 430 of the 2013 Annual Report of the Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights - Chapter 4 - Cuba: 314 
 
“… 
4. The Commission urges the Cuban State to adopt measures to prevent and eradicate the 
different forms of harassment of those who exercise the right to association and assembly 
for humanitarian and trade union purposes, and against those who are dedicated to 
defending and promoting human rights. 
…”  
 
• Extracted from the last page of the Report of June 9, 2018 "Complaint against 

the Government of Cuba presented by the Independent Trade Union 
Association of Cuba", 315 on the following allegations: “Harassment and 
persecution of independent trade unionists, involving aggression, arrests, assaults 
and dismissals; other acts of anti-union discrimination and interference on the part 
of the public authorities; official recognition of only one trade union federation 
controlled by the State; absence of collective bargaining and no legal recognition of 
the right to strike”: 

 
“… 
The Committee’s recommendations 
 
242. In the light of its foregoing interim conclusions, the Committee invites the 
Governing Body to approve the following recommendations: 
 
(a) The Committee requests the Government to ensure that ASIC is given recognition 
and that it can freely operate and carry out its trade union activities, in accordance with 
the principles of freedom of association. 
                                                 
 
314 IACHR Annual Report chapter 4 Cuba 2013: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Gyd7pM5zUlboCvAk7Kd43D7AxU2I3_3U 
315 International Labor Organization, report 9 June 2018 “Complaint against the Government of Cuba 
presented by the Independent Trade Union Association of Cuba”: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hiRPLv_-f4D4BgVRzp7CRFLkbwdqF0q8 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Gyd7pM5zUlboCvAk7Kd43D7AxU2I3_3U
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hiRPLv_-f4D4BgVRzp7CRFLkbwdqF0q8
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(b) The Committee requests the Government to ensure, in the light of the decisions 
applying the principles of freedom of association mentioned in its conclusions, that an 
investigation is made into all the allegations of aggression and other forms of anti-union 
discrimination made in the complaint and, should these be proven, to ensure that 
penalties that act as a deterrent are imposed and appropriate compensatory measures are 
taken, and to provide the Committee with detailed information on this matter and on the 
outcome (with copies of decisions or rulings) of any administrative or judicial proceedings 
instituted in relation to the allegations, including those brought against the trade 
unionists referred to above and the judicial proceedings reportedly brought against Mr 
Reyes Consuegras. 
 
(c) The Committee requests the Government to keep it informed regarding the exercise of 
the right to strike in practice, including as regards any discrimination or disadvantage 
in employment that may have been applied in practice against workers for peacefully 
exercising the right to strike. 
…”  
 
• I.L.O. - Excerpted from the Direct Request (CEACR) - Adoption: 2017, 

Publication: 107th ILC meeting (2018) on the Forced Labor Convention, 1930: 
316 

 
“… 
 
Articles 1(1), 2(1) and 25 of the Convention. Trafficking in persons and forced 
prostitution. 
 
The Committee previously referred to section 302.1 of the Penal Code criminalizing 
trafficking in persons for sexual exploitation and procuring and noted that the current 
wording of the section failed to cover trafficking for labour exploitation and domestic 
trafficking. The Committee also asked the Government to indicate the measures taken to 
continue combating forced prostitution and trafficking in persons and to protect victims. 
 
…”  
 
• I.L.O. Excerpted from the Direct Request (CEACR) - Adoption: 2017, 

Publication: 107th ILC meeting (2018) on theProtection of Wages Convention, 
1949 and the Minimum Wage Fixing Convention, 1970: 317 

                                                 
 
316 ILO Report - Direct Request (CEACR) - Adoption: 2017, Publication: 107ª meeting CIT (2018) on the 
Forced Labor Convention, 1930: 
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_
CODE:3336373,en:NO 
317 ILO Report - Direct Request (CEACR) - Adoption: 2017, Publication: 107ª meeting CIT (2018) - 
Protection of Wages Convention, 1949: 

https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_CODE:3336373,en:NO
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_CODE:3336373,en:NO
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“… 
 
Article 3(1) of Convention No. 95. The Committee notes that neither the Labour Code 
nor its Regulations contain provisions prohibiting the payment of wages in the form of 
promissory notes, vouchers, coupons or in any other form alleged to represent legal 
tender. Recalling that the Convention requires this prohibition, the Committee requests 
the Government to provide information on the measures adopted or envisaged to give full 
effect to this provision of the Convention. 
… 
 
Article 6. Freedom of workers to dispose of their wages. The Committee notes that neither 
the Labour Code nor its Regulations prohibit employers from limiting in any manner the 
freedom of workers to dispose of their wages. Recalling that the Convention requires this 
prohibition, the Committee requests the Government to provide information on the 
measures adopted or envisaged to give full effect to this Article of the Convention. 
… 
 
Article 9. Prohibition of any deduction from wages with a view to obtaining or retaining 
employment. The Committee notes that neither the Labour Code nor its Regulations 
prohibit deductions from wages with a view to ensuring a direct or indirect payment 
made by a worker to the employer for the purpose of obtaining or retaining employment. 
Recalling that the Convention requires this prohibition, the Committee requests the 
Government to provide information on the measures adopted or envisaged to give full 
effect to this Article of the Convention. 
… 
 
Article 13. Place where wages shall be paid. The Committee notes that neither the Labour 
Code nor its Regulations specify the place where wages shall be paid. The Committee 
requests the Government to provide information on the measures adopted or envisaged to 
give full effect to the provisions of Article 13 in this regard. 
… 
 
Article 15(d). Records of wages. The Committee notes that neither the Labour Code nor 
its Regulations establish the requirement to keep a record of wages. The Committee 
requests the Government to provide information on the measures adopted or envisaged to 
give effect to this provision of the Convention. 
…”  
 

                                                 
 
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_
CODE:3338579,en:NO 

https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_CODE:3338579,en:NO
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_CODE:3338579,en:NO
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• I.L.O. - Excerpted from the Direct Request (CEACR) - Adoption: 2017, 
Publication: 107th ILC meeting (2018) on the Employment Policy Convention, 
1964:318 

 
“… 
The Committee requests the Government to indicate the manner in which the 
reassignment of state workers allows the persons concerned to engage in productive and 
freely chosen activities. The Committee also requests the Government to send detailed 
information on the impact of the employment policy and the measures implemented, 
indicating to what extent they affect particular categories of workers such as women, 
young persons, persons with disabilities and “available and interrupted” workers affected 
by the restructuring of the state sector. The Committee also requests the Government to 
include up-to-date statistical information, disaggregated by sex, on the size and 
distribution of the workforce, the nature and scope of unemployment and 
underemployment, and labour market trends. 
… 
 
Article 3. Participation of the social partners. In reply to the Committee’s previous 
comments, the Government states that the basic elements of economic and social policy 
were subjected to an extensive process of prior consultation with representatives of the 
stakeholders and endorsed by the National Assembly of People’s Power. The Committee 
requests the Government to provide more detailed information on how the representatives 
of all the stakeholders express their views on the process of updating the economic model 
in relation to achieving the objectives of the Convention. 
…”  
 
• I.L.O. - Excerpted from the Direct Request (CEACR) - Adoption: 2017, 

Publication: 107th ILC meeting (2018) on the Occupational Safety and Health 
Convention, 1981, and the Convention on the Promotional Framework for 
Occupational Safety and Health, 2006: 319 

 
“… 
 
Article 2(3) of Convention No. 187. The Committee requests the Government to provide 
information on the obligation to periodically consider the measures that could be taken to 
ratify relevant ILO Conventions on occupational safety and health, and on the outcome 

                                                 
 
318 Solicitud Direct Request (CEACR) - Adoption: 2017, Publication: 107ª meeting CIT (2018) on the 
Employment Policy Convention, 1964: 
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_
CODE:3333515,en:NO 
319 Solicitud Direct Request (CEACR) - Adoption: 2017, Publication: 107ª meeting CIT (2018) on the 
Occupational Safety and Health Convention, 1981, and the Promotional Framework for Occupational 
Safety and Health Convention, 2006: 
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_
CODE:3340090,en:NO 

https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_CODE:3333515,en:NO
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_CODE:3333515,en:NO
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_CODE:3340090,en:NO
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO::P13100_COMMENT_ID,P13100_LANG_CODE:3340090,en:NO
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of the consultations held in this respect with the most representative employers’ and 
workers’ organizations. 
… 
 
Article 4(1) of Convention No. 155; Article 3(3) of Convention No. 187. The Committee 
notes that sections 126–144 of the Labour Code form the basis of the national policy on 
OSH, and sections 148–155 of the Regulations of the Labour Code supplement these 
provisions with more specific standards on the investigation, recording and notification 
of occupational accidents and incidents; the obligations and rights of the parties; and 
occupational safety and health regulations. 
… 
 
Article 5 of Convention No. 187. The Committee recalls the importance of ensuring the 
implementation of national OSH programmes, their monitoring and subsequent review 
in consultation with the social partners, and of evaluating their results and using a 
methodology based on clear targets and indicators of progress (see the 2017 General 
Survey on certain occupational safety and health instruments, paragraphs 147–153). In 
this regard, the Committee requests the Government to provide information on the 
outcomes of implementing the indicators for the evaluation of the national OSH 
programme, and its new objectives, targets and indicators of progress. 
…”  
 
• O.I.T. - Informe provisional - Informe núm. 334, junio 2004, Caso núm. 2258: 

320 
 
“… 
E. The Committee’s conclusions 
 
444. The Committee deeply regrets that the Government categorically rejects the 
possibility of a direct contacts mission. It further regrets the fact that it has failed to send 
the judgements requested in connection with the main issue in this case and draws 
attention consequently to the absence of a desire to cooperate fully in the proceedings. The 
Committee cannot accept the Government’s statements with regard to a lack of democracy 
and transparency in its work, to its "real political motivation" or the statement that it 
has exceeded its mandate, and recalls that its decisions are those of an impartial and 
specialized tripartite body with over 50 years’ experience which, in this case - as in all 
others - has adopted its conclusions and recommendations by consensus. Before issuing 
its conclusions, the Committee carries out a detailed consideration of all the allegations 
submitted by the complainants and of the replies submitted by governments. In this case, 
it has proceeded in the same manner and must also emphasize that the principles 
underpinning its conclusions are of universal scope. These principles are applied to all 
countries involved in a given problem, regardless of their political, economic and social 
                                                 
 
320 I.L.O. - Interim report - Report no. 334, June 2004, Case No. 2258: 
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:50002:0::NO::P50002_COMPLAINT_TEXT_ID,P50002_
LANG_CODE:2907756,en:NO#F 

https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:50002:0::NO::P50002_COMPLAINT_TEXT_ID,P50002_LANG_CODE:2907756,en:NO#F
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:50002:0::NO::P50002_COMPLAINT_TEXT_ID,P50002_LANG_CODE:2907756,en:NO#F
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system. For this reason, the Committee’s principles have acquired an authority that is 
widely recognized throughout the world both by different international entities dealing 
with social and trade union matters and by a substantial number of countries where these 
principles constitute the foundation of national legislation. 
 
445. The Committee underlines that the AFL-CIO is not a complainant in this case and 
therefore the references made by the Government to this organization in its reply are not 
relevant. 
Only one trade union central is officially recognized and mentioned in this legislation; in 
practice independent trade unions are not recognized and the environment in which they 
carry out their activities is very hostile 
 
446. In this connection, in its previous consideration of the case, the Committee took note 
of the fact that proposals to review the Labour Code were being analysed and requested 
the Government to adopt without delay other provisions and measures to recognize fully 
in law and in practice the right of workers to establish the organizations that they consider 
necessary at all levels and the right of these organizations freely to organize their 
activities. The Committee urges the Government to take measures in this respect. 
 
447. The Committee notes the Government’s statement that: the Labour Code is being 
reviewed, and a preliminary draft has been updated eight times and that the latest version 
is currently the subject of consultation with trade union organizations to obtain their 
comments and opinions in order to incorporate them into the final version. The 
Committee further notes the statements by the Government in which it repeats its earlier 
points of view on the absence of obstacles to freedom of association and the right to 
organize and the existence of a single central of workers which was a demand and 
conquest by workers themselves, restating that legislation embodies trade union rights 
and describes the so-called independent trade unions as groups of mercenaries, paid by, 
and at the service of the superpower which, in the disguise of would-be trade unionists, 
carry out activities intended to subvert the constitutional order, constituting an act of 
interference prohibited by Convention No. 98. 
 
448. The Committee is aware of the historical context of the establishment and existence 
of the single central of workers in Cuba. However, it must remind the Government, as it 
has on all occasions when matters of this nature have arisen, that by including the term 
"organizations of their own choosing" in Convention No. 87 the International Labour 
Conference sought to take account of the fact that several organizations of employers and 
workers exist in some countries and concerned individuals may choose to belong to one 
or the other, for reasons of an occupational, religious or political nature, without giving 
an opinion hereby as to whether, for workers and employers, unity in trade union 
organization is preferable or not to trade union pluralism. However, the Conference 
sought likewise to embody the right of any group of workers (or of employers) to establish 
an organization outside the previously existing organization, if this solution was 
considered to be preferable in defending their material or moral interests [see Digest of 
decisions and principles of the Freedom of Association Committee, 4th edition, 1996, 
para. 486]. The Committee requests the Government to keep the Committee of Experts 
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informed on progress in revising the Labour Code as regards freedom of association and 
expresses the firm expectation that this review will provide for deletion of reference by 
name to the existing Central Organization of Cuban Trade Unions and will permit the 
establishment of trade unions outside the existing structure at all levels, should workers 
so desire. 
Information requested on collective bargaining 
 
449. The Committee recalls the ICFTU’s allegations that collective bargaining does not 
exist in Cuba. 
 
450. The Committee notes that, according to the Government, over 10,000 collective 
agreements exist to protect the majority of the 3,250,000 trade union members in the 
sphere of the administration, production and/or services units and enterprises of the 
emerging economy, which constitutes an achievement of the State’s labour policy and a 
conquest by workers. 
 
451. The Committee wishes to refer to the comments of the Committees of Experts in 2003 
in the context of consideration of application of Convention No. 98, Article 4, relating to 
collective bargaining, which highlights interference by the authorities in collective 
bargaining and which is quoted hereafter: 
(...) 
The Committee also notes the Government’s information concerning the promulgation of 
Legislative Decree No. 229 respecting collective labour agreements, dated 1 April 2002, 
and its implementing regulations, by means of resolution No. 27/2002. 
Article 4 of the Convention. The Committee notes that section 14 of the Legislative Decree 
No. 229 provides that "discrepancies which arise in the process of formulating a draft 
collective labour agreement between the administration or its representative, on the one 
hand, and the trade union organization or its representative, on the other, shall be 
resolved by the respective superior levels as rapidly as possible, and with the participation 
of those affected". This section is supplemented by section 8 of the implementing 
regulations, which provides that "discrepancies which arise in the process of formulating, 
modifying (...) collective labour agreements, if the necessary measures are not adopted for 
their resolution, shall be submitted to the immediately superior level of the administration 
and the trade union organization determined by the corresponding national trade union, 
for such bodies to facilitate together the corresponding solution within a period of up to 
30 working days". The Committee also notes that section 17 of the Legislative Decree 
provides that "discrepancies which arise in the process of formulating, modifying, 
revising or during the period in which the collective labour agreement is in force, after 
the exhaustion of the conciliation procedure (...) shall be submitted to arbitration by the 
National Labour Inspection Office with the participation of the Confederation of Workers 
of Cuba and the interested parties. The decision that is adopted is binding". Sections 9 
and 10 of the implementing regulations further specify the provisions of section 17 of the 
Legislative Decree. 
The Committee notes that these provisions constitute interference in the activities of the 
parties to the negotiations by the administrative authority or the higher level trade union 
organization in establishing the content of the collective agreement or resolving 
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discrepancies which arise between the parties, in violation of the principles of the 
Convention. The Committee also emphasizes that, in general, the imposition of 
compulsory arbitration, whether at the request of only one of the parties or at the initiative 
of the authorities, is contrary to the principle of voluntary negotiation set forth in the 
Convention, and therefore to the principle of the autonomy of the parties to negotiations. 
The Committee requests the Government to take measures with a view to amending the 
legislation so that the parties to the negotiations resolve their own differences during 
collective bargaining without external interference and so that recourse to arbitration 
with binding effect is only possible with the agreement of the parties to the negotiations. 
(...) 
The Committee notes that, in accordance with section 10 of Legislative Decree No. 229, 
promulgated on 1 April 2002, a draft collective agreement has to be brought to the 
knowledge of the workers so that they can express their criticisms in a general assembly 
of workers and that, by virtue of section 11 of the above Decree, "discussion of the draft 
collective labour agreement in the general assembly of workers shall proceed in accordance 
with the methodology determined for that purpose by the Confederation of Workers of 
Cub". The Committee requests the Government to provide a copy of the above 
methodology in its next report. 
The Committee also notes that section 3 of the implementing regulations appears to 
impose the obligation upon the parties to seek the prior approval of the National Labour 
Inspection Office to be able to conclude collective labour agreements. The Committee 
requests the Government to indicate the scope of the above provision and, if in practice it 
implies the need to seek the approval of the National Labour Inspection Office on each 
occasion to be able to conclude a collective labour agreement, to take measures to repeal 
this provision. 
 
452. The Committee shares the view of the Committee of Experts and urges the 
Government to take measures to amend legislation in the manner suggested with a view 
to ensuring that collective bargaining in places of work is carried out without recourse to 
binding compulsory arbitration prescribed by the legislation and without interference by 
the authorities, higher-level organizations or by the CTC. 
Non-recognition of the right to strike 
 
453. The Committee takes note of the Government’s statement that: (1) although the right 
to strike is implicit, it is not expressly stated in Convention No. 87; (2) legislation does 
not include any ban on the right to strike, nor do criminal laws establish any penalty for 
exercising such rights and it is a prerogative of trade union organizations to decide in 
such matters; and (3) the Committee’s recommendation exceeds its mandate in seeking to 
impose obligations on member States that are not expressly embodied in the Conventions. 
 
454. In this regard, the Committee has always recognized the right to strike as a legitimate 
right which may be used by workers and their organizations to defend their economic and 
social interests [see Digest, op. cit., para. 474]. The Committee has also stated that it 
would not appear that confining the right to call a strike exclusively to trade union 
organizations is incompatible with the standards laid down in Convention No. 87. It is 
necessary, however, that workers, and particularly their leaders in enterprises, are 
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protected against possible acts of discrimination when a strike has been called, and that 
they are able to establish trade unions without falling victim to anti-union practices [see 
Digest, op. cit., para. 477]. 
 
455. In the circumstances, taking note that legislation does not ban the right to strike and 
that it does not embody any penalty for exercising such a right, the Committee strongly 
expects that the Government will ensure that the right to strike may be exercised in an 
effective manner in practice and that nobody will be discriminated against or prejudiced 
in their job for peacefully exercising this right. 
Seven trade union officials sentenced to long prison sentences (up to 26 years) 
 
456. The Committee previously noted the sentencing of the following trade union officials 
to sentences of between 15 and 26 years’ imprisonment: Pedro Pablo Alvarez Ramos (25 
years), Carmelo Díaz Fernández (15 years), Miguel Galván (26 years), Héctor Raúl Valle 
Hernández (12 years), Oscar Espinosa Chepe (25 years), Nelson Molinet Espino (20 
years) and Iván Hernández Carrillo (25 years) and requested the Government to take 
steps to release them immediately. 
 
457. The Committee notes that the Government repeats its earlier statements denying 
that these individuals were trade union officials or that they were engaging in trade union 
activity or that they had any connection with any group of workers, calling them 
mercenaries and stating that they were carrying out activities typified as offences in 
current legislation and that Law No. 88 of 1999 (for the protection of national 
independence and the economy of Cuba) provides that: "Anyone seeking information to 
be used for application of the Helms-Burton Law, embargo or economic war against our 
people, intended to disturb domestic order, destabilize the country and liquidate the 
socialist state and the independence of Cuba is punishable by imprisonment." The 
Committee notes that the Government refutes earlier conclusions to the effect that the 
charges against these individuals are "too vague or not necessarily criminal and can come 
under the definition of legitimate trade union activities"; the Government repeats that 
the charges were duly proven with all procedural guarantees embodied in legislation. The 
Government states that the illegal activities of the seven convicted individuals were 
funded by several federal agencies of a foreign government, and by money from the Cuban 
American terrorist mafia working out of Miami in the service of the policy of embargo 
and hostility against Cuba. The Government emphasizes, lastly, that it rejects the 
overstepping of minimum standards of respect for the sovereignty of states inherent in 
asking the Government to change final decisions by the Popular Supreme Court, whereby 
the Committee exceeds its mandate; likewise, according to the Government, none of the 
activities giving rise to the prosecution of the mercenaries in question is described in ILO 
Conventions. 
 
458. The Committee notes the supplementary information provided by the Government, 
(which essentially coincides with the charges described by the Government in its first 
reply) in respect of four of the seven convicted individuals who are specifically alleged to 
have conspiratorial links with the Interests Section of a foreign country in Cuba, 
delivering documents and receiving instructions and materials for use in their subversive 
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activities, maintaining contacts with terrorist organizations in Miami from which they 
received money, instructions and subversive materials; income from unlawful activities 
(trafficking in illegal foreign currencies and speculation and sale of stolen goods); 
recruiting mercenaries; fabricating false allegations against the Cuban political system 
and authorities; distributing materials inciting the Cuban people to subversion; 
participating in and organizing public disturbances and street brawls, etc. The 
Government further is of the view that these individuals are paid agents in the service of 
the government policy of a foreign country and of a terrorist mafia. 
 
459. In these circumstances the Committee must emphasize that the Government has 
ignored its recommendation requesting the Government to send copies of the criminal 
sentences in question, with the result that the Committee cannot examine and draw any 
conclusion regarding the allegations against the convicted individuals and on the 
judiciary’s interpretation of concepts and charges that are overly general and vague such 
as "conspiratorial links with officials of the United States Interests Section in Cuba", 
"delivery of documents containing information of interest to the United States policy of 
hostility towards the Cuban people and to receive instruction and materials for his 
subversive work against the constitutional order of the country", "close conspiratorial 
links with terrorist organizations in Miami, from which he also received money, 
instructions and materials of a subversive nature. In his subversive activities, he 
fraudulently deceived several people, promising to facilitate the migration formalities to 
travel to the United States, to carry out illegal acts", "fabrication of false allegations 
against the political system and the Cuban authorities", "subversion against the 
institutional order and against public order". The Committee is bound to point out that 
it has in the past dealt with cases of countries on different continents which use the words 
"conspiratorial", "insurrectional", "subversive" or "unlawful" to refer to activities in 
promoting and defending human rights and trade union rights or peaceful activities with 
a view to changing the economic and social system. Hence, the importance of sending to 
the Committee the decisions convicting trade union members so that it can see what 
specifically is being held against them. 
 
460. The Committee recalls that, contrary to the Government, several complainant trade 
union organizations maintain that the convicted individuals are trade union members 
and that it is stated in the CUTC statutes that the duties of members include "to fight to 
claim the benefits and rights to which workers are entitled" and clearly provide the 
structure for a trade union organization. Moreover, the CUTC Declaration of Principles 
and other documents reveal that the CUTC ranks include all manual or intellectual 
workers (that is to say, whether they are working in a labour centre or elsewhere), that 
they are of peaceful intentions, free of violence, and the product of the integration of a 
large number of independent trade union organizations, expressing the desire to carry 
out independent trade union activity with objectives including the defence of social, 
cultural, religious, economic and family interests of workers. The CUTC is also affiliated 
to the Latin American Central of Workers (CLAT) and the World Confederation of 
Labour (WCL). The Committee requests the complainant organizations to send a copy of 
the statutes of CONIC and CDTC. While noting the recent communications submitted 
on 19 and 24 May by the Government, in which it points out in particular that the 
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structure and the functioning described in the documents concerning the CUTC are not 
based on workers’ participation, nor workers’ collectives, the Committee nevertheless 
considers that these communications - beyond the fact that they reiterate previous 
statements made by the Government - refer largely to facts posterior to the complaints 
and do not permit a conclusion that the CUTC is not a trade union organization and its 
leaders are not real trade union leaders, although they might not agree with the economic 
and social system of the country and want to transform it. The Committee emphasizes 
that the CUTC’s lack of representativity invoked by the Government is in any event 
irrelevant for the determination of this complaint. As regards the illegal activities of the 
trade union leaders raised by the Government (including alleged criminal links with a 
foreign government), the Committee underlines that the Government has not sent copies 
of the judgements requested. 
 
461. In these circumstances, given that during its previous consideration of the case the 
Committee had drawn attention to the fact that the sentencing was handed down in 
summary hearings of very short duration and given that the Government has for the 
second time failed to send the requested copies of the criminal convictions handed down 
and taking into account also the several earlier cases submitted to the Committee 
regarding harassment and detention of trade union members belonging to trade union 
organizations that are independent of the established structure, the Committee urges the 
Government to take steps to release immediately the persons mentioned in the complaints 
and to keep the Committee informed in this respect. 
Confiscation by the police in March 2003 of books from the CUTC trade union library, a 
computer, two fax machines, three typewriters and numerous documents 
 
462. The Committee notes the Government’s statement that it is not aware of the 
existence in Cuba of any "trade union library" belonging to the so-called CUTC and that 
the material confiscated from the mercenaries, in full compliance with the law and due 
process, did not include any library or documents relating to trade unions, trade 
unionism or labour rights, and that the confiscated material included: materials inciting 
subversion, written and printed by the United States Interests Section in Havana and 
the Cuban American terrorist mafia in Miami; equipment of which legal purchase could 
not be proven since they were brought in illegally or with a declaration of a false addressee 
in the country or illegally "donated" by the United States Interest Section in Havana, or 
bought with its money and which were being used to assist subversive conspiracy 
activities. 
 
463. The Committee concludes that the Government admits that equipment was 
confiscated and has not specifically denied the confiscation of a computer, two fax 
machines and three typewriters and since it has failed in this second examination of the 
case to specifically explain exactly how it was used "to facilitate activities of subversive 
conspiracy", it is requested that this equipment be returned to its owners. 
Infiltration of state agents into the independent trade union movements 
 
464. The Committee had previously noted the allegations of the ICFTU, stating that 
Aleida de las Mercedes Godines, Secretary of the Independent National Workers’ 
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Confederation of Cuba (CONIC), and Alicia Zamora Labrada, Director of the Trade 
Union Press, were two state security agents infiltrated into the trade union movement 
(the former for 13 years according to information received from the ICFTU). The 
Committee notes that the ICFTU has attached a press clipping from Gramma of 11 April 
2003 that confirms these allegations. The Committee notes that, in this regard, the 
Government states: 
- Aleida de las Mercedes Godines and Alicia Zamora Labrada participated voluntarily in 
defending the security and independence of their country, against the policy of the 
embargo, hostility and aggression by United States imperialism; 
- they did not "infiltrate" any trade union organization. They merely studied and sought 
information regarding the modus operandi of the United States Interests Section in 
Havana, and the Cuban American terrorist mafia in Miami, in recruiting, funding and 
masterminding the conspiratorial activities of their mercenary groups, working on the 
island towards the overthrow of the national constitutional order; 
- they fully fulfilled their duty as citizens to protect the independence and security of the 
entire people, against the aggressive threats of the superpower and the mercenary 
activities of their paid agents; 
- the statements and declarations by these Cubans in themselves demonstrate that the 
activities carried out by the eight mercenaries mentioned in the ICFTU complaint were 
totally incompatible with freedom of association and the right to organize and with the 
labour rights championed by the ILO; and 
- should the Committee or the ICFTU still have any doubts as to why the Cuban 
Government must use its security bodies to defend itself, with the support and 
collaboration of all patriotic Cubans and of any person of dignity who is prepared to do 
so, they have only to consult the documents that have been declassified by the Central 
Intelligence Agency of a foreign power, regarding plans of aggression against Cuba, and 
numerous planned attacks against its prominent leaders, with the support of terrorist 
groups and gangs operating against the Cuban people. It would be of interest to examine 
the United States Helms-Burton and Torricelli Laws (which even lay down the outlines 
of the political and economic system that would be imposed on the Cuban people once the 
current constitutional order has been overthrown), or study the recent statements 
threatening aggression against Cuba by high-ranking officials of a foreign country. 
 
465. The Committee notes that the Government’s reply gives details of the duties of Aleida 
de las Mercedes Godines and Alicia Zamora Labrada in their voluntary collaboration in 
the security and independence of the country. The Government also describes the duties 
of the state security bodies and the general reasons justifying their actions (planned 
attacks, support for terrorist groups, etc). The Committee notes that the Government 
maintains, in general terms, that the activities of the convicted individuals mentioned in 
earlier paragraphs were incompatible with the exercise of the right to organize and labour 
rights. The Committee notes that the Government has not denied that Aleida de las 
Mercedes Godines was the Secretary of the CONIC and that Alicia Zamora Labrada was 
the Director of the Trade Union Press Agency Lux Info Press and, on the contrary, 
acknowledges that they were agents of the state security services. The Committee deplores 
the infiltration of security agents in the CONIC trade union organization or in a trade 
union press agency and urges the Government, in future, to comply with the principle of 
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non-intervention or interference by the public authorities in the trade union activities 
embodied in Convention No. 87, Article 3. 
 
…” 
 
• Excerpted from the report of the World Organization Against Torture 

(OMCT) regarding the harassment of trade unionists. "Cuba: Acts of 
harassment against members of the Independent Trade Union Association of 
Cuba (ASIC) including its Secretary General Iván Hernández Carrillo": 321 

 
“… 
Mr. Hernández Carillo and the Lady in White, Mrs. Caridad Burunate Gómez, were 
assaulted by four plainclothes State security agents when they were in the Matanzas bus 
terminal after a trip to Havana. Two of the agents would have approached Mrs. Burunate 
Gómez asking in a friendly tone if the backpack she was carrying belonged to Mr. 
Hernández and after the affirmative answer a third agent rushed violently against her to 
try to take it from her. When Mrs. Burunate Gómez resisted, she was thrown to the 
ground and dragged for several meters. When Mr. Hernández Carrillo tried to help her, 
he was intercepted by a fourth agent who threw him to the ground and hit him repeatedly 
while shouting that he was doing it because they were counterrevolutionaries. 
... 
 
Mr. Iván Hernández Carrillo and Mrs. Caridad Burunate Gómez were transferred to the 
police unit known as "La Playa" in the town of Matanzas where they were subjected to a 
thorough body search and their belongings and, subsequently, released without charges 
at 10 pm. 
 
... 
 
Mr. Felipe Carrera Hernández, was arrested on public roads and later released after 
spending approximately two hours in the police unit 
... 
 
the provincial delegate in Havana of the ASIC Emilio Alberto Gottardi Gottardi was 
harassed at his home by two plainclothes police officers who warned him about his 
activities and limited his movements 
... 
 
The Observatory expresses its serious concern about the acts of harassment against 
members of the Independent Trade Union Association of Cuba (ASIC) in retaliation for 
their work 
                                                 
 
321 “Cuba: Actos de hostigamiento contra integrantes de la Asociación Sindical Independiente de Cuba 
(ASIC) incluyendo su Secretario General Iván Hernández Carrillo”, intervención urgente, CUB 001 / 0816 
/ OBS 072.1: http://www.omct.org/es/human-rights-defenders/urgent-interventions/cuba/2017/01/d24149/ 
 (alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eJ69ROqLUYF2fomt0hkcxB6PrVmngjwL) 

http://www.omct.org/es/human-rights-defenders/urgent-interventions/cuba/2017/01/d24149/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eJ69ROqLUYF2fomt0hkcxB6PrVmngjwL
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…”  
 
• Excerpted from the report of the World Organization Against Torture 

(OMCT) regarding the harassment of trade unionists. "Cuba: Arbitrary 
detention, ill-treatment and subsequent release without charges of trade 
unionist Iván Hernández Carrillo": 322 

 
“… 
The Observatory has received with serious concern information from reliable sources 
about arbitrary detention, ill-treatment, subsequent release without charges, and 
harassment of trade unionist and former political prisoner, Mr. Iván Hernández Carrillo, 
who was convicted for his activities unionists in the "Black Spring" of 2003 (see 
background), along with 74 other dissidents, forming part of the "Group of 75", and who, 
since his release in 2011, has denounced the human rights violations in Cuba ... 
... 
 
According to the information received, on July 31, 2016, upon returning to the island 
after a trip abroad, Mr. Hernández Carillo was violently beaten and arrested at the José 
Martí International Airport in Havana. After the review of his passport, customs agents 
asked him to check his luggage in a closed room, which he refused, demanding that the 
review be done in public as they did for other people. An hour and a half later without 
reaching an agreement, 8 men in Cuban Immigration and Immigration uniforms led by 
Mr. Omar Spech Pellol, Chief of Immigration, used force, dragged the defender across the 
floor, kicked him in the back and the ribs and they covered his mouth, to take him through 
the back door of the airport in a patrol vehicle with the number 882, and transfer him to 
the police station of Santiago de las Vegas in Havana. There, Mr. Hernández Carillo was 
admitted to a cell without light or water, along with 5 criminals investigated for robbery 
and remained in custody until August 1 at 11:30 pm, at which time he was released and 
was finally informed that, although he had been informed that he was accused of a crime 
of "disobedience", no charges would be filed against him, and he had 30 days to collect 
his luggage at the airport. 
 
…  
 
As a result of the call for solidarity with detainees who are on hunger strike, about 10 
independent activists have been temporarily arrested in their homes, on the grounds of 
their participation in trade union activities, including Mr. Carmelo Díaz Fernández, 
President of the Confederation of Independent Workers of Cuba (CTIC), who, on March 
2, 2009, had received threats in his own home by agents of the Department of State 
Security (DSE). 
 
                                                 
 
322 “Cuba: Actos de hostigamiento contra integrantes de la Asociación Sindical Independiente de Cuba 
(ASIC) incluyendo su Secretario General Iván Hernández Carrillo”, intervención urgente, CUB 001 / 0816 
/ OBS 072.1: http://www.omct.org/es/urgent-campaigns/urgent-interventions/cuba/2009/03/d19933/ 
(alternative link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BsLIqum-YSle62bBBPlH77S2txwuokpl) 

http://www.omct.org/es/urgent-campaigns/urgent-interventions/cuba/2009/03/d19933/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BsLIqum-YSle62bBBPlH77S2txwuokpl
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Mr. Carmelo Díaz Fernández, who was imprisoned for four years and released in 2007 
for health reasons, would have been informed by security agents that he would be 
imprisoned again unless he resigns his role as president of the CTIC and to abandon the 
campaign in favor of freedom of association for trade unionists in Cuba. 
 
The Confederation of Independent Trade Unions, CONIC has reported that several other 
arrests and other acts of intimidation against independent trade unionists have been 
carried out in particular in the municipalities of Nueva Gerona, Isla de la Juventud, 
Santiago de Cuba, Perico, Matanzas, and La Havana. 
… 
 
Además, varias viviendas de otros activistas en distintas regiones de Cuba han sido 
asediadas por miembros del DSE con motivo de la convocatoria a la solidaridad con los 
huelguistas de hambre. La Confederación de Sindicatos Independientes, CONIC ha 
informado que se han llevado a cabo otros varios arrestos y otros actos de intimidación 
contra sindicalistas independientes en particular en los municipios de Nueva Gerona, Isla 
de la Juventud, Santiago de Cuba, Perico, Matanzas, y La Habana. 
... 
 
It has also been known that the following independent trade unionists would be in very 
bad shape: Messrs. Alfredo Felipe Fuentes, Miguel Galván Gutiérrez, Iván Fernández 
Carrillo, Nelson Moline Espinoza and Héctor Raúl Valle Fernández, detained in Cuban 
prisons, from the energetic measures taken by the government in 2003. 
…” 
 

• Cuba 2018 Human Rights Report: 323 
 
“… 
Section 7. Worker Rights 
 
a. Freedom of Association and the Right to Collective Bargaining 
 
The law, including related regulations and statutes, severely restricts worker rights by 
recognizing only the CP-controlled Central Union of Cuban Workers (CTC) as the 
paramount trade union confederation. To operate legally, all trade groups must belong to 
the CTC. The law does not provide for the right to strike. The law also does not provide 
for collective bargaining, instead setting up a complicated process for reaching collective 
agreements. The International Labor Organization continued to raise concerns regarding 
the trade union monopoly of the CTC, the prohibition on the right to strike, and 
restrictions to collective bargaining and agreements, including that government 
authorities and CTC officials have the final say on all such agreements. 
 

                                                 
 
323 Cuba 2018 Human Rights Report. Embassy of the United States in Cuba: 
https://cu.usembassy.gov/cuba-human-rights-report-2018/ 

https://cu.usembassy.gov/cuba-human-rights-report-2018/
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The government continued to prevent the formation of independent trade unions in all 
sectors. The CP chose the CTC’s leaders. The CTC’s principal responsibility is to manage 
government relations with the workforce. The CTC does not bargain collectively, promote 
worker rights, or advocate for the right to strike. The de facto prohibition on independent 
trade unions limited workers’ ability to organize independently and appeal against 
discriminatory dismissals. The executive’s strong influence over the judiciary and 
lawyers limited effective recourse through the courts. 
 
During the year Ivan Hernandez Carrillo, general secretary of the Association of 
Independent Unions of Cuba, was harassed, beaten, detained, threatened, and fined. 
Authorities searched his house, and NGOs reported he was under constant threat of 
reimprisonment for failure to pay fines. 
 
Several small, independent labor organizations operated without legal recognition, 
including the National Independent Workers’ Confederation of Cuba, the National 
Independent Laborer Confederation of Cuba, and the Unitarian Council of Workers of 
Cuba; together they constituted the Independent Trade Union Association of Cuba. These 
organizations worked to advance the rights of workers by offering an alternative to the 
state-sponsored CTC and purported to advocate for the rights of small-business owners 
and employees. Police reportedly harassed the independent unions, and government 
agents reportedly infiltrated them, limiting their capacity to represent workers effectively 
or work on their behalf. In late September authorities arrested an independent union 
member and sentenced him a week later to one year in prison for “disobeying the 
authorities.” 
 
The government may determine that a worker is “unfit” to work, resulting in job loss 
and the denial of job opportunities. The government deemed persons unfit because of their 
political beliefs, including their refusal to join the official union, and for trying to depart 
the country illegally. The government also penalized professionals who expressed interest 
in emigrating by limiting job opportunities or firing them. 
 
b. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor 
 
The law does not prohibit forced labor explicitly. It prohibits unlawful imprisonment, 
coercion, and extortion, with penalties ranging from fines to imprisonment, but there was 
no evidence these provisions were used to prosecute cases of forced labor. The use of 
minors in forced labor, drug trafficking, prostitution, pornography, or the organ trade is 
punishable by seven- to 15-years’ incarceration. The government enforced the laws, and 
the penalties appeared sufficient to deter violations. 
 
Compulsory military service of young men was occasionally fulfilled by assignment to 
an economic entity controlled by the military or by assignment to other government 
services. Allegations of forced or coerced labor in foreign medical missions persisted, 
although the government denied these allegations. 
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Prisoners were subject to forced labor. The government did not facilitate payment of 
decent wages to those incarcerated. The government continued to use high school 
students in rural areas to harvest agricultural products (also see section 7.c.). 
 
Also see the Department of State’s Trafficking in Persons Report at 
www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/. 
 
c. Prohibition of Child Labor and Minimum Age for Employment 
 
The legal minimum working age is 17, although the law permits the employment of 
children ages 15 and 16 to obtain training or fill labor shortages with parental permission 
and a special authorization from the municipal labor director. The law does not permit 
children ages 15 and 16 to work more than seven hours per day, 40 hours per week, or on 
holidays. Children ages 15 to 18 cannot work in specified hazardous occupations, such as 
mining, or at night. 
 
There were no known government programs to prevent child labor or to remove children 
from such labor. Antitruancy programs, however, aimed to keep children in school. 
Inspections and penalties appeared adequate to enforce the law, because inspections for 
child labor were included in all other regular labor inspections. The government penalizes 
unlawful child labor with fines and suspension of work permits. There were no credible 
reports that children younger than age 17 worked in significant numbers. 
 
The government used some high school students in rural areas to harvest agricultural 
products for government farms during peak harvest time. Student participants did not 
receive pay but received school credit and favorable recommendations for university 
admission. Failure to participate or obtain an excused absence reportedly could result in 
unfavorable grades or university recommendations, although students were reportedly 
able to participate in other activities (instead of the harvest) to support their application 
for university admission. There were no reports of abusive or dangerous working 
conditions. 
 
d. Discrimination with Respect to Employment and Occupation 
 
The law prohibits workplace discrimination based on skin color, gender, religious belief, 
sexual orientation, nationality, “or any other distinction harmful to human dignity,” but 
it does not explicitly protect political opinion, social origin, disability, age, language, 
gender identity, or HIV-positive status or other communicable diseases. No information 
was available on government enforcement of these provisions during the year. 
 
The government continued to use politically motivated and discriminatory dismissals 
against those who criticized the government’s economic or political model. Workers forced 
out of employment in the public sector for freely expressing themselves were often further 
harassed after entering the emerging but highly regulated self-employment sector. 
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Discrimination in employment occurred with respect to members of the Afro-Cuban 
population. Leaders within the Afro-Cuban community noted some Afro-Cubans could 
not get jobs in better-paying sectors such as tourism and hospitality because they were 
“too dark.” Afro-Cubans more frequently obtained lower-paying jobs, including cleaning 
and garbage disposal, which had no interaction with tourists, a major source of hard 
currency. 
 
There were no statistics stating whether the government effectively enforced applicable 
laws. 
 
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work 
 
Authorities set a national minimum wage at 225 CUP ($9) per month. The government 
supplemented the minimum wage with free education, subsidized medical care (daily 
wages are reduced by 40 percent after the third day of a hospital stay), housing, and some 
food. Even with subsidies, the government acknowledged that the average wage of 767 
CUP ($31) per month did not provide a reasonable standard of living. 
 
The standard workweek is 44 hours, with shorter workweeks in hazardous occupations, 
such as mining. The law provides workers with a weekly minimum 24-hour rest period 
and one month of paid annual vacation per 11 months of effective work. These standards 
apply to state workers as well as to workers in the nonstate sector, but they were seldom 
enforced in the nonstate sector. The law does not prohibit obligatory overtime, but it 
generally caps the number of overtime hours at 16 hours per week and 160 per year. The 
law provides few grounds for a worker to refuse to work overtime below these caps. 
Compensation for overtime is paid in cash at the regular hourly rate or in additional rest 
time. 
 
The government set workplace safety standards and received technical assistance from 
the International Labor Organization to implement them. The Ministry of Labor and 
Social Security enforced the minimum wage and working-hours standards through offices 
at the national, provincial, and municipal levels, but the government lacked mechanisms 
to enforce occupational safety and health standards adequately. No information was 
available about the number of labor inspectors. Reports from recent years suggested there 
were very few inspectors and that health and safety standards frequently were ignored or 
weakened by corrupt practices. 
 
According to government statistics, more than 593,000 workers (34 percent of whom 
were women) were self-employed through August, a 9.7 percent increase from 2016. The 
percentage of the total workforce in the private sector increased from approximately 25 
percent in 2012 to 31 percent at the end of 2017. In August 2017 the government 
suspended the issuance of new licenses for certain activities in the lucrative hospitality 
sector. On December 7, the government enacted new regulations for the private sector 
that significantly increased state control and red tape, imposed harsher penalties, and 
increased the tax burden on private business. Businesses operating under the license of 
“facilitator of home swaps and home sales-purchases” are no longer allowed to operate as 
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real estate or dwelling management companies or to hire employees. This is also the case 
for music, art, or language teachers, other teachers, and sport trainers. The new rules also 
forbid the creation of schools or academies. They are particularly restrictive for the 
cultural sector, forbidding artists from dealing directly with the private sector, i.e., 
avoiding the intermediation and supervision of state-run agencies. The number of 
economic activities allowed to self-employees and small private businesses decreased, 
mostly by merging and regrouping activities. 
 
Despite criminal penalties for doing so, a significant number of workers participated in 
the informal economy, including individuals who actively traded on the black market or 
performed professional activities not officially permitted by the government. There were 
no reliable reports or statistics about the informal economy. 
 
Foreign companies operated in a limited number of sectors, such as hotels, tourism, and 
mining. Such companies operated via a joint venture in which the government contracted 
and paid company workers in pesos an amount that was a small fraction of what the 
company remitted to the state for labor costs. Most formal employment took place only 
through government employment agencies. Employers, including international 
businesses and organizations, were generally prohibited from contracting or paying 
workers directly, although many reportedly made supplemental payments under the 
table. The Ministry of Labor enforces labor laws on any business, organization, or foreign 
governmental agency based in the country, including wholly owned foreign companies 
operating in the country, joint-stock companies involving foreign investors operating in 
the country, the United Nations, international NGOs, and embassies. Cuban workers 
employed by these entities are subject to labor regulations common to most state and 
nonstate workers and to some regulations specific to these kinds of entities. Government 
bodies, including the tax collection agency and the Ministry of Finance and Prices, 
enforced regulations. There were no reports about protections for migrant workers’ rights. 
 
Official government reports cited 3,576 workplace accidents in 2016 (an increase of 92 
compared with 2015) and 89 workplace deaths (an increase of 18 compared with 2015). 
The government reported in April that, although statistics showed a decrease in labor-
related incidents every year, deaths related to roadside work and the agricultural and 
industrial sectors had increased. The CTC provided only limited information to workers 
about their rights and at times did not respond to or assist workers who complained about 
hazardous workplace conditions. It was generally understood that workers could not 
remove themselves from dangerous situations without jeopardizing their employment, 
and authorities did not effectively protect workers facing this dilemma. 
…” 
 
 
1.1.13.3. Some reports that address slavery, trafficking in persons or forced 

labor abroad by Cuba 
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• Extracted from section "TRAFFICKING PROFILE", page 158, of the 2018 
Trafficking in Persons Report of the United States Department of State, 
although in the report of 2017, 2016 and 2015 the description is the same: 324 

 
“The government is the primary employer in the Cuban economy, including in foreign 
medical and other overseas missions that employ more than 84,000 workers in more than 
67 countries, including Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, and Venezuela. These medical missions 
constitute a significant source of Cuban government income. Some participants in 
foreign medical missions as well as other sources allege that Cuban officials force or coerce 
participation in the program; the government has stated the postings are voluntary, and 
some participants also have stated the postings are voluntary and well-paid compared to 
jobs within Cuba. The Cuban government acknowledges that it withholds passports of 
overseas medical personnel in Venezuela; the government provided ID cards to such 
personnel in place of passports. There are also claims about substandard working and 
living conditions in some countries. Observers noted Cuban authorities coerced some 
participants to remain in the program, including by allegedly withholding their 
passports, restricting their movement, using “minders” to monitor participants outside 
of work, threatening to revoke their medical licenses, retaliate against their family 
members in Cuba if participants leave the program, or impose exile if participants didn’t 
return to Cuba as directed by government supervisors.” 
 
• Extracted from section "TRAFFICKING PROFILE", pages 148 and 149 of the 

2014 Trafficking in Persons Report Report of the United States Department of 
State: 325 

 
“There have been allegations of coerced labor with Cuban government work missions 
abroad; the Cuban government denies these allegations. Some Cubans participating in 
the work missions have stated that the postings are voluntary, and positions are well paid 
compared to jobs within Cuba. Others have claimed that Cuban authorities have coerced 
them, including by withholding their passports and restricting their movement. Some 
medical professionals participating in the missions have been able to take advantage of 
U.S. visas or immigration benefits, applying for those benefits and arriving in the United 
States in possession of their passports—an indication that at least some medical 
professionals retain possession of their passports. Reports of coercion by Cuban 
authorities in this program do not appear to reflect a uniform government policy of 
coercion; however, information is lacking.”  
 
• Report “Cuba’s Human Trafficking Business: A Huge State-Run Enterprise”. 

326 The full report reflects the situation regarding trafficking in persons in 
                                                 
 
324 Report 2018 Trafficking in Persons Report of the Department of State of the United States: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JZjaqPqjq-vruB40te25LqLOsjnBoIZh 
325 2014 Report Trafficking in Persons Report of the Department of State of the United States: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15K5wowRLNFNvw2z9iilmcStjuKwNS7q2 
326 Report 2017, CubaArchive & Human Rights Foundation - “Cuba’s Human Trafficking Business: A 
Huge State-Run Enterprise”: http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JZjaqPqjq-vruB40te25LqLOsjnBoIZh
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15K5wowRLNFNvw2z9iilmcStjuKwNS7q2
http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-State-Run-Enterprise.pdf
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Cuba and is submitted to the Special Rapporteur of the United Nations on 
Trafficking in Persons, María Grazia Giammarinaro, for The Human Rights 
Foundation and CubaArchive. Dated April 14, 2017. Everything in said report 
deals with the subject matter of this complaint and is a matter of complete 
relevance. 

 
• Extracted from page 644 of the 2017 Annual Report of the IACHR - Chapter 

4b - Cuba: 327 
 
“… 
 
57. The main concerns with respect to the approach to human trafficking by the State of 
Cuba is the recognition, in the Cuban legal framework, of human trafficking only for 
purposes of sexual exploitation, to the exclusion of other purposes, such as labor 
exploitation. 
 
…”  
 
• O.I.T. - Excerpted from the Direct Request (CEACR) - Adoption: 2017, 

Publication: 107th ILC meeting (2018) on the Convention for forced labor, 
1930: 328 

 
“… 
 
Articles 1(1), 2(1) and 25 of the Convention. Trafficking in persons and forced 
prostitution. The Committee previously referred to section 302.1 of the Penal Code 
criminalizing trafficking in persons for sexual exploitation and procuring and noted that 
the current wording of the section failed to cover trafficking for labour exploitation and 
domestic trafficking. The Committee also asked the Government to indicate the measures 
taken to continue combating forced prostitution and trafficking in persons and to protect 
victims. 
 
…” 
 
• • Working conditions in the forced labor camps in Cuba. Based on the work 

of the UNPACU organization and its reports on video, reports and various 
articles in the press of the forced labor camps in Cuba for the production of 
coal, where workers live crammed in shacks without any protection or access 

                                                 
 
State-Run-Enterprise.pdf (alternative link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MGoooe7_f71fyZ5BXzzuYZCFs-pd7GKi) 
327 Annual Report of the IACHR 2017 - Chapter 4b- Cuba: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YQZ2SKszhoFjPJZIeSdjaOLfkv4iSyup 
328 ILO Report - Direct Request (CEACR) - Adoption: 2017, Publication: 107th ILC Session (2018) on 
the Forced Labor Convention, 1930: 
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO:13100:P13100_COMMENT_ID:3336373 

http://cubaarchive.org/files/Cubas-Human-Trafficking-Business-A-Huge-State-Run-Enterprise.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MGoooe7_f71fyZ5BXzzuYZCFs-pd7GKi
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YQZ2SKszhoFjPJZIeSdjaOLfkv4iSyup
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/es/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO:13100:P13100_COMMENT_ID:3336373
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to the most basic needs, and where they themselves transmit the lack of 
conditions and hygiene in which they live: 329 

 
1.1.13.4. Some reports that address the departure and/or entry of the island 
 
• Extracted from pages 25 and 26, Amnesty International report AMR 

25/7299/2017: 330 
 
The chapter "3.3 IMPRISONED AND DISCRIMINATED FOR TRYING TO 
LEAVE THEIR OWN COUNTRY" is entirely dedicated to describing a series of 
systematic actions of the Cuban Government that are repressive and coercive in 
this area and what is written in it is entirely relevant to the considerations of this 
chapter of this complaint, as an example are the following paragraphs: 
 
“Testimonies collected during research for this briefing demonstrate that despite recent 
changes to Cuba’s migration laws, emigration, or attempts to leave the country, are 
viewed by the authorities as an expression of discontent with the political or economic 
system. As such, Cubans who seek to leave the country are stigmatized and discriminated 
by the state – labelled as “deserters”, “traitors” and “counter-revolutionaries” – detained 
and excluded from access to state-employment in the same way as others who peacefully 
exercise their right to freedom expression. 
 
Approximately half of those interviewed by Amnesty International said they had tried to 
leave Cuba before on make-shift rafts. Many had been intercepted by state security 
officials before they had embarked on the journey. Many had tried to leave multiple times 
and had been trying to leave Cuba for years; one man said he had been trying to leave for 
15 years. The majority had been detained or arrested for periods ranging from hours to 
months merely for attempting to leave the country. Most had never been formally 
charged, or presented before a judge. One man, who tried to leave six times between 2002 
and 2015, told Amnesty International that each time he tried to leave he was beaten by 
officials during the arrest. He said the last time they broke his nose and hit him in the 
forehead with a baton. A woman said she was detained each of the four times she tried to 
leave by boat in 2016 for periods ranging from 72 hours to seven days; the last time she 
was detained in a high-security prison. 
 
Nearly every person interviewed by Amnesty International told the organization that 
after having tried to leave the country, they were stigmatized and discriminated and 
denied access to state employment.  
                                                 
 
329 Punished for forced labor produces Cuban coal for export to the US: 
https://www.radiotelevisionmarti.com/a/humo-detras-del-carbon-que-recien-exporta-cuba-
eeuu/137883.html. The Government exports coal produced by prisoners in 'forced labor camps', 
denounces the UNPACU: http://tinyurl.com/hhr3c29. Cuban regime exports coal produced by prisoners 
in "forced labor camps": https://www.diariolasamericas.com/c4113266. 
330 Amnesty International report AMR 25/7299/2017: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cspiXyirWcPoScfCOn3YFBxrv7SUfc49 

https://www.radiotelevisionmarti.com/a/humo-detras-del-carbon-que-recien-exporta-cuba-eeuu/137883.html
https://www.radiotelevisionmarti.com/a/humo-detras-del-carbon-que-recien-exporta-cuba-eeuu/137883.html
http://tinyurl.com/hhr3c29
https://www.diariolasamericas.com/c4113266
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cspiXyirWcPoScfCOn3YFBxrv7SUfc49
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… 
 
Sometimes when people have managed to leave the country, the authorities have taken 
reprisals against their family members who remain on the island. 
… 
 
Article 13 of the UDHR enshrines the right to freedom of movement, including the right 
of everyone to leave their own country. States may not make this right dependent on the 
specific purpose for which a person decides to leave the country, nor on the period of time 
an individual chooses to stay outside the country.  
 
Despite recent changes in Cuba’s migration laws, which partially eliminated the 
requirement for authorization to leave the country,72 Decree 194 of 1999 still makes it 
an administrative offence punishable with a fine to try and leave by boat, or to be involved 
in the construction of a boat, among other things. Article 216.1 of the Cuban Penal Code 
maintains “illegal exits” as a criminal offence punishable with imprisonment for periods 
of between one and three years or a fine. And under Article 217.1, anyone who organizes, 
promotes or incites such exits can be sentenced to up to five years’ imprisonment. 
 
• Extracted from pages 29 and 30: 
 
The chapter "3.7 FEAR OF RETURNING TO THEIR OWN COUNTRY" is entirely 
dedicated to describing a series of systematic actions of the Cuban Government 
that are repressive and coercive in this area and what is written in it is entirely 
relevant with respect to the considerations of this chapter of the present 
complaint, as an example are the following paragraphs: • Extracted from pages 
29 and 30: 
 
“… 
Nearly all those who spoke to Amnesty International during the research for this briefing 
expressed fear of being returned to Cuba and believed they would be at risk for detention 
if deported. They also believed they would be excluded from access to any kind of state 
employment and subsequently harassed in the self-employed sector. For many, their fear 
was that they would not be able to provide for their family. Interviewees who had been 
directly involved in political activism believed they would be imprisoned if returned. 
… 
 
Nearly all of those Amnesty International spoke to said they would find a way not to be 
returned to Cuba. The majority said while they had not initially planned to live in Mexico, 
they would prefer to stay and find any kind of work rather than be deported. 
… 
 
People who had been abroad for several years had additional concerns as they believed 
that they would be unable to return and precluded from assessing social services if they 
return. Cuba’s revised migration law considers that a citizen has emigrated when they 
have resided outside of Cuba for a period of more than 24 months. Modifications made in 
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2012 to the migration law place a number of limitations and requirements on Cubans 
who wish to return to Cuba. 
…“  
 
• Excerpted from the Human Rights Watch 2019 report. Cuba: Country 

Summary. 331 
 
 “… 
 
Travel Restrictions 
 
Since reforms in 2003 to travel regulations, many people who had previously been denied 
permission to travel have been able to do so, including human rights defenders and 
independent bloggers. The reforms, however, gave the government broad discretionary 
powers to restrict the right to travel on the grounds of “defense and national security” or 
“other reasons of public interest,” and authorities have repeatedly denied exit to people 
who express dissent. The government restricts the movement of citizens within Cuba 
through a 1997 law known as Decree 217, which is designed to limit migration to 
Havana. The decree has been used to harass dissidents and prevent those from elsewhere 
in Cuba from traveling to Havana to attend meetings. In April, dissidents and human 
rights defenders Dulce Amanda Duran, Roseling Penalvar, and Wendis Castillo were 
barred from traveling to Lima for a civil society meeting. Castillo, a human rights 
defender and member of the Dignity Movement, had also been barred from traveling in 
November 2017, when she intended to fly to Lima for a conference on corruption and 
human rights in Latin America. In July 2018, Rene Gomez Manzano, a prominent 
dissident who has been imprisoned several times, was intercepted at the airport before 
boarding a plane to attend a human rights meeting in Montevideo. Agents informed him 
that he was not authorized to travel. 
 
…” 
 
• Excerpted from pages 4 and 5, Human Rights Watch report 2018. Cuba: 

Country Summary. 332 
 
 “… 
Travel Restrictions 
 
Reforms to travel regulations that went into effect in January 2013 eliminated the need 
for an exit visa to leave the island. Exit visas had previously been used to deny people 
critical of the government, and their families, the right to travel. Since then, many people 

                                                 
 
331 Human Rights Watch 2019: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j0Q2UG2VOYkiw5UTYXEjeLOxGihIpAES 
332 Human Rights Watch 2018. Cuba: https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2018/country-chapters/cuba 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j0Q2UG2VOYkiw5UTYXEjeLOxGihIpAES
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2018/country-chapters/cuba
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who had previously been denied permission to travel have been able to do so, including 
human rights defenders and independent bloggers. 
 
Nonetheless, the reforms gave the government broad discretionary powers to restrict the 
right to travel on the grounds of “defense and national security” or “other reasons of 
public interest.” Such measures have allowed authorities to deny exit to people who 
express dissent. 
 
The government restricts the movement of citizens within Cuba through a 1997 law 
known as Decree 217, which is designed to limit migration to Havana. The decree has 
been used to harass dissidents and prevent those from elsewhere in Cuba from traveling 
to Havana to attend meetings. 
 
According to the Cuban Commission for Human Rights and National Reconciliation, the 
government imposed restrictions mainly on people heading to Latin American countries 
to attend conferences. In June, the commission registered the highest number of 
restrictions on freedom of movement in many years: at least 29 people were prevented 
from traveling abroad to attend international conferences and other events. 
 
…”  
 
• Excerpted from pages 4 and 5, report Human Rights Watch World Report. 

Cuba 2017: 333 
 “… 
 
Travel Restrictions 
Reforms to travel regulations that went into effect in January 2013 eliminated the need 
for an exit visa to leave the island. Exit visas had previously been used to deny the right 
to travel to people critical of the government—and to their families. Since then, many 
people who had previously been denied permission to travel have been able to do so, 
including human rights defenders and independent bloggers. 
 
Nonetheless, the reforms gave the government broad discretionary powers to restrict the 
right to travel on the grounds of “defense and national security” or “other reasons of 
public interest.” Such measures have allowed authorities to deny exit to people who 
express dissent. 
 
The government restricts the movement of citizens within Cuba through a 1997 law 
known as Decree 217, which is designed to limit migration to Havana. The decree has 
been used to harass dissidents and prevent those from elsewhere in Cuba from traveling 
to Havana to attend meetings. 
 
.…” 

                                                 
 
333 Human Rights Watch 2017: https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2017/country-chapters/cuba 

https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2017/country-chapters/cuba
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• Extraído de las páginas 204 y 205, informe Human Rights Watch Informe 

Mundial 2016: 334 
 “… 
 
Travel Restrictions and Family Separation 
 
Reforms to travel regulations that went into effect in January 2013 eliminated the need 
for an exit visa to leave the island. Exit visas had previously been used to deny the right 
to travel to people critical of the government—and to their families. Since then, many 
people who had previously been denied permission to travel have been able to do so, 
including human rights defenders and independent bloggers. Nonetheless, the reforms 
gave the government broad discretionary powers to restrict the right to travel on the 
grounds of “defense and national security” or “other reasons of public interest.” Such 
measures have allowed the authorities to deny exit to people who express dissent. For 
example, José Daniel Ferrer, the leader of the Patriotic Union of Cuba (Unpacu), was 
denied the right to travel abroad in August for “reasons of public interest,” authorities 
said. 
 
.…”  
 
• Excerpted from pages 183 and 184, report Human Rights Watch World Report 

2015: 335 
 “… 
 
Travel Restrictions and Family Separation 
Reforms to travel regulations that went into effect in January 2013 eliminate the need for 
an exit visa to leave the island, which had previously been used to deny the right to travel 
to people critical of the government and their families. Since then, many people who had 
been previously denied permission to travel have been able to do so, including human 
rights defenders and independent bloggers. 
 
Nonetheless, the reform included very broad discretionary powers that allow the 
government to restrict the right to travel on the grounds of “defense and national 
security” or “other reasons of public interest,” allowing the authorities to deny exit to 
people who express dissent. For example, authorities have repeatedly denied Manuel 
Cuesta Morúa the right to travel abroad since he attempted to organize a parallel summit 
to the CELAC conference in January 2014. 
 
The government also continues to arbitrarily deny Cubans living abroad the right to visit 
the island. In August 2013, the Cuban government denied Blanca Reyes, a Damas de 
                                                 
 
334 Human Rights Watch World Report 2016: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-
kcdS4KA2BRiDS9L4EcyWTVE5OFcvwJ6 
335 Human Rights Watch World Report 2015: https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2015/country-
chapters/cuba 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-kcdS4KA2BRiDS9L4EcyWTVE5OFcvwJ6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-kcdS4KA2BRiDS9L4EcyWTVE5OFcvwJ6
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2015/country-chapters/cuba
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2015/country-chapters/cuba
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Blanco member living in exile in Spain, permission to travel to Cuba to visit her ailing 
93-year-old father, who died in October before she could visit him. 
 
The government restricts the movement of citizens within Cuba through a 1997 law 
known as Decree 217. Designed to limit migration to Havana, the decree requires that 
Cubans obtain government permission before moving to the country's capital. It is often 
used to prevent dissidents from traveling there to attend meetings and to harass 
dissidents from other parts of Cuba who live in the capital. 
 
.…” 
 
 
• From pages 2 to 4, Human Rights Watch report 10/2005. Families Torn Apart. 

336 
 
The entire report is relevant in the description of the method and practice that 
Cuba has carried out to restrict travel, especially those of qualified professionals 
and family members. We highlight, by way of example, these paragraphs 
extracted from pages 2 to 4: 
 
“… 
 
Cuba’s Restrictions on Travel 
The Cuban government forbids its citizens from leaving or returning to Cuba without 
first obtaining official authorization.  Unauthorized travel can result in criminal 
prosecution. 
 
Cuba denies exit permits to hundreds, possibly thousands, of people every year.  A large 
proportion of the Cubans denied travel permits are health care professionals.  Those denied 
are routinely told that the Public Health Ministry’s “Resolution 54” requires trained 
medical professionals applying for exit visas to wait three to five years before their 
application will be considered. 
 
Cuba justifies the restriction on travel permits for health care professionals as a measure 
to avoid “brain drain.”  It argues that skilled professionals who have received an 
education from the Cuban state have an obligation to serve the Cuban population.  Yet it 
applies this policy not only to recent graduates of medical school, but also to veteran 
doctors, including a sixty-two-year-old neurologist who played a central role in 
developing Cuba’s advanced neuroscience program.  For more than a decade, the Cuban 
government has denied this prominent doctor permission to visit her son and 
grandchildren in Argentina on the grounds that her “brain is property of the government 

                                                 
 
336 Human Rights Watch 10/2005. “Families torn apart”: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dxsh1_lC28VvP4DCBqpTFKN-hZGk0VMq 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dxsh1_lC28VvP4DCBqpTFKN-hZGk0VMq
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of Cuba” and therefore she must remain on the island, even though she resigned her 
medical position in 1994. 
 
Cuba also regularly denies visas to the relatives of those whom it calls “deserters”: people 
who left the country without permission or refused to return at the end of an authorized 
trip.  It also refuses these “deserters” permission to return to Cuba, thereby cutting them 
off entirely from their families on the island.  
 
The forced separation that results from these travel restrictions can be devastating for 
families.  A Cuban mother in Germany said that, when the Cuban government denied 
her son an exit visa, it was like “sentencing [him] to live like an orphan with live parents.”  
Another parent described the emotional toll of his ten-year separation from his daughter: 
“Every time we served a plate of food, knowing that our daughter was far away and not 
at our side was very hard .… These wounds never heal.” 
 
In addition to the emotional hardship of separation, efforts to circumvent the restrictions 
can prove very costly, whether it is the grave dangers faced fleeing the country on the 
high seas or the exorbitant bribes paid to corrupt officials to arrange travel permits. 
 
Given these possibilities, and the fear of prolonged separation from family, Cuba’s travel 
restrictions provide the authorities with a powerful tool for controlling what its citizens 
say about the government.  One Cuban rights advocate who has been denied permission 
to visit his family in Florida, described the travel policy as a “weapon of deterrence used 
to intimidate, repress, and control various types of activities.”  Similarly, the prominent 
neurologist who has denied an exit visa described the restriction on travel as “a form of 
psychological blackmail” that discourages people from criticizing the government.  “They 
think that if they shut up and please the government maybe someday the government will 
give them permission.” 
 
…” 
 
As well as these paragraphs extracted from pages 20 to 22: 
 
 “… 
 
Denial of Exit Visas 
Health Care Professionals 
A large portion of the Cubans denied exit visas are doctors and other health care 
professionals.  Of the cases reported to the U.S. Interests Section, roughly half fell into 
this category.[41]  
 
The reason so many health care professionals are denied exit visas is the Public Health 
Ministry’s “Resolution 54”—or at least that is what many of them are told when their 
petitions are rejected.  However no one we interviewed had ever seen the regulation—not 
even those who requested copies when it was cited to deny them exit visas.  “It’s like a 
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phantom law,” one doctor told Human Rights Watch.  “No one has seen it in 
writing.”[42] 
 
By most accounts, “Resolution 54” requires health care professionals applying for exit 
visas to wait three to five years before their application will be considered.  Some doctors 
report that the rule specifies they spend these waiting years working in rural 
communities.  
 
If the actual text of the regulation has been kept from the public, the rationale behind it 
has not.  The restriction is part of a broader effort to prevent a “brain drain” of skilled 
professionals from Cuba.[43]  President Castro has accused the United States of actively 
luring large numbers of skilled professionals from Cuba, “thus depriving our country of 
medical doctors, engineers, architects and other university graduates who have been 
educated here, absolutely free of charge.”[44]  And he has vowed that Cuba would not 
tolerate an exodus of professionals, declaring that the country would not be exploited as 
“an incubator of brains,” and that “those [brains] it does incubate are primarily to serve 
our people and our brother countries in the world that suffer from plundering and 
poverty, not to fatten the pockets of the plunderers of the world.”[45] 
 
Yet, as the case of Dr. Hilda Molina above illustrates, this restriction is applied to doctors 
who have already made significant contributions to Cuba’s health care system.  And as 
Dr. Molina’s case also demonstrates, one result of the policy is the forced separation of 
families. 
… 
 
Relatives of “Deserters” 
As shown by three of the illustrative cases above (Teresa Márquez and Roberto Salazar, 
Juan López Linares, and José Cohen), Cuba regularly denies visas to the relatives of 
“deserters” who have left the country without permission or refused to return at the end 
of an authorized trip. 
 
Lazaro Betancourt discovered this when he defected from Cuba in 1999 after having 
served in the government’s security service for twenty years.  The United States 
immediately granted him asylum and, within six months, extended it to his wife and 
nine-year-old son in Cuba.  The Cuban government, however, would not allow them to 
leave the island.  From his time working for the government, Betancourt believes that any 
former member of the military must wait five years before getting his or her family out.  
Nonetheless, more than five years have passed since he left, and there is still no sign that 
his wife and son will be able to leave.  Although Betancourt has written repeatedly to the 
Cuban Foreign Ministry about his family, he has never received a reply.[50]  
 
Betancourt’s wife and son weren’t the only family members affected, he says.  In 2001, 
Betancourt’s sister, Maydelín Betancourt Morín, won a visa to the United States through 
the immigration lottery.  Her husband and two children automatically received visas as 
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tmp_gCZicZ well.  However, the Cuban government granted exit visas to her husband 
and their children, but not to Maydelín herself.  Betancourt told Human Rights Watch 
that officials at Cuba’s Foreign Ministry had told his sister that she would not be granted 
permission to travel because her brother was a “traitor.” 
…” 
 
As well as these paragraphs extracted from pages 25 and 26: 
 
“… 
Denial of Entrance Visas 
As the illustrative case of Juan López Linares above shows, in addition to denying exit 
visas, the Cuban government denies entrance visas to some people after they have left.  
Dr. Ramón Martínez Martínez, for example, reported that the Cuban government had 
refused to allow him to return to Cuba to visit his young children whom he has not seen 
since he left in 1998.  Dr. Martínez, a plastic surgeon, traveled to Argentina on December 
13, 1998, to visit friends, and then decided to stay.  His second wife and child soon joined 
him.  Dr. Martínez’s first wife had died, and Dr. Martínez left their two children—eleven 
and seven—with their maternal grandparents, in keeping with their mother’s wishes.  For 
the past seven years, Dr. Martínez has been unable to gain permission to return to Cuba 
to visit his children.[61]  Officials at Cuba’s consulate in Buenos Aires reportedly told 
Dr. Martínez that his return to Cuba would be barred “indefinitely.”[62]  Had he known 
that he would not be able to see his children for so long, Dr. Martínez said he would never 
have left.[63]  
 
Similarly, Joel Moreno Molina, mentioned above, has been repeatedly denied entrance 
visas to Cuba to visit his family after he overstayed his authorized travel period in Peru. 
Cuban authorities in Peru told him he would have to wait five years because he was now 
classified as a “deserter.”  In October 2004, Moreno again sought an entrance visa, 
hoping to celebrate the birthday of his second child with his parents.  But the embassy 
once again informed him that he could not return until five years had passed. 
…” 
 
• Extracted from the Annual Report 2017, chapter of Cuba, IACHR: 337 
 
De las páginas 641 y 642: 
 
“… 
 
50. Nonetheless, Decree Law No. 302 of 2012, amending Law No. 1312, provides as 
grounds for denying a passport or departure from the country reasons of “defense and 
national security”; “[l]acking the established authorization, under rules aimed at 
preserving the labor force qualified for the country’s economic, social, and scientific-

                                                 
 
337 Annual Report of the IACHR 2017 - Chapter 4b - Cuba: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YQZ2SKszhoFjPJZIeSdjaOLfkv4iSyup 
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technical development, as well as for the security and protection of official information”; 
and “[w]hen for other reasons of public interest the authorities with such power so 
determine.”95 In its Annual Reports the Commission has insisted that the general 
meaning of certain terms confers broad discretion on the Cuban authorities to allow or 
disallow the exit of Cuban nationals, provoking uncertainty among activists, human 
rights defenders, social and political leaders, independent journalists and other media 
workers. The Cuban immigration service (Servicio de Inmigración y Extranjería), using 
methods such as withholding passports, seizing personal effects and work materials, and 
subjecting persons to lengthy interrogations and detentions, have obstructed arrivals to 
or departures from Cuba.96 In 2017 the Commission has received abundant information 
on such incidents to the detriment of the members of groups such as Ladies in White97, 
UNPACU98, Plataforma Ciudadana #Otro18, and Movimiento Somos+99, among other 
independent activists and trade unionists.100 
 
51. With respect to the continuing restriction whereby if a person remains abroad for 24 
months he or she may be considered an émigré, the Commission reiterates that this 
continues to be an unreasonable restriction on the exercise of the right to freedom of 
residence and movement. The IACHR wishes to reiterate to the Cuban State the need to 
guarantee the right to residence and movement established at Article VIII of the American 
Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, which includes the right to change residence 
and move within the country of one’s nationality; and the right not to leave the country 
other than as a matter of one’s own choice, which includes the possibility of going back. 
In addition, the IACHR expresses its concern with respect to the use of restrictions on 
the right to residence and movement with the aim of violating the right to defend human 
rights. 
 
52. The impossibility of returning to one’s country of origin keeps Cuban persons from 
enjoying an effective nationality, which entails other human rights violations, such as the 
right to family. In addition, it places Cuban persons who leave their country in a special 
situation of vulnerability, since they are in an irregular status in the country in which 
they find themselves, yet they cannot return to their own country. On January 12, 2017, 
former President of the United States Barack Obama announced the cancellation, after 
20 years, of the “wet foot, dry foot” policy, which allowed those Cuban migrants who 
reached United States soil to remain and become permanent residents. 
 
…” 
• Excerpted from page 556 to 558 of the 2016 report of the IACHR, chapter 4b 

Cuba: 338 
 “… 
 
71. At the time, the Commission highlighted the progress implied by the first amendment 
to the Law on Migration contained in Decree Law No. 302 of October 16, 2012, which 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VYQAu5JkGDZTOcQJAbMG6lK-yR-K3k3o 
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partially eliminated the requirement for authorization to leave the territory. The time that 
must elapse before a Cuban national who has traveled abroad can come to be considered 
an émigré was extended from 11 to 24 months; the requirement of a letter of invitation 
from the destination country was eliminated; and children were afforded the possibility 
of temporary travel once they are authorized for it by their parents or legal 
representatives. Nevertheless, as the Commission has already pointed out, 
aforementioned Decree-Law No. 302 establishes a series of conditions by which certain 
Cuban nationals who reside in Cuba cannot obtain a current passport or may not leave 
the country when reasons of “defense and national reasons so advise” 103/; for “[l]acking 
the established authorization, pursuant to provisions aimed at preserving the skilled work 
force for the economic, social, and technical-scientific development of the country, as well 
as for the security and protection of official information”104/ ; “[w]hen for other reasons 
of public interest it is so determined by the designated authorities.”105/. In its annual 
reports the Commission has insisted that the general nature of certain terms confers a 
broad discretion on the Cuban authorities to allow or not the exit of Cuban nationals. 
72. At the same time, the Commission finds that the restriction by which staying abroad 
for 24 months may subject a Cuban to émigré status continues to be an unreasonable 
restriction on the exercise of the right to residence and movement. While one does not 
cease to be a Cuban national, the impossibility of returning to Cuba or of exercising one’s 
rights as a Cuban national means that one cannot enjoy an effective nationality. These 
provisions also have a direct impact on the right to the protection of family life of these 
persons, who are deprived of the ability to re-unite with their family members who remain 
in Cuba. In addition to the foregoing, this situation presents obstacles to Cuban migrants 
who are in an irregular migratory situation since they cannot return to their country of 
origin nor do they have a migratory situation that enables them to reside regularly in the 
country they are in.  
… 
 
75. The IACHR wishes to insist on the importance of guaranteeing for all people in Cuba, 
free from undue interference, the right to residence and movement contemplated in 
Article VIII of the American Declaration, which establishes that "Every person has the 
right to fix his residence within the territory of the state of which he is a national, to move 
about freely within such territory, and not to leave it except by his own will." For that 
reason, the Commission once again calls upon the Cuban State to allow its inhabitants to 
freely choose their place of residence, freedom of movement in Cuban territory, and liberty 
to leave and enter the country, and to abstain from continuing to cause the situations 
depicted in this section.  
 
…”  
 
• Excerpted from page 600, report IACHR Annual Report chapter 4 Cuba 2015: 

339 
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 “… 
 
64. As regards the right to move about freely, since 1983 the Commission has raised the 
issue of the lack of constitutional protection for the right to movement in Cuba, which 
represents an obstacle to its effective enjoyment. Previously, under the Law on Migration, 
Law No. 1312 of 1976, to leave or enter the national territory Cubans needed to have a 
current passport and an entry or exit permit granted by the Ministry of Interior.114 After 
that law was amended on October 16, 2012, by Decree-Law No. 302, which entered into 
force on January 14, 2013, the requirement for authorization to leave the territory was 
partially eliminated; the time that must elapse before a Cuban national who has travelled 
abroad can come to be considered an émigré was extended from 11 to 24 months; the 
requirement of a letter of invitation from the destination country was eliminated; and 
children were afforded the possibility of temporary travel once they are authorized for it 
by their parents or legal representatives. 
 
65. Even though Decree-Law No. 302 of 2012 reflects gains with respect to the Law on 
Migration, the Commission observes that the 2012 law establishes a series of conditions 
by which certain Cuban nationals who reside in Cuba cannot obtain a current passport 
or may not leave the country when reasons of “defense and national reasons so 
advise”115; for “[l]acking the established authorization, pursuant to provisions aimed at 
preserving the skilled work force for the economic, social, and technical-scientific 
development of the country, as well as for the security and protection of official 
information”116; “[w]hen for other reasons of public interest it is so determined by the 
designated authorities”117; among other grounds. In its annual reports for 2012, 2013, 
and 2014 the Commission has insisted that the general nature of certain terms confers a 
broad discretion on the Cuban authorities to allow or not the exit of Cuban nationals, in 
particular those who express opinions contrary to the Government. 
 
66. At the same time, the Commission finds that the restriction by which staying abroad 
for 24 months may subject a Cuban to émigré status continues to be an unreasonable 
restriction on the exercise of the right to residence and movement. While one does not 
cease to be a Cuban national, the impossibility of returning to Cuba or of exercising one’s 
rights as a Cuban national means that one cannot enjoy an effective nationality. These 
provisions also have a direct impact on the right to the protection of family life of these 
persons, who are deprived of the ability to re-unite with their family members who remain 
in Cuba. In addition to the foregoing, this situation presents obstacles to Cuban migrants 
who are in an irregular migratory situation since they cannot return to their country of 
origin nor do they have a migratory situation that enables them to reside regularly in the 
country they are in. 
 
…”  
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• Excerpted from page 422 and 423, report IACHR Annual Report chapter 4 
Cuba 2014: 340 

 “… 
 
210. Although the Decree-Law No. 302 of 2012 reflects progress with regards the 
Migration Act, the Commission has noted that Decree-Law establishes a number of 
assumptions by which certain Cuban nationals who reside in Cuba cannot obtain a 
passport or may not leave the country when for reasons of "national defense and security 
so require" , for "lack of authorization established under rules designed to preserve the 
skilled workforce for the economic , social and country's scientific-technical and for the 
safety and protection of official information", "[w]hen for other reasons of public interest, 
as determined by the authorities" , among other reasons. In its 2012 and 2013 Annual 
Reports, the Commission noted that the generality of terms confer a broad discretion to 
the Cuban authorities to allow or not the exit of Cuban nationals, in particular those who 
express anti-government views. 
 
211. Government data indicates that nearly 183,000 people traveled abroad between 
January and September 2013.347 However, according to the Cuban Commission for 
Human Rights and National Reconciliation, as of June 2013, the Government continued 
to authorize foreign travel for political dissidents, "with the obvious intention of sending 
out false signs of change, given that the widespread, institutionalized violation of the 
right of all Cubans, without exception, to come and go freely from the island persists, as 
does the right of all Cubans to move freely throughout the country and establish 
themselves in any of its provinces without fear of being detained and deported under 
arrest, as has happened to several tens of thousands of citizens at least in the past 15 
years.348 
 
212. For its part, the Commission noted that Cubans traveling and remaining abroad on 
private business for more than 11 months forfeited authorization to return to the 
country349 and, therefore, their status as residents of Cuba. The 11-month time limit 
became a 24-month limit with the entry into force of Decree-Law No. 302 of 2012350. 
Nevertheless, there is still a time limit, with penalties for exceeding it. They include 
restrictions on access to free services such as health and education, to the right to social 
security and the right to vote, and to one’s property. These provisions also have a direct 
impact on the right to the protection of family life for those who are unable to reunite with 
relatives remaining in Cuba. In addition to the above, this situation poses further 
obstacles for Cubans with illegal immigration status, since they cannot return to their 
country of origin and also do not have the immigration status to reside legally in the 
country where they are. 
 
…”  
 

                                                 
 
340 IACHR Annual Report chapter 4 Cuba 2014: 
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• Excerpted from page 424 and 425, report IACHR Annual Report chapter 4 
Cuba 2013: 341 

 “…  
 
2. Restrictions on the right of Cuban nationals to leave and enter Cuba 
 
164. Since 1983, the Commission has addressed the lack of constitutional protection of 
the right to freedom of movement in Cuba, which is an obstacle for its enjoyment. Under 
the Migration Act, Law No. 1312 of 1976, to leave or enter the country, the Cubans and 
required a current passport and an exit permit, granted by the Minister of Interior135. 
On October 16 2012, the Decree-Law No. 302 was published in the Official Gazette of 
the Republic of Cuba. This Decree-Law was promulgated by the State Council and 
amended the 1976 Migration Act. This reform entered into force on January 14, 2013. 
The main changes introduced to the Migration Act are the partial suppression of the 
requirement for permission to leave the territory, the extension of the period required for 
a Cuban national who has traveled abroad to considered as an emigrant, the which went 
from 11 to 24 months, the elimination the need for a letter of invitation from the host 
country as well as the possibility that girls and boys can travel temporarily, once have 
the authorization of their parents or legal guardians. Before this reform, girls and children 
Cubans could only leave the country permanently. 
 
165. Although the Decree-Law No. 302 of 2012 reflects progress with regards the 
Migration Act, the Commission has noted that Decree-Law establishes a number of 
assumptions by which certain Cuban nationals who reside in Cuba cannot obtain a 
passport or may not leave the country when for reasons of "national defense and security 
so require" , for "lack of authorization established under rules designed to preserve the 
skilled workforce for the economic , social and country's scientific-technical and for the 
safety and protection of official information", "[w]hen for other reasons of public interest, 
as determined by the authorities" , among other reasons. In its 2012 Annual Report, the 
Commission noted that the generality of terms confer a broad discretion to the Cuban 
authorities to allow or not the exit of Cuban nationals, in particular those who express 
anti-government views. 
166. According to the Cuban Commission for Human Rights and National 
Reconciliation, as of June 2013, the Government continued to authorize foreign travel for 
political dissidents, "with the obvious intention of sending out false signs of change, given 
that the widespread, institutionalized violation of the right of all Cubans, without 
exception, to come and go freely from the island persists, as does the right of all Cubans 
to move freely throughout the country and establish themselves in any of its provinces 
without fear of being detained and deported under arrest, as has happened to several tens 
of thousands of citizens at least in the past 15 years. 
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167. A In turn, the Commission noted that the situation of the Cuban people traveling 
abroad on private business and stayed out of Cuba for more than 11 months lost 
permission to return to the country137 and therefore their quality as residents in the 
island. The 11 months term changed to 24 months from the entry into force of Decree-
Law No. 302 of 2012138. The restriction of the term to be abroad stays and involves 
sanctions for exceeding it. Among them there are restrictions on access to free services 
such as health, education, the right to social security, the right to vote and right to 
property. These provisions also have a direct impact on the right to the protection of family 
life of those persons, who are deprived of joining relatives who remain in Cuba. In addition 
to the above, this situation poses additional obstacles to Cuban migrants who are in an 
irregular situation, since they cannot return to their country of origin and also have an 
immigration status that impede them regularly reside in the country in which they are 
residing. 
…” 
 
• Cuba 2018 Human Rights Report. U.S. Embassy in Cuba: 342 
 
“… 
d. Freedom of Movement 
 
There continued to be restrictions on freedom of movement within the country, foreign 
travel, and migration with the right of return. The government also controlled internal 
migration from rural areas to Havana. 
 
Individuals seeking to migrate legally stated they faced police interrogation, fines, 
harassment, and intimidation, including dismissal from employment. Government 
employees who applied to migrate legally to the United States reportedly sometimes lost 
positions when their plans became known. Some family members of former government 
employees who emigrated from the island lost public benefits or were denied passports to 
travel and join their family members abroad. 
 
The law provides for imprisonment of up to three years or a fine of 500 nonconvertible 
pesos (CUP) ($20) for first-time “rafters” (those who attempted to depart clandestinely, 
commonly using homemade vessels). Most persons caught attempting unauthorized 
departures via sea were detained briefly. In the case of military or police defectors, or those 
traveling with children, the punishment could be more severe. 
 
Under the terms of the 1994-95 U.S.-Cuba migration accords, the government agreed not 
to prosecute or retaliate against migrants returned from international or U.S. waters, or 
from the Guantanamo U.S. Naval Station, after attempting to emigrate illegally if they 
had not committed a separate criminal offense. Some would-be migrants alleged 
harassment and discrimination, such as fines, expulsion from school, and job loss. 
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In-country Movement: Although the constitution allows all citizens to travel anywhere 
within the country, changes of residence to Havana were restricted. The local housing 
commission and provincial government authorities must authorize any change of 
residence. The government may fine persons living in a location without authorization 
from these bodies and send them back to their legally authorized place of residence. There 
were reports authorities limited social services to illegal Havana residents. Police 
threatened to prosecute anyone who returned to Havana after expulsion. 
 
The law permits authorities to bar an individual from a certain area within the country, 
or to restrict an individual to a certain area, for a maximum of 10 years. Under this 
provision authorities may internally exile any person whose presence in a given location 
is determined to be “socially dangerous.” Dissidents frequently reported authorities 
prevented them from leaving their home provinces or detained and returned them to their 
homes even though they had no written or formal restrictions placed against them. 
 
Foreign Travel: The government continued to require several classes of citizens to obtain 
permission for emigrant travel, including highly specialized medical personnel; military 
or security personnel; many government officials, including academics; and many former 
political prisoners and human rights activists. It also used arbitrary or spurious reasons 
to deny permission for human rights activists to leave the island to participate in 
workshops, events, or training programs. The Patmos Institute published a list of 64 
human rights activists to whom the government denied permission for foreign travel as 
of July. Activists reported interrogations and confiscations at the airport when arriving 
from outside the country. 
 
On April 12, airport authorities detained Marthadela Tamayo and Juan Antonio 
Madrazo, members of the independent NGO Committee for Racial Integration who were 
traveling to Geneva to participate in a session of the UN Universal Periodic Review, and 
barred them from leaving the country. In April the government prevented several 
members of independent civil society from traveling to Peru to participate in the Summit 
of the Americas. In May authorities prevented Berta Soler and Leticia Ramos of the 
Damas de Blanco from traveling to New York to receive an award for promoting liberty. 
…” 
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II. LEGAL RATING OF THE DENOUNCED FACTS 
 
From our representation, we consider, and so we inform the Office of the 
Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, that the facts denounced are 
constitutive of crimes against humanity typified in article 7.1.c), 7.1.h) and 7.1.k) 
of the Rome Statute. 
 
II.A. Crímenes de lesa humanidad. 
 
Crimes against humanity violate fundamental individual legal rights, such as 
life, liberty, physical integrity, moral integrity, among others, taking place as part 
of a generalized or systematic attack against the civilian population with the 
participation or tolerance of the political power. 
 
We are facing one of the most despicable crimes of transcendence for the 
international community as a whole. 
 
In the present case concur each and every one of the elements that make up this 
crime of international criminal law, as defined in the aforementioned art. 7 of the 
Statute and in the "Elements of Crimes" adopted at the 2010 Review Conference. 
 
Article 7 of the Rome Statute defines crimes against humanity: 
 

1. For the purpose of this Statute, "crime against humanity" means any of 
the following acts when committed as 
part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian 
population, with knowledge of the attack: 
…///… 
c) Enslavement; 
 …///… 

h) Persecution against any identifiable group or collectivity on 
political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as defined in 
paragraph 3, or other grounds that are universally recognized as 
impermissible under international law, in connection with any act referred 
to in this paragraph or any crime within the jurisdiction of the Court; 

 

II.B. Elements of the crime against humanity 
 
Element of context. The differentiating note of the crime against humanity with 
specific criminal behavior or common crimes, lies in this element, which implies 
that the acts are committed as part of a generalized or systematic attack against 
the civilian population and with knowledge of said attack. We are facing what 
has also been called the international element. 
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Generalized or systematic attack. Individual criminal acts must be carried out 
in a massive way or in a systematic way. Either way would make the occurrence 
of the crime possible.  
 
In the complaint that has been presented, crimes against humanity have taken 
place as part of a generalized and systematic attack. That is to say, the double 
modality concurs. 
 
They are not individual acts, isolated or random, but multiple acts with a large 
number of victims. 
 
In the case "Prosecutor v. Kunarac", 343 stated in the ruling that "the generalized 
adjective connotes the large-scale nature of the attack and the number of 
victims”.  In the case of Cuba, it can be seen in the present complaint that 
thousands of people are subjected to conditions of slavery and suffer the 
repression of the regime.  
 
As stated above, in this case the attack is not only widespread, which would be 
sufficient for the concurrence of the crime, but it is also systematic. 
 
In the case "Prosecutor v. Bagilishema ", 344 it was declared in the judgment that 
a systematic attack requires the existence of a guideline or a methodical plan. 
This has happened and is happening in Cuba as stated in the present complaint. 
These attacks against the civilian population are not occasional, they have been 
and are permanent. 
 
The element of systematic attack converges in the reported case, together with 
the element of generalized attack. 
 
It occurs against the civilian population. As reported in the complaint, and 
numerous tests are provided. There are numerous evidences that accredit it. 
 
The civilian population is the victim of these attacks of submission to practices of 
slavery, persecution, and other inhumane acts. 
 
The element of politics. In the crime against humanity, after the generalized or 
systematic attack, there must be a link with the apparatuses of the State, with 
power or, in other cases, with the exercise of some de facto power over a given 
territory. 
                                                 
 
343 “Prosecutor v. Kunarac”, case IT-96-23 e IT-96-23/1, ICTY, trial February 22, 2001. 
344  “Prosecutor v. Bagilishema”, case CPIR-95-1A-T, ICTR, trial June 7, 2001. 
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In the present case, the requirement established in art. 7.2.a) of the Statute that 
the commission of multiple acts in the attack against a civilian population, is done 
in accordance with State policy. 
 
Paragraph 3 of the Introduction to Article 7 of the "Elements of Crimes" provides: 
“It is understood that “policy to commit such attack” requires that the State or 
organization actively promote or encourage such an attack against a civilian population”. 
 
And in a footnote it becomes clear: “A policy which has a civilian population as the 
object of the attack would be implemented by State or organizational action. Such a policy 
may, in exceptional circumstances, be implemented by a deliberate failure to take action, 
which is consciously aimed at encouraging such attack. The existence of such a policy 
cannot be inferred solely from the absence of governmental or organizational action”. 
 
In the case of Cuba, these attacks against the civilian population that are 
denounced are planned, authorized, permitted and executed from the highest 
level of the State, and from the apparatuses of power. 
 
It is detailed in the denunciation how this criminal action is planned, organized 
and developed by the political power. All this is accredited in this complaint. 
  
II.C. The individual acts:  
 
Crime against humanity of slavery. 
 
The art. 7.1.c), developed in section 2 c) provides: 
 
‘"Enslavement" means the exercise of any or all of the powers attaching to the 
right of ownership over a person and includes the exercise of such power in the 
course of trafficking in persons, in particular women and children;”. 
 
Equally applicable, in the Elements of the Crimes of the International Criminal 
Court, as an extension to Art. 7.1.c, we find, among others, two basic elements 
required for the declaration of CRIME OF HUMANITY IN THE SLAVERY, 
which are: a) the exercise of any or all of the powers attaching to the right of 
ownership over the victims, and b) the imposition of mechanisms of deprivation 
of liberty with the aim of reducing the person to servile condition.  
 
a) The 1926 Slavery Convention establishes the following definition of slavery: 
 
‘Slavery is the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers 
attaching to the right of ownership are exercised”. 
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b) The Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery from 1956 
establishes in its Article 1 the persecution and abolition of the following 
practices, fit or not in the definition of slavery of the Convention of Slavery of 
1926:  

“a) Debt bondage, that is to say, the status or condition arising from a pledge by a debtor 
of his personal services or of those of a person under his control as security for a debt, if 
the value of those services as reasonably assessed is not applied towards the liquidation of 
the debt or the length and nature of those services are not respectively limited and defined; 

b) Serfdom, that is to say, the condition or status of a tenant who is by law, custom or 
agreement bound to live and labour on land belonging to another person and to render 
some determinate service to such other person, whether forreward or not, and is not free 
to change his status;” 

Similarly, the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery from 1956, 
in its Article 6 establishes penalties for those who, by any act, intend to carry out 
acts of slavery, in tentative degree, through their collaboration or mere 
induction to the alienation of the freedom of an individual: 

“ The act of enslaving another person or of inducing another person to give himself or a 
person dependent upon him into slavery, or of attempting these acts, or being accessory 
thereto, or being a party to a conspiracy to accomplish any such acts, shall be a criminal 
offence under the laws of the States Parties to this Convention and persons convicted 
thereof shall be liable to punishment.” 

 
c) Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons of 2000, 

supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime, in its Art. 3 establishes the following:  

 
“ "Trafficking in persons" shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, 
harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of 
coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of 
vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent 
of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation.” 
 
d) The Forced Labour Convention, 1930, of the World Labor Organization, 

establishes in its Art. 2 the following definition of forced labor:  
 

“ For the purposes of this Convention the term forced or compulsory labour shall mean 
all work or service which is exacted from any person under the menace of any penalty and 
for which the said person has not offered himself voluntarily.” 
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Crime against humanity of persecution. 
 
The provisions of Article 7 (1) (h) of the Elements of Crimes concur. Persecution 
means the intentional and serious deprivation, contrary to international law, of 
fundamental rights, because of the identity of a group or community. 
 
In the case "Prosecutor v. Kupreskic", 345 it was said in the sentence that "acts of 
persecution should not be evaluated in isolation, but in context, observing its 
cumulative effect. While individual acts may not be inhuman, their general 
consequences must be offensive to humanity, in such a way that they should be 
called inhuman." 
 
In the present case, any person wishing to cease the situation of slavery to which 
he is subjected is subject to persecution, depriving him of his fundamental rights 
in contravention of international law. 
 
Article 7 (1) (h) of the "Elements of Crimes", establishes the requirements of the 
crime against humanity of persecution: 
 
1. “The perpetrator severely deprived, contrary to international law, one or more 
persons of fundamental rights.” 
 
In the present case and how many data are exposed in the complaint, one can 
verify the serious violations of fundamental rights, of human rights, in violation 
of all the mandates established by international law. 
 
It takes place with the intentional action of those responsible for the Cuban 
regime an intentional and serious deprivation, against international law, of 
fundamental rights, against these groups or groups. 
 
Among other serious reprisals, forbidden to see their children and their family 
for eight years, is an intentional and serious deprivation contrary to international 
law, to fundamental rights. 
 
2. “The perpetrator targeted such person or persons by reason of the identity of 
a group or collectivity or targeted the group or collectivity as such” 
 
The community in this case, is identified by the civilian population that integrates 
internationalization missions, and is coerced, threatened and subjected to serious 
human rights violations that are reported. 
                                                 
 
345 “Prosecutor v.Kupreskic”,case IT-95-16-T, ICTR, trial January 24, 2000. 
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3. “Such targeting was based on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, 
religious, gender as defined in article 7, paragraph 3, of the Statute, or other 
grounds that are universally recognized as impermissible under international 
law.” 
 
As has been stated, political motives and spurious interests motivate the 
persecutions and the submission to these groups to inhumane conditions.  
 
4. “The conduct was committed in connection with any act referred to in article 
7, paragraph 1, of the Statute or any crime within the jurisdiction of the Court.” 
 
It is pursued indiscriminately who does not accept to continue subjected to the 
practices of slavery, and are subjected to inhuman acts such as repression.  
  
5. “The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack 
directed against a civilian population”. “(21) This requirement is without 
prejudice to paragraph 6 of the General Introduction to the Elements of Crimes”. 
“(22) It is understood that no additional mental element is necessary for this 
element other than that inherent in element 6”.  
 
6. “The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to 
be part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian 
population”. 
 
It has been said previously that, through the establishment of a legal order 
designed to sustain and justify the dictatorship, the people are subjected to living 
conditions, in which repression at the slightest dissidence with the dictates of the 
authoritarian power terrorizes and destroys the life of people. 
 
The control of the person is total, and repressive measures against any reaction 
contrary to the interests of the regime are constant. 
 
These notes characterize the Cuban system. 
 
To frighten the people and have them totally subdued and controlled and, in this 
way, from the apparatuses being able to maintain the dictatorial regime, multiple 
repressive measures are adopted and dictated against human rights. It is done in 
a generalized and systematic way from the apparatuses of power. It not only 
tortures, but also stops and freedom is deprived in violation of fundamental 
norms of international law. Also, from the apparatuses of power in a generalized 
and systematic way, a constant persecution for political motivations is carried 
out against any dissident group or person critical of the regime that aspires to the 
end of the dictatorship and repression. Deportations and assassinations have 
been carried out, among other brutal acts, in the generalized context of a 
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systematic attack against the population, as a way of sustaining the dictatorial 
regime. 
 
Specifically, the persecution of doctors and professionals by the Government of 
Cuba begins to acquire the characteristics of a crime against humanity from the 
very beginning of the recruitment for the Missions. Doctors and professionals 
who decide not to enroll despite having been required to do so, suffer a public 
and institutional signaling by which they are considered "traitors". In this way, a 
calvary begins by which they will be denied the public services that correspond 
to them as citizens, their children will be expelled from the school and / or 
universities, forcing them to perform low-skilled jobs since youth. In addition, 
they will be strictly monitored by the State Security Forces, risking arbitrary 
detentions, prison sentences, insults and even beatings by the agents, whose 
main mission is to make professionals accept what is established by the 
Communist Party of Cuba 
 
The persecution of this group continues and is aggravated when not only are 
they forced to go to these missions, but, in the very preparation of the trip, in 
which they ideologically indoctrinate them, once again, they monitor their 
reactions to put in the focus of persecution in those who show some disaffection 
with the so-called "revolution". 
 
Monitored, frightened, they have no alternative but to submit to such systematic 
persecution in which the regime should not know that they, too, can be critical of 
a system that does not provide welfare, but quite the opposite. Only a very high 
degree of persecution, coercive measures and crimes against humanity can result 
in submission, inside and outside the island, to reach the level that this occurs in 
missions. 
 
The persecutory system occurs with the highest intensity, in a terrifying way, 
during the Missions in the countries of reception. The so-called Chiefs of Mission, 
far from being doctors and professionals with extensive experience in their field, 
are members of the Security Forces of the State of Cuba trained to prevent the 
escape of doctors and professionals, and will be a key part of the persecution 
system exercised by the Government of Cuba against Doctors and professionals. 
 
As we have seen, doctors and professionals are besieged, permanently 
monitored, without privacy and confined in the work zones without the 
possibility of moving freely. It is enough to read Regulation No. 168, already 
referenced many times, to understand that the persecution is such, that it is very 
well reflected in it. 
 
Physicians and professionals will be required to request permission to physically 
move from the Mission's location or meet with local people, or attend a social 
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event of any kind. The driving of motor vehicles, romantic relationships and 
marriage with locals is also prohibited. 
 
On the other hand, periodic meetings are compulsorily established so that 
professionals are forced to insult and publicly repudiate, and in a group, those 
professionals who fled the Mission, thus creating a generalized paranoia in which 
the professionals themselves are, in order to get around the persecution against 
them, persecute their own colleagues, denouncing any suspicious behavior 
before the Head of Mission so that, ultimately, he decides the return of the 
professional to Cuba due to the risk of flight, with all the Implications for the 
safety of the professional that this entails. 
 
However, the persecution becomes violent, so frontally aggressive that the 
professional feels his own life in danger, when he shows the slightest dissension 
or desire to abandon the mission. It is then that the persecution is accentuated to 
the most extreme degrees that can be imagined. 
 
The regime does not hesitate to declare an "abandonment of mission", punished 
with 8 years in prison in Cuba, and instantly prevent a father from seeing his 
minor children for 8 years, by means of a forced expatriation, without caring that 
obviously this destroys the life of all the human beings involved. 
 
There are tens of thousands of professionals in this situation, and many more 
families that are separated in Cuba for this same reason. 
 
The persecutory level also affects the same process of flight, as it is denied the 
issuance of current passports to qualified professionals and their families, in 
order to prevent their flight from the host country for the first ones, and to leave 
the island for family reunification for the second ones. 
 
Another obvious persecutory element exercised by the Government of Cuba 
towards qualified professionals is none other than that referring to marriage, and 
that is, if a professional flees from the Mission and decides to marry a local 
person, he/she must obtain it judicially, against their own host country 
government and / or Cuba, as he/she is contravening the clauses of the contract 
signed with the Government of Cuba. Thus, the Government of Cuba has the 
habit to appear in the proceedings to prevent by all means that the escaped 
professional freely marries. 
 
The persecution continues, and it does not stop there. Not only do they prevent 
the professional from returning to Cuba. By all means it is about preventing him 
/ her from prospering outside of it. Thus, the embassies and consulates deny 
them access to their current passports, making them suffer for years a transit of 
illegal situation at migratory level of lethal consequences. 
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Thus, they are also denied access to their academic degrees, as we have shown. 
There are thousands of doctors, for example, who in other countries work as 
assistants or other professions because of the impossibility of being able to 
validate their careers without being able to prove it with their academic degrees, 
opting for having to work in more accessible activities. 
 
This means destroying the life of a human being: deprived of family, their minor 
children and spouse, unable to travel and by necessity forced to be an illegal 
migrant who does not have access to practice his/her profession due to the lack 
of his/her title. 
 
The family, on the other hand, deprived of its parent, without the income that 
he/she contributed with, and waiting every day for him/her to get some job with 
which to send some economic remittances to the island with which to support 
themselves, while they consume large sums of money with international 
telephone costs that exceed the dollar for every minute spoken, or resign and 
barely communicate. In Cuba, Internet is of poor quality and hardly allows 
communications in real time. In addition, the cost of 1 hour of connection in the 
island costs 1 dollar in its most economical version, and only accessible in certain 
plazas of the largest cities, while the average global salary of Cuba is slightly 
higher than 20 dollars per month (we remind you here that the doctors' salary is 
33.24 USD per month). 
 
A tragedy of dimensions difficult to imagine that has tens of thousands of victims 
in a permanent suffering, and perpetuated by the regime for being "deserters". 
 
The critical moment of suffering and the irreversibility of consequences occurs 
instantly. When the professional decides not to return to Cuba, he is immediately 
considered a "deserter" and is given all the harshness of the Penal Code, the 
Regulation, and all the mechanisms that the system sets in motion so that others 
can learn the consequences of such an act of rebellion. 
 
The family on the island, in days, is visited by State security agents and, in the 
presence of the minors, indicate that their father has been declared a "deserter", 
for treason, and that he will not be able to return in 8 years, at the same time that 
threaten the family to the "deserter" not appear before the media, because the 
consequences could be worse for those who are inside the island, and so, "wait 
patiently" the 8 years to pass by. 
 
If we have collected 46 testimonies for this complaint, it was only with the 
absolute guarantee that, the day the Criminal Court requests their personal 
information, it will be done by means of a letter that grants absolute witness 
protection, confidentiality of the Court and a exquisite and guaranteed treatment 
in that sense. The terror is immense. A system that takes actions like the ones 
mentioned, all of them warn us: what will it not do with our family, the education 
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of our children, the work of my spouse or the safety of my family, if they knew 
that we are participating in a complaint in a International Criminal Court, United 
Nations or any mechanism for the defense of human rights? 
 
Terror and resignation, pain, crying, anger, impotence. This is how the reporting 
victims manifest themselves. In the elaboration of this denunciation we have 
suffered, those acting, and felt in the flesh, everything that in a very technical 
way we have had to shed, aberration after aberration, witnessing in the first row 
a terrorist crime against humanity perfectly perpetrated with total international 
impunity. 
 
Far from hiding from these actions, the government uses them to impose its 
terrifying state of absolute repression and ensure that the rest do not make the 
mistake of risking their freedom before the omnipotent State. Thus, the speeches 
of the highest leaders, as we have been able to read in this denunciation, one after 
another are full of threatening verbal aggressions against athletes, even those 
who have been national heroes, professionals, doctors, writers, intellectuals, 
musicians, etc. The state is in absolute war against anyone who has "deserted", 
who is considered a traitor and therefore must pay the consequences and serve 
as derision to the rest. 
 
And it does not happen to a small group of people. We have shown here how 
many millions have emigrated from Cuba, a country with 11 million inhabitants. 
Well, in terms of qualified professionals, Facebook, alone, has more than 340,000 
"Cuban expatriates who live in all countries except Cuba, above 18, and with a 
higher degree", who also have Facebook active. This has been done under notary 
so the audience can be trusted, together with the fact that Facebook is a third 
party that cannot be controlled by the actors in this claim. The segmentation can 
be repeated by anyone who creates an advertising account and performs such 
segmentation in this social network, and this can be shown with the result of the 
annex that is referenced here: 346 

                                                 
 
346 Result of the Facebook Ads segmentation with "expatriates from Cuba in any country in the world, 
except Cuba, and with certainty of college education": https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m375H-
7LSppOdtlJCbQh8jSlmaHTR7NP 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m375H-7LSppOdtlJCbQh8jSlmaHTR7NP
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m375H-7LSppOdtlJCbQh8jSlmaHTR7NP
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 The tragedy of the persecution, as we have argued, terrifies and destroys the 
lives of Cuban professionals who decide to "desert" to achieve a life in freedom 
and to support their families who live in the most absolute misery on the island. 
These and their families within the island are persecuted, threatened, coerced, 
and their lives destroyed for a crime against humanity of slavery, persecution 
and other inhumane acts that must be analyzed, judged, and condemned. 
  
 
Crime against humanity of other inhumane acts. 
 
The provisions of article 7 (1) (k) of the Elements of Crimes concur. 
 
Throughout the complaint, situations apprehended by the Prosecutor's Office are 
exposed in which great suffering has occurred in the civilian population as a 
result of inhuman acts from the apparatuses of political power, seriously 
attacking physical integrity or mental or physical health . And in the same way 
that has been exposed in the previous crimes, forming part of a generalized and 
systematic attack against the civilian population. 
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In short, it is a context of deprivation of the most minimal rights and subjecting 
people to conditions of slavery, carrying out persecutions against groups and 
collectives, also subjecting people to inhumane acts that intentionally cause 
great suffering, and at once seriously attacking against the physical integrity 
or the mental or physical integrity, from the apparatuses of the power of the 
Cuban regime, the civil population is attacked in a generalized and systematic 
way.  
 
In the complaint that has been presented, crimes against humanity have taken 
place as part of a generalized and systematic attack. That is to say, the double 
modality concurs. 
 
They are not individual acts, isolated or random, but multiple acts with a large 
number, of hundreds of thousands of victims. 
 
 
III. COMPETENCE OF THE ICC 
 
The International Criminal Court is competent given that crimes against 
humanity typified in article 7 of the Rome Statute are denounced. 
 
 
IV. JURISDICTION 
 
The International Criminal Court has jurisdiction because the crimes that are 
denounced are committed by those responsible for the Cuban government and 
administration in the territory of many states that are States Parties to the ICC. 
 
To cite some, the denounced events have been taking place in the territorial area 
of Brazil, which has been a state party since June 20, 2002, Botswana, since 
September 8, 2000, Guatemala since April 2, 2012, Honduras since July 1, 2002, 
Venezuela from June 7, 2000 and Bolivia from June 27, 2002. 
 
There is also temporary competition under the provisions of art. 11.2 of the 
Statute, given that the crimes were committed after the entry into force of the 
Rome Statute. 
 
 
V. ADMISSIBILITY OF THE COMPLAINT 
 
In the present case, the Cuban regime that is the author of the facts that are 
reported, will not investigate or prosecute the serious crimes denounced. 
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It is appropriate to admit the complaint under the provisions of art. 17 of the 
Statute. 
 
We inform the Office of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court of the 
absolute absence of judicial independence and procedural guarantees in the 
Republic of Cuba, which prevents victims from seeking justice in their country 
of origin. 
 
In this sense, we enclose to the present report an exhaustive study of the Cuban 
legislation and the legal circumstances that justify the legal defenselessness in 
that country is made. 347 
 
On the one hand, in this claim we detail how the laws themselves articulate and 
protect slavery in the Missions of Internationalization in an explicit manner and 
the persecution to which they are subjected; On the other hand, even though it is 
not strictly necessary because of the evidence of the facts, we demonstrate how 
there are no legal defense mechanisms against the State of the Republic of Cuba. 
 
In this case, the principle of complementarity is not applicable. 
 
VI. LEGAL PROVENANCE OF THE INITIATION OF THE 

INVESTIGATION 
 
On conformity with the expressed in the article. 53 of the Statute, applies the 
initiation of the investigation for the subsequent prosecution of the facts subject 
to the complaint. 
 
The most responsible for the serious crimes against humanity have been 
denounced. The facts are sufficiently serious to justify as many actions the 
Prosecutor's Office and the Court must take to purge criminal responsibilities 
and prevent impunity for such serious crimes committed. The investigation will 
be in the interest of justice. 
 
Likewise, the subsequent prosecution of the facts denounced will be in the 
interest of justice, taking into account all the circumstances, including the 
seriousness of the crimes against humanity denounced and the interests of the 
victims who suffer the consequences of such cruel behavior. 
 
In a complementary manner, the following international texts are applicable: 
 
• SLAVERY, contained in Art. 1. of the Slavery Convention of 1926. 

                                                 
 
347 Advocacy in Cuba - Legal expert's ruling on acting as prosecutors on behalf of the State: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FZaREC3Xy56WFEvxLTMG1rBF1tlYT27I 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FZaREC3Xy56WFEvxLTMG1rBF1tlYT27I
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• PRACTICES ANALOGUE TO SLAVERY, contained in Art. 1, 6 and 7 of the 

Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and 
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery, of 1956. 

 
• TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS, contained in Art. 3 of the Protocol to Prevent, 

Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children 
of 2000, complementary to the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime. 

 
• FORCED LABOR, contained in the 1930 Forced Labour Convention of the 

International Labor Organization. 
 
Being the above-mentioned crimes typified in legislation directly applicable to 
the International Criminal Court under the provisions of Article 21 of the Rome 
Statute that establishes that the International Criminal Court will be competent 
to judge crimes included in applicable Treaties, as well as those contrary to the 
Principles and Norms of International Law. So, we proceed to collect the specific 
regulation of each of them: 
 
a) The Statute of Rome, in Art. 7.1.C, which will later be developed by Art. 7.2.C, 

establishes the following definition of slavery:  
 
"Enslavement" means the exercise of any or all of the powers attaching to the right 
of ownership over a person and includes the exercise of such power in the course of 
trafficking in persons, in particular women and children; 
 
As applicable, in the Elements of the Crimes of the International Criminal Court, 
as an extension to Art. 7.1.C, we find, among others, two basic elements required 
for the declaration of CRIME OF HUMANITY IN THE SLAVERY mode, which 
they are: a) the exercise of the attributes of property over the victims and b) the 
imposition of mechanisms of deprivation of liberty with the aim of reducing the 
person to a servile condition. 
 
b) The Statute of Rome, in Art. 7.1.h, which will later be developed by Art. 7.2.G, 

establishes the following definition of persecution: 
 
“"Persecution" means the intentional and severe deprivation of fundamental rights 
contrary to international law by reason of the identity of the group or collectivity;”. 
 
As applicable, in the Elements of Crimes of the International Criminal Court, as 
an extension to Art. 7.1.h, we find five basic elements required for the declaration 
of CRIME OF HUMANITY IN THE PERSECUTION mode, which are: 1) The 
perpetrator severely deprived, contrary to international law,21 one or more persons of 
fundamental rights; 2) The perpetrator targeted such person or persons by reason of the 
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identity of a group or collectivity or targeted the group or collectivity as such. 3) Such 
targeting was based on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as 
defined in article 7, paragraph 3, of the Statute, or other grounds that are universally 
recognized as impermissible under international law. 4) The conduct was committed in 
connection with any act referred to in article 7, paragraph 1, of the Statute or any crime 
within the jurisdiction of the Court. 5) The conduct was committed as part of a 
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population. 6) The perpetrator 
knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a widespread or 
systematic attack directed against a civilian population. 
 
c) The Rome Statute, in Art. 7.1.k, which establishes the following definition of 

persecution: 
 
“"Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or 
serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.;”. 
 
d) The 1926 Slavery Convention establishes the following definition of slavery: 
 
‘Slavery is the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers 
attaching to the right of ownership are exercised”. 
 
e) The Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, 

and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956 in its Art. 1 obliges 
the persecution and abolition of the following practices, fit or not in the 
definition of slavery of the Slavery Convention of 1926:  

 
“a) Debt bondage, that is to say, the status or condition arising from a pledge by a debtor 
of his personal services or of those of a person under his control as security for a debt, if 
the value of those services as reasonably assessed is not applied towards the liquidation of 
the debt or the length and nature of those services are not respectively limited and defined; 
 
b) Serfdom, that is to say, the condition or status of a tenant who is by law, custom or 
agreement bound to live and labour on land belonging to another person and to render 
some determinate service to such other person, whether forreward or not, and is not free 
to change his status;” 
 
Similarly, the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave 
Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956, in its Art. 6 
establishes penalties for those who, by any act, intend to carry out acts of slavery, 
in the degree of attempt, through their collaboration or the mere induction to 
the alienation of the freedom of an individual: 
 
“ The act of enslaving another person or of inducing another person to give himself or a 
person dependent upon him into slavery, or of attempting these acts, or being accessory 
thereto, or being a party to a conspiracy to accomplish any such acts, shall be a criminal 
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offence under the laws of the States Parties to this Convention and persons convicted 
thereof shall be liable to punishment.” 
 
f) The Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 

Especially Women and Children of 2000, complementary to the United 
Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, in its Article 3 
establishes the following: 

 
"Trafficking in persons" shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring 
or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of 
abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or 
of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having 
control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at 
a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual 
exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or 
the removal of organs; 
 
g) The Forced Labor Convention of 1930 of the World Labor Organization, 

establishes in its Art. 2 the following definition of forced labor:  
 
“‘forced or compulsory labour’ shall mean all work or service which is exacted from 
any person under the menace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered 
himself voluntarily..” 
 
 
VII. CONSIDERACIONES JURÍDICAS 
 
7.1. Crime against humanity of slavery 
 
The slavery that is exercised against the victims can be proven by several ways 
that, being probatory each of them, support each other to conform the proof of 
the crime against humanity of slavery: 
 
1. Witness evidence. Everything referred by the witnesses, without extending 

what we have already dealt with in complete exhaustivity, confirms that the 
victims are subjected to a regime that exercises rights of the property of the 
individual. In this sense, the 110 public and private testimonies are 
unappealable. This way of proof is extremely solid so that, together with the 
other ways, the crime against humanity can be conformed to slavery in an 
unappealable way. 

2. Documentary evidence at Law. It would be impossible in this century to 
think that nobody can make a contract where it is explicit that "the person and 
his attributes of property belong to me". Said contract would, by concept, be 
useless, because it would not grant in any country any right to the alleged 
signatory recipient of the granted right, since in all of them it would be an 
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illegal contract and null and void; and it would be highly damaging to the 
owner, because if the contract was known, it would lead to immediate 
conviction in any of the aforementioned countries. If having a contract that 
makes this explicit is unthinkable today, as useless and harmful, however, it 
is surprising that, one by one, the attributes of the property are made explicit 
by the Law of Cuba that affects civilian workers in the mission of 
collaboration abroad. Indeed, Resolution No. 168 of 2010 of the Ministry of 
Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment of Cuba, widely analyzed in this 
complaint, surprisingly explicit rights on the property of Cuban workers on 
mission, and not only by the terrible impositions and restrictions on which 
subjects them, but also because in no case delimits them to the working time. 
That is to say, they are rights over the property of the individual at the 
moment that they have a permanent character without distinguishing that 
some of the aberrations indicated are restricted to working hours. And this is 
because they do not restrict themselves to this schedule. Moreover, many of 
the conditions affect by definition their free time. Likewise, the work 
contracts of different professional missions, exposed and analyzed 
previously, also express property rights insofar as, being impositions that 
affect them full time and in their personal lives, and being constitutive of 
exercising an absolute power on them, are contracts that flagrantly support 
slavery. The clauses of the International Collaboration Agreements 
obtained, that of Brazil through the judgments of the Federal Court of 
Accounts of Brazil, and that of Botswana, of which we have an original copy, 
also present conditions that contradict the legality of the international 
community in matters of equality and isonomy, or remuneration, but also of 
property attributes, because by restricting the basic freedoms of professionals, 
exceeding to the extreme in what is minimally decent in the international 
community, they support that they promote the concept they are trading with 
the rights of workers' property. Many other Cuban laws that we have exposed 
collaborate with these documentary evidence to form a legal framework that 
is equally effective in proving that the attributes of the property are exercised 
over the professionals, as well as another contract in which "the person and his 
attributes of property belong to me." This way of proof we believe is very solid, 
together with the other ways, to make the crime against humanity slavery 
unappealable. 

3. Documentarily, the context, the massive and geographical involvement, the 
authors involved, the nature of the facts and the whole set of circumstances 
and factors that support a cause of slavery have also been proven. 

4. The methodology and laws. As we have been able to verify, all the laws of 
Cuba analyzed as, but not only, the Penal Code of Cuba, the Law of 
Migration, Law No. 1312 of Cuba, Resolution No. 38 of the Ministry for 
Foreign Investment and Economic Collaboration , Resolution No. 43 of 
August 19, 2005, Ministerial Resolution 54/99 of the Ministry of Public 
Health, Ministerial Resolution 33/2001 of the Ministry of Public Health, 
Ministerial Resolution 33/2001 of the Ministry of Public Health, Resolutions 
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Ministerials 143/2003 and 144/2003 of the Ministry of Public Health, 
Ministerial Resolution 1/2010 of the Ministry of Public Health, and all the 
legal framework analyzed in this document imply a curtailment of the 
freedom of the professional and the exercise by the Status of their property 
attributes before, during and after the missions, each of them collaborating, 
and all those not mentioned but also analyzed, in a methodology in which 
each law manages to attribute different aspects of the attributes of the 
property, with full complementarity with each other, so that they frame the 
professional in a legal framework in which the attributes of the property are 
no longer his domain, but rather the State domain. 

5. The frontal analysis of the exercise of property attributes from a legal 
perspective. We use, for this, one of the tools of analysis most accepted by 
jurists, and older at the same time, since we explicitly refuse to call "modern 
slavery" something whose foundations have not changed or will change. This 
tool that is used to complement the other methods of evidence, is none other 
than the Roman civil doctrine applied to the attributes of property, accepted 
in almost all European legal systems and an innumerable number of the most 
democratic countries in the world. With this objective we present the 
following paragraphs. 

 
7.2. The frontal analysis of the exercise of property attributes from a legal 

perspective: Roman civil doctrine 
 
As we have said, the power of slavers in the current era is precisely that they do 
not require contracts or any documentation to enslave anyone, it is enough to 
apply their power to reduce the victims to a servile condition, in a globalized 
world, but full of rules, regulations and impositions that, already by themselves, 
and even being necessary to organize societies, make easier the control of a 
citizen than if we go back centuries, in which the radical physical control was 
more relevant than nowadays, where to cross a border or carry out economic 
transactions, for example, for any free citizen, does not occur in the circumstances 
of lack of control and rules that were given if we go back only a few centuries 
ago. 
 
Thus, the Roman civil doctrine, accepted in almost all European legal systems, 
refers to three basic attributes of property, the Ius Utendi, Ius Fruendi and Ius 
Abutendi; this is: Right of Use, Right of Enjoyment and Right of Abuse. Next, we 
will relate the denounced facts with the application of these three defining 
attributes of the property and the absolute absence of voluntariness on the part 
of the Professionals, being demonstrated without any doubt that the relationship 
between the Government of Cuba and the Professionals is not of employee and 
employer, but slave and slave. 
 
As a preliminary note to the analysis, it is imperative to point out that, according 
to the documents provided, to date, the Internationalization Missions represent 
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the largest source of income in the Commercial Balance of Cuba, reaching three 
times the collection in foreign currency that the Government of Cuba does for 
tourism, thus leaving patent not the importance, but the extreme need in 
economic terms that for the Government of Cuba means the maintenance of the 
so-called Internationalization Missions. 
 
In addition, in all the Internationalization Missions analyzed and of which we 
have testimonies and denunciations, it is demonstrated that the Government of 
Cuba obtained benefits for the sale of the work of its professionals, with not other 
added value than the transaction specified in all the contracts based on labor, 
over 75% and in well-known cases over 89% of the amount charged for said labor. 
This is, given that the Republic of Cuba, as we demonstrate in section 1.1 of the 
present complaint, receives a gross total of more than 8,000 million dollars a year 
for the Internationalization Missions, the Government of Cuba enters a benefit 
margin on this business. between 6,000 and 7,100 dollars net a year. This income 
is the highest that the Republic of Cuba has in its entire trade balance, since 
tourism, as we have also seen in section 1.1, barely reaches 3 billion dollars, and 
the monetary remittances from family members to the island exceeds 5,000 
million. Thus, from the outset, we can see how the Internationalization Missions, 
far from having a philanthropic interest and / or cultural exchange, as has been 
defended by the Government of Cuba, represent the most relevant economic 
need for the economic survival of the regime of the island. 
 
This situation will be key to understand the motivations of the Government of 
Cuba in the commission of its crimes against humanity, and later explains the 
numerous coercion and deprivation of liberty measures developed to prevent 
any Physician or professional from refusing to enroll in the Internationalist 
Mission , flee from it once in the receiving country, nor be able to escape once it 
has finished, in anticipation of being forced to return to another and obtain the 
consequent benefit. 
 
7.2.1. US UTENDI - RIGHT OF USE 
 
With regard to the development of the Ius Utendi by the Government of Cuba on 
qualified professionals, it is important to highlight the political - economic 
system created specifically to generate a situation of total vulnerability of the 
population in general and specially qualified Professionals, thus allowing the 
Government of Cuba make full and absolute use of the Professionals, exactly 
as if they were merchandise, in total absence of voluntariness and regardless 
of working conditions, duration of the Mission or place of destination. 
 
7.2.1.1.1. THE STATE, ONLY EMPLOYER 
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The State is the only employer in Cuba, especially in the sectors in which Cuban 
qualified professionals operate. Every doctor, for example, works compulsorily 
for the State, without any possibility of exercising for free. 
 
One State, Cuba, which is not a signatory of agreements such as the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights, the International Convention on the protection of the 
rights of all migrant workers and their families, the Convention on Forced Labor, 
or its consequent optional protocols, and which is known to be a highly 
authoritarian State, which is reported extensively and in detail in reports by 
Human Rights Watch,348 Amnesty International,349 Comi Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights,350 International Labor Organization,351 the 
World Organization Against Torture,352 and many other organizations.  
 
Even the United Nations, in its Universal Periodic Review,353 despite being an 
instrument for guiding possible improvements, and not claiming or denouncing 
human rights issues, indicates to Cuba its enormous concern in areas such as 
fundamental freedom and law. to participate in public and political life, the right 

                                                 
 
348 Diversos informes de Human Rights Watch sobre Cuba: Un nuevo Castro la misma Cuba - 
Presos políticos en la era post Fidel - https://drive.google.com/open?id=18YIx9e8S-
m3bSTbbc1Pk0DOhUnTj3oBW, Familias Desechas - 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dxsh1_lC28VvP4DCBqpTFKN-hZGk0VMq, Cuba, resumen 
de país 2018 - https://drive.google.com/open?id=1M0zwCkwMbZvwY2rzBcI0k6vb2jlM3cS8, 
Cuba - Informe Mundial 2019 - 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11oyEMULMeaXInR3QgSEEs6d9YEtBzvIo. 
349 Diversos informes de Amnistía Internacional: POL1067002018 - 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1g_0zU2fehj6e3AOfumPvG9zDE9jH_bEz, AMR2578462017 
- https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xoYoYyUoCuYN61WlrpqlBY49ICLiNdmX, 
AMR2572992017 - Cuba es una prisión mental - https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Co60IS-
OnpKCNyUlBst9Hh116VpnEqmY 
350 Diversos informes de la Comisión Inter-Americana de Derechos Humanos - CIDH: Informe 
Anual 2017 Capítulo de Cuba - 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mKLknOF6JKh4mS6ZmdKFO3o31YSilV6A, Informe 
Anual 2016 Capítulo de Cuba - 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HfAQ9bqoBOfJ6xQk3UwvlqE9vyTI2sVn, Informe Anual 
2015 Capítulo de Cuba - 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LXRLvtu_YdmuO8Bv8v0mo7TcoGODeQxH 
351 Reciente informe de la Organización Internacional del Trabajo sobre Cuba, junio 2018: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hiRPLv_-f4D4BgVRzp7CRFLkbwdqF0q8 
352 Algunos informes y comunicados de la Organización Mundial Contra la Tortura sobre Cuba: 
Actos de hostigamiento - 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eJ69ROqLUYF2fomt0hkcxB6PrVmngjwL, Detención 
arbitraria, malos tratos - https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BsLIqum-
YSle62bBBPlH77S2txwuokpl, Preocupación frente a los recientes actos de hostigamiento - 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=183ztJx0acu4PIEFnnYq4Qr5OcqT26Zgx 
353 Naciones Unidas - Examen Periódico Universal - Cuba: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16yWEXsdcWYugQ1V6qpXCB_lFd-7fyaVQ 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18YIx9e8S-m3bSTbbc1Pk0DOhUnTj3oBW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18YIx9e8S-m3bSTbbc1Pk0DOhUnTj3oBW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dxsh1_lC28VvP4DCBqpTFKN-hZGk0VMq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1M0zwCkwMbZvwY2rzBcI0k6vb2jlM3cS8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11oyEMULMeaXInR3QgSEEs6d9YEtBzvIo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1g_0zU2fehj6e3AOfumPvG9zDE9jH_bEz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xoYoYyUoCuYN61WlrpqlBY49ICLiNdmX
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Co60IS-OnpKCNyUlBst9Hh116VpnEqmY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Co60IS-OnpKCNyUlBst9Hh116VpnEqmY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mKLknOF6JKh4mS6ZmdKFO3o31YSilV6A
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HfAQ9bqoBOfJ6xQk3UwvlqE9vyTI2sVn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LXRLvtu_YdmuO8Bv8v0mo7TcoGODeQxH
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hiRPLv_-f4D4BgVRzp7CRFLkbwdqF0q8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eJ69ROqLUYF2fomt0hkcxB6PrVmngjwL
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BsLIqum-YSle62bBBPlH77S2txwuokpl
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BsLIqum-YSle62bBBPlH77S2txwuokpl
https://drive.google.com/open?id=183ztJx0acu4PIEFnnYq4Qr5OcqT26Zgx
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16yWEXsdcWYugQ1V6qpXCB_lFd-7fyaVQ
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to life, freedom and security of the person, or the administration of justice, 
including the fight against impunity, and the rule of law. 
 
The Annual Report on Human Trafficking of the Department of State of the United States, for 
years, mentions human trafficking in the Missions of Internationalization, or professional 
collaboration of Cuba, as a fact that can be classified as trafficking in persons and highly 
worrying.354 Many other organizations around the world endorse the lack of the 
most basic rights in Cuba. 
 
Being the State the only employer, the workers do not have independent unions, 
except the state, and do not have rights to compensation for dismissal, 
unemployment work subsidy, while the entire Cuban system is designed so that 
the State can use all the force of the State against the "disaffection" of the system. 
There is no social force, nor Rule of Law, that defends the rights of workers on 
behalf of the State. 
 
Therefore, it is the State, imitating the model inherited from the Soviet Union, 
which controls the destinies and performances of all qualified workers in Cuba, 
so the starting point of these is logical submission to the sole employer. 
 
This is, there is no option to refuse to work for the State, nor any defense by 
unions in case of abuse. Nor is there any labor legislation that defends the 
worker against the State in any way, and the Cuban doctor is totally unprotected 
against the total and absolute power of the Government of Cuba. 
 
7.2.1.1.2. RESTRICTIONS ON MOBILITY 

 
Cuban professionals in general, do not have the capacity to decide on their 
mobility. Section 1.1 describes the immigration system created by the 
Government of Cuba, in which it is impossible to request to leave the country 
legally as a qualified professional. 
 
The legislation itself demonstrates the impossibility of this process, being 
regulated arbitrarily in favor of the State. Thus, in order for a qualified worker 
such as a Physician to obtain an emigration permit legally, the request must be 
personally signed by the Minister of Public Health. The purpose of the system is 
not to let professional value escape, subordinating it to the most basic freedom 
and human rights of citizens. 
 
The confinement on the island goes so far as to specify in the Immigration Law 
of Cuba that no qualified passport will be given to qualified professionals, even 

                                                 
 
354 Informe Anual 2018 sobre la trata de personas del Departamento de Estado de los Estados 
Unidos: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JZjaqPqjq-vruB40te25LqLOsjnBoIZh 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JZjaqPqjq-vruB40te25LqLOsjnBoIZh
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preventing them and their families from leaving the country to do tourism, all 
conveniently oriented so that no one he can escape from the country and avoid 
refusing to enroll in the obligatory activities of the State, for example, the 
Internationalization Missions.355 
 
El confinamiento y control forzoso en la isla, impidiendo la salida al extranjero, 
es otro de los factores que convierte al profesional cubano en una entidad servil 
y desde luego muy proclive a poder viajar al extranjero para las Misiones de 
Internacionalización, incluso sin conocer de antemano las condiciones laborales 
que serán en todo caso obligatorias. 
 
Así, la alternativa de dejar Cuba legalmente para evitar la Misión es inviable, 
en tanto que los Profesionales carecen de pasaporte corriente para viajar. De 
este modo, a los Profesionales que van en Misión, se les emite un “pasaporte 
oficial” válido únicamente para el país de la Misión, impidiéndoles escapar una 
vez llegados al país receptor de la Misión. 
 
En el caso de que el Médico optara por escapar de Cuba en cayuco, como los 
conocidos “balseros” (definidos como ciudadanos cubanos que escapan en 
embarcaciones precarias con la esperanza de llegar a Estados Unidos), el Art. 
216.1 del Código Penal Cubano tiene reservado hasta 8 años de cárcel para el que 
intente escapar y hasta 3 para aquel amigo o familiar que ayude a escapar al 
profesional, aunque esta disposición se aplica a toda la población en términos 
generales. 
 
7.2.1.1.3. OMISSION OF WORKING CONDITIONS 

 
Professionals do not know the working conditions to which they will be 
subjected in the Mission. Of the 46 testimonies of emigrated Cuban professionals 
that have been collected by this representation, only 39.13% could see their work 
contract. Another 41.30% never receive or cannot see their employment contract. 
28.26% is required to sign, on the fly, a binding contract of which no copy is given 
to the worker and which of course, cannot study carefully or make any objection. 
 
The contract under which all professionals perform their work, regardless of 
whether they have seen it or not, obliges them to certain conditions of a clearly 
slave-like nature, since it directly links them with Resolution No. 168 
"Disciplinary Regulations for Cuban Civil Workers" who provide services abroad 
as collaborators ", dated March 29, 2010 (hereinafter," Resolution 168 "), issued 
by the Minister of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment of the Republic of Cuba, 

                                                 
 
355 Ley No. 1312 actualizada tras 2012 - “Ley de Migración” y Decreto No. 26 “Reglamento de la Ley de 
Migración”: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tuXpRcky0M2LoZ-xs1hUgIIg_kXkciC- 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tuXpRcky0M2LoZ-xs1hUgIIg_kXkciC-
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as can be seen in the copy of the contract obtained from the declarants themselves 
in the medical mission of Brazil Mais Médicos. 
 
Said regulation with the rank of Law, which is not stated in the contract but is 
only mentioned, has clauses such as the following. Regarding obligations and 
"rights", to cite some, Resolution 168 includes: 
"h) Return to Cuba at the conclusion of its mission, on the date and through the means 
of transportation indicated by the entity that sent it." It is noted that the Penal Code 
of Cuba in force in its article 135 has prison sentences of 3 to 8 years for it: 
"SECTION FIVE. Abandonment of Functions. ARTICLE 135. 1. The official or 
employee in charge of fulfilling a mission in a foreign country that abandons it, or, when 
it has been fulfilled, or is required at any time to return, refuses, expressly or tacitly, to 
do so, incurs a penalty of deprivation of liberty for three to eight years. 2. In the same 
sanction incur the official or employee who, in occasion of the fulfillment of a mission 
abroad and against the express order of the Government, moves to another country. " 
 
k) Inform the immediate superior superior, sufficiently in advance of his / her agreement, 
about the intention to marry in the country where he / she provides the services." It is 
noted that the Brazilian jurisprudence presents sentences won, included in 
section 1.1 of this writing, by Cuban doctors who wanted to marry Brazilian 
citizens and were prevented from doing so having to go to court, based on this 
impediment, since the marriage had to be approved by the Cuban government 
previously for workers who are in Mission. 
 
"j) Travel to another location  within the country with prior authorization of the 
immediate superior." 
 
"n) To be authorized by the Head of the Economic Office or by the official in charge of the 
Collaboration, to travel to Cuba for anticipated vacations in case of serious illness or death 
of the father, mother, children and spouse, or by convenience of the service provided." 
Note that these are the only reasons why the professional could travel to Cuba, 
discarding others of equal or greater relevance, and unforgivably restricting the 
free movement of people before humanitarian situations. 
 
Regarding infractions, Resolution 168 foresees, among others, the following: 
 
"c) Not to appear unjustifiably as soon as possible, before the Cuban or foreign persons or 
authorities of the country receiving the mission that has authorized a trip to provinces or 
towns other than that of their workplace or residence, and to extend unnecessarily his 
presence outside the place where he works or resides, once the reasons that motivated him 
have been completed, without his having been authorized to do so. " 
 
"g) Participate in public events of a political or social nature without due authorization." 
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"e) To maintain relations with citizens or residents of the country where they are found 
whose conduct is not in accordance with our principles and social values." 
 
"f) To maintain relations of friendship or ties of another kind with Cuban citizens, 
residents or not in the country, where collaboration is provided, who have abandoned the 
fulfillment of the mission or have taken advantage of it to achieve their objective of leaving 
the territory Cuban in a definitive way and become promoters of a way of life contrary to 
the principles that should characterize a Cuban collaborator abroad. " 
 
"n) Manage invitations to relatives or third parties with natives or foreigners to visit the 
country where they are." 
 
One of the respondents who did have a contract, in his statement, described that 
contract in these terms: "it only expressed the duties and orders that we had to comply 
with and almost no rights. It was more like a contract of obedience and not work. "  
 
If Cuba were to encourage the affiliation to the Internationalization Missions, 
there would undoubtedly be a process of convincing, negotiating, attracting and 
accompanying, which in the process of registration in the Mission is not given in 
any degree. Resolution 168 does not emerge as a contractual framework for an 
incentivized worker, but rather as a slave with whom they are not negotiated or 
who is informed about the conditions.  
 
The 89.13% of the respondents indicate verbatim that "I did not know the final 
destination (city, hospital, etc.) or did not comply when arriving in the country of 
destination". No one bothered to convince them, even to indicate the conditions 
of work and non-compliance, therefore, it was not a barrier for the contracting 
party. The fact that a professional agrees not to know the working conditions, or 
read the contract and not complain if they fail to comply once reported gives an 
account of the degree of submission to which physicians and other professionals 
are subject in the Internationalization Missions. 
 
7.2.1.1.4. FEAR TO BE MARKED 
 
If we go into the reasons argued by professionals for their incorporation into 
Internationalization Missions, the main ones are: movement restrictions 
(69.57%), fear of being "marked" (50%) and the debt generated by the State 
(45.65%), among the causes that are coercive of the State. On the other hand, 
poverty is pointed by 100% of the testimonies as an influential factor. 
 
We will emphasize that, as can be seen from the 46 Declarations collected by this 
representation, 56.52% directly state that "They did not sign up voluntarily". Only a 
minority (only one of the 46 Declarations) voluntarily enrolls without 
considerations of fear, debt or movement restrictions, carried only by economic 
gain or professional experience. 
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On the other hand, 50% of respondents indicate that they felt "partially or totally 
obliged to fear being negatively marked in my work environment and / or staff." The 
term "marked" is very significant. Being "marked" in Cuba means that you are a 
danger to the socialist society, and therefore you must be watched, you can not 
be given positions of responsibility or preferential, and professional progression 
must stop, in addition to growing pressure and harassment in the family 
environment with all kinds of problems, such as the concession or not of a place 
in the University for children, or the difficulty of accessing services and "favors" 
of the Regime that only lends to "affections" and "revolutionaries", that is to say , 
who may be thought to be acolytes of the regime. 
 
The 50% of those who enroll in mission have the opinion that not accepting a 
mission is synonymous with "marking". And evidently it is the regime and all its 
apparatus of repression that creates this state of thought. 
 
This was expressed by a well-known newspaper located on the European 
ideological left, El País, in an article of its international section of March 24, 2019. 
In this Spanish newspaper, the journalist Héctor Schamis writes about the hiring 
of the Cuban medical mission in Brazil: "... The staff is recruited through threats and 
political pressures. Refusing to be part of these tasks abroad is considered a lack of 
revolutionary commitment, with the usual consequences. Those who join the program are 
not informed of the destination, the duration of the program, or the compensation they 
will receive…”356 
 
7.2.1.1.5. THE DEBT OF LIFE WITH THE STATE 
 
This representation wants to submit in the same way the 46 statements of 
Professionals, collected in the research work prior to the presentation of this 
complaint, and which highlights how 21 of them claim to have had a "debt" with 
the State to take their decision to enroll in the mission. The repetition of the moral 
debt of Cuban professionals for free education as well as insults such as 
"deserters" and "traitors" to all those who, being professionals, decide to 
emigrate, has been cultivated in countless speeches by Cuban leaders. From this 
we give evidence references in section 1.1 of the present lawsuit. 
 
In the concept of debt, 45.65% indicates "they had instilled in me that I was in debt to 
the State for having received the free education", that is, the Cuban professional is 
taught a "life debt" with a very young person. the State for free higher education. 
Free or highly subsidized higher education is a right in many developed 
countries of the world, and this does not mean that graduates are left in debt to 

                                                 
 
356 “Mais Médicos - Tráfico de personas, trabajo forzoso y explotación en las misiones cubanas”, El País 
24/3/2019: https://elpais.com/internacional/2019/03/24/actualidad/1553386100_348365.amp.html 

https://elpais.com/internacional/2019/03/24/actualidad/1553386100_348365.amp.html
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the State, since they are aware that education is paid with the gross domestic 
product to which each and every one contributes. one of the citizens, and it is one 
of the ways to return to the citizen what contributes to the support of the State. 
However, 45.65% of respondents indicate that they have said "life" moral debt. 
 
Technicians, doctors, qualified professionals, officials, journalists, artists, and 
other qualified professionals, are the most limited group of the island in terms of 
travel possibilities. All the Migration Laws, and even the penal code, mention 
them explicitly from the beginning of the Castro regime. They even have a 
different kind of passport to the rest of the population. It is red, and identifies 
that they are skilled labor, with which special measures are taken as regards the 
repression of their free circulation and that of their families. 
 
From very early on, Fidel Castro considered that the flight of these professionals, 
the "flight", "purchase" and "looting" of brains, as he himself repeatedly indicated 
in his speeches to the nation, 357 358 in the style of the Soviet era, it had to be solved 
as the Soviets taught him that it could be done, by means of control and 
repression, and not as, by motivating their professionalism and freedom to his 
expression of conscience, do the Swiss, Germans, Swedes, French, English and so 
many nations in the advanced western world. 
 
Cuba has being living in an increasingly desperate spiral for the progress of the 
qualified professional, the option of controlling these in a Soviet way is today a 
starting variable for themselves, and in such a way that nowadays the repressive 
apparatus to prevent the flight of talent violates the most basic principles of 
human freedom and provokes the greatest imaginable desire to leave the island 
in a very high number of skilled workers, who should logically be the ones with 
the best level of life and the least desire to leave. 
 
Qualified professionals in Cuba are monitored. By the laws, by their bosses, by 
the Communist Party and by the whole society. If they disagree they are 
"disaffected" or "traitors", if they leave they are "deserters", if they do not return 

                                                 
 
357 Discurso de Fidel Castro - clausura del Congreso Cultural de La Habana, para toda Cuba, el 12 de enero 
de 1968: “Y es lógico que los trabajadores intelectuales del mundo se sientan de una manera o de otra 
víctimas de ese despojo … con esa política de comprar cerebros, de saquear técnicos, esa política 
encaminada a monopolizar la ciencia, encaminada a reclutar los científicos de todo el mundo … ese saqueo 
de las inteligencias, ese saqueo de los técnicos.”: 
http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1968/esp/f120168e.html (enlace alternativo: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IzmEwxcz_H_YS9g5fxkMySbRvRIMkjfm) 
358 Discurso de Fidel Castro, a toda la nación, en el acto central del 30 aniversario de su entrada a la habana, 
el 8 de enero de 1989: “Este es un momento decisivo en la historia de América Latina y del Caribe”. … 
“Son tiempos verdaderamente nuevos y no soportan más, no resisten más”: … “no resisten más las fugas 
de capitales, las fugas de cerebros”: http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1989/esp/f080189e.html 
(enlace alternativo: https://drive.google.com/open?id=15jxgihR-nAD1yCX9a25i-ciXZT-Y9xop) 

http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1968/esp/f120168e.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IzmEwxcz_H_YS9g5fxkMySbRvRIMkjfm
http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1989/esp/f080189e.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15jxgihR-nAD1yCX9a25i-ciXZT-Y9xop
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they are "worms". Those are the terms that Fidel created for them in his speeches.  
359 
 
In a nation that in its new Constitution, 360 approved by the National Assembly 
to be proposed in referendum, is declared, in its most relevant article Fidelista 
("The Communist Party of Cuba, unique, Martianist, Fidelist, Marxist and Leninist, 
organized vanguard of the Cuban nation, sustained by its democratic character and its 
permanent link with the people, is the superior political force in society and the State"), 
the terms coined by the Castro are the usual language and belong to the 
inculcated collective culture of that society. 
 
Even the media have adopted the same terms inside, but even outside of Cuba. 
It is surprising to see news in advanced countries that, when it comes to Cuba 
and not other countries, the incumbents are not shocked to describe emigration 
as "desertion". When talking about Cuba, the Soviet language of Fidel Castro has 
penetrated even into world society. 
 
Cuban Government is constantly repeating to the professionals that they are in 
debt to the Government for the education received, and, consequently, they 
cannot refuse to participate in the Internationalization Missions, whatever the 
conditions of the same and be whatever the remuneration they are going to 
receive for their work, a form of Debt bondage -a term adopted by the 1956’s 
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and 
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery-, that which confirms what this 
representation is supporting, that is, to refuse joining represents a very high risk 
for a professional who is called for a Mission. 
 
7.2.1.1.6. SEVERE STATE OF MISERY IN CUBA 

 
Misery is pointed by 100% of professionals to end up enlisting in the mission, 
whether forced or not. Everyone knows that a mission allows them to take their 
family out of poverty, and it is logical and obvious that they should always weigh 
in a decision of high economic content. 
 
Bear in mind that what Cuban doctors charge on average in Cuba per month 
(according to the calculation of salary obtained from our respondents) an amount 

                                                 
 
359 Discurso de Fidel Castro, 2 de enero de 1962, Plaza de la Revolución: “Hemos vencido, y seguiremos 
venciendo, porque no es empresa de parásitos, sino obra de luchadores, de trabajadores, la obra de todo 
lo que vale en nuestra patria, de lo mejor y lo más noble de nuestra patria; de nuestra patria, cada día 
más limpia de gusanos (APLAUSOS), cada día más limpia de parásitos, cada día más limpia de 
explotadores, cada día más limpia de traidores”. 
http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1962/esp/f020162e.html (enlace alternativo: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TZKj3RG1VjBkH3M--AduZbBX7eY8LMQv) 
360 Constitución vigente de Cuba: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DRQd_SzhqA-
mqJ6B9k1QqwSIU_ZQB9lK 

http://www.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos/1962/esp/f020162e.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TZKj3RG1VjBkH3M--AduZbBX7eY8LMQv
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DRQd_SzhqA-mqJ6B9k1QqwSIU_ZQB9lK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DRQd_SzhqA-mqJ6B9k1QqwSIU_ZQB9lK
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less than 34 USD, a fact that coincides with many other sources that provide a 
variability between 30 and 50 dollars per month of salary in Cuba average for a 
doctor. 
 
The regime promises Cuban doctors and professionals to have a fixed and a 
variable emolument in the Internationalization Missions, while keeping the 
salary in Cuba intact. Something promising before joining the mission. 
 
Therefore, the salary of workers in Mission is divided into several items. One, the 
principal, is paid in cash or in a current account to the worker in the country of 
destination. It is usually between 250 and 600 dollars a month. The other, of a 
similar order in terms of amount, remains frozen until completing the end of 
mission (3 years). The last one is usually a plus for the family of an amount that 
is usually around $40 (37.92 USD per month on average among our 46 
respondents). On the other hand, doctors also continue to collect their salary from 
previous work in Cuba which, in the case of our respondents, is $ 33.24 per month 
on average. It is usual that one or more of the last three items are not present. In 
these cases, sometimes the total amount is reduced to what the worker perceives 
in the country of destination, in any case and without taking into account the 
expenses incurred by a professional to settle in another country, that are usually 
much higher (of the order 10 times) to the indicated average salary that they 
perceive in Cuba. 
 
However, and despite this supposed economic "attractiveness", only 2 of the 46 
testimonies indicate that their participation in the mission was "voluntary" and 
for economic reasons as the only factor, without pointing to fear, life debt or 
restriction to emigrate. 
 
It is striking that 42 of the 46 testimonies (91.30%) indicate fear, the debt complex, 
or the need to leave Cuba as causes for which they joined the mission. Moreover, 
26 of the 46 indicate that they "did not sign up voluntarily", that is to say, that they 
were appointed and directly had to comply with an average of 3 years outside 
their country, to work abroad, without knowing the conditions and what they 
would face. 
 
Therefore, refusing to participate in the Internationalization Missions, is not an 
option for Professionals who, as we expose, are deprived of the freedom of that 
decision at all times, for joint structural poverty reasons and the threat of an 
entire repressive dictatorial system. Poverty, even more, what determines is the 
degree of vulnerability of the collective, with no capacity for reaction, negotiation 
and alternatives. 
 
As one of the respondents said: "My recruitment was because fulfilling a mission was 
the only way to receive a better salary in order to improve the quality of life in Cuba, but 
it also became a business and we had the directors of health up steady on us the whole 
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time so that we decided to join the mission, as they sent us to work in the worst places of 
Cuba if we opposed to join". 
 
Further proof that the coercion and the moral debt imposed were sufficient to 
know that there would be unlimited recruitment is that, during the negotiations 
between the Government of Cuba and the Government of Brazil, which we know 
due to the filtering of a diplomatic cable from the Embassy of Brazil in Havana, 
provided as evidence in this complaint, the Government of Cuba is interested in 
offering 6,000 doctors. 
 
These negotiations are carried out by the Government of Cuba BEFORE asking 
any doctor whether or not he/she wants to go to the Mission, assuming that 
he/she would be able to recruit as many doctors as the Government of Brazil 
could pay. 
 
Thus, as they confess in the private negotiations reflected in the same cables, the 
contingent of Cuban doctors abroad is composed of 18,000 graduates. How is it 
possible to offer 6,000 more doctors, that is, 33% of the total deployed, without 
first having recruited the staff? This is just one more proof of the lack of 
voluntariness of the Professionals who are on the island, regarding their decision 
to go to the Mission or not, or it could be a symptom of the great attraction of the 
Internationalization Missions, if it were not by the proof that only two 
professionals, among 46 respondents, have indicated that it was voluntarily due 
to only economic conditions. 
 
So, as we have seen, Cuban professionals live in a context of extreme poverty in 
which the average salary is less than $ 40 per month, a situation that must also 
be dealt with by a repressive system in which: 
 
a) For the majority refusing to go represents being marked and harming their 

future in their own country. 
b) There is a moral debt publicized by the authorities and reinforced in each 

discussion, where the professionals, due to having studied in a subsidized 
system, are always in debt and must render their services to the nation. 

c) Emigration is impossible for a medical professional, as explained in section 
1.1.4 of this report, by the prevailing laws of migration and control affecting 
qualified workers, as well as laws that affect the possibility of changing jobs, 
profession or place of residence to exercise it. 

 
In resume, refusing the wishes of the Authorities will bring many labor and 
social problems. In this way, professionals are forced to accept integration into 
the Mission, primarily because of the economic needs derived from the structural 
poverty installed in Cuba and that are evident in view of the average salary of 
physicians, but also because of fear of repression and / or labor problems that 
they or their families may suffer if they decide not to go to the Mission. 
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As we have seen, the testimonies collected during the preparatory phase to this 
complaint, therefore, up to 95.65% of the Professionals joined the Mission on a 
non-voluntary basis, for reasons born of coercion, fear, the culture of the debt 
with the State and the necessary self-censorship that citizens self-exercise for 
survival in dictatorial regimes. 100% confess that the situation of poverty lived 
in the country was a very influential factor, which makes them a particularly 
vulnerable group. 
 
As we have seen, professionals cannot see, validate or value their employment 
contract at any time, and only know their working conditions, de facto, once 
they have reached their destination. 
 
In this way, the Professionals are integrated into the Internationalization 
Missions without knowing the essential elements of their employment 
relationship, without having signed or seen an employment contract, or having 
seen it in very precarious conditions and with no minimum possibility of 
analysis, and moved by the fear of poverty and / or repression in case of refusal 
to obey the Authorities. In this way, the Authorities can set any conditions they 
wish because these, in many cases, will remain hidden from the professionals 
until their arrival in the receiving country and, secondly, because the conditions 
will always be better than to signify against the regime, be marked, and increase 
their situation of poverty. 
 
Still, it should be noted that the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons Especially Women and Children (2003), supplementing 
the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (one of 
the three Palermo Protocols) notes: 
 
• Art. 3 (a.). "Trafficking in persons" shall mean the recruitment, 
transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat 
or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of 
the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving 
of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over 
another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a 
minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual 
exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, 
servitude or the removal of organs;”  
 
• Art. 3 (b.) “The consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended 
exploitation set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant where any of 
the means set forth in subparagraph (a) have been used;” 
 
In other words, although we have justified that free will has little to do with the 
decision to work in the Internationalization Missions but act as an aggravating 
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factor, even so, as it does not matter so much how one presses, seduces or gets a 
human being to be part of a slave job and constituent of human trafficking, but 
the force of the property and servitude that is exerted on the human being once 
enlisted in the job, at the time that the impediments and barriers are interposed 
to be able to leave it. 
 
In any case, once the number of Professionals that the Government of Cuba will 
need to face the commercial business agreed with the Host Country is reached, 
Professionals are obliged to attend an ideological training course, in which a first 
study of each Physician is set to analyze if he/she will need special coercive 
measures to participate in the Mission or if there is a special risk of flight. In any 
case, all necessary means are deployed to guarantee the control of the 
professionals participating in the Mission, leaving the Cuban Authorities will 
to capitalize the Ius Utendi, the Right of Use of Professionals. 
 
If, in spite of everything, a qualified professional decides to leave Cuba to avoid 
being sent to the Mission, Article 23 of the Immigration Law of Cuba, in section 
f), establishes verbatim that "by virtue of the norms aimed at preserving the skilled 
labor force the economic, social and scientific technical development of the country" is 
denied by default the issuance of current passport, necessary to travel or 
emigrate and the only one that is approved by the other countries in ordinary 
transit, to qualified professionals and their families, thus preventing them from 
resorting to emigration to escape the Authorities and from the slavist use of their 
faculties. 
 
It is thus clear, that the Ius Utendi, the Right of Use, is exercised by the 
Authorities on Professionals as if they were private property, using for it coercive 
means and deprivation of liberty with the aim of achieving servility and fear on 
the part of the Professionals, before even enrolling in the mission. 
 
It has been proven so far that the Authorities, through a series of coercive 
elements and deprivation of liberty, have full and absolute right of use over the 
Professionals, who can neither escape nor refuse to be sent to the 
Internationalization Missions. 
 
7.2.2. IUS FRUENDI – RIGHT TO PROFIT 
 
Regarding the Ius Fruendi, or Right of Profit is equally the attribute of property 
exercised with complete documentary evidence by the Government of Cuba on 
the Professionals, who are deprived of a large part of the salary that would 
correspond to them, having to live in terrible conditions with almost subsistence 
wages. 
 
7.2.2.1. SALARIES 
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Thus, according to the data collected by this representation and presented in 
different sections of this complaint, Cuban professionals perceived in Brazil only 
9.35% of what Brazil paid to PAHO and PAHO to the Cuban company 
Comercializadora de Servicios Medicos Cubanos, S.A. (CSMC), property of the 
Ministry of Health of Cuba, as has been demonstrated, in the first phase of the 
Mais Médicos program developed by Cuba in Brazil, and 25% in the second 
phase, or 20% in the Medical Mission of Botswana , and similar margins in each 
and every one of the Internationalization Missions. 
 
In bilateral agreements, Cuba does not introduce value-added concepts that 
correspond to margins that are ridiculous for the salary of professionals, and that 
could justify such benefits. Moreover, in the case of Brazil, the rest of the 
countries signing the same agreement paid the professionals 100% of the 
emoluments, as Cuban doctors were having to watch, astonished, their 
colleagues from other countries won amounts that increased five times theirs. 
The services of medical professionals per se are explicitly sold, so it is plenty 
understood that, by retaining amounts of more than 75%, including 90%, of 
salaries, Cuba obtains the full Ius Fruendi, or Right of Profit, of the value of the 
professionals it sends. 
 
In addition to this plunder on the base salary, the Professionals must also 
contribute a monthly fee, in some cases for the "Central Brigade" in concept of 
possible emergencies, which was never reimbursed, in other cases also for the 
Communist Party of Cuba (PCC) , the Union of Young Communists (UJC), the 
Federation of Cuban Women (FMC), the Territorial Troops Militias (MTT), or the 
Committees for the Defense of the Revolution (CDR). In some 
Internationalization Missions the quotas were not obligatory, but in many others 
they were a mandatory contribution and could range from a few dollars a month 
to the 50 dollars of Botswana or the 60 dollars that some respondents paid in 
Brazil to the MTT. 
 
The economic exploitation reaches such an extreme that, in spite of the fact that 
in all the agreements studied in this report the receiving governments paid for 
the accommodation of the professionals, even so the Cuban professionals, with 
barely 300-400 dollars of salary net in their pocket, had to pay the rent of the 
lodging where they resided, a fact that happened to 15 respondents in Brazil and 
Venezuela, where the state agreements contemplated the housing subsidy and 
therefore it is logical to deduce that these budgetary items were obtained as a 
margin by the Cuban government, in addition to all of the above. 
 
To be more specific, from the beginning of the program to March 2014 for each 
doctor, the Government of Cuba received up to $ 4,275 per month in Brazil in the 
case of the Mais Medicos program. Meanwhile, doctors only received a 
maximum of 10.5% of the amount received by the Cuban Government, that is, a 
maximum of 450 dollars, the situation being even more serious while the Pan 
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American Health Organization obtained, for each doctor, $213 in concept of 
“administrative procedures”, being that their participation and contribution in 
goods and services to the program was null with respect to the salary item. 
 
That is, the ability to negotiate and enjoy the benefits generated by the Cuban 
workforce was entirely in the hands of the Cuban government and the possible 
intermediaries, and in no way in the hands of those who supported, with their 
work, 100% of the income generated. 
 
In some Cuban Internationalization Missions, it is usual to remunerate the family 
of the professional directly in Cuba with a small amount that, among the families 
of our respondents who received it, was of an average amount of $37.92 per 
month. Those $37.92 retracted as is logical of the principal remuneration of the 
professional and was not present in many cases. 
 
However, in most cases (85.29% among our respondents) the family of the 
professional was still perceiving in Cuba the salary of the job as if the Prefessional 
continued working in it, without detracting it from the main income of the 
Internationalization Mission. This salary, as we have seen, had an average value 
among the respondents of 33.24 dollars per month. The family, after the 
departure of the qualified professional, maintained the same level of income that 
had in advance, but what 100% of the reporting professionals has not hesitated 
to consider as "miserable". 
 
The rest of the salary, a significant percentage with respect to what the 
professional perceives in the country (specifically, 37% of the main salary, $ 
172.88, is the average among our 46 statements), is retained by the Government 
of Cuba up to the end of the mission (usually 3 years). Once that period has 
elapsed, if the Doctor in question has not deserted, if he returns to Cuba, and if 
neither he nor his family are immersed in pro-democracy activities and show an 
"affection" attitude to the system, they are returned the amount, often in a partial, 
arbitrary, or phased manner, without an excuse for any of these. On other 
occasions the Professionals have seen how they have not been delivered the 
amount they should have received, but there is no instance to which they can 
appeal. 
 
In summary, based on all the information contained in this lawsuit, this table 
would extract, for the case of Brazil and Botswana (it can be made a table for 
other 8 countries’ missions contained in the claim), the way in which the 
Government of Cuba is enriched at the expense of the Professionals, who live in 
conditions of evident poverty and economic need:  
 

CONCEPT Medical Mission in 
Brazil (data until March 

2014) 

Misión Médica 
en Botswana 

(2012) 
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Amount received by the Government of Cuba 
monthly for each Physician 

4.276,25 
dollars/month 

3.600,00 
dollars / 
month 

Amount that each doctor theoretically receives for their work 1.000 dollars monthly 800 dollars 
monthly 

Amount that every Cuban Doctor receives for his 
work 

400 dollars / 
month 

750 dollars 
/ month 

Retention for state organizations (PCC, MTT, FMC, etc.) 10-50 dollars / month 50 dollars / 
month 

Mandatory retention for the Pan-American Health 
Organization in terms of “ administrative procedures “ 

213,81 dollars / month 0 

Amount received by the Physician's family 50 dollars / month N/A 

Amount retained by the Government of Cuba up to three years 
after the Physician returns, an accumulation that would be lost 
in case of fleeing from the Mission, not returning to Cuba or 
because of political or arbitrary character. 

550 dollars / month N/A 

MARGIN FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF CUBA 85% 79% 
 
Off the supposed amount that doctors had to receive by contract in Mais Médicos 
in Brazil, for example, 55% (550 dollars) was immediately retained by the 
Government of Cuba, which hypothetically would return the doctor after 3 years 
of Mission, but that in reality afterwards it has not become effective in a great 
majority of cases, even in many completing the mission. The objective was to 
hand deliver a minimum amount for subsistence, with the promise of an 
additional amount that would only be delivered after 3 years of submission to 
the program. 
 
In this way, we can observe how the payment system is established to keep the 
Professional captive and enrich the Government of Cuba, not for the worker to 
receive a fair price for his work. Thus, the Professionals become a true financial 
instrument of enormous profitability for the Government of Cuba, without 
him/her receiving more salary than the subsistence one. We can see in this way, 
with total clarity, the Ius Fruendi exercise on the Professionals.  
 
The Authorities arrogate the right to monopolize more than 79% of the benefits 
of the work of the Physicians and Professionals, while treating them as true 
slaves, servitude destined to generate profitability, without rights, without 
contracts, without possibility to refuse and with a family that, as we have shown 
in this claim based on the current Cuban laws, are held in Cuba without being 
able to travel freely, as hostages to enhance the aforementioned servitude of a 
professional. 
 
Many times the remuneration in hand was so scarce, that the standard of living 
of the host countries and the need to execute expenses on it by the Cuban 
professionals meant that they barely had a decent life in those countries. In Brazil, 
for example, the minimum wage in 2014 was $ 302.80/month, while doctors 
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charged $ 400.00 per month and most of them also had to pay for their housing 
(as evidenced by statements of 14 the 20 testimonies who were on mission in 
Brazil and who have testified in this claim), long distance communications and 
other extra expenses derived from being abroad away from their family and 
having to furnish and condition themselves for a life and a new accommodation 
in a residence outside of their country. 
 
On the other hand, we have calculated the work days based on the 46 
declarations made by the respondents in this claim, and they show average 
working days of 8.61 hours a day for 5.57 days a week, that is, close to one 20% 
higher than 40 hours per week, and without taking into account that the doctors, 
in addition, must make guards, as the respondents indicate, of 16 hours a week, 
which yields a total of 64 weekly hours of work, a 160 % with respect to the 40-
hour working day, far exceeding -in 24 hours- the maximum working workload 
recommended by the International Labor Organization since the ILO Convention 
of 1919, which marks the difference between free and forced labor.  
 
We can therefore state that the Mais Medicos program, and all the medical and 
professional missions studied by this complaint, are designed solely and 
exclusively to generate income in American currency for the Government of 
Cuba, regardless of the well-being of the doctors and professionals or their 
families, who must survive with just 10% to 25% of what is generated by their 
work in the place of destination and barely 38 dollars a month for the family, 
conditions that do not cover the basic material needs for a decent life neither 
of the workers nor of their families. 
 
Thus, it is clear that the exercise of the Ius Fruendi by the Government of Cuba, 
the right to enjoy the maximum possible benefit generated by the worker, which 
takes more than 75% of the income from their work and is held captive in the 
Mission with a whole network of slave rules (Regulation 168, well shown before) 
and, as we will emphasize later on and that we have tested in this claim, with 
many other overwhelming conditions, such as not being able to see his family, 
very poor conditions of life, situations of danger, under the threat of up to eight 
years in prison if leaving the mission, and many other conditions that have been 
dealt within this claim but that we recall in this section. 
 
7.2.2.2. CLAUSES OF COMPULSORY PERMANENCE 
 
The clauses in conditions of mandatory permanence imposed unilaterally by the 
Government of Cuba to Professionals in their contracts is the legal form by which 
they legally ensure the continuation of their economic performance. 
 
In this way, it is evident that these clauses, intended to restrict the professional 
freedom of Cuban professionals, are part of the Ius Fruendi exercised against 
them, while perpetuating the right of enjoyment enjoyed by the Government of 
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Cuba. Thus, the established system goes through the entire list of coercive 
mechanisms listed above, but it stops especially in the regulatory framework 
agreed between the Cuban Government and the Recipient Country of the 
professionals, in the case of physicians an agreement that was sheltered by the 
Pan American Health Organization, which profits from a part of the salary of 
Cuban doctors in exchange for allowing, or at least not acting against, the 
situation of slavery to which they are forced. 
 
It is indisputable that the fact that the Cuban Government showed that excessive 
interest in Cuban doctors not to practice medicine outside the bilateral 
frameworks signed with the host country, even after finishing the mission, only 
reaffirms the thesis by which the doctors would be but simple financial 
instruments at the service of the Cuban Government. Professionals who, through 
clauses of slave labor, are forced to remain under the conditions imposed by the 
Government of Cuba, whatever they may be and without the possibility of 
breaking the employment relationship and exercising freely. 
 
That is, the professional is given two options: O continues working under the 
mandatory permanence clause, always under the conditions of misery imposed 
by the Government of Cuba, or refuses and returns to Cuba publicly designated 
as a "deserter" and risking the personal and economic security of his family, but 
also having to face the Penal Code of Cuba, which sets, in his article 135, penalties 
of up to 8 years for voluntary abandonment in a "mission". 
 
This point is extremely important because, far from having the false impression 
that can lead to think that the professional has some kind of possibility to choose 
whether or not to work in the program, the reality is that the structure of the 
program and the Law of Cuba itself It is created in such a way that the doctor can 
never refuse to stop serving the regime financially. 
 
If the professional only has the option to continue working for 10% of his salary, 
or return to Cuba risking all kinds of personal ills and risks for his 
insubordination to the Communist Party, finally, the only obvious option is to 
continue working, even against his own will and whatever the conditions, all due 
to the fear of being a "counterrevolutionary" in Cuba and face the Penal Code, a 
fear that is evident in the interviews with the Office of the Prosecutor along with 
this document.  
 
These clauses suppose, therefore, an element aimed at the continuation of the Ius 
Fruendi on the part of the Government of Cuba. They are also clauses that, as we 
will see later, violate the Right of Association, while forcing them to remain 
associated with a program to which they do not want to belong anymore, 
financing Communist Party organizations with which they do not necessarily 
agree, preventing the exercise of their profession on free will. 
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On the other hand, it is also important to note that the rest of physicians of other 
nationalities do not have the restrictions suffered by the Doctors of Cuba, so we 
can affirm that it is not a common or consubstantial element of the medical 
programs from different nations, but that they are unique and exclusively 
applied by the Government of Cuba to their doctors and professionals to prevent 
them from exercising outside the program and losing the large economic benefit 
they receive from each doctor they send working abroad. 
 
Thus, it is appropriate to bring up the Judgment of July 10, 2017, issued by the 
Federal District Court No. 9 of Brazil, Process No. 63318-15. 2016.4.01.3400, 361 
which knows and resolves about the claim of one of many Cuban doctors who, 
after fleeing from the Mission in Brazil, pretended, without success, to practice 
medicine on his own, without having to offer 90% of his salary to the Government 
of Cuba. 
 
Thus, Judge Marcio Luiz Coelho de Freitas corroborates four facts that this 
representation considers fundamental: 
 
De início, cumpre notar que este juízo näo desconhece a necessidade de que o Estado 
Brasilero, no campo das relaçöes internacionais, cumpra os compromisos que asume 
perante outros estados e organizaçoes internacionais, de modo que, específicamente em 
relaçao ao programa “Mais Médicos”, os acordos bilaterais estaelecidos entre o Brasil, 
Cuba e OPA/OMS, deben ser considerados como vinculantes para o Estados brasileiro.  
 
Daí näo decorre, todavía, que seja  possível, na aplicaçäo das cláusulas previstas em tais 
acordos, desconsiderar-se os direitos fundamentais de que säo titulares os médicos 
cubanos que, por meio de tal acordó bilateral, tenhgam vindo trabalhar no Brasil. Com 
efeito, näo é demais lembrar que, nos exactos termos do art. 5º, Capit da CF/88 “todos säo 
iguais perante la lei, sem distinçäo de qualquer natureza, grantindo-se aos brasileiros e 
aos estrangeiros residentes no Paíus a inviolabidade do direito a la vida, à liberdade, á 
igualdade, á segurança e á propiedade […]”. 
 
E evidente, portantoque o autor, na condiçao de estrangeiro residente no país, e titular de 
direitos fundamentais em relaçao aos quais o estado brasileiro näo só assumiu o deber de 
respeitar, mas também de proteger e promover contra qualquer violaçao. 
 
In the first place, it is pointed out that the fact that Cuban doctors are prohibited, 
by contract, from quitting their job, and choosing to work freely and 
independently in the same way as the rest of the non-Cuban doctors of the 
program. 'Mais Médicos”, flagrantly violates their fundamental rights. This 
situation places them in a plane of inequality evident before the law, while any 

                                                 
 
361 Judgment of July 10, 2017, issued by the Federal District Court No. 9 of Brazil, Process No. 63318-15. 
2016.4.01.3400: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CC4QMqzjnJ9ndiQBnxf3wl-V8ex66QMZ 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CC4QMqzjnJ9ndiQBnxf3wl-V8ex66QMZ
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professional in Brazil can exercise their profession freely and independently, as 
the clause obliges Cuban doctors to have prohibited this possibility, placing them 
in an extreme position of vulnerability to their employer, the Government of 
Cuba, as well as in a situation of professional inequality with respect to other 
physicians. 
 
But the sentence does not stop there. In addition to corroborating that the 
contract, which the Government of Cuba forces Cuban doctors to sign, violates 
their fundamental rights, and establishes that, independently of bilateral 
relations, Brazil can establish with any other country, in this case Cuba, the 
defense of fundamental rights must prevail over any agreement accepted by the 
Federative Republic of Brazil.  
 
The judge continues as follows: 
 
“uma vez sendo residente no país de forma regular, ele tem direito de desligar-se do 
programa regulado pelo acordó bilateral celebrado entre o Brasi., Cuba e a OPA/PMS, já 
que, nos termos do disposto no art. 5º XX da CF/88 “ninguém poderá ser compelido a 
asociar-se ou a permanecer associado”. 
 
Ora, afirma-se que o imperante, estrangeiro com direito á permanencia no Brasil já 
reconhecido, é obgrigado a permanecer vinculado ao contrato individual por ele firmado 
com a “Sociedade Mercsantil Cubana Comercializadora de Serviços Médicos S/A” è 
extrair por completo de tal relaçao o caáter volitivo, o que a equipararía a uma espécoe de 
trabalho escravo, o que, á toda evidencia, näo pode ser admitido.” 
 
That is, the mandatory permanence clause under which Cuban doctors are 
obliged to work constitutes not only a violation of the principle of equality before 
the law, but it is also a form of forced associationism. Thus, freedom of 
association is stated positively, but also negatively. Just as a human being can not 
be forbidden to be part of an association, neither can he be prohibited from 
leaving any association, which is exactly what is happening.  
 
In this way, it is confirmed that the Government of Cuba also violates the Right 
of Association by forcing physicians to continue in the Máis Médicos program 
only through Cuba if they wish to continue exercising, and all this in order to 
avoid losing the profit of appropriating of 90% of the salary of the Physician in 
question.  
 
In the same way, the Judge classifies the clause of forced permanence as "slave 
labor" and "not admissible" in a State of Law. That is why, finally, the Brazilian 
justice grants the Doctor in question the free exercise of medicine in Brazil outside 
the Cuban Government and in the same program "Mais Médicos", being able to 
keep all of his salary, without any appropriation by the Government of Cuba.  
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It remains, therefore, accredited that the practices used by the Government of 
Cuba to force physicians to continue in the Mission instead of exercising their 
profession freely constitute a violation of the fundamental rights of Physicians, 
specifically of the rights of Equality before the Law and Free Association. Being 
that the clause in question must be considered as proper slave work. 
 
7.2.3. IUS ABUTENDI – RIGHT OF ABUSE 
 
With regard to Ius Abutendi, that is, the attribute of the property referred to the 
exercise of the abuse that an owner can exercise over his private property, in this 
case the abuse towards the Doctors and Professionals by the Government of 
Cuba. It is justified that the owner, or the one who assumes the status of owner, 
can abuse his free will free of property, even going so far as to destroy or spoil it 
if that was his/her purpose. 
 
In this sense, the right of abuse exercised by the Cuban Government over the 
Professionals, under the protection of Cuban legislation, can be seen 
uncontroversially analyzing the coercive and deprivation of liberty imposed on 
the Professionals to prevent their escape and continue to generate income for the 
Government of Cuba. When subjecting said regime to the Professionals, 
evidently their work performance, their abilities, will be reduced. If the factor of 
production is labor, by mistreating it in this way, in many cases we will harm 
that factor, but not the economic returns that are obtained from it. Therefore, in 
doing so, it is clear that the Cuban Government exercises abuse over their 
property, the Cuban worker. 
 
This right of abuse is also evident when we know that, according to the 
Declarations, 93.48% suffered, or saw suffering, threats, 21.74% suffered, or saw 
suffering, physical violence, or 41.30% suffered, or they saw suffering, sexual 
harassment, all committed by the officials of the Cuban political police or with 
their absolute permissiveness. 
 
In the case that one of them decides to "desert", the rest have to make an act of 
repudiation in his absence, that is, a group therapy, public, insulting and 
aggravating the "deserter" by each and every one of his/her peers. The act of 
repudiation is characteristic of the regime of Cuba, very similar to the "Escrache" 
in Latin America or Spain, but with clearly aggressive and violent connotations, 
by which a subject that the regime considers so must be repudiated (well because 
he has deserted or because he has committed an act contrary to Regulation 168, 
for instance), in his presence or not, and he/she is verbally assaulted by each of 
those present. This, according to the testimonies, downgrades the professionals 
to the quality of carrion birds that disperse the absent one, and logically when 
doing it out of forced form, according to the testimonies, "it makes one to have the 
guts twisted", lowering their own self-esteem and increasing the servility, 
enhanced before the possibility of suffering the same. 
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As if this were not enough, the companions of the absent "deserter" are described 
as negligent for not having foreseen it, and have to perform a public act of 
contrition, or receive the act of repudiation in the first person, since, as indicated 
by the 89.13% of the respondents were "oriented or instigated to watch the partners 
in their professional and private behavior", and 91.30% had to "report any suspicious 
situation that a partner might want to abandon their performance". In 78.26% of the 
testimonies it is indicated that, when a companion carried out some fault, they 
were forced to perform acts of repudiation to their companions. 
 
Also, 91.30% of respondents indicate that they were required to "attend meetings 
of a political nature". These actions represent another abuse of their property, not 
limiting the use to the obtaining of benefits, but wanting to have an absolute, 
abusive control of the property, that is, of the professionals, whose effects 
undoubtedly spoil the professional and his psyche, since for all of them their stay 
in the Internationalization Missions represented a traumatic experience. 
 
On the other hand, there is another abusive use of professionals that has 
undoubtedly affected many of them for life. For years, Cuban doctors and 
professionals in Internationalization Missions such as Venezuela, Brazil, Bolivia, 
Guatemala, and other more than 100 countries, were forced to falsely increase 
labor statistics. Both to increase the benefits of the Internationalization Missions 
and to satisfy the wishes of the recipient country with the objective of upwardly 
modifying its statistics of medical or other care to the population. 
 
The Republic of Cuba has thus become an ally to alter the statistics of any State 
in medical matters before PAHO, WHO, or in many areas, such as the level of 
literacy and others. Thus, Cuba's diplomatic relations have become strong and 
prolonged over time with many countries. 
 
Doctors, for example, had to make false activity reports. 56.52% of the 
respondents in this complaint, despite the fact that this action represents a 
violation of their Hippocratic, professional and ethical oath, confess that they 
were "forced to falsely increase the work statistics". Fundamentally, they were 
obliged to increase the number of patients who actually attended, or the number 
of vaccinations performed, etc. Compromising this fraud has been a trauma for 
many professionals, but for vocational doctors who love their Hippocratic oath, 
it has been a trauma that will be difficult to overcome. Some of them, when they 
remember it, lose respect for themselves and their professionalism. Even after 
months of the Internationalization Missions, many of them do not forgive 
themselves for having done so, when in reality, as slaves, they were suffering the 
abusive use of the property of a third party, the Cuban government. 
 
Together with the above, we find another clear abuse towards Physicians and 
Professionals, which focuses on the main concern of the human being. That for 
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which he is forced to work in miserable conditions for a tenth of the salary that 
he would be entitled to receive: the family. 
 
In this way, once the Physician or Professional is forced to become involved in 
the Internationalization Mission, for the reasons set forth in section 1.1.4 of this 
section, in order to benefit from a few extra dollars per month that he can send 
to his family, the main concern of the authorities is to avoid that said doctor or 
professional decides to escape from the mission, an act that would lead to the loss 
of 3 to 5 thousand dollars a month for the Government of Cuba (Government 
profit performances of doctors in Botswana and Arabia Saudi, for example, as we 
have demonstrated in the claim). 
 
Thus, the Authorities carry out a series of acts of control and abuse that we can 
clearly expose based on the precise tabulation of the testimony of the declarants: 
 
a) Retention of the passport. 
b) Constant vigilance. 
c) Prohibition to possess legalized academic degrees. 
d) Eslcavista and abusive disciplinary regulation. 
e) Overnight control. 
f) Control of means of locomotion. 
g) Control of mobility, both inside and outside the country of mission. 
h) Strict control of schedules, in the time of work but especially in the personal. 
i) Indoctrination and control of the state of mind. The political meetings were 

used to know the state of affection to the regime of the Professionals at all 
times, while they were humiliating and something outrageous for the one 
who thought "different", which however they should always hide.  

 
The practice of indoctrination also served to proselytize the population. In 
Venezuela, during the election period, Cuban doctors' brigades roamed the 
neighborhoods indicating that there would only be medical care and free 
medicines if the Chavistas were elected, in addition to distributing political 
messages and censuring the civilian population according to their ideology. 
In Brazil, the orders were to campaign in support of Dilma Rousseff. These 
practices were so widespread that 71.74% of Professionals indicate that they 
"had to fulfill an agenda and / or work of a political nature and / or in favor 
of political options among the native population." 
 

j) Poor living conditions for professionals. Many indicate the overcrowding of 
accommodation, others the lack of minimal resources, space, hygiene and 
other basic circumstances. 

k) Electronic surveillance in the private sphere. 
l) Corresponsibility and capillary control. The control was so assumed, so 

naturalized, so inculcated in the civil population in Cuba, where in each block 
of each city there are the "Committees of Defense of the Republic", through 
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which each neighbor watches over each neighbor, that in the missions the 
government reaches even higher extremes. The objective is to create a sense 
of network of vigilance even in the most daily and intimate environment. 

m) Forced separation from the family. All the declarants have stopped seeing 
their children for 3 years in a forced manner, but the abuse went to the 
extreme when they "defected". Many of the tens of thousands of deserters 
have children in Cuba that they do not see many years ago. What abuse can 
be greater? It is an abuse that, by aberrant, qualifies in an evident way in the 
most absolute persecution, as we have argued. 

n) Criminal threats. Not only Article 135 of the Penal Code stipulates penalties 
of up to 8 years in prison for "deserters". Those who manage to leave the 
mission abroad, and as explained and demonstrated in this complaint, are 
unable to enter Cuba for at least 8 years, also making family reunification 
impossible, preventing the family from leaving . It is the so-called Law of 8 
years. 

 
100% of respondents know and are aware of this threat, since they all indicate 
that "I knew that, upon leaving the position, I could not return to Cuba in 8 
years", and 60.87% indicated that "I knew that, When leaving the post, my 
family would be banned from leaving Cuba. "76.09% also declare that upon 
leaving the post" my family or I would suffer reprisals. "52.17% of the 
respondents they declare that they had children under the age of 18 while on 
mission. 
 
For these families, the Law of 8 years is a tragedy of indescribable 
magnitude, which also violates the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
signed and ratified by Cuba, in which minors can not be deprived of the 
presence of children. parents, except for serious criminal cases, recognized 
internationally and very well justified. 
 

o) Work load of abusive exploitation. An overload of work helps to control the 
individual, with less free time to prepare a potential leak. As we have 
indicated in a previous paragraph, the documented workload exceeded in 24 
hours the maximum weekly workload recommended by the International 
Labor Organization since the ILO Convention of 1919. 

p) Threats, violence and harassment. Threats, assaults, persecution and sexual 
harassment are documented and demonstrated throughout the complaint. 
They were the day to day. In this environment of total control it is logical that 
the Authorities lose respect for the limits of their repressive action on 
individuals. 

 
All the abuses described are an indisputable part of the Ius Abutendi as an 
attribute of the property exercised by the Government of Cuba over the 
Professionals in Mission, who also, being in a situation of total vulnerability, do 
not have any channels of denunciation or defense. 
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The Chiefs of Mission are nothing more than political policemen specially 
trained to prevent the escape of officials. 
 
The continued abuse to which the Authorities subject the Physicians and 
Professionals, for example, in the Internationalization Missions, especially as 
regards avoiding relations with citizens of the host country, is also marked by 
security measures to avoid another of the great fears of the Government of Cuba, 
and that is that the Professionals can get help from a local inhabitant to escape 
from the Internationalization Missions.  
 
In this way, the so-called “Heads of Mission”, as we have said before, police 
officers trained specifically to avoid the flight of the Professionals, are the ones in 
charge to whom the Professionals themselves must request permission if they 
want to move from the place of the Mission, are also those who must inform if 
they maintain any friendship or love relationship with a local citizen. 
 
Apart from the violation of the human right to privacy by the Government of 
Cuba, forcing Professionals to seek permission before entering into personal 
relationships, there are even more serious elements through which the Ius 
Abutendi applies to Professionals and is that, according to the testimonies 
provided, the Authorities issue to the Professionals in Mission “Mission” 
Passports (we have previously explained the differences among the common 
ones and these so called “Oficial” internally in Cuba), different from the Current 
Passports with which they could travel for tourism and that are accepted in third 
countries, having the first ones validity only, exclusively, in the Host Country of 
the Mission, and are even taken away from them just in case so that the flight of 
the Mission becomes even more complicated, since they do not have a valid 
document to leave the host country. 
 
The withdrawal of the right to the ordinary passport, and the confiscation of the 
other, in order to restrict the freedom of movement of the Professionals, apart 
from being a humiliating measure that forces the Professionals to run out of 
documentation in case of flight, is a new fact that supports the thesis defended 
here: the Authorities deploy coercive and deprivation of liberty measures to 
exercise the right of abuse on the Professionals as if it were private property. 
 
Finally, according to the filtered cables of the Brazilian Embassy in Cuba, during 
the negotiations for the constitution of the Internationalization Mission in Brazil, 
one of the points that the Cuban Government could not dispute was that Cuban 
doctors could not, under no motivation or circumstance, practice medicine in 
Brazil without being framed under the umbrella of the Mission. The reason is 
simple, and the government itself explained it in the meetings that were reflected 
in such cables of the Embassy that are attached in the claim: there were 400 
doctors "deserters" already in Brazil before the start of the Mission of Mais 
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Médicos and it was necessary to avoid that the Mais Médicos Program could 
swell the list. 
 
In this way, as we have seen, the Professionals accepted to be sent to the 
Internationalization Missions, among other reasons, due to the situation of 
poverty, fear of political reprisals, limitation of travel due to immigration laws, 
or the " life debt "inculcated and, at the moment in which said doctors could 
practice medicine in Brazil charging a living wage, without fear of being 
imprisoned in Cuba, being able to maintain their family with dignity even in the 
distance, the Internationalization Missions they would have been emptied, 
leaving the authorities without income and with the shame of having to suspend 
the Mais Medicos program due to the escape of the doctors themselves. 
 
7.2.4. APPLICATION OF PROPERTY ATTRIBUTES ON VICTIMS. 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

By way of conclusion and based on all the above, we can say that the Government 
of Cuba applies the attributes of property over the Professionals as if it were 
private property, subjecting them to evident conditions of slavery and forced 
labor, all with the goal of profiting from their work, expanding profit margins at 
the cost of eliminating their most basic rights. 
 
Through a vitiated consent of origin, Cuban Professionals are forced to enroll in 
the Internationalization Missions, either for fear of political reprisals, or for a 
"debt that life" that is instilled in them, and with the additional incentive to flee 
from the context of economic misery to which they are subjected in Cuba. In this 
way, escaping from the government is not an option, either, so that they do not 
escape from the country, qualified professionals are denied the current passport, 
and even if they do, they are stopped at the border, preventing their departure 
with any pretext. 
 
If the doctor from Cuba intends to escape by sea, the Cuban Penal Code has 
reserved, as we have seen before, up to eight years in prison. In the receiving 
country they do not have a current passport either, so they cannot easily enter 
other countries. 
 
Faced with this situation, professionals end up enrolling in the 
Internationalization Missions without knowing the miserable working 
conditions to which they will be subjected and many of them even without even 
seeing their employment contract. The situation once in the receiving country is 
not much better, the Cuban government sends covert police officers as "Heads of 
Mission" to prevent the Professionals from fleeing. In addition, the Professionals 
are obliged to monitor each other and inform the Party in case of wanting to 
establish a relationship of friendship or love with a local that is likely to help him 
escape from the Mission. Tourism in the receiving country, staying overnight 
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outside the place established by the Head of Mission or driving vehicles of any 
kind is prohibited, among dozens of other outrageous limitations. 
 
The Government of Cuba expressly states in its Agreement with the Host 
Country that practicing the profession outside the Mission must be prohibited 
for any professional who manages to escape. For this purpose, the belongings of 
the Professionals are reviewed to seize university degrees that may have been 
hidden. In addition, they are forced to work more than 64 hours a week, to 
campaign politically door-to-door during elections and to falsify the data of the 
patients attended, artificially increasing the figures of patients in order that the 
Government of Cuba can charge more money the recipient country and the 
receiving country may present falsified data regarding their social achievements. 
 
In the workplace, they are forced to attend political activities in defense of the 
Communist System, and to stage acts of public repudiation against those 
comrades who have escaped from the Mission. In addition, they are subject, 
without consent on their part, to electronic surveillance in case something reveals 
their intention to escape the Mission or lower their productivity. 
 
With regard to the economic level, Cuban professionals receive between 10% and 
25% of the benefits of their work. The rest is appropriated by the Government of 
Cuba, leaving the professionals with only subsistence wages, forcing them to live 
in unworthy conditions and suffer economic hardship. In addition, a part of the 
already low salary of the Professionals is retained by the Government of Cuba 
until it returns to the country, thus putting new obstacles to any escape attempt, 
on the other hand, finally, they are again made a new mandatory retention of his 
already low salary to finance the Communist Party of Cuba and various satellite 
organizations of it. 
 
Professionals are often years without seeing their family, and they are warned 
that, in case of fleeing from the Mission, their relatives will not be able to leave 
the island, with which an eventual reunion away from the dictatorship would be 
impossible. In Cuba, family members of doctors usually receive about 37.92 USD 
per month, and in the event of the Doctor's flight, reprisals against family 
members are common, who lose their place in their schools or universities and 
jobs, and are automatically denied any economical help to which they may be 
entitled. 
 
These facts, all of them duly accredited, demonstrate without a doubt that the 
attributes of the property are applied to the Professionals. Right of Use or Ius 
Utendi, because a socio-political structure is created that allows the Government 
to use the Professionals at their pleasure, reducing them to a servile condition; 
Right of Profit or Ius Fruendi, because they profit from the Professionals by 
eliminating any right or minimally acceptable condition of work, even attaining 
up to 90% of the Physician's salary; and the Right of Abuse or Ius Abutendi, 
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because, in the absence of guarantees or rights of any kind, they commit abuses 
against the Professionals within a framework of absolute impunity, as if they 
were private property, humiliating them personally and professionally in all 
ways previously described. 
 
In short, it has been demonstrated that the facts denounced constitute serious 
crimes in the International Community and, consequently, we ask for justice 
from the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court on behalf of the victims. 
 
7.3. Crime against humanity of persecution 
 
Specifically, the persecution of doctors and professionals by the Government of 
Cuba begins to acquire the characteristics of a crime against humanity from the 
very beginning of the recruitment for the Missions. Doctors and professionals 
who decide not to enroll despite having been required to do so, suffer a public 
and institutional signaling by which they are considered "traitors". In this way, a 
calvary begins by which they will be denied the public services that correspond 
to them as citizens, their children will be expelled from the school and / or 
universities, forcing them to perform low-skilled jobs since youth. In addition, 
they will be strictly monitored by the State Security Forces, risking arbitrary 
detentions, prison sentences, insults and even beatings by the agents, whose 
main mission is to make professionals accept what is established by the 
Communist Party of Cuba 
 
The persecution of this group continues and is aggravated when not only are 
they forced to go to these missions, but, in the very preparation of the trip, in 
which they ideologically indoctrinate them, once again, they monitor their 
reactions to put in the focus of persecution in those who show some disaffection 
with the so-called "revolution". 
 
Monitored, frightened, they have no alternative but to submit to such systematic 
persecution in which the regime should not know that they, too, can be critical of 
a system that does not provide welfare, but quite the opposite. Only a very high 
degree of persecution, coercive measures and crimes against humanity can result 
in submission, inside and outside the island, to reach the level that this occurs in 
missions. 
 
The persecutory system occurs with the highest intensity, in a terrifying way, 
during the Missions in the countries of reception. The so-called Chiefs of Mission, 
far from being doctors and professionals with extensive experience in their field, 
are members of the Security Forces of the State of Cuba trained to prevent the 
escape of doctors and professionals, and will be a key part of the persecution 
system exercised by the Government of Cuba against Doctors and professionals. 
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As we have seen, doctors and professionals are besieged, permanently 
monitored, without privacy and confined in the work zones without the 
possibility of moving freely. It is enough to read Regulation No. 168, already 
referenced many times, to understand that the persecution is such, that it is very 
well reflected in it. 
 
Physicians and professionals will be required to request permission to physically 
move from the Mission's location or meet with local people, or attend a social 
event of any kind. The driving of motor vehicles, romantic relationships and 
marriage with locals is also prohibited. 
 
On the other hand, periodic meetings are compulsorily established so that 
professionals are forced to insult and publicly repudiate, and in a group, those 
professionals who fled the Mission, thus creating a generalized paranoia in which 
the professionals themselves are, in order to get around the persecution against 
them, persecute their own colleagues, denouncing any suspicious behavior 
before the Head of Mission so that, ultimately, he decides the return of the 
professional to Cuba due to the risk of flight, with all the Implications for the 
safety of the professional that this entails. 
 
However, the persecution becomes violent, so frontally aggressive that the 
professional feels his own life in danger, when he shows the slightest dissension 
or desire to abandon the mission. It is then that the persecution is accentuated to 
the most extreme degrees that can be imagined. 
 
The regime does not hesitate to declare an "abandonment of mission", punished 
with 8 years in prison in Cuba, and instantly prevent a father from seeing his 
minor children for 8 years, by means of a forced expatriation, without caring that 
obviously this destroys the life of all the human beings involved. 
 
There are tens of thousands of professionals in this situation, and many more 
families that are separated in Cuba for this same reason. 
 
The persecutory level also affects the same process of flight, as it is denied the 
issuance of current passports to qualified professionals and their families, in 
order to prevent their flight from the host country for the first ones, and to leave 
the island for family reunification for the second ones. 
 
Another obvious persecutory element exercised by the Government of Cuba 
towards qualified professionals is none other than that referring to marriage, and 
that is, if a professional flees from the Mission and decides to marry a local 
person, he/she must obtain it judicially, against their own host country 
government and / or Cuba, as he/she is contravening the clauses of the contract 
signed with the Government of Cuba. Thus, the Government of Cuba has the 
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habit to appear in the proceedings to prevent by all means that the escaped 
professional freely marries. 
 
The persecution continues, and it does not stop there. Not only do they prevent 
the professional from returning to Cuba. By all means it is about preventing him 
/ her from prospering outside of it. Thus, the embassies and consulates deny 
them access to their current passports, making them suffer for years a transit of 
illegal situation at migratory level of lethal consequences. 
 
Thus, they are also denied access to their academic degrees, as we have shown. 
There are thousands of doctors, for example, who in other countries work as 
assistants or other professions because of the impossibility of being able to 
validate their careers without being able to prove it with their academic degrees, 
opting for having to work in more accessible activities. 
 
This means destroying the life of a human being: deprived of family, their minor 
children and spouse, unable to travel and by necessity forced to be an illegal 
migrant who does not have access to practice his/her profession due to the lack 
of his/her title. 
 
The family, on the other hand, deprived of its parent, without the income that 
he/she contributed with, and waiting every day for him/her to get some job with 
which to send some economic remittances to the island with which to support 
themselves, while they consume large sums of money with international 
telephone costs that exceed the dollar for every minute spoken, or resign and 
barely communicate. In Cuba, Internet is of poor quality and hardly allows 
communications in real time. In addition, the cost of 1 hour of connection in the 
island costs 1 dollar in its most economical version, and only accessible in certain 
plazas of the largest cities, while the average global salary of Cuba is slightly 
higher than 20 dollars per month (we remind you here that the doctors' salary is 
33,24 USD per month). 
 
A tragedy of dimensions difficult to imagine that has tens of thousands of victims 
in a permanent suffering, and perpetuated by the regime for being "deserters". 
 
The critical moment of suffering and the irreversibility of consequences occurs 
instantly. When the professional decides not to return to Cuba, he is immediately 
considered a "deserter" and is given all the harshness of the Penal Code, the 
Regulation, and all the mechanisms that the system sets in motion so that others 
can learn the consequences of such an act of rebellion. 
 
The family on the island, in days, is visited by State security agents and, in the 
presence of the minors, indicate that their father has been declared a "deserter", 
for treason, and that he will not be able to return in 8 years, at the same time that 
threaten the family to the "deserter" not appear before the media, because the 
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consequences could be worse for those who are inside the island, and so, "wait 
patiently" the 8 years to pass by. 
 
If we have collected 46 testimonies for this complaint, it was only with the 
absolute guarantee that, the day the Criminal Court requests their personal 
information, it will be done by means of a letter that grants absolute witness 
protection, confidentiality of the Court and a exquisite and guaranteed treatment 
in that sense. The terror is immense. A system that takes actions like the ones 
mentioned, all of them warn us: what will it not do with our family, the education 
of our children, the work of my spouse or the safety of my family, if they knew 
that we are participating in a complaint in a International Criminal Court, United 
Nations or any mechanism for the defense of human rights? 
 
Terror and resignation, pain, crying, anger, impotence. This is how the reporting 
victims manifest themselves. In the elaboration of this denunciation we have 
suffered, those acting, and felt in the flesh, everything that in a very technical 
way we have had to shed, aberration after aberration, witnessing in the first row 
a terrorist crime against humanity perfectly perpetrated with total international 
impunity. 
 
Far from hiding from these actions, the government uses them to impose its 
terrifying state of absolute repression and ensure that the rest do not make the 
mistake of risking their freedom before the omnipotent State. Thus, the 
speeches of the highest leaders, as we have been able to read in this 
denunciation, one after another are full of threatening verbal aggressions 
against athletes, even those who have been national heroes, professionals, 
doctors, writers, intellectuals, musicians, etc. The state is in absolute war against 
anyone who has "deserted", who is considered a traitor and therefore must pay 
the consequences and serve as derision to the rest. 
 
VIII. APPLICABLE CASE LAW 
 
Apply, in addition to the following, those referred to in the section 1.1.11 Firm 
judgments and jurisprudence on these "missions" 

 
a) We also want to send the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, 

our special interest in the Judgment of the International Criminal Court for 
the Former Yugoslavia regarding the case: Prosecutor V. Dragoljub Kunarac, 
Radomir Kovac and Zoran Vukovic, 
(http://www.icty.org/x/cases/kunarac/tjug/en/kun-tj010222e.pdf) in 
which the following is reasoned:  

 
“Indications of enslavement include elements of control and ownership; the restriction or 
control of an individual's autonomy, freedom of choice or freedom of movement; and, 
often the accruing of some gain to the perpetrator. The consent or free will of the victim 

http://www.icty.org/x/cases/kunarac/tjug/en/kun-tj010222e.pdf)
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is absent. It is often rendered impossible, or irrelevant by, for example, the threat or use 
of force or other forms of coercion; the fear of violence, deception or captivity, 
psychological oppression or socio-economic conditions. Further indications of 
enslavement include exploitation; the exaction of forced or compulsory labour or service, 
often without remuneration and often, though not necessarily, involving physical 
hardship; sex; prostitution; and human trafficking.... The "acquisition" or "disposal" of 
someone for monetary or other compensation, is not a requirement for enslavement. 
Doing so, however, is a prime example of the exercise of the right of ownership over 
someone. The duration of the suspected exercise of powers attaching to the right of 
ownership is another factor whose importance will depend on the existence of other 
indications of slavery. The control of someone's movement, control of physical 
environment, psychological control, measures taken to prevent or deter escape, force, 
threat of force or coercion, duration, assertion of exclusivity, subjection to cruel treatment 
and abuse, control of sexuality and forced labor” 

 
In this sentence, each and every one of the coercive elements experienced by the 
Cuban Professionals are collected, as clear indicators of slavery. Thus, the Court 
refers to slavery not only as the mere application of classic attributes of property, 
but as a set of elements among which are: restriction and / or control of personal 
autonomy and movement, benefits for the slave, psychological control and 
consent of the victim for fear of repression or socioeconomic conditions.  
 
These defining elements of slavery, from the application of property attributes to 
slaves, to consent vitiated by fear of repression and / or socio-economic 
conditions, are present in the present complaint, as we have stated in the 
denounced facts and later in the legal classification of them.  
 
Likewise, it can be verified as the structure created to prevent the Cuban 
Professionals from escaping from their workplaces and the psychological control 
to which they are subjected, forcing them to watch each other and even to ask the 
Head of Mission for permission to enter into romantic relationships. , are also 
symptomatic of the situation of slavery experienced by the Cuban Professionals. 
A situation in which, according to the own sentence, it does not have any 
influence that the Cuban government agreed to give a subsistence salary to the 
Professionals, because the proper and defining conditions of the slavery would 
persist in any case.  
 
b) Another Judgment to be taken into account is that of the "US District Court 

Southern District, Florida Miami Division" with respect to the case “Licea et 
al. Curaçao Dry Dock Company”, in which the following reasons are: 362 

                                                 
 
362 Rodriguez et al v. Curaçao Drydock Company, original de la demanda: 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/217755591/Rodriguez-et-al-v-Curacao-Drydock-Company-Original-
complaint#download (enlace alternativo: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yzTRC8tC8yIo4LqwgTKXkepLpCFKhSoi) 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/217755591/Rodriguez-et-al-v-Curacao-Drydock-Company-Original-complaint#download
http://www.scribd.com/doc/217755591/Rodriguez-et-al-v-Curacao-Drydock-Company-Original-complaint#download
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yzTRC8tC8yIo4LqwgTKXkepLpCFKhSoi
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“The Defendant (…) conspired with the Republic of Cuba to force Cuban citizens to travel 
to facilities the Defendant owns in Curaçao, to hold them in captivity there, and to force 
them to work repairing ships and oil platforms. (…) any Cuban who resists performing 
work is subject to persecution; that Cuba imposes prosecutions or ‘therapy and 
reeducation’ at police discretion for the crime of ‘potential dangerousness’ on those who 
refuse to work for the socialist cause; that Cuba imprisons those who refuse to work at 
worksites10 in prisons that are particularly inhumane and dangerous ; that Cuba 
employs outrageous means to persecute those who resist the will of the state; that the 
Cuban state was particularly concerned with the laborers it was deploying to Curaçao 
because they generated hard currency; that the punishment workers would receive if they 
refused to work in its forced labor program would be particularly harsh because the 
program generated foreign currency that allowed the state to survive economic sanctions 
on it; and that the laborers provided by Cuba were not free individuals.  
 
In this case, the Court found uncontroversially that the Government of Cuba 
used coercive methods such as jail and political reeducation to allow Cuban 
citizens to work in conditions of slavery for international companies, which 
would directly pay the Government of Cuba in foreign currency, while the 
Cuban worker would receive around 16 dollars a month. 
 
In this way, it is proven that the Government of Cuba already has antecedents in 
the fact of negotiating to "export" and exploit Cuban citizens in conditions of 
slavery in exchange for foreign currency, which is exactly the same as that 
denounced in this document. This method of indirect payment, in which the 
Government of Cuba receives the salary in the name of the worker and pays the 
worker in Cuban currency only a subsistence salary is exactly the same system 
used in the Internationalization Missions, constituting this the best proof that, in 
the case presented, as in the case “Licea and others vs Curaçao Dry Dock Company” 
the Cuban workers are not free, but merely private property to the economic 
service of the Government of Cuba. 

 
 

IX. DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 
Added, referenced and linked throughout the document. 
 
 
X. FINAL STATEMENT 
 
This being the case, this Complaint fulfills all the legal requirements necessary to 
be admitted for processing by the International Criminal Court and, first of all, 
by the Prosecutor's Office of said court, 
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it is submitted on May 8, 2019 to: 
 

International Criminal Court 
Information and Evidence Unit 
Office of the Prosecutor 
Post Office Box 19519 
2500 CM The Hague (The Netherlands)  
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